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For e word 

The Canadian Censuses const i tute a rich source of information about 
individuals and their families, extending over many years . The census data 
are used widely but it has proved to be worthwhile in Canada, as in some 
other countries, to supplement census s ta t i s t ica l reports with analytical 
monographs on a number of selected topics . The 1931 Census was the bas i s 
of several valuable monographs but, for various reasons , it was impossible 
to foUow this precedent with a similar programme until 1961. Moreover, 
the 1961 Census had two novel features. In the first place, it provided 
much new and more detailed data, particularly in such fields as income, 
internai migration and fertility, and secondly, the use of an electronic 
computer made possible a great variety of tabulat ions on which more pene-
trating analytical s tudies could be based. 

The purpose of the 1961 Census Monograph Programme is to provide a 
broad analys is of social and economie phenomena in Canada. Although the 
monographs concentrate on the resul ts of the 1961 Census , they are supple-
mented by data from previous censuse s and by s ta t i s t ica l material from 
other sources. In addition to Migration in Canada and a Series of Labour 
Force Studies, monographs will be or have been published on urban develop-
ment, marketing, agriculture, fertility, income and immigration. 

I should like to express my appreciation to the universi t ies that have 
made it possible for members of their staff to contribute to this Programme, 
to authors within the Dominion Bureau of Stat is t ics who have put forth extra 
effort in preparing their s tudies , and to a number of other members of DBS 
staff who have given as s i s t ance . The Census Monograph Programme i s 
considered desirable not only because the analysis by the authors throws 
light on particular topics but also because it provides insight into the 
adequacy of existing data and guidance in planning the content and tabu-
lation programmes of future censuses . Valuable help in designing the Pro
gramme was received from a committee of Government officials and uni
versity professors. In addition, thanks are extended to the various readers , 
experts in their fields, whose comments were of considerable a s s i s t ance to 
the authors. 

Although the monographs have been prepared at the request of and 
published by the Dominion Bureau of Sta t i s t ics , responsibility for the 
analyses and conclusions i s that of the individuai authors. 

4AM^C^. / ^ - ^ - - / / > ^ 

DOMINION STATISTICIAN. 





Preface 

This is the first of two volumes comprising the 1961 Census Mono
graph on Migration in Canada. It is dedicated to the late Dr. Yoshiko 
Kasahara, who was responsible for the migration monograph until her 
untimely death. Through numerous conversations and d i scuss ions of 
papers , the present author was an active professional coUeague of Dr. 
Kasahara. There was much common ground between our approach as to 
population s tud ies , particularly in regard to the emphasis on social and 
economie correlates of demographic variables and on the use of mathematical 
tools as aids to substantive research. Without doubt, the basic ideas 
advanced in this volume are largely in keeping with the spirit of Dr. 
Kasahara ' s thinking in regard to the analys is of migration. In addition, the 
author has used the unpublished 'print-outs ' from the 1961 census tape 
files which Dr. Kasahara designed and requested for the monograph 
research, as well as some worksheets she processed from these unpublished 
census tabulat ions (many of the tables in Chapter Two are based on her 
worksheets). However, the design of the research on the data which she 
left and the preparation of manuscript are originai. 

In the effort to bring this project to a rapid and successful conclusion, 
one aspect of the work (emphasizing demographic patterns) was taken over 
by Dr. M.V. George of DBS and will appear as a separate volume. Professors 
Marvin Mclnnis and Douglas Curtis were invited to assume authorship of 
the chapters analysing economie aspec t s of provincial migration dif-
ferentials and of rural farm migration patterns (Chapters Pive and Six). 
Later ali three authors prepared detailed cri t icisms on each other 's drafts, 
which comments proved useful in eliminating any serious errors of inter-
pretation that might have occurred. Of course, Mclnnis and Curtis are 
responsible only for those interpretations that appear in Chapters Pive 
and Six, respectively. It is factual to add that they are not necessar i ly in 
agreement with s tatements made in other parts of the monograph, nor is the 
present author necessar i ly in agreement with everything they say. 

The purposes of this monograph are to describe and partially analyse 
some major features of the pattern of migration flow among Canadian regions, 
and to give an account of some of the ways in which migrants comprise a 
dist inct ive socio-economie segment of the Canadian population. The conduci 



of this work should make some contribution to the documentation and 
analys is of one of the important aspec t s of regional differentials in levels 
of living and development. By pointing up some of the useful information. 
that can be gleaned through synthesis of census s t a t i s t i c s , the monograph 
should help to make these s t a t i s t i c s more valuable to the Canadian public. 
The 1961 census s t a t i s t i c s should be particularly interesting because , 
despi te their l imitations, they present snapshots of Canadian migration that 
are unprecedented in their scope, coverage and deta i l . I t must beemphasized, 
however, that this work i s not definitive, because very substant ial additions 
to the exist ing stock of Canadian migration s t a t i s t i c s are needed for 
definitive analysis on the topics taken up bere, but it is hoped that future 
research on Canadian migration willfind in this volume a useful eompendium 
of basic and relevant information. 

The writer gratefuUy aeknowledges the a s s i s t ance received from 
Prof. J.W. Simmons, who read substantial sec t ions of the manuscript. Also 
aeknowledged with thanks is the co-operation from several sec t ions and 
staff members of the DBS in the assembling and processing of data, ineluding, 
among others, the Central Programming Division, the Census Computing 
Pool under Mrs. Muriel EUis, the Main Library under Mr. B.A. Ower, the 
Typing Pool under Mr. S. Bogé, Mrs. E.M. Baldwin, Miss D. Hamilton and 
Mrs. P . Hayes . A number of DBS summer s tudents and Queen 's University 
s tudents and staff contributed to this work, ineluding Mr. Pe te r Annis, 
Miss Lucy Gorman,Mr. James Johnston, Mr. John Kelley, Mr. Richard Magid, 
Mr. Charles Pye , Mr. Andrew Siggner and Miss Wynn Smith. The writer is 
also greatly indebted to Mrs. Frances Aubry who directed the author 's 
supporting staff and made major contributions to the timely completion of 
the work; to the Year Book Staff, particularly the Assis tant Director, 
Miss Margaret Pink, who undertook the task of finally editing the copy 
and seeing the manuscript through the press ; and to Mr. Laurent Tess ie r 
of the DBS Drafting Unit under whose direction the charts were drawn. 
For permission to quote from copyrighted publications the author thanks the 
American Philosophieal Society, Philadelphia, McClelland & Stewart Ltd. , 
Toronto, and the Macmillan Company of Canada Limited, Toronto. 

The writers are solely responsible for the opinions expressed in the 
chapters or appendices they have drafted and for any blemishes of error or 
faulty jùdgement that may appear therein. 

Leroy O. Stone, 

Consultant on Demographic Research. 

OTTAWA, 1969 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

i.l PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION 

This monograph attempts to describe and analyse partially some of 
the major patterns of migration in Canada. The work is based mainly on 
census s t a t i s t i c s , particularly those from the 1961 Census of Canada. With 
the aim of providing a major focus on regional differentials in migration 
flow, the monograph s tudies measures of migration rates for provinces, 
urban areas , rural farm areas , rural non-farm areas , metropolitan areas , and 
counties or census divis ions. The analysis of these measures emphasizes 
economie aspec t s of areal differentials in migration rat ios , and there is a 
complementary emphasis on the socio-economie character is t ies of migrants. 
Thus, the general theme of this work can be said to be the regional pattern 
and socio-economie aspec t s of migration in Canada. A second volume' 
(henceforth ealled ' the compariion volume') will focus upon demographic 
a spec t s of migration in Canada. 

Three general purposes should be at leas t partly served by the chosen 
theme of this volume. Firs t , the monograph should make some contribution 
to the documentation of one of the important aspec ts of regional differences 
in levels of living and development. This contribution should be particularly 
timely in view of the growing concern with persistent dispar i t ies in develop
ment among Canadian regions (cf. Economie Council of Canada, 1965, e. 5). 
Secondly, the monograph should demonstrate some of the ways in which 
census migration s ta t i s t i c s are useful as symptoms and measures of 
economie conditions in Canadian communities. In so doing it should in
dicate to the public some of the ways in which important information about 
Canada may be gleaned by synthesizing census s t a t i s t i c s . Thirdly, by 
working somewhat intensively with the migration data from the 1961 Census , 
the monograph may point up clearly eertain limitations in the s t a t i s t i c s and 
some avenues toward improvement in future censuses of Canada. 

In order to achieve these purposes, the monograph i s arranged into 
two parts —an entirely deseriptive one and a partly analytical one. The 
entirely deseriptive part i s comprised of Chapters Two to Four. Chapter 
Two is largely a historical review of some of the major features of Canadian 
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migration. It considers the patterns of migration streams and the temperai 
variation in migration ratios for provincial, urban and rural areas , serving 
as a background document for the remainder of the monograph. Relying 
mainly upon the 1961 Census data, Chapter Three descr ibes some of the 
differentials among demographic and socio-economie groupings of population 
in regard to migration ratios, as well as selected socio-economie character
i s t i es of migrants. Chapter Four focuses on a major highlight of recent 
migration trends in Canada —the flows to and from Census Metropolitan 
Areas. Not only are ra tes of migration described for the Census Metro
politan Areas but selected educational and occupational charac ter is t ies 
are considered for the migrants to and from these areas . In addition, some 
aspec t s of migration within Census Metropolitan Areas are reviewed. 

The more analytical part of this volume is comprised of Chapters Five 
to Eight. Chapter Five continues a long tradition in Canadian research by 
studying the provincial differentials in migration, focusing upon some 
economie aspec t s of these differentials. In recognition of the historic 
importanee of agriculture and rural living in Canada, Chapter Six concen-
trates upon measures of migration ratios for rural farm areas by province. It 
interprets the pattern of migration for such areas in terms of changes in the 
strueture of the Canadian economy, and attempts to assoc ia te economie 
indicators with the migration rat ios. Urban centres and counties or census 
divisions are the units of analys is in Chapters Seven and Eight, which 
attempt to show and interpret systematie associat ion between areal variation 
in migration ratios and that among a number of economie and social indi
ca tors . 

Following the concluding remarks, there are several appendices, 
providing selected detailed tables , background information about the gather-
ing and processing of migration s t a t i s t i c s in the 1961 Census , and teehnical 
comments on some procedures used in this monograph. Many unpublished 
tables exist , most of them available at the eost of processing for re lease ; 
requests coneerning these tables should be sent to the author. 

1.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF MIGRATION STUDY 

Excellent comments on the importanee of migration study have already 
been published (Thomas, 1938; Thomas, 1957; Bogue, Shryock and Hagood, 
1957; Bogue, 1959; Kuznets, 1964; and Lee , 1966, among others), and an 
effort to add to these comments is hardly worth i ts eost . However, points 
from these comments are summarized briefly bere in order to outline a broad 
theoretieal background for this monograph. 

Migration is relevant in many socia l , economie and politicai problems 
of Canada and thus it i s not surprising to find a widespread interest in the 
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movement of the Canadian population among i t s various regions. Studies of 
economie growth, population composition and growth, fertility and mortality 
must frequently take migration into account. Persons and agencies con-
cerned with social welfare have a strong interest in migration, since changes 
of residence are associated with the incidence of social problems in 
particular Canadian communities. 

Migration is an important symptom of economie and social condit ions. 
It is connected with the changes in economie strueture which tend to be con-
centrated at particular points in the spatial distribution of economie activity. 
Bogue, 1959, p. 486, notes that "every region and every nation which has 
undergone extensive industriai development has simultaneously undergone a 
redistribution of i ts populat ion". A basic reason for this observation has 
been given in a c l a s s i e statement by Kuznets and Thomas, 1957, p. 2: 

. . . technological change is usually specific, with differential impact upon 
sectors of the economy and upon economie opportunities in different parts of 
the country and, once started, it tends to proceed at a rapid pace. The rapidity 
and magnitude of the differential impacts that accompany modem economie 
growth are such that the vital p rocesses of birth and death can play but a 
minor role in adjusting the distribution of population to economie opportunities 
in different parts of the country. . . . it is migration that must provide the main 
mechanics of adjustment . . . . 

In effecting the redistribution of population, migration influenees the 
demographic and socio-economie composition of population in particular 
regions and thus influenees their growth potential and the extent to which 
they experience eertain social and economie problems. Kuznets, 1964, 
p. xxiii, neatly summarizes the case coneerning the relevance of migration 
in the study of development: 

Internai migration and the redistribution of population by res idence among 
various parts of the country are a major way in which people respond to 
changing economie opportunities emerging in the course of economie growth. 
Not al i internai migration is in response to economie growth; and not ali 
opportunities emerging in the course of growth require a shift of residence to 
be converted into real ized economie advance. But migration induced by growth 
that promises greater opportunities has been sufficiently massive in the 
presently advanced countries to warrant the view that the relation between 
population redistribution and economie development i s an important and 
indispersable link in the mechanism of modem economie growth. 

One aspect of the functions of migration in the mechanism of modem 
economie growth is i ts role in bringing about improved spatial allocation of 
skilled labour. As Bogue, 1959, The Free Press, p. 487, notes, "persons 
who pos s e s s or acquire special abi l i t ies are not necessar i ly born or edu-
cated at the s i te where their ta lents are needed" . By effecting the spat ia l 
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reallocation of skilled labour, migration contributes to the efficient use of 
human resources and to increased production from economie activity. 

Migration can be a manifestation of and a contributor to major social 
problems. As Bogue has pointed out, an extended drought or famine; the 
exhaustion of forest, minerai or agricultural resources; a sequence of un-
favourable crop seasons; or continued social or politicai oppression can 
lead to large-scale migration from an area to other parts of the nation. 
Migrants displaeed by unfavourable conditions tend to be in need of as
sistance from the communities through which they pass. At these commu
nities the migrants may create or contribute to social and economie tensions 
which can beeome great enough to require action by social welfare agencies 
and government. 

Migration is also an instrument for cultural change and for diffusion of 
new behaviour patterns and styles of living across several communities. In 
so functioning it becomes of interest to students of social change in locai 
communities. 

In summary, migration is an important component of population change, 
particularly when viewed from the standpoint of a locai community. It is at 
once an indicator and a generator of social and economie changes, altering 
the size and the demographic and socio-economie compositions of population. 
Through such alteration it influenees the growth potential of a community 
and the extent to which the community experienees eertain social and 
economie problems. 

1.3 DATA SOURCES AND QUALITY 

The migration statistics obtained in the 1961 Census were gathered 
through a 20 per cent sample of private households drawn in conjunction 
with the census. The procedures of sample selection, sample data proces
sing and estimation are referred to generally as the "1961 Population 
Sample" (see Appendix B fot some details on the Sample). From the sample 
estimates various cross-tabulations (mostly unpublished) of population by 
migration status and other attributes were generated according to specifica-
tions prepared by the late Dr. Kasahara. In attempting to complete the 
migration monograph after her death, the author has worked with the tab
ulations prepared according to those speeifications. 

Use is also made of net migration estimates derived by indirect 
methods (see Appendix C), these estimates requiring the merging of census 
and vital statistics. Occasionally, other non-census statistics (such as 
sòme income data in Chapters Five and Six and the information on road 
distances to metropolitan centres in Chapter Eight) are used to provide 
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information needed in the ana lyses . The major source of data is the 1961 
Population Sample. 

Essent ia l ly , the migration data from the 1961 Population Sample are 
based upon the responses to a census question which, in effect, compares 
the respondent 's place of residence on June 1, 1956 with that on June 1, 
1961. For this reason the data may be said to refer to "five-year migration" 
(see Appendix B, Seetion B.2). Through this comparison of residence at two 
points in time, measures (in regard to five-year migration) may be made of the 
volumes of in- and out-migration for various areal u n i t s - t h e provinces, 
urban s ize groups (100,000 and over, 30,000-99,999, 10,000-29,999, and 
under 10,000), rural non-farm and farm within each province, and Census 
Metropolitan Areas along with their eentrai c i t ies and fringe areas . From 
these tabulations, in-, out- and net migration ratios may be ealeulated. 

The tabulations also elassify the migrant population by type of move
ment—for example, intra-provincial and inter-provincial migration, movement 
from contiguous and non-contiguous provinces, movement from rural to rural, 
rural to urban, urban to rural, and urban to urban, e te . Such movement types 
are cross-tabulated with age, sex, maritai s ta tus , schooling, origin, place of 
birth, labour force s ta tus , occupation and income. These cross-tabulat ions 
should be interpreted with caution, s ince the character is t ies reported on the 
census date may not necessar i ly coincide with those at the time of migration. ' 
As indicators of migration differentials in demographic, social and economie 
character is t ies , the resul ts of these tabulat ions should be considered as 
approximations only. However, they throw some light on the potential 
implications of population movement for different parts of the country ( see 
Chapter Three, Seetion 3.2, and Appendix B for further d iscuss ion on this 
point). 

The available relevant information does not permit any comprehensive 
and conerete evaluation of the quality of the s t a t i s t i c s used in this mono
graph. Appendix Tables B . l to B.IO indicate much of the relevant data which 
the author has been able to assemblo on this subject. This monograph is 
based on the principle that some useful information can be gleaned from 
faulty s t a t i s t i c s through the exereise of informed jùdgement in the analys is 
of the s t a t i s t i c s (see Appendix B, Seetion B.3 for further comment). The 
reader, on bis part, should approach the s t a t i s t i c s eaut iously, tending to 
emphasize the general levels (rather than the exact values) of numbers and 
differences, and looking for systematie and recurrent pat terns. Of course, 
the general levels and systematie. patterns among numbers may be the 
resul ts of substantial and persistent errors but one is generally l e s s exposed 
to the distortion of error by emphasizing these aspec ts of s t a t i s t i c s thaii 
the exact values of numbers. 
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1.4 SOME BASIC CONCEPTS 

Ideally, a migrant is a person who leaves orie community and takes up 
residence in another. The term "migrant" should indicate a eertain amount 
of puUing up of ' roots ' from one socio-cultural milieu and transplanting them 
in another (cf. Bogue, 1959, p. 489, and Lee , 1966). However, the application 
of this term in a census poses a formidable problem in the delineation of 
community boundaries. An admittedly poor solution is to use the boundaries 
of municipali t ies, but this is the practieal solution. Thus, for this census 
monograph, a migrant is a person who e rosses a munieipal boundary in the 
proeess of changing residence. The migrants are one sub-group of movers; 
the other movers are those whose residence changes do not take them 
across munieipal boundaries. By "mobi l i ty" is meant any change of resi
dence, while "migrat ion" refers to those changes of residence that entail the 
Crossing of munieipal boundaries. Despite the arbitrary nature of munieipal 
boundaries, the variation among munieipal populations (in demographic, 
social and economie character is t ies) is sufficiently strong and systematie 
to suggest that it is eorrelated with the variation that might be observed 
among the populations of more carefuUy delineated communities. 

Two considerations were particularly influential in guiding the choice 
of the municipality as the smallest areal unit for Identification of migrants. 
It was thought that, among the sub-provincial units, the municipality would 
be most likely to be accurately remembered by census respondents in report
ing their 1956 place of residence. Secondly, it was thought that most moves 
which involve the transplantation of ' roots ' between two dist inct communi
t ies are likely to be inter-munieipal. Of course, a significant portion of 
inter-municipal moves may not involve such transplantation, but any choice 
of community boundaries leads to problems in the treatment of those persons 
who make rather short moves just across the boundary l ines . 

Given the choice of boundaries for identifying migrants, it is possible 
to identify two major direetions of migration. For a given municipality, the 
in-migrants were comprised by i ts 1961 (June I s t ) res idents who resided 
elsewhere on June 1, 1956; i ts out-migrants were those who resided there on 
June 1, 1956 but were living elsewhere on June 1, 1961. The algebraic dif-
ferenee (in-migrants minus out-migrants) between the two groups is ealled 
net migration. The coneept of net migration is purely mathematical (there is 
no net migrant), but it is important as a measure of the shifts in population 
s ize and composition resulting directly from in-migration and out-migration. 
The net migration ratio (net migration divided by population) is a measure of 
the intensity of such shifts in terms of their impact on population s ize . 

It should always be remembered that the census s t a t i s t i c s do not 
measure the total number of migrations between June 1, 1956 and June 1, 
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1961. They fail to refleet the relevant data for persons who died after mi
grating (subsequent to June 1, 1956), for emigrants from Canada, and for the 
multiple moves of a given individuai. For this reason, the term "f ive- jear 
migration" will be used repeatedly in the text (see Appendix B, Seetion B.2 
for related comments). In her proposai for the migration monogrJph, 
the late Dr. Kasahara nicely summarized the conceptual problems associa ted 
with the gathering and analysing of the census migration s t a t i s t i c s , and this 
summary is worth substantial quotation: 

Theoret ical ly, migration is defined as a change in one ' s commuiity 
membership, involving not only a change in his usuai place of res idence but 
a l so significant al terat ions in his community t i e s and life condit ions. Intra-
community movements which usually entai l l i t t le or no change in the s o ; i a l 
milieu are thus regarded as non-migratory, whereas most inter-community 
movements are migratory. There are, however, a number of borderline c a s e s 
in which dist inct ion between migratory and non-migratory movements tends to 
be blurred (e .g . , itinerary salesmen, seasona l migratory labour, nomads, e t ; . ) . 
Change in community membership which forms the b a s i s for the above defini-

tion, moreover, is almost impossible to measure within the framework of 
census . 

the 

In the first p lace, no consensus ex i s t s upon the bas ic criteria for le-
fining a population aggregate as a community. In the second place, measulre-
ment of change in one ' s community membership is extremely difficult e \ en 
when a specif ic definition of community is adopted, s ince a battery of e labo
rate and detai led rules should be es tabl i shed and applied rigorously to Ihe 
coUection and processing of the data required. For practieal purposes it i s 
necessa ry , for example, to determine clear-cut geographical boundaries which 
must be crossed before a given movement may be regarded as migration. The 
geographic boundaries of a "communi ty" , however, are not easy to identily, 
for they seldom coincide with the administrative or legai boundaries oi a 
population sett lement. Boundary changes over time, which are implicit in t i e 
very coneept of community, present a further complication. 

In order to minimize such problems of measurement, the 1961 Census 
adopted the definition of migration as a change in the usuai place of res idence 
across munieipal boundaries between June 1, 1956 and June 1, 1961. This 
definition is quite arbitrary — merely a convenient approximation to the the
oretieal coneept based on change in community membership. Although rei j -
t ively simple and easy to apply, it will put some non-migratory movers in ti e 
migrant category, while it will fail to include among migrants some who have 
actually undergone significant changes in community membership. 

Another problem of migration s t a t i s t i c s from the 1961 Census is t h t t 
practical ly ali the charac ter i s t ies of the population relate to the census date 
in 1961; hence migration differentials at the time of movement are not measu -
able except in such Constant charac te r i s t ies a s the sex. Even the age diffei-
ent ia ls in migration (measured in terms of age at the 1961 census date) would 
be subject to the mean error of two to three years with the maximum error u? 
to five years , s ince migration could have taken place at any point over thJ 
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five-year interval. "Migration d i f ferent ia ls" as observed at the census date 
of 1961, therefore, should be examined with caution; they would yield l i t t le 
more than c lues to the proeess of " s e l e c t i o n " operating at the time of move
ment. Any change in social and economie charac ter i s t ies of migrants as a 
" c a u s e " of migration cannot be a s s e s s e d ; nor i s it possible to detect migra
tion differentials that might emerge as the consequences of change in com
munity membership or of the proeess of assimilat ion of migrants into their 
new environments. A study of motivational factors in migration would a lso be 
completely out of the question as far as the census data are concerned. Nor 
would the census data permit any ana lys i s of quali tat ive differences between 
migrant and non-migrant population, if there are any (e .g . , in te l l igence, per
sona lity adjustment, e t e ) . 

Thus , limitations imposed by the data themselves will restr ic t the scope 
of the study quite severely; many of the gaps in our knowledge of migration in 
this country will have to remain unfilled. It should a l so be noted that the 
paucity of his tor ical data nece s s i t a t e s the adoption of a more exploratory ap
proach in this study than in some other fields of investigation where a con
siderable body of knowledge has already been accumulated and systematized. 
The study thus aims primarily at examining and ordering the facts that the 
available data unfold and suggest ing a set of hypotheses to be tes ted in the 
future. Although attempts will be made to account for eertain significant fea
tures of migration in this country, an intensive ana lys i s of the entire story of 
th is complex phenomenon cannot be carried out without more analyt ical mater
ial than i s avai lable at present . 

1.5 SYNOPSIS OF MAIN FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

A summary of the main findings should, along with the Table of Con
tents , provide a comprehensive overview of this work. The following sum
mary should a lso be helpful to the reader who does not care to wade through 
the detailed discussion in particular Chapters. Of course a summary cannot 
recapitulate ali the findings and d iscuss ions that may be of interest , and 
therefore it should not be taken as a substi tute for the detailed discussion 
in each Chapter. 

1.5.1 EXTERNAL MIGRATION FLOWS PROMINENT IN CANADA'S HIS-
TORY - C a n a d a has had substant ial streams of external migration throughout 
i ts history. For example, the total number of immigrant arrivals in the 1851-
1961 period was more than one third, although less than one half, of the num
ber of births (to which immigrants contribute) in this period. The number of 
emigrants in the same period was roughly three quarters of the number of 
immigrants. Thus , the direct contribution of external migration (the difference 
between the numbers of immigrants and emigrants) was not impressive; how
ever, the indirect contribution from the offspring of immigrants cannot be 
ignored. The flows of immigration and emigration showed marked patterns of 
historical variation over the past century. In the period since the beginning 
of the Second World War, decennial immigration ratios showed an upward 
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trend while the decennial emigration ratios remained s table near a very low 
value. 

1.5.2 CENSUS STATISTICS SHOW ONTARIO AS PRINCIPAL PROVINCIAL 
DESTINATION OF INTERCENSAL IMMIGRANTS SINCE 1921 - Since 1921, 
Ontario was the most favoured province for intereensal immigrants to Canada. 
However, the Prairie Provinces (ali three taken together) had a larger share 
than Ontario of these immigrants in 1911-21 , and probably in 1901-11 a s 
well (data are not available for 1901-11). Since 1921 the other three most 
favoured provinces were Quebec, Alberta and British Columbia. Very lit t le 
information is available on the provincial contributions to the volume of 
emigrants from Canada. 

1.5.3 INTERNAL FIVE-YEAR MIGRATION RATIOS HIGHEST FOR THE 
WESTERN AND MARITIME PROVINCES - The internai migration streams 
are very much larger than the external ones (immigrants and emigrants). The 
Canadian population is in a perpetuai s ta te of flux as people change resi
dence from one location to another. Among provinces, the largest volumes of 
migration flow usually have been observed for the provinces with the largest 
populations (particularly Ontario). However, the migration ratios, ealeulated 
to partially eliminate the influence of population s ize , tend to be highest 
for the western and Maritime Provinces. The migration ratios suggest that 
the impact of inter-provincial migration on provincial population s ize and 
composition has been highest in these provinces. 

1.5.4 FLOWS WITHIN MAJOR EASTERN AND WESTERN HALVES OF 
CANADA TEND TO DOMINATE THE PATTERN OF INTER-PROVINCIAL 
MIGRATION STREAMS — Each province sends i t s out-migrants to several 
different provinces, depending on their proximity, population s i zes and 
socio-economie attr ibutes. Ontario was clearly the favourite provincial 
destination for the five-year out-migrants from Quebec and the eastern prov
inces. Quebec was the most favoured destination for the five-year out-
migrants from Ontario. The other five-year out-migrants from Quebec and the 
eastern provinces remained eas t of Ontario for the most part. Following 
Quebec, British Columbia was the most favoured destination for the five-
year out-migrants from Ontario. The five-year out-migrants from the western 
provinces were heavily concentrated among dest inat ions west of Quebec 
Province. Only for Manitoba was a non-western province (Ontario) the most 
favoured destination of five-year out-migrants originating in the west . Rela
tive to population s ize , the inter-provincial migration streams were small; 
for no stream was the volume a s large as two per cent of the average of the 
sending and receiving populations. 
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1.5.5 GROSS INTER-PROVINCIAL MIGRATION RATIOS HIGHEST FOR 
WESTERN AND MARITIME PROVINCES - The rate of population turnover 
through five-year migration, as reflected by the gross migration ratio, was 
highest in the western and Maritime Provinces . Much lower rates were shown 
for Newfoundland, Quebec and Ontario, although the absolute sum of in-
migrants and out-migrants was highest by far in Ontario. 

1.5.6 PROVINCIAL D I F F E R E N T I A L S IN NET INTERNAL MIGRATION -

In general, the 1961 Population Sample data indicate systematie , although 
not large, provincial differentials in the net inter-provincial five-year migra
tion. The provinces that enjoyed the highest levels of income, modernization 
and economie growth in recent decades (Ontario, British Columbia and 
Alberta) were the only ones sustaining net gains in the 1956-61 five-year 
migration; the provinces that had the highest coneentrations of work force in 
primary act ivi t ies had the sharpest net l o s ses in the 1956-61 five-year 
migration rat ios . 

1.5.7 HISTORICALLY PERSISTENT PATTERN OF PROVINCIAL DIFFER
ENTIALS IN NET INTERCENSAL MIGRATION - A dist inct pattern of pro
vincial differentials in net migration ratios may be observed over the decades 
s ince 1871. Only Ontario and British Columbia showed any tendeney toward 
consis tent net gains through migration, and this tendeney was stronger for 
British Columbia than for Ontario. Since the Second World War, Alberta 
joined Ontario and British Columbia a s the three provinces with substantial 
net migration gains. Along with the other Prair ie Provinces, Alberta had 
very high net migration ratios in the early decades of the current century 
and had marked net l o s se s in the relatively depressed 1931-41 decade. With 
the exception of the 1871-1901 period, Quebec showed relatively low net 
migration ratios in the various decades; in the three decades from 1871 to 
1901, Quebec sustained substantial net migration l o s se s . A consis tent 
pattern of decennial net migration l o s se s throughout the 1871-1961 period 
was shown by the Maritime region. 

1.5.8 IN-MIGRATION RATIOS HIGHEST FOR RURAL NON-FARM AREAS, 

OUT-MIGRATION RATIOS HIGHEST FOR LOWEST URBAN SIZE G R O U P S -

Among four selected urban s ize groups and two rural categories , the 1956-61 
five-year in-migration ratio was highest for the rural non-farm category and 
for the 1,000-9,999 urban s ize group; one fifth of the population in these 
two groups consis ted of 1956-61 migrants. The five-year out-migration ratio 
was greatest for the lowest urban s ize groups (1,000-9,999 and 10,000-
29,999) and for the rural farm population. 
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1.5.9THE RELATIVELY LARGE INTERNAL MIGRATION STREAMS WERE 
INTER-URBAN, NOT RURAL-URBAN - Relative to the s ize of the urban 
population, neither the rural-to-urban nor the urban-to-rural five-yeàr migra
tion streams were particularly significant. However, the urban-to-rural 
streams generated high in-migration ratios for rural non-farm areas , while 
the rural-to-urban flows involved relatively high out-migration ratios for 
rural farm areas . Out-migrants from urban areas predominantly chose desti
nations in other urban areas , and the tendeney was evident even after the 
concentration of the 1956 population in urban areas was taken into account. 
Among the selected urban s ize groups, the 100,000 and over group was most 
favoured as a destination for five-year migrants, even after the concentration 
of 1956 population in this s ize group was taken into account. 

1.5.10 NEARLY ONE HALF OF THE SAMPLE RESIDED IN A DIFFERENT 
HOUSE FIVE YEARS BEFORE THE CENSUS - Although this volume i s 
concerned almost entirely with inter-munieipal moves, there is some interest 
in the mobility rates reflecting changes of residence within the same muni
cipality a s well as inter-municipal moves. Canada had a high mobility ratio 
from the 1956-61 five-year moves. Among the reporting population (see 
Appendix B, Seetion B. l ) in 1961, some 44 per cent lived in a different 
house five years before. The corresponding ratios for the urban and rural 
populations were 50 per cent and 30 per cent, respectively. Furthermore, the 
ratio tended to increase with the s ize of urban place, as judged by broad 
urban size-group s t a t i s t i c s . P'inally, distance impedes mobility (as is well 
known) for the intra-municipal movers greatly exceeded the intra-provincial 
(inter-municipal) movers, who in turn greatly exceeded the inter-provincial 
migrants. 

1.5.11 MIGRANTS SHOW A DISTINCTIVE PATTERN OF SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS - The five-year migration data suggest 
that migrants form a dist inctive segment of the Canadian population in 
regard to their social and economie character is t ies . Among language and 
religious groups, five-year migration ratios were highest for the English-
speaking Protes tants and the five-year migrants were most likely to be 
Fnglish-speaking Pro tes tan ts . The data suggest that the five-year migrants 
had a heavier weighting among the higher levels of educational attainment 
and of occupational skill than did the general population of similar age. 
Relatively low migration ratios were shown for Jewish persons and French-
speaking Roman Catholies , among language-religion groups, and by those 
with elementary edueation and low-skilled occupation. 

1.5.12 CENSUS METROPOLITAN AREAS SHOW HIGH IN-MIGRATION 
RATIOS, BUT WITH MARKED VARIATION - Taken a s a group, the Census 
Metropolitan Areas (MAs) had a net gain from 1956-61 five-year migration. 
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while the non-metropolitan areas had a net loss . The differential between 
these two groups of areas was l e s s sharp in regard to in-migration and out-
migration rat ios. The in-migration ratios were highest for the MAs of Calgary, 
Edmonton, London, Ottawa, Kitchener and Halifax. The out-migration ratios 
were highest (in absolute value) for the MAs of Halifax, Calgary, Edmonton, 
Sudbury, London and Winnipeg. 

1.5.13 A DISPROPORTIONATELY LARGE SHARE OF THE FIVE-YEAR 
MIGRANTS TO A GIVEN MA CAME FROM NON-METROPOLITAN URBAN 
AREAS — For each MA, slightly l e s s than one half of the five-year in-
migrants carne from urban areas outside of other MAs, while only one fourth 
of the 1956 population (residing outside the relevant MA) resided in such 
urban areas . This finding probably reflects the relatively longer d is tances 
among MAs, so that the attraetion of a given MA upon the potential in-
migrants was more effective when exerted upon the nearer non-MA areas 
than upon other MAs. 

The MAs having the largest percentages of in-migrants coming from 
other MAs are loeated in Ontario and British Columbia (Victoria, Hamilton, 
Toronto, Ottawa, Windsor, London,. Vancouver and Kitchener). The MAs 
having higher-than-average d is tances to their nearest MA-neighbours tend to 
show the low values on the percentage of in-migrants who resided in other 
MAs in 1956. The MAs with the highest percentages of in-migrants who 
resided in rural areas in 1956 were Winnipeg, St. John ' s , Saint John, Quebec, 
Edmonton and Halifax. 

1.5.14HIGHER.THAN-AVERAGE LEVELS OF EDUCATION AND OCCUPA-
TIONAL SKILL SHOWN FOR THE STREAMS INVOLVING MAs - The five-
year migrants to MAs had higher levels of edueation than the non-migrant 
residents of the MAs, in similar sex and age groups. The relatively high 
mean level of edueation among the in-migrants to the 1961 MAs (as compared 
with the five-year non-migrants) is largely accounted for by the in-migrants 
from other MAs. The in-migrants from other MAs had considerably higher 
levels of edueation than did the in-migrants from non-MA areas . 

Roughly similar educational distributions are shown by the in-migrants 
to MAs coming from non-MA areas and by the out-migrants from MAs going to 
non-MA areas . The mean level of educational attainment was just slightly 
higher among those leaving MAs (for non-MA residence) than for those enter-
ing MAs (from, non-MA residence). In turn, the latter group was also better 
educated by 1961 than were the migrants between non-MA areas . 

Thus, the following four migration streams are ranked from highest to 
lowest in regard to the mean level of educational attainment: (1) inter-MA 
migrants, (2) MA-to-non-MA migrants, (3) non-MA-to-MA migrants, and (4) 
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inter-non-MA migrants. This rank ordering may not be surprising when 
consideration is taken of the relatively long d i s tances separating MAs, and 
the concentration in MAs of higher edueation faeil i t ies and of jobs requiring 
higher-level ski l ls . 

The per cent of the male labour force in professional occupations was 
higher for the in-migrants to MAs than for the whole labour force of the MAs. 
This statement held true in each of three se lec ted age groups. As with 
edueation, the differential between the in-migrants and the total male labour 
force in the per cent of professionals was much more due to the in-migrants 
from other MAs than to in-migrants from non-MA areas . In each of the select
ed age groups the percentage in the professional occupation group was 
markedly higher among the in-migrants from other MAs than among the in-
migrants from non-MA areas . For example, among the highly mobile males 
aged 25 -34 (as of 1961), the per cent of professionals among in-migrants to 
MAs was almost ten points higher for those coming from other MAs than for 
those coming from non-MA areas . 

Thus, se lect ing the MAs, other urban and other rural areas as three 
broad nodes for migration streams, it is found that the greatest concentration 
in higher levels of edueation and occupational ski l ls i s observed in the 
inter-metropolitan streams. This tendeney is sharp and systematie over 
various age groups of the male labour force. In addition, the other streams 
in which MAs form either origins or dest inations have much larger coneen
trations of the higher levels of edueation and occupational ski l ls than the 
streams among non-metropolitan origins and des t inat ions . The streams 
involving MAs (at origin or at destination) are the largest in volume among 
the three broad nodes. Therefore, it is elear that the migrants with higher 
level edueation and ski l l s move primarily among MAs and, secondarily, 
between MAs and non-MA areas . The major sources of such migrants to non-
MA areas are the MAs, and the major dest inat ions of such migrants from 
non-MA areas are again the MAs. In short, the MAs are of immense impor
tanee among nodes in the internai migration of persons at the higher educa
tional and occupational skill levels . 

1.5.15 LARGE INTRA-METROPOLITAN POPULATION REDISTRIBUTION 
AT THE EXPENSE OF THE INCORPORATED CENTRAL CITIES - Both 
eentrai city and MA 'r ing' had substantial rates of in-migration from outside 
the MA, but the eentrai city had much higher relative out-migration losses 
(to areas beyond the MA boundaries) than did the ring. Thus, the result of 
the migration into and out of the MA was a net loss to the eentrai city and a 
net gain to the ring. This differential in net migration showed up even more 
sharply in the j'n^ra-metropolitan migration. 
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The data permit for the first time a breakdowh of the well-known een
trai city-ring differentials in net migration, at leas t for the 1956-61 period. 
Both the centrai c i t i e s and the MA rings tended to have substant ial in-
migration ratios for persons coming from outside the MAs, but the centrai 
c i t ies failed to have significant in-migration ratios among the infra-metro-
politan migrants. That i s , the stream of migrants from the ring of an MA to 
the eentrai city of an MA was very weak relative to the s ize of the centrai 
city population. Thus, the in-migrants to the centrai city were mostly per
sons coming from outside the MA. The ring, on the other band, had signifi
cant in-migration ratios both from outside the MA and from the centrai city 
of the same MA. As regards out-migration to dest inations outside the MA, 
the centrai city was the major contributor. 

1.5.16 SOCIO-ECONOMIC DIFFERENTIALS BETWEEN CENTRAL INCOR
PORATED CITY AND MA RING AFFECTED BY POPULATION REDISTRI
BUTION — The intra-metropolitan redistribution of population generated by 
the 1956-61 five-year migration affeeted the differences between centrai 
city and ring in population composition a s well a s in s i ze . The impact on 
population composition involved social and economie as well as demogra
phic factors. Generally, the net effect of this redistribution was to ra ise the 
levels of edueation and occupational ski l ls in the ring and to lower it in the 
eentrai city. As regards demographic differentials, the redistribution tended 
to increase the proportion of married persons in the ring while lowering it in 
the centrai city. 

1.5.17 DIFFERENTIALS AMONG MAJOR REGIONS IN DECENNIAL NET 
MIGRATION CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH THE VARIATION IN REGIONAL 
INCOME^ — In a review of the pattern of decennial net migration ratios for 
provinces and major regions, i t i s found that regional net migration in Canada 
has generally been closely related to the relative levels of regional income, 
so that in a rough way it is easy to find support for an economie interpreta
tion of regional migration. A concise way to consider the relat ionships 
between regional net migration and levels of income per capita is through 
the rank eorrelations of the two. In the various decades relatively high 
Spearman rank correlation coefficients are observed between provincial net 
migration of males 20-44 years of age and levels of participation income 
per capita. The only exception to that generalization is the decade of the 
1930s. 

Another indicator of economie opportunities is the extent of struetural 
change that a region is undergoing, particularly the shift of workers from 
predominantly rural occupations, such as farming and fishing, to predomi
nantly urban occupations. The marked shift of workers out of rural occupa
tions, or 'agriculture ' , into ' industr ia i ' occupations is widely agreed to be 
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one of the prominent features of economie development. Except during the 
early period of western settlement, the extent of the shift of workers from 
agriculture to industriai occupations might be taken as an indicator of 
changing economie opportunities. 

The use of ' industr ial izat ion' as a measure of economie opportunity 
might take either of two forms. The best opportunities may be expected to 
lie in those regions that, at the beginning of the decade under consideration, 
have the highest proportions of their workers in non-agricultural occupations. 
Alternatively, one might expeet the rate of growth of employment in non-
agricultural occupations over the course of the decade to be a better indica
tor. Both measures of industrialization have a weaker associat ion with net 
migration than do relative levels of income; and it is only after the period 
of settlement that relationships are obtained between migration and indus
trialization that come anywhere near being significant. In the early period it 
is known that the attractive opportunities layin the western provinces which 
were predominantly agricultural, and in agriculture itself. In only two de
cades , 1931-41 and 1941-51 , was migration fairly strongly eorrelated with 
the proportion of the work force in non-agricultural occupations at the 
beginning of the decade. 

1.5.18 A MEASURE OF THE PRESSURE OF NATURAL INCREASE UPON 
LABOUR SUPPLY IS ASSOCIATED WITH PROVINCIAL LEVELS OF NET 
MIGRATION — It is widely reeognized that there have been pronouneed 
differences among Canadian provinces in rates of naturai increase of popu
lation. These probably entail varying degrees of pressure on labour supply 
among the provinces, and it would seem that in Canada regional differences 
in the pressure of labour supply provide a useful ' supplement to income 
differentials in an explanation of migration. Economie opportunities in one 
province may be l e s s promising than elsewhere because of past population 
increases and greater eompetition in the labour market from new entrants. 
Moreover, the extent of this sort of population pressure may have varied 
over time in the several provinces so that the effeets of labour supply may 
have varied from decade to decade. An indicator of prospective pressure 
from new entrants into the labour market would be the ratio of males 10-19 
years of age to total male workers at the beginning of the decade. I h e s e 
ratios for Canadian provinces show a marked degree of variation. Even 
otherwise rather similar provinces have substantial differences in the re la
tive magnitudes of the potential increase in the supply of labour. In 1951, 
for example, the ratio for Saskatehewan was at leas t nine per cent above 
that of either Alberta or Manitoba. 

In half of the decades under consideration the negative rank correlation 
between this ratio and provincial net migration rates was significant. In one 
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other decade (1941-51) the correlation fell only slightly short of such 
significance. Of the two decades for which there was no significant correla
tion, one was the first decade of the century when the locations of demands 
for labour were changing so dramatically that the influence of any supply 
variable would surely have been swamped. The other decade was 1931-41 , 
the depression decade for which neither income differentials nor labour 
supply provides a good explanation of the pattern of migration. 

1.5.19 NET INTERCHANGES OF 1956-61 FIVE-YEAR MIGRANTS AMONG 
PAIRS OF PROVINCES ARE SYSTEMATICALLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN A 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS - Seven explanatory variables reflecting factors 
such a s income, unemployment, population s ize , dis tance, and information 
flows account for more than 80 per cent of the variance in the net inter
ehange of five-year migrants among 21 pairs of major regions. Among the 
seven var iables , those indicating income, information flows and distance 
were the most important in this finding. 

1.5.20FOR MALES IN FOUR SELECTED AGE GROUPS,THE REGRESSION 
MODEL WORKS BEST WITH THOSE AGED 35 AND OVER - Reasonably 
strong confirmation of the regression model is observed for males in the 35-
and-over age group (as of 1961). The poorest ' f i t s ' were obtained for the age 
group 2 5 - 3 4 , which includes the peak ages of migration. These resul ts may 
refleet substant ial errors in the basic s t a t i s t i c s (particularly in view of the 
small sample s i z e s in several of the ce l l s of the inter-provincial migration 
matrix) but, if fairly accurate, they would indicate a need for a re-thinking 
on the kinds of models needed to account for the migration of the important 
25 -34 age group. 

1.5.21 RESPONSE OF MIGRATION TO REGIONAL EARNINGS DIFFEREN
TIALS VARIES SYSTEMATICALLY WITH AGE - The net migration (be
tween pairs of major regions) data suggest that, moving from the younger to 
the older age groups, there i s a decreasing response of migration to a given 
earnings differential between the two relevant regions. A decreas ing res
ponse by age is a lso observed with the lengthening of the dis tance between 
the two regions. 

1.5.22 THE ECONOMIC MODEL APPEARS TO WORK DIFFERENTLY 
AMONG WORKERS WITH DIFFERENT AGE AND EDUCATIONAL ATTAIN
MENT - The economie model appears to provide a much better explanation 
of the migration of persons with only elementary school edueation than it 
does of persons with secondary schooling. The close fit for males aged 35 
and over with elementary schooling is striking. The very simple model that 
is used accounts for a large proportion of the variation in migration. The 
deterrent effect of d is tance is high and the reaction to earnings differentials 
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is fairly strong. On the other band, the migration of the same age group with 
secondary schooling is very weakly related to differential wage earnings. 
The regression coefficient for the earnings variable i s of doubtful signifi
cance. Distance performs a little better than this variable and appears to 
constitute l e s s of a deterrent for the better educated than for those with 
only elementary school edueation. But for the group with secondary school
ing the model accounts for a very much smaller share of over-all variation. 

1.5.23 THE MIGRATION EXPERIENCE OF RURAL FARM AREAS RE
FLECTS STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE ECONOMY - Rural farm migra
tion flows may be regarded a s part of the proeess of growth and struetural 
change in the economy, a proeess that occurs a s variations in the rate of 
growth of demand for the outputs of different sectors in the economy create 
sectoral variations in levels of income and economie opportunity. The rural 
farm population responds to increased incomes and opportunities in the non-
farm areas by reloeating to non-farm areas; however, provincial variations 
in the magnitude of the response appear to depend partly on socio-cultural 
and demographic factors. In the 1956-61 period, rural farm areas sustained 
substantial net migration los ses due to high rates of out-migration and to 
low ra tes of in-migration. 

1.5.24 HIGH LEVELS OF NET MIGRATION LOSSES ARE SHOWN FOR 
RURAL FARM AREAS IN THE 1956-61 INTERNAL MIGRATION - High 
net migration l o s se s (relative to the rural farm population s ize) were sus 
tained by rural farm areas in the various provinces, particularly British 
Columbia, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Underlying the pattern of net 
lo s ses are high out-migration ratios and low in-migration ratios for the rural 
farm areas . Expressed as a percentage of the 1956 farm population, the intra-
provincial out-migration from rural farm areas exceeded 10 per cent in British 
Columbia, Nova Scotia, Ontario and New Brunswick and was close to 10 per 
cent in Quebec, Manitoba, Saskatehewan and Alberta. The highest five-year 
in-migration ratios to rural farm areas were shown by British Columbia, 
Ontario and Alberta. 

1.5.25 OUT-MIGRANTS FROM RURAL FARM AREAS SHOW HIGHER 
SCHOOLING LEVELS THAN THE REMAINING RURAL FARM POPULA
TION — Out-migrants from rural farm areas were generally better educated 
by 1961 than the residents of rural farm areas in similar sex and age groups. 
This differential appears more sharply among the inter-provincial than among 
the intra-provincial migrants. Compared with the 1961 non-farm population, 
inter-provincial out-migrants from rural farm areas had higher levels of 
edueation while the intra-provincial out-migrants from rural farm areas had 
lower levels of edueation. 
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1.5.26 OCCUPATIONAL SELECTIVITY AMONG MALE OUT-MIGRANTS 
FROM RURAL FARM AREAS VARIES BETWEEN INTER-PROVINCIAL 
AND INTRA-PROVINCIAL MIGRANTS - In terms of the occupations report
ed for 1961, the male inter-provincial out-migrants from rural farm areas 
tended to be concentrated in particular occupation groups to a greater extent 
than the intra-provincial out-migrants. The former set of rural farm out-
migrants tended to be more heavily concentrated among professional, teeh
nical, service and reereation occupations than was the whole male labour 
force in the areas of destination (non-farm areas) . In comparison with this 
labour force, the male intra-provincial out-migrants from rural farm areas 
tended to show a higher concentration in 'blue cel iar ' occupations. This 
differential partly reflects the finding that the male inter-provincial rural 
farm migrants were generally more highly educated and younger than their 
intra-provincial counterparts. 

1.5.27 THE 1956-61 RURAL FARM MIGRATION RATIOS ARE ROUGHLY 

ASSOCIATED WITH PROVINCIAL LEVELS OF PER CAPITA INCOME -

Using average figures for groups of provinces, some associa t ions with the 
provincial levels of per capita income are observed for the rural farm migra
tion ratios but the pattern of associat ion varies among migration streams 
according to their types and direetions. Generally, the rural farm in-migration 
ratios vary positively with the provincial agricultural income per capita. 
The level of non-agrieultural income at the non-farm. destination varies 
positively with the infer-provincial migration from rural farm areas . The 
intra-provincial out-migration fails to show a similar pattern of associat ion, 
suggesting a deerease in the importanee of income benefit factors as migra
tion dis tance decreases . 

1.5.28 FIVE-YEAR IN-MIGRATION RATIOS ARE SYSTEMATICALLY 
ASSOCIATED WITH A NETWORK OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INDICA
TORS FOR URBAN COMPLEXES - Using selected at tr ibutes of urban 
complexes ' in 1961, a systematie pattern of associat ion is found between a 
number of economie and social indicators (taken simultaneously) and the 
1956-61 in-migration ratio. This associat ion is consis tent with the expecta-
tion that the inter-urban differentials in in-migration rates are connected 
with those in economie and social factors. Indicators reflecting modernity 
of economie strueture and income are important in aceounting for the asso
ciation among the MAs and MUAs, while indicators reflecting special izat ion 
in tertiary Industries" and the intensity of trading activity" are the prominent 
ones among the remaining urban complexes. 

1.5.29 AMONG URBAN COMPLEXES AND COUNTIES OR CENSUS DIVI -

SIONS, 1951-61 NET MIGRATION RATIOS ARE SYSTEMATICALLY AS

SOCIATED WITH MEASURES OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS AT 
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FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

THE BEGINNING OF THIS DECADE - A complex of social and economie 
factors reflecting 1951 levels and 1941-51 changes is systematical ly eor
related with the net migration ratio in the following decade (1951-61). The 
degree of multiple correlation is moderately high, particularly among the 
counties or census divis ions. 

In s ta t i s t ica l contribution- to this correlation, apparently economie 
factors were particularly prominent and the findings suggest the following 
interpretative hypotheses . Over the 1941-51 decade, Canada underwent rapid 
struetural changes highlighted by the decline of primary act ivi t ies and the 
growth of manufacturing, s a l e s and services . The rapidly growing economie 
sectors were spatial ly concentrated in eertain regions of Canada and these 
regions thus had unusually large increases in the economie opportunities 
that attract migrants. These regions would be most effective in attracting 
and retaining migrants in the 1951-61 decade, barring strong counteracting 
forces. These forces did not develop because the 1951-61 decade saw a 
continuation of the basic economie trends of the 1941- 51 period. Among the 
counties or census divis ions, the major relevant shifts probably involved 
the decline of agriculture and advances in urbanization, manufacturing and 
and tertiary activity. In regard to the urban complexes, the major relevant 
shifts probably involved the degree of increase in the performance of metro
politan functions, which spurred the demand for a more highly educated and 
professional work force and pushed special izat ion in act iv i t ies like whole-
sa le trade, bus iness and financial serv ices . 

The findings summarized above should serve to indicate the usefulness 
of the census s t a t i s t i c s as sources of information about the flows of popula
tion among the various regions of Canada. These s t a t i s t i c s serve to docu
ment the significant associa t ions between the migration experience of a 
Canadian community and its socio-economie conditions, and indicate that a 
comparison of migration rates for Canadian regions usefuUy reflects their 
relative economie experienees . The census s ta t i s t i cs are clearly one type 
of migration data, and a thorough study of this subject requires resort to 
other types a s well . It is hoped that the following discussion will contribute 
to the background of basic information needed to design such a study. 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 

' This volume is being prepared by Dr. M. V. George of the Census Division 
DBS. 

^ The material in Sections 1.5.17 to 1.5.24 is drawn, often verbatim, from the 
texts of Chapters Five and Six which are under the authorship of Mclnnis and Curtis , 
respect ively. 
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' An urban complex is a Census Metropolitan Area, or a Census Major Urban 
Area, or an incorporated urban centre (outside of the MAs or MUAs). In this ana lys i s , 
only urban complexes of at least 10,000 in population are considered. For d i s cus 
sion of the relevant census definitions, see 1961 Census , DBS 99-512 , pp. 2 - 1 — 
2 - 3 . 

" For clarif ication, see Appendix E, Seetion E.2 . 
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Chapter Ttvo 

SOME DIMENSIONS OF 

CANADIAN MIGRATION SINCE 

THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

Migration is one of the most important topics in the study of any 
society. The pattern of the movement of people over space and among time 
periods provides useful refleetions of economie and social conditions and 
changes. Perpetuai migrational flows of people seem to be charaeteris t ic of 
the history of Canada. These flows show dist inct patterns in their regional 
distribution, in their trends and fluctuations over historical periods, and in 
the character is t ies of persons most likely to be migrants. This Chapter 
provides a brief review of some of these major patterns in Canadian migra
tion and serves a s an introduction to the more detailed d iscuss ions in the 
following Chapters. 

Human migration is a prominent feature of history. It would appear that 
human populations persist in being footloose, a s they persist in having 
children, and Canada is no exception to this tendeney. This perpetuai migra
tion occurs a s individuai response to changes in the life cyc le , ' or in indi
viduai efforts to maintain or improve the standard of living, to find a more 
congenial social or physieal milieu, or simply to satisfy a desire for a 
change of scene . In the proeess of migration, people form streams of migra
tion — a stream being a group of migrants who share common areas of origin 
and destination. The pattern of the various streams reflects differences 
among the population centres (the origins and dest inat ions) in regard to 
those attributes of areas that influence migration deeis ions ; this pattern is 
a definite clue to some of the spatial aspec ts of a country 's economy, social 
strueture and demographic strueture. The migration streams also generate 
net shifts in population (inflows minus outflows) at each locality, and these 
net shifts are important in the demographic and economie growth prospeets 
of the locality. 

The following Sections contain a historical review of some of the 
major Canadian migration streams and of the net population shifts they 
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generated. In condueting this review it i s a practieal necess i ty to confine 
the choice of areal units to those for which census s t a t i s t i c s are usually 
tabulated. Although these areal units are far from ideal , they do refleet 
social economie and demographic differentials of some substantive interest . 
The areal units chosen are mainly Canada a s a whole, provinces, counties 
or census divis ions, urban centres (as delineated by DBS for the 1961 
Census) , and Census Metropolitan Areas. 

2.1 EXTERNAL FLOWS FOR CANADA 

2.1.1 HISTORICAL PATTERN — Prominent among migration streams in 
Canada 's history are those that have flowed into and out of the country. 
Indeed 'openness '^ to international migration, viewed in the context of the 
past three centuries , is one of the important facts of Canada ' s history. 

The population of Canada grew from a few thousand in 1666 to over 
18,000,000 in 1961. In almost every decade of this period Canada was 
entered by immigrants and left by emigrants . ' Officiai immigration s ta t i s t i cs 
indicate that more than 8,000,000 immigrants carne to Canada in the 110 
years from 1851 to 1961 and in the same period more than 6,000,000 emi
grants were estimated to have left Canada (Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 1964, 
Table 3.1). The number of immigrants entering Canada was more than one 
third the number of births in Canada over the 1851 -1961 period (Camu, 
Weeks and Sametz, 1964, Table 3.1); this number of births, about 24,000,000, 
ineluded births contributed by immigrants. Although the vast majority of 
these immigrants were nat ives of the British Is les and Europe, Canada 
received only a small share of the total number of emigrants from Europe 
over the 1851-1961 period (Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 1964, p. 58), the 
remainder going mainly to other parts of the Western Hemisphere, particular
ly to the United States . 

The direct contribution of external migration (ali immigrants minus ali 
emigrants)to the growth of the Canadian population has been relatively small 
due to the large number of persons who have left Canada during the past 
century. It seems that a major portion of these emigrants were former immi
grants (cf. Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 1964, p. 58; Hurd, 1943, p. 6). As late 
a s the 1951-61 decade, for example, over 70 per cent of the estimated emi
grants (who did not return within the decade) from Canada were persons born 
outside of Canada (Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 1964, p. 58). 

Over the course of the twentieth century, emigration of native Cana-
dians has shown a downward trend, both in i ts absolute volume and its s ize 
relative to the Canadian population. In the past three decades , the Canadian-
born population of the United States, by far the main destination of the 
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Canadian emigrants, has declined steadily (Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 1964, 
p. 58). Using Canadian and United States census data, Buckley, 1963, p. 
21, has estimated that around 1871 the United States contained over 80 per 
cent of the" Canadians residing outside their province of birth. By 1961 this 
percentage had fallen to a figure of slightly more than 30 per cent. 

Marked historical fluctuations have been shown by Canadian immigra
tion and emigration; it seems that the flows into and out of Canada have 
been characterized by prominent waves over time. Up to the middle of the 
nineteenth century, three major immigration waves may be identified. The 
first took place in the latter part of the seventeenth century, providing a 
few thousand additions to a very small population. The second wave was 
mainly that of the Loyalis t immigration about 1783, which was focused upon 
the Maritimes, the Eastern Townships and Upper Canada. The third major 
immigration wave in the first half of the nineteenth century followed the 
economie contraetion in Europe which was highlighted by the Irish potato 
famine. This wave lasted to the early 1850s (cf. Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 
1964, pp. 56-57) . 

For the period since 1851, decennial data on immigration have been 
provided by Camu, Weeks and Sametz 1964, Table 3 .1 , based largely on 
officiai immigration s t a t i s t i c s . Chart 2.1 shows these data a s immigration 
ratios (for each decade the immigration i s divided by the mean of the initial 
and terminal populations). The immigration ratios reaehed their highest peak 
of 25 per cent in the 1901-11 decade, the most prominent intereensal period 
in the settlement of Western Canada. Before that decade the immigration 
ratios exceeded 10 per cent in 1851-61 and 1881-91 only, and since that 
decade this figure was surpassed in 1911-21 and 1921-31 only. From i ts 
lowest point (since 1851) of one per cent in 1931-41 the immigration ratio 
showed an upward trend to 1961. Despite the well-known upsurge of immi
gration to Canada in the 1950s, the immigration ratio for 1951-61 was l e s s 
than those shown in five of the other 10 decades since 1851. 

The es t imates of emigration ratios (Chart. 2.1), which refleet mainly 
the emigrants who did not return to Canada within a given decade, a lso show 
marked fluctuations s ince 1851-61 . On the whole, the fluctuations in immi
gration and in emigration ratios both refleet rough similari t ies in histor
ical timing between immigration and emigration waves. There are two 
marked divergences from a pattern of similarity in the timing of the decen
nial immigration and emigration ratios (Chart 2.1). Twice since 1851-61 a 
peak in the emigration ratio lagged one decade behind a peak in the immi
gration ratio ( see the immigration ratio peaks of 1851-61 and 1901-11). 
The second divergenee i s that between the stabili ty of the intereensal emi
gration ratio (near three per cent) in the past three decades and the upward 
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trend of the immigration ratio s ince 1931-41 . It should be noted that these 
divergences may be distorted to an unknown degree by the fact that the emi
gration ser ies (unlike the immigration ser ies) does not inelude the emigrants 
who leave and return to Canada within a given decade, whereas the immigra
tion ser ies measures ali immigrant arrivals within each decade. 

CHART -2 .1 

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION RATIOS", 
CANADA,1851-61 TO 1951-61 
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and end-of-decode populotions. 

Source: Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 1964, Table 3.1. 

In sum, Canada has had substantial streams of external migration 
throughout i ts history. For example, the total number of immigrant arrivals 
in the 1851 -1961 period was more than one third, although l e s s than one 
half, the number of births (to which immigrants contributed) in this period. 
The number of emigrants in the same period was roughly three quarters of 
the number of immigrants. Thus, the direct contribution of external migration 
(the difference between the numbers of immigrants and emigrants) was not 
impressive (cf. Keyfitz, 1950; and Ryder, 1954); however, the indirect con
tribution from the offspring of immigrants cannot be ignored. The flows of 
immigration and emigration showed marked patterns of historical variation 
over the past century. In the period since the beginning of the Second World 
War decennial immigration rat ios showed an upward trend while the decen
nial emigration ratios remained stable near a very low value. 
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2.1.2 PROVINCIAL CONCENTRATION OF E X T E R N A L FLOWS - It is 

worth noting that immigration to Canada is eomposed of several sub-streams 
of immigration from different countries into the individuai provinces. Similar-
ly, emigration from Canada is comprised of sub-streams from individuai 
provinces into different countries (the United States mainly). Relatively 
little is known about the patterns of these various specific streams of ex
ternal migration flows. 

C H A R T - 2 . 2 

PROVINCIAL SHARES OF THE D E C A D E ' S IMMIGRANTS, 

CANADA,1911-21 TO 1951-61 

(IMMIGRANTS ENUMERATED AT EACH END-OF-DECADE CENSUS) 
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Sources: 1921 Census, Voi. H , Table 61; 1931 Census, Voi. H I , Toble 3 9 ; 1941 Census, Voi. H , Table 2 6 ; 
1951 Census, Voi. I , Toble SO-, 1961 Census, DBS 92-562. 

A partially adequate decennial time series on the provincial distribu
tion of intereensal immigrants is available from census statistics. Each 
census since 1921 has yielded data on immigrants (by province) according 
to their period of immigration, although these data are affeeted by the inter
eensal deaths and emigration of the immigrants. Without independent inves
tigation, these data (Chart 2.2) should be treated eautiously when they are 
taken as refleetions of the relative importanee of each province as a destin
ation for immigrants. Chart 2.2 does suggest that since 1921 Ontario has 
eonsistently been the principal provincial destination of intereensal immi
grants; the percentages shown for Ontario are so large that this suggestion 
may bs tnl:en as being consistent with the facts. In 1911-21, and most 
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probably in 1901-11 a s well, the other major provincial des t inat ions for 
immigrants were in Western Canada. Taken together, the three Prair ie Prov
inces had a larger share of the 1911-21 immigrants than did Ontario. Since 
1921-31 Quebec has beeome one of the top four provinces in regard to share 
of immigrants during the 10 years preceding each census , the other three 
being Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia. The high percentages shown 
for these four provinces may partly refleet their relatively large shares of 
Canada ' s population but it should be noted that both the provincial shares 
of Canada ' s population and of the immigrants (of the past 10 years) may be 
interrelated with the provincial distribution of economie opportunity. 

Very,li t t le information is available on the relative contributions ofthe 
provinces to emigration from Canada. Sinclair (1966, p. 67) has reprodueed 
some 1880 United States data on the province of birth of Canadians residing 
there and has d iseussed some relevant implications of more recent data on 
the languages spoken by Canadians residing in the United States but these 
data provide only a minute part of the needed information. on the provincial 
origins of Canadian emigrants. Lacking almost ali of the needed information, 
a rough guess may be made of the most prominent provinces in the recent 
emigration flows. This guess is based on the tendeney for the volumes of 
in-migration or of out-migration (but not the net migration) to be positively 
eorrelated with the s ize of population in the relevant area. The observation 
of this tendeney prompts the hypothesis that there is a positive correlation 
between (a) the provincial distribution of immigrants and (6) that of emi
grants. The product-moment correlation between (a) the provincial distribu
tion of immigrants over the 1951-61 decade (as reflected in census s ta t i s 
t ics) and (ò) the 1951 provincial distribution of population is 0.88. Similar 
eorrelations are observed for the two preceding decades; 0.85 in 1941-51 
and 0.92 in 1931 -41 . Thus it may be suggested that the rank ordering of 
provinces in regard to the concentration of immigrants is posit ively eorre
lated with their rank ordering in regard to the share of emigrants, and the 
favourite provincial dest inat ions of immigrants probably have tended to be 
the major provincial origins of emigrants. As noted above, the favourite 
dest inat ions of immigrants in the past three decades were Ontario, Quebec, 
British Columbia and Alberta, in that order from first to fourth. 

2.2 INTER-PROVINCIAL MIGRATION 

2.2.1 VOLUMES OF INTER-PROVINCIAL FLOWS - Interesting and impor
tant a s the external migration streams may be, they are dwarfed in volume 
by the migration streams flowing within Canada. The Canadian population i s 
in a perpetuai s tate of flux from migration as people change residence from 
one locality to another. Unfortunately, only two censuses (1941 and 1961) 
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provided data on the separate inflows and outflows of the population for 
particular population centres or regions. Thus the use of census data for the 
description of such flows must rely on these two censuses and, appropriate-
ly, this monograph gives the greater emphasis to the more reeent 1961 
Census. 

The gross* 1956-61 inter-provincial migration for a given province was 
markedly associated with the s ize of the population of the province (Table 
2 .1 , columns A, G and H). ' Ontario, Quebec, Alberta and British Columbia 
had the highest numbers of inter-provincial migrants, and these were the 
only provinces with over 1,000,000 persons in the reporting population. 
However, s ize of provincial population is but a part of the explanation of 
variation in the volume of inter-provincial migration because the figure for 
Quebec is only slightly above those for Alberta and British Columbia, 
whereas the reporting population of Quebec was at least three times as 
large ES either that of Alberta or that of British Columbia (Table 2.1). 

The sheer s ize of population in a province exer ts some influence on 
the number of migrants it receives or the number of i ts out-migrants. Each 
group of households within a province has contaets with persons outside the 
province, and through these contaets flows information about opportunities 
within the province. The larger the number of households (which is highly 
eorrelated with the total population size) in the province the larger, as a 
general tendeney, i s the number of contaets with persons outside the prov
ince. The larger this number of extra-province contaets the greater is the 
probability that persons will move into the province, barring offsetting 
factors. As the number of persons moving into the province increases so 
does the number moving out; because migration tends to be very heavily 
concentrated in a relatively small segment of population (cf. Goldstein 
1964). Furthermore, as the province's population increases so does the 
number of moves beginning within the province. As this number of moves 
increases so does the number that will ineidentally cross the provincial 
boundary. Thus, for the total in-migration and the total out-migration, s ize 
of population exerts some influence upon the number of migrants. Of course, 
there are other sources of influence upon the gross inter-provincial migra
tion (some of which are also affeeted by size) , and some reinforce the in
dependent influence of population s ize while others counteract it. The net 
result of ali the underlying factors is the aetual number of inter-provincial 
migrants; it is usually difficult to convincingly unravel the separate con
tributions of the various factors, particularly with data gathered after the 
fact of migration. 

The influence of population s ize upon the gross inter-provincial migra
tion may be partially eliminated by using a ratio whose numerator is the 
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Toble 2.1 - Inter-provincial Five-Year^ Migration Ratios, 
Canada, 1956-61 

Province 

Newfoundland. . 
Pr ince Edward 

Nova Scotia . . . 
New Brunswick 

Saskatehewan. . 

Brit ish Columbia 

1961 
re

porting 
popu-

lationb 

A 

'000 

14,778 

37.S 

87 
607 
492 

4,288 
5,040 

753 
767 

1,059 
1,309 

In-
migra

tion 
ratio"= 

B 

3.5 

1.6 

5.6 
4.1 
4.9 
1.6 
3.0 
5.5 
4.2 
7.5 
6.7 

Out-
migra

tion 
ratio"^ 

C 

3.5 

2.8 

6.8 
6.5 
5.9 
1.7 
2.3 
7.4 
8;2 
6.0 
4.2 

Net migration 
ratio<= 

1961 
age 
five 
and 
over 

D 

- 1.2 

- 1.3 
- 2.5 
- 1.1 
- 0.2 

0.7 
- 2.1 
- 4.4 

1.6 
2.5 

1961 
age 

2 0 - 3 4 

E 

- 3.1 

- 4.6 
- 6.0 
- 3.6 
- 0.1 

1.2 
- 3.2 
- 7.7 

4.4 
3.0 

Gross 
migra

tion 
ratio<^ 

tr 

7.0 

4.4 

12.4 
10.6 
10.9 

3.3 
5.3 

12.9 
12.5 
13.5 
11.0 

Per 
cent 

of in-
mi

grants 

G 

100.0 

1,2 

1.0 
4.9 
4.7 

12.9 
29.2 

8.0 
6.3 

15.3 
16.7 

Per 
cent 

of out-
mi

grants 

H 

100.0 

2.1 

1.2 
7.8 
5.7 

14.4 
22.4 
11.1 
12.8 
12.1 
10.5 

° See Appendix B, Seetion B .2 , for explanat ion of the term "f ive-year migra t ion" . T h i s 
note appl ies to aU t a b l e s us ing this term and will henceforth not be re-s ta ted . 

h The reporting populat ion is the 1961 Popula t ion Sample es t imate of the r e s iden t s of 
pr ivate households and aged five and over in 1961, subject to the b ias ar is ìng from non-re
spondents in the Popula t ion Sample. T h e s e f igures, however, exclude the es t imated number of 
migrants from abroad. 

^ See Chapter One, Seet ion 1.4, for explanat ion of the concepts of in-migration, out-mi
gration and net migration. The in-migration ratio i s defined as 100 ( in-migrat ion/report ing 
populat ion) . The out-migration ratio is defined as 100 (out-migrat ion/exposed populat ion) . The 
net migration rat io i s defined as 100 (net migrat ion/report ing populat ion) . For explanat ion of 
the coneept of reporting population see footnote " . T h e 'exposed* populat ion i s equal to report
ing populat ion minus net-migration, and it h a s the effeets of subtract ing out from the reporting 
populat ion the surviving in-migration and of adding the surviving out-migrants back into the 
report ing populat ion. Thus the exposed populat ion i s an approximation to the true 1956 popula
tion exposed to out-migration, with the error of approximation involving mainly dead out-mi
grants and emigrants from Canada , among o the r s . From these defini t ions it should be c lear 
that the net migration ratio is no(, in general , equal to the difference between the in- and the 
out-migration ra t ios . 

^ The gross migration ratio i s defined as 100 (in-migrants plus ou t -migrants /average of 
the report ing and the ' exposed ' popula t ions) , and i s an indicator of the rate of populat ion turn
over in five-year migration. 

® Exc lus ive of the Yukon and Northwest Ter r i to r ies . 

SOURCE: 1961 Census , DBS 9 8 - 5 0 9 , T a b l e s I - 1 and 1-3. 

volume of gross migration and whose denominator is population size. A 
markedly different rank ordering of the provinces emerges with the gross 
migration ratio than that observed above with the volume of gross migration. 
Ontario and Quebec no longer stand at the head of the list (Table 2.1, col-
umn F) but, instead, rank almost at the bottom on the gross migration ratio. 
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Although Ontario and Quebec had the largest volumes of inter-provincial 
migrants, these volumes had comparatively low impact on their total popu
lat ions. The Prair ie Provinces and Prince Edward Island showed the highest 
gross inter-provincial five-year migration ratios for thè 1956-61 period. 
Among these four provinces the gross migration ratio exceeded 12 per cent; 
among the remaining Maritime and western provinces it was 11 per cent and 
in the three remaining provinces of Newfoundland, Quebec and Ontario it 
was c lose to four per cent (Table 2.1). 

The gross inter-provincial migration ratio expresses the turnover of 
population through inter-provincial five-year migration in relation to the s ize 
of population. In addition to population turnover through migration, in-migra
tion and out-migration may also be considered separately. In-migration i s 
reflected by the 1961 residence of the inter-provincial five-year migrants; ' 
out-migration may be gauged by allocating these five-year migrants to their 
provinces of residence in 1956. 

The impact of inter-provincial five-year in-migration on the population 
s ize of the province of residence in 1961 is measured by the in-migration 
rat io ' . In this Seetion the in-migration ratio cons i s t s of the in-migrants 
divided by the 1961 reporting population. The in-migration ratio for five-year 
(1956-61) inter-provincial migration is highest in the two far-western prov
inces — Alberta and British Columbia — where the ratio i s roughly seven 
per cen t . ' In-migration ratios of roughly five per cent are shown by Prince 
Edward Island and by New Brunswick, and ratios somewhat above four per 
cent are shown by the remaining Maritime and western provinces. This ratio 
i s three per cent or l e s s in Newfoundland, Quebec and Ontario. 

The impact of the five-year inter-provincial out-migration on the prov
ince of residence in 1956 i s reflected by a ratio whose denominator is the 
1961 reporting population minus net migration (which will henceforth be 
ealled the "apprpximate exposed popula t ion") . ' The numerator of th is out-
migration ratio i s the number of five-year inter-provincial migrants leaving 
the relevant province. The out-migration ratio is highest among the Maritime 
and Prairie Provinces. Saskatehewan and Manitoba head the l is t , with out-
migration ratios slightly above seven per cent. The remaining Maritime and 
Prairie Provinces have out-migration ratios in the six to seven per cent 
rango. Among the remaining provinces an out-migration ratio of four per cent 
is shown by British Columbia and Newfoundland, Quebec and Ontario ali 
have ratios below three per cent . 

Thus it may be said, in summary, that the impact of this five-year 
inter-provincial migration upon provincial population s ize was highest among 
the Maritime and Prairie Provinces. The only marked exception to this ob-
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servation was the in-migration ratio for British Columbia, which was the 
second highest among the provinces (the highest being that of Alberta). The 
highest out-migration ratios (for 1956-61 inter-provincial migration) belong 
to Saskatehewan and Manitoba. 

The above-mentioned pattern of provincial differentials in inter-
provincial migration ratios differs markedly from that observed in the only 
other body of somewhat comparable census data - the data from the 1941 
Census , which refer to inter-provincial migration in the 1931 -41 decade. 
Even if the two bodies of inter-provincial migration data were fully com
parable, it should be recalled that the Canadian economy was undergoing 
quite different experienees in these two periods; 1931-41 contained much 
of the Great Depression, which was particularly severe on the Prair ie 
Provinces. 

The second highest volume of inter-provincial migration over the 
1931-41 decade was that of Saskatehewan, the highest being that of Ontario. 
In ali the western provinces the gross inter-provincial migration ratio for 
the 1931-41 decade exceeded 10 per cent; it was 15 per cent or more in 
British Columbia, Saskatehewan and Manitoba. Only British Columbia had 
an in-migration ratio of at leas t 10 per cent for the 1931-41 decade. The 
out-migration ratio for this decade was clearly much higher among the 
Prairie Provinces than in the other provinces, exceeding 10 per cent in 
Saskatehewan and being somewhat below 10 per cent in Manitoba and 
Alberta. In ali but one (Prince Edward Island) of the remaining provinces 
the out-migration ratio for the 1931-41 decade was l e s s than five per cent. 
It i s likely that the pattern of provincial differentials in the impact of the 
1931-41 inter-provincial migration on population s ize reflects the provincial 
differentials in the severity of the Great Depression (cf. MacKintosh, 1939, 
eh. 6). 

Caution should be exercised in comparing the patterns of provincial 
differences shown by Tables 2.1 and 2.2. It is not merely in the charaeter 
and length of the relevant historical period that these figures differ. The 
out-migrants in Table 2.1 were ali residing outside their 1961 provinee-of-
residenee on June 1, 1956. For this reason, and also because the figures do 
not refleet multiple and return migrations over the period June 1, 1956 -
June 1, 1961, the figures are said to refer to five-year migrants. The figures 
in Table 2.2 do not refer to 10-year migrants but instead refer to persons 
who resided outside the May 31, 1941 provinee-of-residence at any time over 
the 1931-41 intereensal period. Despite these str ictures, the figures suggest 
that the pattern of inter-provincial migration flows varies over time, reflect
ing regional differences in the impact of economie change. 
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Table 2.2 - Inter-provincia! Migration Ratiosf Canada, 1931 -41 

Province 

Canada e 

Pr ince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 

Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia. . . . 

1941 
popu
lation 

A 

'000 

11,490 

95 
578 
457 

3,332 
3,788 

730 
896 
796 
818 

In-
migra

tion 
ratioh 

B 

4.0 

2.1 
2.9 
2.6 
1.8 
3.6 
5.5 
2.7 
5.3 

14.6 

Out-
migra

tion 
ratiob 

C 

3.9 

5.1 
2.6 
4.1 
1.8 
1.9 
9.2 

12.8 
8.0 
3,0 

Net 
mi

gration 
rat io ' ' 

D 

0,0 

- 3.2 
0.4 

- 1.5 
0.1 
1.8 

- 4.1 
- 11.6 
- 3.0 

11.9 

Gross 
mi

gration 
ratiot" 

E 

7,9 

7.3 
5.6 
6.7 
3.6 
5.5 

14.8 
16.0 
13.4 
18.3 

Per cent 
of in-

migrants 

F 

100.0 

0.4 
3.7 
2.6 

13.4 
30.3 

8.8 
5.3 
9.2 

26.1 

Per cent 
of out-

migrants 

G 

100.0 

1.1 
3.3 
4.2 

13.0 
15.2 
15.4 
28.3 
14.6 
4.9 

^ The data refleet reports of migration at any time from J u n e 1, 1931 to Apr. 30, 1941. 
h See Tab le 2 . 1 , footnotes = and '^. 
<= Exc lus ive of the Yukon and Northwest Ter r i to r i e s . 

SOURCES: Farrar , 1963, Tab le IV- 1; 1961 Census , DBS 9 2 - 5 3 9 , Tab le 6. 

Despite the influence that the population s ize of a province tends to 
have on its share of inter-provincial migrants, there is some interest in the 
sheer number of migrants. At least it indicates the major provincial origins 
and dest inations of the inter-provincial migration streams. For example, 
column H of Table 2.1 indicates that if a five-year migrant (1956-61 period) 
were leaving a province, the three provinces he was most likely to be 
departing were Ontario, Quebec and Saskatehewan. The three provinces a 
five-year migrant was most likely to enter were Ontario, British Columbia 
and Alberta. 

In the 1931-41 decade, Saskatehewan was by far the most prominent 
origin of inter-provincial migration (Table 2.2); almost twice as many inter-
provincial migrants left Saskatehewan as left Ontario. Manitoba and Alberta 
were among the four most prominent sources of inter-provincial migration in 
that decade (the other two being Saskatehewan and Ontario). In regard to 
prominence among dest inat ions of inter-provincial migrants in the 1931-41 
decade, Ontario and British Columbia were the elear leaders (Table 2.2). 
At a considerable dis tance behind these provinces were Quebec and Alberta. 
Thus, although size may influence the share of province in the number of 
inter-provincial migrants, i ts influence may be markedly attenuated in 
periods containing strong provincial differentials in the impact of a major 
economie change such as a depression. 
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2.2.2 HISTORICAL SHIFTS IN THE MAJOR ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS-
According to the work of Buckley, 1963, p. 21, there have been marked 
historical shifts in the relative importanee of the major destinations of 
Canadian-born migrants. In the latter part of the nineteenth century the 
United States was the major destination. Concomitant with the era of 
western settlement, there were strong streams of migration into the Prairies 
in the early decades of this century. In the more recent decades, Ontario 
and British Columbia have tended to get the major shares of the in-
migrants. These patterns are broadly confirmed by Farrar, 1962, pp. 33-54. 

Hurd, 1943, pp. 2- 13, has presented a review of some of the prominent 
trends in Canadian population redistribution over the 1851-1931 period. In 
1851-61 the Canadian population showed little tendeney to move out of the 
traditional areas of settlement in the lower St. Lawrence Valley. By 1871, 
however, there were some shifts toward the less densely populated parts 
of the eastern provinces and there was a perceptible movement into Western 
Canada. During the next three decades, this pattern of internai redistribution 
was generally continued and was joined by a massive wave of emigration to 
the United States (particularly from Quebec and the Maritimes). Hurd's 
analysis suggests only two major destinations for Canadian migrants in the 
latter third of the nineteenth century - cities and the United States. 

In the last decade of the nineteenth century this pattern was alteied 
markedly by the first swellings of the fortheoming massive wave of movement 
into Western Canada. By 1901-11 the western movement assumed its full 
force and 60 per cent of the Canadian population increase was accounted 
for in the formerly sparsely settled western regions (Hurd, 1943, p. 4). The 
western expansion continued strongly into the next decade (1911-21), al
though the level of population redistribution had fallen markedly below its 
peak in 1901-11. By 1921-31 the prominence of westward movement among 
the Canadian migration streams had been diminished markedly. 

The above-mentioned findings from the work of Buckley (1963), Farrar 
(1962) and Hurd (1943) are broadly consistent with the census data on prov
ince of birth for residents in each province. At each census the province-of-
birth distribution has been shown for the native-born residents of a given 
province. These data are affeeted by the mortality and the international 
migration of tiative Canadians. To the extent that there have been marked 
province-of-birth differentials in mortality and external migration rates, the 
unadjusted census place-of-birth tabulations may provide a signifieantly 
distorted picture of the pattern of inter-provincial migration. For the follow
ing discussion it will be assumed that these distortions do not affeet 
markedly the rank ordering of provinces on the selected measures. 
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The census province-of-birth distributions for the residents of each 
province (Buckley, 1960, Table 1) show that in 1871 the Canadian residents 
living outside their province of birth were concentrated mainly in Ontario, 
Quebec and New Brunswick. In 1881 Manitoba replaced New Brunswick as 
one of the three provinces having the highest numbers of Canadian residents 
living outside their province of birth. A westward shift had begun in the 
identit ies of the three provinces having the highest number of Canadian 
residents living outside their province of birth. By 1911, which ended the 
major intereensal decade for western expansion, the Prairie Provinces had 
the three highest numbers of Canadians living outside their province of 
birth but this dominance was short-lived. In 1921 Ontario replaced Manitoba 
among the top three provinces; in 1941 Ontario resumed i ts position at the 
top and the next two,provinces in the ranking were British Columbia and 
Saskatehewan; in both 1951 and 1961 the three provinces showing the high-
est numbers of Canadians living outside their province of birth were Ontario, 
British Columbia and Alberta (cf. Buckley, 1960, Table 1, and 1961 Census , 
DBS 92-547 , Table 49). 

2.2.3 HISTORICAL GLIMPSES OF THE IMPACT OF INTER-PROVINCIAL 
MIGRATION ON POPULATION SIZE IN SENDING AND RECEIVING 
AREAS — The census data on persons residing outside their province of 
birth a lso provide some historical glimpses of the impact of inter-provincial 
migration upon the populations in the sending and receiving a reas . These 
glimpses are, however, only partially adequate, for the reasons mentioned 
in the second last preceding paragraph. The proportion of a province's 
natives residing outside the province at a given census provides a reflee-
tion of the direct impact of migration over the past several decades upon the 
province's population. Clearly the reflection is only partially adequate, a s 
it is affeeted by mortality and international migration. This ratio may be 
ealled the "unadjusted life-time out-migration r a t io" . 

Up to 1931 the unadjusted life-time out-migration ratio was eonsis tent
ly highest for the provinces of Manitoba and Pr ince Edward Island (cf. 
Buckley, 1960, Table 1 and 1961 Census , DBS 92-547 , Table 49). This 
observation means that among the residents of Canada, those who were born 
in these provinces eonsistently showed the highest tendeney to be living 
outside their province of birth at each census up to 1931. Since 1941 this 
tendeney was most marked for Saskatehewan and Manitoba, with Prince 
Edward Island in third position. Over the nine censuses from 1881 to 1961, 
the tendeney for native Canadian residents to be living outside their prov
ince of birth was leas t in British Columbia, Quebec and Nova Scotia. 

The proportion of a province's native residents born outside that prov
ince i s a rough indicator of the direct impact upon the receiving population 
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of migration over several past decades . Throughout the 1881-1961 period 
this proportion was markedly higher in the western than in the eastern prov
inces; before 1901 it was highest in Manitoba and British Columbia, and 
since 1901, it was highest in British Columbia and Alberta. In 1961 more 
than one half of the native residents of British Columbia were born outside 
that province and almost one third of the native res idents of Alberta were 
not born in Alberta. Generally, the proportion of a province 's native resi
dents who were born outside the province have been leas t in Quebec, Prince 
Edward Island and Nova Scotia. Thus it would appear that over the past 
several decades the impact of inter-provincial migration upon the provincial 
native-born population has been highest in Western Canada, particularly in 
British Columbia and Alberta, and leas t in Quebec, Prince Edward Island, 
and Nova Scotia. (Data sources given in preceding paragraph.) 

2.2.4 PATTERN OF SPECIFIC INTER-PROVINCIAL MIGRATION STREAMS-

Each province sends i t s out-migrants to several different provinces. The 
distribution of these out-migrants among the alternative dest inat ions shows 
a definite pattern that reflects the dis tance between origin and destination, 
thè populations origin and dest inat ion, and socio-economie and other 
geographic charac ter is t ies of these areas . 

Ontario is clearly the favourite destination for the 1956-61 five-year 
migrants out of eaeji of the Atlantic provinces (Chart 2.3). 1 he bulk ot the 
remaining five-year out-migrants from Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island 
and Nova Scotia remained within the Maritime provinces. A high proportion 
of Nova Scotia 's five-year out-migrants to provinces other than Ontario went 
to the far west and to Quebec and, in terms of their numbers, those from New 
Brunswick went primarily to Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia. In general, 
the attraetion of Ontario was enough to offset the relatively far dis tance 
that must be covered in travelling from the Atlantic provinces. Thus , for 
none of the Atlantic provinces was the contiguous province the principal 
destination of out-migrants. 

Ontario was the favourite destination for Quebec.'s five-year out-
migrants, and Quebec was the most favoured destination for Ontario 's five-
year out-migrants. As Chart 2.3 shows, the dominance of Ontario as the 
destination of Quebec 's five-year out-migrants was very great; that province 
received over 70 per cent of them and the remainder went mainly to nearby 
Maritime provinces (Nova Scotia and New Brunswick) and to the far west 
(British Columbia and Alberta). The five-year out-migrants from Ontario 
were somewhat more evenly distributed among the various provinces; 35 per 
cent went to Quebec and, as ide from Quebec, British Columbia was the most 
favoured provincial dest inat ion; a significant proportion went to Manitoba 
and Alberta and a somewhat lesser proportion to the Atlantic region. 
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For the 1956-61 period, the five-year out-migrants from western prov
inces were heavily concentrated among dest inat ions west of Quebec, there 
being a strong tendeney for these out-migrants to be loeated in provinces 
contiguous to the province of origin. Manitoba's five-year out-migrants 
settled mainly in Ontario, British Columbia and Alberta; Saskatehewan's 
five-year out-migrants settled mainly in Alberta, British Columbia and 
Manitoba; and the bulk of the five-year out-migrants from Manitoba and 
Saskatehewan travelled westward. Quebec and the Atlantic provinces 
together received but a minor proportion. 

Alberta and British Columbia form apai r similar to Ontario and Quebec 
in that each member ot the pair had the largest portion of the other member's 
out-migrantsl The second most favoured destination for the out-migrants 
frbm British Columbia and Alberta was not a western province, but was 
Ontario. 

C H A R T - 2 . 3 a 

RELATIVE SHARES OF PROVINCIAL DESTINATIONS IN THE NUMBER OF 
FIVE-YEAR OUT-MIGRANTS FROM EACH PROVINCE OF ORIGIN, 

CANADA, 1956-61 

(ARROWHEADS SHOW THE PROVINCIAL DESTINATIONS OF EACH SET OF OUT-MIGRANTS 
FROM A PARTICULAR PROVINCE. THE RELATIVE WIDTHS OF THE ARROW STEMS 

CORRESPOND TO THE PERCENTAGE SHARES OF THE DESTINATIONS 
IN THE NUMBER OF THESE OUT-MIGRANTS) 

OUT-MIGRATION FROM 
NEWFOUNDLAND 

P. E. I. 
0.5% 

Source: 1961 Census, DBS 9 8 - 5 0 9 
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CHART-2 .3C 

OUT-MIGRATION FROM 
QUEBEC 

P. E. I. 
0.6% 

OUT-MIGRATION FROM 
ONTARIO 

OUT-MIGRATION FROM 
MANITOBA 

P.E.I. 
0.3% 
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C H A R T - 2 . 3 d 

OUT-MIGRATION FROM 
SASKATCHEWAN 

P. E. I. 
0.2% 

OUT-MIGRATION FROM 
ALBERTA 

RE.I. 
0.3% 
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None of the inter-provincial migration streams mentioned above were 
large enough to exceed three per cent of the average of the populations of 
the sending and receiving a reas . ' The streams that exceeded one per cent 
of the average populations of the sending and receiving populations were 
heavily concentrated in Western Canada. According to the sample data, only 
two streams originating in the eastern or eentrai provinces exceeded 
one per cent of the average of the sending and receiving populations — the 
streams from Nova Scotia to New Brunswick and from Quebec to Ontario. 

The pattern of inter-provincial migration streams shown by Chart 2.3 
is very similar to that observed from the 1941 Census data coneerning migra
tion over the 1931-41 decade (1941 Census , Voi. Il, Table 62). Each mem
ber of the Quebec-Ontar io pair had the largest number of the other 's out-
migrants. The out-migrants from the western provinces set t led wes t of 
Quebec for the most part, and were markedly attracted to a province that 
was contiguous to the province of origin. 

There are two major differences between the patterns shown by Chart 
2.3 for 1956-61 and that observed for 1931-41 . In 1931-41 most of the out-
migrants from the Maritime provinces went to other Maritime provinces; the 
main exception was Nova Scotia, most of whose out-migrants went to Ontario. 
In 1931-41 the great majority of Saskatehewan's out-migrants w e n t t o 
British Columbia and Ontario instead of to Alberta and British Columbia as 
they did in 1956-61 . The work of Farrar with data for persons residing out
side their province of birth suggests that the basic pattern of inter-provincial 
migration streams has been roughly the same over the three decades from 
1921 to 1951 (Farrar, 1962, pp. 36-57) . 

2.2.5 NET INTER-PROVINCIAL MIGRATION - The flows of population 
into and out of provinces generate net shifts in population from migration. 
These net shifts (ealled "net migration") are of considerable importanee in 
the study of provincial differences in population growth and economie 
change. It is therefore appropriate to indicate the net migration patterns 
generated by the flows reviewed in previous Sections. 

Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia were the only provinces having 
net migration gains in the 1956-61 five-year internai migration, according to 
the Population Sample es t imates . This statement holds true for the key age 
group of 2 0 - 3 4 ' a s well as for the whole reporting population in 1961 (Table 
2.1). In British Columbia the net five-year internai migration'" was roughly 
three per cent of the 1961 population aged five and over and in Alberta and 
Ontario it was somewhat lower (Table 2.1). Thus, the general level of the 
net internai migration ratio in these three provinces was low and it is mainly 
the positive direction of the ratio in these provinces that should be consid
ered particularly notable . ' 
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Among the seven provinces that sustained net l o s ses through the 
1956-61 five-year migration, only Saskatehewan had a net migration ratio 
(for persons aged five and over in 1961) algebraically lower than minus 

three per cent; the net migration ratio for that province was minus four per 
cent. Among the other six losses in the 1956-61 five-year migration, only 
Nova Scotia and Manitoba had net migration ratios algebraically lower than 
minus two per cent. 

In the highly mobile 20-34 age group, more substant ial levels of five-
year net migration.ratios were shown by some of the provinces. Among the 
net gainers, Alberta showed a net migration ratio in excess of four per cent. 
Among the net losers , net migration rat ios below minus five per cent were 
shown by Nova Scotia and Saskatehewan but none of the net losers had 
ratios below minus 10 per cent. 

In general, the 1961 Population Sample data indicate systematie , 
though not prominent, provincial differentials in the net inter-provincial five-
year migration. The provinces enjoying the highest levels of income, modern
ization and economie growth in reeent decades (Economie Council of Canada, 
1965, eh. 5; Wilson, Gordon and Judek, 1965, eh. 5) were the only ones sus 
taining net gains in the 1956-61 five-year migration. The provinces having 
the highest coneentrations of work force in primary act ivi t ies (Economie 
Council of Canada, 1965, eh. 5, Wilson, Gordon and Judek, 1965, eh. 5) had 
the sharpest net losses in the 1956-61 five-year migration rat ios, particu
larly Saskatehewan and Prince Edward I s l and . " 

Table 2.3 shows that the net losses (in 1956-61 five-year migration) 
of the Atlantic provinces and Quebec were primarily to Ontario and second
arily to other provinces in this group. The net losses of the Atlantic and 
Quebec provinces to western provinces were mainly to Alberta and British 
Columbia in the far west . The net gains of Ontario were mainly from Quebec 
and Nova Scotia in the eas t and from Manitoba and Saskatehewan in the 
west. The five-year migration between Ontario and the " two far western 
provinces (Alberta and British Columbia) resulted in a net /oss to Ontario. 

Among the western provinces, the n e t . l o s s e s shown by Manitoba and 
Saskatehewan (in the 1956-61 five-year migration) were mainly to Alberta 
and British Columbia. The net gains of Alberta were entirely from provinces 
lying to the eas t of A l b e r t a - t h e other Prair ies and Ontario in particular. In 
the five-year migration between Alberta and British Columbia, Alberta sus
tained a net /oss . Alberta and British Columbia stand out in showing net 
migration gains from almost ali of the other provinces. The great majority of 
the net gain enjoyed by. British Columbia derived from five-year migration 
among the western provinces, the net gain of that province from Ontario 
being generally much lower. 
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Table 2.3— Distributions of Net Gains and Losses Among Opposing Pairs of Inter-provincial 

Migration Streams, Canada, 1956-61 
NOTE.—Let " A " and " B " represent two provinces. Persons living in B in 1961 who were residents of A in 1956 comprise one inter-provincial 

five-year migration stream; those living in A in 1961 who resided in B in 1956 form another stream. These two streams are the opposing pair of 
streams for the provinces A and B. Using one of these provinces as the province of reference, the stream flowing into it consists of in-migrants and 
that flo\YÌng out consists of out-migrants; in-migrants minus out-migrants gives the net gain (if the differenceis positive) or the net loss (if thedif-
ference is_ negative) to the province ol reference from this opposing pair of streams. The provinces of reference are set in the stub of this table. For 
each province of reference the net gains are totalled and expressed as percentages of the total (see the numbers without parentheses in each row), 
and the net losses are treated similarly (see the numbers within parentheses in each row). For example, the second row shows that 84 per cent of 
the net gains to Prince Edward Island were from Nova Scotia, and that 64 per cent of the net losses from Prince Edward Island were to Ontario. 

Province of res idence 
in 1961 

Newfoundland 
Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
Bri t ish Columbia . . . . 

Newfoundland 
Pr ince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
Bri t ish Columbia . . . . 

Province of res idence in 1956 

New-
found 
land 

Pr ince 
Edward 
Island 

Nova 
Scotia 

New-
Bruns-
wick 

Quebec Ontario Manitoba Saskat
ehewan Alberta Bri t ish 

Columbia 

Age five and over 

(9.5) 
89.2 

0.3 
7.8 
7.6 
2.6 

95.9 
0.9 
1.0 

100.0 

(3.5) 
5.5 
0.2 
3.0 

(0.3) 
(0.2) 
0.6 
0.2 

(12.6) 
84.0 

76.9 
15.9 
22.9 

3.8 
(0.2) 
3.1 
3.8 

(0.3) 
(13.8) 
(21.4) 

60.5 
12.7 
(4.0) 
4.1 
1.2 

(100.0) 

(12.0) 
(0.9) 
(7.5) 

(47.0) 

34.9 
(6.2) 
(0.2) 
2.0 
4.5 

(59.7) 
(64.0) 
(54.6) 
(49.9) 
(87.0) 

(23.6) 
(8.9) 
7.4 
7.3 

(1.1) 
7.5 

(0.5) 
16.1 
14.8 
11.1 

(5.8) 
18.6 
22.2 

(2.9) 
8.5 

10.8 
(0.1) 
0.8 
7.9 

93.5 

66.3 
37.0 

(4.5) 
(8.6) 
(4.9) 
0.0) 
(3.2) 

(43.4) 
(25.5) 
(48.7) 

24.0 

(6.9) 
(3.3) 
(7.7) 
1.1 

(9.7) 
(56.6) 
(40.5) 
(36.1) 

(100.0) 

(3.3) 
87.3 

2.9 
8.2 
9.8 

10.2 
34.2 

0.6 
1.3 

Age 2 0 - 3 4 

100.0 

(1.6) 
4.7 

(0.3) 
4.3 

(0.1) 
6.6 
0.6 
0.5 

(11.4) 
82.0 

79.4 
21.3 
28.9 

8.4 
(0.3) 
4.5 
5.1 

(2.0) 
(8.6) 

(16.8) 

57.7 
15.9 
(2.8) 
59.2 

1.9 
1.9 

(13.1) 
10.7 

(10.8) 
(43.9) 

25.8 
(29.6) 

(0.6) 
1.5 
8.0 

(62.2) 
(74.6) 
(57.9) 
(47.9) 
(82.7) 

(18.6) 
(7.8) 
12.5 
11.4 

(3.1) 
7.3 

(0.8) 
13.0 
11.0 

9.2 

(5.0) 
17.0 
21.6 

(1.1) 
(0.6) 
12.7 
(0.9) 
1.8 
6.1 

81.5 

61.4 
40.2 

(2.8) 
(8.5) 
(6.8) 
(4.4) 
(3.7) 

(61.7) 
(26.2) 
(59.8) 

10.0 

(4.3) 
(4.5) 
(5.3) 
(2.9) 

(13.3) 
(38.3) 
(22.6) 
(26.5) 

(100.0) 

SOURCE: 1961 Census, DBS 98-509, Table 1-3. 
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Relative d i s tances between provinces are clearly influential in deter-
mining the levels of net migration between selected pairs of provinces, as 
are the relative population s i z e s of the provinces. Even when relative dis
tances and populations are taken into account, however, it is likely that a 
significant portion of the net migration between any two provinces reflects 
their relative shares in economie and social 'opportuni t ies ' . Chapter Five 
provides further discussion on this topic. 

2.2.6 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON PROVINCIAL DIFFERENTIALS IN 
NET MIGRATION - As mentioned above, a historical ser ies on net inter-
provincial migration is not available. As an alternative it i s useful to review 
indirect est imates of provincial differentials in net migration, although 
these est imates are influenced by external a s well a s by internai migration. 

The net 1956-61 migration ratio for ali persons, as estimated indirectly 
from vital s t a t i s t i c s and population counts, '^ shows a pattern of provincial 
variation roughly similar to that shown by the data for inter-provincial 
(internai) net migration among persons aged five and over and residing in 
private households in 1961. This similarity is shown in Table 2.4, columns 
F and G. The principal difference between these two columns is the net 
migration gain shown for Quebec province in the data for ali persons (column 
F), contrasting with the net loss shown for Quebec in the data for the popu
lation aged five and over and in private households. With this sole excep
tion, the net gainers and net losers are the same in columns F and G of the 
table. The rank correlation between the two se t s of net migration ratios is 
high. 

Table 2.4 provides a glimpse into the historical pattern of provincial 
differentials in the crude decennial net migration ratio, at least s ince the 
1920s. Over the four decades from 1921-31 to 1951-61 , Ontario and British 
Columbia eonsistently showed net gains in this ratio which covers ali ages 
and, eonsistently, the ratio was higher for British Columbia than for Ontario. 
In each of these decades , net migration l o s se s were shown by Prince Edward 
Island, New Brunswick and Manitoba. Among the remaining provinces, 
Quebec and Alberta were similar in showing net gains in 1921-31 and 1951-
61 only, the ratios for Alberta being generally higher than those for Quebec. 
Nova Scotia and Saskatehewan sustained net migration losses in three of 
the four decades . 

Table 2.4 shows clearly that in each of the four decades from 1921-31 
to 1951-61 the level of the crude provincial net migration ratio was usually 
l ess than 10 per cent in absolute value. The principal exceptions were ali 
the ratios for British Columbia and the 1931-41 and 1941-51 ratios for 
Saskatehewan. With these exceptions mainly, it i s elear that the decennial 
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Table 2.4 - Net Intereensal Migration Ratios,^ 

Canada and Provinces, 1921 -1961 

Province 

Newfoundland. . 
Pr ince Edward 

Nova Scotia . . . 
New Brunswick 

Saskatehewan. . 

British Columbia 

1921-31 

A 

2.4 

- 10.2 
- 12.0 
- 9.3 

0.6 
4.9 

- 1.5 
1.4 
5.9 

19.9 

Vital s t a t i s t i c s e s t ima te ' ' 

1931-41 

B 

- 0.9 

_ 

- 3.3 
1.5 

- 2.3 
- 0.1 

2.1 
- 6.7 
- 17.4 
- 5.5 

10.8 

1941-51 

C 

1.3 

_ 

- 12.4 
- 6.4 
- 8.6 
- 0.3 

7.3 
- 8.1 
- 23.0 
- 0.8 

23.3 

1951-61 

D 

7.0 

- 6.7 

- 10.8 
- 4.9 
- 6.6 

4.4 
12.6 

- 0.5 
- 9.0 

11.2 
17.2 

1951-56 

E 

4.1 

0.3 

- 8.1 
- 1.6 
- 3.9 

2.3 
7.5 

— 
- 4.3 

6.2 
10.5 

1956-61 

F 

3,0 

- 3.7 

- 2.9 
- 3.2 
- 2.8 

2.2 
5.3 

- 0.4 
- 4.6 

5.3 
6.9 

Sample 
es t imate 
age five 
and over 
1956-61<: 

G 

_ e 

- 1.2 

- 1.3 
- 2.5 
- 1.1 
- 0.2 

0.7 
- 2.1 
- 4.4 

1.6 
2.5 

^ The net migration ratio is 100 (net migration/population at beginning of decade). These 
data refleet both internai and external migration. 

^ The vital statistics estimate of net migration is intereensal population change minus 
intereensal births plus intereensal deaths. Since population change equals naturai increase 
(births minus deaths) plus net migration, the latter is estimated by subtracting naturai increase 
from population change. The esUmate is subject to various sources of error (Lee and Lee, 
1960). 

'^ These figures are based on the 1961 Population Sample estimates of five-year internai 
migration, and they refer to persons aged five and over in 1961. Thus they must be of a signif
ieantly lower order of magnitude than the figures in column F, 

^ Exclusive of the Yukon and Northwest Territories-
® See footnote ^. 

SOURCES: Farrar, 1962, Table II - 1 ; 1961 Census, DBS 99 - 5 11, Table 2; 1956 Census, 
Voi. III, Table 2. 

net inter-provincial" migration ratio was relatively low, and net intereensal 

migration probably contributed less than half of provincial population growth 

in almost ali of these decades . This statement refers only to the direct 

impact of the net migration for a given decade upon the population growth of 

that decade; it may not hold true when the indirect impact of the decade ' s 

net migration (the naturai increase contributed by migrants) i s added to the 

direct contribution. The statement probably does not hold true for the cumu

lative impact of net migration upon population growth over several decades 

because, in this c a s e , the naturai increase of the deseendants of migrants 

must be attributed at least partly to the migration factor. 

Further indicàtions of the historical pattern of provincial differentials 

in net intereensal migration ratios are shown by Charts 2.4 and 2.5. These 
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charts present survival ratio e s t i m a t e s " of net intereensal migration for 
persons aged 10 and over and 20 -39 at the end of each decade. British 
Columbia and Ontario st i l i dominate the picture for posit ive net migration 
rat ios. However, British Columbia alone showed net migration gains through
out the period for which British Columbia es t imates are available (1881-91 
to 1951-61). Like al i the other centrai and eastern provinces, Ontario had 
net migration losses in the decades from 1871-81 to 1891-1901. It may be 
recalled that in these decades Canada sustained heavy waves of emigration 
(mainly to the United States) and that the balanee of net external migration 
was negative (cf. Hurd, 1943; and Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 1964, Table 
3.1). 

The net migration los ses among Prairie Provinces are concentrated 
within the 1921-61 period; up to 1921-31 no Prair ie Province had net 
migration l o s se s . As one might expeet of a very relatively young region (in 
terms of a history of considerable human settlement), the whole of Western 
Canada had very high levels of net migration during i t s major period of 
settlement from the 1880s to the 1910s. Alberta s tands out among the 
Prair ies in having dist inct or high net migration gains in four of the six 
decades for which est imates are available. 

Negative decennial net migration ratios have been typical of the 
Maritime region throughout the period from 1871 to 1961. The work of a 
number of ahalys ts (MacKintosh, 1939, pp. 82 -86 ; Caves and Holton, 1959, 
pp. 147-169; Levitt , 1961, pp. 3 0 - 4 1 ; and Economie Council, 1965, pp. 100-
106) suggests that this pattern may be attributed in large part to major and 
sustained economie struetural changes which have not favoured the Maritime 
region. 

The data for males in Quebec show more net migration l o s se s than 
gains in the nine decades from 1871-81 to 1951-61 , while the data for 
females show the opposite pattern. The net migration gains for both males 
and females in Quebec were registered mainly in 1901-11 , 1921-31 and 
1951-61 , and in each of these decades the decennial net migration ratio 
was relatively low. In this century the negative net migration ratios for 
Quebec were also low in magnitude. Charts 2.4 and 2.5 show clearly that 
the period of heavy net migration losses to Quebec coineided with that of 
the heavy emigration waves from Canada (mainly to the United States). 
According to Blanehard, 1953, pp. 73 -84 , a large portion of the out-migrants 
from Quebec in this period went to the United States , particularly to i ts 
northeastern part. 
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CHART-2.5 

NET INTERCENSAL MIGRATION RATIOS FOR PERSONS 
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PROVINCES. 1871-81 TO 1951-61 
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Thus, in summary, a distinct pattern of provincial differentials in net 
migration ratios may be observed over the decades since 1871. Only Optarin 
and British Columbia showed any tendeney toward consis tent net gains 
through migration, and this tendeney was stronger for British Columbia than 
ior Ontario. Since the Second World War,. Alberta has joined Ontario and 
British Columbia a s the three provinces with substant ial net migration gains. 
Along with the other Prairie Provinces, Alberta had very high net migration 
ratios in the early decades of this century, and marked net l o s ses in the 
relatively depressed 1931-41 decade. With the exception of the 1871 -1901 
period, Quebec showed relatively low net migration ratios in the various 
decade^. In the three decades trom l»7 l to 1901 Quebec sustained substan-
tial net migration l o s s e s . A consistent pattern of decennial net migration 
losses throughout the 1871 -1961 period was shown by the Maritime region. 

Without intending to advance any naive argument of the post hoc ergo 
propter hoc type, it is difficult to escape the marked resemblances between 
the persistent pattern of regional income differentials over several decades 
(Economie Council, 1965, pp. 102-105; Mclnnis, 1967, p. 15) and that of 
net migration ratio differentials indicated above. Given the eommonly ac-
cepted generalizations about the relations between regional dispari t ies in 
economie opportunity and inter-regional migration (see Kuznets and Thomas, 
1957, for a famous statement on this point), these resemblances suggest the 
exis tenee of similar relations for the major Canadian r eg ions . " 

The fact that the foregoing comments pertain to net migration and not 
to the separate inflows and outflows (for which historical data are unavail-
able), does not crucially diminish their significance. Although the net result 
of these flows is typieally much smaller in volume than either one (inflow or 
outflow), and is probably a poor measure of the attractive force exerted by 
an area upon migration flows, the net migration does measure something 
important which is not available from separate inflows or outflows. This 
thing i s the retentive power of an area among the origins and dest inations of 
migration streams. The areas may vary markedly in the extent to which they 
tend to retain their naturai increase and thèir in-migrants. This variation is 
reflected by net migration measures, and i t s significance in the demographic 
and economie growth potentials of the areas is too obvious to need further 
emphasis bere. It would seem reasonable to hypothesize that the long-stand-
ing pattern of provincial differentials in net migration ratios strongly reflects 
regional differences in the impact of some major trends and fluctuations in 
the Canadian economy (particularly a s they affeet the nature and evolution 
of regional economie strueture). 
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2.3 DIFFERENTIALS ALONG THE FARM/NON-FARM DIMENSION 

From his study of migration data for Canada, Buckley (1963, p. 18) 
concluded that " the absolute and relative s ize of the movement of population 
from farm to non-farm areas in the eentrai and eastern provinces s ince 
Confederation and in western provinces s ince the establishment of the wheat 
economy are the most significant findings of the study of migration. This 
has been the largest single movement of population over the past forty 
y e a r s " . It is appropriate that a seetion of this Chapter be devoted to farm/ 
non-farm differentials in Canadian migration. The discussion will be con-
fined largely to the 1961 Census Sample data, however, so as to avoid 
undue overlap with that in the 1961 Census Monograph.on Urban Development 
in Canada (Stone, 1967^). 

2.3.1 INTERNAL MIGRATION FLOWS FOR BROAD SUBDIVISIONS OF THE 
URBAN AND RURAL POPULATIONS OF CANADA - At least 15 per cent 
of the 1961 res idents of Canada were five-year internai migrants in the 
1956-61 period. Table 2.5 shows a high in-migration ratio for ali o f the 
selected area types except rural farm. With this exception only, the in-
migration for five-year migrants in the 1956-61 period is 15 per cent or more 
in each of the area types. The in-migration ratio for the urban population 
(18 per cent) only slightly exceeds that for the rural population (16 per cent), 
a result which partly reflects the very high in-migration ratio (21 per cent) 
for rural non-farm areas . 

Among the six selected area types within the general rural and urban 
categories , the highest five-year in-migration ratios are observed for the 
rural non-farm areas and for the urban s ize group of 1,000-9,999, both near 
20 per cent. The next highest in-migration ratios are shown in Table 2.5 for 
the urban s ize groups of 10,000-29,999 and 100,000 and over. As mentioned 
above, the lowest in-migration ratio is that for the rural farm category (eight 
per cent) . 

The impact of the five-year out-migration on approximate exposed 
population in the area of residence in 1956 is measured by the out-migration 
ratio. As regards the five-year migration in the 1956-61 decade, the out-
migration ratio i s higher for the urban than for the rural a reas . It should be 
recalled that the migrants in question bere are not solely urban-to-rural mi
grants; they include urban-to-urban and rural-to-rural migrants. The difference 
in ratios mentioned above simply means that a higher percentage of urban 
than of rural 1956 population out-migrated from the 1956 municipality of 
residence. 

Among the six selected subdivisions of urban and rural a reas , the 
highest out-migration ratios are shown in Table 2.5 for the two lowest urban 
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Table 2.5 - Five-Year internai Migration Ratios by Urban Size Group, 

Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, by Sex, Canada, 1956-61 

Type of res idence 
in 1961 

Urban<= 
100,000 and over 
.30,000-99,999 
10,000-29,999 
Under 10,000 

Rural<= 

Urbana 
100,000 and over 

30 ,000-99,999 . . . 
10,000-29,999 
Under 10,000 

Rurale 

Urban'^ 

30,000-99,999 . . . 
10,000-29,999 
Under 10,000 

Rurale \ 

1961 
reporting 

popu
lation^ 

A 

In-
migra

tion 
ratio*' 

B 

Out-
migra

tion 
ratiob 

C 

Net 
migra

tion 
ratiob 

D 

Pe r cent 
of in-

migrants 

E 

Per cent 
of out-

migrants 

F 

Age five and over in 1961 

•000 

14,804 

10,230 
6,340 
1,389 

852 
1,649 

4,573 
2,773 
1,800 

17.0 

17.6d 
17.6 
14.7 
17.9 
19.8 

15.5e 
20.6 

7.6 

17.0 

18.5 
17.1 
14.8 
22.6 
24.5 

13.4 
9.3 

18.2 

- 1.1 
0.7 

- 0 . 2 
- 6.0 
- 6.2 

2.5 
12.5 

- 12.9 

100.0 

71.7 
44.6 

8.1 
6.0 

13.0 

28.3 
22.8 

5.5 

100.0 

76.3 
42.9 

8.2 
8.1 

17. 1 

23.7 
9.0 

14.7 

Males, age 20-34 in 1961 

•000 

1,611 

1,158 
732 
156 
95 

175 

453 
287 
165 

26.1 

26.8 
26.1 
23.7 
28.3 
31.7 

24.1 
31.1 
12.0 

26.1 

27.8 
25.0 
23.3 
34.2 
38.2 

21.4 
15.7 
28.0 

1.3 
1.5 
O.S 

- 9.0 
- 10.6 

3.4 
18.2 

- 22.3 

100.0 

74.0 
45.6 

8.8 
6.4 

13.2 

26.0 
21.3 

4.7 

100.0 

77.7 
43.0 

8.6 
8.4 

17.7 

22.3 
8.8 

13.5 

Females , age 2 0 - 3 4 in 1961 

•000 

1,623 

1,207 
766 
163 
98 

179 

416 
284 
132 . 

28.0 

27.5 
27.1 
23.7 
28.4 
32.4 

29.4 
34.4 
18.5 

28.0 

29.0 
25.9 
25.1 
36.5 
39.7 

24.8 
16.9 
35.5 

- 2.1 
1.6 

- 1.9 
- 12.9 
- 12.1 

6.0 
21.1 

~ 26.4 

100.0 

73.1 
45.7 

8.S 
6.1 

12.8 

26.9 
21.5 

5.4 

100.0 

78.7 
43.0 

9.2 
8.9 

17.6 

21.3 
8.3 

13.0 

^ See Table 2.1, footnote ^. 
^ See Table 2.1, footnotes ^ and *̂ . 
^ The classification of localìtìes into the six area types shown is based on the 1961 

definitions and statistics. For the definitions see 1961 Census, DBS 99-512, pp. 2.1-2.3. 
" Includes migrants coming from other urban areas. 
® Includes migrants coming from other rural areas. 

SOURCE: Unpublished migration tabulatlon from the 1961 Population Sample. 
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s ize groups (under 10,000 and 10,000-29,999). These are a l so the categories 
with the highest in-migration ratios among urban s ize groups. From the five-
year migration alone, these smaller urban centres were being subjected to 
high levels of population turnover. 

The out-migration ratio for the rural non-farm population i s striking for 
i ts relatively low value (Table 2.5). At nine per cent, the out-migration ratio 
for the rural non-farm population was roughly one half that for the whole 
urban population. This observation may be accounted for largely by the 
hypothesis that the rural non-farm reporting population was heavily con
centrated in the ' suburbs ' of incorporated centres , where out-migration rates 
were generally low. 

2.3.2 URBAN-RURAL INTERNAL MIGRATION - The in-migration and out-
migration ratios shown in Table 2.6 indicate that the rural-to-urban and 
urban-to-rural five-year migrational flows have been relatively low in mag
nitude in regard to their impact on population s i ze . For Canada a s a whole 
the in-migration ratio for urban areas (rural-to-urban five-year migration) 
does not exceed four per cent. This means that l e s s than four per cent of 
the Canadian reporting urban population aged five and over in 1961 consisted 
of persons who resided in rural areas (as of 1961) in 1956. The impact of 
the urban-to-rural five-year migration on the 1956 urban population has also 
been relatively small. The out-migration ratio for ali urban areas in Canada 
fails to exceed five per cent. A similar pattern of low impact 'of urban-rural 
migration upon urban population is shown among. the provinces for the intra-
provincial migrants. It may be concluded that the impact upon urban popula
tion of the tural-to-urban or the urban-to-rural migration was rather small in 
the 1956-61 period. The significant volumes of five-year migration involving 
urban areas were inter-urban. 

However, the flows of five-year migration into and out of rural areas 
signifieantly affeeted rural population. The rural non-farm areas had high 
in-migration ratios and low out-migration ra t ios . For example, in Canada as 
a whole 19 per cent of the 1961 rural non-farm reporting population consisted 
of persons who resided either in rural farm or in urban a reas on June 1, 
1956. ' ' The rural farm areas had high out-migration ratios and low in-migra
tion ratios. For example, in Canada a s a whole 18 per cent of the approxi
mate exposed 1956 population of rural farm areas resided in either rural 
non-farm or urban areas in 1961. Similar patterns are shown in Table 2.6 for 
intra-provincial migrants in the various provinces. 

Table 2.5 indicates that in the 1956-61 five-year migration n'i<h/'n 
Canada there was a very low net migration loss to urban a r e a s ' ' (taken as a 
whole) and a corresponding net migration gain to rural a reas . The differential 
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Table 2.6 - Five-Year Interno! Migration Ratios by Urban, Rural Non-farm 
and Rural Farm, by Sex, Canada and Provinces, 1956-61 

Item and p r o v i n c e 

Canada^ 

Out-migrat ion ratio'^ . . . . 
N e t migrat ion rat io^ . . . . ^ 

In-migration ratio — 

P r i n c e Edward I s land . . 

Out-migrat ion ratio — 

P r i n c e Edward I s l a n d . . . 

Ne t migrat ion rat io — 

P r i n c e Edward I s land . . 

M a l e s 

Urban» 

3.7 
4 .5 

- 0 .8 

3 4 
7 . 3 
2.8 
3 .8 
2.4 
2 .2 
4 .8 

11 .2 
5.7 
2 .5 

2 .2 
4 . 5 
5 .5 
5 .1 
2 . 3 
4 .0 
2 .6 
3 .9 
4 . 6 
6 . 3 

1.3 
3.0 

- 3 . 0 
- 1.4 

0 . 2 
- 1.9 

2 . 3 
7 .6 
1.2 

- 4 . 0 

Rural 
non-farm'' 

18 .6 
7 .4 

12 .1 

Intra-p 

6 .5 
7 . 3 

10.9 
8 .6 

11.7 
21 .9 
12.2 
11 .3 
17.9 
2 4 . 6 

0 . 2 
6 . 0 
1.6 
1.6 
5 .8 
7 .5 

11 .3 
13 .4 
15.5 

2.4 

6 . 3 
L 4 
9 .5 
7 .0 
6 . 3 

15 .6 
1.0 

- 2 .5 
2 .8 

22 .7 

Rural 
farmb 

6 .6 
17 .8 

- 13.7 

ov inc ia i 

e 

3 .0 
3 . 3 
2.7 
3.6 
9 .1 
4 .4 
3.7 
7.0 

10.9 

e 

6 .4 
22 .1 
19.8 
11.4 
16.5 
10.9 
9 .7 

11 .1 
3 8 . 2 

e 

- 3 . 6 
- 2 4 . 1 
- 21 .4 
- 8 . 8 
- 8 .9 
- 7.4 
- 6 .6 
- 4 . 6 
- 4 4 . 2 

F e m a l e s 

Urban!» 

3.8 
4 . 2 

- 0 . 4 

Rural 
non-farmb 

1 9 . 3 
8 . 2 

12 .0 

migrat ion only 

4 . 4 
8 .2 
3 .1 
4 . 4 
2 .6 
2 .2 
5.0 

11 .3 
6 .0 
2 .6 

2 .4 
4 . 6 
5.5 
S. 2 
2 .2 
3.7 
2 .5 
4.0 
4 . 3 
5 .8 

2.1 
3 .8 

- 2 .5 
- 0 . 8 

0 . 4 
- 1.5 

Z 6 
7 .6 
1.8 

- 3 . 4 

7 .6 
7 .8 

11 .8 
9 .7 

12 .5 
2 2 . 2 
12 .6 
12 .5 
18 .9 
2 5 . 2 

0 . 3 
8 . 2 
1.9 
2 .3 
6 .8 
8 . 2 

12 .6 
1 4 . 3 
1 7 . 3 

3 .1 

7 .3 
- 0 . 5 

10 .1 
7 .6 
6 . 1 

15.2 
0 . 1 

- 2 .1 
2 .0 

2 2 . 8 

Rural 
farmb 

7.1 
2 0 . 6 

- 17 .0 

e 

5 .2 
3 .9 
3 . 3 
4 . 2 
9 . 6 
4 .9 
4 . 3 
7.7 

11 .6 

e 

8 . 3 
26 .8 
2 4 . 2 
14 .0 
18 .8 
13 .2 
1 2 . 3 
13.7 
4 0 . 3 

e 

- 3 .4 
- 3 1 . 2 
- 2 7 . 6 
- 1 1 . 3 
- 1 1 . 2 
- 9 . 5 
- 9 .1 
- 6 .9 
- 4 8 . 0 

^ See Table 2.5, footnote ^* Exc ludes migrants from other urban c e n t r e s . 
^ Migrants from rural a reas , who failed to report whether their usuai p l a c e of res idence 

in 1956 was a farm or not , have been dis t r ibuted among the rural c a t ego r i e s . 
^ Exclus ive of the Yukon and Northwest Terr i tor ies . 
^ See Table 2 .1 , footnote ^, 
® Data for Newfoundland excluded due to apparent defects in the ba s i c t abula t ions . 

SOURCE: 1961 Census , DBS 9 8 - 5 0 9 , Tab le s I - 1, I - 2 and 1 - 3 . 
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is rather small, however, and it may strongly refleet the exclusion of coUec-
tive households from the 1961 Population Sample, s ince a tangible (even if 
small) proportion of migrants from rural a reas to big c i t ies tend to live in 
lodging houses . This point has been suggested by Charbonneau and Legare 
(1968). In any event there may have been a significant number of areas in 
the daily commuting distance to c i t ies which were classif ied as rural in the 
1961 Census only because they failed to meet the 1961 Census density 
criterion (1,000 persons per square mile was required) for the fringes of 
c i t ies which could be classif ied as urban. There may have been significant 
levels of out-migration of urban residents to these outlying areas (classified 
as rural) over the 1956-61 period; and this observation is supported by the 
very high five-year net migration ratio shown for the rural non-farm areas 
(Table 2.5). Among persons aged five and over in 1961, for example, the 
rural non-farm net migration ratio was 12 per cent, a very high figure for a 
five-year period. The rural farm net migration ratio was minus 13 per cent. 

Table 2.5 also shows a positive associat ion between urban s ize and 
the 1956-61 net internai migration ratio. This finding is cons i s ten t with 
that shown by Stone (1967 ^) for ali persons in the 1951-61 decade. These 
consistent patterns show that in recent years the retentive power of an 
urban agglomeration upon population varied directly with i ts s i ze . 

Table 2.6 shows the urban-rural differentials in the 1956-61 five-year 
net migration ratio for the migrants who did not c ross provincial boundar i e s . " 
The pattern of positive net migration ratios for the rural non-farm category 
and negative net migration ratios for the urban and rural farm categories , 
which was shown above for Canada taken as a whole, i s shown only by 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Ontario and British Columbia. For a l i the 
remaining provinces the urban net migration ratio is posi t ive. In the case of 
Saskatehewan both the rural non-farm and the rural farm categories show 
negative net migration rat ios. 

2.3.3 STREAMS AMONG URBAN SIZE GROUPS AND RURAL CATEGOR
IES — Among the four selected urban s ize groups and the rural non-farm and 
rural farm groups, none failed to reeeive some five-year migrants from each 
of the others (Chart 2.6) and none failed to send some five-year migrants to 
each of the other types . Thus the data show some migration even from the 
urban s ize group of 100,000 and over to the rural farm areas , although this 
migration stream was very small compared to the total volume of out-migra
tion from the urban s ize group of 100,000 and over. 

As one might expeet, the urban areas comprised a much more prominent 
destination for five-year migrants than did rural a reas . Out-migrants from 
urban areas overwhelmingly chose other urban areas for their destination 
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CHART-2.6 

THE PATTERN OF FIVE-YEAR MIGRATION STREAMS AMONG 
FOUR URBAN SIZE GROUPS, RURAL NON-FARM AND RURAL FARM, 

CANADA, 1956-61 
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and most of the out-migrants from rural areas went to urban a reas . The 
predominance of the urban areas a s dest inat ions for the five-year migrants 
in the 1956-61 period is observed for both inter-provincial and intra-provin
cial migration. The preference for urban dest inat ions was somewhat sharper 
among the intra-provincial than among the inter-provincial migrants. Although 
this preference is to be expected in view of the heavy concentration of 
Canada ' s population among urban areas in 1956, i ts degree exceeds expecta-
tions based on the urban share of Canada ' s population. If the preference for 
urban dest inat ions corresponds to the urban concentration of population in 
1956, roughly 66 per c e n t " of the out-migrants from urban areas would set t le 
in other urban areas . The aetual percentages sett l ing in urban a reas , for 
the 1956-61 five-year migrants, were 77 per cent for those originating in 
urban areas and 56 per cent for those starting in rural a reas . The general 
pattern for rural areas is observed in both the farm and non-farm categories . 

If rural-to-urban migration streams comprised a major portion of Cana
dian internai migration in decades gene by, this is no longer true. Table 2.7 
shows clearly that the urban-to-urban streams were very much larger than 
the rural-to-urban streams in the 1956-61 five-year migration. Th i s s ta te 
ment holds true for both the inter-provincial and the intra-provincial migra
tion. Among the intra-provincial five-year migrants, urban-to-urban migrants 
outnumbered the rural-to-urban migrants by four to one. Among the inter-
provincial migrants, the corresponding ratio was six to one. In contrast, the 
urban population outnumbered the rural population by at most three to one. 
Thus it seems clear that the most important (in terms of sheer volume) 
migrational flows in Canada today are among urban a reas . 

The urban s ize group of 100,000 and over includes the metropolitan 
areas . Chart 2.6 shows that in inter-provincial migration this s ize group was 
the most favoured destination ofthe five-year out-migrants for municipalities 
in each of the six area types selected. Regardless of the urban s ize group 
or the rural category of origin, the five-year out-migrants had a clear prefer
ence for the urban s ize group of 100,000 and over. This preference does 
diminish systematical ly, however, a s one goes down the ladder of urban 
s ize groups of origin beginning at 100,000 and over. The preference for the 
100,000-plus s ize group as a destination a lso diminishes a s one goes from 
the rural non-farm to the rural farm categories . 

Among the intra-provincial five-year migrants a preference for the 
urban s ize group 100,000 and over a s a destination is a lso shown, but it is 
strong only for those residing in this s ize group in 1956. The five-year out-
migrants from municipalit ies in each of the rural area types sett led mainly 
in the rural non-farm destination. This tendeney is particularly strong among 
the five-year out-migrants from rural farm areas , 39 per cent of whom set t led 
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in rural non-farm areas in contrast to the 22 per cent in the 100,000-plus 
urban s ize group. These comparisons do not mean that a majority of intra-
provincial five-year migrants from rural areas went to other rural areas; 
they went mainly to urban areas but they did choose rural non-farm over the 
urban s ize group of 100,000-plus as dest inat ions. 

Toble 2.7 - Relative Sizes of the Five-Year Migration Stream Among Urban 
Size Groups, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, Canada, 1956-61 

NOTE. — Each stream (a group of persons living in one type of area in 1961 but who re
sided in another type in 1956) is expressed as a percentage of the aggregate of ali streams. 
For example, the first row shows that, of ali streams among the six different area types, 58.5 
per cent were urban-to-urban five-year migrants. The second row shows that 27.6 per cent 
were five-year migrants between urban centres of 100,000 and over. 

Type of res idence 
in 1961 

Urban'> 

100,000 and over . , 
30,000-99,999 . . . 
10,000-29,999 . . . 
Under 10,000 . . . . 

Type of res idence in 1956 

Urban 

Ali 
urban 

58.5 

39.2 
6.3 
4.4 
8.6 

17.8 

14.8 
3.0 

100,000 
and over 

34.9 

27.6= 
2.3 
1.6 
3.4 

7.9 

6.7 
1.2 

30,000-
99,999 

6.1 

3.1 
1.6 
0.4 
0.9 

2.1 

1.7 
0 .3 

10,000-
29,999 

5.7 

2.9 
0.8 
0.9 
1.2 

2.4 

2.0 
0.4 

Under 
10,000 

11.6 

5.5 
1.6 
1.5 

ai 

5.4 

4.4 
1.0 

Rurale 

Ali 
rural 

i a 3 

5.4 
1.9 
1.6 
4.4 

10.5 

8.0 
2.5 

Non-
farm 

4.9 

1.9 
0.7 
0.6 
1.7 

4.1 

2.4 
1.8 

Farm 

8.4 

a 5 
1.2 
1.0 
2.7 

6.3 

5.6 
0.7 

® Migrants from rural areas, who failed to report whether their usuai place of residence 
in 1956 was a farm or not, have been distributed among the rural categories. 

t" See Table 2.5, footnote <=. 
= An analysis of the basic tabulations suggests that the data shown for intra-provincial 

flows among centres of 100,000 or more include persons crossing munieipal boundaries within 
a given agglomeration of 100,000 and over. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

Striking features of the data shown in Chart 2.6 are the very small 
percentages of five-year migrants moving intofarm a reas . In a l i c a se s except 
rural non-farm areas , the percentage of out-migrants going to rural farm areas 
failed to reach 10 per cent. This statement holds true for both the inter-
provincial and the intra-provincial migration streams. 

For the inter-provincial five-year migration, most of the migration 
streams among the six area types shown in Chart 2.6 failed to exceed one 
per cent of the average of the populations at origin and destination. The 
only exception among the inter-provincial streams is that in which the urban 
s ize group of 100,000 and over is both origin and destination, as Table 2.8 
shows. 
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Table 2.8 - Intensity of Five-Year Migration Streams Among Urban 

Size Groups, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, Canada, 1956-61 

NOTE. — See headnote to Table 2.7, for the definition of "stream". As a measure of in
tensity, each stream is divided by the average of the 1956 population at origin and the 1961 
population at destination, and the resulting ratio is expressed as a percentage. This denomi
nator refers to the aetual census-enumerate.i population. 

Type of res idence 
in 1961 

Urbanb 

100.000 and over . . 
30 ,000-99,999 . . . 
10 ,000-29,999 . . . 
Under 10,000 

100,000 and over . . 
30 ,000-99,999 . . . 
10,000-29,999 . . . 
Under 10,000 

Type of residence in 1956 

Urban 

Ali 
urban 

3.1 

2.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.7 

1.0 

1.0 
0.2 

10.3 

8.5 
2.0 
1.4 
2.7 

4.8 

4.5 
1.0 

100,000 
and over 

2.2 

2.1 
0.5 
0.3 
0.4 

0.6 

0.7 
0.1 

7.7 

8 . le 
0.9 
0.8 
1.6 

2.9 

2.9 
0.6 

30 ,000-
99,999 

10.000-
29,999 

Inter-provincial ir 

0.7 

0.8 
0.2 
0.3 
0.3 

0.2 

0.3 
0.0 

Intra-pro 

1.8 

1.1 
2.7 
0.7 
1.2 

1.4 

1.7 
0.5 

0.7 

0.6 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 

0.4 

0.5 
0.1 

(linciai m 

1.8 

1.3 
1.3 
2.2 
1.9 

1.8 

2.2 
0.7 

Under 
10,000 

igration 

1.0 

0.8 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 

0.7 

0.8 
0.2 

Igration 

3.4 

2.2 
1.9 
2.0 
3.3 

3.3 

3.6 
1.2 

Rurale 

Ali 
rural 

Non-
farm 

0.7 

0.5 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 

0.7 

0.7 
0.2 

0.2 

0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 

0.3 

0.2 
0.2 

3.3 

1.7 
1.2 
1.1 
2.7 

4.5 

4.1 
1.6 

1.5 

0.8 
0.7 
0.7 
1.7 

2.5 

1.9 
1.7 

Farm 

0.6 

0.5 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 

0.6 

0.8 
0.1 

2.4 

1.4 
1.2 
1.2 
2.6 

3.6 

4.2 
0.7 

•* Migrants from rural areas who failed to report whether their usuai place of residence 
in 1956 was a farm or not, have been distributed among the rural categories. 

b See Table 2.5, footnote^. 
o See Table 2.7, footnote^. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

Among the intra-provincial five-year migrants, however, several streams 

exceeded one per cent of the average of the population at origin and destina

tion. This difference between the inter-provincial and the intra-provincial 

migration i s the result of the very much larger number of migrants involved 

in intra-provincial migration. For the 1956-61 period, intra-provincial five-
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year migrants outnumbered the inter-provincial five-year migrants by four to 
one (1961 Census , DBS 98-509 , Tables 1-2 and 1-3). Table 2.8 shows that 
only in the case of the rural farm destination was there a conspicuous ab-
sence of intra-provincial streams which exceeded by at least one per cent 
the average populations at origin and destination. 

Table 2.9 — Distribution of Counties or Census Divisions Among Levels of 
the Net Migration Ratio,a Canada, 1951 -61 

Counties or census 
divis ions 

Net migration ratio levels 

Those containing or adjacent to 
1961 Census MAs or MUAs^ . . . 

Others containing urban centres of 
at least 10,000 population in 
1921 

Others where 1931 rural population 
was at leas t 50 per cent in 
farming 

Remaining areas 

Ali counties or census divisions . . 

Those containing or adjacent to 
1961 Census MAs or MUAs*» . . . 

Others containing urban centres of 
at leas t 10,000 population in 
1921 

Others where 1931 rural population 
was at least 50 per cent in 
farming 

Remaining areas 

AH counties or census divis ions 

° See Table 2.4, footnotes ^ and ^ for the relevant definitions. 
^ "MA" means Census Metropolitan Area and "MUA" means Census Major Urban Area; 

for the definitions see 1961 Census, DBS 99-512, pp. 2.1-2.3. 

SOURCES: 1931 Census, Voi. I, Table 116; 1961 Census, DBS 92-539, Table 6; 1961 
Census, DBS 99-511, Table 2. 

The relevant historical data (cf. Buckley, 1963, p. 18; Anderson, 1966, 
eh. 3; and Stone, 1967^, eh. 5) and the patterns in Tables 2.5 to 2.8 again 
indicate that Canada has already entered upon a new stage in regard to the 
prominence of rural-urban migration streams. Through the nineteenth century 
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and the early part of the twentieth century, the rural-to-urban migration 
streams, taken together, probably comprised the most significant volume of 
Canadian internai migration. The 1961 Population Sample strongly suggests 
that this statement no longer holds true in Canada. For the future the most 
significant internai migration streams will be among urban centres , and the 
streams involving the large urban agglomerations and metropolitan areas 
wil lbe particularly important (Stone, 1967^, eh. 6). Before another generation 
is passed the contribution of rural population to urban population growth in 
each intereensal period will probably be almost negligible. Of course this 
does not mean that the growth performances of individuai urban centres and 
their shares in the inter-urban migration streams will not pose significant 
problems in particular Canadian regions. 

The significance of the locations of the larger urban agglomerations 
and metropolitan areas for the current and future patterns of Canadian migra
tion streams is suggested by Table 2.9. In this table, 219 counties or census 
divisions are classif ied according to 1951-61 net migration ratio l e v e l . " 
The 52 counties or census divisions containing or surrounding the 1961 
Census Metropolitan or Major Urban Areas show by far the highest coneen
trations among decennial net migration ratios higher than six per cent or 20 
per cent. These data suggest that at the county level the presenee of a 
large urban agglomeration or metropolitan area signifieantly affeets a re-
gion's retentive power upon population (see Chapter Eight for further data 
on this point). 

2.4 INTERNAL MIGRATION TRENDS 

The foregoing Sections concentrate- upon areal differentials in migra
tion; this Seetion considers the temperai pattern of Canadian migration. 
Aside from i ts intrinsie interest, this consideration is important because it 
leads to questions about the demographic refleetions and factors of major 
economie trends and fluctuations in Canada. 

Unfortunately, the available s ta t i s t i cs provide, at best , a partial 
reflection of the true historical trend and fluctuations in the inter-regional 
migration rates for Canada. This fact is a result of the openness of Canada 
to external migration. The historical migration data for provinces, for ex
ample, refleet both internai and the external migrations and it is difficult to 
identify reliably the internai and external components of these s t a t i s t i c s . 
Thus, from the available historical data, it is difficult to provide a reliable 
answer to the question as to whether, as might be suspected, marked fluc
tuations in Canadian economie growth are reflected by swings in the level 
of internai migration. 
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To the above-mentioned question Buckley, 1963, pp. 1 8 - 2 1 , does sug
gest a positive answer, if the United States may be considered as one of 
the ' regions ' for Canadian migrations. Adding the native Canadians residing 
ih the United States to the Canadian-born residents living outside their 
province of birth, at each census , he finds a tendeney toward coneordance 
between long swings in Canadian economie growth and historical fluctua
tions in the migration of native Canadians. 

Sinclair has attempted to develop internai migration est imates through 
the assumption that the rate of net external migration is the same for each 
province (Sinclair, 1966, pp. 39-52) . On the bas i s of th is assumption he 
derives an index of the over-all level of inter-provincial migration in each 
decade from 1871 to 1951. He finds that there are large variations in the 
estimated level of net internai migration from one decade to another and that 
these variations are positively associated with swings in Canadian economie 
growth. 

Data on fluctuations in the rate of Canadian urbanization are probably 
markedly associated with swings in the level of internai migration. Measuring 
urbanization as the per cent of population residing in urban a reas , it is 
easi ly shown that fluctuations in the rate of urbanization are.not signifi
eantly explained by fluctuations in birth ra tes . This i s so because , in 
Canada as a whole, urban and rural areas have shown roughly similar pat
terns of historical fluetuation in birth rates (cf. Slater, 1960, pp. 82-88) . 
Thus, internai migration must be a major factor in the historical fluctuations 
in the level of Canadian urbanization. 

Stone (1967^, Table 2.2) shows that the decennial rate of advance in 
Canadian urbanization was markedly below the average (for 1851-1961) 
mainly in the periods before Confederation and in the intereensal period 
which contained most of the Great Depression (1931-41) . The rate of ad
vance in Canadian urbanization aeeelerated markedly in the decade follow
ing Confederation and again in the period following World War II. The peak 
decennial advances in the level of Canadian urbanization were attained in 
1901-11 , 1941-51 and 1951-61. The author (Stone, 1967^, eh. 2) has roughly 
associated the historical pattern of advances in urbanization with some 
major and well-known developments in the economie history of Canada. It 
seems safe to assume that pattern of advances in the level of Canadian 
urbanization is markedly eorrelated with that in the level of internai migra
tion. Sinelair 's (1966, pp. 87-94) analysis sugges ts that this assumption is 
correct. 

The foregoing comments are also confirmed by a review of es t imates 
by Slater, 1960, and Anderson, 1966, of net migration for ali urban areas 
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(taken together) in Canada. It is well known that the volume of internai 
migration (counting in-migration only) in Canada was very much larger than 
the volume of immigration to Canada. Much of this internai migration was 
intra-provincial and rural-to-urban, although the rural-urban streams showed 
diminishing volume. These observations suggest that the historical pattern 
of net migration ratios for ali urban areas in Canada probably refleet histor
ical fluctuations in the level of internai migration. Slater 's es t imates (Slater 
1960, Table B.3) begin with 1891-1901, and they show a sharp rise in the 
level of the crude net migration ratio to urban areas between 1891 -1901 and 
1901 - 1 1 . This ratio then declines gradually in each decade to a trough in 
1931-41 , after which decade it r i ses again. Anderson ' s (1966, Table 16) 
es t imates begin in 1921-31 and they show a marked fall in the level of the 
net migration ratio to urban areas between 1921-31 and 1931-41 . The ratio 
then r ises in 1941-51 and again in 1951-61 . This general historical pattern 
is , not surprisingly, markedly associated with the pattern of decennial ad
vances in the level of Canadian urbanization (Stone, 1967^, Table 2.2). 

Thus, assuming that the above-mentioned data for urban a r e a s and 
urbanization refleet the historical pattern of fluctuations in the level of 
internai migration, Sinelair 's main conclusion in this connection may be 
concerned with. The level of intereensal internai (at l eas t inter-provincial 
and rural-urban) migration in Canada probably has not shown any marked 
upward or downward trend since the mid-nineteenth century. Hcwever, in 
coneordance with the very marked downturn of economie growth and struetur
a l change occasioned by the Great Depression, the level of internai migra
tion did reach a distinct trough in 1931-41 following i t s peak in 1901-11 . 
Since 1931-41 the level of inter-regional migration in Canada has probably 
increased markedly. 

2.5 MOBILITY OF THE CANADIAN POPULATION, 1956-61 

As mentioned above, the data on mobility are influenced markedly by 
the numbers of persons who change their home without changing their locai 
community of residence. Such persons are not migrants in the senso set forth 
in Seetion 1.4. Moreover their moves are much more influenced by individuai 
and family life cycle changes rather than by conditions in the locai commun
ity of residence or in other communities. These intra-municipal moves are 
not quite relevant to,the main focus of this monograph. However, it i s appro
priate to d i scuss briefly the mobility of the Canadian population in this 
introductory review. 

The Canadian population appears to be highly mobile. Among the 
persons aged five and over in 1961 who were res idents of family-type 
households, some 44 per cent changed their residence within Canada at 
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least once between June 1,1956 and June 1, 1961. This is close to one half 
of the 1961 population mentioned above. 

Table 2.10 - Five-Year Internai Mobility Ratios» for the 
Reporting Population,b by Sex, Canada and Provinces, 1956-61 

Provinces Tota l Male Female 

Ali areas 

43.7 

27.2 
28.3 
33.4 
32.9 
43.4 
45.3 
42.3 
38.9 
50.5 
51.0 

43.4 

26.3 
27.2 
32.7 
32.0 
43.0 
45.4 
41.7 
38.0 
49.9 
50.9 

44.0 

28.3 
29.3 
34.1 
33.7 
43.8 
45.2 
42.8 
39.9 
51.2 
51.1 

Rural non-farm'l 

39.0 

21.4 
30.2 
29.4 
27.0 
34.1 
44.5 
42.0 
41.9 
50.6 
54.7 

38.8 

20.8 
30.0 
28.9 
26.4 
33.8 
44.5 
42.0 
41.9 
50.6 
54.5 

39.2 

22.1 
30.5 
29.9 
27.7 
34.5 
44.4 
42.1 
41.9 
50.5 
54.9 

Tota l Male Female 

Urban 

49.7 

33.4 
43.5 
39.5 
43.6 
50.3 
48.6 
50.1 
55.5 
60.3 
51.2 

49.9 

32.4 
43.4 
39.2 
43.5 
50.3 
49.0 
50.3 
55.9 
60.6 
51.2 

49.5 

34.4 
43.5 
39.9 
43.7 
50.2 
48.2 
49.9 
55.0 
60.0 
51.2 

Rural farmd 

16.6 

14.6 
12.5 
11.4 
11.1 
10.8 
18.0 
17.4 
16.7 
23.9 
32.0 

16.3 

13.6 
11.6 
10.8 
10.6 
10.5 
17.8 
16.9 
16.1 
23.4 
31.7 

17.1 

15.7 
13.5 
12.2 
11.6 
11.1 
18.3 
18.0 
17.4 
24.5 
32.2 

^ The mobility ratio is 100 (ali movers, Ineluding intra-municipal/reporting population). 
^ The reporting population is defined in Table 2.1, footnote ' ' . 
o Exclusive of the Yukon and Northwest Territories. 
"1 Migrants from rural areas who failed to report whether their usuai place of residence 

in 1956 was a farm or not have been distributed among the rural categories. 

SOURCE: 1961 Census, DBS 98-509, Table I - I . 

Table 2.10 shows that for Canada as a whole and in each province the 
urban mobility ratio was much higher than the rural one in the 1956-61 five-
year mobility. In Canada as a whole the mobility ratio for urban population 
was almost 20 percentage points higher than that for rural population (50 
per cent versus 30 per cent). This strong rural-urban differential in the 
1956-61 mobility ratio results from at least two factors. Firstly, the heavy 
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movement from rural farm to urban areas depletes the number of movers in 
the 1961 rural category and adds to the number in the urban category. Sec
ondly, on the average, rural dwellings and their surroundings may more 
easily be adapted to the exigencies of change in the family life cycle than 
urban ones, so that these changes may set up fewer forces pushing up de
mand for new aceommodations in rural than in urban areas. Because of the 
first factor, it should be elear that the mobility ratio as measured bere does 
not necessarily show the urban population to be more mobile than the rural 
one. In order to show this effectively, it would be necessary to consider the 
1956 - 61 mobility of the 1956 rural population as against that of the 1956 
urban population. 

Among the two rural categories, mobility ratios were much higher for 
rural non-farm population than for rural farm population. In some provinces 
(notably Ontario and British Columbia) the 1956-61 mobility ratio for the 
rural non-farm population was close to or higher than that for the urban 
population (Table 2.10). 

Table 2.11 - Five-Year internai Mobility Ratios^ by Urban Size Group, 
Canada, 1956-61 

Sex and age 

Age five and over' ' 

Age 2 5 - 2 9 

Urban 
totalb 

49.7 
49.9 
49.5 

69.0 
62.4 
75.1 

78.2 
79.6 
76.8 

66.7 
70.4 
63.0 

100,000 
and over 

52.0 
52.3 
51.8 

70.5 
64.0 
76.3 

79.7 
80.7 
78.8 

68.9 
72.5 
65.4 

30 ,000-
99,999 

46.9 
47.1 
46.6 

67.3 
60.9 
73.1 

76.2 
78.2 
74.4 

62.9 
67.0 
58.8 

10.000-
29,999 

47.3 
47.5 
47.1 

68.3 
62.0 
74.0 

77.0 
79.2 
74.8 

64.1 
67.8 
60.5 

Under 
10,000 

43.7 
43.9 
43.5 

64.6 
56.7 
71.9 

73.6 
76.1 
71.0 

60.9 
65.4 
56.4 

Rural 
non-farm<^ 

39.0 
38.8 
39.2 

59.7 
49.8 
69.3 

65.9 
67.5 
64.3 

54.1 
58.0 
50.0 

Rural 
farm'^ 

16.6 
16.3 
17.1 

29.0 
20.2 
42.9 

34.6 
31.9 
37.8 

26.2 
27.5 
24.8 

a See Table 2.10, footnote . 
b See Table 2.5, footnote •=. . , . j 
e Migrants from rural areas, who failed to report whether their usuai place of residence 

in 1956 was a farm or not, have been distributed among the rural categories . 
d See Table 2 .1 , footnote *>. 
SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

A roughly positive association between urban size group and the 1956-
61 mobility ratio is shown for Canada as a whole (Table 2.11). The mobility 
ratio for the size group of 100,000 and over is roughly five percentage points 
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higher than that for the 10,000-29,999 s ize group. The mobility ratio for the 
10,000-29,999 size-group is roughly eight percentage points higher than that 
of the rural non-farm population. Thus, a s one moves from the rural farm to 
the rural non-farm categories and from the latter up through the urban s ize 
groups, the 1956-61 mobility ratio tends to increase. A similar pattern of 
urban-rural differentials is shown by Table 2.10 for the 10 provinces. Again, 
it should be recalled that these ratios are based on the 1961 populations in 
their 1961 areas of residence and thus tend to favour areas of high net in-
migration. Different patterns might be observed if the migrants were allo-
cated back to their areas of origin and ratios were based on the 1956 popu
lations of these areas . 

As the foregoing discussion would suggest , the more highly urbanized 
provinces show the higher 1956-61 mobility rat ios . Alberta and British 
Columbia showed 1956-61 mobility ratios somewhat above 50 per cent and 
the corresponding figures for Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba were between 
40 and 45 per cent. Although it is one of the least urbanized provinces, 
Saskatehewan had a 1956-61 mobility ratio c lose to 40 per cent; those for 
the Atlantic provinces were much below the 40 per cent level. 

Table 2.12 - Distribution of Five-Year Movers Among Selected 

Movement Categories, by Sex, Canada, 1956-61 

Area 

Rural non-farm . . 

Rural non-farm . , 

T o t a l " Intra-
municipal 

Inter-municipal 

Intra-
provincial 

Inter-provincial 

Contiguous 
province 

Non-contiguous 
province 

Males 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

60.0 

63.5 
46.0 
53.0 

31.7 

28.2 
45.0 
40.9 

4.3 

4.3 
4.5 
3.6 

3.9 

3.9 
4.4 
2.5 

Females 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

59.7 

63.3 
44.6 
50.8 

32.2 

28.7 
46.5 
43.8 

4.3 

4.2 
4.5 
3.4 

3.8 

3.8 
4.3 
2.1 

^ Rows may not add to the total due to rounding error. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.10. 
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Generally, dis tance tends to impede mobility. As dis tance increases 
SO does the eost of moving. Also, the greater the dis tance covered in moving 
the greater tends to be the break with social t ies in the community of origin 
and the l e s s is the flow of information from the potential destination. Table 
2.12 shows differentials which support the notion that dis tance impedes 
movement. For Canada as a whole, the rank ordering to the types of move 
according to their share of the total moves (from highest to lowest) is a s 
follows: intra-municipal movers, intra-provincial migrants, inter-provincial 
migrants to contiguous provinces, and inter-provincial migrants to non-
contiguous provinces. This rank ordering is observed among the urban, 
rural non-farm and rural farm categories for Canada as a whole and is a lso 
shown by each province. These findings indicate strongly that dis tance 
must be taken into account when attempt is made to explain differentials 
in the volumes of streams of movers or migrants between specific origins 
and dest inat ions. 

2.6 SUMMARY 

The openness of Canada to international migration is one of the strik
ing facts of i ts history. From 1851 to 1961 over 8,000,000 immigrants came 
to Canada, a figure slightly more than one third of the total number of births 
taking place in Canada over the same period. The offspring and deseendants 
of immigrants no doubt figured prominently in the births, and this must be 
considered in a s s e s s i n g the impact of external migration on the Canadian 
population growth. The direct impact of this external migration was unim-
pressive because over 6,000,000 emigrants left Canada in the 1851 -1961 
period. The flows of immigrants and emigrants showed prominent waves 
over the decades but s ince the Second World War decennial emigration rat ios 
have remained fairly s table at low values while the decennial immigration 
ratios have shown a marked upward trend. 

The total external migration is a summation of specific migration 
streams between individuai provinces and other countries. As dest inat ions 
(and probably as origins too)of these streams s ince 1921, the most prominent 
provinces were Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia and Alberta. If the perti-
nent s ta t i s t i cs were available back to 1901, the Prairie Provinces would 
probably be more evident in such a l ist for the first three censuses in this 
century. 

The streams of migration flowing within Canada dwarfed in volume 
those flowing into or out of Canada. Among the provinces, Ontario, Quebec, 
Alberta and British Columbia made the largest contributions to the volume 
of internai migration, which i s to be expected since these are the largest 
provinces. When population s ize is partially controlied by the calculation of 
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appropriate ratios, the highest values on inter-provincial migration are ob
served for the western provinces and Prince Edward Island. Generally, 
British Columbia and Alberta led on the 1956-61 in-migration ratio, while 
Saskatehewan and Manitoba had the highest 1956-61 out-migration ratios. 

In the only other period for which census data were gathered on inter-
provincial migration flows, the gross migration ratios were distinctly higher 
in Western Canada than elsewhere. These high ratios resulted in large part 
from the very heavy outflows from the Prairies which were particularly hard 
hit by the Great Depression. 

Actually, there is a definite pattern of historical shifts in the identities 
of the major origins and destinations of Canadian migration. In the latter 
part of the nineteenth century the major origins were in Eastern Canada, and 
the major destinations in the United States. In the early decades of the 
present century there were heavy streams of migration into the Prairies, 
while in the more recent decades Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia 
tended to be the major provincial destinations of migration streams. 

The specific migration streams flowing among the various provincial 
origins and destinations show distinct features. Ontario is the favourite 
destination for out-migrants from the provinces to the east of it. For these 
provinces in the eastern half of Canada, the next most favoured destinations 
also lie in that part of Canada. Thus there were few strong streams which 
began in Eastern Canada and skipped over Ontario to reach a western prov
ince, and more of Ontario's out-migrants went to Quebec than to any other 
single province. However, a high proportion of Ontario out-migrants moved 
westward (particularly to British Columbia). Out-migrants from these west-
erly provinces mainly chose other western provinces as their most favoured 
destinations, the only exception being Manitoba (from which the most fa
voured provincial destination was Ontario). Generally, the most favoured 
provincial destination for persons originating in the west was a contigu
ous province, and there were no strong streams originating in the west and 
ending east of Ontario. Ontario figured prominently as a second most fa
voured destination for the out-migrants from even non-contiguous western 
provinces, particularly British Columbia. Thus Ontario became a sort of 
'buffer zone' inhibiting strong flows between the eastern and western 
regions of Canada, although there were strong flows within these regions 
and with Ontario. 

The inter-provincial flows generated net shifts in population at each 
province (net migration). These net shifts were almost persistently positive 
for Ontario and British Columbia and negative for the Maritimes. The 
Prairies had very high positive net shifts in the early decades of the present 
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century, and prominent negative shifts in the relatively depressed 1931 -41 
decade. Since that decade, Alberta has joined Ontario and British Columbia 
as the three provinces with marked positive net migration ratios. Quebec 's 
net shifts were rather low in the present century, after being high negative 
in the latter third of the nineteenth century. It i s notable that the pattern of 
persistent differentials in net migration markedly resembles that in income 
differentials, appearing to confirm the expeetation of links between provin
cial migration flows and economie opportunity. 

Rural-urban flows were dwarfed by urban-urban flows in the 1956-61 
period. This statement holds even when the larger s ize of the urban popula
tion is taken into account, through the calculation of migration ratios. The 
rural-urban flows had a minor impact on the urban population, but this was 
not true for the rural population. The rural non-farm population had high in-
migration ratios while the rural farm population had high out-migration ratios. 
For the reporting population, these flows generated a net internai migration 
loss for the urban and rural farm areas and a net gain for the rural non-farm 
area in Canada as a whole. Among the streams between four urban s ize 
groups and two rural categories, the most prominent were those involving 
the 100,000-plus urban s ize group and this held true even after population 
s ize differences were taken into account. 

Important questions may be raised about the historical trend and pattern 
in the level of internai migration in Canada. The evidence avai lable for 
describing this trend and pattern is fragmentary but sugges ts that, for 
Canada as a whole, there has been no definite upward or downward trend in 
the decennial migration across provincial boundaries s ince the mid-nine
teenth century. However, there have been fluctuations associa ted with 
swings in the Canadian economy. 

Although this volume is concerned almost entirely with inter-municipal 
moves, there is some interest in the mobility which ref lects changes of 
residence within the same municipality as well as inter-municipal moves. 
Canada had a high mobility ratio from the 1956-61 five-year moves. Among 
the reporting population in 1961, some 44 per cent had lived in a different 
house five years before. The corresponding ratios for the urban and rural 
populations were 50 per cent and 30 per cent, respectively. Furthermore, the 
ratio tends to increase with the s ize of urban place, a s judged by broad 
urban s ize group s t a t i s t i c s . Finally, distance impedes mobility (as is well 
known), for the intra-municipal movers greatly exceed the intra-provincial 
(inter-munieipal) migrants, who in turn greatly exceed the inter-provincial 
migrants. 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER TWO 

' In the proeess of aging in our society a person goes through eertain phases 
of development which may be said to comprise a life cycle . Well known are the pa s -
sages from infancy, to childhood, to young adulthood, to maturity and to old age. 
Each phase tends to be accompanied by important events such as schooling, work, 
marriage, birth of children, maturation of children, e tc . With the onset of such events 
the individuai may be said to have entered upon a new stage in his life cycle . 

A family a lso has a life cycle comprising a sequence of major even t s from 
its formation to i ts dissolut ion. These events involve the birth and maturation of 
children, divorce, death of spouse , e tc . 

^ An area that can be entered or left by migration is said to be open. 

' Throughout th is monograph international migrants are referred to as immi
grants or as emigrants. For a given country, immigrants are the persons entering it 
while emigrants are those leaving it. When reference is not specifically to interna
tional migrants, the terms "migran t" , " in-migrant" or "out-migrant" are used as 
required, 

As the term " n e t migration" is often used, it is perhaps worth noting that it 
does not refer to individuals — that i s , there is no such thing as a net migrant. Net 
migration is a purely mathematical concepì referring to a net shift in population 
size defined as in-migrants minus out-migrants. 

* The " g r o s s migration" for an area is defined here as the sum of in-migrants 
and out-migrants; i t is a reflection of the amount of population turnover in the area. 

' See the d i scuss ion on the concepì of five-year migration in Appendix B. It 
should be recal led from that d iscuss ion that the data do not refleet multiple or 
return migration by the same person over the 1956-61 reference period, and that the 
universe of the Populat ion Sample refers generally to the private household popula
tion (about 96 per cent of the total population in 1961) aged five and over in 1961. 
For convenience this i s termed the "report ing popula t ion" . 

^ It is important to recal i , however, that the in-migrants present at the 1961 
Census only partially refleet the true volume of in-migration, even if the Population 
Sample es t imate of in-migrants is accurate . As noted in Appendix B, multiple and 
return migration are not counted. In-migrants who die before the census or who leave 
Canada after in-migrating (and before the 1961 Census) are a lso missed. 

Furthermore, the in-migration ratio is an imperfect reflection of the true in-
migration rate for other reasons . The base of this ratio is the population s ize in 
1961, a figure influenced by deaths and by out-migration from the 1956 population. 
For example, if a large proportion of an a rea ' s 1956 population out-migrates or d ies , 
the area may show a high in-migration ratio (as ealeulated) even with a manifestly 
small number of in-migrants. The high in-migration ratio may thus be a poor reflec
tion of the attraetion of the place for potential migrants. 

Similar difficulties are observed with the out-migration ratio, whose base is 
the 1961 population minus sample-estimated net migration. This operation has the 
effect of subtracting out (from the 1961 population) the estimated in-migrants and 
adding back the est imated out-migrants (who were indeed in the 1956 population). 
But there are other eleraents missing from this reconstruction of the 1956 population 
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exposed to migration (even assuming that the census s t a t i s t i c s are correct) — out-
migrants who die or who leave the country before the 1961 Census . Of course , these 
dead persons and emigrants are a lso incorrectly missing from the numerator o f the 
out-migration ratio. 

It is assumed that , for the most part, the ealeulated ratios provide fair reflee
tions of areal differentials in true ra tes of in- and out-migration. 

' It is difficult to give generally accepted limits for the values of the five-year 
migration rat ios which may be considered high, moderate or low. However, the follow
ing comments may be relevant. If the five-year in-migration ratio is X per cent we may 
consider that i ts 10-year equivalent is slightly less than 2X per cent (it is l e ss due 
to expected return migration by some of the five-year migrants). If we would consider 
2X per cent alteration in the population s ize significant after 10 years , the in-migra
tion ratio maybe considered to be substant ively significant in the event that the out-
migration is zero. Similar considerat ions may be made for the out-migration and net 
migration ra t ios . Essen t i a l ly , the idea i s t e consider whether the implied contribution 
of the migration to population growth would be significant. For example, most people 
would consider significant a 10 per cent al terat ion in population s ize after 10 
years — something near a one per cent alteration in each year. 

' The figures mentioned in this paragraph were ealeulated from the unpublished 
Population Sample tabulat ions. 

' Many of the tables in this monograph focus on this age range, with the upper 
limit sometimes extended to age 39 or to age 44. It is the age range of peak migra
tion ra tes , and one marked by high ra tes of family formation and labour force entry, 
and by the early years of working life. 

'" The numerator of this ratio is in-migrants minus out-migrants and the base is 
the reporting population in 1961. See footnote ' for relevant comments. 

" No economie determinism is intended here. Attention is ealled to the econom
ie correla tes (even though some of the eorrelat ions may be ' spur ious ' ) which, in 
accordance with the aims of this volume, emphasize this point of view. 

" The vi tal s t a t i s t i c s estimate of net migration is population change minus 
naturai increase . Naturai increase is births minus dea ths . For comments on relevant 
de ta i l s of est imation for the periods when vital s t a t i s t i c s were not tabulated by 
place of res idence (see Stone, 1967 , Appendix H). 

" The use of " in te r -prov inc ia l " here is made on the assumption that the provin
c ia l net migration levels that refleet both internai and external migration are highly 
eorrelated with those reflecting internai migration only. 

" See Appendix C for explanation of the survival ratio estimation. 

" The Identification of rural farm areas is as of 1961. 

" The identification of urban areas i s a s o f 1961. 

" The bas ic tabulat ions do not permit the calculat ion of net inter-provincial 
migration for the urban and rural parts of individuai provinces. For example, the 
tabulat ions can indicate the number of in-migrants to Ontario from rural farm areas 
(as of 1961) in other provinces, but the individuai contributions of the other prov
inces to these in-migrants are not shown by the t ab les . Thus , only at the national 
level may the inter-provincial net migration to urban or to rural areas be shown. 
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" The 66 per cent represents the percentage of urban population in l'^.'ie. See 
1961 Census , DBS 99-512 , Table IV. 

" Both internai and external migration are reflected in these rat ios. 

Urban Development in Canada, Stone, 1967, Queen 's Printer, Cat. No. 9 9 - 5 4 2 / 
1967. 
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Chapter Three 

SOME GROUP DIFFERENTIALS 

IN CANADIAN INTERNAL MIGRATION 

Chapter Two presents a general review of some spat ia l and temperai 
dimensions of Canadian migration. Another important aspect of this migra
tion is comprised of the differentials regarding migration ra tes among sub-
groups of the population at a given locality, and a whole monograph may 
be focused entirely on group differentials in Canadian migration. However, 
this volume will not carry a heavy emphasis on this subject matter (see 
the companion volume), but some background information is provided in 
this Chapter, particularly the type that will alert the reader to the relevance 
of group differentials in the analys is of the areal pattern of migration. 

In the following discuss ion only moderate emphasis is plaeed on the 
demographic migration differentials, a s these will be taken up in the com
panion volume. The emphasis here is mainly on social and economie 
character is t ies of migrants. Although the exposition is largely deseriptive 
it should be of particular interest s ince the 1961 Census marks the first 
time that many of these social and economie character is t ies of migrants 
have been measured for a sample as large a s roughly 20 per cent of Canada ' s 
population. 

Â fundamental difficulty seriously limits the kinds of interpretation 
that can be legitimately made from the census data on group differentials 
in Canadian migration, and it is essen t ia l that th is difficulty be stated 
clearly at the outset (see Appendix B for further de ta i l s ) . The character
i s t ies of migrants are aseertained at the end of the migration interval 
(June 1, 1956 - June 1, 1961) and not at the time of migration. This cir-
cumstance c rea tes no problem for those character is t ies that remain Constant 
for each person throughout the migration interval (sex, for example), and 
it c rea tes a definite but partly manageable problem for those that change 
in a fixed way and degree for each person (age, for example). But it c rea tes 
a serious problem for those individuai character is t ies that may change 
after June 1, 1956 and do so in a manner or degree that is variable (so 
that one cannot securely infer how the charaeter is t ic appeared in 1956 or 
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at the time of migration from a knowledge of its nature in 1961). A concrete 
example in regard to maritai status may illustrate the problem. 

Maritai status is one of the attributes of an individuai that may have 
changed in an unpredictable way over the 1956-61 migration period. For 
example, the proportion of migrants among ali widowed persons in 1961 
gives no firm basis for conclusions about the influence of widowhood on 
the propensity to migrate, because some of the widowed migrants had this 
maritai status throughout the migration period, others migrated before they 
were widowed, and others were not widowed on June 1, 1956 but became 
widowed and then migrated. Thus, if the widowed persons show a higher 
mobility ratio than the married ones (as of 1961) it does not necessarily 
follow from this evidence alone that being widowed indicates a higher 
probability of moving than being married. It is essential to be aware of 
this kind of limitation in using the 1961 Census data on the characteristies 
of migrants. 

However, it may be asked whether selected movement-status groups 
(non-movers, intra-municipal movers, inter-provincial migrants, ete.) differ 
in their maritai status compositions. Suppose marked differences are 
observed, that they persist in various cross-tabulations, and that one can 
assume that they are likely to persist over some significant period of time 
extending beyond that covered by the statistics. Then, regardless of 
exactly why or how the differences arise, a locai community with a high 
proportion of a particular migration-status group will be subjected to a 
strong influence upon its population composition from this group. More 
generally, the distribution of the locai community's population among the 
migration-status groups bears eertain implications for the demographic and 
socio-economie composition of this population, and an awareness of these 
implications is vital information to the locai policy-maker, businessman 
or planner. Some value in this information as a partial barometer of the 
community's growth prospeets and problems does not require a knowledge of 
why the migration-status groups differ in composition, although this knowl
edge is certainly helpful in determining the full range of the implications 
of such a difference. In other words, there is some practieal value in the 
census statistics on eompositional differences among migration-status 
groups, even if the statistics do not permit one to test hypotheses as to 
why or how the differences arise. 

Of course, the assumption about the persistence of the eompositional 
differences over some period of time rests ultimately on some explanatory 
hypotheses about these differences. It is indeed unfortunate that the data 
cannot be used to adequately evaluate such hypotheses, and that the 
hypotheses must function mainly as working assumptions in the discussion. 
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To some extent it is possible to rely on the findings of other research and 
on the theories of experts in the field but these a r e , a t best , shaky supports . 
There is some eonsolation, however, in the fact that almost a l i areas of 
economie and demographic forecasting rely on important working hypotheses 
which cannot be evaluated from exist ing s t a t i s t i c s . 

Thus, in this Chapter li t t le emphasis is plaeed on mobility ra tes for 
separate groups where the relevant defining individuai charac ter i s t ies may 
have changed unpredictably over the 1956-61 period. Instead, in such 
c a s e s the emphasis is plaeed on differences in composition among partic
ular migration-status groups. For the most part, the relevant implications 
of such differences lie in the field of the ana lys i s of population composi
tion in a community, rather than in that of the analys is of the causes of 
group differentials in migration. As regards these cause s , it is necessary 
to make some more or l e s s unsupported assumptions. The charac ter i s t ies 
for which these procedures are followed are maritai s t a tus , edueation, 
occupation and income. In the c a s e s of language, religion and ethnic 
origin it is assumed that a negligible proportion of the sample individuals 
changed their character is t ies over the 1956-61 period. 

The general aim of this Chapter is to show some of the important 
ways in which internai migrants form a dist inct ive segment of the Canadian 
population. ' The d is t ine t iveness of the migrants appears among demo
graphic, economie and social variables . Thus, a community that is subjected 
to heavy (relative to i ts s i ze ) migrational flows may expeet eertain definite 
influenees on the demographic and socio-economie strueture of i ts popula
tion, depending on the relative s i zes and compositions of the inflows and 
outflows. The demonstration of dist inct ive composition for the migrant 
population ra i ses a number of important quest ions about i ts c a u s e s , but it 
is not the purpose of this monograph to test hypotheses about these c a u s e s . 

Before focusing upon the socio-economie variables it is e ssen t ia l 
that some review be made of some fundamental demographic dimensions of 
migration s t a t i s t i c s . These dimensions, particularly age, so condition 
migration patterns that the reader must be forewarned of their relevance 
and the analyst must take them into account in interpreting migration 
differentials along other dimensions. Therefore, the first two Sections will 
give brief consideration to age, sex and maritai s ta tus differentials in 
migration. 

3.1 SOME DEMOGRAPHIC DIFFERENTIALS 

3.1.1 AGE - M a n y individuai migration deeis ions are influenced by the 
stage reaehed in the individuai or in the family life cycle.^ Age is markedly 
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associated with the pattern of change in both of these eycles, and so it 
is not surprising that age captures a major portion of the inter-individual 
variation in migration. Almost without exception, migration has shown 
itself highly selective of age in human populations, being heavily con
centrated in the early years of adulthood. In our society these years are 
significant for such major matters as family formation, childbearing and 
entry into the working force. 

A distinct pattern of age seleetivity in the 1956-61 five-year migra
tion ratios is eonsistently shown among the two sexes for Canada and the 
10 provinces. Whether one looks at ratios for in-, out- or net migration, the 
pattern tends to be the same. Typieally, the 1956-61 five-year migration 
ratio drops(in absolute value) from age group 5-14 to age group 15-19. Then 
its absolute value rises to a peak at either age group 20-24 (the typical 
peak for females) or at age group 25-29 (the typical peak for males) and, 
moving toward the higher ages, the migration ratio tends to fall from the 
peak. Charts 3.1 to 3.3 show a number of representative patterns. 

The persons aged 5-14 in 1961 were aged 0- 9 in 1956. Most of these 
persons were of pre-school age in 1956 and were moving with their highly 
mobile parents who were concentrated in the 1961 age groups of 25-34. 
The members of the 15-19 age group in 1961 were generally well settled 
in school throughout this period (being aged 10 -14 in 1956), and their 
parents had for the most part passed the peak ages for migration before 
1956 (when they were concentrated in the age group aged 30 - 39). 

As one moves from the age group 15-19 in 1961 and considers the 
age group 20-24 in that year, one begins to pick up more and more the 
persons leaving high school in the 1956-61 period. Over the five-year 
period from 1956 to 1961 these persons were entering the work force, going 
on to college, and getting married. Such events also took place at a high 
rate among persons aged 25-29 in 1961 (20-24 in 1956). Hence it is not 
surprising that the peak age groups for 1956-61 five-year migration were 
20-24 and 25-29 (as of 1961). Although the share of work-foree entrants 
and family-formers declined markedly as one moves from the 1961 age 
group of 25-29 to that of 30-34, the migration ratios for the latter age 
group were stili high. This is so partly because the children of these 
persons had not yet reaehed a life-cycle stage where breaks in the place 
of schooling beeome criticai, and the parents are just beginning to accumu
late those economie obligations and neighbourhood ties which later inhibit 
the propensity to migrate. 
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CHART-3.1 

AGE PROFILES OF FIVE-YEAR INTERNAL MIGRATION RATIOS. 
CANADA, BY URBAN AND RURAL, I956 -61 
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CHART-3.2 

AGE PROFILES OF FIVE-YEAR INTERNAL IN- , OUT-AND NET MIGRATION RATIOS, 
FOR URBAN,RURAL NON-FARM AND RURAL FARM AREAS, 

CANADA, 1956-61 
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CHART-3.3 

AGE PROFILES OF F IVE-YEAR INTER-
PROVINCIAL INTERNAL MIGRATION, PROVINCES. 
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By the time the age group 35-44 in 1961 is reaehed, however, the 
children are generally at least of pre-teenage. They are well settled into 
elementary or secondary school. Their parents' long-term economie obliga
tions and neighbourhood ties have tended tó solidify, and they beeome less 
prone to migrate. 

Thus, it is possible to interpret the age seleetivity in Canadian 
migration by reviewing the individuai and family life-cycle stages that 
tend to be associated with the various age groups. This review suggests 
that the age group in which are concentrated the peak years of labour force 
entry and the early period of working life, and the main ages of family 
formation and childbearing are particularly important in a study of the 
social and economie changes and conditions that affeet or are influenced 
by population migration. 

The data underlying Chart 2.5 show that the pattern of age seleetivity 
in Canadian migration across provincial boundaries has persisted for 
several decades. Although these data are influenced by external as well 
as by internai migration, they probably do not signifieantly distort the 
pattern of age seleetivity in the internai migration. In almost ali decades 
and for each sex the net intereensal migration ratios rise from age 15-19 
to a peak in the age group 25-29. From this peak the net migration ratios 
tend to fall as one goes toward the higher ages. The main deviations from 
this pattern are shown by males in two decades marked by relatively heavy 
immigration - 1921-31 and 1951-61. In these two decades the peak net 
migration ratio occurs in the age group 30-34, a result that may refleet 
the influence of the immigrants who may have been slightly older on the 
average than the internai migrants. 

The foregoing discussion should establish the main point which is 
of relevance to this volume of the internai migration monograph. A definite 
pattern of age seleetivity characterizes Canadian internai migration, and 
this pattern has persisted for several decades. It is marked by a strong 
concentration of migrants in the peak ages for labour force entry, for 
family formation and childbearing, and in the early years of working life. 
These ages are roughly covered by the age group 20-39 at the end of a 
migration period of either five or ten years. This is the age group whose 
migratory characteristies would seem particularly relevant to studies of 
the non-demographic (particularly economie) aspects of migration in Canada. 

A small sex differential is shown among the Canadian five-year 
migrants in the 1956-61 period. The data underlying Chart 3.1 indicate 
slightly higher internai migration ratios for females than for males in 
Canada, as well as in its urban and rural divisions. This differential does 
vary by age, however. The ratios for females tend to be higher than those 
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for males mainly in the 15-34 age range; outside of this range, the ratios 
for males are generally the higher. Among the provinces, the migration 
ratio differences between the two sexes are rather small and unsystematic 
(Chart 3.3). 

3.1.2 MARITAL STATUS - Persons reporting a five-year change of home 
were more likely to be married than those who had the same home in 1956 
as in 1961. This difference is observed for each sex within the 20 -34 age 
groups a s well a s for the whole population aged 15 and over, and it appears 
in urban, rural and rural non-farm areas (see Appendix Table A. l ) . The 
persons who became married for the first time in the 1956-61 intereensal 
period were exposed to the prevalent praetice of leaving the paren t s ' (or 
guardians ') home upon marriage and were, of course, reported in the "mar
r i e d " category in 1961. In addition, those who remained married in 1961 a s 
in 1956, and were in the 20-34 age group, were further exposed to the ex-
pansions of their families and aging of their offspring, which events tend 
to increase the need for changed living quarters. Thus , the people reported 
as married in 1961 were involved in or were exposed to movement-preeipita-
ting life-cycle changes to a greater extent than the persons who remained 
single in 1956 a s in 1961. Further, those who remained single probably 
had a sufficiently different age distribution (even with age group 20-34) 
from those who were married in 1961 for this difference to affeet the distri
bution of maritai s ta tus by movement category. These factors were probably 
influential in determining the greater percentage of married persons among 
the movers than among the non-movers. ^ 

For a given sex-age group, the volume of migration tends to vary 
inversely with the dis tance covered in migration. Within each sex-age 
group it is likely that this generalization applies with special force to 
that migration which is primarily a response to changes in the life-cycle 
s tage (for example, getting married). ' It has been suggested above that the 
population comprised of married persons in 1961 was much more exposed 
to life-cycle changes than that which remained single throughout the 
intereensal period. Thus, one would expeet the percentage for married 
persons to be higher among intra-municipal movers than among inter-
municipal migrants, the latter tending to cover somewhat longer d is tances 
than the former. This expeetation is generally supported by the data 
(Appendix Table A. l ) . 

There may a lso have been a genuine tendeney for the persons who 
were single in both 1956 and 1961 to have higher inter-municipal migration 
rates than those who were married either in 1956 or in 1961. Depending on 
the relative 1956 age distributions of these two marital-status categor ies , 
such a marital-status differential in inter-municipal migration ra tes , a s 
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contrasted with i ts absence in intra-municipal mobility ra tes , could lead 
to an increase in the proportion single a s one goes from the intra-municipal 
movers to the inter-municipal migrants. Unfortunately, a clear demonstra
tion of such a pattern requires knowledge of the 1956 maritai s t a tus distri
bution of these movers, or of the probability of remaining single from 1956 
to 1961 — either piece of information being unavailable from the 1961 
Census data. Thus , it is possible to only speculate a s to the possibil i ty 
of pat terns of marital-status (as of 1956) differentials in 1956-61 migration 
ra tes . 

Among the selected groups of inter-municipal migrants, however, the 
marital-status distribution does not vary markedly or systematical ly . The 
internai migrants do differ markedly from the immigrants in regard to 
marital-status distribution. The percentage single tends to be markedly 
higher among the male immigrants and, correspondingly, the percentage 
married is lower among these immigrants. This differential is not marked 
among females, however, suggesting that a high proportion of the female 
immigrants may have been the wives of male immigrants. This difference 
between internai migrants and immigrants may result in large part from a 
greater concentration of single persons among the immigrants (than among 
the internai migrants) even at the time the immigrants arrived in Canada, 
and from lower exposure to marriage prospeets among immigrants. 

3.1.3 CONCLUSION - Age, sex and maritai status* condition migration so 
persis tent ly that these underlying factors cannot be ignored in proceeding 
to the main focus — social and economie character is t ies of migrants. Lee 
has nicely summarized the basic concern here, noting that migration may be 
viewed as a part of the r i tes de passage. Persons who enter the labour force 
or get married tend to leave their parental home, and persons who are di-
voreed or widowed a l so tend to migrate. Since some of these events happen 
in a narrow range of ages , they are important in shaping the age curve of 
select ion. They are a l so important in determining other types of select ion — 
maritai s ta tus or s ize of family (for example, Lee , 1966, Demography, p. 57). 

Thus , age and maritai s ta tus tend to be associa ted with a number of 
cruciai events (in the life cycle) which tend to influence migration deei
s ions . The age profile in particular becomes a basic dimension of migration 
s t a t i s t i c s and it must be taken into account in any full explanation of 
areal variation in migration ra tes . 

3.2 ETHNIC ORIGIN, LANGUAGE AND RELIGION 

As the previous Seetion has indicated, there are bas ic demographic 
factors (such as age) which condition the propensity to move. A number of 
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other individuai characteristies influence the migration decision through 
their interrelation with the individuai's social and economie status. Some 
of these characteristies interact with the basic demographic factors and 
others tend to be independent, although their influence upon mobility may 
be offset by that of demographic factors. These characteristies are social 
and economie,' and in the 1961 Census, for the first time, measurements 
on such characteristies among migrants were made for roughly 20 per cent 
of the nation's population. Among the social characteristies for which 
census data are available, ethnic origin, language and religion form a 
closely interwoven and prominent group. 

Among three broad ethnic origin groups there are distinct differences 
in the levels of 1956-61 five-year migration ratios, Table 3.1 (column B) 
suggests that persons reporting British Isles ethnic origin in 1961 were 
more migratory (internai migration) than those reporting French origin. 
Persons reporting other ethnic origins (neither British Isles nor French) 
were also more migratory than those of French origin, according to these 
data. Such differentials are observed among both sexes within the age 
group 20-34. Generally supporting information is shown by Nickson, 1967, 
p. 9, using provincial units, for 1964-65 one-year migration. 

Table 3.1 - Five-Year Mobility ond Migration Ratios for Three Broad 
Ethnic Origin Groups, by Sex, Canada, 1956-61 

Ethnic origin group 

Mobility 
ratio^ 

A 

43.5 
42.7 
42.1 
47.2 

43.3 
42.3 
41.5 
47.1 

43.9 
43.0 
42.7 
47.3 

Migration ratios 

Totalb 

B 

17.5 
19.0 
15.2 
17.6 

17.3 
19.0 
14.8 
17.4 

17.7 
19.0 
15.6 
17.9 

Intra-
provincial 

C 

13.9 
14.4 
13.4 
13.8 

13.7 
14.3 
13.1 
13.6 

14.1 
14.4 
13.8 
14.0 

Inter-
provincial 

D 

3.6 

4.6 
1.8 
3.8 

3.6 

4.7 
1.8 
3.8 

3.5 
4.5 
1.8 
3.9 

a See Table 2.10, footnote ^, for the definition. 
^ To calculate the migration ratio intra-municipal movers are subtracted from the num

erator of the mobility ratio (see footnote ^). 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 
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Table 3.2 - Five-Year Mobility and Migration Ratios for 
Language and Religious Groups, Canada, 1956-61 

Language and religious 
groups 

Mobility 
ratio^ 

43.5 

43.0 
43.3 
43.5 
48.0 
48.4 

43.8 

45.0 
42.4 
43.2 
47.3 
47.7 

37.9 

37.8 
57.0 
51.2 
71.4 
59.9 

48.8 

48.3 
53.9 
51.5 
50.4 
63.2 

54.0 

55.3 
44.8 
55.1 
56.7 
40.8 

Migration ratios 

Totaia 

17.5 

15.4 
14.4 
19.6 

8.3 
20.3 

18.5 

16.6 
14.4 
19.5 
7.9 

20.2 

12.8 

12.7 
20.7 
20.2 

7.1 
17.0 

18.8 

18.1 
• 15.4 

25.4 
9.7 

26.5 

10.7 

7.8 
9.8 

14.9 
3.6 

10.6 

Intra-
provincial 

13.9 

12.9 
11.1 
15.0 
6.3 

15.6 

14.2 

12.5 
11.1 
14.9 
5.9 

15.6 

12.2 

12.2 
18.3 
16.9 
5.4 

14.8 

14.9 

14.7 
11.8 
17.5 

8.1 
17.9 

9.2 

6.9 
8.0 

12.8 
3.1 
8.8 

Inter-
provincial 

3.6 

2.4 
3.3 
4.6 
1.9 
4 .8 

4.4 

4.1 
3.4 
4.6 
2.0 
4.6 

0.5 

0.5 
2.4 
3.2 
1.8 
2.2 

3.9 

3.4 
3.6 
7.9 
1.7 
8.6 

K5 

1.0 
1.8 
2.1 
0.5 
1.8 

3 See T a b l e 3 .1 , footnotes ^ and ^ for the def ini t ions . 

SOURCE: Same as Tab le 2 .5 . 

Among four broad language groups, persons speaking English only or 
those speaking both English and French showed the highest five-year 
internai migration ratios for the 1956-61 period. Somewhat lower five-year 
migration ratios were shown for persons speaking French only, and stili 
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lower ratios for persons speaking neither English nor French (Table 3.2). 
Among the inter-provincial migrants, those speaking French only were by 
far the least migratory. These patterns are generally confirmed in each of 
the urban, rural non-farm and rural farm populations. 

Among five broad religious groups, the Protes tants and 'Others ' 
(neither Protestant , Catholic, Greek Orthodox nor Jewish) showed the 
highest 1956-61 migration ra t ios . This observation (Table 3.2) tended to 
hold true within the four broad language groups, the sole exception being 
those reporting French only a s the language. The lowest 1956-61 five-
year migration rat ios were shown for the persons of Jewish religion in 
each of the four broad language groups. According to Table 3.2, the rank 
ordering of the religious groups on the 1956-61 five-year migration ratio 
varied markedly among the four language groups, suggesting that if religion 
influenees migration this influence interacts with language (that i s , the 
influence tends to change from one language group to another). Here 
language may be a proxy for some cultural differences which religion fails 
to refleet fully. 

This quick review sugges ts a marked associat ion between ethnic 
origin, language and religious groups on one band, and migration ra tes on 
the other. The data show that in the 1956-61 period the most migratory 
groups were those of British Is les origin and Protestant religion; Catholies 
were l ess migratory than Protes tants , particularly if they spoke French, 
and leas t migratory among the selected religious groups were Jewish 
persons. These assoc ia t ions may be aecidental in the sense that they 
refleet separate relations of migration and the social charac ter is t ies with 
some ' third' factor. On the other hand, they may indicate Canadian sub-
cultures whose geographical distributions and character is t ies have a fairly 
direct hearing on the propensity to migrate. It is not at al i unreasonable 
to suppose that a very significant proportion of Canadians would not res ide 
in a locai community where the cultural heritage and the folkways diverge 
sharply from those with which they are familiar and which are congenial to 
them, and that this tendeney is not signifieantly counteraeted by existing 
economie ' pu l l s ' and ' pushes ' . Given the highly varied ethnic , l inguistie 
and religious composition of the Canadian population, it i s eonceivable 
that a fully adequate explanation of Canadian migration patterns should 
require that a prominent place be given to these socio-cultural pat terns. 

3.3 EDUCATION 

Marked assoc ia t ions are observed between edueation and migration 
in the 1961 Census s t a t i s t i c s . Similar associa t ions have been observed 
in other s tudies (cf. Lee and Varon, 1966; Lee, 1953, eh. 8) and they lend 
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support to the view that edueation is an important socio-economie deter-
minant of mobility. 

Among Canadians not attending school and in the age group 25-34, ' 
1956-61 movers had higher levels of educational attainment than non-
movers (Chart 3.4). This statement holds true in urban, rural non-farm and 
rural farm areas separately. The difference between movers and non-movers 
in educational distribution is particularly sharp in the urban areas, where 
a higher-than-average proportion of the in-migrants were probably persons 
who moved in order to facilitate the attainment of higher edueation. 
Thus, a portion of this mover/non-mover differential in educational distri
bution may be the result of a search for higher edueation (faeilities for 
which are concentrated in urban areas), rather than a manifestation of 
differences in mobility rates for groups which have completed their eduea
tion. 

Yet it is likely that such educational differentials in mobility rates 
played a part in the relatively higher educational attainment in the mover 
category, as contrasted with the non-mover category. First of ali, those 
with higher edueation could better afford (than those with low edueation) 
the eost of effecting a residence change. Secondly, there may be a genuine 
increase in the proneness to move (the mobility potential) with advances 
in the level of educational attainment for a given group, as a result of 
growing social and economie inducements to movement concomitant with 
rising educational levels. For example, the quantity and variety of job 
opportunities requiring mobility may increase as one goes from the lower 
to the higher edueation groups, and this improvement in educational level 
may enhance the desire to attain higher social status in a new residence. 
Thus it can be hypothesized that, in addition to the impact of the search 
for the higher edueation available in urban areas, there was a genuine 
tendeney for mobility rates to increase with the level of completed eduea
tion. Both of these factors would tend to produce the generally higher 
levels of edueation shown for movers than for non-movers among Canadian 
males aged 25-34 in 1961. 

Chart 3.4 shows that although nearly one half of the non-movers had 
less than high school edueation only about 35 per cent of the movers were 
concentrated among this lowest of the three educational categories; although 
somewhat more than 10 per cent of the movers had some university training, 
only just over five per cent of the non-movers had university training. These 
figures pertain to ali areas only, but a similar direction of differentials 
is shown for each of the urban, rural non-farm and rural farm categories. 
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CHART-3.4 

EDUCATIONAL STATUS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE REPORTING POPULATION 
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C H A R T - 3 . 5 

FIVE-YEAR MOVEMENT STATUS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL 
STATUS GROUPS, MALES NOT ATTENDING SCHOOL BY AGE, 

CANADA, BY URBAN AND RURAL. I 956 -61 
( E X P E R I E N C E D L A B O U R F O R C E ) 

INTRA-MUNICIPAL 
MOVERS 

INTER-PROVINCIAL 
MIGRANTS 

NON-MOVERS 

ELEMENTARY OR LESS 

SECONDARY 

UNIVERSITY 

ELEMENTARY OR LESS-

SECONOARY— 

UNIVERSITY 

ELEMENTARY OR LESS 

SECONDARY 

UNIVERSITY 

ELEMENTARY OR LESS-

SECONDARY 

UNIVERSITY-

ELEMENTARY OR LESS-

SECONDARY- - -

UNIVERSITY-

ELEMENTARY OR LESS-

SECONDARY— - - -

UNIVERSITY 

ELEMENTARY OR LESS-

SECONDARY 

UNIVERSITY 

ELEMENTARY OR LESS-

SECONDARY-

UNIVERSITY 

Source: Some OS Toble 2 . 5 . 
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The hypotheses about the influence upon mobility of the search for 
higher edueation and, the probably genuine posit ive associa t ion between 
the level of completed edueation and the mobility rate (for a group) would 
lead one to expeet generally higher levels of edueation among the migrants 
(inter-munieipal movers) than among the intra-municipal movers. For the 
males aged 25 -34 in 1961, this is just what Chart 3.4 shows for the urban, 
rural non-farm and rural farm areas separately. Also consis tent with this 
view is the observation that the inter-provincial migrants had markedly 
higher levels of edueation than the intra-provincial migrants. 

For example, in Canada, eight per cent of the intra-municipal movers 
had university edueation. This percentage increased to 13 per cent among 
the intra-provincial migrants and to 18 per cent among the inter-provincial 
migrants (Chart 3.4). Correspondingly, the percentage with, at most, 
elementary edueation decl ines systematical ly a s one goes from the intra-
municipal movers to the inter-provincial migrants. This direction of dif
ferentials appears without significant exception in the urban, rural non-farm 
and rural farm areas , each taken separately. 

The data underlying Chart 3.4 may be presented in a different manner 
in order to bring out differences in movement-status distribution among the 
three educational groups. Chart 3.5 shows clearly that the percentage of 
movers who were inter-provincial migrants was considerably higher among 
those with some university edueation than for those without it. This 
percentage was a l so higher among those with high school edueation than 
for those with, at most, elementary edueation. Generally, a s one goes from 
intra-municipal movers to intra-provincial migrants and on to inter-provincial 
migrants, the proportions fall off least rapidly for those with some university 
training, more rapidly for those with high school edueation and most rapidly 
for those with no more than elementary edueation. This general pattern of 
differentials in movement-status distribution among educational groups is 
observed within each of the urban, rural non-farm and rural farm a reas . 
Here, then, is a clear pattern - as the educational s ta tus of the group: 
increased, the proportion of generally longer-distance movers within the 
group a lso increased. 

As noted above, this tendeney may be aecidental in the sense that it 
is markedly influenced by those who migrated in order to achieve higher 
edueation. No doubt this was a factor. That it is by no means the whole 
story, however, is suggested by the data in Chart 3.5 for the age group 
35 and over. ' The proportion of persons with completed edueation as of 
1956 was much higher for this group than for those in the more migratory 
20 -34 age group. Both age groups showed the same general gradient in 
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proportions as one goes from intra-municipal movers, to intra-provincial 
migrants and on to inter-provincial migrants. This observation gives 
partial support to the view that the 1961 Census data refleet some genuine 
mobility differentials by educational s ta tus independently of the role 
played by mobility as a vehicle toward higher edueation. 

It is worth noting that the males with some university training, and 
aged 25 -34 in 1961, contained more inter-municipal migrants than intra-
municipal movers. This holds true in the urban, rural non-farm and rural 
farm areas separately. It is true for no other education-area group except 
the rural non-farm males with only high school edueation. Thus, a negative 
associa t ion between the volume of movers and the d is tance covered in 
moving does not appear among those with university edueation when one 
compares the generally short-distanee intra-municipal movers with ali 
migrants. 

3.4 OCCUPATION 
Edueation influenees occupation, a s is well known. Occupations 

involving teehnical and professional sk i l l s require the higher levels of 
educational attainment. The previous Seetion shows data that lend support 
to the hypothesis that mobility rates tend to increase a s one goes from 
groups with lower to those with higher edueation. Thus , it may be expected 
that the occupation groups with higher-than-average percentages of persons 
at the upper educational levels will show higher-than-average mobility 
ra tes . The data from the 1961 Census appear to confirm this expeetation. 

For males in the experienced labour force, the percentage in 'white 
coUar' occupations is somewhat higher for movers than for non-movers, in 
the data of the 1956-61 period (Table 3.3). This difference is observed 
for ali of Canada in each of the selected age groups although it does not 
appear signifieantly for the urban population. 

The intra-municipal movers are primarily responsible for 'pulling 
down' the percentage 'white ce l ia r ' among movers. This percentage is 
much higher among the inter-municipal migrants for each of the selected 
age groups of the male experienced labour force, and the differential 
appears in each of the urban, rural non-farm and rural farm populations. 
Thus, a s one goes from the non-movers and the intra-municipal movers to 
the migrants the per cent 'white coUar ' r i ses sharply in each of the selected 
age groups of the male experienced labour force (Table 3.3). This per
centage again r i ses a s one goes from the intra-provincial to the inter-
provincial migrants. 
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As might be expected, the differentials are particularly sharp among 
the professional and teehnical occupations, which have an unusually high 
percentage of university educated persons. Among the professional and 
teehnical occupations the differentials between intra-municipal movers 
and migrants, and between intra- and inter-provincial migrants, are much 
more persis tent than they are in the very broad 'white coUar ' group. For 
almost ali of the selected age groups and areas , the per cent professional 
is higher for movers than for non-movers, and is markedly higher for the 
migrants than for intra-municipal movers. Among the migrants, the per cent 
in professional and teehnical occupations increases a s one moves from 
the intra- to the inter-provincial categories . 

By now it should be clear that it is difficult to interpret these find
ings in terms of the differences in the mobility ra tes of occupation groups. 
Many of these labour force members no doubt changed their occupations 
after migration. Yet the fact that the patterns for the professional and 
teehnical group are observed without marked exceptions among the age 
groups 2 0 - 3 4 , 35 -44 and 4 5 - 6 4 , and in the three main area types (urban, 
rural farm, rural non-farm) for each age group, would suggest that the 
occupational change after migration is not obscuring some genuine tendeney 
toward higher-than-average mobility ra tes for the professional and teehnical 
group. 

This interpretation would be further supported if similar patterns of 
migration ratios could be found by occupation group in the age groups 
35 -44 and 4 5 - 6 4 . The latter age group probably had a rather lower rate 
of occupational change in the 1956-61 period than did the former, and 
thus i ts migration ratios should more clearly refleet genuine occupational 
differences in mobility ra tes . If the basic pattern indicated by this latter 
age group is a lso observed among persons aged 3 5 - 4 4 , there is at leas t a 
good hint that this pattern is not peeuliar to the 45'-64 age group. This 
similarity in patterns is just what Table 3.4 shows, because the rank 
ordering of the occupation groups on the percentage of inter-municipal 
movers (migrants) is almost identical in the 35-44 and 45 -64 age groups. 

In the 3 5 - 4 4 age group the occupation groups having the highest 
values on the above-mentioned percentage are (1) service and reereation, 
(2) professional and teehnical , (3) s a l e s , (4) managerial and (5) craftsmen, 
production proeess and related workers. In the 4 5 - 6 4 age group the rank 
ordering differs in only one respect - professional and teehnical ranks 
higher than service and reereation. The high rankings of the service and 
reereation group should perhaps be discounted to some extent because 
this group, particularly when compared with professionals, is one into 
which 'in-movement' from other occupation groups would be relat ively 
easy . 
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Table 3.3 - Per Cent in Selected 'White-Collar' Occupations, Males in the 

Experienced Labour Force by Age and Movement-Status Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, 1956-61 

No. 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Occupation division 

M a l e s - 15 and over 

Ali a reas — 

Profess ional and t eehn ica l . . 

Urban — 

Profess ionaland t eehn ica l . . 

Rural non-farm — 

Profess iona land teehnica l . . 

Rural farm — 

Profess iona land teehnica l , . 

Popula
tion 

reporting 

P 

31.5 

10.6 

7.6 

7.3 

6.0 

38.9 

12.6 

9.5 

9.3 

7.4 

21.8 

9.8 

4.7 

3.6 

3.7 

3.6 

1.2 

0.8 

0.9 

0.7 

Non-
movers 

er cent of 

28.6 

10.8 

5.8 

6.8 

5.2 

39.5 

14.2 

8.3 

9.8 

7.2 

21.1 

10.8 

3.1 

3.5 

3.7 

3.3 

1.1 

0.6 

0.9 

0.7 

Movers within 
Canada 

Total Intra-
municipal 

ali occupat ions 

34.9 

10.8 

9.1 

8.0 

6.9 

39.0 

11.8 

10.1 

9.2 

7.9 

22.3 

8.5 

6.3 

3.7 

3.8 

5.3 

1.7 

1.5 

1.1 

1.0 

32.9 

10.3 

7.5 

8.4 

6.7 

36.3 

11.0 

8.4 

9.5 

7.4 

18.4 

8.2 

3.3 

3.2 

3.3 

3.9 

1.5 

0.9 

0.7 

0.8 

SOURCE: Same as T a b l e 2 .5 . 
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Toble 3.3 - Per Cent In Selected 'White-Collar' Occupations, Males In the 
Experienced Labour Force by Age and Movement-Status Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, 1956-61 

Movers within Canada 

Inter-munieipal 

Tota l 
Intra-

provincial 

Inter-provincia 

Tota l Contiguous 

1 

Non-
contiguous 

Migrants 
from 

abroad 

Per cent of al i occupations 

37.9 

11.7 

11.6 

7.3 

7.3 

43.8 

13.3 

13.2 

8.6 

8.7 

26.0 

9.0 

8.8 

4.2 

4.0 

7.1 

2.0 

2.3 

1.6 

1.2 

37.3 

11.5 

11.2 

7.4 

7.3 

43.2 

12.9 

12.8 

8.8 

8.8 

26.9 ' 

9.5 

8.6 

4.5 

4.2 

7.3 

2.0 

2.4 

1.7 

1.2 

40.2 

12.6 

13.3 

7.0 

7.3 

45.6 

14.3 

14.6 

8.1 

8.6 

21.8 

6.7 

9.6 

2.9 

2.5 

5.6 

1.4 

2.0 

1.0 

1.1 

43.4 

14.2 

14.0 

7.6 

7.7 

49.2 
16.0 

15.4 

8.8 

9.1 

25.3 
8.7 

10.4 

3.7 

2.6 

4.8 

1.5 

1.7 

0.5 

1.1 

36.8 

10.9 

12.6 

6.4 

6.8 

41.9 

12.6 

13.8 

7.4 

8.0 

18.5 

4.8 

8.9 

2.2 

2.5 

6.7 

1.3 

2.4 

1.8 

1.2 

30.4 

6.2 

13.4 

6.3 

4.5 

31.8 

6.4 

13.8 

6.8 

4.8 

22.0 

4.6 

12.7 

2.2 

2.4 

4.3 

1.2 

2.0 

0.5 

0.6 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
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Table 3.3 - Per Cent In Selected 'White-Collar' Occupations, Males In the 

Experienced Labour Force by Age and Movement-Status Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, 1956-61 - continued 

No. 

Occupation division 
Popula

tion 
reporting 

Non-
movers 

Movers within 
Canada 

Total 
Intra-

municipal 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Per cent of ali occupations 

Males-20-34 

AH areas — 

'White-eoUar' 

Managerial 

Profess ionaland teehnica l . 

Cler ical 

Sales 

Urban — 

'White-coUar' 

Managerial 

P rofess iona land teehnica l . 

Cler ieal 

Sales 

Rural non-farm — 

'White-coUar' 

Managerial 

Profess iona land teehnica l . 

Cler ieal 

Sales 

Rural farm — 

'White-collar' 

Managerial 

Profess iona land teehnical , 

Cler ieal 

Sales 

31.7 

6.7 

9.2 

9.0 

6.8 

37.9 

7.8 

11.0 

11.0 

8.1 

19.2 

5.4 

5.8 

4.1 

3.8 

5.5 

0.9 

1.7 

1.7 

1.2 

27.1 

5.3 

6.5 

9.2 

6.1 

38.8 

7.1 

9.3 

13.8 

8.5 

16.6 

4.8 

3.5 

4.2 

4.1 

5.2 

0.8 

1.5 

1.8 

1.2 

34.3 

7.7 

10.2 

9.0 

7.3 

37.8 

8.3 

11.0 

10.2 

8.2 

20.4 

5.8 

6.7 

4.1 

3.8 

6.3 

1.3 

2.3 

1.6 

1.1 

32.1 

7.2 

8.2 

9.5 

7.2 

35.6 

7 8 

9.2 

10.7 

8.0 

16.1 

5.4 

3.4 

3.6 

3.7 

4.2 

1.2 

1.2 

0.9 

0.8 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 
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Table 3.3 - Per Cent in Selected 'White-Collar' Occupations, Males in the 
Experienced Labour Force by Age and Movement-Status Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, 1956-61 - continued 

Total 

37.4 

8.5 

12.9 

8.5 

7.5 

42.8 

9.5 

14.4 

10.0 

8.9 

24.3 

6.3 

9.5 

4.6 

3.9 

8.7 

1.5 

3.5 

2.4 

1.4 

Movers within Canada 

Inter-munieipal 

Intra-
provincial 

Inter-provineial 

Tota l Contiguous 
Non-

contiguous 

37.2 

8.5 

12.6 

8.6 

7.5 

42.8 

9.5 

14.2 

10.2 

9.0 

25.2 

6.6 

9.4 

4.9 

4.2 

9.2 

1.5 

3.7 

2.6 

1.4 

Per cent of ali occupations 

37.9 

8.4 

14.0 

8.2 

7.3 

42.8 

9.4 

15.2 

9.5 

8.6 

20.2 

4.8 

10.1 

3.0 

2.3 

6.2 

1.5 

2.4 

1.0 

1.3 

41.6 

9.7 

14.9 

9.0 

7.9 

46.8 

10.6 

16.3 

10.5 

9.4 

23.5 

6.7 

10.9 

3.5 

2.4 

5.8 

1.7 

2.1 

0.6 

1.4 

34.3 

7.2 

13.1 

7.3 

6.7 

38.8 

8.3 

14.2 

8.5 

7.8 

17.2 

3.1 

9.4 

2.5 

2.2 

6.7 

1.2 

2.8 

1.6 

1.2 

Migrants 
from 

abroad 

No. 

29.1 

4.3 

13.6 

6.7 

4.5 

30.4 

4.5 

13.9 

7.2 

4.8 

19.3 

2.8 

12.5 

2.0 

1.9 

4.2 

0.8 

2.5 

0.2 

0.7 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
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Table 3.3 - Per Cent In Selected 'White-Collar' Occupotions, Males In the 

Experienced Labour Force by Age and Movement-Status Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Non-farm ond Rural Farm, 1956-61 - continued 

N o . 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2 0 

Occupation division 

M a l e s - 3 5 - 4 4 

Ali areas — 

Profess iona land teehnica l . . 

Urban — 

Profess iona land teehnica l . . 

Rural non-farm — 

Profess iona land teehnica l . . 

Rural farm — 

Profess iona land teehnica l . . 

Popula
tion 

reporting 

Non-
movers 

Per cent of 

33.4 

13.2 

8.6 

5.9 

5.6 

40.2 

15.4 

10.7 

7 . 3 

6 . 9 

23.0 

11.8 

4 . 8 

3 .2 

3 .3 

3 .5 

1.7 

0 .6 

0 .7 

0 .5 

29.9 

12.6 

6.7 

5.8 

4.8 

39.5 

15.7 

9.4 

7 .9 

6 .5 

22.0 

1 2 5 

3.2 

3 .1 

3 2 

3 . 0 

1.5 

0.4 

0 .6 

0 .4 

Movers within 
Canada 

Tota l Intra-
municipal 

ali occupations 

36.5 

14.1 

10.0 

6.0 

6.4 

40.5 

15.3 

11.1 

6 . 9 

7 .3 

23.8 

10.9 

6.4 

3 2 

3.4 

5 .8 

2 .7 

1.3 

0 .9 

1.0 

34.7 

13.2 

8.6 

6 . 8 

6 .1 

37.8 

13.9 

9.6 

7 .6 

6 .6 

21.2 

11.4 

3.6 

2 .8 

3.4 

5 .0 

2 .4 

0 . 9 

0 . 8 

0 .9 

SOURCE: Same a s Table 2 .5 . 
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Table 3.3 - Per Cent in Selected 'White-Collar' Occupations, Males In the 
Experienced Labour Force by Age and Movement-Status Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, 1956-61 — continued 

Movers within Canada 

Inter-munieipal 

Total 
Intra-

provincial 

Inter-provincia 

Total Contiguous 

1 

Non-
contiguous 

Migrants 
from 

abroad 

Per cent of ali occupations 

40.9 

16.0 

12.4 

5.2 

7.2 

47.4 

18.4 

14.3 

6.0 

8.8 

26.6 

10.9 

8.6 

3.6 

3.5 

7.0 

3.0 

1.9 

1.0 

1.1 

40.3 

15.5 

11.9 

5.5 

7.4 

46.8 

17.7 

13.8 

6.3 

9.0 

27.8 

11.6 

8.4 

4.0 

3.8 

7.0 

3.1 

1.7 

1.0 

1.1 

43.1 

17.7 

14.3 

4.3 

6.8 

49.6 

20.6 

15.9 

4.9 

8.2 

21.5 

7.8 

9.4 

2.3 

1.9 

6.6 

2.3 

2.8 

0.7 

0.8 

47.4 

20.1 

15.0 

4.8 

7.5 

53.9 

23.2 

16.4 

5.3 

9.0 

25.3 

9.2 

11.0 

3.4 

1.8 

6.0 

1.4 

3.4 

0.5 

0.7 

38.5, 

15.1 

13.6 

3.8 

6.0 

45.0 

17.8 

15.5 

4.5 

7.2 

18.2 

6.6 

8.1 

1.4 

2.0 

7.6 

3.7 

2.0 

1.0 

1.0 

34.1 

8.8 

16.0 

4.8 

4.4 

35.5 

9.2 

16.5 

5.1 

4.7 

25.6 

6.1 

14.0 

3.1 

2.3 

5.5 

2.4 

0.8 

1.6 

0.8 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
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Table 3.3 - Per Cent in Selected 'White-Collar' Occupations, Males In the 

Experienced Labour Force by Age and Movement-Status Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, 1 9 5 6 - 6 1 - concluded 

No. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Occupation division 
Popula

tion 
reporting 

Moles-45-64 

AU areas — 

'White-coUar' 

Managerial 

Profess iona land teehnica l . 

Cler ieal 

Sales 

Urban — 

'White-coUar' 

Managerial 

Profess iona land teehnica l . 

Cler ieal 

Sales 

Rural non-farm — 

'White-coUar' 

Managerial 

Profess iona land teehnica l . 

Cler ical 

Sales 

Rural farm — 
'White-eoUar' 

Managerial 
Profess ional and teehnical , 

Cler ical 

Sales 

Non-
movers 

Movers within 
Canada 

Tota l 
Intra-

municipal 

Per cent of al i occupations 

31.4 

14.8 

6.2 

5.9 

4.6 

39.3 

17.8 

8.0 

7.7 

5.8 

24.4 

14.6 

4.0 

3 0 

2.9 

2.9 

1.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.4 

29.6 

14.3 

5.6 

5.6 

4.1 

39.7 

18.2 

7.9 

7.9 

5.6 

23.5 

14.6 

3.0 

3.0 

2.8 

2.6 

1.4 

0.4 

0.5 

0.4 

34.7 

15.8 

7.0 

6.3 

5.5 

38.3 

17.0 

7.7 

7.3 

6.3 

26.2 

14.2 

5.9 

3.0 

3.1 

4.8 

2.3 

0.9 

0.7 

0.9 

33.5 

15.0 

6.0 
7.0 
5.5 

36.5 

15.9 

6.6 

7.9 

6.0 

22.1 

13.3 

3.5 

2.3 

3.0 

3.6 

2.0 

0.5 

0.4 

0.6 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 
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Table 3.3 - Per Cent In Selected 'White-Collar' Occupations, Males In the 
Experienced Labour Force by Age and Movement-Status Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, 1956 -61 - concluded 

Movers within Canada 

Inter-munieipal 

Total 
Intra-

provincial 

Inter-provincial 

Total Contiguous Non-
contiguous 

Migrants 
from 

abroad 

Per cent of ali occupations 

39.0 

18.3 

9.5 

5.3 

5.9 

44.8 

20.7 

10.7 

6.2 

7.2 

30.7 

15.4 

8.2 

3.8 

3.3 

6.5 

2.8 

1.4 

1.1 

1.2 

37.4 

17.3 

9.0 

5.4 

5.8 

42.9 

19.4 

10.1 

6.4 

7.1 

31.0 

15.7 

8.0 

3.8 

3.5 

6.8 

3.0 

1.5 

1.2 

1.2 

46.5 

23.0 

11.9 

5.0 

6.5 

52.7 

26.3 

13.0 

5 6 

7.8 

28.1 

13.2 

9.9 

3.3 

1.7 

4.0 

0.8 

0.4 

0.9 

1.8 

47.0 

23.8 

12.4 

4.7 

6.0 

53.2 

26.9 

13.8 

5.2 

7.2 

31.1 

15.8 

9.7 

3.9 

1.8 

2.7 

1-4 

— 
-

1.4 

45.8 

22.1 

11.2 

5.3 

7.2 

52.0 

25.6 

12.0 

6.0 

8.4 

24.0 

9.6 

10.2 

2.6 

1.7 

6.0 

— 
1.1 

2.4 

2.4 

33.0 

12.2 

10.9 

5.9 

4.0 

.34.3 

12.8 

11.0 

6.5 

4.1 

27.9 

9.4 

13.3 

1.5 

3.7 

6.6 

1.8 

3.0 

0.9 

0.9 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
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Table 3.4 - Percentage Distribution Among Movement-Status Groups for 

Selected Occupation Groups, Males In the Experienced Labour Force 

by Age Group, Canada, 1956-61 

Occupation and age groups 

'White-coUar' -

Managerial — 

Profess ional and teehnical — 

C l e r i e a l -

Sales -

•Blue-coUar' — 

Popula
tion 

reporting 

lOO.Oa 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

Non-
movers 

48.2 

29.0 

47.2 

65.1 

53.1 

26.0 

49.4 

66.3 

41.8 

24.7 

42.3 

63.4 

49.2 

34.7 

51.0 

66.2 

46.0 

29.9 

45.0 

61.8 

55.5 

36.4 

55.4 

70.8 

Movers within C 

Intra-
municipal 

29.3 

38.3 

29.5 

21.7 

26.7 

39.8 

27.9 

20.5 

28.6 

34.9 

29.3 

20.0 

32.2 

39.3 

32.4 

24.2 

31.4 

39.8 

30.6 

24.4 

27.5 

37.9 

27.8 

19.7 

Intra-
provincial 

17.4 

25.2 

17.8 

10.5 

15.6 

26.5 

17.1 

10.3 

22.4 

30.4 

21.1 

12.9 

14.8 

20.3 

13.6 

8.1 

17.8 

23.5 

19.3 

11.2 

13.5 

19.9 

13.2 

8.1 

anada 

Inter-
provincial 

5.1 

7.6 

5.4 

2.8 

4.7 

7.8 

5.6 

2.9 

7.2 

10.0 

7.3 

3.6 

3.8 

5.7 

3.0 

1.6 

4.8 

6.8 

5.1 

2.7 

3.5 

5.8 

3.6 

1.4 
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Table 3.4 — Percentage Distribution Among Movement-Status Groups for 

Selected Occupation Groups, Males In the Experienced Labour Force 

by Age Group, Canada, 1956-61 - concluded 

Occupation and age groups 
Popula

tion 
reporting 

Non-
movers 

Movers within Canada 

Intra-
municipal 

Intra-
provincial 

Inter-
provincial 

'Blue-coUar ' — (concluded) 

Service and r e e r e a t i o n -

15 and over 

2 0 - 3 4 

35 -44 

4 5 - 6 4 

Transport and eommunica-
tion — 

15 and over 

2 0 - 3 4 

3 5 - 4 4 

4 5 - 6 4 

Farmers and other 
primary —'' 

15 and over 

20 -34 

35 -44 

4 5 - 6 4 

Craftsmen, production pro
e e s s and related workers-
15 and over 

2 0 - 3 4 

3 5 - 4 4 

4 5 - 6 4 

Labourers, not e lsewhere 
c lass i f ied — 

15 and over 

2 0 - 3 4 

35 -44 

4 5 - 6 4 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

41.8 

21.6 

37.2 

56.8 

46.8 

29.7 

50.8 

67.5 

75.8 

59.9 

75.0 

84.6 

50.5 

31.6 

52.7 

67.5 

52.0 

38.8 

49.2 

64.6 

31.4 

37.7 

30.5 

28.4 

34.2 

43.5 

32.6 

22.8 

13.8 

22.4 

14.6 

9.2 

31.7 

42.3 

30.6 

22.4 

31.3 

38.5 

35.3 

25.5 

15.4 

21.1 

16.9 

10.8 

15.8 

21.9 

14.0 

8.5 

8.7 

14.3 

8.7 

5.4 

15.1 

21.7 

14.3 

8.9 

13.6 

17.8 

13.0 

8.6 

11.4 

19.5 

15.4 

3.9 

3.2 

4.9 

2.6 

1.2 

1.7 

3.4 

1.7 

0.8 

2.7 

4.3 

2.4 

1.3 

3.1 

4.9 

2.6 

1.3 

^ The percentages may not acid to the total due to rounding error. 
b Farmers, farm labourers, fishermen, hunters and trappers, and loggers 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 
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Since the 1950s was a period of marked relative growth of labour 
demand in the service and reereation group (1961 Census , DBS 9 4 - 5 5 1 , 
Table 8) at the national level, there probably was a strong net 'in-move
ment' to that group from other occupations, so that i ts high rank may have 
been partly due to occupational mobility (which may, of course, have 
operated jointly with geographic mobility); at leas t occupational mobility 
should have been more influential for this group than for professional and 
teehnical occupations. 

At the bottom of the rank ordering is the farmers and other primary 
occupations group, 'whose percentage of migrants (aged 35-64) was just 
one third of that for professionals . Again, net occupational mobility out of 
farming and other primary occupations (and a contrast ing net occupational 
mobility into the professions) is probably a relevant factor in the s ize of 
this differential. Other groups near the bottom of the ranking inelude 
cler ical occupations, transportation and communication workers, and 
labourers. 

3.5 SUMMARY 

From the discuss ion on edueation and occupation, one may confidently 
expeet to find marked differences in income between movers and non-
movers, and between intra- and inter-provincial migrants. Income levels 
should be higher for movers than for non-movers. They should be higher for 
migrants than for intra-municipal movers, and should increase as one goes 
from intra-provincial to inter-provincial migrants. These expectat ions are 
based on the strong dependence of iticome on occupation and edueation. 
The 1961 Census data bear out these expectat ions . For example, the per 
cent with income of $7,000 or more for the selected age groups of the male 
labour force varied over the type-of-movement categories in just the manner 
expected." 

In general, the data do suggest that the migrants form a dist inctive 
segment of the Canadian population in regard to their social and economie 
charac ter i s t ies . Among language and religious groups, migration rat ios are 
highest for the English-speaking Protes tants . Considering the large per
centage of Canada ' s population in this group, it is elear that in the 1956- 61 
five-year migration the migrants were more likely to be English-speaking 
Protes tants than any other language-religion group. The data a l so show 
that the migrants have a heavier weighting among the higher levels of 
edueation and the more skilled occupations than the non-migrants. Generally, 
the differences sharpen a s one moves from the intra-provincial to the inter-
provincial migrants. Relatively low mobility rates are shown by Jewish 
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persons and French-speaking Catholies among language-religion groups, by 
those with only elementary edueation among educational groups, and by 
persons in primary and low-skilled occupation groups. 

If these broad national patterns are at least moderately representative 
of the tendencies in a wide variety of locai areas, it may be possible to 
suggest briefly some aspects of their over-all significance. Since the 
migrants tend to form a rather distinctive group in regard to socio-economie 
characteristies, it may be suggested that migration be viewed as a com
ponent of the processes of social and economie change among Canadian 
communities. Not only is migration relevant in considering the mechanisms 
of change in the class strueture and in culture, but it is a factor in fa-
cilitating technological change and economie growth (cf. Kuznets, 1964). 
Evidently the social and economie problems and experienees of a locai 
community depend on the socio-economie compositions of the outflows and 
outlows of migrants to which it is subjected, as well as, of course, on the 
rates of these flows. 

No doubt there are major-regional, provincial and sub-provincial 
variations about the broad national patterns outlined in this Chapter, which 
should be taken into account in any analyses of the demographic and socio-
economie differentials diseussed above; it is hoped that this Chapter 
contributes to the perspective of background information which is useful 
in formulating such analyses. At least it should be clear that the demo
graphic and socio-economie composition of an area should be taken into 
account in an analysis of its migration rates (some concrete development 
of this idea is contained in Chapters Five to Eight). 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 

' For example, migrants are more heavily concentrated among eertain occupa
tion groups and educational and ineome levels than is the general population, even 
when age i s controlied. 

^ See Chapter Two, footnote '. 

' It i s assumed here that such moves are not signifieantly influenced by 
'pul ì ' forces exerted by somewhat dis tant population cent res , and arise mainly from 
the need to re-locate the domicile at a place where one can satisfy the new demands 
arising from the life-cycle change. For example, a household head seeking larger 
quarters for h i s expanding family is likely to be much l e s s sens i t ive to the a t t rac-
t ions of somewhat dis tant population centres than is the one seeking to improve 
his standard of living. The former person becomes a migrant in the s t a t i s t i c s if, 
in the proeess of es tab l i sh ing his new domicile, he e rosses a munieipal boundary. 
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* In a d i scuss ion such as this , maritai s ta tus should be considered in con
junction with relat ionship to the head of the household. This aspect will probably 
be pursiied in the companion volume. 

' The c lass i f ica t ion of some charac te r i s t ies (such as edueation) into socia l 
or economie ca tegor ies i s quite arbitrary and is pursued mainly as a means to 
organize the d iscuss ion . 

' This age group is chosen so as to restr ic t the distortion of observat ions 
from the relat ively lower levels of edueation that prevali among the older genera-
tions. The prec ise l imits, 25 and 34, are those avai lable from the bas ic tabula t ions . 

' A breakdown of th is broad age group is not available in the b a s i c tabula
t ions. 

° The data are not being shown here because they seem so redundant (at the 
level of broad group differentials) to the already presented s t a t i s t i c s on occupation 
and edueation. 
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Chapter Four 

THE ATTRACTION OF 

METROPOLITAN AREAS, 

A HIGHLIGHT IN RE CENT 

CANADIAN MIGRATION 

Chapter Three shows that there was a heavier weighting of higher 
edueation and skilled occupations among the 1956-61 internai migrants 
than in the remainder of the 1961 population, and that this differential is 
observed within separate age groups. These migrants of higher edueation 
and skilled occupation are not distributed at random among the various 
internai migration streams. Instead, they are concentrated rather heavily in 
the streams that have large urban complexes as their origins or destina
tions. The statistics for the Census Metropolitan Areas (MAs) suggest that 
the Canadian metropolitan areas' send or reeeive at least a majority (with
out double-counting inter-metropolitan migrants) of the more highly educated 
and skilled migrants. Moreover, the 'cireulation' of such migrants among 
the MAs is statistically prominent in its own right. 

The census monograph on urban development (Stone, 1967®, eh. 6) 
found that, over the past four decades at least, there was a steady 'gravita-
tion' of the Canadian population into the main regions of metropolitan 
growth. While there is clear evidence that the importanee of rural-urban 
migration streams has diminished markedly in recent decades, high rates 
of net migration into the main regions of metropolitan development were 
stili being observed in the 1951-61 decade. It has been suggested (cf. 
Stone, 1967®, p. 141, and Canadian Council on Urban and Regional 
Research, 1967, pp. 2-3) that metropolitan areas should beeome a new 
focus for Canadian migration studies. Given the information on MAs 
presented in that monograph and that synthesized from the 1961 Population 
Sample^ for the purposes of this volume, it may be said that the features 
of migration for MAs comprise oné of the major highlights of the 1961 
Census statistics on population. It is, therefore, appropriate that the third 
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and last of this volume's mainly deseriptive chapters be devoted to an 
exposition on the features of the 1961 Population Sample data on migration 
for MAs. 

4.1 THE PATTERN OF FIVE-YEAR MIGRATION FOR 
THE METROPOLITAN AREAS AS A GROUP 

In the five-year migration for the 1956-61 period, MAs have had net 
gains in the exchange of population with non-MA areas (taken as a whole). 
Thus the non-MA areas have had net losses, as is shown clearly by Table 
4.1. In the reporting population, MAs as a group had a net migration ratio 
of two per cent, while the non-MÀ areas had a net migration ratio of minus 
two per cent.' The pattern of MA net gains and non-MA net losses is shown 
in Table 4.1 for each sex separately and in the important 20-34 age group. 

Table 4.1 - Five-Year Internai Migration Ratios 
for the Census Metropolitan Areasa as a Group, 

by Age Group ond Sex, Canada, 1956-61 

Reporting population*' 
In-migration 

ratioc 
Out-migration 

ratioc 
Net migration 

ratio<= 

AU metropolitan areas 

6.6 

6 5 
6.6 

10 5 

10.3 
10.6 

4.7 

4.7 
4.6 

7.4 

7.3 
7.5 

AH non-metropolitan s 

3.6 

3.5 
3.7 

6.5 

6.1 
6.8 

5.1 

4.9 
5.4 

9.2 

8 8 
9.7 

2.0 

1.9 
2 1 

3.4 

3 3 
3 4 

reas 

- 1.6 

- 1.4 
- 1.8 

- 3 1 

- 2.9 
- 3.2 

a For definition see 1961 C e n s u s , DBS 9 9 - 5 1 2 , pp . 2 . 1 - 2 . 3 . The data exclude migrants 
from one MA to another , or from one non-MA area to another. 

b See Table 2 . 1 , footnote ^. 
o See Table 2 . 1 , footnote <=. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2 .5 . 
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Both the MA and the non-MA areas had substant ia l levels on the com
ponents of the five-year net migration ratio — in-migration and out-migration 
rat ios . For the reporting population the MAs had an in-migration ratio of 
seven per cent (counting only those who left non-MA areas) , while the non-
MA areas had an in-migration ratio of four per cent (counting only those 
who left MAs). In regard to the out-migration ratio, both the MA and the 
non-MA areas had a value of nearly five per cent , with that of the non-MA 
areas being slightly greater in magnitude. That the two groups of areas 
show roughly similar values on the separate inflow and outflow rat ios is 
notable in connection with the design of an ana lys i s of the economie corre
la tes of migration. Net migration may well tend to be the more sens i t ive of 
those migration variables for reflecting areal differences in economie condi
t ions, although the information on separate inflows and outflows undoubted-
ly helps to clarify the underlying economic-demographic interrelations. 

The five-year migration to MAs confirms the common finding that 
migration rat ios are highest in the early years of working life and in the 
peak ages of family formation. Table 4.1 shows, for example, considerably 
higher rat ios for the 2 0 - 3 4 age group than for al i persons aged five and 
over. This statement holds true both for the in-migration and for the out-
migration ra t ios . 

In regard to the sex differential in migration to the MAs, Table 4.1 
shows generally higher rat ios for females than for males, although the 
differences by sex are quite small . Among persons aged five and over in 
1961, a slightly higher ratio for females is shown for in-migration and net 
migration; among persons aged 20 -34 , the female ratio i s higher for a l i 
three migration ra t ios . 

4.2 INTER-METROPOLITAN DIFFERENTIALS 
IN FIVE-YEAR MIGRATION 

4.2.1 IN-MIGRATION - Among the 17 MAs, the 1956-61 five-year in-
migration ratio ranged from a moderate six per cent for Windsor MA to a 
very high 24 per cent for Calgary MA. Table 4.2 shows that the value for 
Calgary was more than twice a s large a s that for a l i MAs taken together, 
and that the value for Windsor was roughly two thirds of that for al i MAs. 
Eleven of the 17 MAs had in-migration ratios above the value for ali MAs. 

Calgary and Edmonton MAs were well ahead of the other MAs in 
regard to the 1956-61 five-year in-migration ratio; the ratio for Edmonton 
being almost 20 per cent . Thus at least one fifth of the 1961 reporting 
population in these Prairie MAs (taken together) was comprised of persons 
who migrated into these MAs over the preceding five years . The ratio for 
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Edmonton MA was three percentage points ahead of that for London MA, 
which had the third highest five-year in-migration ratio (Chart 4.1). Ratios 
close to that of London were shown by two other Ontario MAs (Ottawa and 
Kitchener), one far-western MA (Victoria), and one far eastern MA (Halifax). 

Table 4.2 - Five-Year Internai In-Mlgratlon Ratios^ 
for Census Metropolitan Areas, by Age Group and Sex, 

Canada, 1956-61 

Metropolitan area 

AU MAs^ 

Total Male Female 

Population age five and over 

9 9 

23.7 
19.0 
14.1 

8.6 
14.8 
16.0 

6 6 
15.4 
7.3 

10.5 
7.8 

12.1 
7.0 

11.0 
14.4 

6.0 
12.0 

9.9 

23.3 
18.9 
14.0 
8.6 

14.4 
15.8 
6.6 

15.6 
7.1 

11.0 
7.6 

12.2 
7.0 

11.0 
14.0 

5.8 
12.2 

9.9 

24.0 
19.2 
14.3 

8.5 
15.1 
16.2 
6.7 

15.1 
7.5 

10. Ò 
8 0 

11.9 
7.1 

11.0 
14.9 

6.0 
11.9 

Population age 2 0 - 3 4 

15.7 

34.8 
27.7 
24.7 
14.7 
23.9 
25.9 
10.3 
22.4 
11.3 
18.7 
13.8 
21.6 
11.5 
17.5 
22.6 

9.6 
20.0 

15.5 

34.7 
28.2 
24.4 
14.4 
23.6 
25.3 
10.0 
22.3 
10.3 
19.9 
13.2 
22.8 
11.2 
17.1 
21.3 

9.7 
20.2 

15.9 

34.9 
27.2 
25.0 
14.9 
24.3 
26.4 
10.6 
22.6 
12.2 
17.6 
14.3 
20.3 
11.7 
17.9 
23.8 

9.4 
19.7 

^ See Table 2 .1 , footnote ^. 
b Includes migrants from one MA to another. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 
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Sharing with Windsor MA the bottom of the ranking in regard to the 
1956-61 five-year in-migration ratio, for persons aged five and over in 
1961, were Montreal, Quebec and Toronto." Since they are by far the largest 
MAs in Canada, Toronto and Montreal had clearly the largest absolute 
numbers of five-year in-migrants. Chart 4.1 shows that with the in-migration 
ratios thèse numbers are largely offset by the very large population bases 
of the MAs. 

Chart 4.1 shows clearly that the rank ordering of the MAs on the 
1956-61 five-year in-migration ratio is not markedly altered when the data 
are broken down by sex, for persons aged five and over. This generaliza
tion is also substantially true for the sex-speeifie ratios for the key 20-34 
age group; of course, the ratios for that group are at markedly higher levels 
than those for ali persons aged five and over. The principal deviations in 
the rank order of MAs between the ratios for age group 20-34 and those for 
the whole reporting population are observed among males aged 20-34 (Chart 
4.1). In general, it may be concluded that a basic pattern on inter-metro
politan differentials in the 1956-61 in-migration ratio is observed both in 
the peak broad age group for migration, 20-34 in 1961, and in the whole 
reporting population, a similarity which partly reflects the dominance of 
the 20-34 age group among the in-migrants. 

Noteworthy are the very high levels of five-year in-migration ratios 
shown for the 20-34 age group among the MAs. Montreal MA, Quebec MA, 
Toronto MA and Windsor MA are the only ones with ratios as low as the 11 
per cent level. Even this figure is substantial;' it means that at least one 
out of 10 persons in the 1961 reporting population aged 20-34 in-migrated 
to the MAs within the preceding five years — and these are only the internai 
migrants, the migrants from abroad being excluded from these data. Fully 
nine of the 17 MAs had 1961 reporting populations aged 20-34 in which 
roughly one fifth or more were 1956- 61 in-migrants. In Calgary, Edmonton, 
Halifax, Kitchener and London MAs the ratio rose to nearly one fourth or 
more. In Calgary MA, more than one third of the 1961 reporting population 
aged 20-34 were internai in-migrants over the 1956-61 period. These 
figures exclude not only migrants from abroad but also the in-migrants who 
died before the 1961 Census as well as those who came and left within the 
intereensal period, nor do they measure the multiple migrations of the 
population in this period. When note is taken of these omissions in the 
statistics, the high level of migration into the Canadian MAs appears 
striking indeed. 

In view of the fact that the rural population comprised roughly one 
third of Canada's 1956 population (1961 Census, DBS 99-512, Table IV), 
one may expeet that the urban (non-MA) and the MAs supplied the great 
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majority of the in-migrants to a given MA. Chart 4.2 confirms this expeeta
tion clearly. Taking ali 17 MAs together, 76 per cent of the five-year 
internai in-migrants came either from within the MA group or from urban 
areas outside of MAs (Table 4.3). Thus the share of rural origins in the 
1956-61 internai in-migrants to MAs was /ess than their share of the 1956 
population. 

A disproportionately large share of the MA in-migrants (relative to 
the share of the 1956 population) is shown as coming from urban areas 
outside of MAs. For each MA, the proportion of five-year internai in-
migrants coming from these urban (non-MA) areas signifieantly exceeded 
the proportion of the 1956 population (residing outside the MA) loeated in 
such areas. This pattern partly reflects the relative proximity, as compared 
with other MAs, of the urban (non-MA) areas to MAs. For only two of the 
17 MAs did the share of other MAs among the in-migrants exceed their 
share of the 1956 population (residing outside the MA of destination). Each 
of these MAs (Toronto and Victoria) is loeated in close proximity to another 
MA. 

CHART-4.2 

DISTRIBUTION OF FIVE-YEAR INTERNAL I N - M I G R A N T S 
TO CENSUS METROPOLITAN AREAS 

AMONG THREE BROAD AREAS OF ORIGIN, 1956-6 ! 
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Table 4.3 - Percentage Distribution and Relative Shares of 

Five-Year Internai In-Migrants to Census Metropolitan Areas, 

Among Three Broad Areas of Origin, Canada, 1956-61 

Metropolitan areas 

' 

Different MA Other urban Other rural 

Per cent distribution of 
in-migrants from — 

34.0 

34.2 
25.8 
30.8 
42.7 
37.4 
38.7 
26.1 
41.1 
21.1 
26.8 
26.9 
35.7 
41.8 
37.9 
46.8 
40.7 
24.3 

42.4 

43.6 
41.4 
39.1 
39.0 
40.9 
42.5 
50.6 
37.6 
43.3 
35.4 
35.2 
40.5 
42.3 
41.6 
37.8 
44.3 
37.0 

23.6 

22.1 
32.9 
30.1 
18.2 
21.7 
18.8 
23.3 
21.3 
35.6 
37.8 
37.9 
23.9 
16.0 
20.5 
15.4 
15.0 
38.8 

Relat ive shares^ 

0.8 

0.8 
0.6 
0.7 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
0.7 
1.0 
0.5 
0.6 
0.6 
0.8 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
1.0 
0.6 

1.6 

1.7 
1.6 
1.5 
1.5 
1.6 
1.6 
1.7 
1.4 
1.6 
1.4 
1.4 
1.6 
1.5 
1.5 
1.4 
1.7 
1.4 

1 

0.7 

0.7 
1.0 
0.9 
0.6 
0.7 
0.6 
0.7 
0.7 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
0.7 
0.5 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
1.2 

a Let pii mean the proportion of the 1956 population loeated In the ith area of origin 
with respect to the jth MA (area of destination). Let qìj be the proportion of the aetual total 
number of in-migrants to the jth MA who come from the ith area of origin. The relative share 
for the ith area of origin with respect to the ith MA (of destination) Is defined as (qn/PU). 
and this i s a rough measure of the extent to which the aetual share of the ith origin (among 
migrants to the jth MA) exceeds or falls below the share of that origin in the pool of potential 
in-migrants to the jth MA. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2 .5 . 
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The MAs having the largest percentages of in-migrants coming from 
other MAs are loeated in Ontario and British Columbia (Victoria, Hamilton, 
Toronto, Ottawa, Windsor, London, Vancouver and Kitchener), as Chart 4.2 
shows. The MAs having higher-than-average distances to their nearest 
MA neighbours tend to show the low values on the percentage of in-migrants 
who resided in other MAs in 1956. The M,\s with the highest percentages of 
in-migrants who resided in rural areas in 1956 were Winnipeg, St. John's, 
Saint John, Quebec, Edmonton and Halifax. It is readily seen that these 
MAs are in Eastern Canada and the Prairies, the large regions having 
lowest levels of urbanization in 1956(1961 Census, DBS 99-512, Table IV). 

C H A R T - 4 . 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF F IVE-YEAR INTERNAL IN-MIGRANTS 
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More detailed data on the origins of the in-migrants to MAs are 
presented by Chart 4.3 for ali MAs together. In this chart the 'other urban' 
category is broken down into three size groups: under 10,000, 10,000-
29,999 and 30,000 and over. Among the six origin categories selected, 
other MAs had the largest share (slightly more than one third) of the 1961 
in-migrants. This means that the in-migrants to individuai MAs were more 
likely to come from other MAs than from any of the other five selected 
origin categories. The next most favoured source for the in-migrants to 
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MAs (among the six al ternat ives chosen) was the other urban s ize group 
of 'under 10,000', having roughly one fifth of ali the in-migrants to the 
MAs. None of the other four alternative origins had a s much a s 15 per cent 
of the in-migrants to MAs, ali four having proportions hovering about 10 
per cent. Only the three urban size-group categories had shares of the in-
migrants that exceeded their shares of the 1956 population. 

When the migrants among metropolitan areas are excluded from the 
count of in-migrants to metropolitan areas , it is again found (as expected) 
that only the urban origins had shares of the in-migration to MAs exceeding 
their shares of the 1956 population outside of MAs. The e x c e s s was 
particularly high for the urban s ize group of 10,000-29,999, where i ts 
percentage was twice a s large a s i ts percentage of the 1956 population 
residing outside of MAs. Thus the under-10,000 s ize group had the largest 
absolute share of the in-migrants to MAs from non-MA a reas , while the 
10,000-29,999 s ize group had the largest relative share. 

4.2.2 OUT-MIGRATION - Among the 17 MAs, five-year out-migration rat ios 
for persons aged five and over in 1961 ranged from four per cent (Montreal) 
to 16 per cent (Halifax). Ratios very near the 15 per cent level were a l so 
shown by Calgary MA and Edmonton MA (Table 4.4). Other MAs showing 
rat ios of at least 10 per cent, among ali persons aged five and over in 
1961, were Sudbury, London, Victoria and Winnipeg. Joining Montreal MA 
at the bottom of the ranking in regard to the five-year out-migration ratios 
were Quebec MA and Toronto MA. It should be noted that the lower the 
out-migration ratio, the greater is the tendeney for the area in quest ion to 
retain i ts potential out-migrants. These patterns are observed for males 
and females separately. 

The groups of MAs showing the highest and the lowest levels of the 
five-year out-migration rat ios remain roughly the same a s those mentioned 
above when concentration is plaeed on the age group of peak migration 
rat ios , 20 -34 (Chart 4.4). Among the MAs with the highest ra t ios , Victoria 
is added to the l is t when the age group 20-34 is considered. Calgary, 
Edmonton, Halifax, London, Sudbury and Victoria MAs show out-migration 
rat ios of at leas t 20 per cent among persons aged 20 -34 in 1961. At the 
other end of the ranking, five-year out-migration rat ios of 10 per cent or 
l e ss are shown by Montreal, Quebec and Toronto. Again the patterns remain 
roughly the same when males and females are considered separately. 

4.2.3 NET MIGRATION - A m o n g ali 17 MAs, the net shift of population 
due to five-year internai migration was two per cent of their 1961 reporting 
population. A few areas had net migration lo s ses , the lowest being Windsor 
with minus three per cent, while Calgary topped the l is t with a net in-
migration ratio of 11 per cent for the population aged five and over in 1961 
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Table 4.4 — Five-Year Internai Out-Migration Ratios^ 
for Gensus Metropolitan Areas, by Age Group ond Sex, 

Canada, 1956-61 

Metropolitan area 

AU MAs 

AH MAs 

Total Male Female 

Population age five and over 

7.8 

14.4 
15.0 
15.8 

7.6 
7.8 

13.2 
4.5 
9.7 
5.3 
7.6 
7.2 

13.4 
6.6 
8.3 

11.9 
8.7 

10.3 

7.9 

14.6 
15.0 
16.1 

7.8 
7.5 

13.6 
4.5 
9.8 
5.4 
7.3 
6.9 

13.2 
6.7 
8.4 

12.1 
8.9 

10.3 

7.7 

14.2 
15.0 
15.5 

7.5 
8.1 

12.9 
4.4 
9.5 
5.2 
7.8 
7.4 

13.6 
6.5 
8.2 

11.6 
8.4 

10.2 

Population age 2 0 - 3 4 

12.3 

21.0 
22.0 
25.6 
12.1 
13.5 
22.9 

6.1 
14.7 

9.6 
14.9 
13.6 
20.9 
10.5 
13.5 
24.3 
15.0 
17.1 

12.1 

21.4 
21.5 
26.2 
11.8 
12.1 
22.2 

5.9 
14.3 

9.6 
13.9 
12.5 
20.4 
10.5 
13.4 
24.5 
15.6 
16.5 

12.5 

20.7 
22.5 
25.1 
12.5 
14.9 
23.5 

6.3 
15.1 

9.7 
15.8 
14.6 
21.4 
10.6 
13.6 
24.1 
14.5 
17.7 

^ See Tab le 2 . 1 , footnote <=. 

SOÙRCE: Same as Table 2 .5 . 

(Table 4.5). Following Calgary, only Kitchener, Ottawa and Edmonton had 
net migration ratios at or above the five per cent level. At the opposite end 
of the range were three MAs with net migration losses - Halifax and 
Sudbury both with minus two per cent and Windsor with its minus three per 
cent. 
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Table 4.5 — Five-Year Internai Net Migration Ratios^ 

for Census Metropolitan Areas, by Age Group and Sex, 

Canada, 1956-61 

Metropolitan area 

AH MAs 

AH MAs 

Total Male Female 

Population age five and over 

2.2 

10.8 
4.8 

- 2.0 
1.0 
7.6 
3.2 
2.3 
6.3 
2.1 
3.2 
0.7 

- 1.6 
0.5 
2.9 
2.9 

- 3.0 
2.0 

2.0 

10.2 
4.6 

- 2 . 6 
0.9 
7.5 
2.6 
2.2 
6.5 
1.8 
4.0 
0.8 

- 1.2 
0.4 
2.8 
2.1 

- 3.4 
2.1 

2 . 3 

11.4 
4 . 9 

- 1.4 
1.1 
7 .6 
3 . 8 
2 .4 
6 .1 
2 .4 
2 .4 
0.6 

- 2.0 
0.6 
3 . 0 
3 .7 

- 2.6 
1.9 

Population age 20 -34 

3.6 

17.5 
7.3 

- 1.2 
2.9 

12.0 
3.9 
4.4 
9.1 
1.9 
4.4 
0.2 
0.9 
1.0 
4.6 

- 2.3 
- 6.5 

3.4 

3.6 

16.9 
8.6 

- 2.5 
3.0 

13.0 
4.0 
4.3 
9.3 
0.8 
6.9 
0.8 
3.0 
0.8 
4.3 

- 4.2 
- 7.0 

4.4 

3 . 7 

18.0 
6 .1 
0 . 0 
2 . 8 

11.0 
3 . 8 
4 . 5 
8 .8 
2 . 8 
2 .1 

- 0.4 
- 1.4 

1.3 
4 . 9 

- 0.5 
- 5.9 

2 .5 

^ See Table 2.1, footnote •=. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

Table 4.5 shows that the rank ordering of the MAs in regard to net 
migration ratios remains very similar to that observed in the whole popula
tion aged five and over in 1961 when males and females are considered 
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separately, or when the migration ratio age group of 2 0 - 3 4 is considered. 
The principal exception to the pattern of similarity is Victoria, which has 
a net migration gain for al i persons aged five and over and a net migration 
loss in the 20 -34 age group.* 

4.3 EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL COMPOSITION 
OF FIVE-YEAR MIGRANTS TO METROPOLITAN 
AREAS, SELECTED FEATURES 

4.3.1 EDUCATION - The data suggest that, among males out of school in 
1961, five-year in-migrants to MAs had higher levels of edueation than the 
non-migrants. Assuming that almost al i of the males not attending school 
and aged 25 -34 are in the labour force, column A of Table 4 . 6 should 
provide a good approximation to the educational attainment distribution of 
the male labour force aged 25 -34 and residing in MAs in 1961. Thus 
columns A and B of Table 4.6 should be approximately comparable. Thesè 
columns show that the in-migrants to the 1961 MAs had a higher average 
educational level than did al i the res idents of these MAs in 1961, for the 
males aged 25 -34 in 1961. For example, while both categories had similar 
levels on the percentage with secondary schooling only, the in-migrants had 
a much higher percentage with university edueation than did the total 
res idents . Therefore, the five-year non-migrants had a considerably lower 
mean level of edueation than did the five-year in-migrants to the MAs, 
among males aged 25 -34 in 1961 (see Seetion 3.4 for relevant comments). 

The relatively high mean level of edueation among the in-migrants to 
the 1961 MAs (as compared with the five-year non-migrants) is largely 
accounted for by the in-migrants from other MAs. The in-migrants from other 
MAs had considerably higher levels of edueation than did the in-migrants 
from non-MA areas . For example, Table 4.6 shows that the percentage with 
university edueation was 31 per cent for the in-migrants from other MAs 
but was only 17 per cent for those in-migrating from non-MA areas . 

Roughly similar educational distr ibutions are shown by the in-
migrants to MAs coming from non-MA areas and by the out-migrants from 
MAs going to non-MA areas . The mean level of educational attainment was 
just slightly higher among those leaving MAs (for non-MA res idence) than 
for those entering MAs (from non-MA residence) . The latter group was a lso 
better educated by 1961 than were the migrants between non-MA areas — an 
observation that is not surprising in view of the concentration of the higher 
educational faeil i t ies in and around the larger c i t ies in Canada. 

Thus, the following four s e t s of migration streams may be ranked from 
highest to lowest in regard to the mean level of educational attainment: 
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Table 4.6 - Educational Status Distribution for Five-Year Internai 
In-Migrants to the Group of Census Metropolitan Areas and to 

Total Labour Force Males Aged 2 5 - 3 4 and 
Not Attending School, Canada, 1956-61 

Schooling group 

Totais 

Elementary or 

Secondary . . . . 

University . . . . 

Males, 
2 5 - 3 4 , 

not 
attending 

school 

A 

100.0 

32.3 

54.9 

12.8 

In-migrants to 
metropolitan areas 

Total 

B 

l O O . O 

23.2 

54.8 

22.0 

From 
different 

MAs« 

C 

100.0 

14.0 

55.3 

30.7 

From 
non-MA s^ 

D 

100.0 

29.0 

54.3 

16.7 

Out-
migrants 

from 
MAs to 

non-MAs'> 

E 

100.0 

24.6 

56.5 

18.8 

Migrants 
between 
non-MAs° 

F 

100.0 

34.5 

54.1 

11.4 

s The percentage shown for university edueation is much higher than that expected from 
the educational levels of the whole MA population. The extent of the divergenee is notknown 
precisely, as this would require educational attainment data for the 1956 MA population. How
ever, assuming continued upgrading of educational levels in the population, the percentage 
shown for university edueation in column A for 1961 should be higher than the corresponding 
1956 value. This figure is less than one half the 30 per cent indicated in column C. 

A similar eomment may be made about the figures in column D, They are not simply re-
productions of the educational levels of the whole non-MA population. In 1961 the male resi
dents of non-MA areas, who were out of sehool and aged 25-34, had six per cent with some 
university edueation, much lower than the 17 per cent figure (for persons with some university 
edueation) shown for the out-migrants from non-MAs (in-migrants to MAs). Similarly, the per
centage with some university edueation among the out-migrants from MAs (in-migrants to non-
MAs) is much higher than the corresponding percentages for either the whole MA or non-MA 
populations. Even the migrants between non-MA areas (column F) show a higher concentra
tion at the university level than the whole non-MA population. 

It is , therefore, indicated that the figures shown in eolumns C to F are not merely re
fleetions of the educational levels in the respeetive populations at origin or destination. Over 
and above this phenomenon is a clear indleation of the educational seleetivity in the migra
tion streams —a seleetivity which operated with particular sharpness for the streams flowing 
among MAs. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

(1) inter-MA migrants, (2) MA-to-non-MA migrants, (3) non-MA-tò-MA mi
grants, and (4) inter-non-MA migrants. This rank ordering may not be 
surprising when consideration is given the concentration in MAs of higher 
educational faeilities and of jobs requiring higher-level skills and the 
relatively long distances separating MAs. However, expected as this 
finding may be, it is significant in the identification of the main areas that 
serve as sources and users of higher level skills in the Canadian economy, 
particularly when the importanee of the location of such areas is considered 
for the problem of regional economie disparities. 
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Table 4.7 shows a regular fall in the per cent of in-migrants with 
university edueation as one goes, among the broad areas of origin, from 
different MAs through the largest of the selected urban size groups to the 
rural category. This statement holds true both for the in-migrants to MAs 
and for the out-migrants from MAs. The range of the per cent with university 
edueation is quite large. Among the in-migrants to MAs, for example, the 
percentage with university edueation ranges from 31 per cent for those 
coming from other MAs to 12 per cent for those coming from rural areas 
outside of MAs. This gradation partly reflects inereasing improvement in 
educational faeilities and in the number of jobs requiring higher-level 
skills as one goes from rural areas (outside of MAs) through the urban size 
groups up to MAs that happen to contain Canada's largest urban complexes. 

Table 4.7 - Per Cent of Five-Year Internai Migrants with 

Some University Edueation by Five Broad Areas of Origin 

and Destination, Labour Force Males Aged 2 5 - 3 4 

and Not Attending School, the Group of Census 

Metropolitan Areas in Canada, 1956-61 

Different MA 

Other urban 30,000 and over 

Other urban 10,000-29,999 

Other urban under 10,000 . . 

Other rural 

° The conclusion of footnote ^ to Table 4.6 also applies here. The levels of university 
edueation shown in these figures for migration streams markedly exceed those of their respee
tive base populations. 

It should be noted that the figures in each column must not be added. For example, the 
first figure of the first column of 30 per cent implies that 70 per cent of Ihose who came trom 
a tliflerent MA had less than some university edueation. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

4.3.2 OCCUPATION - Table 4.8 shows that the per cent in professional 
and teehnical occupations is higher for the in-migrants to MAs than for the 
whole labour force of the MAs. This statement holds true for each of the 
three age groups identified in Table 4.8. A number of factors probably 
underlie this persistent differential. Partly it is an aspect of the educa
tional differential diseussed in Seetion 4.4.1 (see Seetion 3.4 for a eomment 
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on the basis of the educational differential). It may also refleet the concen
tration of the jobs demanding professional and teehnical skills within 
MAs, since the differential appears in each of the selected age groups 
within the 25-64 age range. Of course, the relatively long distances 
separating the MAs are also relevant. 

Table 4.8 - Per Cent in Professional Occupations Among Five-Year 
Internai Migrants to the Group of Census Metropolitan Areas and to 

Labour Force, Males by Age Group, Canada, 1956-61 

Age group 

2 5 - 6 4 

2 5 - 3 4 
3 5 - 4 4 
4 5 - 6 4 

Males in 
the labour 

force 

11.0 

12.8 
11.7 

8.9 

In-migrants to MAs 

Total 

16.0 

17.8 
15.9 
12.2 

From a 
different 

MA 

19.4 

22.8 
17.9 
13.8 

From 
non-MA 

areas 

13.8 

14.5 
14.6 
11.3 

Out-migrants 
from MAs 

to non-MAs 

14.9 

17.1 
13.9 
10.5 

Migrants 
between 
non-MAs 

10.4 

11.3 
10.8 

8.4 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

As with edueation, the differential between the in-migrants and the 
total male labour force in the per cent of professionals is much more due 
to the in-migrants from other MAs than to in-migrants from non-MA areas. 
In each of the selected age groups the percentage in the professional and 
teehnical occupation group is markedly higher among the in-migrants from 
other MAs than among the in-migrants from non-MA areas (Table 4.8). For 
example, among the highly mobile 25-34 age group, the, per cent profes
sional and teehnical among in-migrants to MAs is almost 10 points higher 
for those coming from other MAs than for those coming from non-MA areas. 

As in the case of edueation, the per cent in professional and teehnical 
occupations does not differ markedly between the MA-to-non-MA and the 
non-MA-to-MA migrants. Also, the MA-to-non-MA migrants have a higher 
value on this percentage than do the migrants between non-MA areas. Once 
again it is seen that the streams of migration involving the MAs had higher 
levels of skill than those not involving MAs. The following rank ordering of 
four sets of migration streams is observed in regard to the concentration of 
the stream among professional and teehnical occupations: (1) migrants 
between MAs, (2) migrants from MAs to non-MA areas, (3) migrants from 
non-MA areas to MAs, and (4) migrants between non-MA areas. This is 
another reflection of the possibly cruciai role of the large urban complexes 
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as the areas in which ìnnovations and important economie struetural changes 

are generated. 

Thus, se lect ing the MAs, other urban and other rural areas a s three 
broad nodes for migration streams, it is found that the greatest concentra
tion in higher levels of edueation and occupational ski l ls is observed in 
the inter-metropolitan streams. This tendeney is sharp and systematie over 
various age groups of the male labour force. In addition, the other streams 
in which MAs form either origins or dest inat ions have much larger coneen
trations of the higher levels of edueation and occupational sk i l l s than the 
streams among non-metropolitan origins and dest inat ions . According to the 
Population Sample tabulations, the streams involving MAs are the largest 
in volume given among the three nodes mentioned above and it is therefore 
elear that the migrants with higher-level edueation and ski l ls move primarily 
among MAs, and secondarily between MAs and non-MA areas . The major 
sources of such migrants to non-MA areas are the MAs, and the major 
dest inat ions of such migrants from non-MA areas are again the MAs. 

4.4 MIGRATION WITHIN CENSUS METROPOLITAN AREAS 

For the first time in 1961 the census s t a t i s t i c s permit some unravel-
ling of the net migration to parts of MAs across Canada so a s to show the 
component inflows and outflows. In the following discuss ion it will be 
necessary to deal with just a simple dichotomy for each MA — eentrai city 
and ' r ing ' (centrai city refers to the largest incorporated city within the 
MA and ' r ing' to the remainder of the MA). The basic tabulations a l so 
define the centrai city a s conterminous with the largest incorporated centre 
within the MA.' 

4.4.1 INTRA-METROPOLITAN DISTRIBUTION OF THE MIGRATION INTO 
AND OUT OF THE WHOLE MA -In-migrat ion rat ios may be computed 
separately for the incorporated eentrai city and for the ring of each MA; 
Table 4.9 shows the resul ts of these computations. Generally, the MAs 
with higher-than-average in-migration rat ios to the incorporated centrai ci ty 
show higher-than-average ratios for the ring. Edmonton and Calgary are far 
ahead of the other MAs in the 1956-61 in-migration ratio whether the in
corporated eentrai city is considered or the MA ring. However, there is 
some change in the set of areas with lowest in-migration rat ios as attention 
is turned from the incorporated centrai city to the MA ring (Table 4.9). 

Generally, the MA rings had higher in-migration ratios than the in-^ 
corporated eentrai c i t i e s , a s may be expected from the widespread evidence 
of lagging growth rates in the cores of metropolitan a reas . More striking is 
the fact that the centrai city-ring differentials in in-migration ratio are not 
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nearly a s great as might be expected from the data on differentials in net-
migration ratios (ineluding intra-metropolitan migration). ' This observation 
indicates that the centrai city-ring differential in inira-metropolitan migra
tion is a major component of these well-known net migration ratio differen
t i a l s . For the 1956-61 period, it can be said that both the incorporated 
eentrai c i t i e s and the rings of the 1961 MAs had moderate to high in-
migration rat ios when focus is plaeed only on the internai migrants from 
outside MAs. 

The vast majority of the out-migrants from the 17 MAs left the eentrai 
c i t i es (incorporated) rather than the rings of the MAs. For ali 17 MAs taken 
together, 80 per cent of the out-migrants left the centrai ci ty, the percent
age ranging from 67 per cent in Kitchener to 98 per cent in St. John ' s . ' 

It may be recalled that, for ali MAs a s a whole, 34 per cent of the 
in-migrants resided in other MAs in 1956- The data now suggest strongly 
that most of these persons left the centrai c i t ies of their respeet ive MAs 
of residence in 1956. Since almost one half of these in-migrants se t t led in 
the rings of the MAs of residence in 1961, the data point to significant 
streams of migration originating in the centrai c i t i es of MAs and ending in 
the rings of other MAs. However, it should be recalled that a majority (52 
per cent for ali MAs taken together) of the MAs in-migrants did reside in 
the centrai c i t i e s in 1961. 

The out-migration rat ios for the centrai c i t i es and for the rings of the 
MAs show clearly that the rings had a much stronger tendeney to retain 
their potential out-migrants than did the eentrai c i t i e s . The out-migration 
ratios for the eentrai c i t i es were generally much higher than those for the 
rings (Table 4.9). Thus, quite high net migration ratios were shown for the 
rings of almost ali MAs; only Windsor and London showed ring-area net 
migration ratios below five per cent. By far the highest rat ios, actual ly in 
exces s of 20 per cent, were shown by Edmonton and Calgary and ratios 
near 10 per cent by Victoria, Saint John, Winnipeg, Kitchener and Ottawa. 
It should be recalled that these figures exclude the intra-metropolitan 
migration between eentrai city and ring. 

As might be expected from the foregoing discuss ion, few of the MA 
centrai c i t ies had net internai migration gains. Once again Calgary led the 
list with a high net internai migration ratio of nearly 10 per cent for i ts 
centrai city. Net migration gains for the centrai city were a l so shown by 
Kitchener, Ottawa, London, and Edmonton. The greatest net internai migra
tion los ses for the centrai city were shown by Victoria, Halifax, Toronto 
and Windsor. 
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Table 4.9 - Five-Year Internai Migration Ratios for the Central Cities 
and 'Rings' of Census Metropolitan Areas, Canada, 1956-61 

(Migrants entering or leaving each MA) 

Metropolitan area 

Ali MAs 

AH MAs 

In-migration 
rat io^ 

Out-migration 
ra t io° 

Net migration 
ra t io° 

Central cityh 

9.7 

23.6 
17.8 
12.7 
6.6 

15.8 
16.5 
5.0 

17.2 
5.2 
8.9 
7.7 

11.4 
5.9 
9.6 

14.3 
5.4 

12.1 

11.2 

15.7 
16.9 
21.0 

8.0 
11.1 
13.4 

5.7 
13.3 

7.7 
10.4 
9.6 

15.7 
13.3 
11.3 
26.4 
12.4 
15.7 

- 1.7 

9.4 
1.1 

- 10.5 
- 1.5 

5.2 
3.6 

- 0.7 
4.5 

- 2.7 
- 1.6 
- 2.1 
- 5.1 
- 8.5 
- 1.9 
- 16.4 
- 8.1 
- 4.3 

'Ring 'b 

10.3 

25.7 
26.1 
15.7 
12.7 
13.9 
11.3 

8.7 
12.8 

9.3 
12.8 

7.9 
13.3 

7.8 
12.5 
14.7 
6.8 

12.1 

3.5 

4.3 
3.4 

10.1 
6.9 
4.8 

11.9 
2.8 
4.1 
2.9 
3.3 
0.5 
7.2 
2.6 
5.4 
1.9 
2.6 
2.8 

7.0 

22.4 
23.6 

6.2 
6.2 
9.5 

- 0.6 = 
6.1 
9.1 
6.6 
9.9 
7.4 
6.6 
5.3 
7.4 

13.0 
4.3 
9.6 

a See Table 2.1, footnote '^. 
h "Central city" refers to the largest incorporated city within the MA. 'Ring' refers to 

the remainder of the MA. See footnote ' to the text for a relevant eomment. 
e The figures for the centrai city are based upon its 1961 area. London city's substan

tial annexatlons In the 1956-61 intereensal period left a small population in its 1961 'ring' 
area. This population increased by just one per cent in the 1956 - 61 intereensal period (1961 
Census, DBS, 92-535, Table 10), a result which is consistent with the negative value shown 
for the London 'ring* In this column. Had the London city figure been based on its 1956 area, 
the 'ring' would then have shown a substantial positive netmlgrationratio(196 1 Census, DBS, 
99-5 12, Table X). 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 
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4.4.2 MIGRATION BETWEEN CENTRAL CITY AND RING - T h e previous 
Seetion, which deals with migration into and out of the MA, shows that 
both centrai city and ring had substantial rates of in-migration, but the 
centrai city had much higher relative out-migration losses (to areas beyond 
the MA boundaries) than did the ring. Thus, the result of the migration into 
and out of the MA was a net loss to the centrai city and a net gain to the 
ring. 

This differential in net migration also shows up quite sharply in the 
intra-metropolitan migration, in which only two areas are reeognized — 
centrai city and ring. Table 4.10 shows that, for ali MAs taken together, 
the centrai city had a net migration ratio of minus eight per cent in intra-
metropolitan migration, which became a net migration ratio of plus nine 
per cent for the ring. These figures pertain to the reporting population 
aged five and over in 1961. With a single minor exception, this pattern is 
observed in ali 17 MAs and is particularly sharp in Hamilton, Montreal, 
Quebec and Vancouver. 

These data permit the following breakdown of the well-known eentrai 
city-ring differentials in net migration - at least for the 1956-61 period. 
Both the centrai cities and the MA rings tended to have substantial in-
migration ratios for persons coming from outside the MAs but the centrai 
cities failed to have significant in-migration ratios among the intra-metro
politan migrants. That is, the stream of migrants from the ring of an MA to 
the centrai city of an MA was very weak relative to the size of the eentrai 
city population. Thus, the in-migrants to the centrai city were mostly 
persons coming from outside the MA. The ring, on the other hand, had 
significant in-migration ratios both from outside the MA and from the centrai 
city of the same MA. As regards out-migration to destinations outside the 
MA, the centrai city was the major contributor. 

As regards the components of net intra-metropolitan migration, the 
relatively high gains and low losses of the MA ring stand out sharply. 
Taking ali MAs together, the ring had an in-migration ratio of 11 per cent 
and an out-migration ratio of two per cent. The centrai city had an in-
migration ratio of two per cent and an out-migration ratio of nine per cent. 
Thus there was a dramatic redistribution of the MAs population out of the 
eentrai city. With the single exception of London (Table 4.9, footnote'^), 
ali 17 MAs show this pattern of differentials. The intra-metropolitan in-
migration ratios for the ring are particularly high in Calgary, Edmonton, 
Saint John, Montreal, Quebec, Vancouver and Hamilton MAs. With the 
notable exceptions of Calgary and Edmonton, these same MAs show partic
ularly high out-migration ratios for the centrai city. 
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Table 4.10 - Five-Year Intra-Metropolitan Migration Ratios, 

Census Metropolitan Areas, Canada, 1956-61 

(Excludes migrants entering or leaving the MA) 

Metropolitan area 

AH MAs 

In-migration 
ra t io^ 

Out-migration 
ra t io" 

Net migration 
ratio a 

Central city 

1.5 

1.0 
1.1 
2.6 
1.9 
1.7 
1.0 
1.8 
2.8 
1.7 
1.6 
0.2 
2 3 
0.8 
1.7 
1.2 
1.2 
1.1 

8.6 

3.3 
4.2 
9.1 
8.4 
6.7 
1.0 

12.0 
4.4 

11.5 
7.7 
1.3 
3.2 
9.4 

10.7 
4 2 
6.3 
5.5 

- 7.7 

- 2.4 
- 3.2 
- 7.2 
- 7.1 
- 5.4 

0 . 0 
- 11.5 
- 1.8 
- 11.1 
- 6.6 
- 1.2 
- 1.0 
- 9.6 
- 10.1 
- 3 1 
- 5.5 
- 4.6 

'Ring ' 

10.7 

26.4 
24.1 

9.9 
19.8 
5.8 

11.3 
17.5 
6.5 

12.3 
11.8 

3.3 
7 6 
5.6 

11.2 
2.2 
9.6 
6.9 

1.9 

9.2 
7.4 
2.8 
5.0 
1.5 

11.2 
2.8 
4.1 
1.8 
2.5 
0.4 
5.5 
0.4 
1.8 
0.6 
1.8 
1.4 

8.9 

18.9 
18.0 

7.3 
15.6 

4 .4 
0. Ih 

15.1 
2 .5 

10 7 
9 6 
2 .9 
2 3 
5.2 
9 .6 
1.6 
7 .9 
5 .6 

" See Table 2.1, footnote <=. 
b See Table 4.9, footnote *>. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

4.4.3 SELECTED CENTRAL CITY-RING D I F F E R E N T I A L S IN THE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF F IVE-YEAR MIGRANTS - There were marked 
differentials in maritai status distribution between the migrants from the 
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centrai city to the ring and those going in the opposite direction. Although 
most of the migrants were married (in the 20-44 age group) in either 
stream, the per cent single was much higher among those moving in the 
direction of the centrai city than those moving toward the ring. This dif
ferential is shown in each of the selected age groups shown in Table 4.11. 
Correspondingly, the per cent married was much higher among those going 
to the ring than among those going to eentrai city. This differential may 
largely refleet the difference between eentrai city and ring in the relative 
supply of the faeilities demanded by families with children of sehool age. 

Table 4.11 - Maritai Status Distribution for Intra-Metropolitan Five-Year 
Migrants by Age Group and Sex, Canada, 1956-61 

(Excludes migrants entering or leaving the MA) 

Area 

In-migrants to Central city — 

20-44 
20-24 

3 5 - 4 4 

In-migrants to 'R ing ' — 

20-44 
20-24 
2 5 - 2 9 
30 -34 
35 -44 

In-migrants to Central city — 

20-44 
20 -24 
2 5 - 2 9 
30 -34 
35 -44 

In-migrants to 'R ing ' — 

20-44 
20 -24 
2 5 - 2 9 
3 0 - 3 4 
35 -44 

Total Single Married Widowed 
or divorced 

Males 

lOO.Oa 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

18.1 
55.6 
17,4 
8.3 
6.6 

10.0 
46.2 

9.4 
5.2 
3.9 

81.1 
44.4 
82.4 
91.2 
91.6 

89.7 
53.7 
90.5 
94.5 
95.5 

0.8 

0.2 
0.5 
1 8 

0 4 
0.1 
0.1 
0 3 
0 7 

Females 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

15.3 
33.2 
15.3 
9.9 
7.6 

6.4 
17.2 
5.1 
3.4 
4.4 

82.5 
66.8 
84.0 
87.6 
88.0 

92.5 
82.5 
94.5 
95.7 
93.4 

2.2 

0.7 
2.5 
4.4 

1.1 
0.3 
0.4 
0.9 
2 1 

s See Table 4.6, footnote ''. 

SOURCE; Same as Table 2.5. 
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In the intra-metropolitan migration of labour force males aged 25-34, 
those moving from the centrai city to the. fringe were somewhat better 
educated, on the average, than those moving in the opposite direction. 
Table 4.12 shows that the percentage with at least high school edueation 
was six points higher for the eentrai city-to-ring migrants than for ali ring-
to-eentral city migrants. Thus, the net influence of this exchange was to 
slightly enhance the educational level of the ring population at the ex
pense of that in the centrai city. In 1961 the male population out of school 
and aged 25-34 had slightly higher average educational attainment in the 
ring than in the centrai city populations of MAs; 71 per cent of this ring 
population had had at least high school edueation while the corresponding 
percentage for the centrai city population was 64 per cent. It is also 
notable that among the in-migrants (labour force males aged 25-34 and out 
of sehool) to the MAs the educational attainment distribution for the eentrai 
city residents had a higher percentage of university-trained persons than 
that of the ring residents. The per cent with university edueation was 23 . 
per cent among the in-migrants to the centrai city, and was 21 per cent 
among the in-migrants to the fringe.' Thus, the impact of the 1956-61 five-
year migration on the centrai city-ring differences in educational composi
tion came mainly from the intra-metropolitan population redistribution. 

Table 4.12 - Educational Status Distribution for Intra-Metropolitan 
Five-Year Migrants, Labour Force Males Aged 25-34 

and Not Attending School, Canada, 1956-61 
(Excludes migrants entering or leaving the MA) 

Area Total 
Elementary 

or l e s s 
Secondary University 

In-migrants to Central city 

100.0 35.5 52.3 12.2 

In-migrants to 'Ring ' 

100.0 28.4 58.2 13.4 

a See Table 4.6, footnote ' ' . 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

Among labour force males aged 25-64, the five-year migrants going 
from the centrai city to the ring had a somewhat higher concentration in 
the broad 'white-collar' group of occupations than did those moving from 
ring to eentrai city (Table 4.13). This difference is most marked in the 
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Table 4.13 — Occupation Group Distribution for Intra-Metropolitan 

Five-Year Migrants, Labour Force Males by Age Group, 

Canada, 1956-61 
( E x c l u d e s migrants en ter ing or l e a v i n g the MA) 

Occupation division 

Profess ional and t e e h n i c a l . . 

Transport and communication 
Farmers and farm workers . . 
Other primary occupat ions . . 
Craftsmen,production proeess 

Labourers , not e lsewhere 

Profess ional and teehnica l . . 

Transport and communication 
Farmers and farm workers . . 
Other primary occupat ions . . 
Craftsmen,production proeess 

Labourers, not e lsewhere 

Central 
c i ty" 'Ring' a 

Age 2 5 - 6 4 

100.0 

14.3 
11.4 
9.0 
9.3 
8.3 

10.8 
1.1 
0.4 

30.6 

4.8 

100.0 

16.0 
13.3 
8.9 
9.7 
6.3 
9.1 
0.6 
0.3 

33.3 

2.6 

Age 35 -44 

100.0 

18.4 
11.4 
7.1 
9.5 
7.6 

11.6 
1.3 
0.3 

28.7 

4.1 

100.0 

17.1 
13.8 
8.5 

10.0 
5.3 
9.0 
0.5 
0.3 

33.3 

2.3 

Central 
c i ty° 'Ring 'a 

Age 25 -34 

100.0 

8.5 
12.6 
10.0 
8.5 
6.6 

13.0 
1.0 
0.4 

35.3 

4.0 

100 0 

13.1 
14.8 
9 5 

10.5 
5.7 
9.9 
0.4 
0.3 

33.1 

2.6 

Age 45 -64 

100.0 

17.2 
9.8 
9.8 
9.9 

11.1 
7.4 
1.1 
0.6 

26.7 

6.4 

100 0 

20.6 
9.0 
8.4 
7 7 
9.0 
7.5 
1.1 
0.4 

33.6 

2.9 

^ The figures refer to in-migrants to the stated MA parts 
h See Table 4.6, footnote ^. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

professional and managerial occupation groups. Correspondingly, the 
concentration of intra-metropolitan migrants among 'blue-collar' occupations 
is somewhat higher for those moving toward centrai city from the ring than 
those going in the opposite direction. The differences are distinct, although 
they are not very sharp (Table 4.13). Within each of these two broad and 
rather heterogeneous groups (white-collar and blue-collar) only one divergent 
pattern is shown. The craftsmen, production proeess and related workers 
made up a distinctly larger proportion of the stream flowing from centrai 
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city to ring than they did of the stream flowing in the opposite direction. 
There is some variation about the general pattern shown for the 25-64 age 
group among the three age-group subdivisions that Table 4.13 identities, 
the most divergent age group being 45- 64. 

In sum, there is a very marked intra-metropolitan redistribution of 
population generated by the 1956-61 five-year migration. This redistribu
tion affeeted the differences between centrai city and ring in population 
composition as well as in size. The impact on population composition 
involved social and economie, as well as demographic factors. Generally, 
the net effect of this redistribution was to raise the levels of edueation and 
occupational skills in the ring and to lower it in the centrai city. 

Of course, the intra-metropolitan population redistribution would have 
been less impressive had the eentrai city been delineated more realistieally 
(at least as the continuous built-up area containing the largest incorporated 
centro of the MA). However, the basic differentials indicated above would 
survive this more desirable delineation, although with less striking profiles. 

This intra-metropolitan redistribution is partly an aspect of the 
traditional lateral expansion of cities. It is particularly notable, however, 
because of its extremely high rate since the 1940s (Stone, 1967^, Seet. 6.3). 
Munieipal authorities are familiar with this phenomenon, and indeed must 
find that it lies near the heart of their most pressing problems in the areas 
of locai government strueture, services and financing. What the foregoing 
discussion does is to add to the conerete documentation of the dimensions 
of these contemporary population changes. 

4.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Persons with higher-level edueation and occupational skills tend to 
be heavily concentrated among migration streams in which MAs are either 
origins or destinations. The streams between MAs (inter-metropolitan 
migration) have unusually high percentages of such persons. These find
ings suggest that large urban agglomerations are the major sources of 
supply and demand for higher-level occupational skills, so that the metro
politan economies are major loci of the innovations and struetural change 
that are so important in national and regional development. 

Coupled with the above-mentioned findings, the observation that MAs 
(taken together) have a generally similar out-migration ratio to that of the 
non-MA areas as a whole bears a significant suggestion about the useful
ness of the out-migration ratio as a barometer of economie conditions. 
Even among the MAs one observes an apparently peeuliar coUection of 
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areas with high out-migration, ineluding the MAs of Calgary and Edmonton 
(which have had marked recent economie growth and high rates of in-
migration). These observations would suggest that , contrary to common 
lay opinion, the rate of population outflow from an area is not a good 
indicator of i ts economie condition. Account must a lso be taken of the 
counter-eurrent of inflow, which refers right back to the much maligned net 
migration measures. 

Another relevant comment may be made in connection with the fre
quently voiced complaints that some regions are losing their expensively 
trained ' s o n s ' at too high a rate for their benefit. The s t a t i s t i c s would 
suggest that in order to offset these los ses an area might aim to develop 
at traet ions to the sons of other regions, as it may not stem the outflow of 
i ts own sons in the proeess of development. Of course, the s t a t i s t i c s in 
question are cross-seet ional while the foregoing comment pertains to 
longitudinal patterns, so that the indicated suggestion of the s t a t i s t i c s 
must be considered weak. Yet, in the light of the legitimate public concern 
with the rate of outflow of the sons of the poorer regions, it would seem 
wise to consider the possibi l i ty that rapidly developing regions may well 
have relatively high ra tes of outflow, but their a t t raet ions are such that 
they experience fully compensating rates of inflow. 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 

' A dist inct ion should be drawn between the general concepì of metropolitan 
area and the Census Metropolitan Area defined by DBS for the tabulation of census 
s t a t i s t i c s . The lat ter may be viewed as a rough approximation to the former (for 
relevant comments see Stone,.1967 , Appendix D). 

^ No Population Sample s t a t i s t i c s were used in the 1961 census monograph 
on urban development^ 

' The numerators of both ratios are, of course , the same. The denominators 
are a lso quite similar because the MAs contained 46 per cent of Canada ' s 1961 
population (Stone, 1967^, Table 6.1). Of course, these figures are averages for 
two quite heterogeneous groups of areas . 

' It should be recalled that the figures refer to the internai migration of the 
reporting population. 

' See Chapter Two, footnote '. 

' The net loss in the 2 0 - 3 4 age group was offset by relatively high net in-
migration of older population to Victoria MA. Among the MAs, Victoria had the 
highest net migration ratio for persons aged 65 and over in 1961 (6.6 per cent) , 
and the second highest net migration ratio among persons aged 45 -64 in 1961 
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(5.0 per cent) . In the latter age group the corresponding figure for Calgary MA was 
(6.2 per cent) . Taking ali MAs together, the corresponding figures for these two 
age groups were 1.2 per cent and 0.5 per cent, respect ively . 

' For the purposes of ana lys i s , it is desi rable to add to the incorporated 
centre those municipal i t ies that form with it at leas t a continuous buil t-up area. 
The MAs affeeted include Montreal, Ottawa, Kitchener and Calgary, among others. 
Unfortunately the bas ic tabulat ions are such that these modifications cannot be 
made. 

' See Stone, 1967^, eh. 8, for further de ta i l s . 

' These figures were ealeulated from the unpublished Population Sample 

tabula t ions . 
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Chapter Five 

PROVINCIAL MIGRATION 

AND DIFFERENTIAL 

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY 

by 

R. Marvin Mclnnis, 

Queen ' s University 

5.1 INTRODUCTION AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

This Chapter considers migration at the provincial or regional level in 
terms of the changing balanee between the distribution of population and 
economie opportunity within the country. The analysis is explieitly econom
ie. Migrants are considered to be eeonomieally motivated and a part ofthe 
general economie system in a role, especially, as providers of labour serv
ices in the system of production. The underlying point of view is clearly 
that of an economist. The economie development of Canada, like the devel
opment of any other country, is conceived of as involving pronouneed changes 
in the location of economie opportunities. For the economy to progress in 
such a context, the individuals who make up the system must respond to 
these locational changes as they would to any other changes. The response 
involves migration, often affecting large proportions of the populations of 
particular regions of the country. 

It is fully reeognized that ali migration is not eeonomieally motivated. 
Individuals, unlike the scholars who study them, do not distinguish sharply 
between sources of motivation for their actions. A decision to migrate from 
one region to another, like any other decision that an individuai might reach, 
is the resolution of a eomplicated set of influenees, only some of which may 
be clearly economie in the sense of involving an attempt to maximize the 
individuai's material well-being. Others, while not directly economie, may 
have a hearing on the individual'srole in the economie system —for example, 
he may choose when retired from the labour force to return to his place of 
birth in search of companionship of old friends. Stili others may be quite 
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unrelated to economie matters. No attempt i s made here to evaluate the 
importanee of these various influenees nor does this Chapter presume any 
strong conclusion in favour of the predominance of economie factors. Rather, 
it represents one way of approaching the phenomenon; the relevance of the 
selected point of view can be judged only by the resul ts of the ana lys i s . 
The economie approach is pursued for several reasons, each reflecting a 
presumptioh tha t i t will prove fruitful. In the first place, although it is known 
that migration involves a complex of factors, thus far there has been l i t t le 
succes s in produeing analyses that display this blend. More importantly, 
migration is studied here in the aggregate. While migration in various diree
tions resulting from other categories of influenees might eancel out in the 
aggregate, eeonomieally influenced migration is more specifically in a 
particular direct ion. ' Finally, economie theory offers a well-developed 
framework for ana lys i s . 

The analytical model employed here is drawn from the economie theory 
of resouree allocation.^ Very briefly, this model conceives of some initial 
allocation of the resouree (in this c a se labour) among occupations, activi
t i e s , regions, e te . Changes oceur that raise the returns to labour in a partic
ular region above those in other regions . ' Individuai workers seeking to 
maximize the pecuniary returns to their efforts will move to the region of 
greater opportunity if the returns there are higher than in their present si tua-
tions. Migration will continue so long a s there i s a difference between 
regions in the earnings of labour of specified charac ter i s t ies . However, this 
description of the model is drastically over-simplified. In the first place, it 
ignores uneertainty. Opportunities leading to migration are opportunities at 
a distance and it is probable that they are known with l e s s surety the greater 
the dis tance. Information about returns to particular occupations in particular 
p laees does not flow freely. Indeed, there is likely to be a considerable 
degree of uneertainty about employment al ternatives in distpnt regions and 
this certainly should deter migration. Li t t le is known about the effieiency of 
the many channels through which information flows to prospective migrants. 
Sometimes it comes through formai employment agencies but more often 
through relat ives and friends who have migrated previously. At any rate, 
labour migration, in the context of economie resouree allocation, will oceur 
only where superior a l ternat ives are known and will be lower the weaker the 
the flow and the l e s s the certainty of the information." The cruciai determi-
nant of migration, then, is the expected gain to be achieved, where that 
expeetation is held with a greater or lesser degree of uneertainty. 

Costs of movement should also be considered. Geographical migration 
is not undertaken without cos t s . Some of these , but not ali, will vary with 
d i s tance . ' Therefore, s ince inereasing distance implies both inereasing 
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costs of migration and diminishing information about opportunities, the 
probability of migration to nearby opportunities is likely to be higher than 
to distant ones . Or, to put it another way, the earnings differential neces 
sary to induce migration must be greater for long-distance than for short-
dis tance moves. 

Finally, there may be important non-pecuniary elements to both the 
benefits and the cos ts of migration. These could be, but are not necessari ly , 
non-economie influenees. The introduction of non-pecuniary factors into the 
analysis requires caution. Without them the economie model may at times be 
naive but there i s a real danger in carrying the point too far. Indeed, if ali 
influenees other than cos t s and returns are incorporated as non-pecuniary 
factors, the model becomes tautologieal — if migration does not oceur it is 
necessar i ly because there is no net advantage to it. Such an argument is 
likely to preclude from the outset any real analys is of the problem. Only 
those non-pecuniary factors that can be objectively determined should be 
admitted into the ana lys i s . The theory, then, i s that individuals will move 
when the expected earnings that they know of in other regions exceed ex
pected earnings in their present situation by more than the cos ts of move
ment, where earnings and cos t s are defined in objectively determinable but 
broader than just pecuniary terms. 

The economie analysis of migration is appropriately set in the context 
of the long-term economie development of the country. Economie growth 
inevitably creates imbalances between the distribution of the population and 
the location of economie opportunities." Developments that are at the very 
heart of economie growth - technological change and the exploitation of new 
resources - require a continuing redistribution of population to capture their 
benefits. The pace of development i s such that this redistribution can 
seldom be achieved through differential naturai increase, even if regional 
differences in vital ra tes could be expected to conform to the requirements 
of population redistribution. Recent research has tended more and more to 
emphasize the cruciai role of technological change in the proeess of eco
nomie growth. Changing technology has a specific locational impact and 
there is no reason to expeet that the new opportunities to which it gives 
rise wi l lbe distributed spatially in the same way as the exist ing population. 
The growth of ineome itself, as a eonsequence of technological change, 
implies struetural shifts in the economy that involve a redistribution of 
economie opportunities. 

The following analysis considers the pattern of Canadian economie 
development over a period of several decades and the record of migration to 
and from the various provinces that has been an integrai part of that devel
opment. Attention is directed ehiefly to the extent to which that migration is 
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adequately characterized a s a response to regional differences in economie 
opportunity. An attempt is a lso made to a s s e s s the extent to which migration 
has served a s an efficient reallocation of labour resources. The study pro-
ceeds in two parts . The first part is historical and considers provincial net 
migration by decades over the whole of the period since 1901; the method-
ology here is broadly interpretative and cons i s t s mainly of describing how 
the pattern of migration has related to the changing spatial distribution of 
economie opportunities over the long term. The second part uti l izes a more 
formally specified model to analyse the pattern of inter-provineial migration 
in the period 1956-61 , using primarily the s t a t i s t i c s of internai migration 
from the 1961 Census of Canada. 

5.2 THE CHANGING LOCATION OF THE FOCUS OF 
DEVELOPMENT IN CANADA AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
FOR POPULATION DISTRIBUTION, 1901-61 

Over the whole of the period 1901-61 the economie development of 
Canada, as measured by the growth of national produci, has been rapid by 
international standards (cf. Kuznets, 1966 and Fires tone, 1958). Over the 
same period the rate of growth of population has been mostly high but income 
per capita sti l i has grown rapidly - as fast as in the United States and pretty 
much in line with the general experience of developed Western economies 
(cf. Kuznets, 1966). The general pattern and the driving forces of Canadian 
economie development are well documented and are widely known (cf. Innis, 
1954; Easterbrook and Aitken, 1956; Caves and Holton, 1959; and Mackintosh, 
1939). There is no need to reeount the detai ls of this development here but 
a brief review of i ts locational aspec ts may serve as background for the 
examination of regional migration. 

A view with traditionally wide acceptànce among Canadian economie 
historians concerns the relation between national development and the 
emergence of a success ion of s taple export commodities. ' Each of these 
Staples involves the expansion of production in a particular set of a reas , 
but much of the explanation that goes under the name of the " s t a p l e t h e s i s " 
involves the interrelationship between the expansion of s taple production in 
one region and i ts induced effeets on growth in other regions. Such a model 
provides a convenient way to capture briefly the main implications of 
Canadian economie development for population movements. 

Canadian development in the twentieth century i s usually related to 
two, or possibly three, phases of s taple expansion. The most clearly evident 
was the boom that began just before the turn of the century and lasted up to 
the beginning of the Great Depression in 1929. It hinged primarily on the 
exploitation of the wheat-growing potential i t ies of the previously unsettled 
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areas of the Canadian west. Since the wheat boom involved the settlement 
of new territory, it brought heavy movements of population into the wheat-
growing region (cf. Easterbrook and Aitken, 1956, pp. 484-485; Buckley, 
1955, p. 10). This rapid development of the Prairie Provinces, so the ac
count runs, provided the main impétus of expansion in the other regions of 
the country. The demand in the Prairie market for both capital goods and 
consumer goods spurred the growth of manufacturing generally in Canada, 
but the regions most favoured by the induced effeets of the wheat boom 
evidently were Ontario and British Columbia, which were produeing many of 
the capital goods required by the investment taking place on the Prairies 
and elsewhere as a result of settlement and wheat production. The develop
ment of British Columbia, for example, focused overwhelmingly on lumber 
production, as much as 70 per cent of which went directly to the Prairie 
market (cf. Mackintosh, 1939, p. 47). The large volume of railway and other 
construction that was going on together with the agricultural investment 
meant strong demands for iron, steel and other metal produets and machin-
ery - goods in which Ontario apparently had a comparative advantage (cf. 
Caves and Holton, 1959, pp. 192-193). Although ali of Central Canada ex
perienced prosperity as a eonsequence of the wheat boom, Ontario which 
was produeing more capital goods fared relatively better than Quebec which 
concentrated more on the production of consumer goods. 

The Maritime Provinces did not share in the boom to the same extent 
as Central Canada and British Columbia. They were most distantly loeated 
from the centro of expansion and had not previously built up the base for 
massive industriai development. However, at least some of the prosperity 
spilled over into the Maritimes and for that region the early years of the 
wheat boom were years of considerable growth and expansion. Nova Scotia 
in particular, which had built up a coal and steel complex designed especial
ly to supply materials for railway investment, fared rather well. 

The first two decades of the twentieth century ineluded the classie 
period of the wheat boom. By the 1920s new staple produets had risen to 
prominence and, although expansion continued on the Prairies at a redueed 
rate, the primary dynamic element in national growth came to be loeated 
more and more on the forest and mining frontiers. Thus British Columbia, 
which had abundant resources of lumber, pulpwood and metals, experienced 
spectacular growth in the 1920s. Ontario, too, in addition to being the prin
cipal benefieiary of the induced effeets of the boom, had a large share of 
the new base-metal and pulp and paper Industries. Quebec seems to have 
fared somewhat better in this phase of the expansion when its own forest 
and minerai resources, bolstered by abundant hydro-electric sites, came into 
their own. In the 1920s, then, as one staple boom merged into another, the 
country continued to undergo rapid development. What is most significant 
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for the present purpose, though, is the changed location of the principal 
opportunities in this period. The magnitude of the shift may not have been 
great but it was a portent of things to come. 

The decade of the 1930s was, in general, severely depressed. Gross 
national produet per capita fell preeipitously after 1929 and, adjusted for 
changes in the level of prices, did not surpass the 1929 level again until 
1940. For this period the issue was not where economie opportunities lay 
but in which region conditions were least severe. Economie change over 
this period has been well documented and need not be gene into here (cf. 
Safarian, 1959). Suffice it to say that the depression was sharpest in the 
Prairie Provinces where it was conjoined with prolonged drought. 

The period from 1940 to the present has been one of fairly rapid devel
opment over ali and one in which there was first an adjustment to the fund
amental weaknesses laid bare during the Great Depression of the 1930s and 
then continuing national growth. By far the greatest need for adjustment was 
in the agricultural region of the Prai r ies . Opportunities in this la tes t period 
were to be found pre-eminently in Central Canada and British Columbia and 
the latter region in particular experienced rapid growth. In this period also, 
slower growth in the Maritime Provinces was clearly evident. 

The accuracy of interpreting the newest period of growth within the 
old framework of the staple thes i s is a matter of considerable debate among 
economists . One is tempted to follow the lead of reputable writers who have 
found in the new growth pattern evidence of the dependence of the economy 
upon a few export s taples along the lines of earlier years (cf. Caves and 
Holton, 1959). That viewpoint would be attractive to this study since the 
staple thes i s points so directly to the regional focus of the growth dynamic 
but it would probably be wiser not to yield. to temptation since the nature of 
Canadian development has beeome considerably more complex. To the 
Staples of an earlier period - pulp and paper and base metals - would have 
to be added several new ones - petroleum, iron and potash. The thing one 
notices immediately is the more dispersed location of this variety of staple 
produets. It i s now much less elear than in previous periods that regional 
growth patterns are so closely linked to the main regional s t ap les . 

British Columbia has continued to experience outstanding growth, with 
perhaps some slowing in very recent years . Staple export commodities - base 
metals and forest p r o d u e t s - a r e s t i l i a vital force in the development of this 
province but they seem l e s s able to account for the pattern of development 
which that province has been following. The newest s t a p l e s - i r o n ore in 
Eastern Canada and potash on the Prair ies - have not yet been adequately 
evaluated. Much, then, depends upon how one a s s e s s e s the eonsequence of 
petroleum. Clearly, Alberta has been one of the regions of rapid growth and 
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evidently rewarding economie opportunities. But it is l e s s clear that the oil 
diseoveries in that province are the principal bas i s of the boom there. The 
complex form of development now seen in Central Canada i s much more dif
ficult to link in a simple manner to the development of export s tap les . 

Two major adjustments of population have been required by the pattern 
that Canadian economie development has taken in this century. There was 
first a large inflow of population into the Prairie region, and then a reverse 
movement. Throughout the century, Ontario and British Columbia have been 
regions of rapid growth and evident economie opportunity a n d a s such should 
be expected to have eontinuously attracted population. The Maritime Prov
inces have been the disadvantaged region of the country. If population has 
tended to adjust to changing economie opportunities a continuing out-migra
tion from the Maritimes should have occurred. The ca se of Quebec is more 
difficult. The level of per capita ineome in that province has remained 
distinctly below that of Ontario, yet Quebec has shared to a considerable 
degree in the over-all national expansion. Nor did Quebec fare a s badly in 
the Great Depression as the Prair ie region or the Maritimes. At this stage it 
is difficult to say a priori what pattern of migration should be expected for 
Quebec.* 

5.3 DECADE MIGRATION PATTERNS, 1901-61 

5.3.1 THE NATURE OF THE EVIDENCE - The primary evidence to be 
considered i s the pattern of intereensal net migration for provinces for the 
decades 1901-11 to 1951-61 shown in Table 5 .1 . The est imates of net pro
vincial migration were prepared by Leroy O. Stone, using the Life Table 
Survival Ratio Method (see Appendix C). There is no pretense that these 
are highly accurate measurements of migration, but they provide the longest 
consistent es t imates available at present and are the only ones that give 
the age detail that i s pertinent to this study. Where possible weaknesses in 
the est imates impair the analys is , these will be pointed up in the course of 
the study. For some purposes, Stone's es t imates of net migration will be 
supplemented by s t a t i s t i c s of province of birth that permit .a look at the 
particular direetions of the flow of some of the major migration streams even 
if only in an imprecise way. 

Younger adult males consti tute the main group of migrants whose 
motivation is directly economie. On the whole, they a lso comprise the 
greater part of male migrants of ali ages. It is sensible , then, to focus on 
that group a s well as on the migration of the whole population. Intereensal 
net migration ratios are shown for males aged 20-44 in Table 5.2. Since 
many of the migrants of other ages or of the opposite sex would be depend-
ants of males aged 20 -44 , the ser ies for migration of the whole population 
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(Table 5.1)will usually be highly eorrelated with that for males aged 20-44. 

On occasion, though, the two series might differ signifieantly (note British 

Columbia in the decade 1911-21). Taken as a whole, however, the broad 

pattern of the net migration of males aged 20-44 conforms to that for the 

population aged 10 and over.' 

Toble 5.1 - Intereensal Net Migration Ratios,"» by Province, 

1901-11 to 1951-61 

(Data for a l i persons a l ive at the beginning of each decade) 

Province 

Prince Edward Island . . 

New Brunswick 

1901-11 

- 13.6 
- 0.6 
- 3.8 

4.3 
9.3 

41.2 
125.6 
123.8 

69.4 

1911-21*^ 

- 16.4 ' 
- 7.6 
- 7.3 
- 4 .0 

2.3 
5.1 

15.1 
20.9 
14.8 

1921-31 

- 11.1 
- 14.5 
- 11.5 

0.9 
5.1 

- 1.7 
- 0.7 

3.8 
18.7 

1931-41 

- 2.6 
0.8 

- 2.9 
0.1 
2.6 

- 6.8 
- 17.3 
- 5.6 

10.7 

1941-51 

- 12.4 
- 6.1 
- 8.7 
- 0.4 

7.2 
- 8.4 
- 23.3 
- 1.0 

23.9 

1951-61 

- 11.3 
- 4.4 
- 6.7 

5.1 
14.0 

0.3 
- 7.7 

12.9 
18.7 

^ Ratios computed by means of the Life Table Survival Ratio Technique ( see Appendix 
C). The base of the ratio i s the average of the s i z e s of the relevant age cohort at the begin
ning and at the end of the decade, and the ratio is expressed as a percentage (see Appendix 
C). 

'' Estimates do not take into account World War I deaths or the 1918 Influenza epidemie 
deaths. 

SOURCE: Same as Appendix Table C.2. 

Toble 5.2 - Intereensal Net Migration Ratios^ for Males Aged 20-44 

atthe End of Each Decade, by Province, 1901-11 to 1951-61 

Province 

Pr ince Edward Island. . 

1901-11 

- 4 6 . 6 
- 12.8 
- 17.4 

3.3 
13.2 
62.9 

151.0 
147.8 

93.0 

1911-21*" 

- 4 0 . 5 
- 18.5 
- 17.2 
- 9.9 
- 2.3 

2.2 
11.7 
18.2 

2.1 

1921-31 

- 23.5 
- 26.7 
- 22.8 

2.4 
10.3 

1.9 
6.5 

15.1 
29.6 

1931-41 

- 5.6 
0.9 

- 4.4 
- 2.2 

2.5 
- 12.4 
- 25.4 
- 8.1 

12.3 

1941-51 

- 26.7 
- 13.8 
- 19.6 
- 3.0 

9.4 
- 13.8 
- 32.0 
- 0.2 

26.1 

1951-61 

- 23.7 
- 7 . 0 
- 11.5 

8.8 
22.5 

3.9 
- 10.9 

22.6 
28.7 

° See Table S. l , footnote °. 
h See Table 5 .1 , footnote *>, and footnote '^ to the text. 

SOURCE: Same as Appendix Table C.2. 
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5.3.2 THE BROAD PATTERNS - Looking broadly at the experience of the 
whole century, Ontario and British Columbia have eonsistently been net 
gainers through migration and the Maritime Provinces have quite eonsistently 
had net out-migration. The Prairie Provinces experienced large net in-migra
tion in the early decades of the century, which sharply reversed into heavy 
net out-migration until the most reeent decade. This over-all pattern of migra
tion broadly reflects the changing focus of economie opportunity described 
above. But there is surely nothing novel in this and if the present analysis 
is to prove its worth it must move considerably farther. Since the main areas 
of opportunity have changed over time (notably the situation of the Prairie 
region), the following discussion is directed separately to the pattern of 
migration in three periods. These periods, corresponding to the phases in 
national development in the twentieth century diseussed in Seetion 5.2, are: 
(a) 1901-31-the period of western settlement; (b) 1931-41 and 1941-51 -
depression and recovery; and (e) 1951-61—continuing national growth. 

5.3.3 MIGRATION IN THE PERIOD OF WESTERN SETTLEMENT, 1901-
31 — The first two decades, and especially the first, were dominated by 
the settlement of the Prairie Provinces. The decade 1921-31 was a period 
of transition during which the settlement proeess appears to have been 
reversed in Manitoba and Saskatehewan but in which Alberta continued to 
have positive net migration.'" Migration to British Columbia was large during 
the first decade of the century but dropped sharply in 1911-21; this was 
especially pronouneed in the series for males aged 20-44. Net migration to 
British Columbia continued again at a high rate in the 1920s. The Maritimes 
lost population through migration but both Ontario and Quebec made substan
tial gains. However, the rates of in-migration to Ontario and Quebec were 
well below those of the western provinces. 

A point to bear in mind through the analysis of inter-provineial migra
tion is that the massive movement of people into the Prairie region during 
the early years of the twentieth century was only in part a migration of the 
Canadian-born population. Indeed, that may have been the lesser part. It is 
well known that a great number of settlers came directly from other countries. 
To the extent that immigrants rather than internai migrants comprised the 
dominant component of net provincial migration, analysis of the latter in 
terms of the relative attraetiveness of the several economie regions of 
Canada becomes eomplicated. It would be quite possible, and consistent 
with rational economie behaviour of migrants, for net internai migration and 
migration from abroad to be poorly eorrelated. As yet there are no very good 
measures available of internai migration of the Canadian-born alone. How
ever, if the appropriate qualifications are observed," use might be made of 
statistics of province of birth along lines explored by Buckley, 1962. These 
crude estimates of the internai migration of the Canadian-born are presented 
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in Table 5.3. The provincial gains, over intereensal periods, of migrants 

from abroad, shown in Table 5.4, are available only for the decades begin

ning with 1911-21. For the most important decade of western settlement 

there is, unfortunately, not much of a record from which to estimate the 

magnitude of international migration ot the region. 

Table 5.3 - Intereensal Net Change^ In Canadian-Born Population Residing 

Outside the Province of Birth, by Province of Residence, 

1901-11 to 1951-61 

Province of res idence 

Prince Edward Island . . 

1901-11 

•000 

- 6 
- 11 
- 9 
- 27 
- 148 
- .14 

\ 175= 

41 

1911-21 

•000 

- 3 
- 6 
- 1 
- 15 
- 3 
- 19 

\ 21 
16 

1921-31 

'000 

1 
- 10 
- 6 

25 
51 

- 3 6 
- 4 2 
- 13 

30 

1931^1 

•000 

b 

5 
- 5 

26 
100 

- 34 
- 115 
- 29 

52 

1941-51 

'000 

- 6 
- 27 
- 29 
- 11 

155 
- -57 
- 150 

7 
132 

1951-61 

•000 

- 7 
- 3 5 
- 26 

10 
113 

- 35 
- 93 

29 
51 

° Let k represent a province listed in the column headings and j represent the rest of 
Canada. The figure shown in one celi, in the relevant column, is ealeulated as j-born resi
dents of k at the end of the decade minus the j-bom residents of k at the beginning ot the 
decade. 

h Less than 1,000. 
o Separate figures for Saskatehewan and Alberta are not available for 1901. 

SOURCES: 195 1 Census, Voi. I, Table 45; 1961 Census, DBS 92-547, Table 49. 

Table 5 . 4 - Immigrants^ Since the Preceding Decennial Census, by 

Province of Residence, Census Years 1901 -61 ' ' 

Province 

Prince Edward Island . . 

1901 

•000 

1 
10 

5 
35 
44 
37 

1 48= 
43 

1921 

•000 

1 
20 
10 
83 

296 
87 

/ 125 
l 126 

107 

1931 

'000 

1 
15 
10 

100 
299 

64 
85 
98 
79 

1941 

•000 

2 
14 

7 
34 
78 

9 
8 

15 
22 

1951 

•000 

1 
7 
5 

63 
228 

23 
13 
36 
45 

1961 

•000 

1 
12 

7 
209 
664 
47 
21 
96 

140 

^ Includes Canadian-bom persons retuming from residence in other countries. 
*> Data for 1911 not available. 
^ Separate figures for Saskatehewan and Alberta are not available for 1901. 
SOURCES: 1901 Census, Voi. I , Table XVI; 1951 Census, Voi. I, Table 50; 1961 Cen

sus, DBS 92-548, Table 58. 
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For the decade 1901-11 , a very rough calculation can be made that 
indicates that migration from abroad to the Canadian prairies probably out-
weighed migration from other parts of Canada. This calculation uses census 
data on the numbers of foreign-born, by province, without regard to when 
they might bave migrated to Canada. The computation i s far from exact since 
some of the foreign-born would have died during the decade and many others 
would have been involved in internai migration. Nor are the data on inter
eensal changes in foreign-born directly comparable with census s ta t i s t i cs 
on immigration. In the decade under consideration, the internai migration of 
previous immigrants was undoubtedly significant and greatly complieates 
the interpretation of changes in numbers of foreign-born as immigration. For 
example, between 1911 and 1921- fo r which period census s t a t i s t i c s of 
immigration are available —the increase in the number of foreign-born in 
Saskatehewan was 199,000, well above the 125,000 immigrants recorded às 
having arrived since 1911.'^ Ontario, which was losing foreign-born popula
tion to the areas of western settlement as well as through death, had a gain 
in foreign-born of only 182,000 but had 299,000 immigrants. Setting as ide 
these limitations to the s t a t i s t i c s , the indication is that the Prairie region 
between 1901 and 1911 had a gain of foreign-born of 300,000 as contrasted 
with a gain in CanadianTborn from other provinces of 190,000. Migration of 
natives out of the region would have been small in this period. To other 
parts of Canada, mainly British Columbia, it was about 10,000 and one could 
guess that emigration was not much more. In the sueeeeding decade, emigra
tion of both Canadian and foreign-born was greater and the calculation of 
the components of population redistribution becomes more difficult. However, 
in comparison with a gross immigration of over 300,000, the gross in-move
ment from other provinces was l e s s than 40,000. Although subject to a con
siderable margin of error, these ealeulat ions suggest that immigration rather 
than migration from other provinces was the leading element in western 
settlement. 

The significant isSue that must be raised, but i s resolved neither here 
nor elsewhere in this study, i s whether to some unknown degree immigra
tion and internai migration are subst i tu tes . It is eonceivable that, given the 
economie opportunities exist ing in Western Canada, the flow into the area 
from the provinces to the eàs t would have been even greater if the volume of 
immigration had not been so h i g h . " The problem is a serious one for the 
interpretation of net provincial migration as an adjustment of population to 
altered economie opportunities, with an emphasis on the domestie popula
tion. 

In any event, the outstanding feature of the period 1901-31 with regard 
to the pattern of migration is a flow of population into the western regions 
that far exceeds any migration since that t i m e . " The movement took place 
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mainly in the first two decades of the period, the third decade being largely 
a period of consolidation and transition. In parts of the Prairie region (nota
bly the Peace River Districi), settlement was stili going on in the 1920s; in 
other parts of the region the reversai had begun. 

Net migration was negative for the Maritime Provinces throughout the 
period of western settlement. The negative net migration from Nova Scotia 
and New Brunswick was remarkably mild in 1901-11 and also in 1911-21 if 
the estimates for that decade are admitted to have a downward b ias . " Net 
out-migration did not really mount until the 1920s when it became quite 
substantial. The ratio for New Brunswick, for example, was four per cent in 
the first decade of the century but rose to 12 per cent by the 1920s. The. 
pattern for males aged 20-44 was not quite as pronouneed as for the 
whole population. For Prince Edward Island on the other hand, the net out-
migration ratio was high (absolutely throughout the period and tended to be 
higher in the first two decades than in the 1920s. 

The record for Quebec during the period of western settlement poses a 
number of puzzles. For none of the three decades was net migration large 
relative to population, at least in comparison with the experience of other 
provinces, but the positive net migration ratio of four per hundred population 
achieved in the first decade of the century was well above that of any other 
decade until 1951-61 (Table 5.1). The net migration ratio fell in the 1911-
21 decade to a negative figure of about four per hundred and in 1921-31 it 
appears to have risen again but remained below the level of 1901-11. The 
pattern for males aged 20-44is similar but on a redueed scale ." The pattern 
raises suspicions but it must be kept in mind that the estimates may not be 
adequate to support any interpretation of their movement. For ali of this 
period the net migration ratios for Quebec are so low that, given the pos
sible errors of estimation, they may not be signifieantly different from zero. 
War deaths and the consequences of the influenza epidemie of 1918, as has 
been noted, have not been taken into account in estimating the migration 
ratios of Tables 5.1 and 5.2; thus the estimates for that decade are probably 
biased downward for ali provinces." Whether that bias may be relatively 
greater for Quebec could only be a guees. Although it is interesting that 
estimates of internai migration based on statistics of province of birth 
(Table 5.3) do not indicate a fall in Quebec net migration during 1911-21 
and data on French-language, Canadian-born in the United States do 
not indicate an aeeelerated emigration from Quebec, these points do not 
constitute a real test of the estimates for Quebec." The validity of the fall 
in net migration for Quebec in the 1911-21 decade cannot be evaluated at 
this time but if the apparent pattern for the first three decades of the cen
tury is genuine it raises problems of interpretation. The record of differential 
regional economie development in Canada offers little in the way of an ex
planation of such a pattern. 
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The pattern of migration for British Columbia over the period of west
ern settlement is also something of an enigma. In the decade 1901-11, 
British Columbia was partieipating fully in the generally voluminous in-
migration to the west. Then, in the sueeeeding decade, net migration fell 
sharply. This was especially notieeable for males aged 20-44 for whom net 
migration fell almost to zero. Although the problem of bias exists here as it 
did for Quebec, the fall in British Columbia is supported by other evidence. 
The rate of growth of employment in British Columbia fell almost to zero 
during the decade in question. Net migration to British Columbia picked up 
again in the decade 1921 -31 when this province, along with Ontario, became 
a chief region of gain. 

5.3.4 DEPRESSION AND RECOVERY, 1931-41 AND 1941-51 - The prin
cipal consequences of the Great Depression were generally redueed migra
tion and a marked alteration of the pattern of previous decades. The Prairie 
region ceased to be an area of attraetion to migrants and became the leading 
area of out-migration. The division of the period, on the basis of decennial 
census intervals, does not exactly fit the timing of depression and recovery. 
The depression was well under way by 1931. Indeed by 1931 it was close to 
its depth. However, recovery had not proceeded far by 1941 and the entire 
decade 1931-41 can aptly.be described as depressed (cf. Safarian, 1959). 
By contrast, the decade. 1941-51 was thoroughly prosperous. The recovery 
referred to in the designation of this period is not the more usuai recovery 
from the depths of depression — achieved in this caseby about 1940 —but the 
readjustment to the more fundamental weaknesses that the depression had 
revealed. This proeess of readjustment, particularly as it concerns the 
changed position of the Prairie region, is the most marked feature of the 
pattern of migration during the two decades. 

The outstanding feature of the period of depression and recovery is 
the marked reversai of net migration for the Prairie Provinces. The net in
flow to the Prairies had pretty well run out by the 1920s and in the 1930s it 
turned into a heavy out-migration which continued into the decade of the 
1940s and gained in volume. In both the depression and recovery decades, 
Ontario and British Columbia continued to be the regions that experienced 
large gains in population through migration. In the former decade net migra
tion from the Maritime Provinces fell to insigpificance but in the sueeeeding 
decade it reverted to rates of negative net migration that ranged from the 
modest figure of six per cent for Nova Scotia to the more substantial level 
of 12 per cent for Prince Edward Island. In 1931-41, Quebec net migration 
fell to close to zero and did not change appreciably in the following decade. 
The interpretation of the experience of Quebec through these two decades 
must be somewhat different. Net migration remained close to zero in 1941-
51 despite rather substantial immigration. By implication the migration of 
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native-born from Quebec either to other provinces or to the United States 
must have increased." 

5.3.5 CONTINUINO NATIONAL GROWTH, 1951-61 - The most reeent 
decade suggests the emergence of a new pattern of migration in Canada. 
The Prairie region may have achieved a complete adjustment to the fund
amental problems laid bare by the depression. The proeess was perhaps 
slower in Saskatehewan which stili experienced net out-migration in 1951-
6 1 . " Manitoba's net migration fell to about zero and Alberta emerged as a 
new and important area of net gain. British Columbia and Ontario continued 
to be the chief areas of net gain; in this decade the net in-migration ratio 
for Ontario was the highest observed for any intereensal period in the twen
tieth century. Net out-migration from the Maritime Provinces continued, al
though only for Prince Edward Island did the r^tio exceed 10 per cent in 
absolute value. Finally, Quebec emerged for the first time since 1901-11 
as a substantial net gainer through migration, although the ratio (five per 
cent) was not especially high. 

Once again it is necessary to emphasize the role of immigration from 
other countries. For many provinces, by far the larger part of net migration 
is accounted for by immigration. For example, in 1951-61, province of birth 
statistics indicate a very small net inflow to Quebec from other provinces; 
the large positive net migration for Quebec results almost entirely from im
migration. In Manitoba there may have been a net loss to other provinces 
that was more than offset by a high level of immigration. 

5.4 AN INTERPRETATION OF THE DECADE 
MIGRATION PATTERNS, 1901-61 

The intent of this Chapter is to interpret the migration patterns de
scribed in the foregoing Sections in terms of the adjustment to differential 
economie opportunities. The analytical framework for the primary task was 
outlined in Seetion 5.1 and the procedure followed involves a rather straight-
forward historical discussion, fitting the evidence to the model in a relative
ly unsophisticated way. As need arises, a variety of evidence is ealled 
upon for the purposes of the analysis. The more formai approach of actually 
fitting a model by statistical techniques is left to Seetion 5.5 where the 
problem is narrowed to proportions that are more manageable in that way. 

In the present part of the study, differential economie opportunities 
are viewed primarily as emerging from conditions in the labour market. Three 
objective indicators are used - regional levels of per capita income, regional 
differences in shifts of workers from "rural" to urban/industrial occupa
tions, and the ratio at the beginning of the decade of males aged 10-19 to 
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the male labour force. Per capita ineome is a reasonably comprehensive 
indicator of economie well-being. Struetural change gives some indication 
of changing-.conditions of demand in the labour market. The third indicator 
is used to represent likely pressures on supply of labour in the period 
studied. 

For years prior to 1926 the only statistics available for income per 
person are for five major regions of the country rather than for nine prov
inces. For the early years, then, it is necessary to aggregate the migration 
statistics for provinces within the Maritime and Prairie regions. The prov
inces within these two regions had similar ineome and migration character
isties in the period involved. This can be seen from a comparison of the 
migration estimates of Table 5.1 for the individuai Maritime and Prairie 
provinces with the figures for the two regions shown in Table 5.5. Because 
of this general homogeneity of the provinces making up the two regions that 
are groups of provinces, the analysis is directed mainly to major regions 
rather than to individuai provinces. For more reeent decades, the focus is 
shifted to individuai provinces in the Maritimes or Prairies only when it 
enhances the analysis. 

Table 5.5 - Net Migration Ratios^ for Population Aged 10 and Over 

and Males Aged 2 0 - 4 4 at the End of Each Decade, 

rMarltime and Prairie Regions, 1901 -11 to 1951 -61 

Period 

1901-11 
1911 -21d 
1921-31 
1931-41 
1941-51 
1951 - 6 1 . 

Maritimes' ' 

Population, 
10 and over 

- 2.7 
- 7.2 
- 11.6 
- 0.8 
- 6.7 
- S.l 

Males, 
2 0 - 4 4 

- 17.5 
- 19.6 
- 24.7 
- 1.9 
- 16.9 
- 9.8 

Prairies"^ 

Population, 
10 and over 

72.5 
11.3 

- 0.3 
- 9.4 
- 9.9 

2.3 

Males, 
20 -44 

118.4 
11.0 
8 0 

- 16.1 
- 15.3 

7.2 

a See Table 5 .1 , footnote ^. 
h P r ince Edward Is land, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. 
^ Manitoba, Saskatehewan, Alberta. 
•̂  Es t ima tes do not take into account World War I dea ths or the 1918 Influenza epidemie 

dea ths ; see footnote *' to text . 

SOURCE: Same as Appendix Table C. 2. 

5.4.1 REGIONAL AND PROVINCIAL INCOME D I F F E R E N T I A L S - The 

only comprehensive study of regional levels of ineome in Canada that comes 
anywhere near to covering the period for which migration is being studied 
here is that undertaken by the present author (cf. Mclnnis, 1968). The basic 
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long-term series of that study is given in Table 5.6 and is used as the 
source of regional per capita income differentials for the subsequent analy
sis. The statistics of Table 5.6 refer to participation ineome rather than to 
the more comprehensive measure of personal income. Participation income 
includes only wages and salaries and the net income of unincorporated 
business.^" It differs from personal,income by the exclusion of investment 
ineome and government transfer payments. Participation income is ali that 
could be estimated for years prior to 1926. However, since it includes those 
components of personal ineome that are most clearly dependent upon a 
particular location, it might be argued that participation ineome is the prefer-
able measure for the analysis of migration. In this particular application 
there is no real issue since the differences between regional relative levels 
of participation income and personal ineome are insignificant. 

Table 5.6 - Average Annual Participation Incomea per Capita, 
by Major Regions, 1910-11 to 1960-62 

Period 

1960-62 

Canada Maritimes Quebec Ontario Prairies 
British 

Columbia 

Participation income per capita in dollars 

249 
430 
290 
423 
952 

1,241 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

159 
298 
208 
291 
615 
833 

191 
362 
272 
374 
777 

1,087 

261 
465 
358 
515 

1.121 
1,465 

315 
501 
218 
370 

1.018 
1,229 

464 
520 
398 
537 

1,117 
1,434 

Ineome relatives (Canada = 100) 

64 
69 
72 
69 
65 
67 

77 
84 
94 
88 
82 
88 

105 
108 
123 
122 
118 
118 

127 
117 
75 
87 

107 
99 

186 
121 
137 
127 
117 
115 

a Participation income, sometimes referred to as earnings from employment, i s the sum. 
of wages and salaries and the net incomes bf farm and non-farm unincorporated bus iness . 

SOURCE: Mclnnis, 1968, Table 2. 

A quick survey of the regional income differentials shown in Table 
5.6 indicates that regional net migration in Canada has generally been 
closely related to the relative levels of regional ineome. Roughly speaking, 
it is easy to find support for an economie interpretation of regional migra
tion. A concise way to consider the relationships between regional net mi
gration and levels of income per capita is through the rank eorrelations of 
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the two. Table 5.7 presents Spearman rank correlation coefficients between 
provincial net migration of males aged 20-44 and levels of participation 
income per capita.^ ' Also shown are the eorrelations of migration with the 
other variables described above. The interpretation of these rank eorrela
tions is undertaken at a later juneture. Suffice it to say here that , on the 
whole, migration is highly eorrelated with relative levels of income. The 
only exception to that generalization is the decade of the 1930s. 

Table 5.7 - Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients Between the Net 
Migration Ratio^for Males Aged 20-44 at the End of Each Decade and 

Selected Variables, Provinces, 1901 -11 to 1951-61 

Selected variables 

Per capita participation income at the 

Per cent of the work force in non-agri
cultural activity at the beginning of 

Per cent change in non-agricultural em-

Ratio of males aged 10- 19 to the total 
male work force at the beginning ofthe 

Per capita participation income at the 

Per cent of the work force in non-agri
cultural activity at the beginning of 

Per cent change in non-agricultural em-

Ratio of males aged 10 - 19 to the total 
male work force at the beginning ofthe 

1901-11 

e 

e 

0.98d 

e 

1931-41 

e 

0.76 

e 

e 

1911-21 

l.OOd 

e 

e 

- 0 . 7 5 

1941-51 

0.93 

0.76 

e 

e 

1921-31 

0.90d 

e 

0.70 

- 0.75 

1951-61 

0.85 

e 

e 

- 0.72 

s See Table 5.1, footnote .̂ 
*> See Table 5.6, footnote .̂ 
^ No data available on regional participation income in 1901. 
d Based on five regions only. The 1911- 21 figure is signifieantly different from zero at 

the 10 per cent level. 
= Not signifieantly different from zero at the 10 per cent level of statistical signifi

cance. 
SOURCES: Tables 5.2, S.6, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. 

5.j<.2 DIFFERENTIAL RATES OF 'INDUSTRIALIZATION' - It i s worth 
exploring some al ternat ives to relative levels of ineome a s measures of 
differential economie opportunities. Although per capita income levels may 
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he conceived a s the simplest and most comprehensive indicator of economie 
opportunity, in practjce other variables may add to the explanation of migra
tion. Under some conditions regional ineome levels may lag behind the 
changes occurring in differential opportunity. Studies of migration over short-
term periods frequently find that variables reflecting the relative price of 
labour, such a s wage rates , provide relatively poor explanations. Similarly, 
ineome levels may not change sufficiently in the short run to be able to 
account very well for changes in ra tes of migration. However, this should 
not be a problem with analys is of periods of decade l eng th . " Other indica
tors of economie opportunities should at leas t be given consideration. 

One alternative indicator of economie opportunities is the extent of 
struetural change that a region is undergoing. What for want of a better tit le 
might be ealled ' industr ial izat ion' is introdueed here to denote the shift of 
workers from predominantly rural occupations, such as farming and fishing, 
to predominantly urban occupations. The latter include not only ' industr iai ' 
occupations in a narrow sense but a lso those in the service s e c t o r . " A 
marked shift of workers out of rural occupations, or what might be ealled 
'agriculture ' , into ' industr ia i ' occupations is widely agreed to be one of the 
prominent features of economie development (cf. Kuznets , 1966; Clark, 
1959). Except during the early period of western settlement, the extent of 
the shift of workers from agricultural to industriai occupations might be 
taken a s an indicator of changing economie opportunities. 

The use of ' industr ial izat ion ' as a measure of economie opportunity 
might take either of two forms. The best opportunities might be expected to 
lie in those regions that at the beginning of the decade under consideration 
have the highest proportions of their workers in non-agricultural occupations. 
Alternatively, the rate of growth of employment in non-agrieultural occupa
tions over the course of the decade might be expected to be a stronger indi
cator. The latter implies a shorter lag and might a lso be preferable if the 
intention i s to get at something a l i t t le more dynamic so as to refleet 
changes in job opportunities that are not brought out in the income measure. 
Correlation coefficients between rates of net migration and both of these 
indicators of ' industr ial izat ion ' are shown in Table 5.7. The measures 
themselves are presented in Tables 5.8 and 5.9. 

Both measures of ' industr ial izat ion' are more weakly related to net 
migration than are relative levels of income. It should be no surprise that it 
is only after the period of settlement that relationships between migration 
and industrialization are obtainable that come anywhere near being signifi
cant. In the early period it is known that attractive opportunities lay in the 
western provinces which were predominantly agricultural, and in agriculture 
itself. For the more reeent decades , however, the rather weak performance 
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Table 5.8 - Per Cent of the Work Forcea in Non-agricultural Occupations,h . 
Canada and Provinces, 1901 -61 

Province 1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 1951 1961 

Per cent of the work force 

Canada 
Newfoundland ; , 
Prince Edward Island , 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec ' . . , 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 

Canada 

Newfoundland 
Prince Edward Island. . 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 

58.3 

e 

33.2 

56.0 

53.5 

60.9 

59.1 

44.5 

•33. Od 

84.6 

64.4 

33. 

63. 

59. 

68. 

68. 

60. 

[35. 

L49.' 

85. 

66.4 
e 

36.7 

66.9 

62.5 

71.6 

73. S 

59.8 

34.3 

47.0 

81.9 

70.0 
e 

38.5 

69.4 

63.8 

77.1 

76.9 

64.0 

39.1 

48.3 

82.7 

72.9 
e 

41.6 

74.7 

68.6 

77.9 

81.0 

63.3 

39.8 

49.9 

83.7 

83.4 

79.3 

56.4 

84.8 

81.5 

86.3 

89.0 

74.7 

50.7 

67.2 

92.4 

89.4 

91.2 

66.9 

91.5 

90.8 

92.3 

92.7 

82.1 

62.9 

78.5 

94.9 

Relative levels (Canada = 100) 

100 
e 

57 

96 

92 

104 

101 

76 

57d 

145 

100 
C 

53 

98 

92 

106 

107 

94 

55 

77 

133 

100 
e 

55 

101 

94 

108 

111 

90 

52 

71 

123 

100 
e 

55 

99 

91 

110 

110 

91 

56 

69 

118 

100 
C 

57 

102 

94 

107 

111 

87 

55 

68 

115 

100 

95 

68 

102 

98 

103 

107 

90 

61 

81 

111 

100 

102 

75 

102 

102 

103 

104 

92 

70 

88 

106 

8 Work force refers to gainfuUy occupied for the years 1901 to 194 1 and to the labour 
force for 195 1 and 1961. 

h Occupations other than farming and fishing. 
^ Not available. 
" Separate figures for Saskatehewan and Alberta are not available for 1901. 

SOURCES: 1951Census, Bui. SP - 8, Table 5; 1961 Census, DBS 99-522, Table 2. 

of this variable is a l i t t le surprising. Only in two decades (1931-41 and 
1941-51) is migration clearly eorrelated with the proportion of the work 
force in non-agricultural occupations at the beginning of the decade. The 
growth of employment variable fares even l e s s well. The high correlation 
between this latter variable and migration in the first decade of the century 
points up the weakness of the variable for analys is of this kind. Rates of 
growth of non-agrieultural employment will be relatively high because 
migration is high. This shows up especia l ly clearly in the decade 1901-11 
when employment generally was expanding rapidly in the western regions. 
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especially non-agricultural employment (despite the fact that the settlement 
was agriculturally based). 

Table 5.9 - Per Cent Change of Work Force,^ Canada and Provinces, 
1901-11 to 1951-61 

Province 

Prince Edward Island . . 

Prince Edward Island . . 

1901-11 1 9 1 1 - 2 1 1 9 2 1 - 3 1 1931-41 1941-51 1951 -61 

Total work force 

52.8 
b 

- 5.0 
11.7 
7.0 

27.5 
31.4 

106.9 

}668 .3d 

153.4 

69.0 
b 

- 3.1 
26.4 
18.9 
42.3 
52.6 

181.2 

J873.8d 

157.3 

16.2 
b 

- 2.9 
6.8 

10.5 
19.5 
12.7 
21.4 

f 27.6 
\ 33.7 

6.5 

Non-

19.6 
b 

5.1 
12.6 
16.2 
25.9 
20.6 
19.9 

f 24.4 
l 26.6 

1.6 

23.9 
b 

3.6 
- 2.3 

5.5 
30.9 
20.5 
25.1 
27.3 
32.4 
39.4 

agricultur 

30.8 
b 

8.6 
1.4 
7.8 

40.9 
26.1 
34.1 
44.3 
36.2 
40.7 

7.0 
b 

- 2.8 
5.6 
5.1 

16.3 
8.1 

- 1.8 
- 6.8 

0.7 
2.5 

23.4 
b 

9.4 
15.6 
15.1 
23.8 
29.5 
12.4 

- 4.3 
22.9 
41.6 

al work force ̂  

11.4 
b 

5.1 
13.7 
12.9 
17.4 
13.9 

- 2.9 
- 9.5 

4.0 
3.8 

23.3 
b 

48.3 
31.2 
36.9 
37.3 
42.4 
32.7 
21.8 
65.4 
56.2 

22.2 
5.5 

C 

7.2 
5.5 

20.1 
27.0 
14.8 
7.8 

38.3 
30.0 

31.1 
21.4 
18.8 
15.8 
17.5 
28.4 
32.1 
26.1 
33.7 
61.7 
33.5 

« See Table 5.8, footnote ^. 
h Not available. 
•̂  Virtually zero. 
^ Separate figures for Saskatehewan and Alberta are not available for 1901. 
® Occupations other than farming and fishing. 

SOURCES: Same as Table 5.8. 

In one case however, the growth of employment in non-agricultural 
occupations may provide a useful supplement to ineome differentials as a 
factor explaining regional migration. This is the decade 1921-31 when, as 
explained below, regional differences in per cent growth of non-agrieultural 
employment may throw additional light on the basis of the pattern of migra
tion. 
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5.4.3 POPULATION PRESSURE - It is widely reeognized that there have 
been pronouneed differences among Canadian provinces in rates of naturai 
increase of population." These probably entail varying degrees of pressure 
on labour supply among the provinces. So far, the explanation òf migration 
as a response to differential economie opportunity advanced in this study 
has tended, at least implicitly, to emphasize factors affecting regional 
demands for labour. Admittedly, both ineome differentials and growth of 
industriai employment are ex post measures that refleet the influenees of 
both demand and supply. But the use of base-period income and industriali
zation puts the emphasis on demand. 

It is perhaps appropriate to focus first on demand factors since the 
author's view of economie development is that it is the large changes oc
curring in the distribution of the demands for labour that are primarily res
ponsible for the need for population redistribution. However, this should not 
preclude consideration of the possibility that influenees on the supply side 
might also be significant. Indeed, regional differences in the pressure of 
labour supply are found to provide a useful supplement to ineome differen
tials. Economie opportunities in one province may be less promising than 
elsewhere because of past population increases and greater eompetition in 
the labour market from new entrants. Moreover, the extent of this sort of 
population pressure may have varied over time in the several provinces so 
that the effectsof labour supply may have varied from decade to decade. 
Farrar, 1962, examined the relationship between migration and prior naturai 
increase as an indicator of population pressure; he found these to be nega-
tively related, as might be expected, but not very strongly. The naturai in
crease of the previous decade should not show up strongly, however, as 
pressure on the supply of labour in the present decade. 

A longer lag is appropriate, however. A coneeptually superior and more 
readily available indicator of prospective pressure from new entrants into 
the labour market is the ratio of males 10-19 years of age to total male 
workers at the beginning of the decade (Table 5.10). The extent of variation 
in the ratios is almost surprising. Even otherwise similar provinces exhibit 
substantial differences in the relative magnitudes of the potential increase 
in the supply of labour. In 1951, for example, the ratio for Saskatehewan was 
more than 10 per cent above that of either Alberta or Manitoba. In half of the 
decades under consideration the negative rank correlation between this ratio 
and provincial net migration rates is signifieantly greater than zero at the 
0.05 level of statistical significance. In one other decade (1941-51) the 
correlation falls only slightly short of such significance. Of the two periods 
for which there is no significant correlation, one is the first decade of the 
century when the locations of demands for labour were changing so dramati
cally that the influence of any supply variable would surely be swamped 
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and the other is 1931-41, the depression decade for which neither income 
differentials nor labour supply provides a good explanation of the pattern of 
migration." 

Table 5.10 - Male Population Aged 10-19 as Per Cent of the 
Total Male Work Force,^ Canada and Provinces, 1901 -61 

Province 

Prince Edward Island . . 

Prince Edward Island . . 

1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 1951 1961 

Per cent of the total male work force 

37.5 
b 

42.2 
37.4 
39.3 
42.6 
35.9 
36.7 

\ 41.5"= 

18.3 

100 
b 

113 
100 
105 
114 

96 
98 

l tu': 
49 

30.0 
b 

38.9 
35.0 
37.5 
39.0 
29.2 
29.0 

r 23.1 
1 23.0 

15.3 

Rei 

100 
b 

130 
117 
125 
130 

97 
97 

f 77 
1 77 

51 

32.3 
b 

34.5 
35.3 
37.2 
40.2 
29.0 

. 33.1 
30.8 
28.6 
21.6 

s t ive le 

100 
b 

107 
109 
115 
124 

90 
102 

95 
89 
67 

32.9 
b 

34.1 
36.5 
39.1 
37.6 
29.7 
34.5 
35.7 
31.0 
23.7 

33.3 
b 

36.5 
36.8 
40.8 
38.5 
29.5 
32.8 
35.5 
31.5 
24.8 

vels (Canada = 

100 
b 

104 
I H 
119 
114 

90 
105 
109 

94 
72 

100 
b 

110 
111 
123 
116 

89 
98 

107 
95 
74 

26.9 
37.7 
31.8 
31.1 
34.2 
31.1 
22.6 
25.5 
28.7 
26.4 
21.8 

100) 

100 
140 
118 
116 
127 
116 

84 
95 

107 
98 
81 

35.5 
58.1 
41.3 
41.3 
48.3 
40.4 
30.9 
33.5 
34.4 
32.2 
31.8 

100 
164 
116 
116 
136 
114 

87 
94 
97 
91 
90 

a See Table 5.8, footnote «. 
^ Not available. 
•̂  Separate figures for Saskatehewan and Alberta are not available for 1901. 
SOURCES: 1961 Census, DBS 9 2 T 5 4 2 , Table 20, and DBS 94-501, Table 1. 

The measure of potential increases in supply of labour is not related 
to migration at ali as strongly as regional levels of income and it should in 
no sense be regarded as a substitute for ineome differentials. It is elear 
enough that any discussion of migration within the framework of an economie 
model must start with ineome differentials, but other variables may be useful 
in rounding out the explanation. In the Canadian case, as shown in the 
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analysis to follow, regional differences in the extent of pressure on labour 
supply i s one of these. 

The following Sections incorporate the variables d iseussed above — 
income differentials, pressure on labour supply and ' industr ial izat ion ' — 
together with more general descriptions of the features of economie develop
ment in an interpretation of the changing pattern of regional net migration 
over each of the periods of western sett lement, depression and recovery and 
continuing national growth. With five regions or with nine or ten provinces, 
it makes no sense to attempt formai s ta t i s t ica l analys is . The influenees of 
the variables that have heretofore been considered separately are blended 
instead in a more general, impressionistie interpretation. 

5.4.4 INTERRELATIONS IN THE PRINCIPAL PERIOD OF SETTLEMENT, 
1901-11 AND 1911-21 — Regional net migration in this period was domina
ted by the movement of population to exploit the opportunities offered in 
the new lands of the western provinces. By any historical comparison in 
Canada, the movement was huge. In the first decade of the century the net 
migration of males aged 20 -44 to each of the western provinces exceeded 
the number of males of those ages residing in the area at the beginning of 
the decade. This agricultural settlement and the development of a whole 
system of urban centres that accompanied it was a forward-looking thing. It 
must far surpass anything that objective measures such as ineome levels 
would indicate. But this is not to deny that the opportunities were there and 
were appreeiated by the se t t le rs . The history of settlement has been well 
documented and there i s no need to dwell at length on this feature of the 
pattern of migration. 

The data that are available on ineome levels support the view that 
Western Canada was a 'leading area of economie opportunity in the first two 
decades of the twentieth century, although they fall short of indicating the 
extent of the opportunities as they must have been pereeived by the se t t le rs . 
The income s ta t i s t i c s presented in Table 5.6 pertain only to 1910-11 , al
though it i s unlikely that the differentials for 1901 differed much." Even 
making a rough mental adjustment for the undoubtedly higher level of prices 
in the western regions, one cannot avoid the conclusion that incomes in 
British Columbia and the Pra i r ies were clearly above those in the older 
regions of the country. The attraetion of British Columbia is most evident in 
the level of per capita income — 86 per cent above the national average in 
1 9 1 0 - 1 1 . " On the other band, the relative at t raet iveness of the Prairie re
gion is probably understated by the income s t a t i s t i c s . In the first place, the 
relatively high level of wage and salary earnings in Saskatehewan and 
Alberta was found despi te sparse representation of many ofthe higher paying 
occupations. Greater relative numbers of workers appeared in high-level 
jobs only as the strueture of the region evolved. 
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It must also be reeognized that for the Prairies, as well as for British 
Columbia, the attraetion did not lie only in the higher level of earnings that 
could be immediately obtained. To a considerable degree, the huge movement 
of settlers into the region must have reflected the expeetation of the mi
grants that opportunities would continue and possibly even improve in the 
future. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, there was free land. Both to 
immigrants and to the settlers from the eastern provinces, the offer of a 
homestead was the crowning attraetion of the Prairie region." Higher rates of 
net migration to Saskatehewan and Alberta than to Manitoba directly refleet 
the search for free land, since. by 1901 there was little homestead land stili 
available in Manitoba. Free land gave to many the prospect of a long-term 
future in the prosperous surroundings of an area of great agricultural poten
tial, which was keenly appreeiated by the settlers. As many writers have 
shown, the flow of immigrants into the area varied from year to year in close 
eorrespondenee with the price of wheat. Those migrants who did not see in 
free land a long-term future of prosperity at least foresaw the prospeets of 
handsome gains to be made from proving homesteads that could later be 
sold at rewarding prices. In one way or another the attraetion of the Prairies 
to migrants during the first two decades of the twentieth century is not hard 
to appreeiate. 

A more perplexing issue that tries the economie model of migration 
more severely concerns the distribution by province of origin of Canadian-
born migrants to the western provinces. The Canadian-born settlers of 
Saskatehewan and Alberta came overwhelmingly from Ontario, a fact that 
can be determined in a sufficiently accurate way from the statistics on 
province of birth. On the basis of intereensal changes in numbers of 
persons born in provinces other than their province of residence, it may be 
concluded that during the decade 1901-11 Saskatehewan received 70 per 
c^nT of its Canadian-born settlers from Ontario." Quebec sent only 10 per 
cent, fewer than Manitoba which was the province of birth of 15 per cent. 
Canadian-born in-migrants who originated in the Maritime region were only 
five per cent of the total. The pattern for Alberta.was similar to that of 
Saskatehewan. 

A straightforward application of the economie theory of resouree allo
cation to the objective evidence of ineome differentials, labour supply and 
industrialization would not seem to lead to a conclusion that the movement 
to the west would come mainly from Ontario. The income differential between 
Quebec and the Maritimes and the western regions was surely greater than 
that for Ontario. Of course, the distance from Quebec and the Maritimes to 
the Prairies was greater and so the costs of movement would have been 
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higher but that difference must have been slight relative to the gains that 
were to be made. Moreover, costs did not seriously deter migrants from other 
countries, judging by the size of the inflow of immigrants. 

A ready explanation lies in the cultural differences among people of 
the eastern provinces. Certainly the movement from Quebec to the Prairies 
was much smaller in relation to the population of Quebec than even that 
from the Maritimes. The desire of the people of Quebec to live in familiar 
surroundings with assurances of their language and religion cannot bewhoUy 
neglected. Cultural factors such as these, however, lie outside the purview 
of the economist who takes as his task the assessment of the economie 
determinants and consequences of such phenomena as migration. The author, 
in his capacity as an economie analyst, would like to suggest, without im-
plying any denial of the operation of cultural and other social influenees 
on migrants, that economie influenees may also have worked in the direction 
of providing a greater indueement for people to migrate from Ontario than 
from Quebec. In addition, there may have been a stronger attraetion for out-
migrants from Ontario to move to Western Canada than for out-migrants from 
Quebec and the Maritimes. No complete test of these assertions is attempted 
here. Space does not permit it and much research remains to be done before 
any really firm conclusion can be reaehed. In what follows only the main 
elements of the argument are sketched. Explanations based on cultural 
differences, however valid they may be, are ali too frequently presented as 
almost self-evident. At the very least it would be reassuring to find indicà
tions that the heavy flow of migrants from Ontario, which otherwise appeared 
to be a relatively favoured area of the country, was not entirely at variance 
with a rational calculation of economie benefits. 

In the first place, it should be kept in mind that the theory of resouree 
allocation indicates only that workers will move from areas of lesser to 
areas of greater economie return. To postulate that when both Ontario and 
Quebec offer rewards inferior to those in the Prairie region or British 
Columbia, migrants would come from Ontario and Quebec in proportion to the 
relative gains to be achieved in each case, would require a much stronger 
formulation of the economie theory of migration than is made here. This is 
worth pointing out since it is too easy to be led to describe the world in 
linear terms.'" Even with the stronger version, though, it is doubtful that 
the disparity in the movements from the eastern regions would be expected 
to be so great." 

An economie rationale for the especially heavy migration from Ontario 
to the west is found in the way in which the agricultural development of the 
Prairies affeeted agriculture in Central Canada. Proponents of the staple 
theory have emphasized the positive effeets of agricultural development in 
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the west upon the non-agricultural, industriai economy of Central Canada. 
However, in 1901 and 1911 Ontario and Quebec sti l i had significant propor
tions of their work force in agriculture. At an earlier date , Quebec agricul
ture had transferred from grain-growing to dairying, and hay and vegetable 
production. Immediately prior to the opening of the Canadian west, Ontario 
was the principal grain-growing region of the country and some dis t r ie ts of 
Ontario special ized largely in wheat production. The settlement of the 
wheat-growing lands of the west brought Ontario wheat farmers into direct 
eompetition with the new and highly productive farms of Manitoba and 
Saskatehewan. In the first decade of the century, a large segment of Ontario 
agriculture faced extreme competitive pressure and was foreed to undergo a 
substantial transformation. The same kind of pressure on the agricultural 
sector was not found in Quebec; if anything, Quebec agriculture, like that of 
the eastern regions of Ontario that had already made the transformation out 
of wheat, enjoyed prosperous t imes. '^ The urban/industrial development of 
Quebec, nurtured by the investment boom in Western Canada, was accompa
nied by strengthened demand for the produets of Quebec agriculture. The 
same was true in Ontario, in that a considerable part of the rural economy of 
that province found itself more directly in eompetition with farmers in the 
w e s t . " 

The rapid growth of c i t i es and the industrialization of Central Canada 
meant that in both Ontario and Quebec there was an indueement for people 
to leave agriculture. The point being made here is that the indueement would 
have been relatively greater in the wheat-growing areas of Ontario. Potential 
migrants out of agricultural areas of Ontario and Quebec faced two alterna
tive opportunities. They could move to the nearby c i t ies or move to farms in 
Western Canada. The latter alternative would have been the more attractive 
to just those rural res idents who were under greatest pressure to m o v e - t h e 
people of the wheat-growing areas of western Ontario. These people were 
generally more distant from the growing urban centres and they already had 
ski l ls in wheat-growing. It would be quite reasonable to expeet that they 
constituted the main stream of Ontario migrants to the Prairie P r o v i n c e s . " 

An additional point to be made i s that the flow of information from 
persons who had previously migrated would tend to favour persons from 
Ontario going to the Pra i r ies . Previous migrants from Quebec and the 
Maritimes, for whatever reason, had gene predominantly to the United States . 
New England, their principal destination, was st i l i growing rapidly in the 
early part of the twentieth century and represented a strongly competing 
alternative to migration to the Canadian west . It was closer so that the move 
would be l ess eostly, and information about opportunities there would be 
better supplied. This would strengthen the . inelination bf migrants from 
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Quebec and the Maritimes to go to the United States while those from Ontario 
tended to move to the Pra i r ies . 

Ontario was losing population through migration to Western Canada at 
a substant ial rate in the first decade of this century and continued to lese 
population to the west in 1911-21 . At the same time, Ontario was a primary 
destination of immigrants and had positive net migration in both decades . 
Immigrants from other countries, in addition to a modest flow of migrants 
from other provinces, more than offset the outflow from Ontario to the west . 
The rapid development of manufacturing, finance and trade in Central Canada 
during this period meant that job opportunities were plentiful there a s well 
as in the west . That large numbers of Ontario-born chose to migrate west
ward from the home province which was developing rapidly and enjoying a 
considerable measure of prosperity, leaving the rising demand for labour in 
Ontario c i t i es to be met more by immigrant labour, is not necessar i ly irra-
tional. To many Ontario farmers, the expected returns to a move within the 
agricultural sector, essent ia l ly from wheat farms in Ontario to wheat farms 
in Saskatehewan, may have looked better than the returns to migration to 
non-agricultural jobs in the c i t i e s . Furthermore, the exis tenee of heavy im
migration to Canada would have had the effect of depressing the relat ive 
price of labour both in the eastern c i t i es and in the west , but it might have 
raised the expected profits in agriculture by providing hired farm labour at 
lower wages and a rising demand for farm land. In that context, the availa-
bility of free land to pursue a similar kind of farming to what they already 
practised might well have made a rationally caleulat ing Ontario farmer 
choose to migrate to the Prai r ies rather than move to an Ontario city when 
he came to be faced with the eompetition of western wheat. 

Within Central Canada, Ontario appears to have received the greater 
share of immigrants. Net migration to Quebec was positive but Quebec lost 
a much smaller number of people to other provinces than did Ontar io ." Un
fortunately there is no census record of immigrants during the decade 1901 -
11 but the intereensal change in foreign-born population in Quebec was l e s s 
than half that of Ontario. The rising demand for labour in Quebec was 
drawing a larger proportion of workers from provincial nat ives than in 
Ontario. Smaller numbers of persons born in Quebec were migrating to other 
provinces and the ratio of native new entrants to the total male labour force 
was distinctly higher in Quebec than in Ontario. The attraetion of Quebec 
for immigrants must therefore not have been a s strong a s that of Ontario. 

It i s likely that the demand for labour was rising more rapidly in 
Ontario than in Quebec, although this is difficult to prove since demand and 
supply forces cannot be separately identified. Non-agrieultural employment 
expanded more rapidly in Ontario than in Quebec. This could, of course, be 
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merely the reflection of a greater increase in the supply of labour to Ontario. 
Certainly the rate of immigration was higher. However, there is no evidence 
of a fall in wages in Ontario relative to Quebec as one would expeet if the 
shift of supply were the dominant factor. Indeed, the ratio of wages and 
salaries in manufacturing in Ontario to those in Quebec appears to have 
risen over the period (Canada Year Book 1906, p. 144). Although there has 
been insufficient research into the details of Canadian economie develop
ment in this period to substantiate the argument, the basis for expecting 
that the demand for labour may have been rising more rapidly in Ontario 
may be sketched out. The usuai interpretation of the development of Central 
Canada in the period 1901-21 is along the lines of an induced reaction to 
the settlement of the west. The development of manufacturing in Quebec 
and Ontario is viewed largely as a result of the leverage effeets of the 
boom in the west. The relationship is perhaps even clearer in functions 
like finance and wholesale trade. Western development raised demand for 
both consumer goods and capital goods that were manufactured in Central 
Canada. The farmers of the Prairies and the residents of Prairie trade and 
service centres piuchased substantial amounts of consumer goods such as 
textiles, shoes, furniture and household equipment which were not manu
factured locally and undoubtedly benefited the manufaeturers of both 
Ontario and Quebec. But the western boom also gave rise to demands for 
capital goods. Railway construction was a large element in the boom. 
Ontario may have had a comparative advantage in the production of steél 
and machinery, produets that were plaeed in especially high demand by the 
investment boom." If this were indeed the case, the stimulus to the devel
opment of Ontario would have been greater than to that of Quebec. 

In the first decade of the twentieth century out-migration from the 
Maritime Provinces was low in relation to what might be expected of this 
persistently lagging area in Canadian economie development. Levels of 
earnings there were well below those in the rest of Canada. Given the 
burgeoning prosperity of other parts of the country, a relatively high out-
migration from the Maritimes might have been expected. The complex and 
rather puzzling case of this area is made a little clearer by looking at the 
rather different experienees of the individuai provinces. Prince Edward 
Island, which had the lowest level of ineome but which carries little weight 
in the average for the three provinces, experienced a high rate of net out-
migration. Indeed the ratio for males aged 20-44 (47 per cent of the mid-
decade population of that group) was the highest negative ratio experienced 
by any Canadian province in ali of the years considered in this study. For 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick the ratios of net out-migration of the whole 
population were low in the first decade of the century and rose, but not 
markedly, in the sueeeeding decade. The low level of out-migration is not 
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so evident, however, in the migration of males aged 20-44. An examination 
of the detailed statistics of net migration by age hints at either a substan
tial amount of return migration to the Maritimes at older ages or a serious 
bias in the estimates. One way or another, the low ratios of out-migration 
from the Maritimes in the decade 1901-11 may have been partly a eompo
sitional matter. In addition, the economie situation of the region points to 
the reasonableness of an expeetation of rather lower ratios of net out-
migration in this decade than in many of the others under consideration. 

The general historical literature suggests that the first decade of the 
century was a period of relative prosperity for the Maritimes, especially for 
Nova Scotia. Although levels of living may have been below other provinces, 
conditions may have been improving rapidly and prospeets for the future may 
have looked fairly good. The late nineteenth century had been a period of 
relative retardation for the Maritime Provinces and the quickening pace of 
development atthe beginning of the twentieth century might have eneouraged 
people not to move. It was during this decade that the Cape Breton steel 
industry underwent its main development - almost a direct response tothe 
railway investment in the other regions of Canada. In the second decade of 
the century, World War I raised the value of the ice-free ports of Halifax and 
Saint John. On the other hand, Prince Edward Island, which did not share in 
the new-found prosperity of the other Maritime Provinces and was feeling 
more keenly the eompetition of western agriculture, reacted, as would be 
expected, through large-scale out-migration. 

The first two decades of the century were particularly interesting for 
the development of British Columbia. Growth was very rapid in the period 
1901-11, then tapered off sharply in the sueeeeding decade. British Colum
bia, like Ontario, benefited by being able to supply capital goods required 
in the great investment boom of the period. In the earlier decade, the expan
sion of British Columbia and its great attraetion to migrants stemmed mainly 
from the lumber industry. The burgeoning market for lumber in the Prairie 
Provinces allowed the British Columbia forest industry, which previously 
had been too isolated, to come into its own. As much as 70 per cent of the 
output of lumber of British Columbia went to the Prairies (cf. Mackintosh, 
1939, p. 47). Other industries such as fishing and fish canning, base metal 
mining and smelting and agriculture were important and expanding but in the 
over-all picture were overshadowed by the forest industry. 

The decade 1911-21 was a most intriguing one in the development of 
British Columbia. In this period the province, which in every other decade 
of the twentieth century showed spectacular growth relative to the remain
der of the country, virtually stopped growing. Curiously enough, this sudden 
downward shift in the trend of growth of British Columbia has not received 
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the attention of either economists or h i s to r i ans . " In part this is a reflection 
of the paucity of economie history written about the detai ls of Canadian 
development but more than that stems from the great scarcity of s ta t i s t ica l 
data available for the early years of this cen tury . " The es t imates of regional 
levels of per capita ineome, which the author of this study has only recently 
made avai lable , indicate a sharp fall in the relative level of British Columbia 
from 86 per cent above the national average in 1910-11 to only 21 per cent 
above in 1920-21 (Table 6.6). Part.of this declino must be attributed to the 
achievement of a l e s s abnormal age and sex strueture of the provincial 
population and part is due to the convergence of prices in British Columbia 
toward those in regions to the eas t . However, the income s t a t i s t i c s , along 
with the evidence of population growth, point to a striking retardation in the 
pace of development of the province. 

The few s tudies that previously have looked at the historical pattern 
of inter-provincial migration in Canada have focused only on broad aggre-
gates and have not contained much analys is . Net migration to British Colum
bia declined in the decade 1911-21 as it did for other Canadian provinces 
and the decline in the British Columbia rate does not appear to be sharply 
out of line. The net migration ratio was st i l i over 20 per cent (Table 5.1). 
Here the aggregate is really misleading. The migration that it shows must 
have been predominantly wives and children of men who had previously 
moved to British Columbia. Net migration of males aged 20-44 fell almost 
to zero (Table 5 .2) ." This is consis tent with the slow growth in employment. 
Table 5.9 shows that the expansion of work force in British Columbia be
tween 1911 and 1921 was small and that of the non-agricultural work force 
almost non-existent. Space is lacking here to pursue at any depth the in
vestigation of economie development in British Columbia in this decade 
but enough has been said to indicate that an interest ing story remains to be 
told, awaiting ònly the research necessary to reach firm conclusions. For 
the present, suffice it to say that over the 1911-21 decade economie oppor
tunit ies in British Columbia deteriorated markedly and that this was clearly 
reeognized by potential migrants. 

5.4.5 INTERRELATIONS IN THE PERIOD OF TRANSITION, 1921-31 -
Although the decade of the 1920s i s ineluded here with the general period of 
expansion of the Canadian economy in relation to western settlement, in a 
great many ways it s tands on i ts own. In this decade the pattern of economie 
opportunities shifted and along with it the pattern of migration. By 1921 the 
settlement of the Prairie region had been largely completed. The early 1920s 
were years in which doubts were raised about the long-term prospeets of the 
region and in which some of the weaknesses of the wheat economy were 
revealed. The sharp depression which began in 1921 hit western agriculture 
with particular severity a s wheat prices plummeted. The vulnerability of the 
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wheat economy to the v ic iss i tudes of world prices and the over-extension of 
eultivation into unsuitable land became painfuUy evident and many farms 
were abandoned. The early years of the decade thus brought a pause to the 
development of the Prairie region and turned the attention of people to 
opportunities elsewhere. 

Settlement was renewed during the latter half of the decade. The 
opening of the Peace River country again raised enthusiasm for the pros
peets of Prairie agriculture. World wheat prices were more favourable and 
reductions in the cos ts of farming were being achieved with satisfaction. 
The first indicàtions of the potential i t ies of wide-scale mechanization and 
generally more prosperous times temporarily stemmed the fide of out-migra
tion and for a few years brought new settlement. Prairie c i t i es grew and 
acquired manufacturing industr ies such a s flour milling, meat packing and 
oil refining. For the whole decade net migration turned slightly negative for 
Manitoba and Saskatehewan and, although posit ive, was st i l i rather low for 
Alberta. The net migration ratio for males aged 20 -44 remained positive for 
ali three provinces and for Alberta was fairly high (15 per cent). Almost 
250,000 immigrants came to the Prai r ies during the decade (Table 5.4) but 
the movement of native-born was apparently outward on net. The Prairie 
region was no longer the chief locus of economie opportunity and the main 
attraetions to migrants lay predominantly in other regions. 

In the terms of the s taple interpretation of Canadian economie develop
ment, the decade of the Ì920s witnessed a transition from wheat to base 
metals and forest produets. The regions with resources of the new s taples 
became the chief areas of attraetion to migrants. Posi t ive net migration was 
concentrated overwhelmingly in Ontario and British Columbia. By 1926-27 
these two regions hàd achieved the highest levels of income per capita in 
the country. In the decade of the 1920s migration was closely eorrelated 
with levels of ineome. In addition, these were the regions where the ratio of 
domestie new entrants to the work force to the total male work force at the 
outset of the period was lowest. The rapid progress of British Columbia over 
this decade is a lso indicated by the large expansion of non-agrieultural 
employment. The evidence strongly implies that the demand for labour in 
British Columbia was inereasing sharply.^" 

Although Ontario was the second main destination for migrants during 
the 1920s, the rate of posit ive net migration was well below that of British 
Columbia — five per cent compared with 19 per cent (Table 5.1). The relative 
ineome position of Ontario was high and improving through the course of the 
decade but there are indicàtions that the 1921-31 period was not so pre-
eminently Ontario 's decade as has often been supposed. The per cent growth 
of non-agrieultural employment was much l e s s than in either British Columbia 
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or Quebec —26 per cent compared with 41 per cent in British Columbia and 
Quebec (Table 5.9). It is not denied that Ontario was a principal locus of 
economie opportunity in the 1920s but rather suggested that in comparison 
with other periods its relative position may have lagged behind that of British 
Columbia and Quebec. After failing to partieipate in the boom stimulated by 
western settlement to the same degree as Ontario, Quebec may have been 
coming into its own in the 1920s. The impetus to economie development in 
Canada had shifted to naturai produets which were abundant in the forest 
and mining frontier of Quebec. This kind of development may also have 
permitted better exploitation of Quebec's favourable endowment of hydro-
electric sites. For a variety of reasons, then, the demand for labour may 
have been inereasing relatively more rapidly in Quebec than in Ontario. 

The low yet stili positive net migration to Quebec in this decade might 
seem difficult to square with the argument of the preceding paragraph - that 
demand for labour was rising more rapidly in Quebec than in Ontario in the 
1920s and that Quebec was, in a sense, a more favourable area of economie 
opportunity. Statistics of income somewhat confuse the issue; it is often 
thought that net in-migration to Quebec is at variance with the province's 
relatively low ineome position but this is not necessarily true. The relative 
level of ineome of Quebec may have been rising during the 1920s and to the 
east was a potential source of migrants in a region with an even lower level 
of ineome. Moreover, the ineome statistics, as well as the migration statis
tics, are highly aggregative. Aggregate ineome statistics may eoneeal a 
relative abundance of good opportunities available in Quebec. In this in-
stanee the growth of non-agrieultural employment may be a more indicative 
measure. The principal thing that must be reeognized is that demographic 
pressure in Quebec was high. The ratio of teen-age males to the male work 
force in Quebec had risen relative to other provinces after 1901 and by 1921 
was substantially above that for any other province. Demand for labour may 
have been shifting strongly outward in Quebec in the 1920s but so was 
supply. Economie growth in the province was rapid but the stimulus to in-
migration was held down by the abundant supplies of domestie labour. It is 
sigiifieant, however, that this is one of the few periods for which the 
province-of-birth statistics show a net exchange of population between 
Ontario and Quebec that was favourable to Quebec. This would seem to 
provide support for the contention that economie opportunities were rela
tively favourable in Quebec. A large-scale general migration to Quebec may 
have been discouraged by the rapid growth of Quebec population but many of 
the leading opportunities lay in the frontier areas of the forest and mining 
camps where migration from some region was necessary and there may have 
been a greater pool of skilled workers available in Ontario for these kinds 
of jobs. This is largely speculation but the evidence affords a consistent 
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picture. Especially in the light of later discontent with the economie per
formance of Quebec, this period warrants much more careful examination. 

The rate of net out-migration from the Maritimes increased markedly in 
the decade of the 1920s. This is what the line of analysis pursued here 
would predici. The low level of per capita ineome of the region made it 
potentially an area of substantial out-migration and generally depressed 
conditions intensified the pressure to migrate. By their own historical 
standards the Maritimes had been experiencing relative prosperity in the 
years up to the end of World War I but this eneouraging situation came to an 
abrupt halt as the Maritime economy found itself unable to adjust to the 
changed conditions of the postwar period. The fundamental locational disad-
vantages of the area were coming strongly to the fore. Of this period Mack
intosh, 1939, p. 45, writes: "More than any region of Canada the Maritime 
Provinces were foreed to readjust themselves, 1920-1929, to changed and 
unfavourable market conditions. Except for a modest share in the rising pulp 
and paper and electric power industries and in the tourist trade, the great 
boom of 1926-1929 had passed them by." 

Nova Scotia was particularly hard hit. The ratio of net out-migration 
for males aged 20-44 rose to 27 per cent, the highest that province has 
experienced in the twentieth century. Almost no expansion took place in the 
non-agricultural work force and the total work force declined. New Brunswick 
also experienced its highest ratio of net oiit-migration of young adult males. 

The situation differed for Prince Edward Island. The net migration 
ratio for males aged 20-44 fell to only half of the very high level ofthe 
previous two decades. The ratio of net out-migration of ali persons over 10 
years of age also fell, although it remained one of the highest in Canada. 
This is the only decade when the net out-migration ratio for Prince Edward 
Island was at a level lower than that for Nova Scotia. In contrast to the other 
two Maritime Provinces, Prince Edward Island may have experienced its 
worst period of erisis in the adjustment to changed conditions of economie 
life in the earlier decades of the century and, having achieved at least a 
partial adjustment, found the pressure for out-migration less compelling. 
One notable fact is that, owing largely to out-migration in the past, the ratio 
of young males to the total work force dropped markedly from 1911 to 1921 
so that demographic pressure in the labour market in Prince Edward Island 
should have eased by the 1920s. 

In general, the decade of the 1920s is an especially interesting but 
largely unstudied period in Canadian economie development. It was a period 
during which a fundamental change occurred in the location of economie 
opportunities and, as a eonsequence, a re-orientation of the pattern of migra
tion was brought about. It was largely in this decade that the transition 
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occurred to what i s by and large the. present pattern of development in 

Canada. 

5.4.6 INTERRELATIONS IN THE PERIOD OF DEPRESSION, 1931-41 - I n 
the severely depressed decade of the .1930s the experience of migration was 
markedly different from any other period in the twentieth century. Nationally, 
net migration was negative for the only time during this century."' Of this 
period, the question that one has to ask with regard to migration is not, 
where did the best opportunities lie, but rather where were conditions rela
tively l e s s bad than elsewhere. 

The most interest ing aspect of the decade of the 1930s i s the differ
ence in response to conditions in the two most severely depressed regions 
of the country. Negative net migration from the Maritimes fell almost to zero. 
The Prairie region experienced substantial out-migration. By probing into 
this difference some explanation may be found for an apparent breakdown of 
the economie interpretation of migration. None of the explanatory variables 
that have been considered in this s t u d y - p e r capita incomes, population 
pressure or the growth of non-agrieultural employment - correlates signifi
eantly with migration in the 1930s. Part of the problem is that the fall in 
income in the Maritime Provinces, which already had the lowest levels of 
income in the country, was associa ted with a deeline in the rate of migra
t i o n . " 

Ontario and British Columbia were relatively l e s s hard hit by the 
depression and continued to experience positive net migration. Only for 
British Columbia, however, was the level very high (reflecting the flight of 
population from the Pra i r ies) . Jus t as in the United States the refugees from 
the dustbowls of Kansas and Oklahoma migrated to California, the movement 
in Canada out of the Prair ie Provinces led westward to British Columbia, if 
not a lso to California. 

The question of greatest interest in the analys is of migration in this 
decade i s why, under severely depressed conditions, the res idents of the 
Prairie Provinces chose to move out while those in the Maritimes were even 
l e s s willing to migrate than in previous years . It is not possible to explore 
this problem fully within the confines of the present study but one possible 
interpretation may be sketched out as follows. In a period of severe depres
sion, rates of migration generally fall. This has been widely documented. 
There are at least two reasons. As incomes fall the cos t s of migration come 
to have inereasing relevance to deeis ions and financing migration by borrow-
ing becomes especial ly difficult in depressed times. Secondly, the uneertain-
t ies of obtaining jobs in the regions of reputedly better (or at leas t l e s s 
worse) conditions increase greatly. Therefore under severely depressed con
ditions people will attempt to get by where they are, if at ali poss ible . It is 
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only when conditions improve generally that people will migrate in large 
numbers from disadvantaged regions. 

Costs of migration and uncertainties about jobs bore rather differently 
upon the people in the Maritimes from those in the Pra i r ies . The latter region 
was situated relatively favourably with respect to those areas where. oppor
tunit ies may have existed despi te the generally hard times —British Columbia 
and the west coast of the United States . Dis tances to those areas were 
shorter and information flows more efficient. On the other hand, the tradi
tional area of migration for Maritimers was New England, a region of the 
United States which was especial ly hard hit by the depression. For a person 
situated in the Maritimes the uncertainties of movement must have been even 
greater than for one in the Pra i r ies . Secondly, the nature of depressed con
ditions differed between the two regions. Both were experiencing a depres
sion which laid bare eertain fundamental weaknesses in the regional econo
mies. In comparison with other regions of Canada, both were more heavily 
dependent upon the production of primary commodities for export. But the 
Prair ies suffered the additional affliction of drought. The story of this 
aspect of the depression in the Prairie Provinces has been frequently told 
(cf. Britnel, 1939). It has an important hearing on the explanation of migra
tion patterns, however. Whereas the resident of the Maritimes could maintain 
a subsis tence even under greatly redueed prices, a considerable number of 
persons in the Prairie Provinces were literally foreed out by drought condi
t ions. The need to migrate was much more immediate. The cos t s of holding 
on until better times simply could not be berne. It may have helped that 
many of the residents of the Prair ie region had been previous migrants so 
that moving was l e s s disruptive to them but the sheer fact was that many of 
them had to move and to move immediately to maintain a bare livelihood. 
One important eonsequence of this i s that the adjustment to changed condi
tions in the Prair ie Provinces occurred much more rapidly than it ever has 
in the Maritimes. 

5.4.7 INTERRELATIONS IN THE PERIOD OF RECOVERY, 1941-51 - The 
dis t ressed condition ofthe Prairie and the Maritime regions during the 1930s, 
diseussed in the preceding Seetion, emphasized an essent ia l fact of the 
economy of both regions. Populations exceeded the economie base available 
to support them at anything like the national average level of income. Demand 
for the primary produets of these regions was decidedly unfavourable and, 
in addition, both the wheat-farming areas of the west and the fishing and 
farming areas of the Maritimes entered into a period of rapid mechanization. 
This combination of mechanization with slowly growing or even decreasing 
demand for the primary produets of the regions brought a growth of demand 
for labour far l e s s than the naturai growth in supply. Adjustment began in 
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the Prairies in the decade of the 1930s but in the following decade net 
out-migration proceeded at a high rate from both regions. 

In this decade of adjustment, the principal destinations in Canada for 
migrants were Ontario and British Columbia. These were the regions in 
which the most favourable opportunities lay. Quebec appears distinctly to 
have lagged and to have experienced a net loss through migration despite 
immigration from abroad. Net migration overthe decade was highly eorrelated 
with relative levels of ineome atthe beginning of the period. The substantial 
shift to an urban, industriai economy that occurred during this decade is 
evident in the extent of growth of employment in non-agrieultural occupa
tions. 'Industrialization' was most rapid in British Columbia and Alberta but 
the relative growth of non-agrieultural employment was also high in Ontario 
and Prince Edward Island. Of the Prairie Provinces, Alberta had by far the 
lowest rate of out-migration. 

Among the Prairie Provinces, the adjustment of population was great
est in Saskatehewan, the province most dependent upon wheat and with the 
smallest urban sector. It required a more marked adjustment to the new con
ditions of the postwar era than Alberta or Manitoba. Saskatehewan had ex
perienced relatively high rates of naturai increase in the latter parts of the 
settlement era and by 1931 had a ratio of males aged 10-19 to the total 
male work force that was well above that of its neighbouring provinces. 
Potential pressure on the supply of labour did not fall noticeably during the 
decade of the 1930s so that the extent of population adjustment required of 
Saskatehewan in the 1940s was even greater than what was imposed by the 
altered conditions of demand. 

Demographic pressure was also evident in Quebec and, to an increased 
extent, in New Brunswick which by 1941 had surpassed Quebec in the ratio 
of teen-aged males to work force. Quebec underwent net out-migration, al
though not on a large scale. The indicàtions are that, in this period of rela
tively rapid national expansion, Quebec tended to lag. The growth of non-
agrieultural employment was lower than in Ontario. Demographic pressure in 
Quebec was stili relatively high but there were significant factors underlying 
its relatively slower progress than other regions of the country. To pursue 
the matter further in this study would lead too far from the main thread of 
discussion. 

In the events of the decade of the 1940s, what stands out most is the 
extent of the movement of population out of the Prairie region. The reaction 
to the changed prospeets of that region was both quick and massive by his
torical standards. Over a period of two decades, Saskatehewan was losing 
population through migration at a rate of more than 20 per cent per decade. 
In the 1940s the net out-migration of males aged .20-44 was 32 per cent of 
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the average number in that age cohort over the dècade. History has frequent
ly witnessed massive migration into regions of riew sett lement. Seldom has 
it seen such massive out-migration in the face of changed conditions. 

5.4.8 INTERRELATIONS IN THE PERIOD OF CONTINUINO NATIONAL 
GROWTH, 1951 -61 - In the 1951-61 decade, the pattern of migration and of 
economie opportunities was largely the same a s that es tabl i shed in the 
1920s. The chief areas of economie opportunity were Ontario and British 
Columbia, the position of Ontario being perhaps relatively stronger than ever 
before. Quebec showed signs of catching up after the lagging decade of the 
1940s. The population adjustment in the Prairie region was largely complete 
and the Maritimes remained as 'the main region of large-scale net out-migra
tion. The decade was also one of heavy immigration which makes for some 
divergences between net migration and domestie internai migration."" The 
provinces that gained most through migration were those with the highest 
levels of per capita income; provinces with negative or very low positive 
net migration tended to have lOwer average incomes. 

Conditions of supply in regional labour markets help to account for 
some aspec t s of the pattern of migration that fit in l e s s easi ly to the corre
lation with levels of ineome. Although it remained primarily an agricultural 
area st i l i dependent upon wheat production, Saskatehewan appears to have 
made i t s adjustment of population to the sca le of economie opportunities by 
the 1950s. The level of ineome remained highly variable, depending upon 
supply conditions in agriculture but, with the help of somewhat better than 
average erops, it rose by 1950-52 to above the national average and has 
since tended to rise relatively further. During the decade 1951- 61 , net migra
tion continued to be negative. There are two reasons for th is . The first is 
that the ratio of males aged 10 -19 to the total male work force was relative
ly high in Saskatehewan in 1951.*" Secondly, the main centres of growth of 
non-agricultural employment in the Prairie region lay outside of Saskatehe
wan — mainly in Alberta. Thus to a considerable extent the continuing out-
migration from Saskatehewan, in a period when net out-migration had 
ceased from the other two Prairie Provinces, was not inter-regional migra
tion of the sort that net migration of the other large provinces represented, 
but migration within an economie region from the rural to the urban a reas . 

Net out-migration from the Maritime Provinces was. high during the 
decade 1951-61 . This is again in line with expectat ions, although the ratio 
for Nova Scotia was relatively lower than for the other two provinces — some
thing that is not so easy to explain." ' Part of the explanation of the diffe
rence among the individuai Maritime Provinces in ratios of out-migration 
l ies in differing degrees of demographic pressure. The ratio of males aged 
10-19 to the total male work force in New Brunswick in 1951 was 36 per 
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cent above the national average. Outside of Newfoundland, no province in 
Canada had such a strong indication of demographic pressure at any census 
date during the twentieth century."' Demographic pressure in Prince Edward 
Island was evidently much less severe and more in line with that of Nova 
Scotia. The very high rates of net out-migration from Prince Edward Island 
were rather like thòse of Saskatehewan, reflecting the lack of locai urban 
and industriai opportunities."' 

One of the more interesting features of internai migration in Canada in 
the postwar period was the shift of migrants from the Maritimes away from 
destinations in the United States toward other parts of Canada, especially 
Ontario. In the 1920s, a decade of especially high out-migration from the 
Maritime Provinces, only a small fraction of migrants from that area moved 
to Ontario; by far the greater part migrated to New England and other parts 
of the United States. For Nova Scotia, for example, in the decade 1951-61 
net migration was 27,000. The intereensal change in Nova Scotia-born 
residing in other provinces was 35,000. The difference between these two 
numbers was at least partly attributable to deaths during the decade of 
previous out-migrants from Nova Scotia to other parts of Canada. The impli
cation, though, is that by the 1950s migrants from Nova Scotia were destined 
primarily for other parts of Canada. The contrast with earlier periods is 
sharp. In the decade 1921-31, for example, net migration from Nova Scotia 
was 67,000. Province-of-birth data suggest a net flow to the other prov
inces of Canada of no more than 10,000, the remainder going to the United 
States. 

Several reasons may be advanced for this change in the distribution of 
migrants from the Maritime Provinces. As important as any may be improved 
Communications, that gave prospective migrants from the Maritimes better 
information about opportunities in the other parts of Canada than they had in 
earlier years. In addition, the interlude of low migration in the 1930s would 
have produeed a break in ties with traditional areas of destination in the 
United States and left fewer Maritime-born in those areas to ehannel infor
mation to friends and relatives at home. Also important has been the change 
in relative attraetiveness to Maritime migrants of New England and Ontario. 
In recent decades, New England has been a lagging region of the United 
States and has itself had persistent net out-migration. On the other hand, 
Ontario has been one of the most prosperous and most eeonomieally progres
sive regions of Canada and so would appear to be more prospectively re
warding to potential migrants than in the past. Long distances that mean 
higher costs of migration and, probably more importantly, less information 
about opportunities have always tended to hold down migration from the 
Maritimes to the western provinces. This is stili the case but is less signif-
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icant than before. In the period of western settlement, with closer and 
better-known opportunities in New England available, the at traet ions of the 
Canadian west were a pleasant but distant and unappealing opportunity. 
The eastward shift that has occurred in the locus of economie opportunity, 
particularly in the period since the Great Depression, in combination with 
the redueed at t raet iveness of the New England s t a t e s , has served to direct 
more of the migrants from the Maritime Provinces toward Central Canada. 

A second feature of the pattern of migration in the decade 1951-61 
that ea l l s for special attention was the emergence of Alberta as a leading 
area of attraetion to migrants. It has already been elaimed that, by this 
most recent decade, the Prairie Provinces as a whole had largely accom-
plished the adjustment of population made necessary by depression and 
drought superimposed upon a longer^term trend of farm mechanization. By 
the 1950s, the population of the region had been brought into line with the 
redueed labour requirements of the wheat economy. For the region a s a 
whole, net out-migration had turned posi t ive. The ratio of net migration to 
Alberta rose to a level c lose to that of British Columbia and Ontario. Clearly 
Alberta had emerged as a leading area of economie opportunity. The level of 
income of Alberta in 1950-52, although below that of British Columbia and 
Ontario, was well above that of any other province. In the decade 1951-61 , 
relative levels of per capita income were s t i l i the best indicators of expected 
rates of net migration. Job opportunities in Alberta were plentiful and ex
panding at a rapid pace. The expansion of employment, especial ly employ
ment in non-agricultural occupations, was remarkably high (62 per cent) . 
There can be no doubt that the high rate of net migration of population to 
Alberta was a rational economie response to rewarding opportunities. 

The bas i s of the remarkable progress of Alberta in reeent years is not 
yet fully understood. In the popular view the crit icai factor has been the dis-
covery of oil. This view is a lso accepted by many ana lys t s . Easterbrook and 
Aitken, 1956, p. 496, for example,, conclude: " . . . but quite a s important in 
prairie population change and not unrelated to the rate of mechanization in 
western agriculture has bèen the impact of western oil d iseover ies . These 
have brought about striking changes not only in Alberta but throughout the 
prairie economy. Refinery expansion, pipe-line construction and an intensive 
search for oil throughout western Canada have led to a radicai change in the 
the economie outlook of the wholé region." 

However, it i s difficult to demonstrate the cri t icai importanee of the 
oil diseoveries , especial ly for employment and population. In a more careful 
analysis , Caves and Holton argue that the consequences of oil d iseoveries 
for employment in Alberta have been minor and that one must look elsewhere 
to find the principal bas i s for rapid development; they conclude " T h e 'oil 
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era ' , if we can cali it that, seems likely to have relatively l i t t le effect on 
the population of the province" (1959, p. 214). Thus the bas i s for expanding 
economie opportunities in Alberta i s unelear. The main factor may be merely 
an indigenous development of service industries on the exist ing economie 
base of the Prairie region. For whatever reason, the attraetion to migrants 
ex i s t s , and the migration is largely a movement from inferior to superior 
economie opportunities. The Canadian-born migrants to Alberta came pre
dominantly from nearby provinces, particularly Saskatehewan. The migrants 
from Saskatehewan were prineipally young men and women at the age of their 
first entry to the labour market. Part of the answer may be found in the con
ditions affecting the supply of labour. The ratio of prospective labour force 
entrants to the exis t ing labour force was signifieantly higher in Saskatehe
wan in 1951 (29 per cent) than in Alberta (26 per cent) . Even if employment 
opportunities were expanding as rapidly in Saskatehewan as in Alberta there 
would have been an indueement for migration. The fact seems to be that 
employment opportunities were expanding even more rapidly in Alberta. The 
argument involving the supply of labour does not explain why Alberta gained 
many migrants from British Columbia (although not as many as Alberta lost 
to British Columbia). The conclusion is that demand conditions must have 
been strong but the reasons cannot be fully explained. 

5.4.9 CONCLUSION - The foregoing discussion of migration among the 
provinces of Canada during the six decades of the twentieth century has 
drawn together a variety of evidence to support the view that migration in 
Canada can appropriately be characterized a s an eeonomieally motivated 
search by people for superior opportunities to those available in the region 
in which they res ide . The author 's over-all jùdgement i s that the economie 
theory of resouree allocation provides a good account of the pattern of mi
gration that has been experienced. It should be emphasized again that this 
is not to deny that there might be other important motives to migration but, 
especial ly in the aggregate, movements of population have been largely as 
would have been predicted on the bas is of a continuing adjustment of popu
lation to a changing distribution of economie opportunities. The applicabili-
ty of the economie model is not uniform but it was particularly eneouraging 
to be able to show that it had relevance even to s i tuat ions where it i s eom
monly believed that strong non-economie factors have been operating. 

The account given i s s t i l i far from a complete analys is . The economie 
model has been used more in an indicative way and has not been subjected 
to rigorous test ing, nor has it been fully exploited. This study must be 
regarded as a preliminary endeavour. At several points indicàtions have 
been given of how the analys is could be extended. HopefuUy these sugges-
tions will be followed up in the near future. The main intention of the pre
sent study was to examine in a fairly general way the applicabili ty of an 
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economie model of migration to internai movements among regions of Canada. 
Viewed in that light the analys is comes off passably well . For the most 
part, migration can bé accounted for as an adjustment to regional differences 
in per capita incomes. Where ineome differentials are l e s s significant or 
appear to account for migration to only a slight extent, other economie 
variables such a s the growth of non-agricultural employment or prospective 
supply pressures in the labour market frequently supplement the explanation 
ably. 

The question that one i s prompted to raise is how effective migration 
among provinces has been in achieving an adjustment of population to 
changing economie opportunities. Public discussion tends to swing between 
the view that there is not enough migration to even out regional differences 
in incomes and the view that there may have been too much migration. The 
general conclusions of economists looking at migration have tended to sup
port the former view — that labour is not sufficiently mobile to effectively 
erase differences in regional incomes. For Canada there is quite a bit of 
evidence that, over a relatively long period of time, per capita income dif
ferentials have not diminished despi te substantial migration (cf. Mclnnis, 
1968; Chernick, 1966). The analysis of this study has not been aimed spe
cifically at answéring the question. It i s one thing to show that migration 
has been eeonomieally motivated and has tended to redistribute population 
from regions of low to regions of high ineome. It is another thing to demon
strate that the redistribution has been of suffieient volume effectively to 
reduce income differentials." ' Although the analys is has not provided proof 
of the sort that one would like to have, the direction in which the conclu
sions point i s optimistic. Over most of the period covered by this study the 
tendeney in population redistribution through migration has been away from 
lower income regions and toward regions with higher incomes. But at this 
stage the possibil i ty cannot be excluded that this aggregate evidence may 
eoneeal eompositional differences that would have tended to work in the 
direction of widening income differentials. In the main, however, migration 
in Canada appears to have been in the direction of diminishing regional 
variations in economie opportunity. 

There remains the question of whether the flows of migration have 
been great enough to have accomplished the task of ineome equalization. In 
one sense the answer must be no, since the evidence i s that income differ
ent ia ls among the provinces have not been redueed."' However, a great many 
influenees come to bear on the determination of regional income levels and 
the question that should be asked is whether, in the absence of divergent 
forces, migration would have been effective in reducing income differentials. 
A more refined model i s needed before any firm conclusion can be reaehed. 
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It is not at ali clear, though, that the Canadian population has been 
inadequately mobile. Indeed, the history of migration in Canada suggests a 
very considerable willingness ofthe population to adjust to altered economie 
circumstances through migration. Especially among the important group of 
males aged 20-44, net migration frequently has been in excess of 20 per 
cent of the mid-decade population. It is difficult to conceive of a much more 
responsive population. It has been shown in this study that, where migration 
out of low income areas has been weak, the evidence that migration would 
have been a rational economie decision is also weak. 

The real difficulty is not that the population is insuffieiently willing 
to migrate but that the pace of change of economie conditions is so rapid. 
The dynamic forces of economie progress are themselves eontinuously 
working to change the spatial distribution òf economie opportunities and to 
create the need for further adjustment and redistribution of population. Too 
much should not be expected of migration. The present study affirms that, 
at the very least, the Canadian .experience of regional migration in.the 
twentieth century will not support a broad claim of lack of mobility or ina-
bility of the population to adjust to the changing distribution of economie 
opportunities. 

5.5 THE PATTERN OF INTER-PROVINCIAL FIVE-YEAR 
MIGRATION, 1956-61 

This part of the study attempts to bring a more refined analytical 
technique to bear on the pattern of inter-provineial migration in Canada. 
The availability of statistics of net migration for only nine or ten provinces, 
as was the basis of the analysis in the preceding part of this Chapter, has 
heretofore been a formidable barrier to the application of statistical tech
niques such as regression analysis in Canadian migration studies. Attempts 
to increase the number of observations through analysis at sub-provincial 
levels are severely hampered by the unavailability of quantitative measures 
of the economie factors that might be used as explanatory variables. The 
statistics of migration coUected in the sample enumeration of the 1961 
Census thus provide an opportunity to pursue the economie analysis of 
inter-provineial migration patterns with somewhat more sophisticated tech
niques.'" Such analysis is stili rather constrained by inadequate data so 
care must be taken not to over-emphasize the gains to be made through the 
use of the 1961 Census statistics. They are a valuable new resouree, how
ever, and the following pages represent a first endeavour to exploit this 
resouree in exploring the economie determinants of internai migration in 
Canada. 
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5.5.1 AN OVERVIEW OF THE PATTERN OF INTERNAL MIGRATION - A 
brief overview of the pattern of migration among Canadian provinces in the 
quinquennium 1956-61 provides a useful setting for the subsequent analysis. 
This pattern can be seen both in the 1961 Census statistics of migration and 
in net migration estimates made by the survival ratio mèthod. The latter set 
of statistics displays a pattern very similar to that for the whole decade 
1951-61, described in Seetion 5.3.5. The far western provinces (Alberta 
and British Columbia) and Ontario were the main areas to gain through mi
gration. The highest rates of loss were experienced by Saskatehewan and 
Nova Scotia but the Atlantic, Provinces generally experienced net out-
migration. Quebec and Manitoba had net gains. Mobility was evidently lower 
in the second half than in the first half of the decade and levels of migration 
fell below what would be expected on the basis of the rates for the entire 
decade. In general, the second half of the decade of the 1950s was a period 
of slower growth and persistently high unemployment rates. There is ampie 
evidence that for Canada, as for other countries, levels of migration tend to 
be positively related to the pace of development and the extent of prosperity 
(cf. Vanderkamp, 1968). 

The pattern of inter-provincial migration revealed by the 1961 Popula
tion Sample statistics is broadly similar to that shown by the survival ratio 
estimates but differs in some important respeets. The two series are pre
sented for comparison in Table 5.11. Focus is here on the extent of con-
formity of the patterns of migration by provinces that are revealed by these 
series. Both the net migration of the whole population and that of males 
aged 20-44 are shown. 

5.5.2 INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION AND INTERNAL MIGRATION - The 
principal differences between the two series (Table 5.11) result from the 
restriction. in coverage of the estimates from the population sample to in
ternai migration only, and from the large role of international movements in 
over-all provincial net migration, although the additional restriction of the 
census sample to private households is also likely to have had a hearing 
on the differences. In 1956-61, as in the earlier periods studied in this 
report, international migration was a dominant element in provincial net mi
gration. Owing largely to immigration, net migration to British Columbia and 
Ontario was much larger than the net interehange with ali other provinces. 
Quebec had positive net migration but a net loss in exchange with other 
provinces, and the same was triie of Manitoba. A comparison of the two 
series indicates some significant differences between the patterns of inter-
provineial migration and the provincial distribution of immigration and emi
gration, which are of no small eonsequence for the following analysis. In 
that analysis attention is directed to inter-provincial interehanges of popu-
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Toble 5.11 - Net Migration ond Net Internai Migration Ratios, 
by Province, 1956-61 

Province 

Newfoundland 
Prince Edward I s l a n d . 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
Brit ish Columbia 

Net 
migration 

rat ios 

Net internai 
migration 

rat io ' ' 

Population aged five 
and over, 1961 

Males aged 2 0 - 4 4 , 1961 

Newfoundland 
Prince Edward Is land . 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
Brit ish Columbia 

^ Survival ratio estimates. See Table 5.1, footnote °. 
b Five-year migration. See Table 2.1, ifoot'note <=. In this case the base of the ratio is 

the 1961 population. 
SOURCES: 1961 Census, DBS 98-510, Table I.l; and Stone, 1967^, Table L.4. 

lation and it cannot be assumed that these are uninfluenced by external 
migration patterns, To some extent at least, external migration must be 
viewed as competing with internai movements. However, not enough is known 
about the composition of migration movements to speculate on the conse
quences of this in anything like a conclusive way. If inter-provincial migra
tion streams differ substantially from one another in composition, it might 
be that international migration has the effect more of reducing the general 
level of internai mobility than of biasing its direction. The possible role of 
international migration should not be forgotten in considering the following 
analytical results. In the regression analysis, however, attention is directed 
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solely to inter-provineial migration. This emphasis may not be entirely mis-
placed s ince , apart from the levels of migration and the magnitudes of pro
vincial differentials, the broad pattern of migration exhibited by the two 
ser ies is roughly the same (the coefficient of rank correlation between pro
vincial net migration per thousand population and ra tes of net internai 
migration i s .79). 

5.5.3 MIGRATION PATTERNS AND INCOME DIFFERENTIALS - A broad 
look at net migration by provinces indicates that, along the l ines of the 
analysis of earlier periods undertaken in Seetion 5.4, the movements can be 
characterized largely as adjustments of population to differential economie 
opportunity. Provincial net migration ratios are quite highly eorrelated with 
levels of ineome. The coefficient of rank correlation between net provincial 
migration and average per capita personal income in 1955-57 is .79. In this 
regard the difference between internai migration and over-all net migration 
is significant in that the former is distinctly l e s s highly eorrelated (rank 
correlation coefficient of .52) with income differentials than the latter. A 
substantial part of the flow of migration from the low ineome areas of the 
Atlantic Provinces is s t i l i directed toward the United States . And Manitoba, 
which i s losing population in exchange with other provinces, remains an 
attractive destination for immigrants. 

5.6 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF INTER-PROVINCIAL 
MIGRATION IN CANADA, 1956-61 

5.6.1 THE REGRESSION APPROACH - The regression approach i s only 
one of several al ternat ives that might be followed in analysing inter-provin
eial migration. It has been adopted here because it i s likely to be familiar 
to most readers and because it provides a means to tes t the predictions of a 
strictly specified model of migration. It contras ts , in this respect , with the 
more broadly interpretive analys is of Seetion 5.4. The regression approach 
is constrained in that it can handle only a few pre-specified influenees in an 
admittedly complex situation and it handles these influenees in an inflexible 
way, but precisely for that reason it may permit more objective and definite 
jùdgement of the roles of those influenees. 

There are now quite a few studies of internai migration in the United 
States that utilizo the regression approach. To the author 's knowledge, no 
ptiblished study of inter-provineial migration in Canada has been based on 
this technique. A major obstacle to the use of regression analys is for the 
study of internai migration in Canada is the severe data demands of the 
approach. Net migration s ta t i s t i c s for only nine or ten provinces provide too 
few observations for justifiable application of the regression technique. The 
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1961 Population Sample provides data on migration that may permit the sur-
mounting of the usuai difficulties fàcing the analyst of Canadian internai 
migration. Migration matrices can be constructed from these s t a t i s t i c s that 
have a s their elements the movement between each pair of provinces. Such 
data are available not only for al i migrants but for particular sub-groups of 
the population, an important consideration in the design of this study. For 
example, by focusing on males of a particular age group, the tes t of the eco
nomie model of migration can be made more diseriminating. There remains a 
question of the independence of the observations where the measure of mi
gration applies to flows between each pair of provinces. The sample these 
data provide, however, may be adequate for a justifiable application of re
gression analysis and the study proceeds on that bas i s . 

5.6.2 MIGRATION AND THE ECONOMIC THEORY OF RESOURCE ALLO
CATION - The economie theory of resouree allocation, a s it applies to 
labour migration, was outlined in Seetion 5 .1 . In this part of the study a 
particular formulation of the theory will be applied, with the use of regres
sion analys is , to the evidence of internai migration supplied by the 1961 
Population Sample s t a t i s t i c s . In order to make such an application, the 
theoretieal model must be specified in a coneeptually satisfactory but 
empirieally usable way. 

Following the outline ofthe theoretieal model presented in Seetion 5.1, 
the view of migration adopted here prediets migration to oceur when individ
uals find that, through geographical movement, they are likely to increase 
their earnings by an amount suffieient to make them willing to ineur the 
cos t s of moving." The most important qualificatiori to be made i s that deei
s ions to migrate are taken under conditions of uneertainty. Knowledge of op
portunities for gain in distant regions i s far from perfect and the lack of such 
knowledge must constitute a barrier to movement. The foregoing kind of rela
tionship applying to individuai workers is assumed a lso to apply to workers 
in the aggregate. Serious problems may ar ise , however, out o f the aggregation 
of c l a s s e s of labour for which the spatial distribution of economie opportuni
t ies may be substantial ly different. It would therefore be valuable to be 
able to study separately the migration patterns. of highly specific groups. 
Unfortunately, that is not possible with the kind of evidence that is availa
ble at present. Part of the contribution of this study l ies in i ts attention to 
groups l e s s comprehensive than the whole population but the movement 
made in the direction of disàggregation remains small. 

5.6.3 SPECIFICATION OF THE REGRESSION MODEL - The specification 
of a regression model for this analys is ra ises a number of i s sues that are 
reviewed in some detail in Appendix I. The choice of dependent and inde
pendent variables and the form of the relationship to be estimated are just i -
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fied there. The model is one of several that might be taken to represent the 
general theoretieal relationship already outlined. The dependent variable is 
the net interehange of five-year migrants among pairs of provinces. If A//,-
represents the flow of migrants between province / and province ;, the net 
interehange, Nij, is the difference between Mij and Mji. The absolute values 
of Njj are then related to variables representing the principal economie 
determinants of migration-gains in earnings and costs of movement. The Njj 
are ali taken to be positive and the sign of the relationship is given by the 
explanatory variables. Attention is directed prineipally to Nij, the absolute 
value, without sign, of the net interehange of population between each pair 
of provinces between 1956 and 1961. An alternative dependent variable that 
is more in line with demographic tradition in the analysis of migration, the 
ratio of the net interehange to the sum of the populations of the sending and 
receiving areas (Mjj), is also considered. Because the numbers of migrants 
to individuai provinces is typieally small, the Atlantic Provinces are grouped 
into a single region. Thus, there are 21 observations - only barely above a 
reasonable minimum for regression analysis. As noted above, the dependent 
variables Njj are considered for several sub-groups of the population and a 
subscript to N is used to identify the particular sub-group. Thus N^ repre
sents the net interehange of ali males five years of age and over. 

The economie theory of migration suggests explanatory variables that 
represent economie gains and costs of migration. An attempt is made also to 
introduce the role of information. Two different income variables are used, 
alternatively, to represent economie gains. Distance is used as a erude 
proxy for costs of migration ànd also to represent the decreasing flow of 
information over space. 

The most complete model that is analysed considers the following 
explanatory variables: 

P . . . is the sum of the populations of i and ; of the relevant sub-group of the 
population. 

Y . . . is the average difference between pairs of regions in Persona l Ineome 
per worker over the years 1955 to 1960. 

W*. . . is the difference between pairs of regions in adjusted wage and salary 
earnings in the 12-month period preceding June 1961, a s reported in the 
1961 Census ; the adjustment takes into account provincial variation in 
occupational composition so that it reflects the earnings differentials 
that would exis t it al i provinces had the national occupational composi
tion and the aetual earnings of specific occupations within each prov
ince. (Appendix Table I . l ) 

W* and Y are used al ternat ively. I s sues coneerning the use of either are con
sidered more fully in Appendix I. 

D . . . is the highway mileage between the principal urban centres of the i"i 
and j " " regions. D is introdueed in part to represent cos t s of movement 
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but a lso reflects the role of information on opportunities in other regions 
which dec reases with d is tance . 

B . . . is the number of persons born in the net losing region but residing in 
the net gaining region in 1956. 

U . . . is the average rate of unemployment in the net gaining region over the 
1956-60 period. 

U*...is the average rat io over 1956 r 60 in the net losing region of persons 
receiving unemployment Insurance benefits for 20 weeks or more to the 
total number of workers with unemployment Insurance; it is intended to 
represent hard-core or long-term unemployed — a measure of economie 
d i s t ress . 

E .. . represents expectat ions and is measured by the ratio in the net gaining 
region to the net losing region of per cent growth of per capi ta income, 
1953-58. 

5.7 RESULTS OF THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS. 

5.7.1 ORGANIZATION OF RESULTS - The following Sections present the 
results of the regression analysis. An elaborate model based on ali of the 
explanatory variables described above is first considered. On the basis of 
the results obtained with this elaborate model, a simpler specification is 
selected and used to explore the rate of various influenees on migration. A 
variety of aspects is examined for a regression of male inter-provincial 
migrants of ali ages(A'2)on selections of explanatory variables. Attention is 
then directed to the role of age and educational attainment and the extent to 
which they modify the influence of the economie determinants of migration. 

5.7.2 RESULTS WITH THE COMPLETE MODEL - The principal features of 
the outeome and many of the problems raised by the regression approach can 
be seen in the results obtained with the most elaborate model that was 
estimated. This model hypothesizes that the net interehange of ali males 
(/Vj) should be positively related to P , and Y and negatively related to D. 
The variable B is also introdueed to represent the flow of information about 
economie opportunities and should be positively related to migration. Three 
other economie variables, U, U* and E are introdueed to capture influenees 
that might not work directly through current ineome differentials and costs 
of movement. The coefficient of U* and E should be positive and of V 
negative. 

N, = 146 - .41Pi + 1.71Y - 86D + 41.IB + 81.lU + 631.6V* - 56.7E + u 

(1.35) (.78) (1.52) (2.95) (.34) (1.50) (.05) 

R' =.80 t i ] 

The numbers in parentheses are values of t and may be used to gauge 
the significance of the coefficients to which they refer. The coefficient of 
determination, /?^ unadjusted for degrees of freedom is presented as an 
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indicator of goodness of fit. A major difficulty of interpreting the resul ts of 
equation [1] and of other resul ts in this study stems from the fact that 
the observations of A'̂  are not truly independent. Thus we cannot be sure 
how many degrees of freedom we really have. Taken at face value R^ indi
ca tes that about four fifths of the variation of N^ among provinces i s ac
counted for by the regression equation. Keeping in mind the uneertainty 
about how many degrees of freedom to assume, it might be taken as a rough 
rule of thumb that R^ above .50 would suggest that, in the situation under 
consideration, the explanatory variables are reducing the unexplained varia
tion of migration by enough to warrant giving further consideration to the 
regression resul t s . The primary objective is to explore the determinants of 
migration, not to maximize R^ but some assurance i s required that the model 
is aceounting for a satisfactory amount of the variation of migration. A 
conservative approach to the evaluation of significance of the regression 
coefficients that i s obtained might guess that in reality there are no more 
than seven degrees of freedom, in which case t must exceed 7.90 to conclude 
at a .95 level of confidenee that the estimated value of the coefficient 
exceeds zero. 

Equation [l] produces a mixture of resu l t s . The coefficients of Y 
(inter-provincial ineome differentials) and D (distance) have the predicted 
s igns but are not significant. The information variable, fi, has the expected 
sign and is the only coefficient with a significant t value. U* looks promis
ing, although i t s coefficient falls short of significance. The signs of U and 
E are opposite to what the theory prediets but the coefficient of neither 
variable is signifieantly different from zero. 

The weak relationship between the net interehange (/Vj) and the popu
lation base (Pj) is at first glanee rather surprising. In the Canadian case at 
least , there i s no significant correlation between net migration and s ize of 
population. The zero-order correlation between the two is only .09 (Table 
5.12). This finding strengthens the decision to use the absolute level of net 
migration as a dependent variable rather than the ratio of net migration to 
population. If population s ize had an important influence it would be cap-
tured by the introduction of the base population as an independent varia
b l e . " 

A more general conclusion should not be drawn but it i s quite clear 
that among Canadian provinces net migration is uncorrelated with provincial 
population s ize . This i s because the western provinces, with rather small 
populations, have high net migration values . This may be a reflection of 
genuinely higher propensit ies to migrate among people residing in Western 
Canada. Rates of gross migration tend to be higher in the west . The larger 
is gross migration, the higher i s the probability of large random resul ts for 
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net migration. Reflecting on the well-substantiated evidence that net migra
tion is typieally only a small fraction of the gross movement, one is tempted 
to ask whether there really should be any expeetation that net migration 
would be eorrelated with the popiilation base. Migration ratios may be useful 
in showing the relative importanee of migration for population growth but for 
the purpose of the present analysis the absolute level of net migration, not 
the ratio to population, is the relevant measure. In much of the subsequent 
analysis, therefore, the population base is generally left out of the regres
sion equations. In those cases where it might make a difference, both spe
eifications are used. 

Table 5.12 - Zero-Order Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients Between 
Selected Variables and the Net Interehange of Five-Year Migrants Between 

21 Pairs of Major Regions, Canada, 1956-61 

Variable symbols^ 

ATj 

P j 

Y 

D 

B 

u 
u* 
E 

w* 

Ni 

P j 

Y 

D 

B 

u 
u* 
E 

w* 

Ni 

0.09 

0.41 

- 0.62 

0.81 

- 0.35 

0.19 

0.28 

0.43 

P2 

0.09 

0.13 

- 0.03 

0.37 

- 0.15 

0.10 

- 0.04 

0.13 

U 

- 0.35 

- 0.15 

- 0.63 

0.22 

0.02 

- 0.07 

- 0.38 

- 0.51 

Y 

. 

U* 

0.19 

- 0.10 

0.52 

0.21 

- 0.44 

- 0.07 

0.38 

0.66 

0.41 

0.13 

0.11 

0.45 

0.63 

0.52 

0.26 

0.93 

D 

- 0.62 

- 0.03 

0.11 

- 0.57 

0.22 

0.21 

- 0.24 

- O.OÌ 

E 

( 
-

( 
- ( 
-
-

).28 

3.04 

).26 

D.24 

D. 19 

3.38 

D.38 

0.35 

B 

0.81 

0.37 

0.45 

- 0.57 
_ 

0.02 

- 0.44 

- 0.19 

0.44 

W* 

0.43 

0.13 

0.93 

- 0.01 

0.44 

- 0.51 

0.66 

0.35 

^ See text for definitions of variables 

SOURCE: Appendix I, Table 1.2. 
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The analysis of the following Sections involves a simple model that 
includes only earnings differentials and distance a s explanatory variables . 
The expectat ions variable and the two unemployment variables, U and U*, 
are generally not emphasized. With only 21 observations there i s a clear 
need to conserve on degrees of freedom. The simple model left appears, 
however, to be capable of produeing some useful resul ts . 

5.7.3 RESULTS WITH A SIMPLER MODEL - The leading difficulty with the 
model as presented in 5.7.2 involves the " re la t ive and fr iends" variable fi, 
adopted as a proxy for the flow of information about economie opportunities. 
That variable dominates both equation [l ] and the simpler relationship 
presented a s equation [ 2 ] . It i s the only explanatory variable with a 
s ta t is t ical ly significant coefficient and i s largely responsible for the high 
R\ 

N^ = 1326 + .63Y - .69D + 39.80B + u [2] 

(.96) (1.67) (3.33) 

R' = .76 

Two very different interpretations may be given to the strength of the 
influence of B. One is that it i s performing as expected and that flows of 
information are indeed the dominant influence on migration. This is the 
interpretation accepted by Phil l ip Nelson, 1959 whose resul t s , at leas t 
with regard to the relative roles of B and of distance and differential eco
nomie opportunity, are remarkably similar to those presented here. Nelson 
emphasizes the scarcity of information, a factor that leads to a pattern of 
migration which conforms most closely to the pattern of information flows, 
although s t i l i generally in the direction of improved earnings. The prospec
tive migrant, so runs this argument, moves to take advantage of an oppor
tunity that he knows about rather than to his best alternative earnings. The 
extent to 'which migration serves to redistribute population from low income 
to high ineome areas then depends crucially upon the effieiency of the flow 
of information about economie opportunities. The greater and more efficient 
the flow of information, the closer the pattern of migration will conform to 
that predicted by the purely economie model of the maximization of net 
benefits. If information were abundant, rational deeis ions to migrate to the 
best alternative locations could be readily carried out. With information 
eurtailed, the bes t alternative locations are seldom known and migrations 
tend to be just to some known alternative location where higher earnings 
are possible . In that case the flow of information rather than differential 
earnings becomes the leading determinant of migration. ' ' 

As a theoretieal argument the foregoing has considerable appeal. A 
different interpretation is at hand, however, that attr ibutes the strong in-
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fluence of B to multicollinearity between fi and Y. B, the number of persons 
born in the net losing region that resides in the net gaining region at the 
beginning of the period under consideration, is a kind of measure of past 
migration. In the terms of the model postulated in this study, migration in 
the past would have been a function of provincial ineome differentials in the 
past. It has beeome widely reeognized that regional income differentials in 
Canada have remained unchanged over a period of several decades (Chernick, 
1966 and Mclnnis, 1968). Regional ineome differentials in the past are highly 
eorrelated with those in the present. Any measure of past migration is likely 
to be strongly eorrelated with provincial differences in ineome in the period 
under consideration. The simple correlation between fi and Y is 0.46, which 
is not especially high but appears to be enough to reduce the effectiveness 
of the ineome variable.'" 

If fi is dropped from the regression equation, R^ falls although it 
remains at an eneouraging level, but the coefficients of the income and 
distance variables beeome clearly significant in the predicted direction 
(see equation [3]). 

/Vj = 4475 + 2.03Y - 1.65D + u [3] 

(3.25) (4.52) 

R' = .61 

The conclusion left at present is that the variable B, introdueed as a proxy 
for the flow of information,. is an effective predictor óf migration but intro-
duces multicollinearity to such a degree that it confuses the test of the 
economie model of migration that has been postulated. The variable cannot 
be used suceessfully to evaluate the role of information flows. That will 
require a better proxy variable, or at least one that is not beset by problems 
of multicollinearity. No such variable comes to mind. Since the result ob
tained with only income and distance variables, will be continued the ana
lysis with the extremely simple but fairly satisfactory model of equation 
[31 

An alternative to equation [J] is equation [4] which differs in 
that the adjusted wage and salary earnings variable H'* is substituted for 
per worker personal ineome Y. The relative merits of these two variables 
are diseussed in some detail in the Appendix. In brief, W* is relatively more 
attractive than Y in that it is a closer representation of the earnings situa
tion that a prospective migrant would consider as it is adjusted to take at 
least partial account of differences in the quality of labour. W* has the 
weakness, however, that it can be obtained only for the end of the period 
of migration. To the extent that migration serves to reduce earnings differ
entials among provinces, the use of W* involves a misspecification. It is 
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argued in Appendix I, however, that in the particular situation under study 
there was little, if any, narrowing of earnings differentials despite a large 
volume of migration.,The use of W* as an expedient is tentatively justified. 
It has greater appeal than Y on theoretieal grounds. 

/Vj = 4402 + 2.94W* - 1.52D + u [4] 

(2.76) (3.95) 

R' = .57 

In praetice there is little to choose between Y and W*.^^ 

In summary, the result of this simple regression model is that, as 
hypothesized, net migration increases with the size of the income differential 
between the provinces and decreases with distance. While the relationship 
of net migration to ineome. differentials is significant it is not strong, as 
evidenced by the values of the coefficients of Y and W*. Accepting for the 
moment the results at face value and converting in a rough way into the 
terms in which economists customarily evaluate such influenees, the elas-
tieity ealeulated at the mean values of the variables would imply that a one 
per cent increase in the differential wage earnings between provinces would 
produce, over the five-year period, only a little more than a quarter of one 
per cent increase in net interehange of population. 

The effect of distance is mòre pronouneed. One thousand additional 
miles between provinces would reduce the net interehange by about 1500 
persons. To put it another way, an increase of 100 miles in the distance 
between provinces would require an increase of $50 in differential earnings 
to leave migration unchanged. That is surely greater than the marginai costs 
of movement so that it is reasonable to infer that something other than costs, 
most likely the flow of information, is an important factor in the influence of 
distance. 

The following Sections explore several aspects of the results that 
might lead to improvements in the relationship. 

5.7.4 MIGRATION RATIOS - Since it has been shown that inter-provincial 
migration in Canada, at least in the period 1956-61, is not eorrelated with 
population size, it should not be a surprise that the simple regression model 
considered above turns out rather miserably with the ratio of migration as 
the dependent variable. 

/Vj = 2.55 + .00106W* - .00086D + u ' [5] 
(1.21) (2.75) 

R^ = .34 

The trouble lies with the western provinces which have exeeptionally 
high migration ratios. An attempt is made to take this into account by the 
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introduction of a vertical shift variable, designated S, which takes on a 
value of one for interehanges between any two provinces west of Ontario 
and zero otherwise. This adjustment i s reasonably successful , as indicated 
by [6] which produces resul ts for rat ios of net migration that are closely 
in line with those obtained with absolute values . 

/Vj = .94 + .00084W* - 00031D + 2.33S + u [6] 

(1.21) (1.06) (3.41) 

R' = .60 

5.7.5 A NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP - So far, only linear relationships 
have been considered. This has been mainly on the grounds of simplicity 
since there is no strong a priori expeetation that the relationship i s likely 
to be otherwise. Visual examination of graphie relationships between migra
tion and income and migration and distance (Charts 5.1 and 5.2) sugges ts 
that the relationship may in fact be non-linear. The magnitudes of net inter-
provincial interehanges of population are fairly widely scattered for those 
ca se s where ineome differentials are small. As income differentials beeome 
larger the response of migration is much clearer. If there are important cos t s 
associated with migration which are unrelated to the dis tance moved, net 
migration would be unambiguously related to income differentials only for 
ineome differences in excess of those fixed cos t s . A proper tes t of such a 
hypothesis could be undertaken only if es t imates were available of the fixed 
cos t s associa ted with migration. In the absence of such information a rough 
indication of the likely importanee of fixed cos t s of movement might be 
obtained by the use of a regression relationship in semi-logarithmic form. 
This kind of non-linearity i s rationalized on the grounds that the effect of 
ignoring fixed cos t s is to make migration increase with ineome differentials 
and deerease with dis tance more than proportionally. The resul ts of such a 
regression are presented in equation [7]. 

Log /Vj = 7.96 + .00234W* - .00092D + u [7] 

(3.12) (3.40) 

R^ = .54 

The semi-logarithmic form does not appear to provide a better fit than 
the simple arithmetic form. Indeed there seems tobe little to choose between 
them. The evidence at hand i s apparently not adequate to discriminate be
tween these two forms and their different implications about the importanee 
of fixed cos t s of migration. The semi-logarithmic form may have a slight 
edge when the migration ratio i s used —see equation [8]. 

Log /Vj = .886 + .00199W* - .00054D + 1.78S + u [8] 

(2.72) (1.73) (2.48) 

R^ = .63 
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CHART - 5 . 1 

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN INTER-PROVINCIAL DIFFERENTIALS 
IN NET MIGRATION AND INCOME, 

CANADA, 1956-61 
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CHART-5.2 

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN INTER-PROVINCIAL DIFFERENTIALS 
IN NET MIGRATION AND DISTANCE, 
21 PAIRS OF PROVINCES. 1956-61 
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5.7.6 PERFORMANCE OF UNEMPLOYMENT VARIABLES - In view o f the 
frequeney with which unemployment variables have been used in other ana
lyses of migration, some consideration should be given to their role in inter-
provineial migration in Canada. A host of difficulties underlies the a s s e s s 
ment of this role. The main problem is that it is not entirely clear how 
unemployment fits into a theoretieal model drawn from the economie theory 
of resouree allocation. Other writers have treated unemployment variables 
variously a s subst i tu tes for and as supplements to differential earnings. As 
supplements it is not immediately evident what dimension of economie oppor
tunity they add to what i s indicated by ineome differentials. In some c a s e s 
the use of unemployment s t a t i s t i c s as subst i tu tes for income data is due 
simply to the scarcity of the latter; but elsewhere writers have implied that 
labour i s relatively immobile in the face of earnings differentials yet re
sponds to the kind of disequilibrium that is indicated by unemployment. The 
theoretieal merits of this latter argument are far from evident. On the whole, 
unemployment variables seem to be more ambiguous than those that involve 
earnings differentials. One would feel constrained to make use of them, 
however, if they perform empirieally much better than income differentials. 

N^ = 4277 - 209.8U + 584.7U* - 1.58D + u [9] 

(1.11) (1.78) (3.62) 

R^ = .52 

The resul t s shown in equation [ 9 ] , using unemployment variables 
alone, are not especial ly eneouraging. Neither U nor U* have coefficients 
that are signifieantly different from zero, although both have the expected 
s igns. A matter of some surprise is that the relative strength of U* — a kind 
of " p u s h " variable —is much greater than previous s tudies of migration 
would lead one to expeet. These previous s tudies have tended to show that 
unemployment in receiving regions was the more significant determinant of 
migration. That i s clearly not the case in the model applied here to the 
Canadian experience for 1956-61 . It may be that the Canadian experience 
differs from that óf the United States in this regard, yet it might be argued 
that the variable used here for unemployment in the net losing area (long-
term unemployment) may be a more sensi t ive indicator of a fundamental kind 
of disequilibrium in the labour market than the more usuai indicators. U* is 
intended to be a measure of economie d i s t ress and in this it appears to meet 
with some succes s . Th i s sugges ts the possibil i ty of using U* as a supple
ment to W*, although it should be undertaken with caution given the distinct 
correlation between U* and W* (R = .46). It turns out that U* does not per
form particularly well. If equation [10] i s compared with equation [6] 
introdueed above, it can be seen that the introduction of U* does not improve 
the fit nor i s i ts coefficient anywhere near significant. On the other hand, it 
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draws enough influence away from W* to lower the f-value for that variable. 
(This result is unaltered by the addition of U a s well as U*.) 

N^ = 4103 + 2.65W* + 123.19U* - 1.55D + u [lO] 

(1.79) (.29) (3.77) 

R^ = .57 

5.7.7 EXAMINATION OF R ESIDUALS - So far, the most satisfactory resul ts 
are seen to have been achieved with the simple linear regressions of net mi
gration on distance and differences in wage earnings or personal i ncome^ 
equations [4] and [3] — or with a regression of the log of the ratio of 
net migration on the same variables with the addition of a linear vertical 
shift—equation [ 5 ] . Some of the weaknesses of these models can best be 
seen through an examination of the differences" between aetual and predicted 
net migration. 

As one would expeet, large residuals are found where the direction of 
migration that i s predicted by the model i s opposite to the observed net 
movement. This is not an insignificant problem. Out of 21 observations, four 
are net flows in a direction other than that predicted by the ineome differ
en t i a l . ' ' These perverse observations might be viewed as indicàtions that 
there i s something lacking in the theory although one has to aeknowledge 
that a highly aggregative model will be subject to some degree of er ror ." A 
second source of difficulty, and one that i s more ser ious, i s suggested by 
the particular kind of systematie pattern that is evident in the remaining 
residuals . Where the model tends to underestimate by a large amount the 
movement between a net losing region i and another region ;, it will also 
tend to over-estimate the net movement between i and some alternative 
destination k. The most important case i s that of Saskatehewan from where 
the movement is more predominantly westward than the model prediets . For 
the prospective migrant from Saskatehewan, Alberta and Manitoba appear to 
be almost equally attractive dest inat ions in the sense that both dis tance 
and ineome differentials are almost identical. Yet the movement from 
Saskatehewan to Alberta i s almost eight times that to Manitoba. A roughly 
similar situation holds for the inter-changes between Saskatehewan and 
Ontario and British Columbia (on the bas i s of earnings and dis tance, mi
grants from Saskatehewan might be expected to show only the sl ightest 
preference for British Columbia over Ontario yet, again, the movement to the 
western regions was several times that to the eas t ) . A similar pattern is 
seen in the case of the Atlantic Provinces . Migration on net to Ontario is 
underestimated and to i^uebec over-estimated. Quite clearly there is some
thing missing from the model. 

The author is not able at th is time to provide a whoUy satisfactory 
explanation of what is missing nor to adapt the model suceessfully, but cari 
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only speculate about the direetions in which the explanation might be sought. 
First , it should be noted that changing the form of the relationship has 
relatively l i t t le effect. In the semi-logarithmic form - equation [5] - t h e 
residuals have largely the same pattern although the problem with the 
Atlantic Provinces is ameliorated. One element of the missing influenees 
might be information about economie opportunities. If the variable B is 
interpreted as an acceptablé indicator of sources of information (an interpre
tation that was suggested but rejected as inappropriate), it would help to 
account for at leas t a part of the problem. The greater flow of migrants in 
the past from Saskatehewan to British Columbia and from the Atlantic 
Provinces to Ontario would imply much more information about specific job 
opportunities in those dest inat ions. The residuals are indeed smaller and 
have a l e s s pronouneed pattern for the regression equations that inelude B. 
There remains, however, a strikingly large underestimate of the movement 
between Saskatehewan and Alberta and a corresponding over-estimate of 
migration between Saskatehewan and Manitoba. This one pair of residuals 
stands out a s by far the largest to be accounted for and most likely non-
random. 

One broad generalization that might be considered i s that regions 
where employment, especial ly employment in non-agrieultural industries, is 
expanding relatively more rapidly will be regions that have more job oppor
tunities for a given income differential and will therefore tend to be more 
attractive dest inat ions than their earnings differentials would indicate. 
Lowry, 1966, eh. III, emphasizes this variable strongly but i s has obvious 
problems of eausa i interpretation. Except for the particularly striking case 
of migration from Saskatehewan, such a hypothesis does not turn out to be 
very useful. The fact that growth of employment does not provide a general 
improvement of the regression resul ts but does sharply reduce the residuals 
for the inter-changes between Saskatehewan and Alberta, and Manitoba 
strongly sugges ts that the large movement of population out of Saskatehewan 
into neighbouring provinces i s a phenomenon that differs in nature from the 
observed inter-changes between other provinces. For the most part, inter-
provineial migrations are long-distance, inter-regional movements. However, 
it might be argued that the Prairie Provinces actually consti tute a single, 
strueturally integrated economie region. That being the case , a large fraction 
of the observed migration between the three Prairie Provinces might then be 
interpreted as movements from the rural parts of the region (largely Saskat
ehewan) to the urban centres of the region (loeated mainly in Manitoba and 
Alberta). Differences in rates of growth of job opportunities may be more 
important for such shorter-distanee, intra-regional migration. The movement 
from Saskatehewan, then, may be poorly accounted for by the model used 
here because it is fundamentally a different kind of migration. 
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5.8 AGE AND INTER-PROVINCIAL MIGRATION 

In contrast to most previous studies of internai migration, the present 
analysis attempts to examine patterns of migration and the economie deter
minants of those patterns for particular age classes of the male population. 
Marked age differentials in migration have long been widely reeognized. A 
large proportion of migrants is typieally concentrated in the younger adult 
ages. It would not be surprising if the determinants of migration varied 
among the different age groups. In relation to the economie determinants of 
migration one would expeet, at first glanee at least, to find that young males 
are more responsive to earnings differentials and less deterred by distance 
than older males. The shorter working life remaining to older males, over 
which they could reap the benefits of migration, should lead them to require 
larger differentials in earnings to induce them to move. Older workers would 
also tend to have more dependants and possibly a greater likelihood of 
ineurring capital losses on their real property. Thus, costs of movement are 
probably greater for them. To the extent that costs vary with distance, the 
deterrent effect of distance should be greater for older workers. Furthermore, 
the older age groups are more likely to include those who, having attempted 
a move, are disappointèd with the consequences and are returning to the 
region with lower average income. In general, the economie model of migra
tion should apply pre-eminently to younger males. 

The fragile nature of the 1961 Census statistics of migration requires 
that a note of caution be posted. The extent to which migration relationships 
can be explored for specific age groups is narrowly limited. For some ages 
the numbers of migrants between pairs of provinces are very small and the 
focus on a narrow age group may compound the effeets of errors of enumera
tion. Both errors of enumeration and the sample design may have tended to 
produce a considerable underestimation of migration by males in the younger 
age groups, especially 25-34." It should be admitted at the outset that 
errors in the data may be too great for a viable regression analysis of migra
tion by age. 

The examination of migration by age was carried out by estimating 
regression equations for four age groups: males 15-24, 25-34, 20-44 and 
35+, identified respectively as /V,, N^, N^ and N,. The overlapping partly 
dulls age differentiation but has the advantage of somewhat diminishing the 
effeets of enumeration error. The third class, N^,, is ineluded partly to pro
vide continuity with the focus on that age class in the analysis of migration 
that was undertaken for earlier decades. Several different speeifications 
were explored. Results are shown in Table 5.13 for each age group for three 
speeifications which provide the most generally interesting results. The 
first of these is the simple linear model that relates the obsolute value of 
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Table 5.13 - Regression Results, Inter-provincial Migration of Males by Specified Age Group, Canada, 1956 -61 

Dependent variable^ 
Constant 

term 

Regression coeff ic ients ' ' 

W* U* U 

Males aged 15-24 — 

N> 

N, 

log Ni 

Males aged 2 5 - 3 4 -

Ns 

Ns 

logNs 

Males aged 2 0 - 4 4 — 

Ni 

No 

logNf, 

Males aged 35 and over • 

N, 

N, 

logNy 

1,104 

699 

- 0.29 

864 

732 

- 0.31 

2,087 

1,544 

- 0.47 

1,185 

1,463 

- 1.36 

1.10 

0.0019 

0.53d 

O.OOUd 

1.51 

0.0019 

0.71 

0.0021 

0.44 

0.51 

O.OOOSd 

0.29 

0.32 

0.0003d 

0.71 

0.78 

0.0004d 

0.40 

0.38 

0.0004d 

1.60 

1.33 

1.55 

2.08 

290.56 

119.21d 

452.13 

56.02d 

45.40d 

- 22.50d 

103.9 Id 

62.72d 

0.41 

0.47 

0.64 

0.40 

0.40 

0.47 

0.47 

0.54 

0.53 

0.56 

0.47 

0.69 

Co 

<2 
t̂  
S 
Co 

O 

H 

g 
S3 
tJ) 
O 
S3 
fi Co 
Co 

.-. O 

^ See text (Seetion 5.7.8) for definitions of these variables . 
See Table 5 .12, footnote ^ for definitions of the symbols . 

^ Square of multiple correlation coefficient. 
d (- s tat ist ic i s l e s s than 2. 
SOURCE: Appendix I, Table 1.2. 
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net inter-changes to differences in wage and salary earnings and distance. 
Results for the ratio of migration, with a dummy variable ineluded for migra
tion among western provinces, are not shown but they do not differ appre
ciably from those with the absolute value of migration as the dependent 
variable. The second form for which results are shown substitutes unemploy
ment variables for differential earnings. These results may be of interest in 
comparing the present study with others which emphasize the role of unem
ployment. The third set of results are for the regression of the logarithm of 
the ratio of migration on distance, earnings differentials and a dummy for 
migration among the western provinces. 

In relation to initial expectations, the results shown in Table 5.13 are 
somewhat puzzling. For any of the speeifications tried, the best fits of the 
models were obtained for older males (35 years and over); the poorest fits 
were obtained for the age group 25-35, which includes the peak ages of mi
gration. For the latter group the model actually prediets rather poorly. On 

• the other hand, the result for males aged 35 years and over provides a 
reasonably strong confirmation of the model. 

The very weak result for males aged 25-34is indeed puzzling and may 
raise doubts about the entire analysis. It is not clear just how seriously 
this result should be taken. None of the equations that were fit for the age 
group 25-34 produeed an R* over .50. In general the Nvalues of the esti
mated coefficients for W* or U* are not high enough to rejeet the hypothesis 
that the coefficients are zero. Alternative speeifications make little differ
ence." It is not impossible, and indeed rather probable, that the statistics 
of migration for the age group 25 to 34 years are especially subject to 
measurement errors. The data that are employed may not be up to the tests 
that are attempted. Yet reasonably good results appear to be obtained for 
younger (15-24) and older (35+) age groups. Can we accept these and throw 
out the adverse case of the 25-34 year age group? The age group 20-44 
should be less subject to error." The results for this broader age group are 
better, although stili not especially strong. 

Accepting these results at face value, they might be rationalized along 
the following lines. The kind of economie model used here may not be as 
suitable for the young adult age group and problems of aggregation may be 
relatively more severe. Ages 25-34 are years of fairly high occupational 
mobility and of rather widespread searching-out of careers. Survey statistics 
for individuai migrations would help greatly in elarifying behaviour during 
these ages. This age group may also inelude a much higher proportion of 
non-volitional moves such as those involving job changes within the same 
firm. For reasons such as these, the migration of this group may be less. 
clearly deliberate with regard to differential economie opportunity, espeeial-
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ly as revealed by aggregate data, than the migration of groups that are both 
younger and older. However one attempts to solve this puzzle, and the author 
has not got very far with it, it must for the present remain a serious limita
tion on the resul ts of the present study that the most active migrant group 
has proved most difficult to eneompass within the explanation proffered. 

To return to the most positive findings of the study, the response of 
net inter-provincial inter-changes of population to earnings differentials 
does seem to diminish with age and older workers do seem to be more 
deterred by long d i s tances . This i s seen most easi ly in the e las t i e i t i e s of 
migration with respect to earnings differentials and dis tance, computed at 
the mean values in the linear-arithmetic regression equations shown in 
Table 5.14. The result here is in accord with theoretieal expectat ions. 

Table 5.14 - Per Cent Change in Net Interehange of Migrants Between 
Pairs of Provinces Associa ted^ with a One Per Cent Increase 

In W* and D^, Cònada, 1956-61 

Age group 

15-24 

20 -44 

H^ 

0.53 

0.31 

0.33 

0.28 

D 

- 0.73 

- 1.09 

- 1.10 

- 1.14 

^ The elasticity is ealeulated at the mean values of the variables. 
° These are the earnings (W*) and distance (D) variables defined in the text. 

SOURCE: Table 5.13. 

An additional result of some interest i s that the semi-log form appears 
to provide a distinctly better fit for the 15-24 and 35-and-over c l a s s e s but 
not for the intervening age groups. This could be interpreted as a reflection 
of the likelihood that the particular economie model used here, although 
applicable to the younger and older groups, is not adequately specified for 
application to the middle age group (25-34 or 20-44) in any of the forms 
examined. While this may be, the rationale for the semi-log form was thàt 
fixed cos t s of migration might be significant. One would expeet fixed cos ts 
to be higher for older males. For inales ih the 15-24 age group, fixed cos t s 
may not be so important but with imperfect capital markets younger persons 
may find it more difficult to finance movements ." 

A final result of age differentiation that should be of some interest i s 
the variation with age of the influence of unemployment variables . The 
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substitution of the unemployment variables , U and V*, for earnings differen
t ials Works reasonably well for younger but not for older males. For the age 
group 15-24 , the unemployment variables perform about a s well as ineome 
differentials. It i s a lso notable that the significant unemployment variable 
is I/* — long-term unemployment in the net losing region. This sugges ts a 
different interpretation of the influence of unemployment than i s usuai . V* 
is considered to represent struetural maladjustments or fundamental dise-
quilibria in the labour market. It is evidently the young people who react 
most strongly to economie d is t ress by moving to better opportunities e l se 
where. For older workers (35 and over), migration depends much l e s s on 
unemployment than on ineome differentials. Moreover, of the two unemploy
ment variables, V is as effective as U*. 

5.9 MIGRATION AND EDUCATION 

A special tabulation of the 1961 Population Sample provides s ta t i s t i cs 
of inter-provineial migration by levels of educational attainment of the popu
lation. It has to be conceded immediately that these data may be heavily 
dominated by enumeration error and, if used at ali , must be used only in the 
most tentativo way. In the matrices of provincial inter-changes of persons of 
specified age and schooling many of the ce l ls fall below 50. To use these 
data at ali means placing real strains on the bounds of reliability. But the 
temptation to use them is too strong. There has been so l i t t le done in the 
way of ana lys is of migration at this leyel of detail that, with every qualifi-
cation, it seems worthwhile to push ahead. 

The regression relationships between migration, income differentials 
and dis tance d iseussed in foregoing Sections were estimated for each of 
four particular groups of inter-provineial migrants —males aged 25-34 with 
elementary schooling, males aged 35 and over with elementary schooling 
and each of these two age groups. for males with secondary schooling. '^ 
Greater age detail is not available in the tabulation. Migrants with college 
edueation were too few in number to provide a reliable body of data for 
regression ana lys i s . 

The regression resul ts are summarized in Table 5.15. In some respeets 
these resul ts are striking but that may refleet the weakness of the data as 
much a s anything e l se . The resul ts are presented for their interest in a full 
realization that they should not be accepted unquestioningly. The main thing 
that does emerge from the est imates shown in Table 5.15 i s that the eco
nomie model of migration behaviour applies very differently among workers 
with different age and educational attainment. The most interesting result i s 
that the model appears to give a much better explanation of the migration of 
persons with only elementary school edueation than it does of persons with 
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Table 5.15 - Regression Results, Inter-provincial Migration of Males 
by Age and Educational Attainment, Canada, 1956-61 

Dependent 
variable ° 

Constant 
term 

Regression coefficients'' 

Males 25 -34 with e le 
mentary schooling 

iV,. . . . . 

/ o g / V „ . 

Males 35 and over with 
elementary schooling 

N„ 
n j j . . . . 

Males 25 -34 with sec 
ondary schooling 

N,i 
logN,, 

Males 35 and over with 
secondary schooling 

/V„ 

n j j . . . . 

logN,^ 

33 

2.28 

117 

0.089 

4.66 

69 

3.35 

142 

0.04 

4.31 

0.18° 

0.0048^ 

0.01' 

-0.0004<1 

0.04'! 

0.0026<* 

-0.07<1 

0.0003=" 

0.075 

0.0024 

0.06 

0.000<» 

0.0017 

0.06^ 

0.001 l'I 

0.04° 

0.000"* 
0.0011'* 

-0.032 

-0.0009 

-0.04 

-0.000^ 

-0.0010 

-0.021 
-0.0003^ 

-0.031 

0.000'* 

-0.0006 

0.36 

0.66 

0.58 

0.42 

0.57 

0.70 

0.79 

0.26 

0.24 

0.27 

0.77 

0.35 

^ See text for definitions of variables. 
^ See Table 5.13, footnote ^. "S*' is the dummy variable explained in the text. 
f Square of the multiple correlation coefficient. 
" (-statistic is less than 2. 

SOURCE: Appendix I, Table 1.2. 

secondary schooling. The c lose fit for males aged 35 and over with elemen
tary schooling i s striking. The very simple model used accounts for a large 
proportion of the variation in migration. The deterrent effect of distance i s 
high and the reaetion to earnings differentials i s fairly strong. The t-values 
of the coefficients of both variables leave l i t t le question about their signifi
cance (for the relationship in semi-logarithmic forming the ^-value of the 
coefficient of W is 4.7 and that of D is 6.3). On the other hand, the migration 
of the same age group with secondary schooling is very weakly related to 
differential wage earnings. The coefficient of W is of doubtful significance. 
Distance performs a l i t t le better than W and appears to consti tute l e s s of a 
deterrent for the better educated than for those with only elementary school 
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edueation. But for the group with secondary schooling, the model accounts 
for a very much smaller share of over-all variation. The difference here is 
so striking that some effort must be made to rationalize the result. 

The general expeetation would probably have been that a purely eco
nomie model of migration would give better resul ts for a more highly edu
cated group than for persons with only elementary schooling. The resul ts of 
this study indicate that the reverse may be the ca se . With ali the cautions 
about the migration data that werè introdueed above, it should be reeognized 
at the outset that much. reliance should not be plaeed on these resul ts .* ' 
The indication is , however, that for the better-edueated group something 
important is missing from the model. It is not entirely clear what this i s but 
one hypothesis might be that the group with secondary schooling may in
volve a substantial ly higher proportion of "non-vol i t ional" moves. People 
with only elementary edueation may be more inclined to move to obtain jobs 
than to move within their exis t ing jobs. In,the absence of data for individuai 
households, it i s not really possible to evaluate this interpretation. Alterna
tively what may be at work i s simply the severe constraint on persons with 
little edueation, who tend also to have lower average earnings, to move out 
of sheèr necess i ty to better income posit ions. Persons who start with better 
incomes, and who tend to have higher levels of schooling, may have greater 
latitude to pursue other des i res . 

At the very leas t it must be reeognized that these resul ts raise impor
tant quest ions. It may not really be possible to take them seriously, but they 
point to a re-thinking of the economie model of migration which underlies 
this research. Can it really be believed that persons with l e s s schooling are 
more strongly motivated to migrate in the face of differences in earnings than 
persons with higher levels of schooling? Or is the aggregation problem more 
severe for persons with secondary sehool edueation? Even a l i t t le occupa
tional detail would go a long way in helping to clarify th is . One thing that 
should be pointed out i s that introduction of the variable B, representing the 
availability of information, greatly improves the explanation of migration for 
males aged 35 and over with secondary schooling. 

/V,j =33 - .23P^^ - .029W + .013D + 2.08B + u [il] 

(4.87) (1.34) (1.39) (7.26) 

R^ = .83 

This may be a persuasive point in favour of the dominance of searce infor
mation flows over more directly economie variables . It seems premature to 
reach any real conclusions about this and it is really very doubtful that 
many conclusions can be reaehed with the data on migration that are eur-
rently available. 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE 

' Thus it should be eas ier to predici the predominant direction of flow of mi
grants , especia l ly on net, in a given situation than to predici the move of a particu
lar individuai. 

^ There is a voluminous literature on this subject. A highly useful statement 
of the theory in very general and fully articulated form is provided by Michael J . 
Brennan (1965, pp. 45-64) . 

' Such changes have a great variety of sources . They might result from changes 
in consumption pat terns or in technology. A factor frequently s t ressed in Canadian 
economie history is the changed profitability of s taple export commodities. 

* Some writers have given the flow of information an over-riding importanee in 
their d i scuss ions of labour migration; see especia l ly Richard Nelson, 1959. 

' An important consideration in out-migration from a generally depressed area 
is that, regardless of d is tance , movement may require ineurring capi tal l o s s e s , as 
in sel l ing farm property. 

' This changing balanee between the exist ing distribution of population and 
the distribution of new opportunities that inevitably occurs as a part of the proeess 
of economie growth has been ably described by Simon Kuznets in a number of writ-
ings —in particular Kuznets , 1964. 

' T h i s " s t a p l e t h e s i s " is most widely associa ted with the work of Harold 
Adams Innis but i s the model employed in both the Innis, 1954, and the Easterbrook 
and Aitken, 1956, texts . It received substant ia t ion by Caves and Holten, 1959, but 
is not without c r i t ics . See Kenneth Buckley, 1958, and E.G. Chambers and Donald 
Gordon, 1966. 

In a simple model with two regions, our hypothesis is that population will 
tend to migrate from the region with lower to the region with higher income level. 
Where there are more than two regions, the same tendeney should hold but it does 
not permit the prediction of the sign of net migration for any but the lowest and the 
highest regions in the income ranking. 

There might be some interest in looking at even narrower age groups for 
which the pattern might eommonly differ from that for the whole population. The 
select ion of the age group 20 -44 was based on two considerat ions. As already 
pointed out, this age span encompasses the peak of years of migration and e s p e 
cially of the migration that would be expected to be most clearly determined by 
economie factors. It is a reasonably broad age c l a s s , though, so that the impact of 
errors in the migration es t imates is lessened. Es t imates of migration made by the 
Life Table Survival Ratio technique are quite sensi t ive to enumeration errors in the 
census . Young males (20-24) tend to be under-enumerated relative to males 10 years 
older, suggest ing that migration will be underestimated for males aged 2 0 - 2 4 and 
over-estimated for males aged 3 0 - 3 4 . The es t imates for each age group standing by 
themselves could be particularly misleading but in combining the two groups, the 
errors partly eancel . 

"• But it might be noted that each of the three Prair ie Provinces continued to 
experience posit ive net migration of males aged 2 0 - 4 4 . 
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" An es t imate of migration of the Canadian-born between two provinces over 
an intereensal decade can be obtained by subtracting the population born in prov
ince i but residing in province k at the beginning of the decade from that at the end 
of the decade . The result ing change in ;-born residing in k differs from migration of 
;-born to k over the decade by the number of deaths to ;-born that were resident in k 
in the ini t ia l year, return migration of j-born from ; to le and the interehanges of ;-
born between k and other provinces or countr ies . For any of these reasons , the 
change in the b i r th / res idence index may, in any particular si tuation, be a poor 
es t imate of migration. 

" The exception is a most unfortunate one since it is for the period with the 
highest ra tes of migration and the greates t impact of immigration. 

" The figure for immigrants a lso includes Canadian-born returning from res i 
dence in other countr ies . 

" The point must be kept clearly in mind when considering such quest ions as 
why the out-migration from Quebec and the Maritimes has not been larger; 

" The s t a t i s t i c s of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 make the first decade of the period 
stand out. The es t imates for 1911-21 are probably biased downward however. The 
Life Table Survival Ratio method of estimation does not take into account the in
fluenza epidemie of 1918 or deaths due to World War I. The latter show up in a 
pronouneed downward b ias to the es t imates for males aged 2 0 - 4 4 . 

'* It i s curious that for Quebec the net migration of males aged 20 -44 should 
be so much lower in relation to the figure for the whole population than it is for 
other provinces. There is no ready interpretation for this phenomenon and caution 
should be taken in making such comparisons with net migration s t a t i s t i c s . The 
detai led s t a t i s t i c s for Quebec of net migration by age indicate fairly heavy in-
migration at the older ages contrasted with out-migration or negligible in-migration 
of younger adul ts . It i s a temptation to interpret this as return migration from the 
United States but the evidence is not available. 

" More information would be desirable about the relative severity in Quebec of 
the influenza epidemie of 1918. 

" The modest in tereensal net loss of Quebec-born to other provinces in 1941 -
51 sugges t s that the main dest inat ion was the United Sta tes . 

" The negative net migration for Saskatehewan is disproportionately female. 
Among males, the net out-migration is almost entirely of very young men, aged 
15-24 . 

°̂ Many writers refer to this measure as " e a r n e d " income, a designation having 
implications that are better avoided. The name "par t ic ipat ion income" is due to 
Kuznets. 

^' Wherever poss ible provinces rather than regions are used in the computation 
since with only five regions the coefficient of rank correlation must be 1.00 to be 
accepted as significaiitly different from zero at even the 0.05 level. 

" Note that the use of the income level at the beginning of the decade rather 
than the average level of income during the period of migration implies a lag in the 
response of migration to changing income differentials . 
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^' Mining seems bes t treated as an industriai rather than as a rural occupation. 
Forestry is a more difficult case s ince in different t imes and p laees it has the 
charac te r i s t ies of both c l a s s e s . It i s ineluded here with industr ia i occupat ions. 

'* In 1921-22 , the ear l ies t year for which reliable s t a t i s t i c s are avai lable , the 
crude birth rate in Quebec was 30 per cent above the average for the nation and 
almost doublé the level for British Columbia, the province with the lowest birth 
rate. 

" It is interest ing, however, that it i s this decade for which Farrar, 1962 
obtains the c l o s e s t relat ionship between migration and prior naturai increase . 

" Several b i t s of evidence support this contention. Average wage and salary 
earnings for 1900-01 were enumerated in the 1901 Census and published in Canada, 
Census Bureau, 1907. The advantage of the western region s tands out in these 
data. The Maritimes and Quebec appear to have been relat ively better off in 1901 
than a decade later. In a general way that pattern for 1901 appears in s t a t i s t i c s of 
the average wages and sa la r ies per employee in manufacturing es tabl i shments 
{Canada Year Book 1906, p. 144) and the average sa la r ies of school t eachers 
{Canada, Year Book 1906, p. 160). 

" The 1901 Census s t a t i s t i c s of wage and salary earnings per worker show 
British Columbia at least 60 per cent above the national average. Bes ides the higher 
levels of pr ices in that province, the abnormally low ratio of dependants to workers 
inflated the differential in 1910-11 . 

" Although free land and the agricultural potential of the region must be reeog
nized as the fundamental ba s i s for the attraetion of se t t l e r s , the many job oppor
tunit ies in the developing urban trading and service strueture of the region were 
important immediate at t raet ions to migrants. 

" Care must be taken in interpreting these figures. Some, at l eas t , of the 
Ontario-born migrants to Saskatehewan and Alberta would have migrated from prov
inces other than Ontario — especia l ly Manitoba. 

' ° P rec i se ly that stronger and more restr ict ive formulation of the theory is 
resorted to in Seetion 5.5 as one (but only one) of the re la t ions analysed by regres
sion techniques . 

" Note that the disproportionate share of Prair ie se t t le rs from Ontario is a 
phenomenon of the first decade of the century only. The proportion originating in 
Quebec rose and that in Ontario fell sharply in 1911 - 2 1 . 

" This interpretation is consis tent with what the author earlier believed was 
dubious evidence that income per worker in Quebec agriculture in 1910-11 was very 
l i t t le different from Ontario agriculture (cf. Mclnnis, 1968, Table A - 4 ) . 

" The argument applies mainly within Ontario. The pressure on agriculture 
should have been more intense in the wheat-growing areas of western Ontario than 
in the dairy-farming areas of eas tern Ontario. The number of persons engaged in 
agriculture was declining everywhere in Eastern Canada, but the fall does seem to 
have been relatively greater in the wheat-growing d is t r ie t s . The rural population of 
Grey, Bruco and Huron counties declined by more than 15 per cent from 1901 to 
1911. On the other hand counties such as Renfrew and Glengary, which were 
generally thought to be much less prosperous agriculturally, experienced dec l ines 
of only seven per cent. 
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'" S ta t is t ics are not available on the county of birth or of previous res idence 
but personal familiarity with many Saskatehewan res idents who originated in Ontario 
h a s left the author impressed by the high proportion that seems to have come from 
Grey, Bruco and Huron count ies . Casual empiricism can be very misleading, so the 
argument put forth here should properly be regarded as an untested hypothesis . 

" The change in the number of French-speaking Canadian-born in the United 
States during this period does not point to a large emigration from Quebec either. 

" A fairly persuasive case has been made by Caves and Holton, 1959, pp. 
182-188 . Much more would have to be known than at present, however, for the 
argument to be completely convincing. 

" Mackintosh, 1939, briefly h ints that this was not one of Brit ish Columbia 's 
better decades but does not pursue the matter. For the most part, even the broad 
dimensions of the alteration in trend do not seem to have been reeognized. 

" There is actually a considerable amount of raw material but very l i t t le of it 
has been worked over and put into geiierally usable form. 

" This evidence should not be cited without qualification. Concern has already 
been expressed that the es t imates of migration for 1911-21 may have a downward 
b ias , probably because they do not account adequately for war deaths . This might 
have a ser ious effect on the es t imate for British Columbia. On the other hand the 
migration es t imates are cons is ten t with the evidence or work force s t a t i s t i c s 
referred to above in the text. 

"' The isolat ion of British Columbia from the rest of Canada was not much of a 
deterrent to migration. That province was able readily to draw migrants from the 
Prair ie region where the relative a t t rae t iveness of migration had deteriorated: by far 
the greater proportion of Canadian-born migrants to British Columbia came from the 
Prair ie Provinces . 

^' The author has already questioned the accuracy of the negative net migration 
for males aged 2 0 - 4 4 in the period 1911 - 2 1 . If, in fact, that est imate is in error the 
decade of the 1930s s tands uniquely. 

" The rate of out-migration from Nova Scotia fell so low that, at the end of the 
decade , an influx of military personnel at the outbreak of World War II turned migra
tion posi t ive for the whole decade. 

"^ Net migration was positive for Quebec and Manitoba. Both lost Canadian-
born in the net exchange with other provinces. 

" Net out-migration from Saskatehewan was particularly heavily concentrated 
among young people at the ages when they marry or take their first jobs. The poten
t ial pressure on labour supply had eased by 1961. 

" No mention is made of the consequences of government policy for inter-
regional migration in Canada. The substant ia l package of pol ic ies aimed at support
ing the economy of the Maritimes, espec ia l ly Nova Scotia, may very well have been 
effective in reducing migration out of the area. 

* 'Males aged 10-19 were no l e s s than 48 per cent of the total male labour 
force in New Brunswick in 1951. The highest ratio ever achieved by Quebec was 42 
per cent in 1901. In relat ive terms, a previous high of 30 per cent above the national 
average was attained both by Quebec and Prince Edward Island in 1911. 
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" It should be noted, however, that the principal movement of migrants born in 
Prince Edward Island has been to Ontario, not to the urban centres of the Maritime 
Provinces . 

*' Migration of labour from a region of low wages to one of high wages need 
not, as i s eommonly supposed, reduce the wage differential. The marginai ana lys i s 
that leads to such a conclusion assumes a Constant demand for labour in both re
gions. Where migration is on a large sca le , such an assumption is hardly tenable . 

" It i s not clear at this time what differentials in average income among prov
inces would be cons is tent with an equilibrium in the labour market wherein there 
was no further indueement to migrate. 

™ This source of information has been described in foregoing chapters . There 
is no need to review here the relative strengths and weaknesses of these data . 
Direct census data on migration were made available in the 1941 Census of Canada 
but, to the author 's knowledge, no use has previously been made of them for the 
kind of regression ana lys i s undertaken here with the data for 1961. Some resu l t s 
have been obtained by the author from the 1941 s t a t i s t i c s but they cannot be pre
sented here. 

" This statement i s worded deliberately to avoid any implication that the whole 
eost of migration should be charged against the earnings differential in the current 
year. 

" The rat ionale for this specification presumed that the s ize of the population 
base would have an influence but that the use of the ratio as a dependent variable 
involves the excess ive ly restr ict ive assumption that the coefficient of P j is actually 
one. In equation [l] the coefficient is dis t inct ly l ess than one and not really signifi
eantly different from zero. 

' ' An example might serve to make the argument clearer. A farmer in a poor 
distr ici of rural Manitoba might be considering a move to a better-paying city job. 
He moves to Winnipeg because he is fairly familiar with conditions there. He has 
re la t ives there and friends who have previously migrated and who inform him he can 
decidedly increase h i s earnings. What he does not know, or knows only in an impre
c i se way, is that the same job he will take in Winnipeg is available in, say, Hamilton 
at an even higher wage. If he were a rational maximizer of earnings with complete 
information he would migrate to Hamilton. Because his information is limited to a 
specific opportunity open in Winnipeg, he moves there. Since he would undertake 
the move only if the city job i s , in fact, an improvement upon his present position; 
the migration is s t i l i from a low to a higher income location, but it is not to the 
highest al ternative income. 

" It i s interest ing that Nelson, 1959, pp. 4 9 - 5 1 , in making a case for the role 
of information s tands th is argument on its head. He argues that the role of informa
tion flows as measured by the numbers of "friends and r e l a t i v e s " in prospect ive 
des t inat ions would be shown even more strongly were it not that B i s a direct 
resul t of pas t migration which in turn is eorrelated with income differentials. 

" Equation L̂ J using Y provides a slightly better fit than equation L^] which 
u s e s W*. The coefficient of Y is more strongly significant than that of W* but the 
evidence is not sufficiently conclusive to es tab l i sh a clear preference for Y over 
W*. 
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' ' Population moved, on net, from Manitoba and Saskatehewan to the Atlantic 
Prov inces and from Manitoba to Quebec, despi te the lower average levels of earn
ings in the net gaining regions. The same si tuat ion prevailed in a net movement 
from Ontario to Alberta. These inverse movements are relatively small but they tend 
to produce rather large res iduals . 

" Net migration from higher to lower income proyinces is found in c a s e s where 
the s t reams of migration in both direet ions are small and where the composition of 
the migrant population is most likely to differ signifieantly from that of res idents . 

" The share of migrants in coUective households , ex,cluded from the sample, 
would tend to be high. The under-enumeratiori of younger males in 1961 was ser ious , 
especia l ly in some, of the areas that are major des t ina t ions of inter-provincial 
migrants. 

" The correlation can be improved substant ia l ly by the inclusion of B, the 
"fr iends and r e l a t i v e s " variable, but this does nothing to strengthen the influence 
of W*. 

' " Many of the suggested kinds of error are common to both groups but sampling 
variation should be lower for the broader.age group and there may be some cancel la-
tion of the effeets of enumeration error. 

" It should be kept in mind that the age group 15-24 includes some o f the 
dependants of older migrants. 

" One difference from the previous ana lys i s i s the use of age-specific earnings 
differentials unadjusted for occupational composition. Th i s variable i s identified as 
W rather than H*. 

" Sampling variabili ty is high and errors of enumeration may be such as to 
render any ana lys i s impossible. The fact that the resu l t s are not generally poor may 
give US some confidenee. There are indicàt ions , however, that enumeration error 
may vary sys temat ica l ly among groups in the population. 
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Chapter Six 

SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
OF CANADIAN RURAL FARM 

MIGRATION 1956 - 61 

by 
Douglas C. A. Curtis, 

Waterloo Lutheran University 

6.1 RURAL FARM MIGRATION AS AN ADJUSTMENT TO 
ECONOMIC CHANGE 

The migration of the rural farm population is one aspect of the 
proeess of economie growth and struetural change (Kuznets, 1964, pp. 
xxii-xxxv) within the Canadian economy. This growth a r i ses from the 
expansion in aggregate demand in the economy produeed by population 
growth, income growth and technological change. Struetural change occurs 
in response to different rates of expansion of demand for the output of 
different sectors in the economy and consequently different sectoral ra tes 
of growth in the demand for factors of production. When the rate of growth 
of a factor of production in a sector (in this c a se population or labour 
force in agriculture) differs from the rate of growth of demand for the factor 
of production, l eve ls of economie opportunity and factor returns tend to 
change. Migration i s the response of population to the patterns of oppor
tunity and return that emerge. 

Spatial and sectoral differentials in per capita income may be im
portant elements in explaining the magnitude and direction of net migra
tion flows. These income differentials may indicate patterns of opportunity 
and benefit to potential migrants. Per capita incomes are, in fact, indic
ative ofthe price es tabl ished in the market for labour services by conditions 
of supply and demand. The supply of labour, and the rate of growth of 
that supply, in one market or sector comes from both naturai population 
increase and net migration. The demand for labour is derived from the 
demand for i ts output. The nature of the demand for agricultural versus 
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non-agrieultural produets, and rates of naturai population increase in the 
two sec tors , may thus indicate the pat terns of income differentials and 
migration flows that can be expected. 

In the Canadian economy, the growth in demand for the output of 
non-agricultural sectors has exceeded that for the agricultural sector. 
Manufactured goods and services tend to have relatively high ineome 
e las t i e i t i es of demand, ' particularly with incomes rising from relatively 
high leve ls . Both rising incomes and population growth, by expanding the 
demand for non-agrieultural produets, have created an expanded demand 
for labour in non-agrieultural sec tors . This increased demand for labour 
and the expansion of labour productivity as a result of technological 
advance have produeed expanded economie opportunity and rising incomes 
in non-agricultural sec tors . 

The income and price e las t ic i ty of demand for agricultural output in 
Canada is low. Certain quality food produets such a s meats and poultry 
demonstrate substantial ly higher income e las t i e i t i es of demand than the 
total agricultural output while income e la s t i e i t i e s for cerea! erops may be 
negative (Caves and Holton, 1961, p. 434). Inereasing incomes also tend 
to produce increased consumer demands for partly prepared foods, and may 
thus increase aetual outlays for food without contributing directly to the 
demand for farm produets. In th i s e las t ic i ty situation, the bas i s growth in 
the demand for farm produets comes from population growth a s long a s 
purchasing power per capita does not deeline with this population increase . 

If the growth in agricultural demand i s closely tied to population 
growth, the rate of naturai increase of the farm population may be more 
than agricultural activity can absorb. The rate of naturai increase of the 
farm population has , in the past , exceeded that of the non-farm population 
and thus that of the total population (Anderson, 1963). This implies a rate 
of growth of farm population that may exceed the rate of growth of demand 
for agricultural produets. Assuming for the moment that technological 
change in agriculture occurs at a rate that just maintains the physieal 
productivity of this increased farm population a s it i s absorbed into agri
cultural activity, the resultant increase in the supply of farm output might 
exceed the increase in the demand for farm output and thus depress farm 
pr ices , reducing average agricultural incomes. On the bas i s of a Constant 
physieal productivity assumption it then appears that some part of the 
naturai increase of the farm population may be regarded a s surplus popu
lation. 

Adopting a more real is t ic assumption of substantial ly inereasing 
labour productivity in agriculture (Drummond and MacKenzie, 1957, pp. 
90-91) has the effect of indicating an even greater surplus population 
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than would exist under Constant productivity. Any increase in the physieal 
productivity of the _p.pp.ulation in agriculture would produce an even greater 
supply of agricultural produets and further depress agricultural pr ices . 
This latter price fall, as a result of the low (<1) price e las t ic i ty of demand, 
would in fact result in an aggregate agricultural income below that received 
with only Constant physieal productivity. The combined effeets of naturai 
population increase and technological improvement in agriculture, if 
absorbed into agricultural activity, would b e t e produce substantial dec l ines 
in average agricultural income, thus indicating a substantial surplus of 
farm population. 

For the Canadian economy in the 1930-55 period, data on population 
growth and on productivity change in agriculture give some indication of 
the adjustments in the s ize of farm population required to maintain average 
farm incomes. In this period, the increase in the Canadian population was 
54 per cent (Drummond and MacKenzie, 1957, p. 29) which indicates an 
approximately equal percentage expansion in the demand for agricultural 
output. Est imates of changes in labour productivity in agriculture, for the 
same period, indicate an increase of between 75 per cent and 100 per cent 
in the volume of output per man (Drummond and MacKenzie, 1957, pp. 90-91). 
On the bas i s of this demand-supply information, it would appear that the 
farm population at the beginning of the period, if it adopted new production 
techniques, could more than satisfy the increased demand for agricultural 
produets. The increased supply result ing from increased productivity, 
inasmuch a s it exceeded the expansion of demand, might produce a decline 
in agricultural pr ices suffieient to reduce both average and aggregate 
agricultural ineome. If average agricultural income levels are to be main-
tained, agricultural activity can neither absorb the naturai increase of the 
farm population nor continue to employ a population a s large a s that at the 
beginning of the period. 

In this si tuation, there are two essent ia l patterns of adjustment that 
individually or in combination operate to maintain or increase the average 
ineome levels in agriculture. The first, and most obvious perhaps, i s the 
withdrawal of labour and some land resources from agriculture at a rate 
suffieient to maintain average agricultural incomes. The withdrawal tends 
to reduce the number of farm operators and labourers while limiting the 
rate of growth of total agricultural output to approximately that of the 
growth of total population.^ Average agricultural incomes increase a s a 
result of combined effeets of redueed farm population and steady-to-
slightly-inereasing aggregate agricultural income. Examples of the with
drawal of land resources and labour inelude both complete abandonment of 
farms and adoption of part-time farming where non-agricultural income 
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sources contribute an inereasing proportion to the total income of the farm 
population. 

The second pattern of adjustment, which occurs simultaneously with 
the first to some extent, involves reorganization. Greater specialization is 
taking place in produets such as meats, which have relatively high income 
and price elastieities of demand. Combined with this is an adjustment of 
factor proportions, using more land and capital per unit of labour in order 
to increase labour productivity. Increased employment of capital equipment, 
machinery, buildings and livestoek has involved substitution of capital 
for labour on existing holdings plus consolidation of land areas when some 
operators withdraw completely. This reorganization coneentrates agricul
tural activity on produets of greater demand expansion and forces the 
withdrawal of some part of previous labour input. 

Within the Canadian economy, the observed patterns of agricultural 
adjustment vary considerably between regions. Part of this variation is 
attributable to different qualities and distributions of land resources, part 
to differing socio-cultural and politicai circumstances and part to regional 
differences in economie strueture. These regional patterns will be consid
ered briefly since they are important in determining the role of spatial 
population relocation in rural farm population adjustment.' 

In the Maritime Provinces, the fertility and geographic distribution 
of land resources appear to be largely unsuitable for extensive reorgan
ization utilizing modem techniques; for example, there are some areas 
where resources permit specialization in potatoes and apples. Many areas, 
however, do not have this alternative and agriculture has been completely 
abandoned as a result. In addition, the relatively high proportion of farm 
ineome from non-farm sources (DBS, 1958 Farm Survey Report, Table 13) 
illustrates the attempts of farm operators to maintain their income levels 
througb part-time farm and part-time non-farm employment. Inability to ef
fectively reorganize agriculture plus the recent growth in non-farm activity 
in this region might be expected to produce relatively large net shifts of 
population out of agriculture. 

In Quebec, there appear to be two patterns of adjustment in agricul
ture based partly on land resources and partly on socio-cultural and poli
ticai situations. In the St. Lawrence area, reorganization has occurred 
involving mechanization, consolidation of land area and withdrawal of 
labour input. In the Appalachian and Laurentian areas, however, land 
resources are much less suited to widespread mechanization and there 
appears to be a more rigid socio-cultural framework. Both these factors 
have tended to retard the release of labour and agricultural reorganization. 
In these areas, part-time farming with seasonal non-farm employment 
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appears to be a more important part of the adjustment to low agricultural 
income than is migration. Dealing with the province as a unit, the impor
tanee of spatial population redistribution in agricultural adjustment may be 
redueed by the inertia of the population. 

Agricultural resources in Ontario for the most part are well suited to 
reorganization and mechanization. There are some marginai areas where 
this does not apply but agriculture has been partially or totally abandoned 
in many of these. Commercialization, consolidation and mechanization 
have foreed a reduction in labour input as small operators have found it 
difficult to raise capital requirements or employ capital equipment to 
capacity. High levels of non-agricultural incomes and large non-farm 
population have also operated to provide attractive non-farm alternatives. 
These factors combined might be expected to produce relatively high 
levels of spatial reloeation of the farm population. 

The situation in the Prairie Provinces is somewhat similar to that 
in Ontario. Land resources arie suitable for mechanization and special
ization has been present since initial settlement. There are some excep
tions to this pattern, particularly in the black soil areas where higher soil 
fertility initially induced smaller farm settlement patterns and less special
ization. This is especially true in Manitoba but in these areas also con
solidation is proceeding combined with increased mechanization. The 
entire area of the Prairies is dominated by commereialized agriculture 
which is responsive to market conditions. This past commercialization 
and specialization may mean a smaller population imbalance and lower 
levels of net population displaeement in the 1956-61 period, 

Unique land resources and topography have produeed a rather unique 
pattern of adjustment in British Columbia. Land suitable for agriculture, 
occurring in relatively small pockets in river valleys and coastal plains, 
is particularly suited to specialized intensive erops such as fruits, veg-
etables and dairy farming, and tends to be high-prieed. As a result, the 
pattern of agricultural development has been toward highly specialized 
small farms using extensive capital to maintain output per aere and per 
worker. In most cases, hired labour has been and is being replaced by 
machinery and farm size in some cases has been redueed to permit full 
operation by the owner alone. These circumstances may be expected to 
produce a relatively high level of spatial population relocation. Land is 
searce and expensive, which discourages sub-marginal employment, while 
mechanization, essential to maintain returns to both land and labour, is 
replaeing hired farm workers. 

In each case, the net migration of the farm population is one part of 
the over-all pattern of agricultural change. As with other parts of the 
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proeess of agricultural adjustment, the migration flows observed arise 
from individuai deeisions based on a combination of factors, some of which 
tend to push people out of agriculture. Individuai operators may find it 
impossible to raise the capital required for mechanization or to fully employ 
current types of capital equipment. Price levels of agricultural produets 
may be too low to provide some operators with what they regard as an 
adequate return on their effort and investment. They may seek alternative 
employment. Hired labour may find that levels of remuneration in agriculture 
and the seasonal nature of employment do not provide adequate standards 
of living. Social services of edueation and reereation may not meet the 
desired standards of some rural farm residents. Any or ali of these factors 
may tempt individuai rural farm residents to look for alternative forms of 
employment or residence environment. 

On the other hand, circumstances in other areas and occupations may 
provide pulling or attractive forces to individuals. Higher levels of remu
neration and employment opportunity in non-farm occupations may induce 
movement of both farm operators and farm family members entering the 
labour force. Educational standards and the availability of other social 
services in non-farm areas may induce migration with or without occu
pational change. These conditions represent alternatives to rural farm. 
life and farming as an occupation which may strongly influence individuai 
deeisions regarding residence and occupation. 

The individual's decision to migrate is then based on his flrst-hand 
knowledge of his present situation, plus whatever information is available 
about circumstances in alternative destinations. Information may be availa-
blè^through mass communication media of radio, television and newspaper or 
may be received through social contaets with off-farm residents and previous 
migrants. This availability of information and the potential migrant's 
reaetion to it may further depend on his present situation. Both levels 
of information and propensities to migrate are apt to depend on the educa
tional achievement and age of the potential migrant as yieW as on his 
socio-cultural ties to his present location. It is not necessarily the 
poorest who migrate nor the wealthiest but rather a selection of individuals 
from ali groups. This selection depends on information about attractive 
alternatives, the availability of resources to cover the monetary eost of 
relocation, and a willingness to accept the inherent risk and psychic eost 
involved. 

The net effect of individuai deeisions is the pattern of migration 
flows presented in the next Seetion. These patterns arise in part from the 
agricultural change taking place and in part from the changes and circum
stances in non-agricultural sectors of the economy. The third Seetion ofthis 
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Chapter compares the observed cross-seetional migration patterns to 
patterns of economie factors in order to examine the relationships that 
may exist. 

6.2 PATTERNS OF RURAL FARM MIGRATION RATIOS, 1956-61 

The purpose of this Seetion is to present and discuss, in light of 
the preceding discussion of social and economie conditions in agriculture, 
the observed migration flows of rural farm population in the 1956-61 period. 
It deals with flows out of rural farm residence in 1956 to non-farm resi
dence in 1961, selected sex-age profiles of individuai streams and, for 
the labour force population ^f 1961, selected characteristies such as 
educational levels and occupation at destination. Similar consideration 
is given to migrant flows into rural farm residence in 1961 from non-farm 
residence in 1956 and to net migration where possible. These flows illus
trate part of the pattern of adjustment taking place within the economy in 
response to inter-seetoral differences in supply and demand for labour. 

Migration estimates were derived directly from the Population Sample 
tabulations (see Chapter One, Sections 1.3 and 1.4, and Appendix B for 
relevant discussion). Among the various limitations of these data that 
might be mentioned here is.the fact that the tabulations do not distinguish 
province of residence in 1956 of inter-provineial out-migrants from rural 
farm areas, neeessitating consideration of these flows only in terms of 
province of residence in 1961.'' Similarly for intra-provincial migrants, the 
data do not specify particular sub-provincial locations of residence in 
either 1956 or 1961. 

Migration ratios have been used in preference to the aetual number 
of migrants. Different base populations were used for caleulating ratios of 
out-migration, in-migration and net migration in order to facilitate particular 
types of interpretation. The base for out-migration ratios is the 1956 farm 
population of the province or provinces of origin. The ratio is thus the 
proportion of the farm population at the beginning of the period that is 
living in non-farm residence in a particular province at the end of the 
period.' .In-migration ratios to rural farm residence were ealeulated using 
the 1961 reporting farm population of the Population Sample. These ratios 
give an indication of the proportion of the 1961 farm population that moved 
into rural farm residence between 1956 and 1961 from rural non-farm and 
urban residence in 1956. The 'approximate exposed' population (that is, 
the 1961 farm population minus net migrants) was used for calculation of 
net migration ratios. In the case of rural farm migration, net migration is 
negative; thus the base population becomes the 1961 farm population plus 
the absolute net out-migration, giving a rough approximation of the number 
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of survivors of the 1956 rural farm population that could have migrated 
(see Chapter Two, footnote' for a related comment). The use of different 
base populations for caleulating in-, out- and net migration ratios preeludes 
precise comparison of magnitudes of in-, out-and net migration rat ios . 

6.2.1 PROVINCIAL VARIATION - In-migration rat ios for the rural farm 
population are presented in Table 6 .1 . Intra-provincial ratios show move
ments taking place within the boundaries of each province. Inter-provincial 
rat ios are presented by province of dest ination and show the movement of 
population into rural farm residence in the province of reference from rural 
non-farm and urban residence ( a s of 1956) in other provinces. The total in-
migration ratios are the sums of the intra-provincial and inter-provineial 
rat ios and thus show the s ize of the in-migrant population relat ive to the 
total rural farm population in 1961. 

Table 6.1 - Internai In-Migration Ratios for Rural Farm Areas, 
Canada and Provinces, 1956-61 

number of in-migrants 
NOTE. - In-mlgratlon = iggi rural farm population " ^°°-

Province^ 

Canada 

Prince Edward Island , 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick , 
Quebec 
Ontario , . 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia . . . . 

Total*» 

6.6 
5.5 
4.1 
3.4 
4.5 
9.4 
5.7 
4.9 
8.5 

14.2 

Intra-
provincial 

5.8 

3.6 
3.5 
2.6 
3.8 
9.0 
4.4 
3.8 
7.1 

11.1 

Inter-
provincial 

0.8 

1.9 
0.6 
0.8 
0.2 
0.4 
1.2 
1.1 
1.5 
3.1 

a Newfoundland not shown separately because of data inconsistencies. 
b Total In-mlgratlon is intra-provincial in-mlgration plus inter-provincial in-migration. 

SOURCE: 1961 Census, DBS 98-509, Tables 1-2 and 1-3. 

There i s considerable variation among provinces in the s ize of the 
in-migration rat ios for both intra-provincial and inter-provincial migrant 
flows. British Columbia and Ontario have the highest ratios of in-migration 
to rural farm residence, with Alberta ranking third. This provincial ranking 
changes for inter-provincial rat ios of in-migration to rural farm residence, 
with British Columbia, Pr ince Edward Island and the Prair ie Provinces 
showing the highest rat ios . The Canadian ratios of both intra-provincial 
and inter-provineial in-migration to rural farm residence are weighted' 
averages of the individuai provincial rat ios . Differentials between this 
Canadian ratio and the provincial rat ios may then indicate differentials in 
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the a t t rae t iveness of rural farm residence in any one province relat ive to 
the Canadian average. 

Similar variation appears among provincial ratios of total (inter-
provincial plus intra-provincial) in-migration to rural farm residence, 
and the ranking of provinces in terms of magnitude of these rat ios corres
ponds to that already noted for intra-provincial migration. British Columbia, 
Ontario and Alberta have the highest ratios of in-migration, ali of which 
exceed the in-migration ratio for Canada as a whole. Ratios for the other 
provinces are l e s s . t h a n that for Canada. On the bas i s of the previously 
mentioned relationship between the provincial and Canadian averages , the 
provincial rankings may indicate that the relat ive a t t raet iveness of rural 
farm residence in British Columbia, Ontario and Alberta exceeds that for 
the nation a s a whole. 

Out-migration ratios for the rural farm population are presented in 
Table 6.2. It i s important to note that the inter-provincial ratio does not 
refer to migration out of the province named in the relevant row of this 
table. The inter-provincial ratios deal with flows of migrants between 
provinces in terms of province of destination, and they may be regarded 
as ratios of in-migration to urban and rural non-farm residence in one 
province (that named in the relevant row of the table) from rural farm 
residence in ali other provinces. 

Examining out-migration rat ios for intra-provincial rural farm migrants, 
there appears to be substantial variation among provinces. However, there 
i s some similarity among provinces within the Maritime and Prai r ie regions. 
The Maritime Provinces have relatively high out-migration rat ios partic
ularly in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The position of Pr ince Edward 
Island is difficult to a s s e s s acciirately but the small geographic s ize of 
the province, the relatively low level of urban development and the small 
s i ze of Charlottetown relative to other Canadian urban centres may reduce 
substant ial ly the intra-provincial shift from rural farm to other types of 
res idence. It might be assumed that migration ratios are low in this province 
because a large part of rural farm outflow leaves the province. The flow 
out of the province cannot be estimated with the bas ic tabulations for the 
rural farm population. ' 

In the Prair ie Provinces , intra-provincial out-migration ratios are 
more uniform and somewhat lower than in most of the other provinces. 
This uniformity of migration ratios may be attributable in part to the rather 
similar patterns of agricultural organization and reorganization occurring 
in the three provinces. At the same time, the slightly lower out-migration 
ratio for Saskatehewan may result from differences in agricultural organi
zation in that province relative to the other two. These factors are consid
ered in more detail later. 
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Table 6-2 - Internai Out-Migration Ratios for Rural Farm Areas, 
Canada and Provinces, 1956-61 

(Inter-provincial ratios shown by province of destination) 

NOTE,—The base population used for intra-provincial out-migration ratios is the 1956 
rural farm population of each province; the base used for inter-provincial out-migration ratios 
is the 1956 rural farm population in ali provinces other than the province of destination. Mi
gration ratios are ealeulated using the following formula: number of out-migrants 

—: ; : X 100. 
1956 rural farm population 

Province^ Totalb 

13.4 

0.1 
0.6 
0.6 
2.5 
3.6 
0.9 
1.3 
1.5 
1.6 

Intra-
provincial 

10.9 

4.7 
14.2 
10.4 

8.0 
12.2 

8.3 
7.9 
8.6 

36.4 

Inter-
provincial'^ 

2.4 

0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.9 
0.2 
0.2 
0.5 
0.4 

^ Newfoundland not shown separately because of data inconsistencies. 
^ Intra-provincial plus inter-provincial, both in terms ol province of destination. Total 

out-migration by province of destination thus shows total movement of farm population - jnfo 
urban and rural non-farm residenceln the province stated in the stub. The base for each ratio 
is the 1956 rural farm population of Canada. 

o The figures do not represent out-migration from the province stated in the stub of the 
table but indicate the size of flow Into non-farm residence in the province stated In the stub 
from rural farm areas in alt other provinces. The base for this in-migration ratio is the 1956 
rural farm population of ali provinces other than the province of reference. 

SOIWCE: 1961 Census, DBS 98-509, Tables 1-2 and 1-3. 

The remaining regions (Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia) ex
perienced rural farm out-migration ratios that vary markedly. In two c a s e s , 
however, the rat ios are similar to those of regions already d i seussed . The 
Quebec ratio of intra-provincial out-migration i s similar to that of the 
Prair ie Provinces despi te the highly significant difference in socio-
economie strueture. Out-migration rat ios in Ontario and the Maritime 
Provinces are a lso similar in magnitude but again with substantial differ
ence in underlying strueture. British Columbia s tands by itself with an 
extremely high out-migration ratio, exceeding by a large margin that ex
perienced in any of the other provinces. 

The ratios of inter-provineial migration out of rural farm residence 
are presented according to province in which non-farm residence was 
es tabl ished and may a lso be regarded a s in-migration ratios to the province 
of reference from rural farm areas outside the province. Based on the 1956 
rural farm population outside the province of destination, these ratios 
show the flows of inter-provincial rural farm out-migrants to alternative 
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dest inat ions . The provincial variation in the s ize of these rat ios gives an 
indication of the relative a t t rae t iveness to rural farm out-migrants of urban 
and rural non-farm residence in the al ternative provinces of dest inat ion. 

Distance is probably the most important factor explaining the sharp 
difference in magnitudes between intra-provincial and inter-provincial rural 
farm out-migration rat ios. Inereasing d is tance increases the monetary eos t 
of migration and, more importantly, sharply increases the psychic eost of 
removal from family and social environment. The availabil i ty and accuracy 
of information about opportunities in various dest inat ions may also decline 
rapidly with inereasing d is tance . Longer d is tance migration thus involves 
both greater cos t s and increased r isks which may reduce the wil l ingness of 
individuals to move between provinces. 

Variations by province in the s ize of migration ratios to non-farm 
residence from rural farm res idence outside the province of reference show 
patterns that might be anticipated from general information on provincial 
socio-economie posi t ions. Ontario has the highest ratio of rural farm 
migrants coming from outside the province, followed by Alberta and British 
Columbia. The Maritime Provinces and Saskatehewan have somewhat lower 
ratios, and Quebec assumes a middle position. These migration ratio 
pat terns may indicate provincial variat ions in levels of economie oppor
tunity, urban development, services and non-agricultural income. Both 
socio-economie and dis tance factors are relevant in the more detailed 
examination undertaken later. 

Further indicàtions ofthe relative a t t rae t iveness of non-farm residence 
in different provinces comes from the variation in . the magnitude of total 
out-migration ratios by province of destination. Each of these rat ios shows 
the percentage of the 1956 Canadian rural farm population living in non-
farm residence in the province of reference in 1961. Provincial ranking in 
terms of the magnitude of th is combined intra-provincial plus inter-provincial 
out-migration ratio differs from that found on the bas is of either of the two 
component flows. This provides a third pattern of migration flows which, 
alóng with the inter-provincial and intra-provincial flows, will be compared 
to provincial pat terns of ineome and opportunity measures. 

Net migration ratios for the rural farm population are presented in 
Table 6.3. These ratios indicate provincial l eve ls of rural farm population 
displaeement due to intra-provincial migration. Est imates of inter-provineial 
and total net migration are not available from the bas ic tabulat ions. The 
data do not give either province of origin of inter-provincial out-migrants 
from rural farm residence or any indication of the number of migrants 
moving from rural farm residence to dest inat ions outside Canada. Thus, 
while the total number of in-migrants to rural farm residence is avai lable . 
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the total number of rural farm out-migrants from a given province cannot be 
estimated by a comparable method. 

British Columbia, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick experienced the 
largest ratios (in absolute figures) of net displaeement of the rural farm 
population as a result of intra-provincial migration. The ratios for these 
three provinces are two to three times as great (nuraerically) as those for 
the other provinces or for the rural farm population of Canada. In the two 
Maritime Provinces in particular, thèse high ratios of net migration are 
consistent with the previously diseussed decline of agriculture in the 
Maritime region. In each provincia! case, the net migration ratio illustrates 
the adjustment or population size in rural farm areas arising from individua] 
deeisions to move out of rural farm residence or into rural farm residence. 
These deeisions in turn are based in part on information about present 
economie situation and economie opportunities available through migration. 

Table 6.3 - Intro-Provinciol Net Migration Ratios for Rural Farm Areas, 
Canada and Provinces, 1956-61 

NOTE. —The base population for net migration ratios Is the "exposed" population de
fined in Table 2 .1 , footnote^. The ratios are ealeulated using the formula: 

net migration 
X 100. 

exposed population 

Province 
Net migration 

ratio 

Canada 

Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick . . . ." . 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia . . . . 

- 9.2 

- 3.0 
- 19.1 
- 17.6 
- 7.6 
- 7.6 
- 6 . 4 
- 6 . 5 
- 4.3 
- 28.6 

^ Newfoundland not shown separately because of data incons is tenc ies . 

SOURCE: 1961 Census, DBS 98- 509, Table I- 2. 

Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 have presented the levels and provincial 
variations in migration ratios for the rural farm population aged five and 
over in 1961. In order to examine in more detail the characteristies of the 
migrants in these flows, a selection of provincial flows has been used. 
This selection is based in part on the regional uniformity observed and 
in part on the desire to examine the characteristies of migrants moving 
out of rural farm areas and into non-farm areas in differing economie and 
social situations. New Brunswick, Ontario, Saskatehewan and British 
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Columbia provide considerable variety in both farm and non-farm economie 
and social situations, and the flows within Canada as a whole provide a 
norm for purposes of comparison. 

6.2.2 SEX-AGE SELECTIVITY - Table 6.4 presents in-migration ratios 
for the rural farm population by sex and age in the selected provinces and 
Canada. The 1961 reporting rural farm population was used as a base for 
both intra-provincial and inter-provincial in-migration ratios. The age 
groups used for Canada are much narrower than those used at the provincial 
level, the latter being 20-34 and 35 and over. 

Table 6.4 - Internai In-Migration Ratios for Rural Farm Areas, 
by Sex and Age, Canada and Selected Provinces, 1956-61 

(Ratios per 100 rural farm population by sex in identical age groups) 

Province and age group 

Intra-provincial 
in-migration 

Total Male Female 

Inter-provincial 
in-migration 

Total Male Female 

Canada 

5-14 years 
15 - 19 years 
20 -24 years 
2 5 - 2 9 years 
30 -34 years 
3 5 - 4 4 years 
4 5 - 64 years 
65 years and over . 

20- 34 years 
35 years and over . 

New Brunswick 

20- 34 years 
35 years and over . 

Ontario 

20 -34 years 
35 years and over . 

Saskatehewan 

20- 34 years 
35 years and over . 

British Columbia . . . 

20 - 34 years 
35 years and over . 

5.8 

5.3 
5.0 

11.1 
13.0 
9.3 
5.9 
3.6 
3.4 

11.0 
4.3 

2.6 

6.4 
1.9 

9.0 

17.0 
6.4 

3.8 
8.6 
2.4 

11.1 

17.8 
9.1 

5.5 

5.6 
5.0 
6.9 

10.7 
9.2 
6.2 
3.8 
3.2 

8.7 
4.4 

2.4 

4.4 
2.1 

8.8 

13.8 
6.6 

3.5 

6.4 
2.5 

10.8 

16.4 
9.1 

6.1 

5.1 
5.0 

17.7 
15.6 
9.3 
5.5 
3.4 
3.8 

13.9 
4.2 

2.8 

8.7 
1.7 

9.3 

20.9 
6.2 

4.1 

11.4 
2.2 

11.5 

19.6 
9.2 

0.8 

0.7 
0.6 
1.6 
2.2 
1.4 
0.8 
0.5 
0.5 

1.7 
0.6 

0.8 

1.6 
0.6 

0.4 
0.9 
0.3 

1.1 

2.7 
0.6 

3.1 

4.3 
2.5 

0.8 

0.7 
0.7 
1.3 
2.1 
1.6 

1.0 

1.6 
0.8 

0.4 
1.0 
0.3 

1.0 

2.7 
0.6 

3.2 

4.1 
2.4 

0.8 

0.6 
0.6 
2.0 
2.3 
1.2 
0.7 
0.5 
0.6 

1.8 
0.6 

0.7 

1.8 
0.5 

0.4 
0.9 
0.3 

1.1 

2.8 
0.7 

2.9 

4.5 
2.6 

SOURCE: 1961 Census, DBS 98- 509, Tables I- 2 and I- 3. 

The migration ratios in Table 6.4 demonstrate the sex-age seleetivity 
of intra-provincial and inter-provineial in-migration to rural farm residence 
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and the difference in this seleet ivi ty between the two types of movement. 
In the 20-34 age group, females have higher in-migration rat ios than males 
in both intra-provincial and inter-provincial migration s treams. Females 
also have higher migration rat ios than males when ali males and females 
five years of age and over are considered, but lower migration rat ios than 
males in the ovei^65 age group. Th i s pattern of differences among migration 
rat ios occurs in both intra-provincial and inter-pnjvincial migration s t reams 
but the s ize of the difference by sex i s much l e s s in the lat ter stream. 

The age seleet ivi ty of in-migration i s il lustrated by the difference in 
the s ize of migration ratios between the age groups 20-34 and 35 and over. 
The younger age group has migration ratios that are more than twice a s 
large a s those for the older age group. This difference occurs in both 
intra-provincial and inter-provineial migration streams but i s larger for 
inter-provineial s treams. Thus , in 1961, the generally shorter-distanee 
intra-provincial in-migration had a greater concentration of females than 
inter-provincial in-migration but the latter had a greater concentration of 
migrants aged 2 0 - 3 4 . 

The sex-age seleet ivi ty of out-migration from rural farm residence 
is i l lustrated by the differences in out-migration ratios by sex and age 
presented in Table 6.5. The pat terns of difference by sex and age in out-
migration ratios are similar to those already described for in-migration 
rat ios. Females bave higher out-migration ratios than males, particularly 
in intra-provincial out-migration. Migrants aged 20-34 have higher out-
migration rat ios than either those aged 35 and over or the total population 
aged five and over in 1961. T h e s e differences among age-specific out* 
migration ratios are greater in inter-provineial out-migration than in intra-
provincial out-migration. 

The difference in magnitude and sex-age seleet ivi ty between intra-
provincial and inter-provincial migration ratios (both into and out of rural 
farm residence) demonstrates the effeets of increased d is tance . Inter-
provincial migration flows are more concentrated in the young age groups 
than intra-provincial migration, judging from the differentials between the 
ratios for age group 20-34 and those for age group 35 and over. In response 
to the increas.e of risk-cost factors with increase 'of migration d is tance ( see 
Seetion 6.2.1 for relevant comments), the inter-provineial in- and out-
migration streams tend to be eomposed mainly of young migrants to whom 
family-social t i e s are perhaps l eas t and opportunity relatively great con
sidering their flexibility and amenability to the acquisition of new occupa
tional sk i l l s . The smaller magnitude of inter-provincial than intra-provincial 
migration ratios indicates the smaller number of migrants prepared to accept 
the greater r isks and cos t s of longer-distance migration. 
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Table 6.5 - Internai Out-Migration Ratios for Rural Farm Areas, 
by Sex and Age, Canada and Selected Provinces, 1956-61 

(Intei^provincial rat ios shown by province of destination) 

NOTE.—The base used for caleulating ratios i s the 1956 rural farm population in age 

f roups five years younger — e.g. , the base for out-migration ratio for age 15- 19 in 1961 i s 
956 rural farm population aged 10- 14. The base for intra-provincial out-migration i s the rural 

farm population of province of reference. The base for inter-provincial out-migration i s the 
rural farm population outside the province of reference. 

P r o v i n c e and a g e group 

Intra-prov inc ia l 
out-migrat ion 

T o t a l Male F e m a l e 

Inter -prov inc ia l 
out-migrat ion^ 

T o t a l Male F e m a l e 

Canada 

5-14 years 
15- 19 years 
20-24 years 
2 5 - 2 9 years 
30 -34 years 
3 5 - 4 4 years 
4 5 - 6 4 years . . . . . 
65 years and over 

20 -34 years 
35 years and over 

New Brunswick . . . . 

20 -34 years 
35 years and over 

Ontario 

20 -34 years 

35 years and over 

Saskatehewan 

20-34 years 
35 years and over 

British Columbia . . . 

20 -34 years 
35 years and over 

10.9 

11.9 
9.0 

14.2 
18.5 
17.6 
12.6 
7.3 
5.1 

16.3 
8.2 

10.4 

15.4 
7.2 

12.2 

18.7 
8.5 

7.9 

11.8 
6.1 

36.4 

54.4 
27.6 

10.2 

11.9 
7.2 

10.7 
16.7 
17.7 
13.0 
7.1 
4.4 

14.3 
7.9 

9.4 

12.9 
7.1 

11.6 

16.9 
8.3 

7.1 

9.9 
5.6 

35.8 

51.3 
28.3 

11.8 

11.9 
11.0 
18.2 
21.0 
17.6 
12.2 
7.5 
6.0 

18.8 
8.6 

11.4 

18.3 
7.2 

12.9 

21.0 
8.6 

8.8 

14.2 
6.7 

37.0 

58.1 
26.8 

2.4 

2.9 
1.5 
3.0 
4.6 
4.8 
3.4 
1.1 
0.7 

3.9 
1.7 

0.2 

0.2 
0.1 

0.9 

1.5 
0.6 

0.2 

0.3 
0.1 

0.4 

0.5 
0.3 

2.4 

3.0 
1.3 
2.8 
4.5 
4.9 
3.6 
1.1 
0.7 

3.8 
1.7 

0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.9 

1.5 
0.6 

0.2 

0.3 
0.1 

0.3 

0.4 
0.3 

2.5 

2.8 
1.7 
3.2 
4.8 
4.8 
3.1 
1.1 
0.8 

4.1 
1.7 

0.2 

0.3 
0.1 

0.9 

1.5 
0.6 

0.2 

0.3 
0.1 

0.4 

0.5 
0.3 

^ This may be regarded as in-migration to urban and rural non-farm residence, in prov
ince of residence from rural farm areas outside the province. See Table 6.2, footnote*^ for 
further eomment. 

SOURCE: 1961 Census, DBS 98- 509, Tables I- 2 and I- 3. 

Intra-provincial net migration ratios for rural farm females exceed in 
absolute value those for raale.s. Net migration ratios for the rural farm 
population aged 20-34 in 1961 exceed (in absolute value) those for the 
population aged 35 and over in 1961. These sex-age differences in the net 
migration ratios are presented in Table 6.6. 
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Table 6.6 - Intra-provincial Net Migration Ratios for Rural Farm Areas, 
by Sex and Age, Canada and Selected Provinces, 1956-61 

NOTE. — Thè base population used in caleulating net migration ratios by age i s the 
" e x p o s e d " population in age groups corresponding to those of the migrant population ( see 
Table 2 .1 , footnote<=). 

Province and age group Total Male Female 

Canada 
5-14 years 

15 -19 years 
2 0 - 2 4 years 
2 5 - 2 9 years 
3 0 - 3 4 years 
35 -44 years . . , . , 
4 5 - 6 4 years 
65 years and over 

20-34 years 
35 years and over 

New Brunswick . . . . 

2 0 - 3 4 years 
35 years and over 

Ontario 

2 0 - 3 4 years . . . . . 
35 years and over 

Saskatehewan 

2 0 - 3 4 years 
35 years and over 

British Columbia . . . 

2 0 - 3 4 years 
35 years and over 

- 9.2 

- 9.0 
- 7.7 
- 17.6 
- 16.3 
- 13.1 
- 9.1 
- 5.8 
- 6.5 

- 15.7 
- 7.0 

- 17.6 

- 31.5 
- I l i 8 

- 7.6 

- 13.1 
- 5.2 

- 6.5 

- 9.3 
- 5.5 

- 28.6 

- 44.9 
- 22.9 

- 8.3 

- 8.8 
- 4.6 
- 13.1 
- 17.1 
- 13.8 
- 9.2 
- 5.2 
- .5.3 

- 14.5 
- 6.5 

- 16.1 

- 2 8 . 4 
- 11.4 

- 6.9 

- 12.1 
- 4.8 

- 5.7 

- 8.7 
- 4.7 

- 28.1 

- 4 3 . 6 
- 23.4 

- 10.2 

- 9.3 
- 11.4 
- 23.8 
- 15.4 
- 12.2 
- 9.0 
- 6.7 
- 8.1 

- 17.1 
- 7.7 

- 19.3 

- 34.9 
- 12.3 

- 8.5 

- 13.0 
- 5.8 

- 7.4 

- 10.0 
- 6.5 

- 29.2 

- 4 6 . 3 
- 22.2 

SOURCE: 1961 Census , DBS 98-509, Tables 1-2 and 1-3. 

6.2.3 EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL SELECTIVITY - In order to 
consider other characteristies of the migrant population to and from rural 
farm residence, Tables 6.7 and 6.8 concentrate on the labour force part of 
these migrant populations. This use of labour force leads to difficulties in 
interpreting the migration ratios since migrants can enter or leave the 
labour force during the migration interval. Migrants who were not in the 
labour force in 1956 may have been in the labour force in 1961, or vjce 
versa, and the relationship of labour force migrants in 1961 to labour force 
in 1956 is not definite. The tables consider distributions of labour force 
migrants in 1961 among occupation groups, edueation levels and urban size 
groups. These distributions for migrants are compared with distributions for 
the total population at the same point in time. 
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The educational distributions and patterns illustrate another aspect 
of the seleetivity of migration in addition to that already observed with 
respect to age. Rural farm migrants tend to be more heavily concentrated 
at higher schooling levels than the whole rural farm population. Both age 
and educational selectivities appear to increase with greater migration 
distance, as the intra-provincial and inter-provineial flows demonstrate 
(Table 6.7). 

Intra-provincial male out-migrants from farms show a schooling 
distribution weighted more heavily among the lower levels of achievement 
than that of the 1961 non-farm labour force; only 57 per cent of these male 
out-migrants from rural farm areas have more than elementary-level school
ing, compared with 59 per cent of the non-farm labour force. The per cent of 
the out-migrants from rural farm areas with more than high school is slightly 
lower than that of the non-farm labour force, although both figures are 
practically 10 per cent. Comparing the same schooling distribution for 
rural farm out-migrants with that of the 1961 rural farm labour force, the 
latter shows. signifieantly heavier concentration at lower schooling levels. 
Only 34 per cent of the rural farm labour force have more than elementary 
school edueation and only two per cent have more than high school. 

Table 6.7 — Percentage Distribution by Schooling of Migrants In the 
Labour Force and of Total Labour Force, Canada, 1961 

Sex and schooling 

Elementary or l e s s . . 

Elementary or l e s s , . 

Reporting popu
lation, 1961 

by type of 
res idence 

Urban 
and rural 
non-farm 

100. Oa 

41.3 
48.6 
10.0 

100.Oa 

28.7 
63.9 

7.5 

Rural 
farm 

lOO.Oa 

66.1 
32.0 

2.0 

100.0 

49.2 
46.0 

4.8 

In-migrants 
to rural 

farm res idence 
by type of 
movement 

Intra-
provin

cial 
migrants 

100.0 

59.8 
37.2 

3.0 

100.0 

41.2 
53.6 

5.2 

Inter-
provin

cial 
migrants 

100.0 

57.1 
39.3 

3.6 

100.0 

40.5 
49.3 
10.2 

Out-migrants 
from rural 

farm residence 
by type of 
movement 

Intra-
provin

cia l 
migrants 

100.0 

43.2 
47.2 

9.6 

100.0 

26.0 
65.1 

8.9 

Inter-
provin

c ia l 
migrants 

100.0 

28.5 
57.1 
14.4 

100.0 

20.2 
69.2 
10.6 

a Percentages do not add to the total due to rounding error. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

Inter-provincial male out-migrants from rural farm residence are more 
heavily concentrated in higher schooling groups than either the non-farm 
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population (at destination) or the rural farm population. These inter-provin
cial migrants also have a schooling distribution weighted more heavily 
among higher levels of achievement than the distribution for intra-provincial 
out-migrants. Some 72 per cent of inter-provincial male out-migrants from 
rural farm areas hav.e more than elementary school edueation compared with 
59 per cent of the 1961 non-farm labour force, 34 per cent of the rural farm 
labour force, and 57 per cent of intra-provincial male out-migrants. 

Intra-provincial male in-migrants to rural farm residence appear to 
have higher schooling levels than the 1961 rural farm population but lower 
levels than the non-farm population. Schooling levels among these in-
migrants are lower than levels among intra-provincial male out-migrants 
and inter-provincial male in-migrants. Only 40 per cent of intra-provincial 
male in-migrants to rural farm areas have more than elementary school 
edueation. 

This pattern of differences in educational distribution among male 
migrants by type of movement, rural farm labour force and non-farm labour 
force also exists for females. Intra-provincial female out-migrants from rural 
farm areas are more heavily concentrated at higher schooling levels than 
either female in-migrants or female rural farm labour force. Intra-provincial 
female out-migrants are also more heavily concentrated at these higher 
schooling levels than the non-farm labour force and either type of male 
out-migrant. As with male migrants, inter-provincial female migrants, 
either into or out of rural farm residence, have higher schooling levels than 
intra-provincial female migrants. 

The explanation for both the age and educational patterns of selee
tivity may conceivably rest on variations in opportunity factors and risk-
cost factors among age groups and edueation levels. Both younger age and 
higher levels of schooling would tend to make migrants more flexible and 
amenable to acquiring whatever skills might be necessary for employment 
at destination. This should increase the potential number of opportunities 
available to these migrants and reduce the risks inherent in reloeation. 
At the same time, higher levels of schooling may provide potential migrants 
with first-hand knowledge of opportunities available through relocation, 
or at least familiarize them with sources from which such information can 
be obtained. In fact, acquiring an edueation beyond the elementary sehool 
level may itself have involved some degree of spatial mobility, reducing 
the family-neighbourhood ties which contribute heavily to the psychic costs 
of migration. This younger more highly educated sector of the population 
may find migration more attractive than the remainder of the population. 
Their employment opportunities are greatest, risk is lowest, information is 
greatest and eost factors, both monetary and non-monetary, may be least. 
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In addition to providing sex-age and schooling characteristies of 
rural farm migrants, the Population Sample data also permit estimation of 
the 1961 occupational distribution of out-migrants from rural-farm areas. 
The socio-economie situation of agriculture tends to create a potential 
supply of migrants or a population greater than agricultural activity can 
absorb. A part of this rural farm population responds to the situation in 
agriculture and the situation or level of opportunity in non-agricultural 
areas by moving from farm to non-farm residence. Age, sex and schooling 
levels in the rural farm population may operate to determine the size and 
composition of the population responding. The distribution of this migrant 
population among occupations at destination illustrates the relative im
portanee of different occupations in absorbing this supply of population. 

Differences between the 1961 occupational distributions of rural 
farm out-migrants and non-farm labour force illustrate different patterns of 
migrant occupational seleetivity' b y s e x and type of movement. Inter-
provincial male out-migrants from rural farm areas appear to be more 
selective in their choice of occupation than intra-provincial male out-
migrants. For female out-migrants from rural farm areas, the opposite 
pattern of occupational seleetivity by type of movement appears. Intra-
provincial female out-migrants appear to be more selective in their choice 
of occupation than inter-provineial female out-migrants. The occupations 
in which migrants are more heavily concentrated than the non-farm labour 
force are different for intra-provincial and inter-provincial rural farm out-
migrants. 

In Canada, the occupational distribution of male intra-provincial rural 
farm out-migrants differs only slightly from that of the male labour force 
residing in non-farm areas. The small magnitudes of differences between 
percentage distribution by occupation for intra-provincial out-migrants from 
farm areas and for the non-farm area labour force indicate a relatively 
low level of migrant occupational seleetivity. In the transportation, farm, 
other primary, craftsmen and labourer occupation groups, the intra-provincial 
out-migrants do show slightly greater coneentrations than the receiving-
area non-farm labour force. These differences in occupational distribution, 
which do appear, show intra-provincial rural farm out-migrants more heavily 
concentrated in 'blue-collar' occupations than the non-farm area labour 
force. 

Inter-provincial male out-migrants from rural farm areas are more 
heavily concentrated in the professional, teehnical, service and reereation 
occupations than the non-farm area male labour force. This pattern of 
differences for both intra-provincial and inter-provincial male rural farm 
out-migrants is observed in varying degrees among the provinces. 
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Table 6.8 - Percentage Distribution^ by Major Occupation Division of the 

Reporting Labour Force Migrating from Rural Farm to Non-farm Areas, 

Canada and Selected Provinces, 1956-61 

No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 

26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

Occupation division 

Canada 

AH occupations 
Managerial 
Profess ional and t eehn ica l . . 
Cler ical 
Sales 
Service and reereation 
Persona l service 
Transport and communication 
Farmers and farm workers . . 
Other primary occupations . . 
Craftsmen, production pro

e e s s and related workers. . 
Labourers , not e lsewhere 

c lass i f ied 
Occupation not s ta ted 

New Brunswick 

AH occupations 
Managerial 
Profess ional and teehnica l . . 
Cler ica l 
Sales 
Service and reereation 
P e r s o n a l s e r v i c e 
Transport and communication 
Farmers and farm workers . . 
Other primary occupations . . 
Craftsmen, production pro

e e s s and related workers. . 
Labourers , not e lsewhere 

c lass i f ied 
Occupation not s ta ted 

Male 

Reporting 
popu
lation 

Intra-
provincial 
migrants 

Ontario 

AH occupations 
Managerial 
Profess ional and teehnica l . 
Cler ical 
Sales 
Service and reereation . . . . 
Pe r sona l service 

100.0 
11.9 
8.5 
8.1 
6.6 
8.5 

8.6 
2.6 
3.8 

33.0 

6.7 
1.7 

100.0 
10.3 

6.2 
6.5 
5.4 
9.2 

9.7 
2.8 

10.8 

29.3 

8.7 
1.2 

100.0 
8.5 

10.0 
6.4 
5.1 
8.2 

9.6 
2.7 
7.5 

33.5 

7.4 
1.2 

100.0 
7.0 
9.4 
6.6 
5.4 
8.5 

10.4 
3.0 

11.0 

29.5 

8.4 
0.9 

100.0 
12.2 

9.3 
8.5 
6.7 
8.4 

100.0 
8.5 
9.6 
6.0 
5.3 
9.2 

B - A 
Inter-

provincial 
migrants 

3.4 
1.5 
1.7 
1.5 
0.3 

1.0 
0.1 
3.7 

0.5 

0.7 
• 0.5 

3.3 
3.2 
0.1 
0.0 
0.7 

0.<7 
0.2 
0.2 

0.2 

- 0.3 
- 0.3 

- 3.7 
0.3 

- 2.5 
- 1.4 

0.8 

— 

100.0 
7.5 

11.6 
6.1 
4.4 

. 25.9 

6.8 
2.0 
5.2 

23.1 

6.2 
1.0 

100.0 
5.1 

11.2 
1.3 
2.4 

44.7 

6.6 
1.9 
1.9 

15.7 

7.1 
1.9 

D - A 

- 4.4 
3.1 

- 2.0 
- 2.2 

17.4 

- 1.8 
- 0.6 

1.4 

- 9 . 9 

- 0.5 
- 0.7 

- 5.2 
5.0 

- 5.2 
- 3 . 0 

35.5 

- 3.1 
- 0.9 
- 8.9 

- 13.6 

- 1.6 
0.7 

100.0 
5.9 

12.5 
6.4 
3.2 

27.0 

— 
- 6.3 

3.2 
- 2.1 
- 3.5 

18.6 

For footnote, see end of table. 
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Toble 6.8 - Percentage Distribution^ by Major Occupation Division of the 
Reporting Labour Force Migrating from Rural Farm to Non-farm Areas, 

Canada and Selected Provinces, 1956-61 

Female 

Reporting 
population 

Intra-
provincial 
migrants 

G - F 
Inter-

provincial 
migrants 

I-F 

No. 

100.0 

16.9 

32.6 
9.5 
0.4 
22.1 

17.1 

1.5 

100.0 

22.3 

26.7 
10.9 
0.2 

25.6 

13.2 

1.1 

100.0 

15.4 

35.5 
9.1 
0.4 
21.1 

100.0 

24.6 

23.4 
8.8 
0.2 

30.4 

11.7 

0.9 

100.0 

27.3 

25.9 
6.8 

34.3 

5.2 

0.4 

100.0 

20.5 

27.6 
8.9 
0.2 
27.1 

7.7 

9.2 
0.7 
0.2 
8.3 

5.4 

0.6 

5.0 

0.8 
4.1 
0.2 
8.7 

- 8.0 

- 0.7 

5.1 

7.9 
0.2 
0.2 
6.0 

100.0 

20.5 

31.2 
8.4 
0.6 

28.9 

9.6 

0.8 

100.0 

11.8 

25.9 
16.5 

34.4 

11.3 

100.0 

17.0 

32.7 
5.2 

29.9 

3.6 

1.4 
1.1 
0.2 
6.8 

7.5 

- 0.7 

- 10.5 

- 0.8 
5.6 

- 0.2 
8.8 

1.9 

1.1 

1.6 

2.8 
3.9 
0.4 
8.8 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

12 

13 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 

26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
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Table 6.8 - Percentage Distribution^ by Major Occupation Division of the 

Reporting Labour Force Migrating from Rural Farm to Non-farm Areas, 

Canada and Selected Provinces, 1956-61 - concluded 

No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

31 

32 

Occupation division 

Ontario — concluded 

Transport and communication 
Farmers and farm workers . . 
Other primary occupations . . 
Craftsmen, production pro

e e s s andre la ted workers . . 
Labourers , not elsewhere 

Occupations not s ta ted . . . . 

Saskatehewan 

Profess ional and teehnical . . 

Transport and communication 
Farmers and farm workers . . 
Other primary occupations . . 
Craftsmen, production pro

e e s s andrelated workers . . 
Labourers , not e lsewhere 

British Columbia 

Profess ional and t eehn ica l . . 

Transport and communication 
Farmers and farm workers . . 
Other primary occupations . . 
Craftsmen, production pro

e e s s and related workers . . 
Labourers , not elsewhere 

Male 

Reporting 
popu
lation 

A 

7.8 
2.1 
2.2 

34.5 

6.4 
1.9 

100.0 
14.2 

8.7 
7.0 
7.1 
7.4 

8.5 
12.3 
2.1 

25.7 . 

5.4 
1.6 

100.0 
12.8 

8.4 
6.3 
6.8 
8.8 

8.7 
2.2 
5.0 

32.6 

6.4 
1.9 

Intra-
provincial 
migrants 

B 

9.7 
2.8 
5.4 

34.4 

7.5 
1.6 

100.0 
11.5 
14.7 

8.4 
6.6 
5.7 

6.6 
5.3 
2.2 

32.1 

5.6 
1.2 

100.0 
9.6 
7.4 
4.0 
4.1 
6.9 

9.6 
2.3 

12.5 

36.4 

6.4 
0.7 

B - A 

C 

1.9 
0.7 
3.2 

- 0.1 

1.1 
- 0.3 

- 2.7 
6.0 
1.4 

- 0.5 
- 1.7 

- 1.9 
- 7.0 

0.1 

6.4 

0.2 
- 0.4 

- 3.2 
- 1.0 
- 2.3 
- 2.7 
- 1.9 

0.9 
0.1 
7.5 

3.8 

0.0 
- 1.2 

Inter-
provincial 
migrants 

D 

5.5 
2.0 
6.4 

22.2 

7.5 
1.4 

100.0 
9.5 

11.4 
10.3 

3.5 
17.5 

7.6 
2.4 
6.5 

25.9 

4.9 
0.7 

100.0 
9.6 
8.5 
4.1 
6.1 

20.1 

6.4 
2.2 
4.3 

31.8 

5.7 
1.2 

D - A 

E 

- 2.3 
- 0.1 

4.2 

- 12.3 

1.1 
- 0.5 

- 4.7 
2.7 
3.3 

- 3.6 
10.1 

- 0.9 
- 9.9 

4.4 

0.2 

- 0.5 
- 0 . 9 

- 3.2 
0.1 

- 2.2 
- 0.7 

11.3 

- 2.3 
0.0 

- 0.7 

- 0.8 

- 0.7 
- 0.7 

a Percentages may not add to totais due to rounding error. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 
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Table 6.8 - Percentage Distribution» by Major Occupation Division of the 
Reporting Labour Force Migrating from Rural Farm to Non-farm Areas, 

Canada and Selected Provinces, 1956-61 - concluded 

Female 

Reporting 
population 

Intra-
provincial 
migrants 

G - F 
Inter-

provincial 
migrants 

I - F 

I No. 

17.4 

1.2 

100.0 

22.0 

28.4 
11.8 

0.3 
27.5 

8.3 

1.6 

100.0 

18.7 

34.3 
11.2 

0.5 
23.2 

10.2 

1.9 

15.0 

0.7 

100.0 

31.8 
22.9 

9.6 
0.3 

28.7 

5.7 

1;0 

100.0 

21.5 

27.0 
10.4 
0.5 

32.6 

7.2 

0.8 

- 2.4 

0.5 

9.8 

5.5 
2.2 
0.0 
1.2 

2.6 

- 0.6 

2.8 

7.3 
0.8 
0.0 
9.4 

3.0 

1.1 

13.7 

1.5 

100.0 

25.1 

20.0 
19.2 

31.8 

3.9 

100.0 

23.4 

30.3 
11.7 

0.6 
25.2 

8.2 

0.6 

3.7 J 

0.3 

3.1 
8.4 
7.4 
0.3 
4.3 

- 4.4 

- 1.6 

4.7 

4.0 
0.5 
0.1 
2.0 

2.0 

1.3 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

31 

32 
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Both intra-provincial and inter-provincial female out-migrants from 
rural farm areas are more heavily concentrated in professional and personal 
service occupations than the female non-farm area labour force. The 
magnitude of difference in occupational distribution between rural farm 
out-migrants and the reeeiving-area labour force is greater for intra-
provincial than for inter-provincial out-migrants. In contrast to male out-
migrants, intra-provincial female out-migrants appear to be more selective 
in their choice of occupation than inter-provincial female oiit-migrants. 
Again, this pattern of differences for female rural farm out-migrants tends 
to be observed in varying degrees among the provinces but there is more 
variation for females than for males. 

The different patterns of occupational distribution among intra-
provincial and inter-provineial rural farm out-migrants (by sex) might be 
anticipated from differing characteristies among these migrant streams. 
Intra-provincial male rural farm out-migrants have lower levels of schooling 
than either the non-farm labour force (at destination) or the intei^provineial 
rural farm out-migrants. These lower levels of schooling may reduce 
opportunities for intra-provincial out-migrants to enter 'white-collar' 
occupations. In contrast, inter-provineial rural farm out-migrants have 
higher levels of schooling than the non-farm labour force, and greater 
concentration in the 20-34 age group than intra-provincial out-migrants. 
Both age and schooling characteristies may increase white-collar occu
pation opportunities for inter-provincial migrants. Schooling levels among 
female out-migrants, which are generally higher than those for male out-
migrants, may explain the concentration of female out-migrant in profes
sional and service occupations. In ali cases, the age-schooling charac
teristies of migrants may be expected to affeet the ease with which they 
can enter different occupation groups. 

Just as characteristies such as age and schooling affeet the adapt-
ability of migrants to occupational opportunities, the type of residence to 
which migrants move may determine the range of opportunities available. 
Large urban centres may offer increased opportunities in service and 
professional occupations. Opportunities in logging, mining and fishing,, the 
primary occupations other than agriculture, may be greater in small urban 
centres and rural non-farm areas. Thus, the distribution of rural farm out-
migrants by type of non-farm residence may be related to the occupations 
into which these migrants move. 

As might be anticipated from the differences in occupational distri
bution previously diseussed, inter-provincial rural farm out-migrants show 
a higher concentration toward urban residence than intra-provincial out-
migrants (Table 6.9). The greatest part of this urban concentration of 
inter-provincial out-migrants is in urban centres of 100,000 population and 
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over. Intra-provincial migrants show roughly similar concentration in urban 
centres of 100,000 population and over and urban centres with population 
less than 10,000. This distribution by type of non-farm residence and the 
differences between, the intra-provincial and inter-provineial migrant dis
tributions by non-farm residence type may be associated with differences 
in occupational distribution between intra-provincial and inter-provineial 
rural farm out-migrants. 

Table 6.9 - Percentage Distribution of Out-Migrants from Rural Farm Areas, 
by Urban Si^e Group and Rural Non-farm, Canada, 1956-61 

Residence 1961 

30 ,000-99 ,999 

10,000-29,999 

Under 10,000 

Intra-
provincial 

migrants 

100.0 

58.6 

22.7 

8.7 

7.1 

20.1 

41.4 

Inter-
provincial 

migrants 

100.0 

67.0 

36.8 

6.9 

8.4 

14.9 

33.0 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

The migration ratios and distributions of migrants by schooling, 
occupation and non-farm residence type illustrate the general patterns and 
characteristies of rural farm population migration. The next Seetion will 
examine patterns of association between these migration flows and differ
entials in measures of ineome and economie opportunity. 

6.3 ECONOMIC CORRELATES OF THE RURAL 
FARM MIGRATION PATTERNS 

The purpose of this Seetion is to examine the 1956-61 rural farm 
migration pattern in detail, which the limitations of previous censuses have 
not permitted. The rural farm migration patterns diseussed in the previous 
Seetion are associated with various measures of income and economie 
opportunity. 

If rural-farm migration is in part a response to differentials in econ
omie change among sectors and spatial units within the economy, compar
isons of cross-seetional migration patterns with those in economie factors 
may yield some insight into their relationship. In the ease of rural farm 
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migration in the 1956-61 period, provincial differences in migration ratios 
may arise from provincial differences in ineome and economie opportunity. 
Tlìese economie differences among provinces indicate variations among 
provinces in economie growth and struetural change, which in turn may be 
related to changing patterns of aggregate demand in the economy. 

The indicators of income benefit and economie opportunity used here 
have demonstrated fairly. strong relationships to irural farm net migration in 
other studies (cf. Daly, 1955; Szabo, 1965; Szabo, 1966; and Minami, 1967). 
In Japan, for example, changes over time in the size of rural farm net 
migration ratios appear to be related to changes in the levels of both farm 
and non-farm per capita income (Minami, 1967). The level of non-farm per 
capita income relative to farm per capita ineome and temporal changes in 
this relative level also appear to influence the level of rural farm net 
migration. For the Canadian rural farm migration patterns observed here, 
provincial variations in per capita non-farm and farm income are compared 
with such variations in rural farm migration ratios.' The ratio of per capita 
non-farm to per capita farm ineome is also considered. 

Ineome differences may be viewed as measures of benefit available 
through migration, assuming that employment opportunity exists. For 
purposes of the present analysis it is assumed that income levels, and 
variations in these levels among provinces, are indicative of both monetary 
and non-monetary benefit. For non-farm incomes in particular, variations in 
per capita income levels among provinces may correspond to variations in 
levels of urban and social services, as well as to differing levels of 
monetary benefit. From this point of view, ineome levels may provide 
attraetions to migrants in both monetary and non-monetary senses. 

In order to acquire the monetary benefits indicated by ineome levels, 
employment opportunity must exist for the migrant in the potential desti
nation. Again, the indicators of employment opportunity used here show 
relationships to net migration in other studies. In the United States, 
'service ineome' per worker has been used as an indicator of opportunity.' 
Spatial and temperai variations in service income per worker have appeared 
to be closely related to such variations in migration ratios. For the purposes 
of examining the association between rural .farm migration and economie 
opportunity levels in Canada for the 1956-61 period, provincial variations 
in rural farm migration and in non-agricultural service income per worker 
are compared. 

In Japan, the rate of growth of gross domestie produet has been used 
as an indicator of economie opportunity (Minami, 1967). A measure compar
able to gross domestie. produet is not available at the provincial level in 
Canada for the 1956-61 period. The use of total non-agricultural wages 
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and salaries, however, does give some indication of both growth in em
ployment and changes in productivity. If it can be assumed that produc
tivity change through technological advance affeets wages and salaries to 
approximately equal extents in ali provinces, differences among provinces 
in the rate of growth of total non-agrieultural wages and salaries give some 
indication of differing provincial levels of non-farm employment oppor
tunities. To examine the relationship between 1956-61 rural farm migration 
and economie opportunity, provincial variations in rate of growth of non-
agricultural wages and salaries are compared with those in rural farm 
migration ratios. / 

The 1961 occupational distribution of rural farm out-migrants in the 
1956-61 period gives some indication of the occupational patterns of 
absorption of these migrants into non-farm activity. These patterns of 
absorption may depend in parton the sex-age and educational characteristies 
of the rural farm out-migrants and in part on the differences in employment 
opportunity among occupations. In the 1956-61 period, an estimate of 
variations in employment opportunity by occupation may be available from 
the rate of growth of employment by occupation, exeluding the part of that 
growth attributable to the rural farm migrants themselves. Different rates 
of growth by occupation are compared with migrant and reeeiving-area 
occupational distributions, so as to examine the association between migrant 
absorption by occupation and employment opportunity by occupation. The 
various comparisons mentioned above are made for intra-provincial and 
inter-provineial migrants separately. 

6.3.1 INTRA-PROVINCIAL RURAL FARM MIGRATION AND PROVINCIAL 
INCOME LEVELS - The intra-provincial rural farm migration ratios pre
viously presented in Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 were associated with pro
vincial levels of income measures. Intra-provincial rural farm in-migration 
ratios were associated with provincial levels of per capita agricultural 
income. Intra-provincial rural farm out-migration ratios were associated 
with provincial levels of per capita non-agricultural income, of per capita 
agricultural income and of the ratio of the per capita non-agricultural to 
agricultural income. Net migration ratios for intra-provincial rural farm mi
grants were associated with the same income factors as out-migration ratios. 
The patterns of association that emerge should assist in the formulation of 
hypothetical relationships between the ,1956-61 intra-provincial rural farm 
migration and provincial levels of agricultural and non-agricultural income. 

It might be hypothesized that intra-provincial in-migration ratios to 
rural farm residence vary directly with provincial levels of per capita 
agricultural income. In-migration to rural farm residence involves to some 
extent the adoption of farming as an occupation and participation in rural 
farm society. Per capita levels of agricultural income may indicate both 
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levels of monetary return in the farming occupations and the level of 
services available in rural farm society. Thus, higher levels of monetary 
and non-monetary returns might be expected to produce higher in-migration 
ratios. The selected data are consistent with this hypothesis.'" 

Intra-provincial in-migration ratios to rural farm residence are on the 
average highest in the three provinces with the highest levels of per capita 
agricultural ineome and lowest in the three provinces with the lowest levels 
of per capita agricultural ineome. The remaining provinces, with per capita 
agricultural income levels of intermediate magnitude, have intra-provincial 
in-migration ratios to rural farm residence which on average exceed those 
for the lowest income provinces but are smaller than those for the highest 
income provinces (Table 6.10). 

Table 6.10 - Average Intra-Provincial Rural Farm In-MIgration Ratios and 
Levels of Per Capita Agricultural Ineome for Three Groups 

of Provinces, 1956 and 1961 
NOTE. —Averages for both per capita income and mleratlon ratios are unweighted arith

metic means of respeetive provincial values In each group. The 'high income' provinces are 
Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatehewan; the «middle Income' provinces are Manitoba, 
Ontario and Quebec; and the "low Income' provinces are New Brunswick, Nova Scolla and 
Prince Edward Island. 

Ineome and year 

Per capi ta agricultural ' 
income — 

1956 

1961 

High-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

781 

896 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

7.2 

7.2 

Middle-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

462 

579 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

5.6 

5.7 

Low-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

246 

224 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

3.3 

3.2 

SOURCE: In-mlgratlon ratios ealeulated from data presented In Table 6.1; Income data 
ealeulated from Income estimates In Appendix Table A. 3. 

Patterns of variation in intra-provincial rural farm out-migration and 
in provincial per capita incomes do not show similarities that would tend 
to support any of the anticipated relationships (Table 6.11). The size of 
intra-provincial rural farm out-migration ratios might be expected to vary 
directly with provincial levels of per capita non-agricultural income. As in 
the ease of in-migration to ruralfarm residence, ineome levels at destination 
may be indicative of both monetary and non-monetary benefits, as suggested 
in the introductory paragraphs of this Seetion. Higher levels of such bene
fits should thus provide greater attraetions to potential intra-provincial rural 
farm out-migrants. The failure to confirm these anticipations may be due 
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to at least two reasons. First, it may not be the level of benefit at desti
nation that induces out-migration from rural farm residence but, instead, 
low levels of income, in rural farm residence itself. Secondly and more 
important, intra-provincial out-migration from rural farm residence may 
depend on the differential between the situation of the potential migrant on 
the farm and the potential situation in non-farm residence. This differential 
may be gauged from the ratio of per capita non-farm income to per capita 
farm income. 

Toble 6.11 -Average Intra-Provincial Rural Farm Out-Mlgratlon Ratios and 
Ineome Levels for Three Groups of Provinces, 1956 and 1961 

NOTE. —See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Ineome type and year 

Per capita non-agricul
tural income — 

1956 

1961 

Per capi ta agricultural 
income — 

1956 

1961 

Relat ive non-agricul tural / 
agricultural income per 
capi ta — 

1956 

1961 

High-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

1,713 

1,681 

781 

896 

4.76 

5.10 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

19.1 

19.1 

17.6 

17.6 

10.9 

10.9 

Middle-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

1,430 

1,437 

462 

579 

3.20 

2.79 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

8.2 

8.2 

8.4 

9.5 

8.4 

8.4 

Low-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

1,080 

1,052 

246 

224 

2.12 

1.76 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

9.8 

9.8 

10.9 

9.8 

17.6 

17.6 

SOURCE: Out-mlgratlon ealeulated from data given In Table 6.2; Income data ealeulated 
from Income estimates In Appendix Table A. 3. 

Table 6.11 shows that the use of this ratio does not lead to the 
expected pattern of association. Out-migration ratios for intra-provincial 
rural farm migrants are on the average highest in provinces where the ratio 
of per capita non-agricultural income to per capita agricultural ineome is 
lowest. These out-migration ratios are also highest for the provinces with 
the highest per capita agricultural income. This lack of support for any of 
the hypothetical associations between income and rural farm intra-provincial 
out-migration may be attributable to errors in the data, biases in the method 
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of statistical analysis, or strong influenees from other factors not accounted 
for by income measures. 

The role of non-ineome factors in determining intra-provincial 
migration from rural farm areas warrants further consideration. Each of the 
hypotheses relating intra-provincial rural farm out-migration to,income 
measures implicitly assumes equal propensities to migrate and equal 
levels of information in ali units of observation. Inasmuch as propensities 
to migrate vary among provinces, patterns of intra-provincial migration can
not be expected to demonstrate strong relationships to patterns of ineome 
variation when compared on a cross-seetional basis. Propensities to migrate 
may depend strongly on the social and cultural backgrounds of the rural 
farm population in each province. Differing social and cultural backgrounds 
among provinces may produce differing degrees of attachment to rural farm 
and family environment. In reality, the response of migrants to income 
factors occurs within a given set of socio-cultural constraints which defi-
nitely do vary among provinces. 

Table 6.12 fails to show any consistent patterns of association 
between the rural farm net migration ratios and the selected income meas
ures. Thus, the relationships that have appeared in longitudinal analysis 
(Minami, 1967) fail to show up in this cross-seetional analysis. Rural farm 
intra-provincial net migration ratios are on the average highest (algebraic
ally) for provinces in the middle per capita non-agrieultural ineome group 
and do not increase with declining per capita non-agricultural ineome. 
Since per capita non-agricultural income may indicate levels of monetary 
and non-monetary benefit available through migration to non-farm areas, 
the level of net migration might be expected to vary inversely with the level 
of per capita non-agricultural ineome. The patterns of variation in intra-
provincial rural farm net migration for the period 1956-61 do not appear to 
support such a hjrpothesis. 

Intra-provincial rural fàrm net migration does not appear to vary 
directly with the per capita level of agricultural ineome nor inversely with 
the ratio of per capita non-agrieultural to per capita agricultural income. 
The level of per capita agricultural income indicates the return to factors 
of production in agricultural activity and may also imply levels of services 
and opportunity for further absorption of factors of production in agricultural 
activity. The relative income measure may indicate relative levels of 
return and non-monetary benefit in non-agricultural and agricultural activity. 
Thus, intra-provincial rural farm net migration ratios might be expected to 
vary directly with per capita levels of agricultural income and inversely 
with the relative income measure. In Table 6.12, however, the middle-
income provinces show strong divergenee from the anticipated patterns of 
variation. 
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Table 6 .12 -Average Intra-Provincial Rural Farm Net Migration Ratios and 

Ineome Levels for Three Groups of Provinces, 1956 and 1961 

NOTE.—See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Ineome type and year 

Per capi ta non-agricul
tural income — 

1956 

1961 

Per capi ta agricultural 
income — 

1956 

1961 

Relat ive non-agricultural / 
agricultural income per 
capi ta — 

1956 

1961 

High-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

1,713 

1,681 

781 

896 

4.76 

5.10 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

- 13.3 

- 13.3 

- 13.0 

- 13.0 

- 14.8 

- 14.8 

Middle-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

1,430 

1,437 

462 

579 

3.20 

2.79 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

- 6.8 

- 6.8 

- 5.6 

- 7.2 

- 5.6 

- 5.6 

Low-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

1,080 

1,052 

246 

224 

2.12 

1.76 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

- 13.2 

- 13.2 

- 14 8 
- 13.2 

- 13.0 

- 13.0 

SQURCE; Net migration ratios ealeulated from data In Table 6.3; income data ealeulated 
from income est imates In Appendix Table A. 3 . 

The failure of both intra-provincial rural farm out-migration and net 
migration to show patterns of variation similar to those observed in income 
factors may indicate not only the previously mentioned role of non-economie 
factors in determining propensities to migrate but also the importanee of 
non-income factors in inducing short-distanee migration. Socio-cultural 
circumstances may determine levels of migration response to factors 
indicated by per capita ineome levels. Much short-distanee migration may, 
however, be undertaken in response to factors not indicated by income 
levels. Changes in family status and in the stage of the family life cycle, 
changes in labour force status and changes in educational status may in 
themselves induce migration (cf. Eldridge and Thomas, 1964, pp. xxxi-xxxv; 
and Kasahara, 1965). These changes may thus reduce the significance of 
per capita ineome measures in explaining the observed 1956-61 intra-
provincial rural farm migration. 

6.3.2 INTER-PROVINCIAL RURAL FARM MIGRATION AND PROVINCIAL 

INCOME L E V E L S - Inter-provineial migration generally involves greater 
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migration distance and thus higher costs and risks than intra-provincial 
migration. The consideration of migrant characteristies in Seetion 6.2 
indicates that one response to these increased distance-cost factors may 
be increased migration seleetivity with regard to sex, age, edueation 
and occupation. In addition, the increased costs and risks of inter-provineial 
migration may enhance the significance of economie benefits available 
through migration, as indicated by per capita income differences among 
alternative provinces of destination. This Seetion examines the association 
between inter-provincial rural farm migration and provincial per capita 
income levels. 

The levels of inter-provincial in-migration to rural farm residence 
among the provinces of destination might be expected to vary directly with 
levels of per capita agricultural income, for the reasons indicated in Seetion 
6.3.1. Data shown in Table 6.13 are consistent with this expeetation. 
Inter-provincial rural farm in-migration ratios vary directly with the per 
capita 1956 agricultural ineome. However, this pattern of eo-variation does 
not hold on the basis of 1961 per capita agricultural income, as in-migration 
ratios to middle-income provinces, on average, fall below those for low-
income provinces. 

Table 6.13-Average Inter-Provincial In-Mlgration Ratios for Rural Farm 
Areas and Provincial Per Capito Agricultural Ineome Levels, 

for Three Groups of Provinces, 1956 and 1961 
NOTE. —See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Income and year 

Per capi ta agricultural 
income — 

1956 

1961 

High-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

781 

896 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

1.9 

1.9 

Middle-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

462 

579 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

1.2 

0.6 

Low-income 
provinces 

Average 
ine ome 

$ 

246 

224 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

0.5 

1.1 

SOURCE: In-mlgratlon ratios ealeulated from data presented In Table 6.1; Income data 
ealeulated from Income estimates In Appendix Table A. 3 . 

Inter-provincial rural farm out-migration by province of destination 
may be expected to vary directly with levels of per capita non-agricultural 
income at destination. These income levels indicate to potential migrants 
the range of monetary and non-monetary benefits available through reloea
tion to non-farm residence in some province other than the province of 
residence. Higher levels of benefit might then b.e expected to attract 
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greater numbers of migrants. The data in Table 6.14 tend to support this 
hypo.thesis. The high-ineome provinces, on the bas i s of both 1956 and 
1961 per capita non-agricultural income, have, on average, the highest 
migration rat ios. These inter-provineial rural farm out-migration rat ios 
by province of dest inat ion decl ine, on average, a s the non-agrieultural 
income decl ines from high-income to low-income province groups. 

Table 6.14 - Average Inter-Provincial Out-Migration Ratios for Rural Farm 
Areas by Province of Destination and Provincial Levels of Per Capita 

Non-Agrieultural Ineome, for Three Groups of Provinces, 1956 and 1961 
NOTE. —See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Ineome and year 

Per capi ta non-agricul
tural income — 

1956 

1961 

High-ine ome 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

1,713 

1,681 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

0.6 

0.6 

Middle-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

1,430 

1,437 

Average 
migration 

rat io 

0.2 

0.2 

Low-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

1,080 

1,052 

Average 
migration 

rat io 

0.1 

U.l 

SOURCE! Migration ratios ealeulated from data presented In Table 6.2; income l eve l s 
ealeulated from Income estimates In Appendix Table A. 3 . 

Errors in the implicit assumptions of either of the hypotheses about 
inter-provineial rural farm migration may account for a part of the deviation 
of the observations from the expected pat terns. Both hypotheses assume 
that the propensity to migrate from any orie province to any other i s equal 
for ali rural farm in-migrants or ali rural farm out-migrants. It i s further 
implicitly assumed that the effect of variations in d is tance between one 
province and a number of poss ib le dest inat ions i s nil . If these two assump
tions hold for either hypothesis , the role of provincial differences in per 
capita income leve ls in determining the magnitude of migration to either 
farm or non-farm residence assumes considerable significance. In reality, 
however, variat ions in socia l , cultural, polit icai and geographic environr 
ments among provinces do exis t , and the dis tance-cost of relocation from 
any one province to another varies greatly with the choice of province of 
dest ination. These non-income factors may thus be expected to produce 
variations in inter-provineial migration ratios by province of destination 
even when income factors are relevant. 

6.3.3 TOTAL RURAL FARM MIGRATION AND PROVINCIAL INCOME, 
LEVELS - T o t a l (intra- plus inter-provincial) rural farm migration by 
province of dest ination may give some indication of the a t t rae t iveness of 
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farm or non-farm residence in any one province relative to ali other prov
inces. Total in-migration to rural farm residence in any one province is 
eomposed of migrants from non-farm residence both within and outside that 
province. Thus, the flows observed with respect to each province of destina
tion form part of the Canadian 1956 non-farm population. The share of each 
province in the number of out-migrants from this population may partly 
refleet provincial variations in the attraetiveness of rural farm residence. 

Similarly, provincial variations in total out-migration from rural farm 
residence by province of destination may demonstrate variations in the 
attraetiveness of non-farm residence among provinces. These out-migraiits 
were part of the 1956 rural farm population of Canada, and it is the pro
vincial share of the out-migrants from this population that is considered 
bere. 

Per capita income levels by province may comprise a factor which in 
part determines the attraetiveness of alternative provincial destinations to 
potential migrants. Provincial levels of per capita agricultural income may 
indicate both monetary and non-monetary benefits available to in-migrants 
to, rural farm residence, and the total in-migration to rural farm residence 
by province of destination may be expected to vary directly with provincial 
variations in levels of per capita agricultural income. The data in Table 
6.15 are consistent with this expeetation. Total in-migration ratios are, 
on average, highest for the provinces with highest per capita agricultiiral 
income and decline as per capita income declines. 

Table 6.15 - Total Rural Farm In-Migratlon Ratios and Provincial Levels 
of Per Capita Agricultural Ineome, Averages for Three Groups 

of Provinces, 1956 and 1961 
NOTE. —See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Ineome and year 

Per capi ta agricultural 
income — 

1956 

1961 

High-ine ome 
provinces 

Average 
income 

781 

896 

Average 
migration 

rat io 

9.1 

9.1 

Middle-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

462 

579 

Average 
migration 

rat io 

6.9 

6.3 

Low-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

246 

224 

Average 
migration 

rat io 

3.8 

4.4 

SOURCE: Total in-mlgratlon ratios ealeulated from ratios presented InTable 6.1; Income 
l eve l s ealeulated from estimates In Appendix Table A. 3 . 
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Since total rural farm out-migration by province of destination may 
be related to the a t t rae t iveness of non-farm residence in various provinces 
of destination, an out-migration-ineome relationship similar to the preceding 
in-migration-ineome relationship might be anticipated. Table 6.16 supports 
this anticipation. Total rural farm out-migration ratios by province of 
dest ination are highest to provinces with highest levels of per capita non-
agricultural income. As provincial levels of per capita non-agricultural 
ineome deeline, so does the total rural farm out-migration ratio (by province 
of dest inat ion). 

Table 6.16 - Total Rural Farm Out-Migration Ratios by Province of 
Destination and Provincial Levels of Per Capita Non-Agrlcultural 

Income, Averages for Three Groups of Provinces, 1956 and 1961 
NOTE.—See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Ineome and year 

Per capita non-agricul
tural income — 

1956 

1961 

High-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

1,713 

1,681 

Average 
migration 

rat io 

2.2 

2.2 

Middle-income 
provinces 

Average 
incoine 

$ 

1.430 

1,437 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

1.6 

1.6 

Low-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

1,080 

1,052 

Average 
migration 

rat io 

0.4 

0 4 

SOURCE: Migration ratios ealeulated from ratios presented In Table 6.2; Income leve l s 
ealeulated from Income estimates In Appendix Table A. 3 . 

In sum, rural farm migration in the 1956-61 period shows an asso
ciation with provincial levels of per capita income but this associat ion 
varies among types and direetions of migration stream. Ali types of rural 
farm in-migration (intra-provincial, inter-provincial and total) appear to be 
rather c losely associa ted with per capita levels of agricultural ineome. 
Inter-provincial and total out-migration by province of destination show 
patterns of variation similar to those in per capita non-agricultural ineome 
among provinces. Intra-provincial out-migration from rural farm res idence 
does not demonstrate a consis tent pattern of associa t ion with provincial 
levels of per capita non-agrieultural income. This divergenee may indicate 
a deerease in the importanee of ineome benefit factors as migration dis
tance dec reases . 

6.3.4 RATES OF RURAL FARM MIGRATION AND MEASURES OF ECON-
OMIC OPPORTUNITY - Levels of per capita income have been considered 
as partial determinants of the level of migration to and from rural farm 
residence. Examination of migration in those terms, treating ineome as a 
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measure of benefit available, implicitly assumes that the indicated benefit 
is equally available to migrants in ali destinations. In other words, con
sidering only income involves the assumption that employment opportunity 
is equal in ali destinations. Such an assumption may be highly unrealistic, 
particularly in a short-period cross-seetional analysis where levels of 
opportunity may vary signifieantly among units of observation. These 
variations in employment opportunity may account for some part of the 
variation in migration ratios which is not associated with ineome levels. 
In order to examine this possibility, rates of rural farm out-migration and 
occupational distributions of migrants were associated with indicators of 
economie opportunity. 

The percentage change in the total non-agrieultural wages and 
salaries by province was initially used as a measure of provincial levels 
of employment opportunity. Other studies have used the rate of growth of 
gross domestie produet (Minami, 1967) and rates of growth of income per 
worker (Anderson, 1965; Eldridge and Thomas, 1964) in similar. fashion 
as measures of opportunity. The choice of an indicator in this case was 
based partly on the lack of measures of gross domestie produet by province 
and on the previous use of per capita ineome data. Either type of oppor
tunity measure involves an assumption about the effeets of changes in 
productivity on the demand for labour." 

Table 6.17 - Rural Farm Out-MIgratìon Ratios by Type of Movement and 
Province of Destination and Percentage Growth in Non-Agrieultural Wages 

and Salaries, Averages for Three Groups of Provinces, 1956-61 
NOTE. —See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Out-migration type 

High-growth 
provinces 

Intra-provincial out-
migration— 

1956-61 

Inter-provincial out-
migration — 

1956-61 

Tota l out-migration — 

1956-61 

Average 
change 

p.c . 

36.9 

36.9 

36.9 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

7.1 

0.3 

1.4 

Middle-growth 
provinces 

Average 
change 

p.c. 

30.2 

30.2 

30.2 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

9.5 

0.4 

1.9 

Low-growth 
provinces 

± 

Average 
change 

p.c. 

25.8 

25.8 

25.8 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

20.3 

0.2 

1.0 

SOURCE: Out-mlgratlon ratios ealeulated trom ratlós presented in Table 6.2; average 
change in non-agricultural wages and salaries ealeulated from estimates of change by prov
ince In Appendix Table A. 5. 
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Inter-provincial rural farm out-migration by province of destination 
tends to vary directly with provincial percentage change in non-agricultural 
wages and salaries (Table 6.17). Intra-provincial rural farm out-migration 
demonstrates the opposite relationship to levels of employment opportunity 
measured in this way. These different relationships by type of out-migration 
lend further support to the previous contention that short-distanee rural 
farm out-migration in the 1956-61 period may be determined largely by non-
economie considerations. Longer-distance inter-provincial rural farm out-
migration again demonstrates'a sensitivity to economie conditions. 

An alternative measure of employment opportunity which plaees more 
emphasis on productivity or output per worker is non-agricultural 'service 
income' per worker. Non-agricultural service ineome is the sum of wages 
and salaries plus income, of non-farm unincorporated business less wages 
paid in agriculture. It measures the monetary return to labour in non-
agrieultural activities, and the per worker service ineome indicates prod
uctivity. In the United States it has been found that levels of net migration 
to areas vary directly with levels of service income per worker in receiving-
areas (Eldridge and Thomas, 1964, p. 368). 

Table 6.18 - Rural Farm Out-Migration Ratios by Type of Movement and 
Province of Destination and Provincial Levels of Non-Agrlcultural 

Service Ineome per Worker, Averages for Three Groups of Provinces, 
1951 and 1961 

NOTE.—See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Out-migration type 

Intra-provincial out-
migration— 

1951 

1961 

Inter-provincial out-
migration— 

1951 

1961 

Total out-migration — 

1951 

1961 

High-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

2,883 

3,927 

2.883 

3,927 

2,883 

3,927 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

19.1 

19.1 

0.6 

0.6 

2.2 

2.2 

Middle-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

2,421 

3,505 

2,421 

3,505 

2.421 

3,505 

Average 
migration 

rat io 

8.1 

8.1 

0.2 

0.2 

1.6 

1.6 

Low-income 
provinces 

Average 
income 

$ 

2,054 

2,818 

2,054 

2,818 

2,054 

2.818 

Average 
migration 

ratio 

9.8 

9.8 

0.1 

0.1 

0.4 

0.4 

SOURCE: Out-migration ratios ealeulated from ratios presented in Table 6.2; income 
leve l s ealeulated from Ineome estimates in Appendix Table A. 6* 
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The pattern of eo-variation between provincial levels of non-agricul
tural service ineome per worker and rural farm out-migration rat ios by type 
and province of destination i s similar to that observed with percentage 
change in non-agricultural wages and sa la r ies (Table 6.18). Inter-provincial 
and total rural farm out-migration appear (by province of dest ination), 
on the bas i s of group averages, to vary directly with levels of non-agricul
tural service income per worker in the province of dest inat ion. Intra-prov
incial rural farm out-migration does not show a strong associa t ion to 
provincial levels of non-agrieultural service income per worker. These 
patterns may again indicate the differing effeets of economie factors in 
short- and long-distance rural farm out-migration. 

The similari t ies in out-migration-ineome assoc ia t ions previously 
noted and the out-migration-opportunity assoc ia t ions observed here may 
indicate that both types of measure imply opportunity and benefit l eve ls 
to which inter-provincial and total rural farm out-migration are sens i t ive . 
Intra-provincial rural farm out-migration does not demonstrate a sens i 
tivity to any of the income-opportunity measures. 

6.3.5 OCCUPATIONAL DIFFERENTIALS OF EMPLOYMENT OPPOR-
TUNITY - For each province in Canada there i s a migrant population 
moving into non-farm residence from rural farm residence. The labour force 
component of this migrant population thus becomes avai lable for absorption 
into the productive occupations in the area of dest inat ion. It i s the purpose 
of this Seetion to examine the associa t ion between the occupational 
distribution of these rural farm out-migrants at dest inat ion and occupational 
differentials in employment opportunity. 

Employment opportunity appears to be a more important short-run 
determinant of migrant distribution by occupation than earnings by occu
pation. A hypothesis that the occupational distribution of rural farm migrants 
depends upon differentials in earnings by occupation involves an assump
tion of equal freedom of entry into ali occupations. Such an assumption 
would be highly unreal is t ic . Substantial variat ions exist in both educational 
levels by occupation and cos t s of entry into different occupations. On the 
other band, virtually every occupation has a higher level of average earn
ings than the farm occupation and thus provides a posit ive income benefit 
if employment opportunity ex i s t s . Thus , it may be hypothesized that the 
distribution of rural farm out-migrants among occupations at destination 
is posit ively associa ted with the level of employment opportunity by occu
pation. 
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The level of employment opportunity by occupation was measured by 
the percentage change in aetual employment in . each occupation between 
1951 and 1961, exeluding from th is change the 1956-61 rural farm migrant 
population in each occupation. This exclusion of migrants removes from 
the growth of occupations the part that might be attributed to migrants 
themselves . Consideration of the occupational growth over a ten-year 
period permits some lag in migrant response, to whatever extent. it .may 
exist , and includes in the occupational growth migrants during the 1951-56 
period. Rural farm out-migrants in the 1951 - 56 period may be an important 
source of information to potential rural farm out-migrants in the 1956-61 
period. Table 6.19 a s soc i a t e s occupational distribution differences between 
rural farm out-migrants and the non-farm labour force with the percentage 
change in employment by occupation. 

Intra-provincial rural farm out-migrants in Canada are, on average, 
more heavily concentrated than the non-farm labour force in occupations 
with the lowest percentage change in employment. Inter-provineial rural 
farm migrants, on the other hand, are more heavily concentrated in occu
pations with highest percentage change in employment. The occupational 
distribution of inter-provineial rural farm out-migrants thus tends to support 
the hypothesis that the distribution of rural farm out-migrants among 
occupations at destination is posit ively associa ted with the level of 
employment opportunity by occupation. The distribution by occupation of 
intra-provincial rural farm out-migrants i s the opposite of that anticipated 
on the bas i s of employment opportunity (Table 6.19). 

Table 6.19 - Percentage Changes In Male Labour Force for Three 
Occupation Groups, 1951 - 6 1 , and Differences in Rural Farm Out-Mlgrant 

and Non-farm Labour Force Occupational Distributions, Canoda, 1961 

NOTE. —See headnote to Table 6.10. 

Out-migration type 

Intra-provincial out-

Inter-provincial out-

High-growth 
occupations 

Average 
growth 

47.2 

47.2 

Average 
d is t r i 
bution 
differ
ences 

- 0.1 

6.1 

Middle-growth 
occupations 

Average 
growth 

22.8 

22.8 

Average 
dis tr i 
bution 
differ
ences 

- 1.4 

- 2.7 

Low-growth 
occupations 

Average 
growth 

- 9.9 

- 9.9 

Average 
dis t r i 
bution 
differ
ences 

1.2 

- 2.4 

SOURCE: Average differences In occupational distribution ealeulated from occupational 
distributions In Table 6.8; average percentage change In employment by occupation from data 
in Appendix Table A. 7. 
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A significant part of the difference in distribution by occupation of 
intra-provincial and inter-provincial rural farm out-migrants may be attri
butable to different age and educational characteristies. Intra-provincial 
migrants are, on average, older than inter-provincial migrants and are more 
heavily concentrated at lower schooling levels than either the non-farm 
labour force or inter-provincial rural farm out-migrants (see Sections 6.2.2 
and 6.2.3). These age-educational characteristies may reduce aetual 
opportunities for intra-provincial migrants to enter the high growth occu
pations which are also 'white-collar' occupations (see Appendix Table 
A-7). Inter-provincial rural farm out-migrants, on the other hand, are both 
younger and more highly educated than either intra-provincial rural farm 
out-migrants or the non-farm labour force. These age-educational charac
teristies may give inter-provincial migrants freer entry into any occupation 
and thus permit them to choose high growth white-collar occupations. 

The differences in occupational distributions of intra-provincial and 
inter-provincial rural farm out-migrants may also be related to the apparent 
differences in response to ineome factors. Intra-provincial rural farm out-
migration does not show a definite relationship to income factors and may 
instead be undertaken largely for non-economie reasons, as mentioned 
previously. If this is the ease, these short-distanee migrants may move 
into primary, craftsmen and labourer occupation classes in which they have 
seasonal experience. Longer-distance inter-provineial rural farm out-
migration may be undertaken on the basis of specific information about 
ineome benefits and employment opportunities. 

6.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION - Estimation and examination of rural 
farm migration patterns on the basis of the 1961 Census Population Sample 
illustrates the basic components of rural farm net migration in the 1956-61 
period. The observed net out-migration from farm areas results from a very 
heavy out-migration in ali rural farm areas and very small in-migration 
flows. By far the greater part of this rural farm out-migration is short-
distanee intra-provincial movement. The smaller inter-provincial rural 
farm out-migration flows observed demonstrate greater sex-age and occu
pational seleetivity and greater sensitivity to economie factors than 
intra-provincial flows. 

The failure of intra-provincial rural farm out-migration patterns to 
demonstrate anticipated migration-income or migration-opportunity asso
ciations may yield considerable insight into the migration proeess. Vari
ations in social and cultural environment may produce substantially 
different degrees of migrant response to economie factors, thus rendering 
cross-seetional analysis fruitless. Short-distanee rural farm out-migration 
may at the same time be a response to factors not indicated by economie 
benefit and opportunity measures. Varying patterns of change in agricul-
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turai activity among provinces may produce a variety of 'push' factors 
effecting provincial variations in the levels of migration response. Ali of 
these factors may play a stronger role than provincial income levels in 
explaining provincial variations in short-distanee rural farm out-migration. 

Longer-distance, inter-provincial rural farm out-migration shows 
patterns of variation among provinces of destination that lend support to 
the hypothesized migration-income and opportunity relationships. Levels 
of migration into non-farm residence in different provinces from rural farm 
areas outside each province appear to be associated with provincial levels 
of per capita non-agricultural income. Inter-provincial migration also appears 
to be sensitive to measures of employment opportunity by occupation. 
Inter-provineial rural farm out-migration may thus demonstrate the basic 
underlying migration-économic relationships that emerge when variations 
in non-economie factors are redueed. 

Both intra-provincial and inter-provincial rural farm migration flows 
may then be regarded as part of the proeess of growth and struetural change 
in the economy. This proeess of growth and struetural change occurs as 
variations in the rate of growth of demand for the outputs of different 
sectors in the economy create variations in the levels of income and econ
omie opportunity. The rural farm population responds to increased incomes 
and opportunities in non-farm areas relative to farm areas by reloeating to 
non-farm areas. This response on the part of the farm population is strongly . 
influenced by social, cultural and demographic factors in their environment. 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER SIX 

' The e las t ic i ty of demand is a measure of the respons iveness of quantity 
purchased to changes in income or price. The formula for caleulat ing income 
e las t ic i ty of demand is the percentage change in quantity demanded divided by 
the percentage change in income. For price e las t ic i ty of demand, the formula is 
the percentage change in quantity demanded divided by the percentage change in 
price. For es t imates of income e la s t i e i t i e s of demand of se lec ted Canadian farm 
produets, s ee Caves and Holton, 1961, Table 80, p. 434. 

' Es t imates of the physieal volume of agricultural production indicate an 
over-all increase of 30 to 40 per cent between 1930 and 1955. In this same period 
population increased 54 per cent and pr ices of farm produets at wholesa le , relat ive 
to ali other commodities a t wholesale, rose very sl ightly. See Drummond and 
MacKenzie, 1957, pp. 29 and 80. 

' The d i scuss ions of regional agricultural organization and change are based 
on material presented in Drummond and MacKenzie, 1957, Par t II, eh. 7-11. 
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* The definitions of residence type in both 1956 and 1961 were those of the 
1961 Census. 

' See Chapter Two, footnotes ' and *, for comments on the limitations of the 
alternative base populations. 

' The base for the Canadian ratio is the 1961 rural farm population of Canada 
and thus the sum of the provincial rural farm populations in 1961. The weight 
given any provincial ratio depends on the size of the rural farm population in that 
province relative to the Canadian total. For example, if each province had the same 
proportion of the total farm population, the weights would ali be equal. In reality, 
Ontario, for example, has a large farm population and the provincial ratio is thus 
heavily weighted in the Canadian ratio. 

' "Occupational seleetivity of migration" generally refers to the extent to 
which migrants are unevenly distributed among occupational groups. 

° It is understood that the findings may depend upon the selected areal 
units, so that patterns observed in comparisons of provinces may not be applicable 
at the sub-provincial level. 

'"Service income" is the sum of wages, salaries and income of unincorporated 
business. Cf. Lee et al, 1957, pp. 703-759, and Eldridge and Thomas, 1964, p. 347. 

'° Comparisons of variation in rnigration ratios and economie factors, in this 
and subsequent cases, are made. on the basis of averages for three groups of 
provincial observations ranked in descending order for the economie variable. 
This method of comparison was adopted because of the small number of observa
tions and the rather low absolute levels of the migration ratios. These ratios are 
so low that they may strongly refleet unsystematic errors in the Population Sample 
estimates. In order to reduce the impact of such errors on the observations, it was 
decided to group the provinces into three categories according to levels on the 
economie indicator in question. This grouping does reduce much ofthe unsystematic 
variation which attenuated the apparent levels of association when individuai 
provinces are used as the units of observation. 

The question is raised, however, as to whether the patterns observed after 
grouping provinces are purely artifacts of the grouping (and thus are consistent 
with our hypothesis by sheer accident). Unfortunately, there is little empirical 
basis for investigating this matter, particularly since it is argued here that the 
use of individuai provinces is probably giving strong play to statistical errors 
because of the very low absolute magnitudes of the migration ratios. In any event, 
it is accepted that the results of the comparisons may be sensitive to the grouping 
of the provinces, and thus may be advanced securely only with the assumption that 
the grouping is held fixed. 

This difficulty is not peeuliar to the present analysis. It always erops up 
in analyses of data for areal units, where the findings may be sensitive both to 
the chosen units and to the method of analysis (to say nothing of the historical pe
riod to which the data refer). Indeed, the difficulty would appear to be inescapable 
when there is substantive interest in the patterns that appear at the provincial level. 
In the light of such difficulty, it is suffieient to understand that statistics 
seldom, if ever, demonstrate or decisively defeat a particular causai interpretation. 
Rather they would seem to be useful in illustrating a causai interpretation, so that 
it becomes a matter of opinion whether a particular illustration is cogent and 
persuasive. 
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" A change in the total non-agricultural wages and sa la r ies may ar i se from 
the operation of two factors. Increased labour productivity may lead to increased 
per worker remuneration without any change in the volume of employment. On the 
other hand, an expansion of demand for non-agricultural output may produce an 
expanded volume of employment at fairly Constant per capita l eve ls of remuneration. 
In real i ty, these factors probably work jointly to produce expansions in total 
non-agricultural wages and sa lar ies . 

The use of per capita income or output measures , and spat ia l or temporal 
variations in these measures , to indicate employment opportunity, a s s igns most of 
the demand for labour to changes in productivity. It is poss ib le , however, that an 
expansion in employment opportunity may be derived from an expanded demand for 
the output of a particular seetion or industry. In such a si tuation, per capita or per 
worker income might change very l i t t le despi te the increased opportunity. Total 
wages and sa la r i e s would increase , however, as employment in the expanding 
sector increased. The change in total wages and sa la r ies and spat ia l variation in 
this change for one time period may thus provide an al ternat ive to per capita income 
measures as an indicator of employment opportunity. 
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Chapter Seven 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 

CORRELATES OF THE URBAN 
INTERNAL IN-MIGRATION RATIO 

1.1 PURPOSE 

This Chapter examines the extent to which the 1956-61 in-niigration 
ratio' for an urban complex may be eorrelated with its combination of 
selected social and economie characteristies measured in 1961, where 
these characteristies are relevant in the explanation of the causes or con
sequences of areal differentials in migration rates. Questions such as the 
following are raised: to what extent do the urban complexes with high 
internai in-migration ratios tend to have markedly different values on the 
socio-economie measures than those with low internai in-migration ratios 
and what is the relative importanee of individuai socio-economie indicators 
in the above-mentioned correlation? This work is a preliminary exploration 
aimed at providing a part of the background information which is useful in. 
developing a systematie analysis of the links between a community's socio-
economie situation and its migration experience. 

Since the socio-economie variables are measured as of 1961, they 
pertain to the end of the migration period and thus can be expected to 
confound causes and consequences of the migration. For this reason, little 
attempt is made to interpret the eorrelations in terms of the real forces 
which, operating in or before the 1950s, created areal differentials in the 
in-migration ratio. The eorrelations are intended to show in a fairly concrete 
way some manifestations of the probable interdependence between the 
1956-61 in-migration ratio of an urban centre and the socio-economie 
characteristies of that centro as of 1961. Thus, the urban centre's migration 
experience could have served as a useful, though partial, indicator of its 
socio-economie conditions. This demonstration lays a part of the ground-
work for the design of analysis and interpretation in Chapter Eight, where 
the measures of socio-economie characteristies are made for the beginning 
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of the migration period, thus providing a more secure framework for substan
tive interpretation of the statistical coefficients. These two Chapters — 
Seven and Eight — should be considered as two related discussions, the 
present Chapter being preliminary. The analysis in both Chapters is largely 
exploratory and is intended to contribute to the background information 
needed in designing more thorough studies of the factors associated with 
inter-urban variation in migration rates. 

There is ampie reason for expecting a relation between an area's 
in-migration ratio and its combination of the areal attributes that influence 
migration deeisions. A wide variety of circumstances influence the decision 
to migrate — the desire to improve income and living standard, changes in 
the family life cycle, desire to reside in more congenial social or physieal 
surroundings, inability to maintain a pre-existing standard of living, and 
so on. The pereeived characteristies of the area of residence can be 
influential in the decision to migrate, and pereeived attributes of the 
potential areas of destination influence' the place where a migrant chooses 
to settle. In turn, the concentration of migrants in an area influenees its 
social and economie conditions. 

In the discussion that follows no attempt is made to exhaust the list 
of variables that are relevant in an explanation of the areal in-migration 
ratios. For example, measures of population potential (which refleet acces-
sibility to population centres) and of age composition (which would refleet 
areal rate of life-cycle changes) have not been ineluded in the analysis. 
Such measures might increase markedly the level of statistical explanation 
of areal in-migration ratios, since they probably are signifieantly related 
to short-distanee migration. 

In confining attention to a few selected socio-economie variables 
without statistically controUing the effeets of others, what Williamson and 
Swanson, 1966, p. 45, cali a 'bold hypothesis' is made-in the sense that 
the list of explanatory variables is deliberately limited to exclude some that 
are believed to be relevant in a more complete explanation. This bold hypo
thesis is made in order to gauge how influential the selected socio-
economie factors are in the presenee of possibly counteracting influenees 
from other factors. Further development of this exploratory effort should 
involve a more detailed statement of the underlying theoretieal proposi-
tions and an expansion of the list of explanatory variables to include 
important geographic and demographic factors, among others, which are not 
dealt with bere. 
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1.2 PROCEDURE 

The achievement of the general purpose of this Chapter is at tained 
partly through an analys is of inter-eorrelations among a number of selected 
variables that seem to refleet socio-economie factors which may underlie 
areal variation in migration rat ios (cf. Lee 1966; Perloff, et al., 1960; 
Kuznets and Thomas, 1957; Kuznets, 1964; Bogue, Shryock and Hoerms.nn 
1957; Ter Heide, 1963; Lowry, 1966; King, 1967; and Anderson, 1956). 
The choice of variables was guided by previous research and exis t ing 
theory coneerning areal differentials in migration ra t ios , and was con
strained by the census data resources . Since many eorrelations are purely 
aecidental , it is necessary to attempt to provide some theoretieal rationale 
for the choice' of variables . 

7.2.1 SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS - It is well known that 
many eorrelations are coincidental in the sense that they refleet no meaning-
full connection between the events that are eorrelated. Stat is t ical ana lys i s 
per s e does not proyide a valid bas i s for proving the exis tenee of a eausa i 
connection underlying observed eorrelat ions. The c loses t one can come to 
such proof is through the use of eertain techniques of experiment, in which 
the events under study are varied under eontrolled condit ions, and even 
these techniques fail to provide secure demonstrations of eausa i connec-
tions between events . The situation seems even more difficult when it is 
observed that adequate techniques of experimental design can seldom be 
used in the social and economie s tudies of human populations, and this 
eomment certainly applies to the present study. Thus, the most that can be 
done here in support of the claim that causa i connections underlie the 
observed eorrelations is to sketch a set of theoretieal propositions which 
would seem to provide a rationale for the assumption that an a r ea ' s migra
tion experience is causal ly linked with i ts socio-economie conditions and 
changes . 

Even this procedure is bas ical ly faulty s ince there are many different 
s e t s of theoretieal propositions that may be consis tent with the data 
observed. In fact, the justification of the procedure res t s largely on the 
assumption that it a s s i s t s us to organize useful (even though possibly 
false) interpretations of the observed eorrelations, rather than on the false 
proposition that the mere statement of a ' theoretieal model' produces an 
escape from the post hoc ergo propter hoc type of argument in interpreting 
the observed eorrelations. Thus, the following set of theoretieal proposi
tions is merely a vehicle for organizing interpretations of the s t a t i s t i c s 
presented in this and the next Chapters. 

In attempting to provide a rationale for the general hypothesis s tated 
above, there is a significant body of theoretieal li terature upon which to 
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draw (see Seetion 1.2 for examples). Running through this literature is the 
basic idea that areas vary in their attraetiveness for a potential migrant. 
A potential migrant may elect to remain in his present area of residence 
or to choose another. He chooses his area of residence according to its 
apparent degree of attraetiveness relative to the degrees of attraetiveness 
he attributes to the other areas. Thus, the extent to which an area gains 
migrants depends partly on the relative degrees of attraetiveness attributed 
to the area by potential migrants (cf. Ter Heide, 1963; Gossman, et al., 
1967) and this factor of attraetiveness may be séen as a basic element in 
the connection between the characteristies of an area and its migration 
experience. 

What characteristies of an area determine its degree of attraetive
ness? Before this question is answered, it is necessary to observe that 
an area does not have the same degree of attraetiveness to ali potential 
migrants. Its degree of attraetiveness varies from one migrant to another 
and the areal characteristies that determine attraetiveness may differ from 
one migrant to another. However, the areal characteristies that determine 
attraetiveness to at least one migrant may be listed; judging from the 
existing literature on the analysis of migration, the list would seem to 
include geographic, demographic, economie and social variables. 

Is there a single eausai mechanism (for determining migration) into 
which these variables are incorporated? If so, it would be reasonable to 
seek an adequate substantive explanation of an area's migration experience 
(as measured by some selected technique) in a 'theoretieal model' which 
postulates a single eausai mechanism. However, the answer to the question 
appears to be negative, mainly because an area's migration experience, 
however measured-, depends on an aggregate of several migrants, each of 
whose migration may involve a different eausai mechanism. There will be 
marked variation among individuai migrants in regard to the existenee or 
strength of such. variables as the desire to improve income or living 
standard, changes in the stage of the individuai or family life eycles, the 
desire to reside in more congenial social or physieal surroundings, inability 
to maintain a pre-existing standard of living, and so on. Thus, several 
different causai mechanisms should be postulated, each with its own 
theoretieal model, to explain ali migration deeisions. The areal aggregation 
of the effeets of such deeisions, which is the procedure followed in measur
ing an area's migration experience, is a resultant of several different 
causai mechanisms. The causai mechanism that applies most frequently 
in a specific aggregate of migrants is the one that will provide the most 
effective substantive explanation (in terms of a theoretieal model) of 
migration for that aggregate; but the degree of effectiveness may be far 
from complete and may vary over time and space. Thus, by varying the 
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historical and geographic context of migration, the need may arise to vary 
the theoretieal model that is set forth to explain the areal differentials in 
migration levels and rates. 

The fact that the migration experience of a given area, however 
measured, is a resultant of several causai mechanisms determining the 
migration deeisions of a variety of individuals makes it practically impos
sible to avoid arbitrary deeisions in selecting the indicators that are to be 
statistically eorrelated with this experience. Each causai mechanism may 
be associated with a specific theoretieal model, and from the articulation 
of this model certain variables may be specified as indicators of factors 
explaining migration within the scope of the stated theoretieal model.' 
Here, however, several theoretieal models may be relevant (because the 
thing being explained is a resultant of several causai mechanisms), so that 
the choice of indicators for the statistical explanation of the areal aggrega
tion of migration deeisions is thus less easily rationalized. It might appear 
that if there are n relevant theoretieal models and each one leads to the 
specification of mj indicators, then the statistical analysis should simply 
make use of the sum of ali these m," indicators from i = i to f = n (for ex
ample, if the same number of m indicators is specified for each model, the 
total number of indicators is rj-times-m). Aside from the likelihood that it 
would not be feasible to handle ali these simultaneously (mainly because 
of sample size limitations), the phenomenon of statistical redundance (see 
Appendix D, Seetion 2.1) would create serious problems in the interpreta
tion of the results of the statistical analysis. In short, it is impraetical to 
handle simultaneously ali the variables that would be specified through the 
articulation of ali the relevant theoretieal models. An apparently reasonable 
compromise (for the purposes of statistical analysis) would be to take the 
one or two most important variables from each of the n relevant theoretieal 
models. This approach is partially adopted in the work that follows." 

The adoption is partial mainly because there does not yet exist 
anything close to an adequate articulation of the various theoretieal models 
that are relevant in the explanation of migration deeisions. Most of the 
existing theoretieal work is concentrated on economie variables (in the 
development of what may be loosely termed 'economie opportunity models') 
or on geographic and demographic variables (in the development of so-
ealled 'gravity models').' In this theoretieal work we can point to a number 
of partially developed models and to empirical research in which certain 
factors appear to be reeurrently useful ih the analysis of areal differentials 
in migration. The choice of variables in the analysis that follows has 
been guided largely by the ideas embodied in these partially developed 
models and empirical research (cf. Lee, 1966; Eldridge and Thomas, 1964; 
Bogue, Shryock and Hoermann, 1957; Bogue and Hagood, 1955; Lowry, 
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1966; Lee, 1952; Rogers, 1967; Ter Heide, 1963; Kono and Shio, 1966; 
and Anderson, 1956). 

On the basis of the empirical research and the partially developed 
theoretieal models contained in the above-mentioned literature, it might be 
said that the factors influencing the areal migration pattern are economie 
(ineluding such matters as employment rates, work opportunity in specific 
occupations, industriai and occupational strueture, ineome and wage 
levels), geographic (ineluding accessibility to major population and eco
nomie centres, regional location and population density), demographic and 
social (such as educational strueture, ethnic composition, nativity compo
sition).' The work that follows is focused upon socio-economie factors. 

In the foregoing discussion it was assumed that a potential migrant 
implicitly ranks alternative areas of destination along some scale of 
preference. Here is advanced, as a basic assumption, the idea that the 
economie characteristies of an area that influence the potential migrant's 
scale of preference are those that seem to bear upon this standard of 
living. Holding Constant the relevant non-economie considerations that 
influence the potential migrant's preference scale, this person would aim 
to improve (or at least maintain) his standard of living by moving to his 
chosen area of destination, although the improvement may not be expected 
to materialize in the short run. Thus, he would appraise the alternative 
areas in terms of their apparent 'abilities' to provide him with (a) work 
opportunities in his occupation at advantageous income levels and (b) an 
array of services and goods that seems commensurate with his desired 
style of life. These are many-faceted aspects of an area's characteristies, 
and for their measurement a variety of variables exists. Each of the vari
ables reflects some relevant areal charaeteristic and suppresses others, 
and reflects some of the influenees of other variables (through its correla
tion with them) so that it would be unwise to attribute causai efficacy to 
any single variable purely on the basis of its statistical manifestations. 

It is possible to identify some of the aspects of an area's economy 
(which can be reflected in census statistics) that have a hearing upon its 
'abilities' as a location for job opportunities in a variety of occupations, 
as a source of relatively high incomes in specific occupations, and as a 
provider of a wide variety of goods and services. The area's income and 
employment levels would clearly be relevant, as would its absolute and 
relative coneentrations of industriai sectors which are prominent in the 
growth of income and employment. Also relevant would be the importanee 
of the centre as a supplier of goods and services to other urban centres, 
as well as its importanee as a marketplaee. Also, the centre's size should, 
be a fair indicator of the variety of goods and services that it makes 
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available to potential consumers. These aspects of an urban centre's 
economy, as well as others that might be noted in a more thorough discus
sion, are reflected in varying degrees by 15 variables which have been 
defined for use in this Chapter (see the second to the ISth of the variables 
listed in Table 7.1). 

The recognition that can be given in this Chapter to the social dimen
sion of the potential migrant's preference scale is severely limited. This 
comment applies particularly to the important matters (a) of inter-personal 
contaets between the potential migrant and members of the populations at 
the alternative destinations, and (b) of the extent to which the potential 
migrant pereeives the socio-cultural groupings at each destination as 
providing opportunities for apparent improvements in his social status and 
for satisfying inter-personal relations. Such dimensions of the migration 
decision cannot be tapped effectively with census statistics. For this 
Chapter, an attempt is made simply to identify rough indicators of the social 
heterogeneity' of the population at an urban centre, on the assumption that 
there is a positive association between the opportunities for economie and 
social advancement àt a given urban centre and the social heterogeneity 
of its population." 

7.2.2 TECHNIQUES USED - I t i s a basic assumption that the various eco
nomie and social factors mentioned above are interdependent. (Accepted 
as a fundamental axiom is the view that the basic dimensions of a human 
community are interdependent.) Thus, one would expeet inter-correlation 
among the 17 socio-economie variables listed in Table 7.1, so that in an 
empirical analysis of the association between areal migration rates and 
socio-economie factors these variables are statistically redundant (cf. 
Spiegel, 1961, p. 272; Farrar and Glauber, 1966). The great majority of 
the statistical explanation (of areal migration differentials) available from 
these 17 variables can be obtained by a smaller number of indicators drawn 
from among them. In order to seleet these indicators, a study of the inter-
eorrelations among the 17 variables should reveal a number of sub-groups, 
where there is relatively high inter-correlation within sub-groups and 
relatively low inter-eorrelations between sub-groups. Each sub-group may 
then be represented by one indicator variable.^ Table 7.1 indicates the 
six sub-groups (or clusters) identified. The technique used for this identifi
cation is based on the underlying prineiples of eluster analysis (cf. Tryon, 
1955), and is outlined in Seetion D.2 of Appendix D. 

Each eluster of variables is assumed to represent a group factor"" -
a group of closely interrelated characteristies of an area (see Appendix D, 
Seetion D.l). The group factors are given names (see Appendix E) which 
are reminiscent of the areal economie and social dimensions (relevant to 
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Table 7.1 - List of Variables for Analysis of the 1956-61 In-Migration Ratio for Urban Complexes, Canada 

o 
5: 

o 

Group factor name» Definitions of the variables'' 

to 
tn 

In-migration rate 

Tertiary activity specialization 

Social heterogeneity . 

Ine ome 

Modernity of economie strueture . 

Manufacturing specialization 

Intensity of trading activity 

Fi = 1956-61 in-migration ratioc 
Xi = 1961 proportion with some university edueation or university degree among males 

aged five and over who were not attending school<* 
Xì - 1961 proportion in the labour force among females aged 14 and over (crude female 

labour force participation rate) 
X^ - 1961 proportion in clerical occupations among females in the labour force^ 

;fjij* = 1961 proportion in wholesale trade, finance, Insurance, real estate and services to 
business management, among males in the labour force 

\Xii, - 1961 wholesale sa les per capita' 

'Xj* = 1961 proportion of the population which was born outside Canada 
.Xi6 = 1951 proportion of the population which had English only or English and French as 

the officiai language spoken 
••^^ - Proportion working at least 40 weeks at a rate of 35 or more hovirs per week in the 

year preceding the 1961 Census, among male wage-earners 

Proportion earning at least $4,000 in the year preceding the 1961 Census, among 
male wage-earners 
Proportion reporting total non-farm income of at least $4,000 in the year preceding 
the 1961 Census, among males with non-farm income and aged 15 and over in 1961 

1961 proportion of the male labour force in professional and teehnical occupations 
1961 proportion in fabricating industries^ among male labour force which was en
gaged in manufacturing 
1956 population s i ze 

1961 proportion of the male labour force in manufacturing 
1961 value added by manufacturing per capita*» 

1961 retali sa les per capita' 

'• 1961 service trade receipts per'capitaJ 



to 
Ol 

^ FOT d i scuss ion on the concepì of group factor and of the rationale underlying the names, s e e text above; Appendix D, Seetion D . l ; and 
Appendix E, Sections E. 1 and E. 2. 

" The symbols Yi, Xi, X3, e t c , are used to Identify variables In the source tables and are employed here for easy cross-reference. 

<= See Table 2 .1 , footnote <=. 

° A narrower age group Is desirable but the requisite data are unavailable for urban centres outside the Census Metropolitan Areas. 

^ In ali variables measuring aspects of the industriai or occupational distribution of the working force, or of the concentration of wage-earners O 
among eamlng l e v e l s , the 'not stated' cases are not removed from the totais (or distributed In some specified way) before caleulating the relevant 2 
proportions. Any justifiable adjustment for these c a s e s (usually l e s s than three per cent of the working force) would have a negligible effect on the ^ 
correlation measured product-moment correlation coef f ic ients . &] 

f The data on wholesale sa les are available for c i t i e s of 10,000 and over only (among urban centres) . To obtain the ratios for a given Metro- i^ 
politali and Major Urban Area the data for its c i t i e s of 10,000 and over were aggregated. H 

tJ] 
B The Industries In question are clothlng, prlnUng, publlshlng and all ied, metal fabricating, machinery, electrlcal produets, chemlcals and ^ 

Chemical produets. O 
t , . • " ^ 

" See footnote ». 
The comment made In footnote 8 applies here as well as to the Major Urban Areas. The requisite data for whole Census Metropolitan Areas 5 

were available. ^ 

' See footnote *. § 

• Indicates the variable chosen as the group factor indicator (see Chapter Seven, Seetion 7.2 and Appendix E, Seetion E. 1). Generally, the Il>-
variable having the maximum sum of eorrelations (absolute values) with other variables within the group was chosen as the Indicator. Where the group <! 
has only two members, the variable having the highest correlation with the in-mlgration ratio was chosen as the indicator. to 

S 

à 
o 
S3 
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the migration decision) mentioned in the foregoing theoretieal discussion. 
These names are intended to suggest multi-dimensional socio-economie 
factors, rather than simple uni-dimensional variables, and the subsequent 
interpretation of the statistical data will be made in terms of these factors. 

The first factor named is "tertiary industry specialization". This 
refers to the extent to which the, production activity in an urban complex is 
focused in the areas of service, trade and commerce; particularly in the 
activities that have had unusually rapid growth of labour demand in the 
1950s (see Appendix E for related discussion). The next four group factor 
names (Table 7.1) are largely self explanatory in regard to the features of 
an urban centre which they are intended to suggest — ineome levels, 
concentration of the work force in the more technologically sophisticated 
activities,specialization in manufacturing and per capita receipts from trade 
and services. The last group factor name is "social heterogeneity", and 
this is intended to refleet the variety of socio-cultural groups present in 
the urban centre. In ali cases, the definition of indicators of these factors 
has been constrained by the data content and tabulation formats provided 
in the available census statistics. Appendices D and E give more thorough 
discussions of the selection of these names and indicator variables. 

A grouping of n variables into m clusters on the basis of their 
observed correlation coefficients may be said to be the best available m-
grouping of the n variables when the shifting of any variable from one 
group to another lowers the relative similarity" within both groups. This 
grouping is the best available 'six-grouping' of the 17 variables, given the 
observed matrix of correlation coefficients presented in Appendix Table 
A.8. Harman, 1960, pp. 128-132, describes a measure that is helpful in 
judging the effectiveness of the grouping of variables from their inter-
correlation matrix. This measure, ealled "Holzinger's B-coefficient", 
increases through values greater than 100 as the effectiveness of the 
grouping increases (see Appendix D). Harman suggests that. a group be 
considered acceptablé when its B-coefficient is greater than 130 (Harman, 
1960, p. 130). This value is unavoidably arbitrary and is based upon a 
range of experience with grouping exercises.'^ 

The B-coeffieients for the six selected clusters are as follows: — 
Number of „ ... . 

Group factor name . B-coefficient 
var iables 

Tertiary activity specia l izat ion 5 168 

Social heterogeneity 2 253 

Ineome 3 304 

Modernity of economie strueture 3 144 

Manufacturing special izat ion 2 386 

Intensity of trading 2 302 
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Thus the grouping of the 17 selected variables satisfies the criterion for 
the best six-grouping of the 17 variables (given the observed inter-correla
tion matrix), and Holzinger's B-coeffieients for the groups suggest that the 
grouping is effective. 

Table 7.2 shows average correlation coefficients among the variable 
clusters." Specialization in tertiary activities has positive eorrelations 
with social heterogeneity, income, modernity of economie strueture and 
trading intensity." Manufacturing specialization tends to be negatively 
eorrelated with tertiary activity specialization, as one might expeet. 

Table 7.2 — Average Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients Among 
Variable Clusters, for 102 Urban Complexes^ 

of 10,000 and Over, Canada, 1961 
(Based on absolute values of correlation coefficients) 

Group factor 
name' ' 

Tertiary activity 
specia l iza t ion . . . . 

Social heterogeneity. . 

Modernity of economy 

Manufacturing 
specia l iza t ion . . . . 

Intensity of trade . . . . 

Tertiary 
activity 

spec ia l i 
zation 

0.33 

0.21 = 

0.31 

0.26d 

0.27 

Social 
hetero
geneity 

0.33 

0.41 

0.13 

0.09 

0.34 

Ine ome 

0.21<: 

0.41 

0.11 

0.17 

0.09 

Modernity 
of 

economy 

0.31 

0.13 

0.11 

0.06 e 

0.12 

Manu
facturing 
spec ia l i 

zation 

0.26d 

0.09 

0.17 

0.06<: 

0.24d 

Intensity 
of trade 

0.27 

0.34 

0.09 

0.12 

0.24<i 

^ "Urban Complex" means a Census Metropolitan Area, or a Census Major Urban Area, 
or (for centres outside of MAs or MUAs) an incorporated urban centre. For further discussion 
s e e Stone, 1967^, Chapter Four and Appendix E . 

b See Seetion 7.2, Appendices D and E , and Table 7 .1 . 
o The sign of at least one half the averaged eorrelations i s negative; but the proportion 

of negative s igns Is not much above one half. 
•* Almost ali (if not ali) of the averaged eorrelations have negative s igns . 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A. 8. 

Having selected an indicator variable for each of the six group 
factors, the next task is to measure the pattern of association between 
the areal variation in these six indicators and that in the five-year in-
migration ratio, for the 102 urban complexes of 10,000 and over in 1961. 
The six indicators are considered simultaneously in this measurement, so 
that the multiple correlation coefficient (implying in this case a linear 
combination of the six indicators) serves as a general summary measure of 
the degree of association. This measure is supplemented by a coefficient 
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of prediction accuracy (defined in Appendix F , Seetion F.2) which gauges 
the accuracy with which an a r ea ' s value on the in-migration ratio may be 
predicted from a knowledge of i ts combination of values (in a multiple 
linear leas t squares regression) on the six indicator var iables . It is a l so 
useful to consider the relat ive importanee of each of the indicator variables 
in terms of contribution to the value of the multiple correlation coefficient, 
and a measure has been designed to permit this consideration (see Appendix 
D, Seetion D.3). As a further investigation of the above-mentioned pattern 
of associa t ion, the direction (either positive or negative) of the eo-variation 
between each indicator variable and the five-year in-migration rat io is 
examined. The interpretation of the s ta t i s t i ca l data provided by these 
measurements is made largely in terms of the group factors for which the 
indicator variables s t a n d . " 

1.3 FINDINGS 
In view of the continued aeeumulation of relevant findings from other 

research, it would be surprising to fail to find a significant degree of 
multiple correlation between the grouo factor indicators and the five-year 
in-migration ratio. The data for this Chapter bear no such surprise, a s they 
confirm the expeetation of a systematie associat ion between the inter-
urban variation in the socio-economie indicators and that in the five-year 
in-migration ratio. The multiple correlation coefficient i s 0.53; a value 
that would oceur l e s s often than once in every hundred samples (each 
with 102 observations) drawn from a population in which the true multiple 
correlation is zero (see Appendix F) so that this coefficient would rarely 
oceur by c h a n c e . " Thus, at the level of correlation ana lys i s , it can be 
asser ted that the data confirm the expectat ions . It is necessary to go 
beyond this level into the deliberate and careful design of appropriate 
experiments (which the exis t ing s t a t i s t i c s do not permit) in order to asser t 
that the data confirm the hypothesis that causa i inter-relations underlie 
the resul t s of the correlation ana lys is ; but it can at leas t be suggested 
that the data are generally consis tent with the theoretieal ideas set forth 
in Seetion 7.2. 

The strength of the multiple correlation is rather modest, however, 
s ince only 28 per cent of the inter-urban variance in the five-year in-
migration ratio may be attributed to the selected indicator variables . 
Another, and probably more pertinent, measure of the strength of assoc ia
tion is the coefficient of prediction accuracy, which varies between zero 
and a maximum of 100 per cent (see Appendix F , Seetion F.2) . This coef
ficient measures the extent to which an a r ea ' s in-migration ratio is accu
rately predicted from i ts combination (by way of a linear regression) of 
values on the six indicator var iables . In this c a s e the coefficient of predic-
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tion accuracy is 41 per cent, so that, given the values for an urban complex 
on the selected socio-economie indices, it is possible to prediet its five-
year in-migration ratio with roughly 41 per cent (out of a maximum of 100 
per cent) accuracy." 

The relatively low degree of multiple correlation is partly due to the 
fact that variables eorrelated with that migration which is due to life-cycle 
changes" are not ineluded among the group factors. The majority of the 
urban complexes are relatively small areal units. Thus a significant portion 
of the in-migration to these units must be very short-distanee movements 
by persons who are changing residence in response to changes in their 
life-cycle stage (see Chapter Two, footnote'). (This may be ealled 'life-
cycle migration'.) These local-area residence changes connected with 
life-cycle shifts would be quite insensitive to the kinds of inter-urban 
differences being measured by the selected variables. The low degree of 
association may also refleet biases in the measure of in-migration rate, 
since this measure depends partly on out-migration. (See footnote' and 
Chapter Two, footnote"; in order to correct for this difficulty, the base of 
the ratio should include the out-migrants.) 

The level of multiple correlation might also have been raised markedly 
if a measure of population potential had been ineluded among the inde
pendent variables. Basically, the population potential of an urban complex 
refers to its degree of proximity to large agglomerations of population, 
and it may be considered as a factor involving location and population 
distribution (cf. Isard, 1960, pp. 501-504). A measure of population poten
tial has been a major contributor to high multiple eorrelations in several 
analyses of migration as a dependent variable varying over areas (cf. 
Anderson, 1956; Lowry, 1966; Rogers, 1967; Kono and Shio, 1965; and 
Gossman, et al., 1967). The detailed patterns of partial correlation and 
regression coefficients in these analyses show clearly that without the 
measure of population potential much lower multiple correlation coefficients 
would have been observed with the selected variables. In other words, the 
general level of multiple correlation reported above does not seem unusual 
when the population potential factor is excluded from the independent 
variables." 

7.3.1 RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF INDICATORS -Among the six indi
cator variables the most important one, in terms of contribution to the 
above-mentioned multiple correlation, is that which stands for specializa
tion in tertiary activities. In these activities were concentrated the most 
rapid increases of labour demand in the 1950s (cf. Wilson, Gordon and 
Judek, 1965, pp. 261-267). The urban centres with higher-than-average 
coneentrations in such activities benefited from the increases and thus 
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were particularly attractive to migrants. In addition, centres that had rapid 
increases of population from migration may have thus fostered market con
ditions favourable to the expansion of the tertiary sector. 

The indicator variable for tertiary sector specialization accounts 
for almost one half (see Appendix D) of the above-mentioned multiple 
correlation with the in-migration ratio. Almost another one fourth of this 
multiple correlation is contributed by the related index of the intensity of 
trading activity in an urban centre. Among the remaining four indexes, the 
most important are the indexes of manufacturing specialization and income. 
Table 7.3 shows the relevant coefficients. 

Table 7.3 - Measures of Association Between Group Factor Indicators 
and the Five-Year In-Mlgratlon Rotlo,^ 102 Urban Complexes 

of 10,000 and Over, Canada, 1956-61 

Group factor names 

Tertiary activity 

Social heterogeneity . . . . 

Modernity of income . . . . 

Manufacturing spec ia l i -

Intensity of trading 

Range of 
zero order 
correlation 

coefficients^ 

0.10 to 0.40 

0.33 

0.13 to 0.20 

- 0.21 to 0.12 

- 0.36 to - 0.20 

0.36 to 0.47 

Zero order 
correlation 
coefficient 
with index 
variable*^ 

0.40f 

0.33 

0.17 

0.12 

- 0.36 

0.36 

Third order 
part ial 

correlation 
coefficient 
with index 
variable"! 

0.29 

0.04 

0.21 

- 0.06 

- 0.17 

0.19 

Relat ive 
importanee 
in multiple 
correlation^ 

7o 

46 

1 

14 

1 

14 

24 

^ See Table 7 .1, footnotes » and ' particularly. 
*> In each row are shown the lowest and the highest correlation coefficients where the 

In-mlgratlon ratio i s always one of the eorrelated variables and the other i s a variable com
prising the named group factor. Just one number In this column means that ali coefficients are 
the same or that only one variable Is l i s ted under the group factor name (see Table 7.1). 

<= Each correlation coefficient Involves two variables, one of which la the five-year In-
mlgratlon ratio. The other Is the se lec ted Index variable for the group factor named In the per
tinent row. 

d The ealeulations for this column were done with desk calculators. For this reason the 
number of variables held Constant was conflned to three. In each case the three varlablesheld 
Constant ineluded that which had the highest correlation with the Index variable in question, 
and together they explained a great majority of the variance which could be accounted for by 
the s ix variables. For the first, third, fourth and slxth rows, the variables are three of X s , X^, 
JCio and .X,3;the fourth being the index variable being eorrelated with the in-mlgratlon ratio. 
For the second and fifth rows, the variables held Constant are Xj, Xio and Xij ( see Table 
7.1). 

s See Appendix D for explanation. 
f For approximate assessment of stat ist ical significance see Appendix F , particularly 

Inequallty (5). 
SOURCE: Appendix Table A. 8. 
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The indicator variable for tertiary activity specialization varies 
directly with the in-migration ratio, as the former shows a positive partial 
regression coefficient.^ Increases (from one urban complex to another) in 
the tertiary sector specialization factor were associated with increases in 
the five-year in-migration ratio. A similar direction of eo-variation is 
shown for the indicator variables of three other group factors — income, 
intensity of trading activity and social heterogeneity. In general, an urban 
complex that had higher-than-average values on (a) the concentration of 
work force in tertiary activities associated with the inter-city flows of 
goods and services, (b) per capita ineome levels, (e) the per capita receipts 
from retali trade and services, and (d) the variety of socio-cultural groups 
in the population, tended strongly toward relatively high values on the 
five-year in-migration ratio. 

For two of the six group factors, manufacturing specialization and 
modernity of the economie strueture, the data show an inverse direction 
eo-variation between the indicator variables and the in-migration ratio. In 
the ease of the latter factor (which is represented by the proportion of the 
working force in professional and teehnical occupations) the partial regres
sion slope as well as the relevant correlation coefficients (see Table 7.3) 
are so close to zero as to be negligible. 

In the case of manufacturing specialization, however, there is a 
clear and distinct tendeney for increases (from one urban complex to 
another) in manufacturing specialization to be associated with decreases 
in the in-migration ratio. Table 7.3 shows zero order and partial correlation 
coefficients of -0.36 and -0.17, respectively; and the partial regression 
slope is substantial (twice is standard error) and negative.^' In general, 
the greater an urban centre's concentration in manufacturing activity the 
less significant was the five-year in-migration as an element in the size 
of its 1961 population. Given the limited analytical scope of the research 
conducted for this monograph, it would be hazardous to offer any firm 
reasons for this finding. However, the fact that manufacturing was not a 
high-growth sector (in terms of labour demand at the national level) in the 
1950s (cf. Wilson, Gordon and Judek, 1965, pp. 261-267) is probably an 
important reason for this finding. 

Further detail on the pattern of eo-variation between the five-year 
in-migration ratio and the individuai group factor indexes is shown in 
Chart 7.1. In regard to the indicator variables for the four most important 
group factors, the seatter diagrams show that it is particularly at the 
higher values of these variables" that the eorrelations tend to beeome 
attenuated. From these diagrams it might be said that at low levels on 
the indicators of tertiary sector specialization and trading intensity (the 
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CHART- 7.1 

SCATTER DIAGRAMS SHOWING ASSOCIATION BETWEEN 'GROUP FACTOR' 
INDICATORS AND THE IN-MIGRATION RATIO,FOR 102 URBAN 

COMPLEXES OF 10,000 AND OVER IN 1961, 
CANADA, 1956-61 
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Table 7.4 - Joint Distribution» of the Urban Complexes of 10,000 and Over'' Among Levels of the Group 
Factor Indicators^ and the Five-Year In-Mlgration Ratio, Canada, 1956-61 

Item 

Tertiary activity indicator 
above median 

In-migration ratio above 67th percentile 
In-migration ratio between 33rd 

and 67th percentiles^ 
In-migration ratio below 33rd percentile 

Tertiary activity indicator 
below median 

In-migration ratio above 67th percentile 
In-migration ratio between 33rd 

In-migration ratio below 33rd percentile 

Intensity of trading indicator above mediana 
Ineome indicator 

above median 

Modernity 
indicator 

above 
median 

A 

0.77 

0.21 
0.02 

I 

0.25 

0.44 
0.31 

Modernity 
indicator 

below 
median 

B 

0.63 

0.33 
0.04 

J 

0.57 

0.30 
0.13 

Ineome indicator 
below median 

Modernity 
indicator 

above 
median 

C 

0.46 

0.38 
0.15 

K 

0.46 
0.54 

Modernity 
indicator 

below 
median 

D 

0 .61 . 

0.32 
0.06 

L 

0.31 

0.57 
0.12 

Inte.nsity of trading indicator below median 
Ineome 

above 

Modernity 
indicator 

above 
median 

-È 

0.47 

0.41 
0.12 

M 

0.06 

0.34 
0.60 

indicator 
median 

Modernity 
indicator 

below 
median 

F 

0.13 

0.48 
0.38 

N 

0.07 

0.25 
0.69 

Ineome indicator 
below median 

Modernity 
indicator 

above 
median 

G 

0.16 

0.42 
0.42 

O 

0.25 
0.75 

Modernity 
indicator 

below 
median 

H 

0.11 

0.39 
0.50 

P 

0.03 

0.41 
0.56 

» Each column adds to 1.0, barring roLindlng error, and It shows thè estimated probabilities that an area will fall in each of the specified 
ranges of the migration ratio on the condition that it has the specif ied combination of 'values* on the group factor indexes . For example, the number 
In the top row of column A shows that If an area had values aoove the median on ali four of the group factor indices , its probability of having an In-
mlgratlon ratio above the 67th percentile i s estimated at 0.8— a very high probability. The top row of column P shows that the corresponding prob
ability for an area which had values below the median on ali four Indexes i s l e s s than one half of one per cent— a very low probability. The estima
tion of the distributions i s explained In Appendix G. 

b The total number of urban complexes i s 102. See Table 7.2, footnote ». 
•̂  See Table 7 ,1, footnotes^ and ' , and Appendices D and E for the explanation ofthe concepì of "group factor" and of the group factor names. 

and for the identities of the group factor Indicators. 
" Each designation "above median" refers to Each designation "above'median" refers to cases which fall at or above the median. The "median" Is the value which divldes the distri

bution into two ha lves , with the highest one-half of the values lying at or above It. 
^ The designation "between 33rd and 67th percent i les" refers to c a s e s which either tali between or are equal to these values . The highest 

one third of the values fall at or above the 67th percentile, while the lowest one third of the values fall at or below the 33rd percentile. 

SOURCE: Same as Appendix Table A. 8. 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

two most important contributors to thè multiple correlation) there was a 
Strong tendeney toward low in-migration ratios. As the levels of these 
indicators increase so does the tendeney toward high in-migration ratios 
but the tendeney weakens as the high values of the variables are ap-
proached. Thus it is particularly at the higher scores on the group factor 
indicators that additional variables not ineluded in this analysis are 
needed to markedly improve the statistical aceounting for the areal varia
tion in the five-year in-migration ratio. 

Rough impressions of the pattern of association between the group 
factors considered simultaneously and the five-year in-migration ratio may 
be obtained from Table 7.4. If an area fell below the median value on each 
of the group-factor indicators simultaneously, the odds were less than one 
in 10 that it would fall among the highest one third of the values of the in-
migration ratio. At opposite extreme, if an area fell above the median 
value on each of the group-factor indicators simultaneously, the odds 
jumped to eight in 10 that it would be in the highest one third of the in-
migration ratio values. Between these two extremes, the percentage distri
bution of areas among levels of the in-migration ratio was governed mainly 
by the indicator variables for the tertiary sector specialization and trading 
intensity factors. The table shows that shifts (above the median to below 
the median and vice versa) in the values of these two variables produce 
the sharpest changes in the percentage distribution of areas among levels 
of the in-migration ratio. In addition, shifts in the income factor do produce 
marked and systematie changes in the distribution of areas among levels 
of the five-year in-migration ratio. 

7.3.2 REGIONAL DIFFERENTIALS IN THE PATTERN OF ASSOCIA
TION - By considering selected sub-groups of the 102 urban complexes, 
some regional variations may be observed in the pattern of inter-eorrelations 
among the socio-economie indicators and the in-migration ratio. Two 
different groupings of these urban complexes were defined for this purpose. 
In the first, the centres were grouped according to whether they were in the 
east (Quebec and Atlantic region), in Ontario, or in the west (the Prairies 
and British Columbia), there being too few observations to permit further 
breakdown. The second grouped the centres into (a) Census Metropolitan 
Areas (MAs) or Census Major Urban Areas (MUAs), and (b) others (some 
were Census Urbanized Areas and the remainder were single incorporated 
centres). 

The first question asked was whether the 1 8 x 1 8 correlation matrices 
for each of these fiye sub-groups (see Appendix Table A.8) differ signifi
eantly from that for ali 102 units (henceforth ealled the 'general' correla
tion matrix). It was also of interest to determine whether the 18 x 18 
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correlation matrices within each of the two sets of groups (regional and 
'metropolitan') differ signifieantly from each other. The answer to both 
questions is 'yes ' , given the selected measure of difference and statistical 
inferenee procedure (see Appendix F). A measure of relative deviation 
(ranging from zero to 100 per cent) between two correlation coefficients 
was defined (see Table 7.5, footnote ^) and the mean relative deviation 
between the corresponding coefficients for two correlation matrices was 
ealeulated. In each case the estimated standard error of this mean is 

Table 7.5 — Measures of Deviation Between Correlation Matrices° 
for Sub-grouplngs of the 102 Urban Complexes 

of 10,000 and Over, Canada, 1956-61 

Item 
Deviation of each regional matrix from 

the general oneb 

General 

__ 

Eas t 

7 

0 

Ontario 

8 

1 

Deviat ions among the 
regional matrices'^ 

12 

4 

West 

11 

2 

MA and MUA 

6 

0 

Other 

4 

0 

Deviation between MA and 
MUA and other 

0 

0 

^ Consider Â  variables X j , X2, X^. The correlation coefficients (product-moment) be
tween ali poss ible pairs of these variables CXi, Xj) generates a correlation matrix. With two 
different s e t s of variables but with the same l ist of variables, two comparable correlation ma
trices can be ealeulated. Let " 3 ' ; / " be the correlation between variablesX/ and Xi in one of 
these matrices, and "b'ij" be the corresponding value in the other matrix. The difference 
between these two values must be between 0 and 2, and the measure of re/ative dev/a(fon be
tween the two values is djy = 100/ , . . - b'Il/i. where O^ dij ^ 100. To compare two matrices 
dji Is ealeulated for ali poss ib le pairs of variables (Xj, Xi). The mean of these ealeulated 
values ofdjyls themeanreìative deviation between the two correlation matrices. The standard 
error (square root of the variance) of the dy, values is a l so ealeulated. 

o The observations under each heading are as foUows: 
General == ali 102 urban complexes 
East = units in the Atlantic region and Quebec 
Ontario = unite in Ontario 
West = units in the Prairies and British Columbia 
MA and MUA = 1961 Census Metropolitan and Major Urban Areas 
Other = units which are not MAs or MUAs. 
^ The figures pertain to the mean and standard error among the three pairs of matrices 

generated from east , west and Ontario. 

SOURCE! Appendix Table A. 8. 
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practically zero, mainly due to the large number of differences (153 for 
each pair of 18 x 18 correlation matrices). As a result, the observed meanS, 
although modest in size, would arise with extreme rarity in samples of 
153 differences drawn from populations where the true mean was zero in 
each ease (see Appendix F for the rationale underlying this statement). 
Thus the data indicate significant regional differentials in the pattern of 
inter-eorrelations among variables associated with the five-year in-migra
tion ratio (see Table 7.5), suggesting the possibility of significant regional 
interaction among the factors determining the inter-urban variation in in-
migration ratios.^' 

Differences among the sub-groupings of areal units were also measured 
in regard to just those seventeen correlation coefficients involving the in-
migration ratio. Thus, instead of comparing whole 18 x 18 correlation 
matrices, we compared the 17 x 1 correlation vectors, whose elements are 
the coefficients pertaining to the in-migration ratio. Again the mean relative 
deviations are signifieantly greater than zero. Since there are only 17 
differences for each pair of correlation vectors the estimated standard 
errors of the mean are more substantial than those shown in Table 7.5 (see 
Table 7.6). Yet in each case the probability of the observed mean (in a 
sample of 17 differences) drawn from a population with a true mean of 
zero is less than 0.03 (see Appendix F for the rationale underlying this 
statement). 

These differences among the regional correlation vectors for the in-
migration ratio are partly the result of unsystematic fluctuations due to 
the use of varying samples of observation. They may also indicate genuine 
regional differences regarding the complex of social and economie' factors 
which is associated with inter-urban variation in the in-migration ratio. In 
other words, it is possible that the manner in which social and economie 
factors account for the inter-urban variation in the in-migration ratio differs 
systematically from one major region to another — there is a 'regional inter
action' in the association between the factors and migration. 

Further partial support for this view is indicated by Table 7.7. 
Table 7.7 shows that if a centre was loeated in the east the odds were 
six in 10 that it also fell into the lowest one third of the in-migration ratio 
values. If an area was loeated in the west, these odds fell to l e s s than 
one in 10. For an area in the west the odds that its in-migration ratio was 
among the highest one third among the 102 values were eight in 10. An 
area in Ontario had five-in-10 odds of having an in-migration ratio value 
between the 33rd and 67th percentile values. The areas with higher ratios 
are clearly concentrated in the west, while those with the lower ratios are 
concentrated in the east. Table 7.7 also shows that the MAs and MUAs 
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Table 7.6 - Regional Variations in Correlation Coefficients Involving 
the In-Migration Ratio, Sub-groups of the 102 Urban Complexes 

of 10,000 and Over, Canada, 1956-61 

Group factor name^ 

Tertiary spec ia l iza t ion 

Social heterogeneity . . 

Modernity of economy. . 

Manufacturing spec ia l -

Intensity of trading 

Generalb E a s t Ontario West MA and MUA Other 

Correlation coefficients'^ 

0.40 

0.33 

0.17 

0.12 

-0 .36 

0.36 

0.22 

0.31 

0.19 

0.07 

- 0 . 3 9 

0.54 

0.14 

- 0 . 1 3 

0.06 

0.23 

-0 .07 

-0 .23 

0.45 

-0 .23 

- 0 . 4 0 

-0 .04 

-0 .35 

0.45 

0.19 

0.19 

0.22 

0.36 

- 0 . 1 6 

0.09 

0.51 

0.51 

0.25 

0.16 

-0 .36 

0.48 

Mean relation deviation from the 
general correlation vector'* 

4 11 14 7 5 

Standard error of the relat ive deviation^ 

1 2 3 1 1 

° See Table 7.1, footnote ». 
^ See Table 7.5, footnote ^. 
^ Each correlation coefficient pertains to the indicator variable of the group factor 

named In the row (see Table 7.1, footnote t) and to the In-mlgration ratio, ( see Table 7.3, 
footnote • ) . 

^ See Table 7.5, footnote «. 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A. 8. 

had a lower percentage among high in-migration ratios than did the other 
centres. This differential between the MAs and MUAs on one hand and the 
other urban centres on the other hand is consistent with the data shown in 
Chapter Two (Table 2.5) for urban size groups. It may be due partly to the 
relatively larger population sizes of the MAs but probably also reflects 
the higher-than-average rates of out-migration from the other urban centres 
(Table 2.5). As noted in Chapter Two (footnote °), out-migration tends to 
increase the share of in-migrants within the 1961 population by depleting 
the base population. 

In view of the emphasis plaeed (Chapter Four) on the 1961 Census 
statistics for Metropolitan Areas, it is of some interest to take a closer 
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Table 7.7 - Distributions of 102 Urban Complexes of 10,000 and Over, 
by Region and by Level of the Five-Year In-Migration Ratio, 

Canada, 1956-61 

Region 

West 

In-migration rat io i s : 

Greater than 
the 67th 

percent i le^ 

A 

32.4 
10.8 
21.1 
77.8 

15.4 

42.8 

Between 
the 33rd 
and 67th 

percent i les a 

B 

35.3 
32.4 
52.6 
14.8 

43.6 

30.2 

L e s s than 
the 33rd 

percenti le^ 

C 

32.4 
56.8 
26.3 

7.4 

41.0 

27.0 

A + B + C 

D 

100 
100 
100 
100 

100 

100 

Number 

E 

102 
37 
38 
27 

37 

65 

° The percentUe values are as follows: 33rd percentile = 12.2; 67th percentile = 19.7. 
See Table 2 .1 , foolnote*^, for definition of the in-migration ratio, 

b See Table 7.5, footnote''. 

SOURCE: Same as Table 2.5. 

look at the correlation coefficients for the 37 MAs and MUAs. Here it is 
found (Table 7.6) that only the indicator variable for modernity-of-eeonomy 
factor is markedly eorrelated with the five-year in-migration ratio, the 
correlation being 0.36. Presumably, the other five indicator variables have 
such relatively similar values among the MAs and MUAs that they cannot 
do much to explain the inter-MA-MUA variation in the in-migration ratio. 

Among the 37 MAs and MUAs, the multiple correlation between the 
group factor indicators and the in-migration is only 0.45, much below the 
value reported for ali 102 centres. Among the 65 other centres, the corres
ponding multiple correlation coefficient is 0.69.^* The corresponding values 
for the coefficient of prediction accuracy are 35 per cent and 52 per cent, 
respectively. The most important contributors to the multiple correlation 
among the MAs are the indicators of modernity of the economie strueture 
(contributes over 60 per cent) and of income levels (contributes over 15 
per cent). Among these areas, the in-migration ratio eo-varies positively 
with four of the six indicators, the exceptional two being those for manu
facturing specialization and intensity of trading activity. Such differences 
between these two groups of areas would lend some support to the idea 
that the factors that are causally interrelated with migration rates for the 
larger urban agglomerations in Canada differ from those inyolved when the 
smaller urban centres are considered." 
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7.4 SUMMARY 

It may be concluded, given the substantial acceptability of the chosen 
methods of analysis, that the basic expectations set forth at the outset of 
this Chapter are confirmed. The analysis indicates that the five-year in-
migration ratio for an urban complex was signifieantly associated with its 
combination of relevant economie and social characteristies. The strength 
of association was only moderate, partly because a number of relevant 
non-economie factors were not eontrolled statistically before measurement 
of the above-mentioned association. However, the data do suggest that an 
urban complex that had higher-than-average values on the concentration 
of work force in tertiary industries, on per capita income levels, on per 
capita receipts from retali trade and services, and on the variety of socio-
cultural groups in the population tended strongly toward relatively high 
values on the five-year in-migration ratio. In contrast, increases (from one 
urban complex to another) in manufactiuing specialization were associated 
with decreases in the five-year in-migration ratio. 

The degree and pattern of association tended to vary among meaning-
ful sub-groups of the 102 urban complexes. For example, among 65 units 
that were neither MAs nor MUAs the indicator variables for the tertiary 
sector specialization and trading intensity factors make the largest contri
butions to measured multiple correlation. Among the MAs and MUAs the 
most important contributors to the multiple correlation are the indicator 
variables for income levels and modernity of economie strueture. In general, 
the data indicate significant differentials among major regions of Canada 
in regard to the patterns of inter-correlation involving the selected indi
cators and the in-migration ratio. These findings are useful in the develop
ment of a framework for the analysis in Chapter Eight, which shows how 
well the 1951-61 net migration ratio is accounted for statistically by 
1941-51 changes and 1951 levels of selected social, economie, demo
graphic and geographical factors. 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN 

' Data on outflows are not avai lable from the bas ic tabulat ions . Relevant 
comments on the nature of the in-migration ratio are found in Chapter Two, footnote 
' . The areal units used in the analys is are (a) Census Metropolitan A r e a s , (b) 
Census Major Urban Areas and (e) incorporated urban centres of 10,000 and over 
in 1961 which were not loeated within MAs or MUAs. The definitions of the MAs 
are indicated in Stone, 1967, Appendix D. These units are referred to as "urban 
complexes" , for the sake of convenience (fpr related comments see Stone, 1967, 
Chapter Six and Appendix E). 
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' It should be emphasized that " i n f l u e n c e " is not being used synonymously 
with "expla in fully". Furthermore, an influence which is exerted may not be evident 
because of other counteracting influenees. 

' Even where a single causa i mechanism is postulated and a corresponding 
theoret ieal model i s formulated, the choice of indicators i s e s sen t i a l ly arbitrary 
in some degree. 

* Most of the so-ca'Ued 'econometrie models ' of migration also follow th i s 
approach in the sense that they include demographic and geographic var iables , 
such as simple transformations of the population potential . The use of the popula--
tion potent ial s tems from the so-called gravity 'models ' , and this variable often 
turns out to do the bulk of the s t a t i s t i ca l aceounting accomplished by the econo
metrie model. See, for example, Lowry, 1966, Rogers, 1967, and Kono and Shio, 
1966. 

' Any ser ious attempt to add the exis t ing theoret ieal l i terature goes beyond 
the scope of this monograph. 

' Th is l is t of factors i s obviously not exhaust ive. 

' The heterogeneity of an aggregate is defined with respect to a speci f ic se t 
of ca tegor ies . Maximum heterogeneity is observed when the aggregate i s evenly 
distributed over the specified ca tegor ies . Speaking loosely, social heterogeneity 
of a population refers to the extent to which the population is evenly distributed 
among a variety of socio-cultural groups. 

' Th is assumption i s , of course, controversial . Basical ly , it r e s t s on the 
idea that the concentration of economie opportunities at a centre tends to be 
assoc ia ted with the generation of demand for a variety of occupational sk i l l s at 
that centre; and that the meeting of this demand, in the short run at l eas t , usually 
enta i ls the attraetion of persons in a variety of socia l groups and cultural her i tages . 
This at traet ion in turn is likely to make the prospect of life at that centre more 
excit ing for the most individuals. There is no evidence in proof of t h e s e proposi
t ions, so they merely represent opinions. 

' The choice of an indicator i s inevitably arbitrary in some degree. In terms 
of the theory of imago ana lys i s , which provides the mathematical rat ionale for the 
coneept of group tactor a s used in this monograph, the indicator should be a l inear 
combination of the variables contained in the sub-group. However, for the limited 
purposes of this study, one variable from within the sub-group is chosen as indicator. 
The reasons for this decis ion, and related d i scuss ion , are provided in Appendix D. 

Either the above-mentioned linear combination or a single indicator variable 
(as i s used here) gives r ise to some anomalies, e ssen t ia l ly because some informa
tion loss is usual ly involved in the transformation from a multi-dimensional space 
to a uni-dimensional one; but this tendeney is probably greater with a s ingle 
indicator variable. The use of variables as factor indicators a l so appears in a 
recent art icle by Sawyer, 1967, and is referred to in an early piece by Cal te l i , 1944. 

'" It is a del iberate postula te of this study that the group factors are eorre
lated, in the belief that events in the real world support th is postula te better than 
they support that of independent group factors (for further comment see Appendix 
D). Of course , either postulat ion may well be treated a s an axiom, because the 
ex is tenee of underlying factors in the real world cannot be demonstrated beyond 
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reasonable doubt. Such postulation is best justified, in the writer's view, on the 
grounds that it provides a rationale for the synthesis of large masses of varied 
data and for the simplified discussion of the findings from a multivariate analysis. 
This is a useful provision, because it is practically impossible to communicate 
effectively in the normal language of human discourse the myriad inter-variable 
relations which are considered in a multivariate analysis. 

One of the propositions implied by the second statement of the preceding 
paragraph is that if there are underlying factors in the real world we cannot actually 
verify their number beyond reasonable doubt. Basically the choice of a number is 
arbitrary (it is even eonceivable that there are more factors in the real world than . 
variables ineluded in a particular analysis), and is guided largely by the aim of 
simplifying the discussion of the findings of the multivariate analysis. 

*' There is "relative similarity" in a group when the members of the group 
resemble each other more closely than they do non-members. Thus there may be 
relative similarity even if there are marked absolute dissimilarities among the 
members; which explains the reason why the phrase "best available grouping" is 
used rather than "best grouping". 

" As Harman, 1960, p. 130, suggests, the reasonableness of the grouping, in 
terms of the identities of the variables grouped, should also be considered before 
the results of grouping are accepted as effective. It is worth noting that there is 
no sampling model that may be invoked to legitimately test the statistical signifi
cance of B-coefficients from the correlation coefficients used to create the groups. 

" In a more refined analysis, the correlation coefficient between two sets of 
variables would be used. However, the average of the pair-wise coefficients 
should be sufficiently useful here because of the high degree of multicolinearity 
within each group of variables (cf. Farrar and Glauber, 1966). 

'* It should be noted that no emphasis is plaeed on statistical coefficients 
whose meanings beeome unduly ambiguous as a result of these inter-eorrelations. 
Specifically, there is no emphasis plaeed on partial regression. slopes (see Ap
pendix D for related discussion). 

" The techniques used in this Chapter are common in the fields of psycho-
metrics and sociometrics, particularly in their use of prineiples from factor analysis 
and related subjects, and so are not likely to be very familiar to readers who have 
not been exposed to these techniques. Therefore, it seems advisable to indicate 
why the analysis has not been cast in the mould of an exereise in the specification 
and testing of a regression model. 

In this kind of exereise, primary emphasis is plaeed on the direetions and 
relative sizes of the partial regression slopes. Such emphasis is not justified 
when there are significant levels of inter-correlation among the 'independent' 
variables, because as this inter-correlation increases the values of the regression 
slopes beeome more and more indeterminate (and thus devoid of unambiguous 
substantive meaning). As Farrar and Glauber, 1966, note, this phenomenon of 
multicollinearity can seriously disturb the values of the regression slopes even 
when the above-mentioned inter-eorrelations seem to be of a low order of magni
tude. Even when the 'independent' variables are uncorrelated, a precise comparison 
of the relative sizes of the partial regression slopes is risky if these variables 
do not have a multivariate normal distribution (Bogue and Harris, 1954, p. 16). 
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Also important is the fact that the values of the regression slopes depend on (a) 
the specific list of variables chosen as 'independent' and (b) eorrelations between 
the chosen independent variables and variables which are not ineluded in the 
analysis. Because of the latter condition, it is necessary to note that the influenees 
attributed to a chosen 'independent' variable may well involve the influenees of 
several other variables (not ineluded in the analysis) which are eorrelated with 
the one chosen. In short, the conditions required for adequate estimation of the 
strueture of a regression model are not met in these statistics. 

Finally, firm interpretation of the partial regression slopes rests largely 
on the assumption that the 'independent' variables are uncorrelated. The very 
opposite of this assumption has been postulated as a basic axiom upon which the 
design of this Chapter is built. 

" Had the aggregate in-migration been used as the 'dependent' variable rather 
than the in-migration ratio, the multiple correlation would have been 0.46. The 
aggregate in-migration is not used in the discussion because it is the writer's aim 
to analyse the impact of the migration on population size (the aggregate of migra
tion relative to the size of the area's population) rather than the sheer volume of 
migration. 

It is important to note that, from the viewpoint of demographic interpreta
tion, the in-migration ratio is more than a mere mathematical transformation of the 
volume of in-migration. The in-migration ratio is the proportion (expressed on a 
percentage basis) which the five-year in-migrants bear to the 1961 population; thus 
it reflects the relative impact of the five-year in-migration upon the size of the 
1961 population. This impact of the five-year in-migration on population size is 
the variable of interest and not the sheer flow of in-migrants, although the two 
variables are eorrelated. 

This interest in the former of the two variables is motivated by the assump
tion that it has great practieal significance. It is assumed that a community that 
is interested in attracting migrants usually is particularly concerned as to whether 
they will get enough' migrants to make a significant impact on their population 
growth rate or composition. This comment applies particularly to the net migration 
ratio, which directly reflects (at least by a simple transformation) the contribution 
of migration to the growth rate of population. 

" The squared multiple correlation coefficient (the 28 per cent figure men
tioned above) pertains directly to the degree of accuracy in predicting the variance 
of the in-migration ratio over ali areas from the variance of its linear regression 
estimate (in which the selected indices are 'independent' variables). Here the 
focus is on the prediction of the level of the net migration ratio in a specific area 
based on the knowledge of its values on the selected indices, and (as shown in 
Appendix F, Seetion F.2) the coefficient of prediction accuracy is the more appro
priate measure for this purpose. The general problem, as set forth in Seetion 7.1, 
concerns the extent to which the socio-economie conditions in an urban complex 
are associated with its in-migration ratio. Although the answer to this question 
influenees the degree of success in predicting the variance of the in-migration 
ratio over ali areas, the prediction of the level of the net migration ratio in a 
given urban complex is more relevant to the general problem (see Appendix F, 
Seetion F.2). 

" Perhaps some index of areal variation in age distribution would be helpful. 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN 

" Of course , th is d i scuss ion may place the socio-economie indicators at a 
d isadvantage as 'predic tors ' of areal variation in migration ra tes , as a resul t of 
i ts exclusion of a measure of the rate of unemployment. Unemployment was ex
cluded because of the well known defects in the census measurement of unem
ployment (cf. Denton and Ostry, 1967, pp. 8- 10), which might have been particularly 
ser ious for the smaller urban complexes. In addition, it i s likely that much of the 
explanatory power of the unemployment rate (as measured from the 1961 Census 
s t a t i s t i c s ) i s probably reflected in the earnings measure ineluded in th is study 
(see variable X5 in Table 7.1). 

^° For the reasons given in footnote " , the ci tat ion of the aetual values of 
regression s lopes in the text or tab les i s avoided, as i s subs tan t ive interpretat ion 
of these va lues . It i s assumed here that the indicated direction (posit ive or nega
tive) of a slope i s valid when the aetual value is much larger than i t s standard 
error. 

For those readers who are mainly familiar with regression ana lys i s the 
data will be shown in footnotes, however. In this c a se the general ' regress ion 
equation i s : 

y = So + fli Xj + a , X5 + a^ X5 + a , Xe + Sj^ x,o + a ^ x , , . 

This turns out to be: 

Y - 0.08 + 0.16x2 + O.OSxs - 0.06x^ - 0.12x^ + 0.52x^0 + 0.14Xi,. 

The standard errors of the regression Constant and s lopes are 0.05, 0.12, 0.08, 
0.38, 0.06, 0.30 and 0.13, respect ively. 

'* It should be noted, however, that a posi t ive part ial regression slope would 
have been shown had the total number of in-migrants (rather than the in-migration 
ratio) been the subject of ana lys i s . This comment a lso appl ies to the indicator of 
the degree of modernity in the economie strueture. It should be recal led, however, 
that thè number of in-migrants and the in-migration rat io (while related) should not 
be treated a s subs t i tu tes (see footnote " ) . 

" To make th is statement applicable to the manufacturing variable, it may be 
considered that i t s low values are high values of 'non-manufacturing' and that it 
i s these high values to which the statement refers. 

" In their research on correla tes of growth rate differentials among Canadian 
urban cen t res , Hodge, 1967, and King, 1967, a lso indicate findings coneerning 
regional variation in pat terns of inter-correlation. 

" If the total number of in-migrants had been the dependent variable, the 
multiple correlat ion coefficients would have been 0.72 and 0.58, respect ively . 
Among the MAs and MUAs, more than 50 per cent of the variance in the volume of 
in-migration is accounted for s ta t i s t ica l ly by the se lec ted socio-economie indi
cators . 

" The following data i l lustrate clearly the importanee of specifying the 
relevant areal units within the formulation of a theoret ieal model for the explana
tion of migration differentials, when this model i s la ter ' t e s t e d ' through regress ion 
ana lys i s . For the 37 MAs and MUAs, the est imation of the r egress ion equation 
indicated in footnote ^̂  i s : 

y - 0.07 + 0.07xj + 0.04x5 + 0.64x^ - O.OSx^ + 0.02x,o - 0.0Px,3. 
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For the addit ional 65 urban cent res the resul t i s : 

Y ' -0.01 + 0.30x2 + 0.75xs - O.Olx^ - O.OVx^ + 0.9ix,o + O.2OX13. 

The ratio of each regression slope to its standard error i s as follows: 

Variables MAs and MUAs Others 

Xj 0.69 1.94 

X5 0.50 1.32 

Xe 1.82 - 0 . 0 2 

Xj - 0.91 - 0.86 

x,o 0.06 2.37 

Xi3 - 0.71 1.17 
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Chapter Eight 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CORRELATES OF 
THE TEN YEAR NET MIGRATION 

RATIO, FOR URBAN COMPLEXES 

AND COUNTIES, 1951 - 61 

8.1 PURPOSE 

The preceding Chapter has considered economie and social correlates 
of areal variation in regard to migration ratios from the standpoint of the 
values of economie and social indicators at the end ol the migration period. 
Thus the values of the indicators probably reflected consequences, as well 
as possible determinants, of the migration pattern. In order to strengthen 
the basis for developing interpretations coneerning the determinants of 
areal variation in migration ratios, this Chapter treats values of selected 
indicators measured at the beginning of the migration period. For this 
purpose it is necessary to focus upon the variation of the 1951 - 61 net 
migration ratio* among the urban complexes. A supplementary analysis is 
made for the variation of this ratio among the counties or census divisions. 
The immediate aim of this Chapter is to .measure and interpret the degree 
and pattern of association of the 1951 - 61 net migration ratio with selected 
economie and social factors in the preceding 1941-51 period.^ It is hoped 
that the discussion might contribute in a small way to the development of 
systematie causai interpretations of areal migration differentials in Canada. 

The discussion is guided by a particular interest in gauging the 
extent to which the selected data are consistent with those causai inter
pretations, of the areal variation in the 1951-61 net migration ratio, that 
give a prominent role to economie factors. It is understood the data may not 
support a particular causai interpretation because they confcund the effeets 
of several different processes, some of which are mutually counteracting. 
In this instance, the data might stili be useful in suggesting the likely 
degree and pattern of the net influence (that which is effective despite 
counteracting forces) of the processes considered in the relevant causai 
interpretations. 
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Although the analysis is guided byan interest in causai interpretations 
that give a prominent role to economie factors, no specific economie model 
is set up as an explanation of arèal variation in net migration ratios. The 
discussions in Seetion 7.2.1 of Chapter Seven and in Appendix H present 
some general stipulations for a procedure which would take into account the 
contributions of several different processes (requiring different models) to 
the total number of migrants entering and leaving an area. In the light of 
these stipulations, a fairly diverse set of variables (intended to refleet the 
influenees of divèrse causai mechanisms) is chosen for analysis. The 
choice of variables has been guided by the findings and theoretieal dis
cussion in the literature on related research (see Chapter Seven, Seetion 
7.2.1 for further details and references). 

8.2 PROCEDURE FOR URBAN COMPLEXES 

The techniques used in this Chapter are generally the same as those 
used in Chapter Seven. The reader should consult Sections 7.2 and 7.3, and 
Appendices D and E for the relevant explanatory comments coneerning 
techniques, as his familiarity with these explanations will be assumed in 
the following discussion. 

Table 8.1 lists the 16 variables chosen for the treatment of urban 
complexes. Three clusters and three ungrouped variables have been iden
tified, using the algorithm described roughly in Appendix D. As in Chapter 
Seven, each.sub-group of variables comprises a group factor. The first group 
factor name shown, "metropolitan status", refers generally to the extent to 
which the economy of an urban complex is focused upon the performance of 
economie functions (notably the supply of goods and services) for other 
urban centres. The centre that is high in metropolitan status is a prominent 
node in the flows of.goods, services and communication among regions of 
the national economy. Such a centre would have a relatively high per 
capita income level, marked concentration of. working force in newer tertiary 
activities, and prominent values on the per capita receipts from wholesale 
sales and service trades. 

The second group factor name, "working force skill strueture", refers 
generally to the extent to which the working force is concentrated in 
occupations requiring higher-level skills. These occupations would fall 
particularly into the professional and teehnical group, and the centres with 
prominent values on this factor may be expected to have populations that 
are highly educated relative to other centres. 

The third group factor is ealled "accessibility", The more highly 
accessible centres are those that tend to be larger than average and to be 
MAs themselves or be close to an MA. 
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Table 8.1 - List of Variables for the Analysis of the 1951 - 61 Net Migration Ratio for Urban Complexes, Canada 

Group factor name Definitions of the var iables 

to 

Net.migration rate 

Metropolitan s t a tu s 

Working force ski l l strueture . . . 

Access ib i l i ty 

Manufacturing spec ia l iza t ion . . . 

Demographic growth 

Employment opportunity growth'' 

y = 1 9 5 1 - 6 1 crude net migration ratio 

Xi* = 1951 proportion of the population which was born outside Canada 
Xj = Proportion earning at leas t $3,000 in the year preceding the 1951 Census , among 

male wage earners 
i Xs " 1951 wholesa le sa les per capita* 

X^ =• 1951 service trade receipts per capi ta* 
Xg = 1951 infant mortality r a t e ' 

_ Xll " 1951 proportion in cler ical occupat ions among females in the labour force 

Xg = 1951 proportion of the male labour force in professional and teehnical occupat ions 
Xn = 1951 proportion of the male labour force in public administration 
.Xj3* = 1951 proportion with 13 or more years of schooling among males aged five and 

over who were not attending school^ 
1951 female labour force part icipation ra te 

Xio = 1941 -51 percentage change in the proportion of the male labour force in profes
s ional and teehnical occupat ions ' 

Xi9* = Dis tance in miles to nearest Census Metropolitan Area 
Xji = 1951 population s ize 

Xi3 = 1951 proportion of the male labour force in manufacturing 

.Xjj = 1941-51 growth rate in population^ 

^35 " 1 9 4 1 - 5 1 relat ive change in proportion of male wage-earners who worked 50 or more 
weeks during the year preceding the C e n s u s ' 

O 
O 
Ci) 

e 

c 
S3 
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1^ 
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Footnotes on following page. 



See Table 7.1, footnote . ĝ  

See Table .7.1, footnote . ^ 

"̂  This ratio i s based on the vital s tat i s t ics estimate, described in Table 2.4, footnote . The estimate refers to persons of ali ages (hence Ij 
the use of the term "crude". Adjustments of the basic population and vital stat ist ics were made in order to provide est imates for Constant bound- O 
aries in the c a s e s of centres that had annexatlons over the 1951- 61 intereensal period. 

See Table 7.1, footnote'^ 

* See Table 7.1, footnote^. The comment in that footnote a lso applies to the service receipts data for 1951. 

Infant mortality rate = infant deaths in the calendar year divided by births in that period. ^ 

^ See Table 7.1, footnoteS. The 1951 data are in terms of the numbers of years of schooling attained. ^ 

See variable X^ in Table 7.1. 

' Let Po and Pi be the 1951 and 1961 proportions, respectively. The percentage change i s defined as 100 fPi—Pa)/Po. 

•" Let Po and Pi be the 1941 and 1951 populations, respectively. The growth rate i s defined as ( P i - P o ) / P o -

For any single area, this variable X^s i s probably a poor measure of true employment opportunity growth s ince this growth can fluctuate 
markedly over periods very much shorter than ten years in length. However, the name is chosen on the assumption that the variable reflects to some 

[O extent the areal variation in employment opportunity growth over the 1941- 51 decade. 

00 ' Using Po and P i as defined in footnote', the relative change i s defined as (Pi - P o ) / ( l - P o ) • ' P i > Po °r (Pi - P o ) / P o ' ' P i ^ Po

li i s a measure that relates the aetual amount of change (Pi—Po) to the maximum poss ib le amount in the observed direction of the change. 

* Indicates the variable chosen as the group factor indicator ( see Chapter Seven, Seetion 7.2 and Appendix E, Seetion E . l . ) Generally, the 
variable having the maximum sum of eorrelations (absolute values) with other variables within the group was chosen as the indicator. Where the 
group has only two members, the variable having the highest correlation with the in-mlgratlon ratio was chosen as the indicator. 



PROCEDURE FOR URBAN COMPLEXES 

The three iingrouped variables are considered as representing, 
respectively, manufacturing specialization, demographic growth and em
ployment opportunity growth. More detailed discussion on the definition 
and naming of these group factors is presented in Appendix E. 

The identified subdivision of the 16 variables into six' groups is 
the best available 'six-grouping' of these variables, in the sense indicated 
in Chapter Seven (Seetion 7.2.2). In addition, the test with Holzinger's 
B-coefficient (see Seetion 7.2.2) indicates that the grouping is effective. 
The B-coefficients for the three clusters are as follows: 

Nam.» N u m b e r of B - c o e f f i c i e n t 
-51SÌSS- v a r i a b l e s 

M e t r o p o l i t a n status 6 282 

Working fo rce s k i l l s t r u e t u r e 4 168 

A c c e s s i b i l i t y 3 1 3 5 

The pattern of average eorrelations among the groups is reasonable, 
as Table 8.2 shows. As one might expeet, marked positive level of corre
lation is shown between metropolitan status and working force skill strue
ture (see footnotes " and " to Chapter Seven). These factors are negatively 
eorrelated with specialization of the working force in mantifacturing, and 
are positively associated with the growth in employment opportunity. 

Table 8.2-Average Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients Among 
Variable Clusters for 63 Urban Complexes^ of 10,000 and Over 

in 1941, Canada, 1941-51 

Group factor name 

Metropolitan s t a tus . . . . 

Working force skil l 

Manufacturing specia l i -

Demographic growth . . . 

Employment opportunity 

Metro
politan 
s ta tus 

0.23 

0.14 

0.25' ' 

0.09 

0.12 

Working 
force 
ski l l 

strueture 

0.23 

0.17 

0.22' ' 

0.08 

0.12 

Access i 
bility 

0.14 

0.17 

0.13" 

0.08 

0.06 

Manu
facturing 
special i 

zation 

0.25' ' 

0.22" 

0.13" 

0.19 

0.20 

Demo
graphic 
growth 

0.09 

0.08 

0.08 

0.19 

0 .11" 

Employ
ment 
oppor
tunity 
growth 

0.12 

0.12 

0.06 

0.20 

0 .11" 

^ See Table 7-2, footnote^. 
See Chapter Seven» Seetion 7.2» Appendices D and E , and Tab le 8 .1 . 
Almost ali (if not ali) of the averaged eorre la t ions have negat ive s igns . The averages 

are ea leu la ted from the absolu te va lues of the eoeff ie ients . 

SOURCE: Appendix Tab le A.9 . 
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8.3 FINDINGS FOR URBAN COMPLEXES 

Although the group factor indexes exclude 1951-61 changes, they 
are systematically associated with the 1951-61 net migration ratio. Among 
the 63 urban complexes of 10,000 and over in 19.41, coefficient of multiple 
correlation between these indexes and the 1951 - 61 net migration ratio is 
0.70. If the 63 urban complexes comprised a sample drawn from a universe 
in which the true multiple correlation was zero, a sample correlation as 
high as 0.70 would be extremely unlikely; the probability of observing a 
coefficient as high as 0.70 would be at most 0.02 (see Appendix F).^ 

The strength ofthe association is moderate since the linear regression 
of the indicator variables statistically explains 49 per cent of the variance 
in the net migration ratio. The coefficient of prediction accuracy (Appendix 
F, Seetion F.2) is 51 per cent, so that, given an urban centre's combination 
of values on the six indicator variables, its value on the net migration ratio 
could be predicted with 51 per cent (out of a possible 100 per cent) accu
racy. The reasons for a modest strength of association which were indicated 
in Chapter Seven (Seetion 7.3) may also apply here, although with dimin
ished force since the net migration ratio should be less sensitive to 'life-
cycle migration' than the in-migration ratio. As pointed out in Seetion 8.1, 
the reasons must include the fact that the present analysis ignores relevant 
factors which were unique to the 1951-61 period, since the indicator values 
were measured at the beginning of the migration period (see footnote*). 

Among the indicator variables, that which stands for the metropolitan 
status factor is by far the most important in aceounting for the systematie 
association with the 1951-61 net migration ratio. Almost one half of the, 
multiple correlation may be attributed to this variable alone (see Table 8.3). 
The second most important factor is the 1941-51 demographic growth,' to 
which may be attributed roughly 25 per cent of the multiple correlation. 
Among the remaining four variables, only manufacturing specialization and 
the indicator of working force skill strueture contribute nearly 10 per cent 
of the multiple correlation. 

The 1951-61 net migration ratio varied positively with five of the six 
group factors (see Table 8.3 and footnote*), the exceptional one being 
manufacturing specialization. The increases from one urban centre to another 
in the variable reflecting the performance of metropolitan functions, in the 
proximity to Census Metropolitan Areas, in the levels of skill in the working 
force, and in demographic and employment opportunity growth foj the 
1941-51 decade were associated with increases in the 1951-61 net 
migration ratio. The highest eorrelations with the 1951-61 net migration 
ratio are shown by the metropolitan status indicator, with a zero-order 
coefficient of 0.53 and a third-order partial correlation coefficient of 0.47. 
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Thus the metropolitan status indicator, if used alone in the analysis, would 
refleet much of the influence of the other five variables. 

Table 8 .3 -Measures of Association Between Group Factor Indicators 

and the Net Migration Ratlo° for 63 Urban Complexes 

of 10,000 and Over in 1941, Canada, 1951-61 

Group factor name 

Metropolitan s t a tus . . . . 

Manufacturing spec ia l i -

Demographic growth rate 

Working force ski l l 

Employment opportunity 

Range of 
zero order 
correlation 

coefficients 

- 0.42 to 0.57 

- 0.17 

- 0.24 to 0.24 

0.40 

0.20 to 0.30 

0.16 

Zero order 
correlation 
coefficient 
with index 
variable"^ 

0.53 

- 0.17 

0 .24 ' 

0.40 

0.30 

0.16 

Third order 
partial 

correlation 
coefficient 
with index 
variable ' ' 

0.47 

- 0.24 

0 .18 ' 

0.37 

0.19 

0.13 

Relative 
importanee 
in multiple 

correlation^ 

% 

46 

11 

6 

25 

9 

3 

See Table 8.1, footnotes^ and o, 
See Table 7.3, footnote''. 
See Table 7.3, footnote*-. In this case the migration variable refers to net migration. 

See a lso Table 7.3, footnote^. 
o See Table 7.3, footnote''. For the first, third, fourth and fifth rows the variables 

held Constant are three of Xj, Xi^, Xjj and Xa; the fourth being the index variable being 
eorrelated with the net migration ratio. For the second and slxth rows, the variables held 
Constant are X,, Xj^ and Xjj ( see Table 8.1). 

See Appendix D for explanation. 
The index variable Is Xjj ( see Table 8.1), which refers to distance from the nearest 

Census Metropolitan Area. This coefficient may thus be interpreted as a positive correlation 
with proximity to the nearest MA. 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A.9. 

Manufacturing specialization varied inversely with the level of the 
1951-61 net migration ratio for the urban complexes. Both the zero-order 
and third-order partial correlation coefficients are negative (—0.2 in each 
ease, as Table 8.3 shows). The negative partial regression slope is sub
stantial in relation to its standard error (see footnote^). Thus, increases 
over urban complexes in the index of manufacturing specializ^ation as of 
1951 were associated with decreases in the level of the 1951-61 net 
migration ratio. Chart 8.1 shows the seatter diagrams for the association 
between individuai indicators and the 1951-6Ì net migration ratio. 

Table 8.4 provides further observations of the systematie association 
between the indicators and the 1951-61 net migration ratio. Urban centres 
which simultaneously have values above the median on the four selected 
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CHART-8.1 

SCATTER DIAGRAMS SHOWING ASSOCIATÌON BETWEEN'GROUP FACTOR' 
INDICATORS AND THE NET MIGRATION RATIO, FOR 63 URBAN 

COMPLEXES OF 10,000 AND OVER IN 1941, CANADA, 195 1-6 1 
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Toble 8.4-Joint Distribution^ of the Urban Complexes of 10,000 ond Over'' in 1941 Among Levels 
of the Group Factor'^ Indexes and of the Net Migration Ratio, Canada, 1951 - 61 

Item 

Metropolitan status indicator 
above median — 

Net migration ra^io above 

Net migration ratio between 
as^aand 67*" percentiles 

Net migration ratio below 

Metropoliton status indicator 
below median .-
Net migration ratio above 

Net migration ratio between 
33rd and 67*" percentiles 

Net migration ratio below 

Working force skill strueture indicator 
above median*^ 

Demographic growth 
indicator above median 

A c c e s s i 
bility 

indicator 
abovCg 

median 

A 

0.82 

0.16 

0.02 

I 

0.23 

0.65 

0.12 

Acces s i 
bility 

indicator 
below 
median 

B 

0.58 

0.39 

0.02 

J 

0.10 

0.78 

0.13 

Demographic growth 
indicator below median 

Access i -
bUity 

indicator 
above 
median 

C 

0.40 

0.35 

0.25 

K 

0.04 

0.53 

0.43 

A c c e s s i 
bility 

indicator 
below 
median 

D 

0.48 

0.33 

0.19 

L 

0.04 

0 .37 

0.58 

Working force skill strueture indicator 
below median 

Demographic growth 
indicator above median 

Acces s i 
bility 

indicator 
above 

median 

E 

0.63 

0.19 

0.18 

M 

0.10 

0.44 

0.46 

Access i 
bility 

indicator 
below 

median 

F 

0.42 

0.43 

0.15 

N 

0.04 

0.49 

0.47 

Demographic growth 
indicator below median 

A c c e s s i 
bility 

indicator 
above 

median 

O 

0.33 

0.25 

0.42 

O 

0.03 

0.34 

0.63 

A c c e s s i 
bility 

indicator 
below 

median 

H 

0.42 

0.25 

0.33 

P 

0.03 

0.21 

0.76 

See the explanation in Table 7.4, footnote . 
The number of urban complexes is 63. See Table 7.2, footnote . 
See Table 7.1, footnotes^ and °, and Appendices D and E. 
See Table 7.4, footnote^. 
The indicator refers to the mileage between the urban complex and the nearest Census Metropolitan Area. The designation "above 

median»* refers to the cases which fall among the lower one half of the values on this mileage —cases which have relatively high proximity to 
the nearest CMA. These cases include the CMAs themselves. 

^ See Table 7.4, footnote®. 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A.9. 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

indicators are heavily concentrated in the highest third of the net migration 
ratio values. At least 80 per cent of these areas have net migration ratios 
above the 67th percentile value. In sharp contrast, only three per cent have 
net migration ratios above this percentile among centres which simulta
neously have values below the median on the four group factor indicators. 
Instead, the latter areas are heavily concentrated among the lowest third 
of the values on the 1951-61 net migration ratio. 

In sum, the data appear to confirm the expeetation of a systematie 
pattern and marked degree of association between inter-urban variatioji in 
socio-economie characteristies measured at the beginning of the 1951 - 61 
decade and that in the net migration ratio for this decade. Generally, the 
net migration ratio varied positively with the indicators for the factors of 
metropolitan status, 1941-51 demographic growth, accessibility, and skill 
strueture of the working force. These findings may be further explored in 
two major sub-groupings of the 63 urban complexes. 

8.3.1 'METROPOLITAN' VERSUS OTHER URBAN COMPL EX ES - The 63 
urban complexes were subdivided into two groups: (1) MAs and MUAs, and 
(2) other centres (see Chapter Seven footnote')- The inter-correlation 
matrices for these two groups differ signifieantly both from the general 
correlation matrix for ali 63 units and from each other (Table 8.5), for the 
same reason as that indicated in Seetion 7.3.2. Generally higher and stili 

Table 8.5-Measures of Deviation Between Correlation Motrlces^ for 
Sob-groupings of the 63 Urban Complexes of 10,000 and Over 

in 1941, Canada, 1951-61 

Correlation matr ices 

MAs and 
MUAsb 

vs 
al i 63 units 

Others 
vs 

a l i 63 units 

MAs and 
MUAs 

vs 
others 

Correlation vectors involving the 
net migration ratio 

MAs and 
MUAs 

vs 
a l i 63 units 

Others 
vs 

al i 63 uni ts 

MAs and 
MUAs 

vs 
others 

Mean relat ive deviation 

12 13 

Standard error of relat ive deviation 

^ See Table 7.5, footnote a. 
See Table 7.5, footnote ''. 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A.9. 
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significant differentials are observed when only those eorrelations involving 
the net migration ratio are considered. These findings suggest significant 
differences between the larger urban complexes and the smaller ones in 
regard to the pattern of inter-eorrelations among factors related to 1951-61 
net migration ratio. 

Table 8.6 shows that the MAs or MUAs were much more likely to have 
high net migration ratios than were the other centres. Close to 50 per cent 
of the MAs or MUAs have net migration values above the 67th percentile, 
while the corresponding percentage for the other centres is eight per cent. 
Nearly one half of these other centres have net migration ratio values 
below the 33rd percentile. In addition, the areas with net migration ratios 
above the 67th percentile value are predominantly MAs or MUAs, as the 
MAs or MUAs in this category outnumber the other areas by a margin of 
nine to one. 

Table 8.6-Distributions for Two Sub-groups of Urban Complexes Among 
Levels of the Net Migration Ratio, Canada, 1951-61 

Area 

AH urban complexes . . 

MAs and MUAs^ . . . . 

Others ' ' 

Net 

Greater 
than the 

6 7 * 
per-

cent i le^ 

A 

31.7 

47.4 

8.0 

migration ratio — 

Between 
the 33rd 
and 6 7 * 

per-
cen t i l e s^ 

B 

36.5 

31.6 

44.0 

L e s s 
than 

the 33''d 
per-

cent i les 

C 

31.7 

21.0 

48.0 

A + B + C 

D 

100 

100 

100 

Number 

E 

63 

38 

25 

The percentile values are as follows: 33''^ percentile = 3.0; 67**' percentile = 16.1. 
See Table 8 .1, footnote <= for definition of the net migration ratio. The data for MAs are 
obtained directly from 1961 Census, DBS 9 9 - 5 1 2 , Table X. For MUAs (and for MAs not in
eluded in the above-mentioned source) the estimates were prepared according to the technique 
described in Stone, 1967, Appendix F. This technique allows the estimates to refleet migra
tion to built-up areas adjacent to the centrai incorporated centre ofthe MUA. For other centres 
the estimates refer to the incorporated boundaries of the centres, with adjustments (of the 
basic vital and population stat is t ics) being made to provide estimates for a Constant area 
when a centre was affeeted by boundary changes. 

^ See Table 7.5, footnote b. 

SOURCES: 1961 Census , DBS 9 9 - 5 1 2 , T a b l e X; 1961 Census ,DBS 9 9 - 5 1 0 ; 1961 Census , 
DBS 9 2 - 5 3 5 , Tables 9 and 10. DBS, VitalStatistics (annual), 1951 to 1961. 

Among the 38 MAs or MUAs' the multiple correlation between the 
indicator variables and the 1951-61 net migration ratio is 0.76, so that 
nearly 60 per cent of the variance in this ratio is accounted for by the 
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indicators.' The coefficient of prediction accuracy is 55 per cent. Both the 
pattern and the degree of association between the 1951-61 net migration 
ratio and the selected economie and social factors are sharper among the 
MAs or MUAs than among ali 63 urban complexes. The patterns of co-
variation between the individuai group-factor indexes and the 1951-61 net 
migration ratio are roughly the same for the MAs or MUAs as for ali 63 
urban complexes (see Table 8.7). 

Table 8.7-Measures of Association Between Group Factor Indicators 
and the Net Migration Ratio» for 38 MAs and MUAs, Canada, 1951 - 61 

Group factor name 

Metropolitan s ta tus . . . . 

Manufacturing spec ia l i -

Demographic growth rate 

Working force ski l l 

Employment opportunity 

Range of 
zero order 
correlation 

coefficients 

- 0.57 to 0.64 

- 0.21 

0.15 to 0.31 

0.34 

0.22 to 0.45 

0.19 

Zero order 
correlation 
coefficient 
with index 
variable 

0.57 

- 0.21 

0 . 3 l ' 

0.34 

0.45 

0.19 

Third order 
partial 

correlation 
coefficient 
with index 
variable 

0.53 

- 0.24 

0 .16 ' 

0.35 

0.29 

0.19 

Relat ive 
importanee 
in multiple 
correlation 

% 

46 

9 

6 

14 

19 

6 

^ See Table 8 .1 , footnotes^ and '^. 
See Table 7.3, footnote''. 

^ See Table 8.3, footnote<=. 
See Table 8.3, footnote<*. 

* See Appendix D, Seetion D.3 for explanation. 
' See Table 8.3, footnote^ 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A.9. 

8.3.2 INTERPRETATION-If the inter-urban differentials in the 1951-61 
net migration ratio were caused primarily by economie factors, the foregoing 
discussion provides some support for interpretations as to the part played 
by the economie factors over the 1941 - 51 decade. This was a decade of 
rapid modernization of the Canadian economie strueture (cf. Wilson, Gordon 
and Judek, 1965, pp. 261-266). The basic economie struetural changes were 
probably concentrated heavily in the metropolitan areas and the other larger 
urban complexes with good access to metropolitan areas. Thè metropolitan 
areas and their nearby larger urban complexes had relatively high levels of 
specialization in the rapidly expanding sectors, at least from the viewpoint 
of labour demand expansion. Thus, the metropolitan areas and their nearby 
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urban complexes had markedly increased shares of the economie forces 
that tend to attract migrants. Movers starting in such areas tended to 
choose a new residence within such areas to a greater extent than movers 
starting elsewhere, while those leaving other centres tended to show 
signifieantly high response to the strong attraetions of the metropolitan 
centres. Thus, the net shift in population size due to migration tended to 
favour the metropolitan areas strongly, even after their relatively large 
population sizes were taken into account. Thus, in general, the metro
politan areas and their nearby urban complexes were the major spatial 
'growth poles' in the national economy (at least from the viewpoint of 
labour demand) in the period of and since the Second World War, and this 
was a major reason why they attracted and retained migrants to a signifi
eantly high degree in the 1951-61 decade. In short, considering the inter-
eorrelations among the factors of metropolitan status, accessibility and 
working force skill strueture, it may be suggested that there was a con
vergence of economie changes concentrated in the metropolitan and nearby 
urban complexes, and that this concentration was a major factor causing 
the relatively high levels of the 1951-61 net migration ratio among the 
MAs and MUAs. The idea of a convergence of economie changes concen
trated in particular population agglomerations is to be stressed here in 
favour of emphasis on any single economie factor operating independently 
of others. The attraetiveness of an urban centre should be built up along a 
wide front, ineluding attention to the educational level and 'skill strueture' 
of the working force, to the improvement of accessibility to major centres, 
and to the building up of the locai infrastructure of community and business 
services, among other factors. 

8.4 PROCEDURE FOR COUNTIES OR CENSUS DIVISIONS 

The findings reported in the previous Sections of this Chapter depend 
partly on the chosen areal units of observation — urban complexes with 
1941 populations of at least 10,000. Thus, it is of some interest to ascertain 
whether a different and stili partly useful set of .units will yield a similarly 
systematie pattern of association between the 1951 - 61 net migration ratio 
and the selected economie and social variables measured in 1951. Counties 
and census divisions are the only units of observation for which the requisite 
data are available and which are sufficiently numerous for the techniques 
of statistical analysis being used here. The boundaries of the counties or 
census divisions usually extend well beyond those of the urban complexes 
used in the preceding Sections, so that, although arbitrary, they may roughly 
approximate some 'zones of influence' of major urban agglomerations. 

The choice of county or census division units has not been limited to 
those that are predominantly urban. Thus, a much wider variety of Canadian 
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communities will be reflected in the data than was the case with the urban 
complexes. For this reason, the network of social and economie factors 
which may underlie inter-county (or census division) net migration variation 
may be different from that which is behind this variation among the urban 
complexes. Instead of carrying over to the county or census division level 
the factors and indicator variables used in the foregoing analysis for 
urban complexes, it is therefore appropriate to find new clusters of the 
social and economie variables for the analysis of the county or census 
division data. A new grouping of the selected social and economie variables 
is also prompted by the fact that some of the relevant statistics which are 
available for the urban complexes are not provided for the counties or 
census divisions" and vice versa. Given a somewhat different selection of 
variables and a new grouping for the counties or census divisions, as 
compared with the foregoing analysis for urban complexes, direct compari
sons may not be made of correlation coefficients between the data in the 
preceding Sections and those that follow, although they stili deal with the 
broad question as to whether the areal variation in the 1951 - 61 migration 
ratio is markedly and systematically associated with selected economie 
and social factors measured for change in the 1941 - 51 decade or for level 
in 1951. 

Table 8.8 lists the 18 variables selected for the analysis of data for 
the 119 counties or census divisions with 1941 populations of 25,000 or 
more.' Using the algorithm described in Appendix D, six groups of these 
variables were defined, each comprising a group factor. The grouping 
indicated in Table 8.8 is the best grouping of the 18 variables into six 
groups, given the observed correlation coefficients (see Seetion 7.2.2). 
Holzinger's B-coeffieients for the groups also indicated that the grouping 
is effective (see Seetion 7.2.2). 

Four clusters of variables are identified in Table 8.8. The first is 
named "urbanization", because most of the variables in this eluster refleet 
the level of urbanization in a county population. The more highly urbanized 
counties would be expected to show higher-than-average values on the 
educational level of their population, on per capita income levels, on the 
female labour force participation rate, and on the concentration of female 
workers in offices or stores. They would also either contain or be relatively 
close to MAs. It may be noted that the variable x^ is actually a measure of 
the level of demographic urbanization (cf. Stone 1967, Appendix A), and 
the reason why it is not serving as the indicator variable foi urbanization 
is given in the relevant discussion in Appendix E (Seetion E.l) . 

The next eluster of variables is ealled "level of living", although 
the variables ineluded may seem at first to be remotely connected with this 
topic. Actually, it is a common /inding in population studies of regions 
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Table 8.8 - List of Variables for Analysis of the 1951 - 61 Net Migration Ratio for Counties 
or Census Divisions, Canada 

to 
00 
VO 

Group factor name° 

Net migration rate , 

Urbanization 

Leve l of living 

Intensi ty of trading act ivi ty . . . 

Manufacturing specia l iza t ion . . 

Profess ional specia l iza t ion . . . 

. Demographic growth 

Footnotes on following page. 

Definitions of the variables 

- 1951-61 net migration ratio for males aged 20 -34 (in 1961)= 

= 1951 proportion with 13 or more years of schooling among males aged five and over 
who were not a t tending school 

= 1951 female labour force part icipation rate^ 
= Proportion earning at l e a s t $3,000 in the year preceding the 1951 Census, among 

male wage-earners ' 
= 1941-51 percentage change in the proportion of the male labour force in profes

sional and teehnica l occupat ions^ 
= 1951 proportion in c ler ica l occupations among females in the labour force 
- 1941- 51 relat ive change in the proportion of male w^ge-earners who worked in 50 

or more weeks during the year preceding the Census 
= Distance in miles from the county ' s (or census d iv is ion ' s ) largest city and the 

nearest Census Metropolitan Area 
= 1951 proportion of population residing in urban centres 

= 1931-41 naturai inc rease r^ t io ' 
=" 1951 infant mortality rates ' ' 
- 1951 proportion of the population which is born outside Canada 

= 1951 total s a l e s (wholesale plus retal i) per capi ta ' ' 
= 1951 service trade rece ip ts per capita 
= 1951 population s ize 

= 1951 proportion of the male labour force in manufacturing 
= 1951 proportion of the male labour force in trade, finance, Insurance and real 

es ta te 

' 1951 proportion of the male labour force in profession'al and teehnical occupat ions 

= 1941-51 growth rate of population 

>3 
O 
O 
tq 
b 
a 
io 

o 
S3 

O 

o 

i 
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Co 

O 
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o 
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See Table 7.1, footnote . £5 
b C5 

7.1, footnote . ^ 
"̂  The life table survival ratio estimate, described in Appendix C, is used. Males in the 20- 34 age group are chosen so as to concentrate on k.;j 

a key segment of the population (for interpretation of economie aspects of migration) and to reduce the impact of areal variation in sex-age struc- Q 
ture on the results of the analysis. < 

See Table 7.1, footnote . The 1951 data are in terms of the numbers of years of schooling attained. ^ 

^ See variable X3 in Table 7.1. O 
f 

See Table 7.1, footnote •=. 5: 
E i fe 
^ See Table 8.1, footnote . O See Table 8.1. footnote . 

' 1931-41 naturai increase ratio =• 100 (intereensal births—intereensal deaths)/1931 population. Adjustments were made to place the vital 
statistics on a place of residence basis (see Stone, 1967, Appendix H), as the raw data are on a place of occurrence basis. The 1931-41 decade 
is chosen because those born in 1931-41 were aged 20-30 (see variable Y^) in 1961. 

j Infant mortality rate = infant deaths in the calendar year divided by births in that period. 

See Table 7.1, footnote ^. The comment in that footnote also applies to the service receipts data for 1951. 

to * Indicates the variable chosen as the group factor indicator (see Chapter Seven, Seetion 7.2 and Appendix E, Seetion E.l). Generally, the 
O variable having the maximum sum of eorrelations (absolute values) with other variables within the group was chosen as the indicator. Where the 

group has only two members, the variable having the highest correlation with the in-migration ratio was chosen as the indicator. 
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(cf. UN 1961», eh. III; UN 1961°, p. 5) that populations with relatively 
low levels of living tend to have relatively high infant mortality and erude 
birth rates. (Areal differentials in the erude birth rate usually dominate such 
differentials in the naturai increase ratio.) Although there may be a relative 
few glaring exceptions, it can be assumed that generally the counties with 
higher-than-average proportions of foreign-born persons will have higher-
than-average levels of living. 

The processes that the other two names (for clusters) are intended 
to suggest are largely self-explanatory — prominence of the county as a 
locale for markets judged by per capita receipts for sales and services, 
and manufacturing specialization. In the case of the latter factor it should 
be noted that variables Xjj and x,; are inversely, although markedly, 
eorrelated. 

Finally there are two ungrouped variables considered as indicators 
of (a) the concentration of the working force in the professional and teeh
nical segment of the occupational strueture and (b) demographic growth in 
the decade preceding the migration period. Appendices D and E provide 
further details on the definition and naming of the variable clusters. 

Table 8.9 shows a meaningful pattern of average eorrelations among 
the group factors. At least moderately high and positive inter-eorrelations 

Table 8.9 - Average Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients Among 
Variable Clusters, from 119 Counties or Census Divisions 

of 25,000 and Over In 1941, Canada, 1941 -51 

Group factor 
name ^ 

Level of living 

Intensity of trading 
activity 

Manufacturing 
specia l izat ion . . . . 

Professional 
specia l iza t ion . . . . 

Demographic growth . . 

Urbani
zation 

0.36 

0.43 

0.18 

0.26 

0.34 

Level 
of 

living 

0.36 

0.38 

0.23 

0.31 

0.05 

Intensity 
of 

trading 
activity 

0.43 

0.38 

0.17 

0.36 

0.12 

Manu
facturing 
spec ia l i 

zation 

0.18 

0.23 

0.17 

0.43b 

0.44 

Profes
s ional 

spec ia l i 
zation 

0.26 

0.31 

0.36 

0.43 b 

0.16b 

Demo
graphic 
growth 

0.34 

0.05 

0.12 

0.44 

0.16b 

^ See Chapter Seven, SecUon 7.2, Appendices D and E, and Table 8.8. 
o Almost ali (if not ali) of the averaged eorrelations have negative signs. The averages 

are ealeulated from the absolute values of the coefficients. 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A. 10. 
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are shown among the urbanization, level of living, and intensity of trading 
factors. Positive but relatively low eorrelations with manufacturing spe
cialization are shown by the urbanization and the level of living factors, 
while a negative correlation with manufacturing specialization is shown by 
the per cent in professional and teehnical occupations (see footnotes " and 
" to Chapter Seven). This latter vaiiable shows positive eorrelations with 
each of the other factors. The 1941-51 population growth rate shows 
moderate and positive levels of correlation with the urbanization and manu
facturing specialization factors. 

8.5 FINDINGS FOR COUNTIES OR CENSUS DIVISIONS 

A strong and systematie association is shown between the selected 
socio-economie indicators and the 1951-61 net migration ratio, for the 119 
counties or census divisions. The coefficient of multiple correlation: 
between the six factor indexes and the 1951-61 net migration ratio is 0.84. 
The coefficient of prediction accuracy is 65 per cent, practically the same 
as the percentage of net migration ratio variance explained by the indicators. 
It may be recalled that in these results no measurements of 1951-61 
economie and social changes are ineluded. A level of multiple correlation 
as high as 0.84 would be observed very rarely (three out of 1,000 times) in 
samples of 119 counties or census divisions in a universe where the true 
multiple correlation is zero (see Appendix F).'° 

The most important of the group factor indicators, in terms of contri
bution to the multiple correlation, is that which stands for the urbani
zation factor, aceounting for slightly less than 50 per cent. The next most 
important is the 1941-51 growth rate, which also contributed 40 per cent 
of the multiple correlation. As mentioned above (see footnote ' ) , the promi
nence of the growth rate in the decade preceding the migration period may 
partly refleet correlation between the 1941-51 and 1951-61 net migration 
ratios. The observed level of this correlation is 0.69 for the counties or 
census divisions, while that between the 1941-51 growth rate and the 
1941-51 net migration ratio is 0.91. However, this serial correlation (the 
0.69 value) itself may refleet certain processes of information flow (con
eerning opportunities) among migrants and potential migrants. It is also 
likely that the 1941-51 population growth rate variation reflects areal 
differentials in the rate of growth of the opportunities that influence 
migration deeisions. Some support for this notion is provided by the marked 
and statistically significant positive eorrelations of the 1941-51 population 
growth rate with (a) the 1951 per cent of the male wage earners with at 
least $3,000 earnings in the year preceding the 1951 Census (0.5) and (b) 
the 1951 per cent of population in urban centres (0.5). In short, fast 1941-
51 growth in population may have reflected relatively large increases in 
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the share of opportunities which influenced migration deeisions over the 
1951-61 decade. Among the remaining factors, only the level of living 
indicator contributed nearly 10 per cent of the multiple correlation (see 
Table 8.10). 

Table 8.10 — Measures of Association Between Group Factor Indicators 
and Net Migration Ratio,^ for 119 Counties or Census Divisions, 

Canada, 1951 -61 

Group factor name 

Intensity of trading 

Manufacturing 

Profess ional 

Demographic growth . . . 

Range of 
zero order 
correlation 

coefficientsb 

- 0.13 to 0.72 

- 0.39 to 0.37 

0.37 to 0.48 

0.22 

0.19 

0.65 

Zero order 
correlation 

coefficients 
with index 
variable <= 

0.72 

0.37 

0.37 

0.22 

0.19 

0.65 

Third order 
part ial 

correlation 
coefficients 
with index 
variable <l 

0.57 

0.23 

0.11 

- 0.06 

- 0.07 

0.58 

Relat ive 
importanee 
in multiple 
corre lation = 

% 

47 

9 

2 

1 

1 

40 

^ See Table 7 . 1 , footnotes^ and * in part icular , and Table 8.8, footnote^. 
b See Table 7.3, footnoteb and Table 8.8. 
•= See Table 7 .3 , footnotes*^ and ' . 
" See Table 7 .3 , footnote". For the first, second, fourth and sixth rows the three vari

ab les held Constant are three of Xi, X23, X^^ and X22. For the third and fifth rows the vari
ab les held Constant are Xi, Xaa and X23 (see Table 3.8). 

^ See Appendix D for explanat ion. 

SOURCE: Appendix Tab le A.10. 

The 1951-61 net migration ratio varies directly with four of the six 
selected group factor indexes (see Table 8.10 and footnote"). Increases 
over areas in the indicators of urbanization, of level of living, of the 
intensity of trading activity and of 1941 - 51 demographic growth were 
associated with increases in the net migration ratio. The remaining two 
indicators have negative third-order partial eorrelations with the net migration 
ratio (see footnote'"). However, none of these negative eorrelations 
deviates signifieantly from zero (see Table 8.10 and Appendix F). More 
detail on the patterns of co-variation with individuai indicators is shown 
by Chart 8.2. 

Table 8.11 shows a further variation on the systematie pattern of 
association between the indicators and the 1951-61 net migration ratio. 
Areas that simultaneously had values above the median on the indicators 
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CHART-8.2 

SCATTER DIAGRAMS SHOWING ASSOCIATION BETWEEN 'GROUP FACTOR' 
INDICATORS AND THE NET MIGRATION RATIO, FOR 119 COUNTIES 

OR CENSUS DIVISIONS OF 25,000 AND OVER IN 1941, 
CANADA,1951-61 
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Table 8.11 - Joint Di 

to 
tn 

strlbotiona of the Counties or Census Divisions of 25,000 end Over in 1941b Among Levels 
of Factor Indexesc and the Net Migration Ratio, Canada, 1951 -61 

Urbanization indicator 

Urbanization Indicotor 
above median 

Net migration ratio above 

Net migration ratio between 
33rd and 67thpercentiles'' 

Net migration ratio below 

Urbanization Indicator 
above median 

Net migration ratio above 

Net migration ratio between 
33rd and 67th percentiles 

Net migration ratio below 

Level of living indicator above median*^ 

Demographic growth 
indicator above median 

Manu
facturing 
speciali
zation 

indicator 
above 

median 

A 

0.80 

0.20 

I 

0.31 

0.69 

Manu
facturing 
speciali

zation 
indicator 

below 
median 

B 

0.73 

0.27 

J 

0.49 

0.51 

Demographic growth 
indicator below median 

Manu
facturing 
speciali-
zation 

indicator 
above 

median 

C 

0.31 

0.68 

K 

1.00 

Manu
facturing 
speciali

zation 
indicator 

below 
median 

D 

0.52 

0.27 

0.21 
L 

0.09 

0.15 

0.76 

Level of living indicator below median 

Demographic growth 
indicator above median 

Manu
facturing 
speciali

zation 
indicator 

above 
median 

E 

0.30 

0.70 

M 

0.02 

0,44 

0.55 

Manu
facturing 
speciali

zation 
indicator 

below 
median 

F 

0.52 

0.48 

N 

0.28 

0.72 

Demographic growth 
indicator below median 

Manu
facturing 
speciali

zation 
indicator 

above 
median 

G 

0.05 

0.95 

O 

0.17 

0.83 

Manu
facturing 
speciali

zation 
indicator 

below 
median 

H 

0.34 

0.43 

0.23 
P 

0.05 

0.21 

0.74 

° See the explanation in Table 7.4, footnote^. 
° The total number of counties or census divis ions is 119. 
"= See Table 7.1, footnotes ^ and t», and Appendices D and E. 
^ See Table 7.4, footnote''. 
^ See Table 7.4, footnote^. 

SOURCE: Same as Appendix Table A. 10. 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

were heavily concentrated among the top one third of the 1951-61 net 
migration ratiok. Some 80 per cent of these areas had net migration ratios 
above the 67th percentile, while areas that simultaneously had values below 
the median on the factor indexes were only five per cent concentrated 
above the 67th percentile. Almost 75 per cent of these latter areas had 
values in the lowest one third of the net migration ratios. Thus, the data for 
the 119 counties or census divisions confirm the expeetation of association 
between the 1951-61 net migration ratio and the selected economie and 
social factors. 

The findings observed for the 119 counties or census divisions were 
re-examined for two sub-groups of these areas: 41 units containing the 
1951 MAs and MUAs (henceforth ealled MA-counties) and 78 other counties 
or census divisions. Table 8.12 shows clearly that these two groups of 
units had very different distributions according to the 1951-61 net migration 
ratio. While 68 per cent of the MA-counties fell above the 67th percentile 
value on the net migration ratio, only 14 per cent of the other counties or 
census divisions had net migration ratios of this order. Only these latter 
counties had a significant concentration of units (47 per cent) in the lowest 
one third of the 1951-61 net migration ratios. 

Table 8.12 - Distributions of Two Sub-groups of Counties or Census 
Divisions Among Levels of the Net Migration Ratio, Canada, 1951 -61 

Area 

Net migration ratio — 

Greater 
than the 

67th 
per

centile^ 

A 

32.8 

68.3 

14.1 

Between 
the 33rd 
and 67th 

per
cent i les^ 

B 

34.4 

26.8 

38.5 

L e s s 
than 

the 33rd 
per

centile ^ 

C 

32.8 

4.9 

47.4 

A + B + C 

D 

. 1 0 0 

100 

100 

Number 

E 

119 

41 

78 

a The percenUIe values are as follows: 33rd percenUle - - 17.7; 67th p e r c e n t i l e - S. Z 
See Appendix C for definition of the net migration raUo. 

b MA - counties are the counties or census divis ions containing or adjacent to the l a o i 
Census Metropolitan and Major Urban Areas. 

SOURCE: 1961 Census, DBS 9 9 - S I I , Table 2. 

The correlation matrices for the three sets of units (119, 41 and 78) 
differ signifieantly from each other (see Table 8.13) for the reason indicated 
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in Seetion 7.3.2. Considering only those eorrelations involving the 1951-61 
net migration ratio, the mean relative deviation among pairs of correlation 
vectors is again signifieantly different from zero in each case. Thus, the 
data suggest significant differences between the pattern of correlation 
coefficients for the MA-counties (or census divisions) and that for the other 
units. 

Table 8.13 - Measures of Deviation Between Correlation Matrices^ for 
Sub-groupings of the 119 Counties or Census Divisions of 25,000 and Over 

in 1941, Canada. 1951-61 

Co 

MA-
counties'' 

vs 
ali H9 
units 

•relation matrices 

Other 
counties'' 

vs 
ali 119 

units 

MA-
counties 

vs 
other 

counties 

Correlation vectors involving the 
net migration ratio 

MA-
counties 

vs 
ali 119 
units 

Other 
counties 

vs 
ali 119 
units 

MA-
counties 

vs 
other 

counties 

Mean relative deviation 

8 7 11 10 8 11 

Standard error of relative deviation 

0 0 0 1 1 3 

^ See Table 7.5, footnote''. 
*> See Table 8. 12, footnote''. 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A. 10. 

Both the MA-counties and the others show systematie association 
between the 1951 - 61 net migration ratio and the selected social and econ
omie. factors. The multiple correlation between the six indicators and this 
ratio is 0.76 for both groups of areas." Both groups are also similar as 
regards the relative importanee of the indicators. The main exception to 
this similarity occurs among the 78 'other' counties or census divisions, 
where the 1941-51 growth rate is more important than the urbanization 
factor in contribution to multiple correlation with the net migration ratio 
(see Table 8.14). 
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Table 8.14 - Measures of Association Between Group Factor Indicators 

and the Net Migration Ratios for Two Sub-groups of Counties 

or Census Divisions, Canada 1951 -61 

Group factor names 

Intensity of trading 

Manufacturing spec ia l i -

Profess ional spec ia l i -

Demographic growth . . . . 

Intensity of trading 

Manufacturing spec ia l i -

Profess ional spec ia l i -

Demographic growth . . . . 

Range of 
zero order 
correlation 

coefficients*' 

Zero order 
correlation 
with index 
variable "̂  

Third order 
part ial 

correlation 
coefficient 
with index 
var iable ' ' 

Relat ive 
importanee 
in multiple 
correlat ion^ 

MA-counties' 

0.00 to 0.58 

- 0.51 to 0.44 

0.15 to 0.19 

- 0.01 

0.35 

0.46 

0.58 

0.44 

0.18 

- 0.01 

0.35 

0.46 

0.51 

0.28 

- 0.16 

- 0.12 

- 0.04 

0.58 

% 

39 

6 

4 

14 

2 

35 

Other units 

- 0.27 to 0.56 

- 0.27 to 0.20 

0.13 to 0.48 

0.18 

- 0.12 

0.59 

0.56 

0.20 

0.24 

0.18 

- 0 . 1 2 

0.59 

0.38 

0.21 

0.20 

- 0.05 

- 0 . 0 9 

0.56 

% 

30 

2 

7 

9 

1 

51 

^ See Table 7 .1, footnotes ° and ' in particular, and Table 8.8, footnote •=. 
'' See Table 7.3, footnote *> and Table 8.8. 
«= See Table 7.3, footnotes <= and '. 
^ See Table 8.10, footnote ^. 
^ See Appendix D for explanation. 
' See Table 8.12, footnote ^. 

SOURCE: Appendix Table A.10. 

8.6 CONCLUSION 

Whether among urban complexes or among counties and census 

divisions, a network of economie and social indicators reflecting 1951 

levels and 1941-51 changes is systematically eorrelated with the net 
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migration ratio in. the following decade (1951-61). The degree of multiple 
correlation is relatively high, particularly among the county or census 
division units. In statistical contribution to this correlation, apparently 
economie factors are prominent. Assuming that these factors were important 
among the underlying set of causai forces operating in the real world, some 
hypotheses may be formulated about their roles as causai forces. Over the 
1941-51 decade, Canada underwent rapid economie struetural changes 
highlighted by the decline of primary activity and the relatively rapid 
growth of professional and skilled occupations, manufacturing, sales and 
services. The rapidly growing sectors were spatially concentrated for the 
most part in eertain regions, and these regions thus had relatively large 
increases in the economie opportunities which attract and retain migrants. 
As a result, these regions may indeed have been the most effective in 
attracting and retaining migrants, so that they would tend to show the 
highest net migration ratios in the 1951-61 decade, barring strong coun
teracting forces peeuliar to this period. Strong counteracting forces did not 
develop markedly in 1951-61 because this decade saw a continuation of 
the basic trends in struetural change which were aeeelerated in the Second 
World War and its aftermath. Considering ali counties or census divisions, 
from those with low to those with high working force concentration in non-
primary activities, the major relevant economie shifts probably involved the 
decline of agriculture and the advances in urbanization, in manufacturing 
and in tertiary activity. Considering only the highly urbanized areas, the 
major relevant shifts probably involved the degree of increase in the 
performance of metropolitan functions, which spurred the demand for a more 
highly educated and professional work force and pushed specialization in 
activities like wholesale trade and business and financial services. 

Given the acceptability of the analytical techniques used, it can be 
said that the statistics confirm basic expectations coneerning the associa
tion of net migration ratios with economie and social factors among the 
urban complexes and counties. This apparent confirmation comes as no 
surprise in the light of the already existing research in this general field. 
What this analysis does is to provide concrete illustrations from the Canadian 
experience at the levels of urban complexes and of counties or census 
divisions, suggesting the empirical magnitudes and patterns of correlation 
in this experience for the chosen time period. These illustrations should 
provide some contribution to the knowledge about inter-regional variation in 
net migration ratios, and should provide some food for thought among 
policy-makers in the field of regional development and planning. The 
analysis should also demonstrate one of the ways in which census statistics 
can serve useful (even if limited) analytical applications in this field. 

The fact that the above general conclusions do not distinguish 
sharply between the set of urban complexes and that of counties or census 
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divisions as units of observation, does not mean that hypotheses about 
areal variation in migration need not be tied to specified units. On the 
contrary, one of the notable points on methodology suggested by the argu-
ments set forth above is that such hypotheses should not be considered 
sufficiently precise for testing until the units of observation are specified. 
The specification of units of observation and of time periods should be 
treated as components of a testable hypothesis about areal variation in 
migration, rather than as auxiliary items of 'housekeeping' in research 
design. These suggestions arise from the consideration that different 
complexes of causai factors may be involved in generating areal variation 
in migration ratios at different levels of areal aggregation. Even at a given 
level of areal aggregation, it may be important to know whether the chosen 
sample of areal units tends to have a peeuliar (for example, unusually 
restricted) pattern of variation on one of the factors which may affeet the 
level of migration. If the sample of areal units is selective in this sense, 
the eausai interpretation of the observed variation in migration ratios may 
need serious adjustment to take into account the nature of the sample. This 
means that it is not quite meaningful for policy-makers to ask researchers 
for "explanations of regional differences in migration rates", without first 
indicating what kinds of region are in question. 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER EIGHT 

' Measures on the socio-economie indicators for 1956 are not avai lable . The 
in-migration ratio (used in Chapter Seven) is not used here because an attempt is 
being made to reduce the impact of ' l i fe-cycle migration' on the area l variation of 
migration rat ios (see Seetion 7.3). It should a lso be noted that it i s not poss ib le to 
separate the internai migrants from the international migrants in the net migration 
es t imates (Chapter Seven deal t only with internai migration). 

^ Thus there is no attempt to consider factors which may have been unique 
to the 1951-61 decade. The term " u n i q u e " is intended to focus on 1951-61 
developments which are not reflected in the se lec ted measures a s a resul t of ser ia l 
correlation. 

' Each ungrouped variable i s t reated as a separate group in making up this 
total of six. 

" Had the subject of ana lys i s been the level of net migration rather than the 
net migration ratio, the multiple correlation coefficient would have been 0.48 (see 
footnote " to Chapter Seven for a relevant comment). 

The relevant regression equation (fór the net migration ratio ana lys i s ) i s a s 
follows (see footnote "° to Chapter Seven): — 

y = ao + aiXi + a^Xu + aisXw + ajjXjj + ajjXj, + ajs Xjs . 
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T h i s i s e s t i m a t e d a s : — 

y - -0.45 + 0.60x, - 0.23x,, + O.OOx,, + 0.36x„ + 0.39x^3 + 0.22x2s. 

T h e ra t ios of the r e g r e s s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s to their s tandard errors are a s f o l l o w s : -

C o e f f i c i e n t R a t i o 

ao - 3 . 1 1 

ai 3. 78 

ai3 -2.44 

ai9 1.90 

flsj 3.75 

flja 0 . 7 1 

fljs 1.61 

' It i s p o s s i b l e that the importanee of t h i s 1 9 4 1 - 5 1 demograph ic growth factor 
may be due to s e r i a l corre la t ion b e t w e e n thè 1 9 4 1 - 5 1 and 1 9 5 1 - 6 1 ne t migrat ion 
r a t i o s , a s s u m i n g that the 1 9 4 1 - 5 1 n e t migraUon rat ios w e r e l a r g e l y r e s p o n s i b l e 
for var ia t ion in the 1 9 4 1 - 5 1 growth rate . An a l t e r n a t i v e v i e w i s i n d i c a t e d in 
S e e t i o n 8 .5 . 

° In the 1961 C e n s u s , the 37 MAs and MUAs d e f i n e d i n e l u d e d S t J o h n ' s , 
Newfoundland , but, b e c a u s e data on c h a n g e s over the 1 9 4 1 - 5 1 d e c a d e are not 

a v a i l a b l e for that MA, it i s e x c l u d e d from t h i s Chapter. Added to the l i s t for t h i s 
Chapter are R e g i n a and S a s k a t o o n . 

' Had the l e v e l of ne t migrat ion b e e n the s u b j e c t of a n a l y s i s , the mult ip le 
corre la t ion c o e f f i c i e n t w o u l d h a v e b e e n 0 .49 . 

' For e x a m p l e , the indus tr ia i d i s t r ibut ion of the ga in fuUy o c c u p i e d i s not 
p u b l i s h e d for c o u n t i e s in the 1941 C e n s u s v o l u m e s . 

' It w a s n e c e s s a r y to e x c l u d e Alberta c e n s u s d i v i s i o n s from the a n a l y s i s , 
b e c a u s e of their r e - o r g a n i z a t i o n (in 1956) on a b a s i s that proh ib i t s the e s t i m a t i o n 
of 1951 - 6 1 n e t migrat ion ra t io s . 

'" Had the s u b j e c t of s tudy b e e n the l e v e l of ne t migrat ion , rather than the ne t 
migration rat io , the mult ip le c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t w o u l d h a v e been 0 .70 . 

The r e g r e s s i o n equat ion for the n e t migrat ion ratio a n a l y s i s i s 

y = ao + aiX, + a,X9 + a 13X13 + a^^Xic + a„Xj j + a^^x^i. 

E s t i m a t e d , t h i s turns out to be : — 

y •• -0.38 + 1.48xi - i-58xg - 0.13x^3 + O.OOx^f, + 0.74x^2 + 0.46x2^. 

T h e ratio of e a c h c o e f f i c i e n t to i t s standard error i s a s f o l l o w s : — 

C o e f f i c i e n t R a t i o 

ao -3.87 
ai 5.48 
a» -1.18 

ai3 -0.84 
ai6 1.03 
aj2 7.25 

aj3 1.98 
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" If the level of net migration had been the 'dependent ' variable, the multiple 
correlation coefficient would have been 0.77 for the MA-counties (or census 
divis ions) and 0.69 for the remaining counties or census divis ions . 

Once again the sensi t iv i ty of the regression coefficients (net migration 
ratio analysis) to the choice of areal uni ts can be i l lustrated from the ea leula t ions 
made (see footnote " for the general form of the regression equation). For the 
41 MA-counties the estimated equation is : — 

y = -0.29 + 5.95xi - 3.05xg - 0.27xi3 + O.OOxi^ + 0.69x22 + 0.65x23. 

For the 78 remaining counties or census divis ions the es t imate i s : — 

y = -0.40 + 2.77xi - 1.46x9 ~ 0.06x^3 + 0.00x,6 + O.SJxjj + 0.24x23. 

The ratio of each coefficient to i t s standard error i s as follows: — 

Coefficient MA-counties Others 

ao 

ai 
ag 
ai3 
aie 
a j j 

a23 

-1.09 -3.45 
-2.50 2.14 
-0.68 -1.05 
-0.84 -0.34 

0.16 1.78 
3.82 5.65 
1.22 0.74 
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Concluding Remarks 

A major purpose of this volume is to provide a treatment of migration 
in Canada which should bring out specific patterns and associations relevant 
to the role of migration in regional development. It is believed that the 
data and discussion therein have at least partially accomplished this 
purpose and that they illustrate some aspects of Canadian experience in 
regard to the links between economie factors and regional differentials in 
migration rates. Systematie associations of areal migration differentials 
with selected economie indicators are shown at the provincial, county (or 
census division), urban-centre, and rural farm levels. These associations 
lend strength to the independently founded belief that areal differentials in 
migration experience are symptoms and generators of areal variation in 
economie conditions. Particularly in regard to the peculiarities and details 
of the Canadian experience, this essentially exploratory study should help 
to enrich the fund of basic information so necessary for the proper formula
tion of eausai models for explaining inter-regional migration. 

Relevant in connection with the formulation of explanatory models for 
areal variation in Canadian migration are the indicàtions (obviously not 
originai) from this study that fully adequate models will need to include 
social and demographic (in addition to purely economie) factors. Also 
indicated is the sensitivity of the observed patterns and levels of associ
ation to the particular areal units chosen for analysis (and presumably 
also to the selected time periods). None of these findings is unfamiliar to 
specialists in migration analysis, but they need to be emphasized particu
larly among the policy-makers who look to such specialists for eonsul-
tation. First of ali, they help to provide a healthy damper to the view that 
general hypotheses derived from high-flying theoretieal exercises are 
testable in their general form. It would appear more useful to view such 
hypotheses as untestable until the relevant areal units and time periods are 
specified among the premises from which they are derived, and that two 
hypotheses are essentially different if they differ on/y in their speeifications 
of areal units and time periods. 

In addition, the findings also point strongly to the need for examin-
ations of the Canadian experience, regardless of the amount of research 
done on similar problems elsewhere. Even within Canada, the findings and 
conclusions from migration research at one level of areal units (e.g., 
provinces) cannot be automatically transferred to another level (e.g., urban 
centres) and there will be a continuing need to 'update' the research 
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findings on the same questions at a given level. The precise patterns and 
levels of association observed (for a fixed areal unit level and set of 
variables) at one time period eventually beeome as dated as yesterday's 
news. Enlightened policy-makers should, therefore, insist upon recurrent 
research effort aimed at updating observations based on data for periods 
gone by. Data-producing agencies and researchers will need to place 
continued emphasis on timely publieation of dated research findings. 

The foregoing comments should not be taken as support for the view 
that continued research on the distant (as well as the immediate) past is 
not worthwhile. Limited as they may be, the lessons of the past are an 
essential part of the foundation of a rational assessment of present devel
opments and prospeets for the future. Nothing in this monograph or in other 
research on Canadian migration would suggest that the lessons of the past 
have now been adequately gleaned and exposed. In short, many gaps in 
information about Canadian migration remain to be filled by a systematie 
study of the past. Hopefully, this monograph has helped to sharpen the 
outlines of some of the gaps, while making a small contribution to the 
filling of others. 

In the light of the research conducted for this monograph, a few yx cim 
gaps deserving of immediate attention may be suggested. The streams of 
migration flowing into and out of the existing and emerging metropolitan 
areas are worthy of further study. These areas are the loci of the most 
advanced levels of technology and professional work in Canada, they are 
prominent among the highest ineome levels observed for the various types 
of Canadian region, and are probably the main plaees from which innovations 
emanate across Canada. Other research by the author (Stone, 1967, Chapter 
Six) has shown a steady 'gravitation' of the national population into the 
regions of metropolitan development over the past few decades, and this 
monograph documents the relatively large volumes of the inter-metropolitan 
migration streams, and the relatively high coneentrations of persons with 
higher-level educational and occupational skills among the 1956-61 five-
year migration streams flowing into and out of Census Metropolitan Areas. 
There is need to analyse more closely the demographic and socio-economie 
composition of these streams and to consider their potential impact on the 
composition of population in various Canadian regions. There is also an 
immediate need for more intensive research on the inter-provineial migra
tion streams - research that would map in detail their demographic and socio-
economie composition, examining their impact on provincial differentials in 
population composition and growth potential. There is obviously a great 
need for more information about the ways and degrees in which the spatial 
pattern and the levels of internai migration tend to vary over time in re
sponse to major economie changes. Finally, discussion presented in this 
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volume strongly suggests that the influence of social and demographic 
factors (such as life-cycle migration) upon the observed pattern of migration 
probably tends to increase with shortening of migration distances. For the 
proper study of short-distanee migration, an integrated set of models is 
required which will refleet social, demographic and economie factors and 
which might aim at synthesizing statistics on both the inter-individual (or 
the inter-family) and inter-area levels of variation in migration. These are, 
of course, only a few of the areas in which further migration research would 
be useful. 

Obviously, the returns on investment in such research will depend 
partly on the quality, detail and coverage of social, economie and demo
graphic statistics for Canadian communities. For historical research this is 
a serious problem because relatively little can be done to produce very 
significant improvements in the adequacy (regarding quality, detail and 
coverage) of the already existing statistics. It is necessary to make the 
best of what is available in this area and this may be much less than what 
is desired. The improvement of statistics in the future will be largely (in 
the short run at least) in aid of cross-seetional studies, the limitations of 
which (as bases for inferenees about change) are now well known. 

Three major areas for such improvement emerge from the experience of 
preparing this monograph. First, efforts should be made to increase the rates 
of response (possibly through some telephone follow-up) to Population 
Sample questions, and to provide rough quality checks which might at least 
indicate the weakest parts of the body of statistics and the approximate 
margins of error in certain important series. Secondly, there is a need for 
larger samples ofthe longer distance (particularly inter-provincial) migration, 
in order to improve the reliability of cross-tabulations on the characteristies 
of migrants in inter-provincial and inter-metropolitan migration streams 
and to provide more detailed identification of the origins and destinations 
of such streams. Thirdly, the migration statistics for municipalities sur
rounding the Census Metropolitan Areas and larger cities which are not in 
the class of CMAs should identify separately the migrants to and from the 
nearby urban complex or agglomeration. This will permit the preparation of 
appropriate migration ratios for zones of influence around large cities which 
may extend well beyond the boundaries of the CMAs. Fourthly, the census 
designations of CMA eentrai cities should not be confined to the largest 
incorporated centres. Attempts should be made to treat as one 'centrai 
city' the continuous built-up area of which the largest incorporated centre 
is the core - this should not be too difficult when this area is largely a 
complex of municipalities. Finally, serious thought should be given to 
finding ways of attenuating the difficulties which arise because the charac
teristies of migrants are obtained as of the end of the migration period. 
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Obviously, very significant extensiòns of the census schedule to include 
reports on occupation, edueation, ete., at the beginning of the migration 
period (actually reports as of the time of migration are preferable) are not 
feasible. However, it may be feasible to have limited extensiòns of this 
sort for key variables such as occupation and edueation. Such extensiòns 
may be practicable with a sub-sample of the Population Sample. Another 
avenue might be the matching of reeords from two consecutive censuses 
for a sub-sample of Population Sample respondents. Even if the sub-sample 
is too small to warrant full cross-tabulations of the characteristies of 
migrants as of the beginning of the migration period, it may be possible to 
use the sub-sample data to estimate probabilities of change in selected 
characteristies and then to apply these probabilities in approximate formulas 
for mobility rates based on characteristies obtained at the beginning of the 
migration period. Of course, the coverage of characteristies will be severely 
limited in accordance with the scope of the quinquennial census (that 
occurring at years whose numbers end with six). These are largely specu-
lations, but it is hoped that they will help to stimulate thought on the 
future evolution of census sehedules and tabulation practices. 
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Table A . l -Mar i ta i Status Distributions for the Reporting Population by 
Five-Year Movement Status, for Selected Sex-Age Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Form and Rural Non-farm, 1956-61 

NOTE. —Percentages may not add to the total due to rounding error. 

Maritai s t a tus , 
sex and area 

Males 

AH areas 
Single 
Married . . . , 
Widowed or 

divorced . 

Urban 
Single 
Married . . . . 
Widowed or 

divorced . 

Rural non-farm 
Single . . . . ' . 
Married . . . , 
Widowed or 

divorced . 

Rural farm . . . 
Single 
Married , . , . 
Widowed or 

divorced . 

Females 

Ali areas 
Single . . . . 
Married . . . . 
Widowed or 

divorced . 

Urban , 
Single 
Married . . . . 
Widowed or 

divorced , 

Rural non-farm 
Single 
Married . . . . 
Widowed or 
divorced . . . 

Rural farm 
Single 
Married . . . . 
Widowed or 

divorced . 

Total 
popu
lation 

Non-
movers 

Movers within Canada 

Total 
Intra-
muni
cipal 

Inter-municipal 

Total 
Intra-

provin
cial 

Inter-
provin

cial 

Populat ion aged 15 and over 

100.0 
28.2 
68.5 

3.3 

100.0 
26.0 
70.8 

3.2 

100.0 
29.0 
67.1 

3.9 

100.0 
39.1 
57.9 

3.0 

100.0 
21.4 
68.7 

9.9 

100.0 
' 21.8 
67.7 

10.5 

100.0 
19.0 
71.6 

9.4 

100.0 
22.8 
71.2 

5.9 

100.0 
32.0 
64.2 

3.9 

100.0 
29.0 
67.1 

3.9 

100.0 
33.6 
61.8 

4.6 

10Ó.0 
39.9 
57.1 

3.0 

100.0 
24.0 
64.6 

11.4 

100.0 
24.4 
6 3 1 

12.6 

100.0 
22.4 
66.1 

11.5 

100.0 
24.6 
69.3 

6.1 

100.0 
23.2 
74.1 

2.7 

100.0 
22.8 
74.6 

2.7 

100.0 
22.0 
75.1 

2.9 

100.0 
34.7 
62.4 

2.9 

100.0 
18.5 
73.3 

8.2 

100.0 
19. S 
71.8 

8.8 

100.0 
14. 1 
79.6 

6.4 

100.0 
15.1 
79.8 

5.1 

100.0 
22.8 
74.2 

30 
100.0 
22.2 
74.8 

3.0 

100.0 
23.6 
73.3 

3.1 

100.0 
32.5 
64.8 

2.7 

100.0 
18.4 
72.3 

9.3 

100.0 
18.9 
71.3 

9.8 

100.0 
15.0 
77.7 

7.3 
100.0 

16.1 
79.2 

4.7 

100.0 
23.8 
74.0 

2.2 

100.0 
23.7 
74.2 

2.1 

100.0 
20.7 
76.7 

2.6 

100.0 
37.2 
59.7 

3.2 

100.0 
18.6 
74.8 

6 6 

100.0 
20.5 
72.5 

7.0 

100.0 
13.4 
81.0 

5.6 

100.0 
14.1 
80. 4 

5.5 

100.0 
23.5 
74.1 

2.3 

100.0 
23.3 
74.6 

2. 1 

100.0 
20.9 
76.4 

2.7 
100.0 
36.1 
60.7 

3.3 

100.0 
18.8 
74.5 

6.7 

100.0 
20.7 
72.2 

7.2 

100.0 
13.9 
80.3 

5.8 

100.0 
14.3 
80.5 

5.2 

100.0 
24.3 
73.8 

1 9 

100.0 
24.6 
73.6 

1.8 

100.0 
19.4 
78.5 

2.1 

100.0 
42.9 
54.8 

2.3 

100.0 
17.9 
76.0 

9.0 

100.0 
19.5 
74.1 

6.4 

100.0 
10.8 
84.6 

4.6 

100.0 
12.4 
80.3 

7.3 

Mi
grants 

from 
abroad 

100.0 
29.1 
69.6 

1 3 

100.0 
29.1 
69.6 

1-2 

100.0 
20.7 
77.4 

2.0 

100.0 
52.4 
4 5 0 

2.6 

100.0 
18.2 
75.8 

6.1 

100.0 
18.9 
74.9 

62 
100.0 

10.1 
85.5 

4.4 

100.0 
14.1 
81.0 

4.9 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

Table A.l -Maritai Status Distributions for the Reporting Population by 

Five-Year Movement Status, for Selected Sex-Age Groups, Canada, 

by Urban, Rural Farm and Rural Non-farm, 1956-61 - concluded 

Maritai status. 
sex and area 

Males 

Widowed or 

Widowed or 

Rural non-farm . . . . 

Widowed or 

Widowed or 

Females 

Widowed or 

Widowed or 

Rural non-farm . . . . 

Widowed or 

Widowed or 

Total 
popu
lation 

100.0 
35.5 
64.2 

0.3 

100.0 
33.2 
66.4 

0.3 

100.0 
32.8 
67.0 

0.2 

100.0 
57.0 
42.8 

0.2 

100.0 
19.9 
79.3 

0 8 

100.0 
21.2 
77.9 

0.9 

100.0 
13.8 
85.8 

0.4 

100.0 
20.0 
79.7 

0.3 

Non-
movers 

100.0 
58.7 
41.1 

0.2 

100.0 
57.6 
42.1 

0.3 

100.0 
54.6 
45.2 

0.2 

100.0 
65.4 
34.4 

0.1 

100.0 
32.0 
67.2 

0.8 

100.0 
35.9 
63.2 

0.9 

100.0 
24.1 
75.1 

0.8 

100.0 
27.1 
72.7 

0.3 

Movers 

Total 
Intra-
muni
cipal 

Population 

100.0 
22.8 
76.9 

0.3 
100.0 
23.1 
76.6 

0.3 

100.0 
18.0 
81.8 

0.2 

100.0 
32.6 
67.2 

0.2 

100.0 
14.0 
85.1 

0.9 

100.0 
15.7 
83.4 

1.0 

100.0 
7.6 

91.7 

0.7 

100.0 
7.0 

92.6 

0.4 

100.0 
21.8 
77.9 

0.3 

100.0 
2 1 9 
77.7 

0.4 

100.0 
18.5 
81.3 

0.2 

100.0 
29.7 
70.2 

0.2 

100.0 
13.5 
85.5 

1.0 

100.0 
14.6 
84.4 

1.0 

100.0 
7.7 

91.6 

0.8 

100.0 
7.4 

92.1 

0.5 

within Canada 

Inter-municip al 

Total 
Intra-

provin
cial 

aged 20- 34 

100.0 
23.9 
75.8 

0.3 

100.0 
25.0 
74.8 

0.3 

100.0 
17.6 
82.2 

0.2 

100.0 
35.6 
64.2 

0.2 

100.0 
14.6 
84.6 

0.8 
100.0 

17.3 
8 1 8 

0.9 

100.0 
7.6 

91.9 

0.6 

100.0 
6.7 

92.9 

0.4 

100.0 
23.2 
76.5 

0.2 

100.0 
24.3 
75.5 

0.2 

100.0 
17.5 
82.3 

0.2 

100.0 
34.0 
65.8 

0.2 

100.0 
14.4 
84.9 

0.8 

100.0 
17.1 
82. 1 

0.8 

100.0 
8.0 

91.4 

0.6 

100.0 
6.8 

92.9 

0.4 

Inter-
provin

cial 

100.0 
25.7 
74.0 

0 3 

100.0 
26.6 
73.1 

0.3 

100.0 
18.1 
81.6 

0.2 

100.0 
42.3 
57.2 

0.5 

100.0 
15. 3 
83.8 

1.2 

100.0 
17.8 
81.3 

0.9 

100.0 
5.2 

94.2 

0.6 

100.0 
6.7 

92.6 

0.7 

Mi
grants 
from 

abroad 

100.0 
34.4 
65.3 

0.3 

100.0 
34.6 
65.1 

0.3 
100.0 

22.4 
77.1 

O.S 

100.0 
62.9 
36.6 

0.5 

100.0 
17.2 
82.1 

0.7 

100.0 
18. 2 
81.1 

0.7 

100.0 
5.3 

94.4 

0.3 

100.0 
9.3 

90.2 

0.5 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table A.2-Five-Year Mobility and Migration Ratios for Language and Religious Groups, Canada, 
by Urban, Rural Non-farm and Rural Farm, 1956-61 

Language and 
religious groups 

Urban 

Mobility 
ratio^ 

Migration ratio 

Total 
Intra-

provin
cial 

provin
cia! 

Rural non-farm 

Mobility 
ratio 

Migration ratio 

Total 
Intra-

provin
cial 

Intei^ 
provin

cial 

Rural farm 

Mobility 
ratio 

Migration ratio 

Total 
Intra-

provin
cial 

Inter-
provin

cial 

Ali languages 
Roman and Greek Catholies 
Greek Orthodox 
AH Protestants 
Jewish 
Other 

English only 
Roman and Greek Catholies 
Greek Orthodox 
Ali Protestants 
Jewish 
Other 

French only 
Roman and Greek Catholies 
Greek Orthodox 
Ali Protestants 
Jewish 
Other 

Engl ish and French 
Roman and Greek Catholies 
Greek Orthodox 
AH Protestants 
Jewish 
Other 

Neither English nor French . . , 
Roman and Greek Catliolics 
Greek Orthodox 
AH Protestants 
Jewish 
Other 

49.7 
50.3 
52.1 
49.0 
48.0 
54.6 

49.3 
50.6 
51.6 
48.8 
47.4 
54.0 

48.2 
48.1 
60.1 
59.8 
71.4 
59.0 

52.5 
52.4 
54.7 
53.3 
50.5 
66.0 

61.0 
64.9 
56.9 
54.8 
56.8 
46.2 

18.3 
1 6 6 
15.5 
20.2 

8.2 
20.6 

18.9 
16.7 
15.8 
20.1 

7.8 
20.6 

15.5 
15.5 
20.3 
20.9 

7.1 
15.3 

18.8 
18.2 
14.2 
24.6 

9.7 
25.1 

9.5 
6.9 
9.6 

19.4 
3.6 
7.9 

14.2 
13.8 
11.6 
14.8 

6.3 
14.9 

13.8 
12.0 
11.8 
14.8 

5.9 
15.0 

14.9 
14.9 
17.6 
17.4 

5.4 
13.5 

14.8 
14.8 
11.0 
16.6 
8.0 

16.2 

7.4 
5.6 
7.0 

15.2 
3.1 
5.2 

4.1 
2.8 
3.9 
5.4 
1.9 
5.7 

5.1 
4.6 
4.0 
5.3 
2.0 
5.6 

0.6 
0.6 
2.7 
3.5 
1.8 
1.8 

3.9 
3.4 
3.3 
8.0 
1.7 
8.8 

2.0 
1.3 
2.6 
4.2 
O.S 
2.8 

39.4 
36.3 
39.8 
41.8 
44.2 
44.5 

41.2 
40.4 
40.2 
41.4 
41.5 
44.2 

31.5 
31.4 
22.2 
41.1 
00.0 
75.8 

40.9 
39.8 
50.8 
50.5 
51.4 
55.3 

51.5 
46.1 
26.8 
57.0 
00.0 
34.8 

21.3 
17.2 
22.7 
24.6 
31.8 
25.4 

23.9 
21.2 
22.8 
24.6 
34.0 
25.3 

12.4 
12.3 
22.2 
22.4 
00.0 
27.3 

23.5 
22.2 
40.0 
35.6 
25.7 
39.0 

12.0 
9.2 

14.0 
13.6 
00.0 
16.0 

17.8 
14.7 
19.2 
20.3 
17.8 
21.2 

19.6 
17.1 
19.2 
20.3 
14.9 
21.0 

11.7 
11.7 
22.2 
18.7 
00.0 
22.7 

18.9 
18.0 
32.3 
26.3 
25.7 
31.8 

10.9 
8.6 

13.4 
12.1 
00.0 
15.7 

3.5 
2.5 
3.5 
4.3 

14.0 
4.2 

4.3 
4.2 
3.6 
4.3 

19.2 
4.2 

0.7 
0.6 
0.0 
3.8 
0.0 
4.6 

4.6 
4.1 
7.7 
9.3 
0.0 
7.2 

1.1 
0.6 
0.6 
1.5 
0.3 
0.0 

16.4 
13.8 
16.7 
18.6 
21.0 
24.6 

18.8 
19.2 
16.6 
18.5 
25.4 
24.6 

10.2 
10.1 
33.3 
17.2 
00.0 
22.7 

17.2 
16.6 
32.4 
22.2 

5.6 
30.4 

23.3 
20.4 
15.9 
31.7 
00.0 
19.0 

7.9 
6.3 
6.8 
9.2 

19.8 
12.9 

9.2 
9.6 
6.6 
9.1 

23.8 
12.8 

4.1 
4.1 

33.3 
12.3 
00.0 

4.6 

9.0 
8.4 

25.4 
14.0 

5.6 
20.6 

9.8 
8.3 
6.9 

13.4 
00.0 

9.5 

6.9 
5.7 
5.4 
7.9 

17.3 
11.6 

8.0 
8.4 
5.3 
7.9 

22.2 
11.6 

4.0 
3.9 

33.3 
U . 3 
00.0 

4.6 

7.6 
7.2 

16.9 
11.3 
00.0 
13.0 

3.7 
7.9 
6.9 

- 5.0 
0.0 
9.5 

1.0 
0.6 
1.3 
1.3 
2.5 
1.3 

1.2 
1.2 
1.3 
1.2 
1.6 
1.2 

0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
1.0 
0.0 
0.0 

1.4 
1.2 
8.4 
2.8 
5.6 
7.6 

6.1 
0.4 
0.0 

18.4 
00.0 
00.0 

° See Table 2.10, footnote^, and Table 3 . 1 , footnote''. 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table A.3-Agricultural and Non-agricultural Ineome Per Capita,° 

Canada and Provinces, 1951, 1956 and 1961 

(Current dollars) 

Province 

1951 

Agricul
tural 

Non-
agricul

tural 

1956 

Agricul
tural 

Non-
agricul

tural 

1961 

Agricul
tural 

Non-
agricul

tural 

Canada 

Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick . . . . 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia . . . . 

666 

406 
254 
229 
317 
722 
770 

1,235 
996 
685 

1,219 

812 
896 
932 

1,063 
1.410 
1,231 
1,188 
1.366 
1,405 

510 

302 
273 
200 
266 
549 
534 
901 
697 
745 

1,507 

1,085 
1,081 
1,075 
1,313 
1,739 
1,509 
1,469 
1,684 
1,717 

619 

285 
204 
183 
307 
785 
644 
992 
904 
793 

1,524 

1,049 
1.081 
1.025 
1,354 
1,773 
1.565 
1,393 
1,588 
1,681 

^ Agricultural income cons is ts of net income of farm operators from farming operations 
plus wages paid in agriculture. Nón-agricultural income is personal income minus agricultural 
income. Agricultural income i s an understatement of farm income since it excludes income to 
farm operators and family members from non-farm sources. The agricultural and non-agricul
tural per capita figures are intended to indicate relative l eve l s of return in farm and non-farm 
activity. 

'' Newfoundland i s ineluded in the Canada total although it does not appear in the 
provincial breakdown. 

Table A.4-Relative Levels^ of Per Capita Non-agricultural Ineome, 

Canada and Provinces, 1956 and 1961 

Province 1961 

Canada 

Pr ince Edward Is land 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia . . . . 

2.46 

3.68 
5.30 
5.60 
4.41 
2.26 
2.43 
1.40 
1.76 
2.12 

° The relative per capita income measures presented are ratios of per capita non-
agricultural income to per capita agricultural income. 

SOURCE: Calculated from income estimates presented in Table A . l . 
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Table A.5 - Percentage Change In Non-agricultural Wages and Salaries,° 

Canada and Provinces, 1951-61 

Province 

Alberta 

1951-61 

92.8 

108.7 
66.3 
67.9 
93.3 
90.5 
83.7 

111.0 
131.9 
88.3 

1951-56 

47.9 

47.8 
32.8 
3 1 6 
45. 3 
47.2 
40.5 
61.5 
69.9 
51.1 

1956-61 

30.4 
41.2 
25.2 
27.6 
3 3 0 
29.4 
30. 7 
30.6 
36. 5 
24.6 

Non-agricultural wages and salaries were estimated by subtracting wages paid to farm 
labour from total wages and salaries in ali occupations. Wages and salaries estimates used 
were three-year averages centred on the year of reference. 

SOURCES: Calculated from data in DBS, National Accounts Ineome and Expendlture, 
1926-56, 1962, 1965, Table 31; DBS, Handbook ol Agrlculturel Statistics, pp. 87-93; and 
DBS, Farm Net Ineome, 1961. 

Table A.6 — Non-agricultural Service Income^ per Worker, 
Canada and Provinces, 1951 and 1961 

(Current dollars) 

Province 1951 1961 

Canada 

Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
Brit ish Columbia . . . . 

2,623 3,670 

1,722 
2,137 
2,315 
2,353 
2,871 
2,595 
2,304 
2,779 
3,049 

2,773 
2,855 
2,827 
3,423 
3,938 
3,651 
3,440 
3,756 
4,087 

Non-agricultural service income is the sum of wages and salaries in non-farm employ
ment plus income of non-farm unincorporated business. It is intended to indicate levels of 
return to economie activity in each province. Service income differs from personal income 
by the amount of property income (interest, rent and dividends) which may accrue to residents 
of one province even though factors of production are employed in other provinces. See Eldridge 
and Thomas, 1964, p. 347. 

SOURCES: Calculated from data in DBS, National Accounts Ineome and Bxpendìture, 
1926-56, 1962 and 1965, Table 31; DBS, Handbook oÌ Aèricultural Statistica; DBS, Farm Net 
Income; 195 1 Census Voi. I, Table 14, and 1961 Census, DBS 92-536. 
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Table A . 7 - Percentage Change in Male Labour Force by Occupation, 
exeluding Rural Farm Migrants 1956-61,° Canada and 

Selected Provinces, 1951-61 

Occupation division Canada 
New 

Bruns
wick 

Ontario 
Saskat
ehewan 

British 
Columbia 

Managerial 
Professional and teehnical 
Clerical 
Sales 
Service and reereation 
Transportation and communication 
Farmers and farm workers 
Other primary occupations 
Craftsmen, production proeess and 

related workers 
Labourers, not elsewhere 

classified 

23.2 
60.8 
26.7 
36.3 
44.6 
18.5 
28.1 
20.7 

13.5 

4.2 

12.9 
48.4 
13.5 
31.2 
94.6 

3.2 
53.9 
33.1 

10.3 

6.2 

25.0 
62.6 
23.4 
41.8 
42.2 
18.0 
23.0 

1.5 

10.5 

6.2 

5.1 
38.0 
10.3 
4.7 

40.9 
14.0 
24.5 
41.5 

23.0 

14.6 

33.0 
63.3 
23.6 
38.7 
32.9 
22.6 

- 21.4 
- 28.6 

16.6 

- 0.6 

The percentage change in employment was calculated by taking the change in number 
of persons in each occupation between 1951 and 1961, subtracting from that change, the 
number of 1956- 61 rural farm migrants in each occupation group and expressing the result as 
a percentage of the 1951 labour force in each occupation. 

SOURCE: Calculated from the 1956 Census, DBS 9 4 - 5 0 1 , Table 3. 
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Table A.8-Correlation Matrices forthe Analysis of the Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1956-61 Five-Year In-Migration Ratio, Canada 

(Zero order product-moment correlation coefficients) 

NOTE. —See Table 7.1 for the meaning of symbols; the sequence of variables 
follows that in Table 7.1. 

Variables 

AH 102 urban complexes 

Vi Xi Xit 

Yi . 
X, . 
X3 • 
X, . 
Xio 
Xi, 
X2. 
Xit 
X, . 
X, . 
Xll 
Xe . 
X, . 
Xl7 
X, . 
Xi, 

JS13 

V i • 
Xi . 
X3. 
X, . 
Aio 
Xif 
X2. 
Xi, 
X, . 
Xs . 
Xn 
X, . 
X, . 
Xn 
X> . 
Xis 

Xi3 

1.00 
0.17 
0.25 
0.32 
0.40 
0.10 
0.33 

.33 

.13 

.17 

.20 
,12 

0.12 
-0.21 
-0.36 
-0.20 
0.47 
0.36 

1.00 
0.40 
0.58 
0.46 
0.40 
0.26 
0.25 
0.14 
0.21 
0.19 
0.66 
0.22 
0.33 

-0 .28 
-0 .14 

0.15 
0.21 

1.00 
0.35 
0.51 
0.40 
0.28 
0.39 
0.22 

-0.19 
-0 .19 

0.42 
0.41 
0.19 

-0.14 
-0.10 
0.36 
0.28 

1.00 
0.48 
0.42 
0.55 
0.59 
0.37 
0.52 
0.52 
0.40 
0.22 
0.38 

-0 .25 
-0 .09 

0.13 
0.39 

1.00 
0.63 
0.24 
0.30 

-0.12 
-0.17 
-0.20 
0.34 
0.20 
0.28 

-0.53 
-0.46 
0.30 
0.36 

1.00 
0.23 
0.25 

-0.05 
-0.03 
-0.04 
0.20 
0.12 
0.34 

-0.36 
-0.30 
0.18 
0.37 

1.00 
0.70 
0.30 
0.55 
0.47 
0.04 
0.15 
0.23 
0.04 
0.13 
0.22 
0.44 

1.00 
0.44 
0.39 
0.32 
0.07 
0.26 
0.03 

-0.15 
0.03 
0.39 
0.33 

X, 

1.00 
0.40 
0.41 
0.12 
0.27 
0.09 
0.10 
0.27 
0.03 

-0.08 

1.00 
0.96 
0.14 
0.00 
0.10 
0.10 
0.26 
0.02 
0.21 

.Xl l 

1.00 
0.11 
0.01 
0.11 
0.07 
0.24 

-0.04 
0.15 

1.00 
0.37 
0.21 

-0.11 
-0.05 
0.12 
0.11 

1.00 
0.20 

-0.03 
0.11 
0.09 
0.06 

1.00 
0.02 
0.05 

-0 .21 
0.16 

1.00 
0.69 

-0.29 
-0.33 

1.00 
-0.19 
-0.16 

1.00 
0.64 1.00 

Urban complexes of 10,000 population and over in 1961. 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

Table A.8-Correlation Matrices forthe Analysis of the Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1956-61 Five-Year In-Migration Ratio, Canada - continued 

(Zero order p r o d u c t - m o m e n t corre la t ion c o e f f i c i e n t s ) 

V a r i a b l e s 

3 7 Q u e b e c and Maritime urban c o m p l e x e s ^ 

^1 Xr X7 Xu X2 

Yi-
X,. 
X3. 
X-,. 
Aio 
Ai4 
X2. 
Xi6 
X,. 
Xs. 
Xn 
Xe-
X , . 
Xn 
X>. 
Xis 

n-
Xi. 
X3-
X-,. 
Xio 
Xi4 
X2. 
Xie 
X,. 
Xs. 
Xn 
Xe-
A , . 
-X17 
X,. 
Xis 

1.00 
0 . 3 3 
0 . 2 0 
0 . 4 0 
0 .22 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 3 1 
0 . 1 1 
0 . 1 0 
0 . 1 9 
0 .27 
0 .07 
0 . 3 3 

- 0 . 1 6 
- 0 . 3 9 
- 0 . 2 4 

0 .47 
0 . 5 5 

1.00 
0 . 5 5 
0 .54 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 5 7 
0 .41 
0 . 4 3 
0 .25 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 0 8 
0 . 7 8 
0 .36 
0 . 2 2 

- 0 . 3 7 
- 0 . 1 9 

0 . 5 4 
0 . 2 9 

1 .00 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 6 0 

53 
22 
33 
16 
59 

0 . 6 0 
0 . 3 7 
0.39 
0 . 1 0 
•0.13 
•0.07 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 3 0 

1.00 
0 . 5 6 
0 . 6 5 
0 . 5 8 
0 . 6 2 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 4 1 
0 . 4 3 
0 . 3 1 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 3 3 

- 0 . 5 6 
- 0 . 3 6 

0 . 2 5 
0 . 4 0 

1.00 
0 . 8 6 
0 . 3 2 
0 .56 
0 . 1 3 

- 0 . 1 8 
- 0 . 2 0 

0 . 3 3 
0 .37 
0 .26 

- 0 . 5 3 
- 0 . 4 7 

0 . 4 8 
0 . 3 7 

1 .00 
0 . 2 7 
0 .61 
0 . 1 2 

- 0 . 1 2 
- 0 . 1 3 

0 . 3 3 
0 . 3 4 
0 . 2 8 

- 0 . 5 2 
- 0 . 4 9 

0 .51 
0 .50 

1 .00 
0 . 4 2 
0 . 4 7 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 2 2 
0 .17 
0 .47 
0 . 6 2 

- 0 . 3 3 
- 0 . 0 2 

0 . 1 3 
0 . 4 2 

1 .00 
0 . 3 9 
0 . 0 0 

- 0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 4 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 0 8 

- 0 . 3 9 
- 0 . 2 3 

0 . 3 9 
0 . 1 1 

X, 

1.00 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 0 3 
0 . 1 7 

- 0 . 1 4 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 0 4 

- 0 . 0 4 

1.00 
0 . 9 7 
0 . 1 6 

- 0 . 1 8 
0 . 1 1 

- 0 . 2 8 
- 0 . 1 8 
- 0 . 2 1 
- 0 . 1 1 

Xn 

1.00 
0 . 0 9 

- 0 . 1 3 
0 . 1 2 

- 0 . 3 4 
- 0 . 2 2 
- 0 . 2 2 
- 0 . 0 2 

1 .00 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 1 7 

- 0 . 1 6 
- 0 . 0 1 

0 . 2 5 
0 . 1 0 

1 .00 
0 .27 

- 0 . 2 4 
- 0 . 1 1 

0 . 1 8 
0 . 3 4 

1.00 
0 . 0 4 
0 . 0 4 

- 0 . 1 4 
0 . 2 8 

1.00 
0 . 8 3 

- 0 . 4 1 
- 0 . 3 6 

1 .00 
- 0 . 4 3 
- 0 . 3 5 

1 .00 
0 . 5 9 

Xi3 

1 .00 

Urban complexes of 10,000 population and over in 1961 
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APPENDIX A 

Table A.8-Correlation Matrices forthe Analysis of the Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1956-61 Five-Year In-Migration Ratio, Canada - continued 

(Zero order p r o d u c t - m o m e n t corre la t ion c o e f f i c i e n t s ) 

V a r i a b l e s 

l'i . 
Xi . 
X3 
X, . 
Xio 
X» 
X2. 
Xie-
X, . 
Xs . 
Xn 
Xe-
X, . 
Xll 
X, . 
Xis 
JC12 
Xl3 

Vi . 
Xi . 
X3. 
X, . 
• ^ x o 

X2 . 
Xie 
Xn . 
Xs -
Xn 
Xe -
A , . 
Xn 
Xs . 
Xis 
Xi2-
Xl3 

38 Ontario urban c o m p l e x e s 

1.00 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 1 4 

- 0 . 3 0 
- 0 . 1 3 

0 . 2 2 
0 . 5 8 
0 . 0 6 
0 .17 
0 . 2 3 
0 .14 

- 0 . 2 2 
- 0 . 0 7 
- 0 . 0 1 

0 . 1 9 
- 0 . 2 3 

X, 

1.00 
0 . 2 6 
0 . 3 7 
0 . 1 5 
0 .16 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 0 9 

- 0 . 1 7 

Xr 

1.00 
0 . 5 2 
0 . 6 9 
0 .41 
0 . 2 6 

- 0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 2 9 

0 . 2 6 
0 .25 
0 .31 
0 . 8 4 
0 . 3 4 
0 .41 

- 0 . 1 4 
0 . 0 5 

- 0 . 0 3 
0 . 0 8 

1.00 
0 . 9 4 
0 . 1 9 

- 0 . 1 9 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 3 8 
0 . 4 9 

- 0 . 1 1 
0 . 1 8 

1.00 
0 .21 
0 . 6 5 
0 .36 

- 0 . 0 1 
0 . 2 0 
0 .21 

- 0 . 3 2 
- 0 . 2 8 

0 . 4 2 
0 . 5 3 
0 .34 

- 0 . 1 3 
- 0 . 0 5 

0 .18 
0 . 0 8 

Xn 

1.00 
0 . 1 9 

- 0 . 1 9 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 3 4 
0 . 4 5 

- 0 . 2 2 
-0 .04 

1.00 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 3 5 
0 . 3 1 

- 0 . 4 8 
0 .17 
0 . 4 1 
0 . 4 6 
0 . 4 9 

- 0 . 0 0 
0 . 5 8 

- 0 . 1 4 
0 . 0 8 

- 0 . 2 1 
0 . 1 8 

1 .00 
0 . 5 2 
0 . 2 3 

- 0 . 0 0 
0 . 1 0 
0 .01 
0 . 0 9 

1 .00 
0 . 7 0 
0 . 1 4 
0 . 0 9 
0 . 0 2 

- 0 . 1 9 
- 0 . 1 4 

0 . 3 3 
0 . 3 9 
0 .56 

- 0 . 2 5 
-0.09 

0 . 0 6 
0 . 0 9 

1.00 
0 . 1 4 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 1 6 

- 0 . 0 2 

^ 1 7 

1.00 
- 0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 6 

• 0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 4 

1 .00 
0 . 0 9 

- 0 . 0 6 
- 0 . 1 5 
- 0 . 0 8 
- 0 . 0 7 

0 . 1 3 
0 . 2 3 
0 .67 

- 0 . 4 0 
- 0 . 1 1 

0 . 2 0 
0 . 3 8 

1.00 
0 . 6 4 

- 0 . 2 9 
-0 .21 

1 .00 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 3 7 

- 0 . 1 1 
- 0 . 0 8 

0 . 4 5 
0 . 4 1 
0 . 3 3 

- 0 . 2 9 
0 . 2 0 

1.00 
0 . 0 8 
0 .16 

X12 

1.00 
0 . 1 6 

- 0 . 1 1 
- 0 . 1 4 
- 0 . 0 9 

0 . 2 7 
- 0 . 2 0 

0 . 3 3 
0 . 3 3 
0 .37 
0 . 0 2 

1.00 
0 . 5 8 1 .00 

Urban complexes of 10,000 population and over in 1961. 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

Table A.8-Correlation Matrices forthe Analysis of the Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1956-61 Five-Year In-Migration Ratio, Canada - continued 

(Zero order product-moment correlation coefficients) 

Variables 

27 western urban complexes 

Xi X, Xie 

Yi • 
Xi 
X3 
X, 
.Xio 
JC14 
X2 . 
Xie 
X, 
Xs 
Xn 
Xe 
X, 
Xn 
Xs 
Xis 
yCi2 . 
Xi3 

Yr 
Xi 
X3 
X-, 

•^10 

X2 

^ 4 

^ 5 
Xn 
Xe 
X9 
Xn 
Xs 
Xis 
Xl3 

1.00 
-0.33 
0.04 

-0.11 
0.45 

-0.17 
-0.23 
0.24 

-0.57 
-0.40 
-0.34 
-0.04 
-0.05 
-0.47 
-0.35 
-0.19 
0.50 
0.45 

1.00 
0.07 
0.62 
0.28 
0.30 
0.43 

-0.03 
0.03 
0.25 
0.20 
0.50 
0.22 
0.67 

-0.05 
- 0 . 0 6 
-0.31 

0.01 

1.00 
0.38 
0.42 
0.49 

-0.14 
-0.08 
-0.04 
-0.27 
-0.12 
0.58 
0.13 
0.24 

-0.19 
-0.36 
0.01 
0.19 

1.00 
0.48 
0.44 
0.20 

-0.00 
0.06 
0.29 
0.29 
0.59 
0.25 
0.55 
0.03 

-0.18 
-0.25 

0.22 

1.00 
0.46 
0.05 
0.35 

-0.37 
-0.50 
-0.49 
0.60 
0.43 
0.31 

-0.46 
-0.47 
0.11 
0.29 

1.00 
0.11 

-0.22 
-0.05 
-0.14 
-0.12 
0.32 
0.33 
0.63 

-0.10 
-0.17 
-0.12 
0.19 

1.00 
-0.42 
-0.27 
0.21 
0.09 

-0.03 
-0.28 
0.35 
0.52 
0.12 
0.01 

-0.04 

1.00 
0.14 

-0.35 
-0.36 
0.25 
0.42 

-0 .19 
-0 .65 
-0 .59 
-0 .02 
-0 .05 

X, 

1.00 
0.31 
0.35 
0.08 
0.28 
0.05 
0.14 
0.19 

-0 .32 
-0 .46 

1.00 
0.96 

-0.09 
-0.16 
0.11 
0.49 
0.45 

-0.08 
0.05 

Xn 

1.00 
-0 .10 
-0 .14 

0.09 
0.43 
0.42 

-0 .12 
0.05 

1.00 
0.35 
0.32 

-0.30 
-0.41 
-0.01 

0.14 

1.00 
0.31 

-0.62 
-0.19 
-0.29 
-0.12 

1.00 
0.07 
0.01 

-0 .43 
-0 .09 

1.00 
0.43 
0.01 

-0.21 

1.00 
-0.20 
-0.28 

Xi2 

1.00 
0.70 1.00 

Urban complexes of 10,000 population and over in 1961. 
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Table A.8-Correlation Matrices forthe Analysis ofthe Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1956-61 Five-Year In-Migration Ratio, Canada - continued 

(Zero order product-moment correlation coefficients) 

Variables 

Yi . 
Xi . 
X3 -
X, . 
Xio 
Xi> 
X2 . 
Xie 
X, . 
X, . 
Xn 
Xe. 
A, . 
Xn 
Xs . 
Xis 
Xi2 
A„ 

Yi -
Xi . 
X, . 
X, . 
Xll, 
XlA 
X2. 
Xie 
X, . 
Xs -
Xn 
Xe-
Xo . 
Xn 
Xs . 
X,s 
Xl2 
Xi3 

37 MAs or MUAs° 

Yi 

1.00 
0.32 
0.41 
0.36 
0.19 

-0.00 
0.20 
0.26 
0.49 
0.22 
0.25 
0.36 
0.06 

-0.26 
-0.16 
-0.07 
0.37 
0.09 

1.00 
0.31 
0.60 
0.44 
0.32 
0.35 
0.21 
0.20 
0.26 
0.27 
.0.55 
0.14 
0.34 

-0 .37 
-0 .23 
-0 .08 

0.19 

1.00 
0.44 
0.49 
0.20 
0.14 
0.10 

-0.09 
0.04 
0.28 
0.12 

1.00 
0.96 
0.27 
0.04 
0.09 
0.21 
0.35 
0.27 
0.35 

1.00 
0.50 
0.54 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.43 

-0.02 
-0.02 

0.36 
0.43 
0.27 

-0.14 
-0.08 
0.25 
0.30 

Xn 

1.00 
0.25 
0.01 
0.12 
0.19 
0.33 
0.13 
0.18 

Xy 

1.00 
0.65 
0.43 
0.53 
0.60 
0.56 
0.46 
0.49 
0.41 
0.11 
0.42 

-0 .46 
-0 .22 

0.16 
0.36 

1.00 
0.45 
0.24 

-0.04 
0.05 
0.11 
0.26 

1.00 
0.64 
0.21 
0.30 
0.15 

-0 .10 
-0 .08 

0.27 
0.13 
0.49 

-0 .53 
-0 .44 

0.05 
0.26 

1.00 
0.25 
0.18 
0.23 
0.08 
0.24 

1.00 
-0.10 
-0.05 
-0.18 
0.30 

1.00 
0.24 
0.22 
0.11 

-0 .01 
-0 .01 

0.06 
0.06 
0.34 

-0.36 
-0 .29 
-0.03 
0.25 

1.00 
0.87 

-0.02 
-0.10 

1.00 
0.68 
0.35 
0.61 
0.55 
0.09 
0.27 
0.29 
0.02 
0.18 
0.28 
0.51 

1.00 
0.15 
0.11 

1.00 
0.53 
0.46 
0.42 
0.00 
0.16 
0.02 

-0 .27 
-0 .07 

0.43 
0.31 

1.00 
0.68 

X , 3 

1.00 

See Chapter Seven, footnote . 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

Table A.8-Correlation Matrices forthe Analysis of the Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1956-61 Five-Year In-Migration Ratio, Canada - concluded 

(Zero order p r o d u c t - m o m e n t corre la t ion c o e f f i c i e n t s ) 

V a r i a b l e s 

65 ne i ther MAs nor MUAs 

Yi Xi X3 X-, 

Yi . 
Xi . 
X3 . 
X, . 

Xi4 
X2 . 
Xie 
X, . 
Xs -
Xn 
Xe . 
A , . 
Xn 
Xs -
Xis 
Xl2 
Xi3 

Yi -
Xi . 
X3 -
X-, . 
XlQ 
Xl^ 
X2 . 
Xie 
X, . 
Xs -
Xn 
Xe -
A , . 
Xn 
Xs -
Xis 
A12 

Xl3 

1.00 
0 . 3 2 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 5 8 
0 .51 
0 . 3 5 
0 .51 
0 . 4 0 
0 .11 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 2 8 
0 .16 
0 . 2 4 

- 0 . 0 4 
- 0 . 3 7 
- 0 . 1 8 

0 .41 
0 . 4 8 

1.00 
0 . 4 8 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 5 2 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 1 0 
0 .77 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 2 5 

- 0 . 3 3 
- 0 . 1 8 

0 . 4 8 
0 . 2 6 

1.00 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 5 2 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 1 2 

- 0 . 3 1 
- 0 . 2 9 

0 .45 
0 . 3 9 
0 . 3 4 

- 0 . 1 6 
- 0 . 1 4 

0 . 4 9 
0 .27 

1.00 
0 .41 
0 . 4 1 
0 . 5 5 
0 . 6 2 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 5 5 
0 . 5 3 
0 .35 
0 . 2 4 
0 . 3 2 

- 0 . 2 6 
- 0 . 1 3 

0 . 3 4 
0 .46 

1.00 
0 . 7 7 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 3 0 

- 0 . 2 4 
- 0 . 2 2 
- 0 . 2 6 

0 . 3 9 
0 . 2 3 
0 .37 

- 0 . 5 5 
- 0 . 4 9 

0 . 4 3 
0 .41 

1.00 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 3 4 

- 0 . 2 8 
- 0 . 1 1 
- 0 . 1 5 

0 . 3 9 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 3 5 

- 0 . 5 4 
- 0 . 4 7 

0 . 5 6 
0 . 6 1 

1 .00 
0 . 7 1 
0 . 2 6 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 4 2 

- 0 . 0 3 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 2 
0 .05 
0 . 3 1 
0 . 4 1 

1 .00 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 3 6 
0 .27 
0 . 1 0 
0 . 3 1 
0 . 1 0 

- 0 . 1 1 
0 .07 
0 . 4 3 
0 . 3 5 

Xn 

1.00 
0 . 3 8 
0 . 3 7 
0 .05 
0 .31 
0 .06 
0 . 1 6 
0 .35 
0 .02 

- 0 . 1 7 

Xs 

1.00 
0 .97 
0 . 0 2 

- 0 . 0 5 
- 0 . 0 9 

0 . 0 1 
0 . 1 8 
0 .01 
0 . 1 5 

Xn 

1.00 
- 0 . 0 1 
- 0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 1 0 
- C O I 

0 . 1 7 
- 0 . 0 3 

0 . 1 3 

1.00 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 2 5 

- 0 . 2 0 
- 0 . 1 7 

0 . 2 3 
0 . 0 2 

1.00 
0 . 0 8 

- 0 . 1 8 
- 0 . 0 0 

0 . 1 8 
- 0 . 0 5 

Xs 

1.00 
- 0 . 1 0 
- 0 . 0 7 
- 0 . 1 0 

0 . 0 2 

1 .00 
0 . 5 8 

- 0 . 3 1 
- 0 . 4 5 

1.00 
- 0 . 2 4 
- 0 . 3 1 

A 1 2 

1.00 
0 . 7 0 1 .00 

See Chapter Seven, footnote . 

SOURCES: Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample, DBS 6 3 - 5 0 9 , Table 
3; 1961 Census , DBS 9 8 - 5 0 1 , Table A.3; DBS 9 4 - 5 1 9 , Tables 2, 3 and 4; DBS 9 4 - 5 2 0 , 
Table 5; DBS 9 4 - 5 2 1 , Table 6; DBS 9 4 - 5 2 2 , T a b l e 7;DBS 92 - 557, Tables 104 and 105;DBS 
9 2 - 5 4 7 , T a b l e s 5 2 - 5 4 ; D B S 9 2 - 5 5 2 , Tables 7 9 - 8 0 ; DBS 9 2 - 5 5 0 , Tables 7 5 - 7 7 ; DBS 9 2 - 5 0 4 
Tables 7 - 9 ; DBS 9 4 - 5 0 9 , T a b l e 10;DBS 9 4 - 5 0 6 , Table 11; DBS 9 4 - 5 3 4 , Tables 1 1 - 1 3 ; DBS 
9 2 - 5 3 5 , Tables 9 - 1 0 . 
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APPENDIX A 

Table A.9-Correlation Matrices for the Analysis of Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1951 -61 Net Migration Ratio, Canada 

(Zero order product-moment correlation coefficients) 

N O T E . — S e e T a b l e 8 . 1 for the m e a n i n g of the s y m b o l s . 

Variables 

AH 63 urban complexes 

Xi Xs Xn 

Y .. 
Xi . 
X, -
Xs . 
Xe -
Xs . 
Xn 
Jf .3 
X, . 
Xn 
.Xj3 

Xio 
Xl9 
A j i 

. ^ 2 5 

Y . . 
Xi • 
Xs • 
Xs . 
Xe • 
Xs . 
Xn 
Xl3 
X, . 
Xn 
.X23 
A 24 
Xio 
Xig 
X21 
A22 
Xjs 

1.00 
0.53 
0.38 
0.38 
0.49 

-0.42 
0.57 

-0.17 
0.21 
0.25 
0.30 
0.20 

-0.07 
-0.24 

0.24 
0.40 
0.16 

1.00 
0.39 
0.75 
0.41 

-0.01 
-0.21 
0.20 
0.14 
0.09 

1.00 
0.54 
0.40 
0.69 

-0.73 
0.56 

-0.12 
-0.01 
-0.01 
0..27 
0.03 

-0.14 
-0.02 

0.23 
0.17 
0.12 

1.00 
0.16 
0.40 

-0.45 
0.60 

-0.00 
0.18 

-0.06 
0.51 

-0 .18 
-0 .11 
-0.04 

0.14 
0.14 
0.26 

1.00 
0.55 

-0.32 
0.57 

-0 .41 
0.19 
0.16 
0.21 
0.29 

-0 .21 
-0.15 

0.51 
0.01 
0.01 

1.00 
-0.48 
0.61 

-0.36 
0.33 
0.24 
0.48 
0.28 

-0.11 
-0.26 
0.30 
0.15 
0.03 

1.00 
-0 .54 

0.21 
-0 .03 
-0 .08 
-0 .24 
-0 .21 

0.10 
0.02 

-0 .09 
-0 .01 
-0 .12 

1.00 
-0.42 
Ò.35 
0.41 
0.55 
0.12 

-0.16 
-0.13 
0.32 
0.08 
0.21 

1.00 
-0 .18 
-0 .51 
-0 .14 

0.06 
0.04 

-0 .19 
-0 .04 

0.19 
0.20 

1.00 
0.37 
0.27 

-0.19 
-0.14 
0.03 
0.08 

-0.06 

1.00 
0.38 

-0.01 
-0.24 
0.21 

-0.02 
0.27 

1.00 
0.03 

-0.50 
0.23 
0.06 
0.06 

1.00 
0.14 

-0.31 
-0.09 
0.00 

1.00 
-0.26 
-0.14 
-0.10 

A21 

1.00 
0.01 
0.07 

1.00 
-0 .11 1.00 

Urban c o m p l e x e s of 1 0 , 0 0 0 p o p u l a t i o n and o v e r in 1 9 4 1 . 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

Table A.9-Correlation Matrices for the Analysis of Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1951-61 Net Migration Ratio, Canada - continued 

(Zero order product-moment correlation coefficients) 

Variables 

38 MAs and MUAs' 

Xi Xs Xn 

Y . 
Xi 
Xs 
Xs 
Xe 
Xs 
Xn 
Xl3 
X, 
Xn 
X23 
X24 
Xio 
Xl9 
A21 
X22 
X05 

1.00 
0.57 
0.45 
0.36 
0.64 

-0.57 
0.63 

-0.21 
0.37 
0.22 
0.45 
0.35 

•0.21 
-0 .31 

0.15 
0.34 
0.19 

Y . 
Xi 
Xs 
Xs 
Xe 
Xs 
Xn 
Xl3 
Xc, 
Xn 
A23 

Xio 
Xig 
X21 
A22 
A 25 

1.00 
0.40 
0.83 
0.39 
0.18 

-0.25 
0.19 
0.19 

-0 .02 

1.00 
0.47 
0.40 
0.74 

-0.77 
0.54 

-0.12 
0.07 

-0.08 
0.34 
0.20 
0.31 

-0.12 
0.21 
0.03 
0.08 

1.00 
0.02 
0.26 

-0 .44 
0.52 
0.09 
0.18 

-0 .15 
0.38 

-0 .20 
0.32 

-0 .02 
0.05 
0.22 
0.19 

1.00 
0.52 

-0.39 
0.53 

-0.46 
0.18 
0.10 
0.11 
0.39 

-0.12 
-0.21 
0.48 

-0.07 
-0.04 

1.00 
-0.57 
0.56 

-0.37 
0.31 
0.15 
0.45 
0.48 
0.07 

-0.41 
0.31 
0.10 

-0.04 

1.00 
-0 .67 

0.21 
-0 .03 
-0 .09 
-0 .24 
-0 .26 
-0 .34 

0.12 
-0 .13 
-0 .02 
-0 .10 

1.00 
-0.53 
0.41 
0.40 
0.54 
0.36 
0.24 

-0.20 
0.26 

-0.01 
0.20 

1.00 
-0 .29 
-0 .55 
-0 .22 
-0 .11 
-0 .02 
-0 .09 
-0 .10 

0.21 
0.19 

1.00 
0.43 
0.37 

-0.20 
-0.25 
-0.01 
0.06 

-0.09 

1.00 
0.46 
0.21 

-0.26 
0.19 
0.10 
0.17 

1.00 
-0.01 
-0.62 
0.29 
0.12 
0.13 

1.00 
0.33 

-0.25 
0.03 
0.16 

1.00 
-0.26 
-0.27 
-0.62 

A21 

1.00 
-0.13 

0.29 
1.00 

-0 .10 1.00 

' See Chapter Eight, footnotes ' and ®. 
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APPENDIX A 

Table A.9-Correlation Matrices for the Analysis of Inter-urban Variation 
in the 1951-61 Net Migration Ratio, Canada - concluded 

(Zero order p r o d u c t - m o m e n t corre la t ion c o e f f i c i e n t s ) 

V a r i a b l e s 

y . 
Xi . 
Xs -
Xs • 
Xe • 
Xs -
Xn 
Jfi3 
X , . 
Xn 
A 23 
A24 
Xio 
Xl9 
A21 
A22 
A25 

Y . . 
Xi . 
X3 . 
Xs -
Xe -
Xs . 
Xn 
Xl3 
X , . 
Xn 
X23 
A24 
Xio 
A19 
A21 
Aj2 
A25 

25 ne i ther MAs nor MUAs° 

1.00 
0 .31 

- 0 . 0 3 
0 . 0 6 

- 0 . 0 7 
- 0 . 1 9 

0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 2 8 
- 0 . 4 4 

0 . 1 8 
0 . 3 6 
0 .21 
0 . 0 8 
0 . 2 4 
0 . 0 8 
0 . 3 3 
0 . 0 2 

1 .00 
0 .37 
0 . 5 6 
0 . 4 3 

- 0 . 0 3 
- 0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 1 7 
- 0 . 0 6 

0 . 1 8 

Xi 

1.00 
0 . 5 9 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 5 S 

- 0 . 7 1 
0 . 5 2 

- 0 . 1 9 
- 0 . 2 8 

0 . 0 8 
0 .05 

- 0 . 3 2 
- 0 . 4 8 

0 .36 
0.39 
0.27 
0 .12 

1.00 
0 .15 

- 0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 0 8 

0 .51 
- 0 . 1 8 

0 .01 
- 0 . 0 7 

^ 3 

1.00 
0 . 3 8 
0 .61 

- 0 . 5 2 
0 . 6 5 

- 0 . 2 3 
0 . 0 8 

- 0 . 0 2 
0 . 6 3 

- 0 . 2 2 
- 0 . 2 1 

0 .01 
0 .15 

- 0 . 1 9 
0 . 2 9 

Xr 

1.00 
0 .24 
0 .00 

- 0 . 1 4 
- 0 . 1 0 
- 0 . 4 3 

0 .35 

Xs 

1.00 
0 . 6 9 

- 0 . 2 5 
0 .61 

- 0 . 5 8 
0 . 0 9 
0 . 3 8 
0 .41 

- 0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 0 6 

0 . 4 4 
0 . 2 9 

- 0 . 1 2 
0 . 0 0 

1 .00 
0 . 1 5 

- 0 . 1 7 
0 . 0 5 

- 0 . 0 7 
- 0 . 0 3 

1.00 
- 0 . 3 2 

0 . 7 5 
- 0 . 4 3 

0 .34 
0 . 5 0 
0 .51 

- 0 . 1 5 
- 0 . 2 1 

0 . 3 3 
0 .31 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 0 8 

1.00 
- 0 . 3 2 
- 0 . 2 0 

0 . 1 4 
0 . 0 3 

1 .00 
- 0 . 4 1 

0 . 2 2 
- 0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 0 7 
- 0 . 2 7 
- 0 . 1 3 

0 . 6 3 
- 0 . 2 4 
- 0 . 3 2 

0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 1 4 

1 .00 
- 0 . 0 3 

0 . 3 2 
- 0 . 3 2 

^ . 1 

1.00 
- 0 . 4 4 

0 . 0 9 
0 . 3 7 
0 . 4 7 

- 0 . 4 3 
- 0 . 2 5 

0 . 2 8 
0 .14 

- 0 . 1 0 
0 .16 

A 2 1 

1.00 
0 . 2 8 

- 0 . 1 0 

Xl3 

1.00 
- 0 . 0 5 
- 0 . 5 6 
- 0 . 0 5 

0 . 3 4 
0 . 2 7 

- 0 . 5 1 
- 0 . 0 4 

0 . 1 0 
0 . 1 9 

1 .00 
- 0 . 2 3 1 .00 

Urban complexes of 10,000 and over in 1941. 

See Chapter Eight, footnotes ' and ®. 

SOURCES: 1941 Census , Voi. II, Table 45; Voi. VI, Table 4; Voi. VII, Tables 7, 9 and 
2 2 - 2 5 ; Voi. X, Table 8; Voi. XI, Tables 3 and 5. 1951 Census, Voi. I, Tables 48, 57 and 61; 
Voi. IV, Tables 6 and 17; Voi. V, Tables 3 and 16; Voi. VII, Table 4; Voi. Vil i , Tables 5 and 
24. DBS, Vital Statistics (annual), 1950 (Table 26), 1951 (Table 26), 1952 to 1960 (Table 7), 
1961 (Table 27). 1961 Census , DBS 9 2 - 5 3 5 , Tables 9, 10, and 11; DBS 99-512 , Table X; DBS 
9 2 - 5 3 9 , Table 6. 
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Table A. 10-Correlation Matrices for the Analysis of Inter-county Variation 

in the 1951-61 Net Migration Ratio, Canada 

(Zero order product-moment correlation coefficients) 

NOTE. —See Table 8.8 for the meaning of symbols. 

Variables 

AU 119 counties or census divis ions 

Yi Xi Xs Xn Xn Xu 

Yi . 
Xi . 
X2 
X3 • 
Xio 
Xn 
Xn 
Xl9 
A2S 
Xs -
Xs . 
A23 
Xie 
Xe • 
X2A 
Xis 
Xis 
A , . 
XoO' 

Yi . 
Xi . 
X2 . 
Xs -
Xll, 
Xn 
Xn 
Ai9 
Xjs 
Xs . 
Xs -
.X23 
Xie 
Xe . 
X24 
Xi, 
Xis 
A, . 
X22 

1.00 
0.72 
0.48 
0.69 
0.48 
0.66 
0.54 

-0 .13 
0.51 

-0 .39 
- 0 . 2 9 

0.37 
0.37 
0.48 
0.32 
0.23 

-0 .15 
0.19 
0.65 

1.00 
0.71 
0.78 
0.62 
0.85 
0.69 

-0.32 
0.70 

-0.50 
-0.46 
0.45 
0.58 
0.59 
0.45 
0.15 
0.02 
0.47 
0.39 

1.00 
0.45 
0.52 
0.63 
0.67 

-0.46 
0.80 

-0.39 
-0.26 
0.11 
0.50 
0.45 
0.45 
0.34 
0.05 
0.23 
0.37 

1.00 
0.68 
0.79 
0.65 

-0.12 
0.64 

-0.33 
-0.41 

0.54 
0.49 
0.57 
0.36 
0.23 

-0 .23 
0.31 
0.42 

1.00 
0.62 
0.67 

-0 .15 
0.59 

-0 .34 
-0 .40 

0.36 
0.44 
0.39 
0.27 
0.28 

-0 .08 
0.32 
0.22 

1.00 
0.69 

-0.27 
0.69 

-0.52 
-0.54 
0.51 
0.66 
0.61 
0.42 
0.04 
0.10 
0.35 
0.36 

1.00 
-0.33 
0.73 

-0.42 
-0.45 
0.33 
0.48 
0.48 
0.31 
0.27 

-0.11 
0.27 
0.33 

1.00 
•0.39 
0.40 
0.20 
0.08 

-0.13 
-0.08 
-0.20 
-0.24 
-0.13 
-0.01 
-0.12 

1.00 
-0.28 
-0.24 
0.09 
0.45 
0.48 
0.45 
0.37 

-0.23 
0.13 
0.47 

-0 .42 
-0 .30 
-0 .16 
-0 .16 
-0 .26 
-0 .08 
-0 .07 

1.00 
-0.64 
-0.55 
-0.40 
-0.17 
0.06 

-0.37 
-0.38 
0.08 

1.00 
0.62 
0.55 
0.26 

-0.16 
0.36 
0.46 

-0 .01 

1.00 
0.66 
0.63 

-0 .26 
0.48 
0.52 

-0 .09 

1.00 
0.43 

-0.06 
0.03 
0.33 
0.12 

1.00 
O.OS 
0.13 
0.24 
0.14 

Xi3 

1.00 
-0 .51 
-0 .42 

0.45 

1.00 
0.44 

-0 .42 
1.00 

-0 .16 1.00 

° Counties or census divis ions that had at least 25,000 population in 1941. See Chapter 
Eight, footnote " . 
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Table A.10-Correlation Matrices for the Analysis of Inter-county Variation 

in the 1951-61 Net Migration Ratio, Canada - continued 

(Zero order product-moment correlation coefficients) 

Variables 

41 MA-counties or census divis ions 

Yi Xi Xu Xn 

Yi -
Xi -
Aj . 
Xs -
Xio 
Xn 
Xn 
A . 9 
A2S 
Xs -
Xs . 
A23 
Xie 
Xe-
X24 
Xis 
Xis 
A, . 
A22 

^ 1 • 
Al . 
A2 . 
A3 . 
Xia 
Xn 
Xn 
Ai9 
Ajs 
^5 • 
Xs -
A23 
Xie 
Xe-
X24 
.X13 
Xis 
A9 . 

1.00 
0.58 
0.18 
0.50 
0.23 
0.43 
0.26 

- 0 . 2 3 
0.00 

-0 .47 
-0 .51 

0.44 
0.18 
0.16 
0.19 

-0 .01 
0.28 
0.35 
0.46 

1.00 
0.59 
0.58 
0.42 
0.67 
0.38 

-0.30 
0.27 

-0.54 
-0.42 

0.49 
0.45 
0.37 
0.38 

-0.14 
0.41 
0.79 
0.01 

1.00 
0.02 
0.22 
0.46 
0.53 

-0.44 
0.62 

-0.45 
-0.23 
0.15 
0.61 
0.47 
0.46 

-0.04 
0.60 
0.41 

-0.10 

1.00 
0.57 
0.58 
0.28 

-0 .08 
0.05 

-0 .35 
-0 .58 

0.69 
0.29 
0.23 
0.26 
0.09 

-0 .04 
0.35 
0.08 

1.00 
0.38 
0.36 
0.03 
0.04 

-0 .42 
-0 .59 

0.54 
0.30 
0.21 
0.17 
0.28 
0.04 
0.18 

-0 .20 

1.00 
0.36 

-0 .18 
0.24 

-0.55 
-0.5$ 

0.56 
0.62 
0.38 
0.35 

-0.40 
0.59 
0.54 

-0.02 

1.00 
-0.16 
0.35 

-0.41 
-0.42 
0.26 
0.26 
0.24 
0.19 
0.27 
0.09 
0.03 

-0.02 

1.00 
-0.26 
0.25 
0.11 
0.03 

-0.10 
-0.08 
-0.21 
-0.16 
-0.26 
-0.20 
-0.28 

1.00 
-0.14 

0.01 
-0.04 
0.50 
0.28 
0.50 

-0.11 
0.29 
0.12 

-0.01 

1.00 
0.70 

-0 .60 
-0 .38 
-0 .28 
-0 .20 
-0 .05 
-0 .45 
-0 .26 
-0 .10 

Xs 

1.00 
-0.75 
-0.45 
-0.41 
-0.19 
-0.03 
-0.31 
-0.12 
0.07 

1.00 
0.47 
0.44 
0.31 
0.08 
0.26 
0.20 
0.01 

1.00 
0.69 
0.70 

-0.38 
0.73 
0.45 

-0.36 

1.00 
0.48 

-0.26 
0.38 
0.36 

-0.33 

1.00 
-0.09 
0.34 
0.32 

-0.08 

1.00 
-0 .49 
-0 .43 

0.25 

1.00 
0.49 

-0.11 
1.00 

-0 .12 1.00 

° Counties or census divisions that contained or were adjacent to 1961 MAs or MUAs. 
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Table A. 10-Correlation Matrices for the Analysis of Inter-county Variation 

in the 1951-61 Net Migration Ratio, Canada -concluded 

(Zero order product-moment correlation coefficients) 

Variables 
78 other count ies or census d iv is ions 

Yi Al A2 A: •^11 A l 7 A i 9 A; 

^ 1 . 
X, . 
X2. 
Xs -
Xio 
Xn 
Xn 
A19 
X25 
Xs • 
Xs . 
X23 
Xie 
Xe -
X24 
Xis 
Xis 
A9 . 
X-ì-ì 

Yi . 
Al . 
A2 . 
Xs -
X\Q 
Xn 
Xn 
Xi9 

Xs . 
Xs . 
A23 
Xie 
Xe-
A24 
^13 
Xis 
A 9 . 
A22 

00 
56 
22 
54 
26 
52 

0.31 
0.27 
0.27 

-0 .27 
-0 .02 

0.20 
0.24 
0.48 
0.13 
0.18 

-0 .36 
-0 .12 

0.59 

1.00 
0.44 
0.71 
0.46 
0.85 
0.59 

-0.05 
0.59 

-0.50 
-0 .49 
0.38 
0.52 
0.57 
0.26 
0.07 

-0 .08 
0.16 
0.29 

1.00 
0.15 
0.29 
0.31 
0.40 

-0 .32 
0.65 

-0 .28 
-0 .13 
-0 .16 

0.08 
0.10 
0.08 
0.43 

-0 .09 
-0 .05 

0.31 

1.00 
0.49 
0.70 
0.49 
0.23 
0.51 

-0 .22 
-0 .25 

0.42 
0.44 
0.59 
0.18 
0.04 

-0 .29 
0.16 
0.28 

1.00 
0.45 
0.53 
0.03 
0.44 

-0 .21 
-0.25 
0.18 
0.34 
0.22 
0.07 
0.08 

-0.03 
0.28 
0.04 

1.00 
0.55 

-0.02 
0.53 

-0.51 
-0.52 
0.45 
0.58 
0.59 
0.32 

-0.01 
0.03 
0.13 
0.20 

1.00 
-0 .16 

0.52 
-0 .37 
-0 .41 

0.25 
0.44 
0.34 
0.15 
0.03 

-0 .07 
0.23 
0.07 

1.00 
-0.23 
0.40 
0.16 
0.23 
0.06 
0.14 
0.22 

-0.18 
-0.15 
0.18 
0.25 

1.00 
-0.21 
-0.17 
-0.14 
0.11 
0.28 
0.22 
0.43 

-0.41 
-0.11 
0.36 

1.00 
0.54 

-0.33 
-0.43 
-0.23 
0.21 

-0.13 
-0.24 
0.06 
0.11 

1.00 
-0.57 
-0.64 
-0.32 
-0.08 
0.22 

-0.46 
-0.45 

0.32 

1.00 
0.77 
0.58 
0.11 

-0.45 
0.47 
0.56 

-0.24 

1.00 
0.53 
0.17 

-0.46 
0.50 
0.56 

-0.30 

1.00 
0.14 

-0.16 
-0.07 
0.22 
0.12 

X2. 

1.00 
-0.06 
-0.03 
-0.03 
0.34 

A, 

1.00 
-0 .52 
-0 .56 

0.50 

1.00 
0..48 

-0.63 
1.00 

-0.45 1.00 

SOURCES: 1941 Census , Voi. VI, Table 3; Voi. VII, Table 11. 1951 Census , Voi. I, 
Tables 22 ,47 and 60; Voi . IV, Tables 10 and 18; Voi. V, Table 15. 1961 Census ,DBS 9 2 - 5 4 7 , 
Table 51; DBS 9 2 - 5 4 2 , Table 22; DBS 9 4 - 5 0 8 , Table 15; DBS 9 4 - 5 3 5 , Table 14. DBS 
6 3 - 5 0 3 , Table 3 . DBS 6 3 - 5 0 9 , Table 3 . DBS, Vital Statistics (annual), 1951, Table 25. 
Stone, 1967^, Table L.4. 
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THE 1961 POPULATION SAMPLE 

B.l BASIC PROCEDURES AND CENSUS CONCEPTS 

The 1961 Population Sample was a 20 per cent household sample 
taken in conjunction with the 1961 Census of Canada. It was designed to 
represent persons five years old and over on June 1, 1961, who were at that 
time residing in private households. The sampling universe excluded resi
dents of collective-type dwellings such as institutions, hotels and large 
lodging houses, persons enumerated as temporary residents who were not 
reported at their usuai place of residence elsewhere in Canada, overseas 
military and government personnel and their families, and persons loeated 
after the regular census through postai check or re-enumeration.' Thus, the 
sample was not designed to represent the total population of Canada.^ 

There may have been a further modification of the sampling universe 
which did not arise by design. This was due to those persons who fell into 
the sample but for whom an adequate report on residence in 1956 was not 
available. These persons modify the sampling universe (or, put otherwise, 
introduce a selection bias in the sample returns) to the extent that their 
migratory behaviour (as group) differs markedly from those for whom ade
quate reports of 1956 residence were received. These persons may also 
introduce a selection bias in tables showing distributions of the sample by 
migration status and by selected individuai characteristies to the extent 
that their distributions differ from the ones tabulated. Of course, the magni
tude of the bias depends on the size of persons with inadequate reeords 
relative to the size of those with adequate reeords. In this monograph the 
figures for persons with inadequate reeords (generally indicated in 'not 
stated' columns of the basic tabulations) have been excluded before the 
calculation of migration ratios or of percentage distributions. For this rea
son the data are said to refer to the reporting population. 

The sampling units were private households and the sample was drawn 
by systematie selection of every fifth household. Of course, since the house
hold (a eluster of individuals) was the sampling unit, the total number of 
individuals failing into the sample may not be exactly one fifth of the pri
vate household population. The enumerated private household population 
was 96 per cent of the enumerated total population of Canada (Wargon, 1967). 
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MIGRATION IN CANADA 

Mobility status was measured on the basis of response given to the 
following questions asked of ali persons 15 years old and over in each 
sample household: — 

1. Did you live in this dwelling 
5 years ago, on June 1, 1956? 

2. In what city, town, village or 
municipality did you live? 

3. Was this dwelling on a farm 
or small agricultural holding? 
(One acre and $50 sa les ) 

Same 
dwelling 

Do 

Same city, 
town, e t c , 
(not same 

home) 

D i 

Outside 
of Canada 

Different city, 
town, 

vi l lage, e t c , 
in Canada 

Omit Quest ions 2 and 3 

(Name of city, town, village, 
municipaìity, etc.) 

(Province or 
territory) 

Important: If outside a ci ty or town limit, specify 
name of suburban municipality, and not that of 
city or town. 

No Do Yes D 

Persons who were born since June 1, 1956, and were thus under five 
years of age at the time of the 1961 Census, were excluded. For family 
persons five to 14 years of age, the migration status of the head of the 
family was assigned; for non-family members, the mobility status of the 
head of the household was used. 

Mobility status and type of movement were determined on the basis of 
the reported usuai plaees of residence on June 1 in 1956 and in 1961. If a 
person lived in the same dwelling on both dates, that person was defined as 
a non-mover. The category of non-movers, therefore, includes those who had 
moved during the five-year period but had returned by 1961 to their 1956 
residence as well as those who had never moved during the period. If the 
dwelling where a person lived on June 1, 1961 differed from that five years 
earlier, that person was defined as a mover. Multiple movements of the 
period therefore are not accountable. Movers were further divided as fol
lows: — 

Movers 

Within Canada 
1 

Within 
same 

municipality 

Within 
same 

province 

1 
From 

contiguous 
province 

From different 
municipality 

1 
From 

different 
province 

1 

From abroad 

Moved, but place of 
res idence in 1956 

not s t a t ed ' 

1 
From 

non-contiguous 
province 
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The term "migrant" refers to those who moved across munieipal bound
aries (from a different municipality or from abroad). The internai migrants 
exclude the migrants from abroad. 

Estimates were derived by a ratio estimation procedure for each of the 
following 76 groups in each of the geographic areas for which tabulations 
were prepared in regard to the population aged five and over: — 

Males, s ingle five years old and over, for 14 age groups 
Males, married, 15 years old and over, for 12 age groups 
Males, widowed or divorced, 15 years old and over for 12 age groups 
Females , s ingle , five years old and over for 14 age groups 
Females , married, 15 years old and over for 12 age groups 
Females , widowed or divorced, 15 years old and over for 12 age groups. 

For each of the 76 groups in a given geographic area, the ratio of the 
complete count to the sample count of the population in the groups was used 
as the weight for estimating persons in that group with characteristies about 
which information was obtained from the sample. Mechanical limitations did 
not permit the use of integer weights which would eliminate complications 
involved in rounding. Fractional weights used have inevitably introdueed 
some rounding error, resulting in slight variations in corresponding totais 
and sub-totals from one table to another. No attempt has been made to re
concile these minor discrepaneies. 

In the case of the labour force, estimation was conducted for each of 
the following groups: — 

Males, single 15 years old and over, for eight age groups 
Males, married, 15 years old and over, for eight age groups 
Males, widowed or divorced, 15 years old and over, for eight age groups 
Females , s ingle , 15 years old and over, for eight age groups 
Females , married, 15 years old and over, for eight age groups 
Females , widowed or divorced, 15 years old and over, for eight age groups. 

B.2 C O N C E P Ì OF F IVE-YEAR MIGRATION 

The term "five-year migration" has been used to remind the reader 
that the migration reflected by the Population Sample does not include ali 
the various kinds of moves that took place during the migration period. What 
the sample reflects directly are differences between the plaees of residence, 
of a particular individuai, at June 1, 1956 and at June 1, 1961. Thus the 
data do not show multiple moves and retain migration that took place be
tween these two dates. The statistics do not provide an adequate measure 
of the total number of migrations (to which total a given individuai may make 
more than one contribution) taking place from June 1, 1956 to June 1, 1961. 
Thus the data are said to refer to "five-year migration". 
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There are other reasons why the census migration question does not 
provide a fully adequate measure of the total number of migrations. First, 
persons who were alive on June 1, 1956, migrated and then died before June 
1, 1961 are obviously not counted. Secondly, persons who were alive on 
June 1, 1956 but left Canada before the 1961 Census are also not counted. 
Thirdly, there are thóse who were missed by the census. It is important to 
bear in mind the foregoing comments when attempting to interpret the census 
migration statistics. 

B.3 TOWARD AN EVALUATION OF THE POPULATION SAMPLE 

Except for the work of Wargon, 1967, in identifying totais for eertain 
population sub-groups (e.g., persons in collective-type households excluded 
from the sample) and in reviewing data-processing steps, no evaluation of 
the migration data from the 1961 Population Sample has been available to 
the writer. It is not possible, within the time available for this study, to do 
the methodologieal research and statistical detective work required to 
produce an adequate evaluation of the sample in this Appendix. Such an 
evaluation should include criticai reviews of sample design, sample selec
tion, estimation formulas and procedures and the many data-processing 
operations which may have brought errors into the statistics. It would also 
be appropriate to attempt to indicate formulas and measures for sampling 
variance in some of the key statistics and assess the likely levels ofthe 
biases in such key statistics. Much of the background information needed to 
make such an evaluation has not been recorded in a convenient manner, and 
even if it were so recorded the evaluation outlined would be a major under-
taking requiring very substantial allocation of professional, clerieal, pro
gramming and computer time. Lacking this kind of evaluation, the author has 
simply exercised certain general precautions in using the statistics so as 
to improve the chances that the levels and differentials shown in this mono
graph are approximately genuine. 

B.3.1 SOURCES OF ERROR - Conventionally, errors in sample statistics 
are plaeed into two general classes — unreliability and bias. Unreliability 
(lack of precision) arises because of unsystematic variations that tend to 
offset each other. Such variations may come from differences between the 
samples that could be drawn or from observational errors (errors in reporting, 
recording or data processing). Bias refers to the net error that remains after 
the unsystematic variations eancel each other to some extent (precisely, 
bias is the difference between the mathematical expeetation of the estimate 
and the true value which the estimate is intended to measure). Bias may 
arise from sampling procedures, estimation procedures, reporting, recording 
or data processing. Most bias sources (the notable exceptions being sample 
selection bias and sample estimation bias) affeet complete counts as well 
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as samples. (The reader wishing more detail may consult Hansen, Hurwitz 
and Madow, 1954; Kish, 1965; Hansen, Hurwitz and Bershad, 1960; Fellegi, 
1964; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1964; and Shryock, 1964). 

As already mentioned, the information needed to comment usefully on 
the likely levels of error in Population Sample statistics is not available. 
Of course, there are various isolated anomalies that one eneounters in using 
any large body of census statistics but a listing of these anomalies would 
hardly pass for serious and systematie evaluation of the quality of the sam
ple statistics. Indeed, the quality of a large body of statistics does not 
stand or fall on the existenee of a small catalogue of isolated anomalies. 
Moreover, it is difficult to draw sound conclusions about data quality without 
first specifying the purposes for which the data are to be used. For example, 
data that are unaeceptable for the allocation of tax revenues to regions on a 
per-head basis can be entirely adequate for a wide range of scientifie 
research. 

Lacking systematie and concrete evaluation of errors in the sample 
statistics, eertain steps have been taken to avoid the kinds of figures that 
are most likely to be suspect, the identification of which is based on previ
ous research on the quality of census statistics (notably the work of Hansen, 
Hurwitz and Bershad, 1960; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1964; Shryock, 1964; 
and Fellegi, 1964). For example, the writer has, for the most part, avoided 
emphasizing ratios or percentages (very few figures in the monograph are not 
of these types) where the base is below 10,000. The figure of 10,000 is a 
rough rule of thumb suggested from the work of Hansen, Hurwitz, Bershad, 
1960, on the quality of census data (cf. Fellegi, 1967, pp. 6-8, 24). As 
mentioned above, no emphasis is plaeed on aetual totais, and instead per
centages and ratios are calculated. In interpreting these percentages and 
ratios the tendeney is to look for systematie patterns which show up in 
various 'breakdowns' of the 'data by areas and sub-populations before con
cluding that preliminary indicàtions of the statistics are possibly genuine. 
These and other steps have been taken in the effort to extract useful infor
mation from the sample in the absence of conerete indicàtions as to the 
specific figures needing corrections. 

B.3.2 THE PROBLEM OF NON-RESPONDENTS-"Non-respondents" 
means persons missed entirely by the census (and who would have been 
eligible for sampling had they been enumerated) as well as those for whom 
there is an inadequate record of migration status. The latter fall into four 
groups: (1) those who gave no reply to the migration although they fell into 
the sample; (2) those who indicated a move but failed to indicate the 1956 
place of residence; (3) those who indicated a move from rural residence in 
1956 but failed to indicate whether this was a farm or a non-farm residence; 
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and (4) those who fell into the sample and may have answered the migration 
question but whose reeords have been mislaid in office processing. There i s 
no information on those missed entirely by the census . Those in category (1) 
are excluded in this monograph from ali ealeulat ions, those in category (2) 
are excluded from ali ealeulat ions where 1956 place of res idence i s shown, 
those in category (3) are excluded from ali ealeulat ions where.1956 residence 
by rural farm and rural non-farm is shown, and those in category (4) are 
excluded from the basic ealeulat ions underlying the monograph ealeula t ions . 

As mentioned at the beginning of this Seetion, the non-respondents 
raise a problem in th is monograph to the extent that their distributions on 
the census-enumerated character is t ies (particularly migration s ta tus and 
attr ibutes with which migration s ta tus i s cross-classif ied) differ from those 
of the respondents. It is important to remember that the magnitude of the 
problem depends on the number of the non-respondents relative to the number 
of respondents. If ali non-respondents are a véry small fraction of the re
spondents , then the tabulated distributions may not be signifieantly altered 
by introduction of the data for non-respondents, even though the two groups 
may differ quite markedly. Lacking some re-enumeration procedure in which 
the required data are gathered from a sample of the non-respondents, it is 
difficult to gauge the magnitude of the b ias in the s t a t i s t i c s due to non-
respondents. Some crude indicàtions of b ias may be obtained by comparing 
the distributions of respondents with those of non-respondents on character
i s t i e s where both distributions are 'known' by fuU-eoUnt census enumeration 
but this procedure i s sound only if the compared distributions are eorrelated 
with the ones 'known' only by means of the Population Sample. Even when 
the procedure i s sound it i s effective mainly in alerting the analyst to the 
likely exis tenee of b ias in the sample s t a t i s t i c s , and it gives no measure of 
the differences between respondents and non-respondents on such s t a t i s t i c s . 
Among the basic tabulations available for completion of this monograph, only 
parts of the data needed to make full comparisons of the type indicated 
above are avai lable. Tables B . l to B.IO show the relative s i zes of 'not 
s ta ted ' ce l l s in selected migration tables and selected charaeter is t ic d is 
tributions for 'not s ta ted ' c a s e s . 

Tables B . l to B.5 show the s i zes of non-respondent groups relative to 
selected base population to ta is . For Canada (broken down by urban, rural 
farm and rural non-farm) the aggregate in ali three non-respondent categories 
comprised roughly seven per cent of the total sample. When considering 
broad age groups b y s e x within each of the above-mentioned areal categories, 
only one of the age groups tends to show 'aggregate non-respondent percent
ages ' a s high a s 10 per cent. With one exception, the provinces do not show 
a signifieantly high level of variation about the above-mentioned norm of 
seven per cent. Now the ' t rue ' migration ratio for any of these area-sex-age 
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groups is a weighted average of the corresponding ratios for respondents 
and non-respondents. The weight of each of these two categories is roughly 
i ts proportion of the sample. Since for non-respondents this proportion is 
typieally 0.07, it may be concluded that the lack of data for the non-respond
ents will usually create a minor distortion of the ratio estimated from re
spondents ' data only. This conclusion may not, of course, apply to éach and 
every area-sex-age group mentioned or to more detailed tabulation categories 
than those shown in Tables B . l to B.5; nor does the conclusion imply that 
the respondent data accurately refleet the ' t rue ' migration ratios for respond
ents ( this is a separate i s sue) . 

Tables B.6 to B.IO compare respondents with the aggregate of a l i 
categories of non-respondents in regard to their percentage distributions on 
a number of variables. The aggregation of ali non-respondent categories is 
used because (a) well over 90. per cent of the non-respondents were persons 
who gave no report on their five-year mobility s ta tus , and (b) the remaining 
10 per cent of non-respondents (movers whose reports were incomplete a s to 
the 1956 place of residence) were usually of such small numbers as to 
provide a poor ba s i s for the calculation of reliable percentage distribu
t ions. Typieally, the non-respondents were, in comparison with the re
spondents, more heavily concentrated in the 15-34 age group, more likely 
to be single, more likely to have had at least secondary edueation and 
more likely to have been speaking English only or to have been 
bilingual (English and French). Noting these findings in regard to maritai 
s ta tus and educational attainment, hearing in mind the relevant d i scuss ions 
in Chapter Three (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.3), it might be stated a s a tentat ive 
hypothesis that the non-respondents were more mobile than the respond
ents . If so , the true rates of migration in the sampling universe have been 
slightly (see the previous paragraph) underestimated; the most serious 
underestimation being in the 15-34 age group. Thus the ' t rue ' migration 
rat ios would show even more prominent peaks in this age range than those 
indicated in Chapter Three. 
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Table B.l - Complete Non-respondentsato the Five-Year Mlgrotlon Question 
OS a Percentage of the Reporting Population, by Sex and Age, 

Canada, Urban and Rural, 1956-61 

Sex and age 

15-19 " 
2 0 - 2 4 " 
2 5 - 2 9 " 
3 0 - 3 4 " 
3 5 - 4 4 " 
4 5 - 6 4 " 

15-19 " 
2 0 - 2 4 " 
2 5 - 2 9 " 
3 0 - 3 4 " 
3 5 - 4 4 " 
4 5 - 6 4 " 

15 -19 " 
2 0 - 2 4 " 

Ali 
areas 

5.8 

4.0 
9.8 
7.3 
6.7 
6.0 
5.4 
5.3 
6.0 

5.7 

4.0 
9.8 
7.3 
7.0 
5.9 
5.4 
5.1 
5.5 

5.8 

4.1 
9.9 
7.3 
6.5 
6.1 
5.4 
5.5 
6.4 

Type of residence in 1961 

Urban 

6.2 

4.3 
10.0 

7.6 
7.2 
6.4 
5.8 
5.9 
6.6 

6.1 

4.3 
10.1 
7.6 
7.4 
6.3 
5.9 
5.7 
6.2 

6.3 

4.3 
9.9 
7.6 
6.9 
6.6 
5.8 
6.1 
7.0 

Rural 
non-farm 

5.3 

4.2 
10.4 

7.0 
6.0 
5.2 
4.9 
4.5 
4.6 

5.3 

4.1 
10.2 

7.0 
6.3 
5.3 
4.9 
4.5 
4.4 

5.4 

4.3 
10.6 
6.9 
5.8 
5.1 
4.9 
4.6 
4.8 

Rural 
farm 

3.9 

2.5 
8.4 
6.0 
4.4 
3.7 
3.1 
3.1 
4.4 

4.0 

2.6 
8.3 
6.1 
4.6 
3.8 
3.1 
3.0 
4.1 

3.8 

2.4 
8.5 
5.7 
4.1 
3.6 
3.1 
3.2 
4.7 

« "Complete non-respondents" refers to persons who fell into the sample but who gave 
no report as to their residence five years before the census . 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.2 - Complete Non-respondents» to the Five-YearMigrotion Question 
as a Percentage of the Reporting Population by Sex, 

Canada and Provinces, Urban and Rural, 1956-61 

Sex and province Ali 
areas 

5.8 

3.5 
5.8 
6.6 

12.3 
4.8 
7.2 
3.6 
3.3 
4.0 
5.4 

5.7 

3.3 
5.5 
6.5 

12.1 
4.8 
7.0 
3.5 
3.3 
4.0 
5.4 

5.8 

3.6 
6.0 
6.6 

12.4 
4.8 
7.3 
3.6 
3.3 
4.0 
5.4 

Type of residence in 1961 

Urban 

6.2 

4.0 
6.1 
6.9 
8.2 
5.0 
8.0 
3.8 
4.0 
4.5 
5.2 

6.1 

3.8 
5.7 
6.9 
8.0 
5.0 
7.9 
3.8 
3.9 
4.4 
5.2 

6.3 

4.2 
6.5 
7.0 
8.4 
5.0 
8.2 
3.8 
4.1 
4.5 
5.2 

Rural 
non-farm 

5.3 

2.9 
6.8 
6.3 

16.1 
4.3 
4.3 
2.9 
2.9 
3.9 
6.4 

5.3 

2.8 
6.8 
6.3 

15.7 
4.3 
4.3 
2.9 
2.9 
4.0 
6.4 

5.4 

3.0 
6.8 
6.3 

16.5 
4.3 
4.4 
2.9 
2.9 
3.8 
6.4 

Rural 
farm 

3.9 

3.0 
4.5 
5 7 

14 7 
3.8 
3.7 
3.2 
2 9 
2.9 
5 1 

4.0 

2.9 
4.3 
5.8 

14.5 
3.9 
3 8 
3.2 
3 1 
3 1 
5 2 

3 8 

3.1 
4.8 
5.7 

14 9 
3.7 
3 7 
3.2 
2.6 
2.7 
4.9 

^ See Table B. 1, footnote». 

SOURCE; Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.3 - Complete Non-respondents» tothe Five-Year Migration Question 

as a Percentage of the Reporting Population, by Sex, 

Census Metropolitan Areas in Canada, 1956-61 

Metropolitan area 

Calgary 

Edmonton . 

Halifax . . . 

Hamilton . 

Kitchener . 

Lotidon . . . 

Montreal . . 

Ottawa . . . 

Q u e b e c . . . . 

Saint John 

St. John's . 

Sudbury . . . 

Toronto . . . 

Vancouver 

Victoria . . 

Windsor 

Winnipeg . 

Both sexes 

4.2 

4.4 

4.9 

3.3 

3.1 

3.4 

5.7 

4.7 

4.2 

4.1 

4.8 

4.6 

15.1 

5.0 

6.0 

3.4 

3.9 

Males 

4.2 

4.2 

5.0 

3.2 

3.1 

3.2 

5.7 

4.6 

4.1 

3.8 

4.6 

4.6 

15.0 

5.0 

5.6 

3.2 

3.9 

Females 

4.3 

4.5 

4.8 

3.3 

3.0 

3.6 

5.6 

4.8 

4.2 

4.3 

5.0 

4.7 

15.3 

5.0 

6.3 

3.6 

3.9 

» See Table B. 1, footnote». 
SOURCE; Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.4 - Five-Year Movers Who Failed to Report 1956 Place of 

Residence as a Percentage of Al i Five-Year Movers, by Sex, 

Canada and Provinces, 1956-61 

Sex and province 

New Brunswick 

AU 
areas 

0.4 

0.6 
0.8 
0.5 
0.6 
0.4 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 

0.4 

0.6 
0.9 
0.5 
0.6 
0.4 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
0.6 
0.3 

0.4 

0.6 
0.7 
0.5 
0.6 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 

Type 

» Urban 

0.4 

0.7 
0.5 
0.4 
0.5 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.3 

0.4 

0.7 
0.5 
0.4 
0.5 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 

0.4 

0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
O.S 
0.4 
0.4 
0.3 
0.4 
0.4 
0.3 

sf res idence 

Rural 
non-farm 

0.6 

0.5 
1.0 
0.6 
0.7 
0.4 
0.6 
1.0 
1.2 
1.1 
0.4 

0.6 

0.5 
1.3 
0.6 
0.6 
0.4 
0.6 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
0.3 

0.6 

0.5 
0.8 
O.S 
0.7 
0.4 
0.6 
0.9 
1.1 
1.0 
0.4 

in 1961 

Rural 
farm 

0.9 

0.9 
0.5 
1 4 
0.6 
1.0 
1.4 
1 4 
0.9 
0 2 

0.9 

1.1 
0 3 
0 9 
0.6 
1 0 
1 4 
1 3 
1 0 
0 2 

0.9 

0.7 
0 8 
2 0 
0 S 
0 9 
1 4 
1 6 
0 8 
0 3 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations o f t h e 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.5 - Five-Year Movers with Rural Place of Origin Who Failed 
to Give the Farm or Non-farm Status of the Place of Origin, as a 
Percentage of Ali Five-Year Movers with Rural Plaees of Origin, 

by Sex, Canada and Provinces, 1956-61 

Sex and province 
Ali 

a reas 

11.2 

15.9 
11.2 
11.7 
11.8 
13.0 
10.9 
12.1 
8.8 

10.6 
10.0 

10.3 

14.5 
9.8 
9.9 

10.6 
12.1 
10.3 
11.4 

8.0 
9.8 
9.0 

12.1 

17.2 
12.5 
13.4 
12.9 
13.8 
11.6 
12.8 
9.5 

11.4 
11.1 

Type of res idence in 1961 

Urban 

13.6 

22.3 
17.4 
16.9 
11.5 
14.5 
13.0 
15.2 
11.0 
12.8 
12.8 

12.6 

21.7 
15.5 
15.2 
9.4 

13.6 
12.2 
14.9 
9.9 

12.1 
11.4 

14.5 
22.9 
18.9 
18.4 
13.3 
15.3 
13.8 
15.5 
12.2 
13.5 
14.1 

Rural 
non-farm 

8.0 

10.6 
5.9 
7.7 

11.0 
10.2 
7.8 
7.9 
5.6 
6.9 
7.2 

7.3 

9.1 
5.2 
6.3 

10.7 
9.6 
7.5 
6.9 
4.8 
6.0 
6.7 

8.6 

12.1 
6.6 
9.2 

11.3 
10.8 
8.1 
9.1 
6.5 
7.7 
7.7 

Rural 
farm 

8.3 

3.7 
11.2 

5.9 
21.1 

9.0 
8.8 
6.0 
8.1 
7.7 
6.9 

7.8 
_ 

10.4 
2.6 

19.4 
7.4 
8.2 
5.4 
9.0 
7.1 
6.7 

9.0 

7.4 
11.8 

9.1 
22.8 
10.4 
9.4 
6.8 
7.2 
8.5 
7.1 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.6 - Sex Distributions by Age for Respondents and Non-respondents 

to the Five-Year Migration Question, Canada, Urban and Rural, 1956-61 

Sex and age 

Respondents 

AH Urban 
Rural 
non-
farm 

Rural 
farm 

Non-respondents 

AH Urban 
Rural 
non-
farm 

Rural 
farm 

Ali ages 

Males 
Females 

5-14 years 
Males 
Females 

1 5 - 19 years . . . 
Males 
Females 

20- 24 years . . . 
Males 
Females 

2 5 - 2 9 years . . . 
Males 
Females 

30 -34 years 
Males 
Females 

3 5 - 4 4 years . . . 
Males 
Females 

4 5 - 6 4 years . . . 
Males 
Females 

65 years and over 
Males 
Females 

100.0 

50.3 
49.7 

100.0 
J l . l 
48.9 

100.0 
51.0 
49.0 

100.0 
49.1 
50.9 

100.0 
49.9 
50.1 

100.0 
50.2 
49.8 

100.0 
49.5 
50.5 

100.0 
50.9 
49.1 

100.0 
48.9 
51.1 

100.0 

49.3 
50.7 

100.0 
51.0 
49.0 

100.0 
49.5 
50.5 

100.0 
47.4 
52.6 

100.0 
49.4 
50.6 

100.0 
49.9 
50.1 

100.0 
48.8 
51.2 

100.0 
49.3 
50.7 

100.0 
45.8 
54.2 

100.0 

51.6 
48.4 

100.0 
51.2 
48.8 

100.0 
51.8 
48.2 

100.0 
49.3 
50.7 

100.0 
50.2 
49.8 

100.0 
51.1 
48.9 

100.0 
51.3 
48.7 

100.0 
53.1 
46.9 

100.0 
53.4 
46.6 

100.0 

54.3 
45.7 

100.0 
51.5 
48.5 

100.0 
56.1 
43.9 

100.0 
61.5 
38.5 

100.0 
53.8 
46.2 

100.0 
51.5 
48.5 

100.0 
51.3 
48.7 

100.0 
56.6 
43.4 

100.0 
59.3 
40.7 

100.0 

49.3 
50.7 

100.0 
50.7 
49.3, 

100.0 
49.8 
50.2 

100.0 
47.9 
52.1 

100.0 
51.9 
48.1 

100.0 
49.6 
50.4 

100.0 
49.5 
50.5 

100.0 
48.8 
51.2 

100.0 
44.9 
55.1 

lOO.O 

48.4 
51.6 

100.0 
50.5 
49.5 

100.0 
48.5 
51.5 

100.0 
46.9 
53.1 

100.0 
51.8 
48.2 

100.0 
48.9 
51.1 

100.0 
49.0 
51.0 

100.0 
47.6 
52.4 

100.0 
42.6 
57.4 

100.0 

50.7 
49.3 

100.0 
50.3 
49.7 

100.0 
50.5 
49.5 

100.0 
47.2 
52.8 

100.0 
51.6 
48.4 

100.0 
52.1 
47.9 

100.0 
51.1 
48.9 

100.0 
52.2 
47.8 

100.0 
51.1 
48.9 

100.0 

54.7 
45.3 

100.0 
53.3 
46.7 

100.0 
55.2 
44.8 

100.0 
59.0 
41.0 

100.0 
54.7 
45.3 

100.0 
52.5 
47.5 

100.0 
51.9 
48.1 

100.0 
55.2 
44.8 

100.0 
54; 9 
45.1 

® Non-respondents include 'complete* non-respondents, persons who indicated a move but 
failed to show the 1956 place of residence, and persons who showed 1956 rural origin but 
failed to Indicate whether this was farm or non-farm. 

° Figures may not add to totais due to rounding error. 

SOURCE: Unpublished tebulaUons of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.7 - Maritai Status Distributions for Respondents and 

Non-respondentsa to the Five-Year Migration Question, 

by Sex and Age, Canada, 1956-61 

Sex and age 

2 0 - 2 4 " 
2 5 - 2 9 " ' 
3 0 - 3 4 " 
3 5 - 4 4 " 
4 5 - 6 4 " 
65 years and over . . 

Males 

2 0 - 2 4 " 

3 0 - 3 4 " 

65 years and over . . 

65 years and over . . 

Respondents by 
maritai s ta tus 

Totalb 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

Single 

23.9 

94.9 
52.4 
19.5 
11.3 
8.3 
8.5 
8.4 

27.1 

98.7 
67.6 
25.9 
14.1 

9.6 
8.8 
8.6 

20.6 

91.0 
37.7 
13.0 
8.4 
7.1 
8.2 

100.0 1 8.2 

Mar
ried 

69.6 

5.1 
47.4 
80.0 
87.8 
89.7 
83.6 
58.0 

69.7 

1.3 
32.4 
73.9 
85.4 
89.5 
88.1 
72.5 

69.6 

9.0 
62.0 
86.2 
90.3 
89.8 
79.0 
44.1 

IVidowed 
and 

divorced 

6.5 

0.0 
0.2 
0.5 
0.9 
2.0 
7.9 

33.6 

3.2 

0.1 
0.2 
0.5 
0.9 
3.2 

18.9 

9.8 

0.0 
0.3 
0.8 
1.4 
3.1 

12.8 
47.7 

Non-respondents by 
maritai s t a tus 

Totalb 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

Single 

36.7 

95.7 
56.4 
29.8 
21.4 
16.1 
14.1 
11.1 

41.9 

98.9 
72.4 
38.1 
26.6 
18.2 
16.3 
12.7 

31.6 
92.4 
41.6 
20.7 
16.2 
14.0 
12.1 
9.9 

Mar-

55.6 

4.3 
43.4 
69.4 
77.5 
81.0 
73.9 
46.2 

53.7 

1.1 
27.6 
61.4 
72.7 
79.5 
77.7 
59.4 

57.5 

7.6 
58.1 
78.1 
82.2 
82.4 
70.2 
35.4 

Widowed 
and 

divorced 

7.7 

0.0 
0.2 
0.8 
1.2 
2.9 

12.0 
42.6 

4.4 

0.0 
0.1 
0.5 
0.7 
2.2 
6.0 

27.9 

10.8 

0.1 
0.3 
1.2 
1.6 
3.6 

17.7 
54.7 

^ See Table B.6, footnote ^. 
b Figures may not add to totais due to rounding error. 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.8 - Educational Attainment Distributions for Respondents 
and Non-respondents^ to the Five-Year Migration Question, 

by Sex and Age Group 25-34, Canada, 1956-61 

Sex and age Total 
Elementary 

or l e s s Secondary University 

Respondents by 
educat ional attainment 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

46.0 

36.8 

49.2 

39.6 

42.8 

34.0 

48.0 

55.7 

43.2 

50.9 

52.6 

60.4 

6.0 

7.5 

7.6 

9.5 

4.6 

5.6 

Non-respondents by 
educational attainment 

100.0 

100.0 

lOO.Ob 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

44.3 

34.7 

47.3 

37.7 

41.4 

31.7 

• 49.9 

57.9 

45.5 

53.0 

54.1 

62.8 

5.8 

7.4 

7.2 

9.2 

4.5 

5.5 

" See Table B.6 , footnote °. 
^ Figures do not add to totais due to rounding error. 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations o f t h e 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.9 - Occupational Distributions for Male Respondents and 
Non-respondentsa to the Five-Year Migration Question, Canada, 1956-61 

Occupation group 

.-

Sales 

Transport and communication occupation . . 

Craftsmen, production proeess and related 

Respondents" 

10.6 
7.5 
7.2 
5.9 
7.5 
7.8 

12.8 
3.6 

29.9 
6.3 
1.1 

Non-
respondentsb 

8.6 
6.9 
7.6 
5.6 
7.9 
7.7 
8.3 
4.0 

27.3 
6.8 
9.4 

^ See Table B.6, footnote ^. 
'' Figures do not add to 100.0 due to rounding error. 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 
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Table B.IO - Language Group Distribution for Respondents and 
Non-respondents° to the Five-Year Migration Question, , 

by Sex, Canada, Urban and Rural, 1956-61 

Type of residence and 
language group 

Respondents 
by sexb 

Both 
sexes Males Females 

Non-respondents 
by sex^" 

Both 
sexes Males Females 

Canada 

English only ...... ., 

French only 

Both French and English . . 

Neither French nor English 

Urban 
English only 
French only . . 
Both French and English . . 
Neither French nor English 

Rural non-farm 
English only 
French only 
Both French and English . . 
Neither French nor English 

Rural farm 
English only 
French only 
Both French and English . . 
Neither French nor English 

100.0 
67.4 
18.2 

13.4 

1.0 

100.0 
67.1 
16.3 
15.7 
0.9 

100.0 
68.5 
19.8 
9.9 
1.8 

100.0 
67.5 
25.9 

6.3 
0.4 

100.0 

67.4 

16.8 

15.1 

0.8 

100.0 
66.9 
14.5 
18.0 
0.6 

100.0 
68.5 
18.9 
10.9 

1.7 

100.0 
68.0 
25.2 

6.6 
0.2 

100.0 

67.4 

19.6 

11.8 

1.2 

100.0 
67.2 
18.1 
13.6 

1.2 

100.0 
68.5 
20.8 

8.7 
2.0 

100.0 
66.9 
26.7 

5.9 
0.6 

100.0 

68.2 

16.2 

14.2 

1.4 

100.0 
70.9 
12.4 
15.2 

1.5 

100.0 
59.8 
25.3 
13.1 

1.8 

100.0 
61.5 
29.9 

8.1 
0.5 

100.0 

67.9 

15.4 

15.7 

1.0 

100.0 
70.6 
11.4 
17.1 

1.0 

100.0 
60.2 
24.3 
14.2 

1.4 

100.0 
62.1 
29.2 

8.4 
0.3 

100.0 

68.4 

17.0 

12.8 

1.9 

100.0 
71.2 
13.5 
13.4 

1.9 

100.0 
59.4 
26.3 
12.0 

2.2 

100.0 
60.8 
30.7 

7.7 
0.8 

^ See Table B.6, footnote ^. 
" Figures may not add to total due to rounding error. 

SOURCE: Unpublished tabulations of the 1961 Population Sample. 

The following are a few more detailed remarks about the patterns 
shown by these Tables. 

Persons who fell into the sample but who failed to provide any infor
mation about their five-year mobility status comprised slightly less than six 
per cent of the total sample (Table B.l). For the urban, rural non-farm and 
rural farm parts of Canada the aetual percentages of complète non-response 
were six per cent, five per cent and four per cent, respectively, with negligi
ble differences between males and females. Among the eight selected agè 
groupings of persons aged five and over in 1961, percentages markedly above 
the six per cent level are observed mainly for age groups 15-19, 20-24 and 
25-29. :For ali of Canada, the percentage of the sample which contained 
complete non-respondents reaehed as high as 10 per cent for the 15 -19 age 
group only. 
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The corresponding percentages for the provinces (Table B.2) did not 
vary greatly about the Canada-level figures. The only prominent exception 
to this statement in Table B.2 pertains to the rural non-farm and rural farm 
figures for New Brunswick, which were more than twice as high a s the 
corresponding figures for Canada as a whole. In both of these parts of New 
Brunswick, roughly 15 per cent of the sample failed to provide any informa
tion about their five-year mobility s ta tus . Of course, a breakdown of the 
figures in Table B.2 by age may reveal other highly atypical provinces. 
Generally, the higher-than-average percentages are shown by the Maritime 
Provinces and Ontario, while eonsis tent ly lower-than-average percentages 
are shown for Newfoundland and the Prairie Provinces. 

Among the Census Metropolitan Areas (Table B.3) the percentages of 
complete non-respondents (in relation to the total sample) were, with one 
major exception, distinctly below the Canada average. Thus, on the whole, 
the problem of complete non-response to the migration question was not a s 
severe in the Census Metropolitan Areas as in the remainder of Canada. 
The outstanding exception was the Toronto MA, where 15 per cent of the 
sample failed to report their five-year movement s ta tus . Given the tentative 
hypothesis set forth in the paragraph preceding the las t , it might further be 
suggested that the ' t rue ' migration ratios for Toronto MA may have been 
markedly underestimated. 

Tables B.4 and B.5 deal with the other two groups of non-respondents. 
With minor exceptions, the persons who reported a move but failed to indi
cate an area of 1956 residence were one per cent or l e s s of ali persons who 
reported a move. In contrast, a considerable percentage of those who reported 
rural residence in 1956 failed to s tate whether this was rural farm or rural 
non-farm. For Canada as a whole this latter percentage was eight per cent 
among ali persons alive in 1956, and it reaehed a s high a s 13 per cent among 
those aged 15-19 in 1961. Again, the vast majority of the provinces were 
close to the eight per cent level , with the marked exceptions being New 
Brunswick (21 per cent), Prince Edward Island (11 per cent), and Newfound
land (three per cent) . 

Tables B.6 to B.IO compare the respondents with the aggregate of the 
three non-respondent categories a s regards their percentage distributions by 
sex, maritai s ta tus , edueation, occupation and language. Age breakdowns 
are not shown for the last two var iables because they show no marked 
divergences from the pattern for ali ages taken together. In regard to the 
sex, maritai s ta tus and educational attainment distributions, the main 
divergences between the respondents and the non-respondents show up in 
the 25-34 age range. It is notable that the principal difference between the 
two groups on occupation distribution pertains to the 'occupation not s ta ted ' 
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category, where some 10 per cent of non-respondents were concentrated. 
Only two per cent of the respondents failed to give a classifiable report on 
their occupation. 

FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX B 

' The d iscuss ion of charac te r i s t ies and data-process ing operations of the 1961 
Population Sample draws partly on the work of Sylvia Wargon, 1967. 

^ The groups excluded from the sample universe are probably highly mobile, so 
that the sample data should tend to understate slightly the level of mobility in 
Canada. Since the sample universe comprised 96 per cent of Canada ' s population 
aged five pnd over in 1961 (Wargon, 1967), the degree of understatement is likely 
to be very small for large aggregates of population. 

' It is not clear from the information avai lable to the writer whether there were 
any persons in this group who may have been intra-municipal movers. Ali persons 
failing into this group were taken to be inter-municipal movers, probably on the 
assumption that intra-municipal movers would almost certainly have checked the 
' same ci ty ' seet ion of the response area in the migration quest ion. 
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LIFE TABLE SURVIVAL RATIO ESTIMATES OF NET MIGRATION 

The net migration estimates shown in Charts 2.4 and 2.5 and in 
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5 are calculated by means of the survival ratio tech
nique. Let "Px,t" and "^x + a, t + a" be the populations aged x at time t 
and aged x + a at time t + a, respectively. Let "Rx,t" be the proportion of 
Px,t expected to survive over the period from t to t+a; and this is ealled 
the "survival ratio". The survival ratio estimate of net migration is 

Nx,t = Px+a, t + a-Rx,t-Px,t Uì 
The general properties of this estimator and its limitations are described 
at length by Lee, 1957, and there is a large volume of relevant criticai 
literature (see the bibliography in Stone, 1967") to which the interested 
reader may refer. 

There are various ways of obtaining values for the survival ratios, 
Rx,t' Among the existing alternatives the so-called Census Survival Ratio 
is usually preferable. It does not quite fit the definition set forth above 
because it contains a built-in adjustment factor which frequently helps it to 
nuUify some of the distortion of the net migration ratio estimate created by 
census enumeration errors (in the P-values). Due to this built-in adjustment 
(diseussed at length by Lee, 1957, and first exposited in detail by Hamilton 
and Henderson, Ì944), net migration ratio estimates prepared with the Census 
Survival Ratio tend to show smoother and more reasonable age profiles of 
net migration ratios than those prepared with the Life Table Survival Ratio. 

In this monograph the Life Table Survival Ratio has been used, mainly 
because the Canadian census statistics do not permit the calculation of 
Census Survival Ratios (which require a country where there is no age 
seleetivity in net external migration). The calculation of the Life Table 
Survival Ratios for major regions of Canada from 1901-11 to 1951-61 is 
described in Stone, 1967^, Appendix G, and the interested reader should 
consult this description which also presents the values of the calculated 
ratios. 

The net migration estimates for 1871 -81 to 1891-1901 were calculated 
by means of regression equations. It was observed in many cases that 
Nx,t/Px,t and Px + a, t + a/Px,t were highly eorrelated. Thus the following 
regression equation was formed: 
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Estimated Nx,t/Px,t=h + b (Pxta, t + a/ Px,t) [2] 
with h and 6 being parameters to be estimated by the least squares regres
sion technique. 

Using Life Table Survival Ratio estimates of net migration for counties 
or census divisions, selected cities and provinces from 1901 -11 to 1951 -61 , 
seatter diagrams for the correlation between 
^x,t/Px,t and Px + a, t+a/Px,t were constructed, and in ali cases the 
points deviated very little from a straight line regression and indicated 
very high correlation. Therefore, least squares regression estimates were 
evaluated for h and b, and used to generate the net migration estimates for 
1871-81, 1881-91 and 1891-1901. The estimated values of h and 6 are 
shown in Table C I , and derived net migration estimates are shown in 
Table C.2. 

Table C I - Regression Constants Used in Estimating Provincial 
Net-Migration Ratios from 1871 -81 to 1891 -1901 

Sex and age at beginning 
of decade Estimate of A a Estimate of 6" 

Males — 

0 - 4 years 
5 - 9 

10-14 
15-19 
20 -24 
25 -29 
3 0 - 3 4 

0 years and over 

Females — 

0 - 4 years 
5- 9 

10-14 
15- 19 
20 -24 
25 -29 
3 0 - 3 4 

0 years and over 

3.55 
2.15 
2.52 
3.07 
3.79 
4.30 
5.31 

10.98 

3.09 
2.17 
2.37 
3.14 
3.82 
4.01 
5.22 
9.21 

1.02 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
1.02 
1.02 
1.01 

1.02 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
1.02 
1.03 
1.01 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

^ See equation L2J in the text of Appendix C. The estimates were calculated from figures 
for the ratios Nx,t/Px,t and P^ + a, ( + a/Px,t '" regard to nine provinces (Newfoundland 
excluded). W,,̂ , refers to the net migration estimates described in the text of this Appendix; 
^x,t "̂<* ^ x + a, t + a °r^ census statistics. The periods covered by these data are decades 
from 1901- 11 to 1951-61, so that each estimate is based on 54 observations. 

This Isthe squared product-moment coefficient of correlation between the two ratios 
mentioned in footnote^. The very high value of r' (rounded to two decimai plaees itisperfect) 
reflects the very slight variation among the regional survivorship ratios used in estimating 
« x . f 

SOURCES: Camu, Weeks and Sametz, 1964, Table 31; 1961 Census, DBS 99-514,Table 
2; 1931 Census, Voi. I, Table 8; Stone, 1967^, Table L.4; Province of Quebec, Statistical 
Yearbook (annual), 1923, p. 40. 
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Table C.2 - Net Intereensal Migration Ratios^ for Provinces, by Sex and Selected Age Groups, 

1871-81 to 1951-61 

OJ 

00 

Sex and province 

Males — 

Prince Edward Is land . . 

Females — 

Pr ince Edward Is land . . 

1871-81b 

A 

- 5.7 
- 7.2 
- 9.3 
- 1.6 

- 6 . 9 
- 8.9 
- 9.8 
- 2.1 

1881-911» 

B 

- 16.4 
- 12.2 
- 16.9 
- 11.6 
- 5.6 

64.8 

66.6 

- 17.6 
- ' l 4 . 9 
- 18.1 
- 13.3 
- 6.5 

61 .3 

35 .3 

1891-19011' 1901-11 = 1911-21= 

Population aged 10 and over at th 

C 

- 19.7 
- 11.0 
- 12.5 
- 9.5 
- 9.1 

30.7 

52.4 

- 20.8 
- 14.7 
- 14.4 
- 11.4 
- 9.3 
• 27.5 

40.8 

D 

14.0 
- 0.1 
- 2.9 

5.8 
12.6 
44.9 

133.5 
130.2 
73.8 

- 13.1 
- 1.1 
- 4.8 

2.9 
6.0 

36.6 
113.4 
113.5 
60.8 

E 

- 13.4d 
- 5.2 
- 4.8 
- 3.6 

3.7 
5.8 

13.9 
19.7 
8.8 

- 16.7 
- 7.1 
- 6.9 
- 2.8 

4.3 
8.6 

22.1 
28.3 
31.0 

1921-31 = 

e end of ea 

F 

- 8.9 
- 13.6 
- 10.7 

1.6 
6.3 

- 0.5 
0.7 
5.4 

20.2 

- 13.3 
- 15.6 
- 12.4 

0.1 
3.8 

- 3.0 
- 2.4 

1.7 
16.7 

1931-41= 

eh decade 

G 

- 1.4 
1.2 

- 2.0 
- 0.1 

2.6 
- 7.2 
- 17.2 
- 5.8 

8.8 

- 3.9 
0.5 

- 3.8 
0.3 
2.6 

- 6.3 
- 17.3 
- 5.4 

13.1 

1941-51 = 

H 

- 13.2 
- 7.0 
- 10.3 
- 1.2 

6.8 
- 9.3 
- 23.2 
- 1.2 

22.3 

- 11.5 
- 5.1 
- 7.1 

0.4 
7.6 

- 7.5 
- 23.4 
- 0.8 

25.6 

1951-61= 

I 

- 1.7 
- 10.3 
- 3.3 
- 5.5 

5.7 
14.3 

1.5 
- 6 .3 

13.5 
19.9 

- 4.6 
- 12.4 
- 5.5 
- 7.8 

4.6 
13.6 

- 1.0 
- 9.1 

12.3 
17.5 

o 

b 



OJ 

Males — 
Pr ince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia , 
New Brunswick . . . . , 
(Juebec 
Ontario , 
Manitoba , 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia . . . , 

Females — 
Pr ince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatehewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia . . . . 

Population aged 20 - 39 at the end of each decade 

19.8 
22.2 
19.5 
12.6 

18.6 
21.5 
24.0 

7.4 

38.4 
29.2 
36.0 
21.6 
16.2 
75.9 

107.7 

35.3 
28.9 
31.8 
20.1 
15.1 
65.2 

55.0 

M 

47.6 
26.5 
29.1 
18.5 
21.5 
32.4 

— 
— 

77.7 

42.8 
30.1 
27.7 
17.5 
18.9 
26.7 
— 
— 

57.9 

- 47.9 
- 7.1 
- 16.3 

2.4 
17.4 
77.2 

213.5 
192.9 
95.9 

- 39.3 
- 7.9 
- 13.1 

2.0 
10.3 
66.6 

203.7 
186.2 
86.0 

33.8d 
6.0 
7.2 
6.2 

12.7 
19.7 
34.9 
37.3 
26.8 

36.2 
12.0 
10.4 
4.0 

10.4 
16.7 
37.9 
41.5 
37.0 

- 22.6 
- 24.8 
- 21.7 
- 0.4 

10.5 
1.2 
6.8 

14.0 
26.2 

- 30.3 
- 30.0 
- 24.2 

1.6 
7.9 

- 1.5 
- 2.2 

7.5 
23.5 

4.3 
1.9 
6.0 
0.5 
4.3 
8.6 

26.5 
4.8 

16.4 

12.0 
0.7 
9.5 
2.3 
4.9 
8.3 

34.5 
7.0 

21.9 

26.0 
-12.5 

22.8 
4.3 
9.8 

12.8 
38.1 

0.5 
26.0 

28, 
9 

• 16 
0, 

11, 
7, 

39.0 
0.3 

30.4 

- 29.9 
- 9.8 
- 19.5 

5.4 
18.5 
1.1 

- 16.8 
18.2 
24.1 

- 33.6 
- 13.4 
- 20.2 

7.1 
19.5 

- 0.3 
- 18.7 

17.7 
21.2 

^ The net migration ratio i s 100 times the estimated net migration divided by the average of the beginning-of-decade and end-of-decade pop
ulations for the relevant age cohort. See equation [ i ] iof this Appendix. 

° Estimates prepared by means of the regression technique described in this Appendix. 
= Life table survival ratio est imates; s ee the discuss ion in preceding text. 

Figures adjusted to take into account the estimated impact on each province of war deaths, war non-retumees and influenza epidemie vic-
tims. Essential ly war deaths and non-retumees were ali assumed to be males aged 10 -29 in 1911. With the exception of Quebec province, these 
persons were distributed over provinces according to the provincial shares of the national average 1911 and 1921 populations. Quebec received one 
half the amount it would get if it had a share equal to i ts share of the national population. An estimated 21 per cent of the influenza victims were 
born during the decade, whUe 40 per cent of the remainder were assumed to be aged 10- 29 in 1911. The influenza victims were evenly distributed 
by sex; 90,000 war deaths and non-retumees and 21,000 influenza victims were covered by the adjustment. These deaths were not reflected by the 
Life Table Survival Ratio. 

SOURCES: Same as Table C. 1. 
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As mentioned above, the Census Survival Ratio (CSR) is generally 
preferable to the Life Table Survival Ratio (LTSR), but the former may not 
be calculated from the Canadian census statistics. The preference for CSRs 
over LTSRs for use with equation [l] is most clearly justified when net 
migration ratios are being calculated. 

Mclnnis, 1968^», has been exploring the possibility of developing 
suitable Canadian CSRs from the United States and Canadian census data 
on Canadian-born persons. In this work the assumption is made that the 
pattern of age-group differentials in census enumeration errors is roughly 
similar between the censuses of these two countries. This assumption 
(applied to the United States white population) does not seem to be se
riously at variance with the available evidence (Fellegi, 1968; Zelnick, 
1965). On this assumption the ratio of the United States CSRs to LTSRs 
(for a given sex-age group of the white population) should yield a useful, 
though not fully adequate, adjustment factor for the Canadian LTSRs. It is 
likely that some improvement in the age profile of net migration ratios will 
be obtained (relative to that yielded by LTSRs) through the use of the 
above-mentioned adjustment factors. The procedure involves first the 
calculation of estimated CSRs for Canadian regions. 

Let "Lu" refer to the United States life table survival ratio, for a 
given sex-age group and period in regard to the white 
population; 

"Su" refer to the corresponding United States census survival 
ratio; 

"Li" be the corresponding life table survival ratio for a region 
of Canada. 

A first approximation to the Census Survival Ratio for this Canadian 
region is: 

Si'^Li (S^j/LJ \-3] 

Equation [3] carries the United States-based adjustment factor down to the 
regional level, assuming that the age pattern of enumeration error does not 
vary much among the five major Canadian regions for which Life Table 
Survival Ratios are available (Stone, 1967®, Table L.4). No data are at 
present available for chécking this somewhat stronger form of Mclnnis' 
assumption. Even if the weaker and the stronger versions of the assumption 
are correct, equation [3] stili would not provide adjustment for the magni
tudes of census enumeration error at the national and regional levels. Thus 
equation [3] is but a rough approximation to the desired region-specifie 
Census Survival Ratio (another approximation will be presented by 
M.V. George in the companion volume), and the hope is that the approxi-
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mation will yield some smoothening of that age profile of provincial net 
migration ratios which is calculated from Life Table Survival Ratios. 

Let "SNri " be the net migration ratio calculated using the CSR and 
"LlVrj" be the corresponding ratio based on the LTSR (both using 
equation [l]). It is easily shown that 

SNri = LNri + (Li - Si) [4]_ 

Thus we can get an estimate SNri froni the above-mentioned approxi
mation to S/. Table C.3 shows the values of SNri derived from equation [4]. 
The table of values for L/ is given in the census monograph on urban devel
opment (Stone, 1967®, Table L.4). 

Table C.3 - Adjusted^ Net-Migration Ratio^ Estimates for the Age Group 
20-39 by Sex, Canada and Provinces, 1921 -31 to 1951 -61 

Sex and province 

Males — 
Prince Edward Island . . . 

Females — 
Prince Edward Island . . . 

1921-31 1931-41 1941-51 1951-61 

Population aged 2 0 - 3 9 
at the end of each decade 

- 24.2 
- 27.3 
- 23.7 

0.5 
9.1 
1.1 
7.2 

17.3 
33.5 

- 33.4 
- 32.3 
- 25.3 
- 3.0 

3.8 
- 5.2 
- 2.2 

6.2 
20.8 

- 5.1 
1.9 

- 3.7 
- 1.2 

3.4 
- 11.6 
- 25.2 
- 7.1 

14.4 

- 11.7 
- 1.1 
- 8.8 
- 1.3 

2.9 
- 11.0 
- 25.2 
- 7.4 

16.3 

- 27.6 
- 13.8 
- 21.1, 
- 1.6 

11.8 
- 13.2 

33.1 
2.0 

28.7 

- 26.4 
- 13.2 
- 16.0 

1.4 
11.7 

- 11.4 
- 34.4 
- 1.0 

30.8 

- 23.6 
- 7.8 
- 12.3 

8 2 
24.0 

4 1 
- 11 9 

23 2 
32.1 

- 28.2 
- 12 1 
- 18.3 

6 0 
• 23.2 

- 2.2 
- 17 0 

19.4 
26.3 

^ Adjusted to partially take into account the age differentials in census enumeration 
error. See Appendix for explanation. 

" See preceding text for definition of the ratio. 

SOURCES: Same as Table C I . In addition, Lee , et al., 19S7; Miller, 1964, Table M-
United States Dept. of Health Edueation and Welfare, 1963 , Table 2 .2 . 

4; 

That the estimates in Table C.3 are more accurate than those in 
Table C.2 is not easily demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt; although 
there are eertain guidelines and rough tests which one may undertake in àn 
attempt to decide which of the two should be used in a given research 
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project (the nature of these guidelines and tests will be the subject of a 
fortheoming teehnical paper). One approach of unproven superiority would 
be to use an average of the two series. Two additional series are being 
developed by Mclnnis, 1968, and by M.V. George (for the companion 
volume). 
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RATIONALE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF INTER-CORRELATIONS 
IN CHAPTERS SEVEN AND EIGHT 

D.l THE BASIC MODEL 

It is assumed here that, over a given period of time, several different 
causai processes are simultaneously at work allocating migrants from one 
place to another. The list of variables which would refleet ali of these 
processes is assumed to be large. However, considering the rate of migra
tion for a given area, the effeets of such processes are confounded in the 
aggregates that are measured for the calculation of migration ratios. As 
a result of this confounding of the effeets of a wide variety of causai pro
cesses in the measurement of migration ratios for areas, one can expeet to 
find much statistical redundancy among a substantial list of variables 
drawn up for multivariate analysis of the migration ratios. 

It is worth noting that the term "statistical redundancy" is being 
used here in two different senses —that is, reference is being made to two 
different kinds of redundancy. First, consider two or more different causai 
processes that tend to have similar symptoms. Let the processes be clas
sified into groups A and B. It is found that by resort to A alone much of 
the variation in a selected symptom can be explained, and that, having done 
so, there is relatively little additional explanation available from B. But 
starting with B (instead of A), much of the variation in the symptom can 
also be explained, and A is found to provide relatively little additional 
explanation. Thus, in explaining the variation of the symptom, A and B are 
found to be largely redundant even though they are different processes. 
Moreover, there may be a lack of supplementary information needed to indi
cate which of the two processes, A or B, was really in action generating 
the observed variation in the symptom. 

The second type of redundancy refers to the case where only one 
eausai proeess is being treated. Several variables may provide partially 
similar manifestations of this proeess, and may be considered redundant to 
the extent of this partial similarity. 

Due to the phenomenon of redundancy, it is often found that three or 
four well-ehosen variables accomplish the vast majority of the statistical 
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explanation (of the variation in a selected 'dependent' variable) which is 
available from a much larger list of variables. In addition, it is very diffi
cult to devise a clear discussion, in the common language of discourse, of 
the findings from a multivariate analysis unless the exposition is confined 
to a few key indicators. Thus, for Chapters Seven and Eight an attempt is 
made to find a few indicators which would do most of the work of statistical 
aceounting that can be accomplished with a larger set containing these 
selected few. 

There are many different ways of making this the selection of a few 
key indicators. The technique used here finds its underlying rationale in a 
theory presented by Louis Guttman, 1953, and ealled "image analysis". 
No attempt has been made to use the full apparatus of image analysis laid 
out by Guttman; rather, its basic rationale has been relied upon, adding to 
this some ingredients for the purposes of this study. The reader may refer 
to Guttman, 1953, for an analysis of the deep implications of the simple 
partial skeleton of image analysis which will now be outlined. 

Consider predicting a variable y from a set of n observed variables 
(xi, X j , . . . , Xn j by means of a least squares regression equation. Let p be 
the predicted value of y. Then y can be written as 

y - p + e L^J' 

where e is the error of prediction. For each combination of values on 
(xi, Xj, . . . , x„) there is a predicted value of y. The set of ali such pre
dicted values comprises a partial image of y, and the total image is the 
limit of the partial image as n grows large beyond bound. 

It is well known that, given fx,, x^, . . . , Xn), p exists and is unique. 
Also existing and unique is the multiple correlation (the zero order correla
tion between p and y), which is a measure of the 'goodness' of the predic
tion. Depending on the degree of multicollinearity among (xj, X j , . . . , x^j, 
which is reflected in their inter-eorrelations, the least squares regression 
weights may not be unique. As Chapters Seven and Eight are built on the 
assumption that there is inter-correlation among the economie and social 
factors which may explain areal variation in migration ratios, we must 
accept the likelihood of high inter-eorrelations among (x^, X j , . . . , Xn). 
Thus, the regression weights cannot be given any definite substantive inter
pretation, and it will be necessary to employ a special technique (outlined 
below in Seetion D.3) for gauging the relative importanee of the variables 
(Xi, X j , . . . , x„). As to the direction of eo-variance (positive or negative) 
between xf and y, the signs of the relevant partial eorrelations and partial 
regression weights will be used. 
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It is worth emphasizing that (x^, X j , . . . , xn) are not being treated a;̂  
statistically independent variables, and that the existenee and uniqueness 
of p and of the multiple correlation does not require such independence. 
Such independence appears to be cruciai where we want to assign definite 
substantive interpretations to the regression weights, as is usually the case 
in econometrie models. But even when the independence is achieved the 
weights are stili sensitive to the specific combination of variables in 
(xi, X j , . . . , XnJ, to the units of observation used in their estimation, and 
to biases in the relevant statistics. There is also the point that regression 
weights are strictly speaking not comparable if the joint probability distri
bution of (x,, Xj, . . . , Xn) departs markedly from multivariate normality 
(cf. Bogue and Harris, 1954, p. 16). Thus, it cannot be said that the mere 
achievement of independence among (x^, x^, ..., Xf,) permits definite 
substantive interpretations of regression weights. In any event, it is a 
basic assumption (an untestable first principle) of the writer's approach that 
the deepest underlying factors of areal variation in migration ratios are 
eorrelated. As far as the available evidence goes, the major social and 
economie dimensions of human communities would appear to be better under
stood as interdependent rather than mutually independent. 

Because of the phenomenon of statistical redundancy, it is assumed 
that the set of variables (x^, Xj, . . . , x„) tend to form clusters, where the 
members of each eluster are relatively similar in terms of correlation eo
effieients. The eorrelations within a eluster are generally higher than those 
between members of the eluster and variables outside the eluster. Also, the 
variables within a eluster tend to have relatively similar profiles or corre
lation coefficients with other variables. Since a single factor has only one 
profile of eorrelations with a given set of variables, variables having similar 
profiles of correlation coefficients are likely to manifest a single factor 
(this is the basic idea behind the technique of finding clusters which has 
been used for Chapters Seven and Eight, and which is outlined below in 
Seetion D.2). 

Each eluster may be said to provide a partial image segment of y. For 
simplicity, suppose there are two clusters in fx,, x^, . . . , x„), where "xjy" 
is the jth variable of the ith eluster. Further, suppose that a linear least 
squares regression is useful (even though better predictions may be avail
able from a non-linear model). Then the partial image segment of the ith 
eluster is 

Pi^laijxij [2]. 

Thus y can be written as 

y = Pi + p2 + / fe i , e j 

= la,jx,j + la^jx^j + /jfe,, e j [3], 
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where /jfe,, Ojj is a function of prediction-error terms arising from the 
two partial image segments. Now if there are m clusters we have m partial 
image segments, and 

y = £ a, ,• X, j + 2 aj y Xj ;• + . . . + 2 a„,j Xmj + {m(^i> ^2> • ' • > ^m) t'̂ J-

In Chapters Seven and Eight each eluster is represented by one of its 
constituent variables, usually that which has the maximum sum of intra-
cluster correlation coefficients. A more thorough study would have followed 
the suggestion in equation [4] and used the indicated linear combination of 
the eluster's members. The praetice adopted in Chapters Seven and Eight 
is acceptablé when there is a high degree of multicollinearity within each 
eluster, which is usually the case (see Appendix Tables A.8, A.9 and A.10). 

Within the text the clusters are said to comprise a "group factors", 
and by this is meant the image segments set forth in equation [4]. Thus, the 
ith group factor is pi = 2 a , - j x , j , where the weights aij are obtained from 

the least squares regression of the y upon the sub-set of variables x,y. 
Thus [4] provides a kind of group factor analysis of y, where the amount of 
variance which the analysis explains is measured by the square of the mul
tiple correlation of y with (p , , P j , . . . , Pm)- The correlation between two 
group factors, say the first and second, is simply '"PiPa- As mentioned 
above, we have not gone to the trouble of caleulating (p^, pj, . . . , pm) but 
have simply taken one variable out of each eluster to serve as the group 
factor index (cf. Sawyer, 1967). This is simply a short-cut procedure, 
whose basic rationale lies in equation [4]. As mentioned above, the basic 
reposes in Guttman's theory of image analysis. However, our interpretation 
of [4] involves ideas from the theory of group factors as set forth in 
Harmon, 1960, eh. 11, and the chosen rationale for selecting clusters 
involves ideas from Tryon's eluster analysis (Tryon, 1955), supported by 
Holzinger's B-coefficient test (Harmon, 1960, pp. 127-130). 

D.2 IDENTIF ICATION OF CLUSTERS 

There are many ways of identifying clusters among variables in terms 
of their inter-eorrelations (cf. Cattell, 1944; Harmon, 1960, pp. 127-130). 
If we adopt a elear and reasonable criterion of elustering and can use a 
test to determine whether the criterion is adequately satisfied, it is un-
necessary to dwell in detail upon the aetual procedure for eluster identifi
cation. Various short-cuts in procedure may be employed, as long as a test 
(which is independent of procedure) can be applied at the end to see 
whether the clusters adequately satisfy the criterion of elustering. The 
criterion of elustering adopted for this study may be stated as follows. 
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If it is a fact that a few dimensions (processes) underlie a given 
battery of variables, we should hope that the variables that fall into a 
particular eluster are partial manifestations of one of these underlying 
dimensions. Since such a dimension will have just one profile of corre
lation coefficients with a selected set of variables, the identification of 
clusters should be based largely on relative similarity of correlation pro
files, among the members of a eluster, in addition to relatively high intra-
cluster eorrelations. A set of m clusters of n variables is said to be the 
"best available n-grouping of the m variables" when a shift in the group 
membership of any variable lowers the relative degree of similarity both 
within the group from which the variable is taken and within that into which 
the variable is realloeated. Similarity is based on a measure of difference 
between the correlation profiles of two variables as well as on the zero 
order coefficient of correlation for the two variables. A group of variables 
has relative similarity when the average degree of similarity within the 
group exceeds the average degree of similarity between members of the 
group and variables outside of it. 

The aetual grouping algorithm used is quite tedious (partly because 
it involves caleulating measures of difference between the correlation 
profiles of ali pairs of n variables), and it will not be set out here. By way 
of summary, a matrix of scores on the measure of difference in correlation 
profiles was generated from the correlation matrix. Beginning with the 
lowest coefficient of profile difference, clusters were formed until the 
point was reaehed where the alteration of eluster memberships would lower 
the average degree of similarity within the groups affeeted by such altera
tion (at this point there may be some few variables which failed to fall 
into any eluster). The set of clusters obtained at this point is the best 
available set (in the sense indicated above), and such a set always exists 
and is unique for the particular number of clusters. (The number of clusters 
we draw is governed by the level of intra-cluster dissimilarity which we are 
prepared to accept. In this study the choice of a number was guided by the 
desire to have at least four group factors, a number chosen in the light of 
the common experience that three or four well-ehosen predictors accomplish 
the vast majority of statistical aceounting in a regression analysis.) While 
satisfied with the criterion of 'best available grouping', we realized that a 
convenient demonstration that the criterion is satisfied would be difficult 
to devise. For this reason Holzinger's B-coefficient was calculated for the 
clusters, recognizing that the B-coefficient is based on the comparison of 
correlation coefficients rather than upon the correlation profiles of variables 
(see Cattell, 1944, pp. 173-174, for discussion on this point). 

Holzinger's B-coefficient is the ratio of the average within-eluster 
coefficient or correlation to the average coefficient of correlation between 
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members of the eluster and variables outside of it. This ratio is expressed 
as a percentage, and is equal to 100 when the two averages are the same. 
Thus, some degree of relative similarity within a eluster is indicated when 
B is greater than 100. 

It is difficult to say how much B should exceed 100 before it may be 
inferred that a significant eluster has been achieved. There is no sampling 
model that one may invoke to derive a test of significance for B (Harmon, 
1960, p. 130) and in any event the data usèd to create the clusters may not 
legitimately be used to test the statistical significance of B. (However, if 
there is another body of data—another correlation matrix for the same 
variables —we can use a rough approximation to the variance of B and make 
a rough test of the hypothesis that the pre-existing set of clusters is satis
fied by this new body of data.) Harmon, 1960, p. 130, suggests that a B of 
130 may be considered close to the minimum for an acceptablé eluster. By 
inspecting the identities of the clustered variables and the numbers in the 
correlation matrix, one can also make informai judgements as to whether 
the results of elustering are reasonable. 

Of course, the whole exereise of elustering could have been avoided 
had we resorted to one of the mathematically elegant faetor-analytic or 
principal components solutions with uncorrelated dimensions (described 
in detail by Harmon, 1960). There are several reasons why this was not 
done. Among the more decisive are the following. First, we assume that 
if there are a few factors underlying the areal variation in migration rates 
these factors are eorrelated, and the techniques for analysis with eorre
lated factors involve grouping of variables such as that used in Chapters 
Seven and Eight. Secondly, while we can be sure of the existenee and 
uniqueness of the partial image (defined in Seetion D.l), we cannot be so 
sure about the uniqueness of underlying common factors (Guttman, 1953, 
p. 282). Thirdly, it is useful to minimize one's departure from observed 
variables in multivariate analysis because this facilitates substantive 
interpretation and the comparison and aeeumulation of research findings 
from different studies. Although a supporter of factor analysis, Cattell 
clearly admits the importanee of this last point: 

It seems to be the contention of those recent researchers which have pre-
ferred e lus ter ana lys i s to factor analys is that while c lus te r s reduce the 
number of var iables practically as effectively a s factors, they enjoy greater 
reality than factors. We shall debate th is ; but before doing so we shall admit 
one very real advantage of c lus ters , namely, that they permit the resu l t s of 
different researchers to be relatively easi ly combined (Cattel l , 1944, p. 181). 

In introducing his theory of image analysi? Guttman makes the following 
relevant points: — 
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Common-factor theory is st i l i bese t with several different kinds of problems 
of indeterminacy (among them the problems of communali t ies, of rotation of 
axes , and of estimation of factor scores) arising from the fact that the [common 
factors] are hypothet ical in the first ins tance . Many controversies ex i s t as 
to how to make these var iables concrete , and many sc i en t i s t s are scept ica l 
of the validity of the bas ic premises . 

It is interest ing that hitherto only the partial-correlation approach — using 
controversial hypothet ical variables— h a s been used for a struetural ana lys i s 
of a set of variates , despi te the fact that the more concrete notions involved 
in the multiple-correlation approach seem older and more widely accepted 
(Guttman, 1953, p. 278). 

D.3 MEASURING R E L A T I V E IMPORTANCE OF PREDICTORS 

As mentioned in Seetion D.l, some measure is needed of the relative 
importanee of a set of variables (x,, Xj, . . . , x^) as contributors to the 
multiple correlation between these variables and another one, y. It was 
noted that the least squares regression weights for the x-variables would 
not be suitable because of high multicollinearity among these variables. 
The measure of relative importanee used here is based upon the following 
type of partitioning of multiple correlation. 

Consider the multiple correlation between y and four variables: 
a, b, e and d. This is represented as "Ry.abcd"- ^^y.abcd is partitioned 
in a manner similar to the use of partitions in analysis of variance. Each 
partition is attributed to the influence of a single variable as follows: 

^y.aòcrf = ('^y.a6cc/"^y.a6c) ^ (^y.aòc "'^y.aò) + (^y.ab'^y.^ + (^ya) 
= [Contribution] + fContributioii\+(Contribution\+fContribution\ r^-, 

' ofd J [ o / c ; ^ ofb ) [ o / a ; f̂ -̂

Of course, each of these contributions is positive, so that we can define 
the relative importanee of variable i 

/ContributioTÌS. 1 fSum of ali \ 
\ of i ) / \ contributions) and 

this is a proportion. 

However, it is obvious that the order in which variables were listed 
was entirely arbitrary. In this ease the contribution of d was assessed from 
the difference between third order and fourth order multiple eorrelations, 
while the contribution of a is assessed from a zero order correlation. Had 
we assessed the contribution of a from the difference between third order 
and fourth order multiple eorrelations, a would have had a different value 
in importanee (see relevant comments on the types of statistical redundancy 
in Seetion D.l). To attenuate this difficulty we write as many expressions 
like [5] as are needed to permit each variable to make a contribution at 
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each order of correlation. With four variables, such as a, 6, e and d, we 
will need to write 12 equations like [5], in order to accomplish this aim. 
When this is done in such a way that each variable makes the same number 
(at least one) of contributions at each level of correlation, we proceed as 
follows. Colleet and add together ali the contributions attributed to a given 
variable from ali 12 equations. Then we define the relative importanee of 
this variable, a for example, as: 

/Sum of ali \ //Sum of ali contributions\ 
I contributions 1 / attributed to ali 1 
\ attributed to ali' \yariables J 

This number is a proportion (the sum over the relative importanee of each 
variable is 1.0), and it is unique for the particular set of variables. If we 
alter the set of variables (by addition or subtraction of one or more, or by 
change of membership without change in the number of variables) we can 
expeet to produce shifts in the measured relative importanee of a given 
variable. This property also applies to regression weights. Indeed it is 
entirely consistent with the coneept of relative importanee. 

In making the relevant ealeulations it is suffieient to note that 
(Ry.abc ~ Ry.ab) is a simple function of the partial correlation between y 
and e with a and b held Constant. Thus ali the ealeulations are done with 
the values of the relevant partial correlation coefficients. It is evident that 
the writing of equations like [5] and the ealeulations which follow beeome 
tedious when the number of predicting variables exceeds four (although the 
task may be relieved if a standard computer programme, providing for dif
ferent numbers of predicting variables, is written and retained for repeated 
use). On the side of advantages of the procedure outlined here, it may be 
noted that the measure of relative importanee for a given variable is unique 
regardless of the degree of multicollinearity among the predictors (two per-
fectly eorrelated predictors will emerge with equal degrees of relative 
importanee - indicating, quite reasonably, that the statistics fail to dis
criminate between the two variables). Furthermore, there is no assumption 
about the probability distributions of the predictors. The key assumption 
(which will be stated just for the ease of third order multiple correlation) 
is that (Ry.abcd~Ry.abc) is an adequate measure of the contribution 
which variable d makes to Ry.abcd after a, b and e have made their contri
butions; Techniques based on this idea have been used by Newton and 
Supurrell, 1967. 

In the last column of Tables 7.3, 8.3, 8.7, 8.10 and 8.14, relative 
importanee measures are shown for six variables. Using the procedure 
described above, these measures were first ealeulated for the four variables 
showing the largest zero and third-order partial eorrelations. For the 
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remaining two variables it was assumed that their relative importanee was 
highly eorrelated with their proportional contribution to the sum of the six 
squared partial eorrelations. An inflation factor based on this proportion 
was then used in augmenting the aggregate contribution to multiple corre
lation over that originally calculated in the first instance for four variables 
so as to estimate the aggregates for five and six variables, respectively. 

The magnitudes of augmentation were then attributed to the additional 
two variables. This adjustment procedure is, of course, erude; it was 
adopted only because the shortage of time precluded the preparation of a 
computer programme which would conduct the analysis described above 
upon ali six variables simultaneously. It should be clearly understood that 
the extension of the argument given above to six variables is quite straight
forward theoretically, and the only problem is the vastly expanded scale of 
ealeulations which this extension implies. 
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INTERPRETATrON OF CLUSTERS 

E.l THE PROBLEM OF I N T E R P R E T A T I O N 

A rather weak link in the chain of procedures for applying factor 
analysis is the interpretation of a factor-the inferenee as to the processes 
which the factor represents. This inferenee is based upon an inspection of 
the identities of the variables which have high and low eorrelations (factor 
loadings) with the factor. Unfortunately, the inferenee is guided by no set 
of rules which will permit several investigators to reach the same conclu
sion (as to what a factor represents) from the given set of factor loadings; 
and, more importantly, it must rely upon certain untestable assumptions 
which are mentioned below. In short, it seems almost anybody's guess as 
to what processes a factor represents, particularly when we consider that 
the investigator is free to choose his factor solution (and hence to arbi-
trarily influence the values of the factor loadings). Of course, the problem 
is not peeuliar to factor analysis, because any transformation of a set of 
variables generates index numbers whose meaning will tend to be obseure 
and subject to varying interpretations. 

By relying upon Guttman's theory of image analysis, we minimized 
the departure from the level of observed variables and thus parfia//y atten
uated the problem. The partial image of a variable is its projection upon a 
selected finite set of predicting variables (a projection which always exists 
and is unique for a specified regression model). This partial image may be 
said to comprise (not refleet) a group factor, so that the group factor is 
nothing more than the linear combination of the observed variables defined 
by the least squares regression of the 'dependent' variable upon observed 
variables. Following this approach, the group factor is manifested statis
tically as a set of numbers, predictions of values 'dependent' variable from 
combinations of values on the predictor variables — we have thus not taken 
any significant step away from the level of observed variables. The matter 
could have been left at this point were it not necessary to use the common 
language of discourse in expositing the results of the multivariate analysis. 

In order to make meaningful conversation about the results of the 
multivariate analysis, it is necessary to offer suggestions as to the pro-
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cesses which each eluster of predictor variables (partial image segment — 
see Seetion D.l) represents. Such suggestions unavoidably involve three 
untestable assumptions: (1) that there exist in the real world processes 
(which can cause variations in the 'dependent' variable) reflected by a 
eluster of variables, and (2) that the identified eluster is a sufficiently 
valid and reliable indicator of one set (with possibly only one member) 
of these processes, and (3) that the interpreter correctly identifies some 
member(s) of this set in interpreting the eluster. As mentioned above, these 
assumptions plague ali interpretations of index numbers, particularly those 
in factor analysis. 

The following Sections indicate the brief interpretations which have 
been made for the three exercises in eluster analysis done in Chapters 
Seven and Eight. The foregoing comments should indicate clearly the weak
ness in these interpretations, and it is worth emphasizing that they have 
been made mainly to facilitate the exposition of the results of multivariate 
analysis. 

E.2 CLUSTERS IN THE ANALYSIS OF TH E 1956 - 61 IN-MIGRATION RATIO 

Table 7.1 lists the variables selected for analysis of the 1956-61 
in-migration ratio and shows the clusters into which they are grouped. The 
following comments indicate the reasons behind the names given to the 
clusters. 

Five variables fall into the first sub-group: (1) the percentage with 
some university training among males aged five and over and out of school; 
(2) the female labour force participation rate; (3) the percentage of the 
female labour force in clerieal occupations; (4) the percentage of the male 
labour force in wholesale trade, finance, real estate and services to busi
ness management; and (5) wholesale sales per capita. This group of 
variables probably reflects the degree of concentration of the occupational 
strueture among the activities requiring higher level professional skills ' 
(which tend to a relatively heavy demand for supporting clerical force), 
as well as the degree of focus of the commercial and service activities in 
meeting demands arising from other population centres. Thus, this group of 
variables may be said to comprise a tertiary industry specialization factor. 

The percentage of population born outside Canada and that which 
speaks English comprise the second eluster of variables. It is assumed 
that the centres which attract foreign-born^ persons tend to be more socially 
heterogeneous than those which do not, and that the proportion which speaks 
English tends to be high at most of such centres. ' The proportion born 
outside Canada, in particular, is taken as an index of the social hetero-
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geneity of a centre's population. These two variables are said to comprise 
a 'social heterogeneity' factor. 

Three variables comprise the third eluster: (1) the percentage of male 
earners working at least 40 weeks in the year ending with the census at a 
rate of 35 or more hours per week; (2) the percentage of male wage earners 
reporting earnings of at least $4,000 in the year preceding the census; and 
(3) the percentage with at least $4,000 among males reporting total non-
farm income in the year preceding the census. These three variables com
prise an income factor. 

The percentage of the male labour force in professional and teehnical 
occupations, the percentage in fabricating industries of the male.labour 
force in manufacturing, and population size comprise the fourth eluster of 
variables. The bigger urban centres tend to provide the external economies 
which attract industries carrying relatively large professional forces and 
engaging in the more advanced stages of manufacturing. These variables 
may be said to comprise a modernity of economie strueture factor. 

The percentage of the male labour force in manufacturing and value 
added by manufacturing per capita comprise the fifth eluster. This eluster 
is a manufacturing specialization factor. 

Retali sales per capita and service trade receipts per capita comprise 
the sixth group formed. This group reflects a trading intensity factor. 

Thus, for the purposes of simplifying the discussion, the 17 variables 
may be considered to form six group factors: (1) tertiary industry speciali
zation; (2) social heterogeneity; (3) income; (4) modernity of economie 
strueture; (5) manufacturing specialization; and (6) intensity of trading. 

E.3 CLUSTERS IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE 1951-61 
NET MIGRATION RATIO FOR URBAN COMPLEXES 

Table 8.1 lists the variables selected for analysis of the 1951-61 
net migration ratio using urban complexes as units, and shows the clusters 
into which the variables are grouped. The following comments state the 
reasons behind the names given to the clusters. 

Six variables may be said to comprise a metropolitan status factor: 
(1) 1951 wholesale sales per capita; (2) 1951 service trade receipts per 
capita; (3) 1951 proportion of the female labour force in clerical occupa
tions; (4) 1951 proportion of population born outside Canada; (5) 1951 
proportion earning at least $3,000 (in the year preceding the census) among 
male wage earners; and (6) 1951 infant mortality rate. The metropolitan 
complex would be expected to show high values (relative to other centres) 
on the first five variables, and a low value on the infant mortality rate. Its 
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performance of economie functions for other urban centres should be 
reflected partly in the wholesale trade measure.'' The metropolitan complex 
would also tend to have relatively high levels of living (as reflected in the 
higher than average earnings and lower than average infant mortality rates), 
and relatively high coneentrations of population born outside Canada. 

Four variables comprise the second group: (1) 1951 percentage of the 
male labour force in professional and teehnical occupations; (2) 1951 per
centage of the male labour force in public administration; (3) 1951 percent
age with 13 or more years of schooling among males at least five years old 
and out of school; and (4) 1951 female labour force participation rate. These 
variables refleet the degree of concentration of the working force at the 
higher levels of occupational skills, which tend to require the higher levels 
of edueation. Associated with concentration in the professional occupations 
is a relatively high demand for a supporting clerical work force, which in 
turn tends to raise the level of female labour force participation. The four 
variables mentioned above may be said to comprise a working force skill 
strueture factor. 

The third group of variables may be said to comprise an accessibility 
factor. It consists of: (1) the percentage 1941 -51 change in the share of the 
male labour force in professional and teehnical occupations; (2) 1951 popu
lation size; and (3) distance to the nearest Census Metropolitan Area. The 
grouping of the second and third variables is expected, since the largest 
centres are MAs and many of the other centres above 30,000 in size are 
clustered near MAs. In a period of very rapid modernization (1941 -51) it is 
plausible that the growth ratio of professional occupations was fastest in 
the larger urban complexes which attracted the industries in the vanguard 
of technological change. Generally, centres with high values on these 
variables (interpreting the low distance in terms of high proximity) are the 
more accessible ones from various points in Canada. 

Three variables were sufficiently peeuliar in their correlation profiles 
that they failed to group together or to be allocated with any pre-existing 
group. These are the 1951 per cent of the male labour force in manufacturing, 
the 1941-51 population growth rate, and the relative change (1941-51) in 
the proportion of male wage earners who worked 50 or more weeks in the 
year preceding the census. For convenience it may be considered that these 
three variables respectively refleet the degree of specialization in manu
facturing, demographic growth and growth in employment opportunity. 

Thus, for the purpose of simplifying the discussion, the 16 variables 
may be considered to form six eorrelated group factors: (1) metropolitan 
status; (2) working force skill strueture; (3) accessibility; (4) manufacturing 
specialization; (5) demographic growth; and (6) employment opportunity 
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growth. This is the best available 'six-grouping' of the 16 variables in the 
sense indicated in Appendix D, Seetion D.2. Holzinger's B-coefficient 
test (described in Seetion D.2) also indicates that the grouping is effective. 

E.4 CLUSTERS IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE 1951-61 NET MIGRATION 

RATIO FOR COUNTIES OR CENSUS DIVISIONS 

Table 8.8 lists the variables selected for analysis of the 1951-61 
net migration ratio using counties or census divisions as units, and shows 
the clusters into which the variables are grouped. The following comments 
state the reasons behind the names given to the clusters. 

Eight variables fall into the first group, and these may be said to 
comprise an urbanization factor. The variables show relatively high positive 
inter-eorrelations, and they are just the variables which can be expected to 
show such a pattern of association with the level of urban development in 
a region. They are: (1) the percentage of population in urban centres in 
1951; (2) the 1951 percentage with at least 13 years of schooling among 
males out of sehool and aged five and over; (3) the 1951 female labour 
force participation rate; (4) the 1951 percentage of the female labour force 
in clerieal occupations; (5) the percentage of male wage earners earning 
at least $3,000 in the year preceding the 1951 Census; (6) the 1941-51 
change in the percentage of the male labour force in professional and teeh
nical occupations; (7) the 1941-51 change in the percentage of male wage 
earners working at least 50 weeks in the year preceding the census; and 
(8) distance from the county's largest city to the nearest Census Metro
politan Area. 

The second group of variables includes the 1931-41 naturai increase 
ratio, the 1951 infant mortality rate and the 1951 per cent of population born 
outside Canada. It is assumed that in the 1931-41 decade naturai increase 
ratios tended to vary inversely with social and economie status (for a popu
lation), and that the infant mortality rate varies inversely with the level of 
living in a Canadian community. The correlation between the 1931-41 
naturai increase ratio and the 1951 infant mortality rate is positive and 
high (0.60) for 119 units of observation, and both variables show a marked 
negative correlation with per cent of the 1951 population born outside 
Canada. It was argued (see Chapter Seven, footnote " ) that the per cent 
of a centre's population born outside Canada should be positively eorre
lated with that centre's share of employment opportunity. Ali three of the 
above-mentioned variables show marked degrees of correlation (in the 
expected direetions) with per cent of male wage earners who earned $3,000 
or more in the year preceding the 1951 Census. In the light of these con
siderations the three variables may be said to comprise a level of 
living factor. 
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The third group of variables may be said to comprise an intensity of 
trading factor. The variables in question are: (1) total sales per capita 
in 1951; (2) service trade receipts per capita in 1951; and (3) 1951 popu
lation size. These three variables show relatively high and positive inter-
eorrelations. 

The fourth group consists of two variables which have a marked 
negative correlation (-0.51). They are the 1951 per cent of the male labour 
force in manufacturing and the 1951 per cent of this labour force in trade, 
finance, Insurance and real estate. This group is said to comprise a manu
facturing specialization factor. 

Two variables failed to form a group or to fall into any pre-existing 
group. They are: (1) the 1951 per cent of the male labour force in profes
sional and teehnical occupations; and (2) the 1941 - 51 population 
growth rate. 

FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX E 

' It should be noted that there i s a high correlation between the schooling 
variable in this group and the percentage of the male labour force in professional 
and teehnical occupat ions , which falls into another group. This may appear to be 
an anomaly of the grouping algorithm (see Appendix D, Seetion D.2, for related 
information, however). 

^ By " soc i a l l y he te rogeneous" is meant that a wide variety of cultural back
grounds, ethnic origins, religions, educational levels and occupat ions is present 
and that the distribution of population is not overwhelmingly concentrated in any 
confined segment of the cross-class i f icat ion of these at t r ibutes. 

' Of course, the proportion speaking English is a lso high at cent res occupied 
overwhelmingly by persons of British I s les origin but such ethnic diversity does 
tend to be reflected by a high proportion which speaks in English (that i s , ei ther 
English only or at l eas t bilingual). 

' A strong tendeney for metropolitan a reas to show relatively high coneentra
tions of the work force in wholesale trade and in se rv ices to bus iness management 
h a s been noted in other s tudies (Duncan, et al., 1960, eh. 11; Fox and Kumar, 1965, 
and Stone, 1967, eh. 9, Seetion 9.7). Also, centrai p lace analys ts seem to consider 
relative specia l iza t ion in wholesale trade as a part ial indicator of a high rank in 
the centrai place hierarchy (cf. Fox and Kumar, 1965). 
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STATISTICAL INFERENCE AND INTERPRETATION FOR 
THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

F.l STATISTICAL INFERENCE 

At a few points in the text, statements have been made about the 
statistical significance of a multiple correlation coefficient (see Sections 
7.3, 8.4 and 8.6) or of a measure of mean deviation between two sets of 
correlation coefficients. The following comments outline the rationale 
for such statements, largely omitting the detailed mathematical argument. 

Typieally, practieal statistical inferenee assumes independent 
observations and a form of the probability distribution of the relevant 
statistic which is so definite that it can be stated mathematically. Here, 
we shall allow for dependent observations and make fairly weak assump
tions about the distribution of the relevant statistic. The vast majority of 
statistics are found to have frequencies which are very low in their extreme 
values, and which deerease as one goes toward more and more extreme 
values. This statement is assumed to apply to the two statistics mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph. Using this assumption, a somewhat refined 
Tehebycheff-type inequalityis derived as the basis for statistical inferenee. 
The inequality is, of course, relatively crude (at least in comparison with 
the results one can get by assuming independent observations and a defi
nite distribution for the relevant statistic) but it is suffieient for the 
purposes of this monograph. 

Assume that the frequeney function of a statistic x, f(x), is such that 
at some distance away from the mean, m, the frequeney function declines 
at a decreasing rate as x increases. More formally, for m+2ax <x, \ df(x)/dx \ 
approaches zero with striet monotonicity. A typical picture of such a 
frequeney is 
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U], 

From the foregoing assumptions it can be shown that 
u 
/ f(x) dx<L f(m + ka) [u - (m + ka)] 

~ 2 X X 
m + k(7x 

where | x | < u 

2 < * 

(Tx is the standard deviation of x. 

We shall now try to find an upper bound for f(m + kax). From the 
Tehebycheff inequality it is known that 

f,f(x)dx<p/k' 
m + kcji 

where p is 

p= lf(x)dx 

m + kox 

u 
f f(x)dx + 

m + kcTx 

- u 
/ f(x) dx 

m - kdx 

[2], 

Interpreting \u\ as the maximum possible numerical value of x, the 
intervals - u •£x ^m - ka^ and m + ka^ < x < u are the domains of ' tails ' of 
the distribution and p gives the proportion of both tails loeated in the 
upper half. 

Now p/k^ is the area of a rectangle whose base is {.u - (m + kox^ 
and whose height is p/k ^ [u - fm + kox)]. The aetual value of the left-hand 
side of [2] is usually very much smaller than this rectangle. In fact if the 
distribution is only moderately skewed(if skewed at ali) this value is likely 
to be less than4p/9/c^by Gauss'theorem (Cramer, 1946,.pp. 231). Following 
the same argument (not published here) used to establish [|], 

f(mo + kox) <^p/k^ [u - (mp + kOx)] 

Substituting [3] into [/],• and letting k = 3, we find that 

[3]. 

Pr{\x m I > 3c7i Jf(x)dx + I f(x)dx < 0.056 [4], 
m +3ay 3ox 

where "Pr (x > y)" means the probability that x is greater than y. 

Inequality [4] may be further refined, in the light of the assumption 
that X < u. Let u = hox, so that h > k. 

Then we may derive the following refinement of [4]; 

Pr\^\x-m\>kax] < 1/2 (j^^-p Ì4a]. 
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Let R refer to the ealeulated multiple correlation coefficient, and 
write R = k.a 

RR. 
Under the nuli hypothesis that the true value of R is zero, we have 

^^{^'Ì-'^R 

where 
a „ = l/\/n-m 

< 1/2 
k^ 
"R 

[4b], 

R 

n = number of observations 

m - number of 'independent' variables 

h - u/a - \jn-m 

k„ = R/(^p - Ry/n - m. 

Hence 
P ^R>k^.a^j < 2(n-m)R^ " 2(^) ^^J. 

This formula gives an upper bound for the probability that R would exceed 
its hypothesized true value of zero by a margin greater than the value of R 
itself— roughly the probability of observing an R as high as that ealeulated. 

Inequality [5] may also be applied to the zero order correlation co
efficient by setting m = o, assuming one is testing the hypothesis that the 
true coefficient is zero. 

A notable difficulty of the foregoing results arises from the fact that 
CT^ is approximated from a formula whose validity is at present known just 
for the case where the sample observations are independent and obtained 
from a multivariate normal distribution. It is not known how much adjust
ment is needed for this approximation, which is ali that is presently 
available as a basis for assessing OR. 

F.2 I N T E R P R E T A T I O N 

Let "yi" be the value predicted for the variable y in the ith area by 
some multiple regression equation. Let "yi" be the aetual value of this 
variable in the ith area, and "y" be the mean value of y over ali areas. 
Let " n " be the number of areas. The variance of yi can be written as 

^ 1 [yi-y] ' -~ ^f {9i-y)' . ^ ? ( y , - - P i ) ' Ul 

(see Guilford, 1956, p. 379). The first term on the right-hand side of [/] 
defines the variance predicted from the set o f |y j ' | , i = 1, 2,..., n. The 
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second term on the right-hand side of [1\ defines the squared standard error 
of the predicted level of yj. 

By definition, the square of the multiple correlation coefficient is 

yi yi = / -

(see Guilford, 1956, p. 377). It is evident from U] that 

[2] 

yi - y [2e 

so that r ' is the proportion of the aetual variance in yi which is comprised 
by predicted variance. Ali of this i s well known, and it is recounted here 
to make clear, a s [2a] shows, that the square of the correlation coefficient 
does not provide a measure of the degree of accuracy with which the value 
of the variable y for the a specific area, the ith area, is predicted by the 
value yi. Thus we s t i l i need a measure of the degree of accuracy of predic
tion of yi from yy. Such a measure would gauge the extent to which yi, the 
value of y for a specific area, is accounted for statistically by the predicted 
value Pi. ' 

To define a measure of accuracy of prediction, we make use of the 
following identity: * 

yi = yi + (yi - yi) [5]. 

Aetual value = Predicted value + Error of prediction. 
The relative contribution of the predicted value vis-a-vis the error of 
prediction can thus be defined a s 

vy = \yi\ / [ | y / l + |y,--y/i] [4], 

where " | x | " means the absolute value of x. Clearly o < vi < 1. 
Moreover, 

1-v,- = | y i - y , - | / [ | y / i +\yi -yi\] [4a], 

which is the relative importanee of the error of prediction. Thus we can say 
that lOOvi gauges the percentage of accuracy with which yi may be pre
dicted from yi. 

Now^we may de fine an average percentage of accuracy in prediction 
of yi from yi as 

= 1001 \v yi 

flyi\^\yi-yi\\ 

which will be ealled the "coefficient of prediction accuracy" . 

[5]. 
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Thus, in summary, the squared multiple correlation and the co
efficient of prediction accuracy are taken as measures of two different, 
though related, aspects of the goodness of fit of the regression estimates y,'. 
The latter coefficient is a measure of the average degree of accuracy with 
which individuai values of yi maybe predicted from the regression equation, 
while the squared multiple correlation measures the degree of accuracy 
with which the variance of yi over ali areas is predicted from the variance 
of the regression estimates. 
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ESTIMATING JOINT DISTRIBUTIONS IN A FIVE-WAY 
CROSS-CLASSIFICATION FROM THE RESULTS OF 

LESS DETAILED CROSS-CLASSIFICATIONS 

The joint distributions shown in Tables 7.4, 8.4 and 8.11 are usually 
estimated from cross-tabulation of the number of observations. In these 
tables there are too few observations to provide reliable estimates of the 
distributions in this five-way cross-tabulation. Therefore approximations 
were used based on the results of less detailed cross-tabulations. The 
basic formulas for approximation are as follows. 

Each number in the tables has the strueture of a conditional proba
bility, where the condition is comprised of the values on four different 
variables. A general formulation would be 'the conditional probability of the 
ith value of variable m, given specified values on variables a, b, e and d': 

Pr (mi I a, b, e, d). 

By definition, this conditional probability is equal to 
Pr(mi\a,b,c,d) = Pr(mi\a,b,c). Pr(d)\mi a, b, c)/Pr(d)\a,b,c, [l]. 

Consider the following approximation: 
Pr(d\a, b, e, mi) = Pr(d\ a, mi) [2]. 

If we use this approximation, we in effect ignoro the influence of the inter
action of (a, m) with (b, e) upon the conditional probability of d. This 
generates an error of approximation, and the cruciai assumption in the esti
mation formula adopted involves the manner in which this error is distributed. 
This will be shown shortly. 

From the approximation equation [2] and the basic definitions in 
probability calculus we get 
Approx. Pr(mi \ a, b, e, d) = Pr(mi \ a, b, e). Pr(mi \ d, a)/Pr(mi \ a) [3]. 

The estimation formula is then defined as 

Est. Pr(mi I a, b, e, d) = Pr(mi \ a, b, e). Pr(mi \ d, a) 

Pr(mi I a) 1 Approx. Pr(mi \ a, b, e, d) [4]. 
i 
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Dueto the error of approximation each of the N values of Approxi., 
Pr(mi\a, b, e, d) (i = l, 2,..,N) requires some correction. The "total 
amount of correction" is defined as 

\1 -1 Approx. Pr(mi\a, b, e, d)\. 
i 

The basic assumption of the estimation formula is that the percentage share 
for a given value of Approx. Pr(mi\a, b, e, d) in the total amount of cor
rection is roughly the same as its share in 2 Approx. Pr^mf | a, b, e, d). 

i 
A similar type of assumption is made in regression analysis, where it is 
assumed that the errors of estimation are uncorrelated with any of the 
independent variables. 

Equation [4] is the basic formula used to obtain the numbers in Tables 
7.4 and 8.11. The elements of the formula (see equation [3],) are calculated 
from direct cross-tabulations of the sample of observations. 

In the case of Table 8.4, there were too few observations to permit 
estimation of Pr(mi \ a, b, e) from direct cross-tabulations. The following 
modification of equation [4] was used for this table: 

Est. Pr(mi I a, b, e, d) = Pr(mi \a, b). Pr(mi \ a, e). Pr(mi \ d, e) 

Pr (mi I a). Pr (mi \ e) [5]. 
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TOWARD SYSTEMATIC EXPLANATION OF AREAL MIGRATION RATES 
IN TERMS OF MIGRATION PROBABILITIES FOR INDIVIDUALS 

The support for hypotheses coneerning the explanation of areal 
variation in net migration ratios should be both theoretieal and empirical, 
and it is appropriate to sketch here some aspects of the relevant frame
work of theoretieal considerations. Ideally, this framework takes the form 
of an explanatory model of migration in which one derives testable hypo
theses from general theoretieal premises. No attempt will be made here to 
offer such a neat package of propositions from which are derived testable 
hypotheses, because the number of migrants entering or leaving an area is 
a sum of the results of several different processes, each of which may 
require its own causai interpretation. For example, it is assumed that the 
causai mechanism which may account for life-cycle in-migration (see Seetion 
7.3.1) is different from that which may account for in-migration in search of 
a better job. But the total number of in-migrants is a quantity which adds 
together the results of both causai mechanisms, as well as of the others 
which contribute to this total. 

The total number of migrants entering an area is a sum overthe number 
of migration streams for which this area is the destination. Similarly, the 
total number of out-migrants is a sum over the number of streams for which 
the area is the origin. Each stream is an aggregate result of individuai 
deeisions to migrate from a specific origin to a chosen destination. Each 
individuai decision is triggered by a complex of factors which inelude 
characteristies of (a) the individuai (for example, a reeent change in life-
cycle stage), (b) the area of origin, and (e) the alternative destinations. 
The relevant characteristies of the areas of origin and destination are 
varied. They are economie' (e.g., areal differences in unemployment rates, 
in job opportunities for certain occupations, in wage rates, e t c ) , geographic 
(e.g., elimate; accessibility to major sources of goods, services and reerea
tion; availability of adequate residential space and faeilities), demographic 
(e.g., congestion of population, population size in relation to the sources 
of income, population composition regarding demographic attributes such as 
sex, age and maritai status), and social (e.g., the composition of population 
along major dimensions of social status such as edueation, ethnic origin. 
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occupation, 'style of life'; ' the presenee of relatives, friends, or of others 
with significant social attributes; and the amount of information received 
about relevant conditions at the alternative destinations as well as at the 
place of origin). The relative importanee (weight) of a given factor varies 
among individuals, and the factor is distributed unevenly among the areas. ' 

Suppose the relevant factors are listed and we identify a certain 
number, m, of them. Let "/,"" mean the ith of the m factors, and "wij" he 
the relative importanee (weight) of the ith factor to the jth individuai. The 
coUection of weights for this individuai (wij, w^j,..., Wjnj) may be ealled 
his "preference strueture". Now certain preference structures may be con
sidered similar, so that ali the individuals having these preference struc
tures may be grouped together. In this way the population of individuals at 
each location may be subdivided into groups, where the persons within a 
group have similar preference structures. 

Since a preference strueture involves characteristies of the areas of 
origin and destination, and since the characteristies are distributed un
evenly among the areas, the areas will have unequal degrees of attraetive
ness to a particular individuai. It is assumed that persons with similar 
preference structures will find roughly similar degrees of attraetiveness in 
a given area. Thus, for each group of similar preference structures and area 
of origin we may posit a probability distribution which governs the alloca
tion among the possible destinations of persons with such preference 
structures. Thus, the total number of migrants entering (or leaving, as the 
case may be) an area, is a function of n.k probability distributions for the 
n identified groups of similar preference structures and k areas, and of the 
distribution of population among the n preference strueture groups and k 
areas. 

Now suppose a particular factor or combination of a few factors may 
be considered to be dominant in a group of similar preference structures. 
This consideration may be based on the observation that the particular 
combination of factors has an unusually large combined weight in the prefer
ence strueture. Then we may say that the combination of factors is dominant 
in generating a particular probability distribution of migrants over the areas. 
Thus we may say that each dominant combination of factors 'alloeates' 
migrants over areas in a particular way indicated by a specific probability 
distribution of migrants over areas. The aetual total number of migrants 
received by one area is a function of several probability distributions, 
each distribution corresponding to a particular dominant combination of 
factors.* Each such combination of factors may represent a particular 
causai proeess influencing inter-area migration. 
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From the foregoing stipulations we can derive the formulas for the 
probabilities of in-migrating to and of out-migrating from a given area. These 
formulas make explicit allowanee for the radically different eausai pro
cesses (which are represented in the different preference strueture groups) 
which contribute to the total number of migrants. With these probabilities 
we can define the expected value of net migration for the area in question. 
To obtain this expected value, it is necessary to estimate the sizes of (a) 
the population of potential in-migrants to the area and (b) the population of 
potential out-migrants from the area. The produet of quantity (a) and the 
in-migration probability minus the produet of quantity (b) and the out-
migration probability is the expected net migration for the area in question. 

The foregoing discussion suggests certain properties for a fully 
adequate statistical explanation of the areal variation in the net migration 
ratio. First, the 'independent' variables should include one or more which 
refleet the areal variation in the ratio of potential in-migrants to potential 
out-migrants. Secondly, since different causai processes contribute to the 
total number of migrants and they may vary in relative importanee from one 
body of data (representing specific regions and time periods) to another, 
the list of variables which would fully account for the areal variation in 
net migration can be quite diverse in terms of covering a number of eco
nomie and non-economie factors. 

Treating the relative sizes of the populations of potential in-migrants 
and out-migrants as given data, the analysis of the.net migration focuses 
on the in-migration and out-migration probabilities. The values of these 
probabilities for a given area may be said to depend on the area's force of 
attraetion (cf. Gossman et al., 1967, pp. 46-53). The area's force of attrae
tion depends upon its economie, geographic, demographic and social 
attributes. In Chapter Eight the variables chosen to refleet these attributes 
are among those suggested by the findings and discussion in previous 
migration research. 

The basic and quite simple mathematical formulas emerging from the 
foregoing stipulations may be exposited as follows: 

Let the relevant geographical territory be partitioned into K regions: 
(Al, A2, •.., Aj(). 

Let "wij" mean the relative importanee (measured as a weight) of the 
ith factor in influencing the migration decision of the jth individuai. Thus, 
for m factors we can define this individual's "preference strueture" as 
(wij, W2J, ..., ^mj)- Thus we can define an m-dimensional preference 
strueture space, where each individuai can be loeated as a 'point' in this 
space. Similar points (individuals) may be classified together to form a 
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'preference strueture group', so that the entire preference strueture space 
may be partitioned into n preference strueture groups. 

Let " o " and "i" represent two successive points in time, and " e " 
represent areas outside of i. 

Let "Ni" represent the population of potential out-migrants from 
area i, and let "NQ" represent the population of potential in-migrants to 
area i. 

Finally, let "Pr(X)" mean the probability that X is true, and 
"PT(X\ Y)" mean the probability that X is true if Y is true, and "Pr(X,Y)" 
mean the probability that both X and Y are true.. 

The expected net migration for area i is represented by " E W , and 
EM = Neo-Pr (An, AQO) - Nio.Pr(Ael, Aio) W 

where 

Pr(Ait, Aeo) = 2 Pr(Ai, \ Gjo, Ago). Pr(Gjo, Aeo) 
j- '• * J [2], 

and Pr(Aei, Aio) = ^ Pr(Aei\Gjo, Aio) • Pr(Gjo, Aio) t^]-
; 

The key elements in these expressions are the migration probabilities in 
[2] and [J]. Pr(Ai \ GJQ, AQO) is the conditional probability of in-migrating 
to area AQ, for those who have preference strueture Gj in area ^e-
Pr('.(4ei I G.'o; •^lO'' is the conditional probability of out-migrating from 
area Ai for those with preference strueture Gj in area Ai. 

It should be noted that a wide variety of variables which would seem 
to affeet individuai migration probabilities may be ineluded in the prefer
ence strueture space. The only restriction (in principle) plaeed on the 
definition of this space is that it contain a finite set of m partitionable 
variables, so that Gj is an m-dimensional region in this space. Variables 
such as sex, age, duration of residence, occupation and income may be 
ineluded in the definition of the preference strueture space. An application 
of this idea may be found in the migration model set forth by McGinnis, 
Myers and Pilger (1963), which includes duration of residence. Thus the 
foregoing stipulations constitute a radicai extension of the basic innova-
tion in the Cornell Model (cf. McGinnis, 1966). Under certain conditions set 
forth by the author (Stone, 1968) in a paper on the Cornell Model, the in-
migration and out-migration probabilities represented in [2] and [3] will 
converge to and attain Constant values if the conditional probability terms 
in these expressions are independent of time. 
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We may also define a ratio of expected net migration which would 
seem to facilitate work with equation {!]. We may define 

EMr = EM/Nio =//Veo\ Pr^A^, Aeo) " Pr(Ael, Aio) f̂ -̂
^lO 

The formulation in [4] makes it unnecessary to estimate the aetual sizes of 
the populations of potential in-migrants and out-migrants. We can now con
centrate on appoximating the ratio of these two populations. 

FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX H 

The class i f icat ion of variables into such ca tegor ies as economie, socia l , 
geographic, e t c , i s clearly arbitrary. Many variables would overlap such categor ies . 
However, the c lass i f ica t ion is stated with the aim of simplifying the d iscuss ion . 

^ It should be recal led that the potential migrants ' perception of areal charac
te r i s t ies is an important intervening variable; probably assoc ia ted with areal flows 
of information. 

' By "uneven dis t r ibut ion" is meant that the areas have varying 'amounts ' 
of a given factor. 

Summary s ta tements suggest ing the basic ideas expressed here are in the 
work of Lee, 1966 and of Beshsers , 1967. 
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SPECIFICATION OF A REGRESSION MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS 
OF INTER-PROVINCIAL MIGRATION 

by 

R. Marvin Mclnnis 

I . l INTRODUCTION 

The general features of an economie theory of migration drawn from 
the theory of resouree allocation is outlined in Chapter Five. The purpose 
of this Appendix is to go in greater detail into some of the issues involved 
in moving from a general theoretieal formulation to a specific model that 
can be estimated by regression analysis. The choice of relationship to 
represent the theory that has been outlined is a reasonably open one. There 
is, however, a growing literature of empirical research on migration from 
which one can draw suggestions as to speeifications. There is, unfortunately, 
no concise review of this literature readily available and space does not 
permit such a review here. Several contributions along two possible lines 
of approach are reviewed by Lowry, 1966, but he overlooks some of the 
work that is of the greatest relevance for the present study. The literature 
indicates little in the way of consensus, though. This is partly due to dif
ferences in the theoretieal viewpoints of the various researchers but also 
stems from the rather ambiguous nature of the explanatory variables that are 
eommonly adopted. 

Previous research in the field of migration suggests several classes 
of operational models. First there are models of the gravity type which are 
not developed from specifically economie assumptions about human behav
iour. These models have a theoretieal foundation that is based on a view of 
social aggregates rather than individuai behaviour., Among the more sophis
ticated models of this class are those of Somermeijer, 1961, and Lowry, 
1966. Of the models which are more specifically economie, one may dis
tinguish between those which emphasize what are essentially struetural 
factors—usually designated "job-opportunities". The former class of models 
relate migration to wage or ineome differentials, as is done in the earlier 
work of Sjaastad, 1960. The "job-opportunity" type of models are probably 
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the most common. In application they typieally relate migration to unem
ployment variables. The elassieal work of Makower, Marshak and Robinson, 
1939, is in thisvein. A somewhat different approach to the "job-opportunity" 
model, but stili essentially in the same category, has recently been taken 
by Cicely Bianco, 1964. 

The model that is explored in this study was developed directly from 
the economie theory of resouree allocation, largely independently from most 
of the literature. The specification that is used, however, is similar in a 
number of ways to earlier studies that have been made.. The model falls 
closest in line to those which have been developed out of the common 
assumptions of individuai behaviour market. It should be noted, though, 
that models of that sort are almost surprisingly rare. The work carried out 
here is mostly in the spirit of that of Nelson, 1957 and 1959, and Sjaastad, 
1960, and has considerable affinity with a recent study by Gallaway, 1967, 
the report of which was seen after work on the present study was completed. 

One thing that emerges from a consideration of the existing literature 
on internai migration is that there are many important issues in the specifi
cation of regression models for the analysis of migration that merit explora
tion. But this is not the place. The purpose of the present study is to 
undertake a preliminary exploration of inter-provineial migration in Canada 
using a relatively simple economie model. The consideration in detail of 
issues of specification must be reserved for a later study. Some ehoiees 
will have to be made, however, to undertake any research along the lines 
that have already been sketched out., It is important, though, to sound a 
note of caution, to make clear that what is done here is very much in the 
way of a preliminary analysis and will undoubtedly be improved upon in 
the future. 

The intent of the specification developed here is to emphasize 
especially the two particularly economie elements in individuai deeisions 
to. migrate — monetary gains from movement and the costs that must be 
ineurred. The approach stresses income differentials more than unemploy
ment or other indicators of labour market disequilibrium. Although results 
are reported that are used to assess the theoretieal formulation and to 
support a preference for one form of model over others, any really general 
conclusions about the merits of one specification relative to others must 
await research that is directed to that particular problem and is designed 
to discriminate critically between alternative models. 

The following discussion of the specification of the regression model 
used in this study considers two issues. There is first the question of what 
is to be explained — the choice of a dependent variable. Secondly, the deter
minants of the migration variable that are indicated by the theory must be 
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stated in an explicit and operational way and the relationship given a form 
that is amenable to estimation by regression techniques. 

1.2 THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

While we clearly wish to examine some form of inter-provincial 
migration of population, care must be given to the selection of a particular 
measure. With only ten provinces in Canada, it is necessary to use something 
other than just provincial net migration if the regression approach is 
adopted. The 1961 Census classification of the migrant population by prov
ince of residence provides us with a matrix of flows of population between 
pairs of provinces. A variable Mij, the flow of migrants from the ith to the 
jth province, is ultimately what we should like to explain. It has been used 
as the dependent variable in much of the recent economie analysis of migra
tion in the United States. But there is a severe problem in attempting to 
explain .'W,y when using aggregate rather than micro data. In the matrix of 
inter-provincial migration there is for every Mij an Mji. To the extent that 
an economie model adequately prediets Mij it will fail to account for Mji . 
It would seem hardly reasonable to pursue an approach that would show the 
economie theory of migration to be wrong 50 per cent of the time. The dif
ficulty need not arise if one were able to use micro data with the appro
priate explanatory variables for each individuai migrant.' What is available 
at present, however, is information only for an aggregate group of migrants 
and explanatory variables that pertain to ali persons (not even ali migrants) 
in each province. This situation strongly points to the use of net difference 
between in-migration and out-migration for the dependent variable. The 
present study goes about as far as the available data permit in disaggre-
gating inter-provincial flows of migration, but the categories of migrants 
that are reeognized are stili too aggregative to make the model readily 
applicable to particular streams of gross migration. Therefore, the dependent 
variable that will be used throughout this study is the net interehange 
between each pair of regions. This variable is designated Nij. 

The dependent variable is used alternately in the form of the absolute 
size of the net interehange (Nij) and as a rate per thousand persons in the 
same specified class of the population in both provinces involved in the 
interehange (Nij).^ It is common in the analysis of migration to use arate 
as the dependent variable on the grounds that migration ought to be posi
tively eorrelated with population size. The basis for such an expeetation 
is far from clear, but even granting it, there is no reason to expeet. a rela
tionship of direct proportionality and it seems useful not to go too far in 
pre-specifying the relationship without any. strong theoretieal basis, but 
rather to introduce the relevant population base as an independent variable. 
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The originai coneeption of the analysis undertaken here was to use 
the 45 pairs of net provincial interehanges. This would have constituted a 
reasonably satisfactory number of observations. The uneven sizes of 
Canadian provinces prohibited this. Given the extent of error (both random 
and systematie) in the migration statistics, the numbers of migrants in some 
of the inter-provincial streams are clearly too small. It was necessary to 
combine the Atlantic Provinces into one region, thus reducing the number 
of observations to only 21. The Prairie Provinces partly compensate 
for small population size. While it might be possible to utilize 10 individuai 
provinces and 45 net interehanges for the analysis for ali male migrants, 
much of the contribution attempted in this study lies in the analysis of the 
migration of specific sub-groups of the population. Consequently, the same 
format, utilizing 21 observations, is adopted throughout. This small sample 
must be regarded as barely minimal for multivariate regression analysis. 
Certainly, it constrains the degree of eomplexity that can be attempted and 
generally minimizes the power of the analysis. 

The foregoing discussion raises one very important point brought out 
by this study. While the 1961 Census sample data on migration are the best 
we have yet had in Canada for the analysis of population movements, it 
turns out that they are scareely adequate for the purpose. They provide a 
number of observations that is so small as hardly to meet the minimum 
requirement of a viable regression analysis. This is especially so when 
we realize that the geographical order into which these data are locked 
must violate the assumption that they are truly independent observations. 
Such a small number of observations weakens the, tests of significance 
that we would like to apply and distinctly limits the number.of explanatory 
variables that can appropriately be used. Most seriously, the level of detail 
at which the analysis can be carried out is sharply eurtailed. The hard fact 
is that the population of Canada, and especially of some of its regions, is 
so small that even so large a sample as that taken in the 1961 Census, when 
applied to a charaeteristic such as inter-provineial migration that encom
passes only a fraction of the population, does not permit a cross-
classification by more than two or three other characteristies before the 
inter-provincial streams beeome so small that they may be whoUy dominated 
by sampling error and errors of enumeration. Most of the detail that one 
would like to consider and which, in the abstract, is available from the 1961 
Census is not ih fact usable. When any really interesting level of detail is 
approached, as many as half the cells in ian inter-provineial migration matrix 
may contain entries of fewer than five persons. Because of this, it is not 
possible to analyse migration by even broad occupation groups. An attempt 
is made in Seetion 5.7.9 to consider migration by edueation classes and 
two broad age categories. Even this cannot be carried out effectively since 
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nowhere near enough usable observations can be obtained for males with 
college edueation-an especially interesting group. Thus, the limitations 
upon the analysis of inter-provincial migration that are imposed by the 
available statistics are indeed severe. 

What is really distressing is that these severe limitations upon the 
analysis of migration could not be surmounted by sampling a larger propor
tion of enumerated households or by providing for more elaborate tabulations. 
A large proportion of the statistics tabulated from the 1961 Census migration 
question turns out to be unusable for the kind of analysis attempted in this 
study. Yet it is important that we obtain reliable general explanations,of 
population migration. Real progress lies in samples which obtain micro 
data. Direct sampling would provide not only a body of information on migra
tion but also the relevant explanatory data for individuai households. Such 
an approach would overeome most of the difficulties that are inherent in the 
use of census data. In particular, a sample survey would give access to 
information about the various changes in ineome and employment status 
that are associated with migration. 

In the absence of the kind of household sample statistics that would 
really permit us to carry the analysis much further, we shall have to make 
do with the 1961 Census data with ali their limitations. These data may 
have potentialities unrealized by the writer but I believe that the analyses 
reported in the following pages extract the major part of what is possible 
out of this source of information.. I would re-emphasize that the matter is 
not what should be possible with the available tabulations but what can in 
fact be done without the data without being swamped by sampling variation 
and enumeration error.' 

1.3 EXPLANATORY VARIABLES 

1.3.1 INCOME DIFFERENTIALS-The theoretieal framework adopted inthis 
study has as a primary requirement some measure of differential economie 
opportunities in the two regions that are exchanging population. One way of 
measuring these is by the differences in earnings from employment. Earnings 
other than those from employment should only be relevant if they are spe
cific to the place of residence.* In praetice, the choice comes down to 
national accounts data on personal income per worker or the average wage 
and salary earnings reported in the census. Both are problematie. The 1961 
Census data have two serious drawbacks. They are limited to only a 
part of earnings from employment and, more signifieantly, they refer to the 
end of the period during which migration took place. 

The first problem may be a minor one. Census wage earnings exclude 
unincorporated business earnings, especially those of farmers. To the extent 
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that farm earnings differ from non-farm earnings, and to the extent that 
migration includes the movement of farm workers to more remunerative non-
farm situations, these data would tend to overstate the level of ineome of 
net losing areas. Just how serious this may be is not easy to infer. Migra
tion off farms is not a large proportion of inter-provincial migration, yet is 
not insignificant. The proportion of inter-provincial migrants in Canada 
reporting farm residence in 1956 was 16 per cent.' The exclusion of farm 
income, however, may not affeet the results of the regression analysis in 
any substantial way. 

The fact that the data for wage and salary earnings pertain to the year 
preceding the 1961 Census, and so may refleet the eonsequence of migra
tion, is probably more serious. The use of such data leaves open tosome 
extent the causality of the relationship that is estimated." If the result of 
migration over the period 1956-61 were to equalize the levels of wage 
earnings among the various regions, the problem would be so serious as to 
preclude the use of these data. I shall attempt to show, however, that what
ever may have been the direct influence of migration on regional ineome 
differentials, there was, in fact, no narrowing of these differentials between 
1956 and 1961. Presumably the effeets of migration have been counter-
balanced by opposing factors. That being the case, the census data on 
wage earnings should be usable and they are attractive in that they provide 
provincial earnings differentials that are specific to the sex, age and edu
eation groups that we wish to analyse. They also provide considerable 
occupational detail which is useful for making at least a partial correction 
for the differences in earnings between provinces that stem from differences 
in the composition of the work force. These are attractive reasons for pre-
ferring the census wage and salary data to national accounts personal 
income statistics. 

In the particular case under study, it probably matters little whether 
one employs income data for 1956 or for 1961. There appears to have been 
little change in inter-provineial income differentials over this period, 
despite whatever equalizing influence inter-provineial migration may have 
had. No comparisons can be made for census wage earnings statistics, but 
provincial levels of per worker personal ineome in 1955-57 and 1960-62 
are highly eorrelated. Three-year averages were compared so as to reduce 
the year-to-year variability caused mainly by changing agricultural condi
tions. The absolute income differences between the 21 pairs of provinces 
(treating the Atlantic Provinces together as a single region) in the two 
periods are highly eorrelated fR = .94^and the slope of a regression of the 
1960-62 differentials upon those for 1955-57 is not signifieantly different 
from unity.' Whatever effeets inter-provineial migration may have had in 
the direction of equalizing provincial levels of income, they must have been 
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offset by opposing influenees. Despite a considerable amount of migration 
from low income to high income provinces, the 1960-62 income differentials 
could be interchanged with those for 1955-57 with little effect on the 
outeome. 

The limitations of the 1961 Census data on wage and salary earnings 
may not, therefore, be too serious. On the other hand, it has been pointed 
out that these data have advantages that support their use. For one thing, 
average earnings are reported for males in a great many different occu
pations. To some extent over-all provincial average earnings differ because 
of variations in occupational composition of workers among provinces. 
Within occupations, average earnings might be the same in ali provinces. 
This is not in fact the ease, but occupational eompositional differences 
account for àt least a part of the variation in average earnings among prov
inces. Differences in occupational earnings may largely be refleetions of 
differences in skills and qualifications; hence it would be clearly advan
tageous for a worker to migrate without changing occupation only when his 
ineome could be raised. Crude provincial averages of wage earnings are 
adjusted here by a standardization procedure to remove the influence of 
eompositional differences. I introduce a variable W* which represents the 
earnings differentials that would prevail if ali provinces had existing pro
vincial levels of earnings in each occupation but the national average 
occupational composition. 

Coneeptually, W* is a more attractive representation of earnings 
differentials than the crude average earnings (designated W) if the effeets 
of occupational composition are at ali important. Whether the differences 
between W* and W are in fact significant is an open question. The com
parison of the two sets of figures in Table I.l suggests that only a rather 
small part of provincial differences in average earnings in Canada can be 
attributed to differences in occupational composition. On the other hand, 
"unfavourable" effeets of occupational composition are found in the prov
inces with lower levels of income, especially the Atlantic Provinces, so 
that the use of W would tend to lead to over-predictions of migration from 
lower to higher income provinces. Detailed occupational data for standard-
izing wage earnings are not readily available by age so W* for ali ages is 
used in the following analysis, even for specific age groups. Where differ
ences between W* and W may be greater, as for specific educational groups, 
the unadjusted earnings differential H' is used for that group. 

The analysis was carried out using both W* and Y, the average inter-
provincial differences in personal income per worker over the years 1955 
to I960.' In some cases results are reported alternatively for both variables 
so that the probable effeets of selecting one or the other can be assessed. 
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Table 1.1 - Effeets of Occupational Composition on Provincial Levels of 
Wage and Salary Earnings, Canada and Provinces, 1961 

Province w^ 

3,679 

2.823 
2,359 
3,021 
2,807 
3,469 
3,984 
3,574 
3,290 
3,733 
4,005 

W*b 

3,679 

3,137 
2,546 
3,055 
3,016 
3,516 
3,896 
3.617 
3,391 
3,611 
3,997 

(W/W*.100) 

100 

111 
108 
101 
107 
101 
98 

101 
103 
97 

100 

Relative levels'^ 

W 

100 

77 
64 
82 
76 
94 

108 
97 
89 

101 
109 

I^* 

100 

85 
69 
83 
82 
96 

106 
98 
92 
98 

109 

^ Aetual earnings per capita. 
'' Earnings per capita standardlzed on the Canadian occupational composition (see pre

ceding text). 
*̂  Relatives with respect to Canada. 

SOURCE: 1961 Census, DBS 94-S39 . 

1.3.2 OTHER EXPLANATORY VARIABLES - Explanatory variables other 
than ineome differentials can be rather quickly described. The most impor
tant is distance. The distance variable is introdueed partly to capture the 
influence of costs of movement. Not ali costs of migration vary with distance 
and indeed, variable costs may not be the most significant element. The dis
tance variable is likely to be equally important as a proxy for the dimin
ishing effect with distance of information about economie opportunities in 
other regions. It would be preferable to introduce these two factors directly 
and separately. Unfortunately, no appropriate measures could be found to do 
so. Moreover, if both of these influenees were highly eorrelated with dis
tance, it would be hard to find variables that contributo substantially inde
pendent effeets. Finally, with only 21 observations, one must be eeonomical 
in the use of explanatory variables. 

Most of the results that are considered in the main text are those 
obtained with just income differentials and distance as explanatory varia
bles. The role of several other variables is explored, though. One of these 
is intended to represent the principal source of information about economie 
opportunities in distant regions—"friends and relatives"— (measured by the 
number of persons born in the net losing region but residing in the net 
gaining region in 1956). The variable is designated B. ' 
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An attempt is made to introduce some kind of dynamic or expecta-
tional element into the analysis through the use of a variable, ealled E, 
which is the ratio in the net gaining region to the net losing region of the 
per cent growth of per capita income over the five years preceding 1958. 
The use of such a variable is based on the notion that prospective migrants, 
looking ahead, might consjder not just present ineome differentials but those 
that present trends indicate will exist at some time in the future. 

The final variables that are considered relate to unemployment. A 
large part of the literature on migration uses regional unemployment differ
entials rather than ineome differences to represent economie opportunities. 
In some cases this has been due tp the unavailability of regional income 
statistics but often i thas reflected ana prioribelief that "job-opportunities" 
are better indicated by a struetural variable such as unemployment than by 
ineome and that labour tends to be relatively immobile with respect to dif
ferences in wages but more responsive to unemployment. The influence of 
unemployment is explored here through the use of two variables, U and U*. 
The former is the average rate of unemployment in the net gaining region 
over the period 1956-60. It is intended to represent the influence of uneer
tainty about job prospeets in areas of destination. U* is an indicator of 
economie distress and is measured by the proportion of persons with unem
ployment Insurance who have been receiving benefits for twenty weeks or 
more. This measure of "long-term unemployment" is also averaged over 
the period 1956-60. 

There remains, finally, the form of the relationship to be estimated 
by regression analysis. There is little to draw on in the literature where a 
variety of forms have been utilized, and relatively little empirical experi-
mentation was carried out for the present study. Two forms are used through
out as possible alternatives. The first is a simple linear relationship. In 
the absence of a strong presumption against it, this form has the advantage 
of being as simple as any. Arithmetic differences in earnings between 
regions are more consistent with the theoretieal underpinnings of this 
study than would be the ratio of earnings in the two regions, a variable 
that is eommonly used in "gravity" type models. Whether or not the in
fluence of distance is proportional must ultimately be an empirical question. 
Charts 5.1 and 5.2 show the relationship between the migration of males 
of ali ages and income differentials and distance. There is a hint in these 
graphs of a linear semi-logarithmic relationship that might be rationalized 
as a reflection of significant fixed costs to migration. If that were the case 
migration would be expected to rise more than proportionately as income 
differentials increased, especially beyond some minimum gain from migra
tion. Also, distance would act less than proportionately as a deterrent to 
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Table 1.2 - Data Series for Regression Analysis of the Net Interehange of 1956-61 Five-Year 

Migrants Among Pairs of Major Regions, Canada 

Interehange 

A t l a n t i c — Q u e b e c 
A t l a n t i c — Ontario 
A t l a n t i c — Manitoba 
A t l a n t i c — S a s k a t e h e w a n 
A t l a n t i c — Alberta 
A t l a n t i c — Br i t i sh Columbia 
Q u e b e c — Ontario 
Q u e b e c — Manitoba 
Q u e b e c — S a s k a t e h e w a n 
Q u e b e c — Alberta 
Q u e b e c — B r i t i s h Columbia 
Ontario — Manitoba 
Ontario — S a s k a t e h e w a n 
Ontario — Alberta 
Ontario — B r i t i s h Columbia 
Manitoba — S a s k a t e h e w a n 
Manitoba — Alberta 
Manitoba — B r i t i s h Columbia 
S a s k a t e h e w a n — Alberta 
S a s k a t e h e w a n — Br i t i sh Columbia . . . 
Alberta — B r i t i s h Columbia 

V a r i a b l e s 

/V,a 

1,216 
3 , 7 3 1 

6 4 
19 

257 
162 

1.694 
78 
17 
50 

115 
123 
265 
4 7 2 
2 9 9 
509 
4 4 6 
5 7 5 

1 ,943 
9 9 4 
3 4 1 

Ntb 

1,536 
4 , 4 0 1 

97 
0 

447 
345 

1,706 
122 

14 
9 

275 
6 1 1 
330 
719 
392 
362 
936 
797 

3 , 1 5 4 
1,371 

179 

Ns<= 

» Net 
*> Net 
<= Net 
<J Net 
= Net 
f Net 
8 Net 
^ Net 
' Net 

provincial 
provincial 
provincial 
provincial 
provincial 
provincial 
provincial 
provincial 
provincial 

7 1 3 
1,858 

150 
47 

218 
214 
8 8 1 
194 

14 
36 
167 
594 
198 
305 
216 
85 
653 
469 

2,036 
904 
233 

Af.d 

interehanges, males 1 5 - 2 4 . 
interehanges, males 2 0 - 3 4 . 
interehanges, males 2 5 - 3 4 . 
interehanges, males 2 0 - 4 4 . 
interehanges, males 35+. 
interehanges, males 2 5 - 3 4 with elementary schooling. 
interehanges, males SS**" with elementary schooling. 
interehanges, males 2 5 - 3 4 with secondary schooling. 
interehanges, males 35 **" with secondary schooling. 

1,878 
5,214 

191 
8 

542 
458 

2,603 
282 

8 
33 

398 
1,074 
622 
664 
472 
557 

1,376 
1,340 
4,287 
2,155 
529 

/V,' 

496 
1,433 
117 
11 

122 
308 

1,771 
180 
10 
94 
248 
543 
433 
9 

335 
294 
677 

1,173 
2,117 
1,722 
1,388 

iVnf 

52 
126 
6 
0 
9 
3 

151 
3 
1 
3 
7 
12 
5 
10 
36 
1 
40 
3 

105 
113 
9 

yv„g 

46 
116 
7 
8 
5 
11 
241 
3 
9 
6 
9 
53 
38 
5 
8 
22 
59 
110 
193 
193 
105 

Nsi^ 

58 
166 
21 
6 
24 
25 
52 
24 
3 
8 
29 
60 
27 
63 
68 
8 
65 
57 
204 
101 
15 

50 
109 
14 
2 
19 
30 
85 
28 
3 
11 
33 
27 
39 
18 
99 
37 
72 
180 
178 
232 
225 

1 
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Table 1.2 - Data Series for Regression Analysis of the Net Interehange of 1956-61 Five-Year 

Migrants Among Pairs of Major Regions, Canada - concluded 

Interehange 

Saskatehewan — British Columbia . . . 

Variables 

/Vja 

2,952 
8,332 

321 
12 

674 
717 

6,174 
636 

22 
63 

729 
1,857 
1,310 

825 
1,286 
1,023 
2,169 
3,525 
8,186 
5.788 
3,443 

P , b 

3,597 
4,099 
1,433 
1,445 
1,654 
1,794 
5,766 
3,100 
3,111 
3,321 
3,461 
3,603 
3,614 
3,824 
3,964 

948 
1,158 
1,298 
1,169 
1,309 
1,518 

y c 

341 
1,212 

742 
534 
952 

1,577 
871 
401 
193 
611 

1,236 
470 
678 
260 
365 
208 
210 
835 
418 

1,043 
625 

W*d 

478 
858 
579 
353 
573 
959 
380 
101 
125 
95 

481 
279 
505 
285 
101 
226 

6 
380 
220 
606 
386 

De 

766 
1,215 
2,373 
2,974 
3,287 
4,058 

355 
1,519 
1.985 
2,409 
3,197 
1,380 
1,847 
2,272 
3,059 

466 
890 

1,679 
442 

1,248 
892 

Bf 

60 
114 

3 
3 

15 
27 

138 
9 
6 

13 
16 
54 
49 
50 
73 
41 
31 
71 
81 

122 
93 

Uè 

8.0 
3.6 

10.6 
10.6 

3.3 
4.8 
3.6 
8.0 
8.0 
3.3 
4.8 
3.6 
3.6 
3.3 
4.8 
3.1 
3.3 
4.8 
3.3 
4.8 
4.8 

{/*h 

6.1 
6.1 
2.4 
3.4 
6.1 
6.1 
3.6 
2.4 
3.4 
3.6 
3.6 
2.4 
3.4 
2.3 
2.3 
3.4 
2.4 
2.4 
3.4 
3.4 
2.1 

£1 

1.04 
1.39 
.67 

1.26 
1.35 
1.11 
1.33 
.70 

1.32 
1.29 
1.07 
.93 

1.75 
.97 
.80 

1.87 
.91 
.75 

1.70 
1.40 
.82 

^ Net interehange of males of ali ages. 
^ Sum of male population in both regions in 1961, 
^ Average difference between the two regions in personal income per member of the labour force over the years 1955- 60. 
^ Interprovincial differences in annual wage and salary earnings in the 12 months preceding June 1, 1961, standardized for provincial differ

ences in occupational composition. 
® Highway mileage between principal provincial urban centres (averages weighted by population used for provinces with more than one principal 

centre). 
^ Number of persons bom in net losing provinces residing in net gaining provinces in 1956. 
E Unemployed as a per cent of labour force, in net gaining area, average for years 1956- 60. 
^ Unemployment Insurance claimants with "live file** of 20 weeks or more as a percentage of insurance books issued. 
^ Ratio of percentage growth in personal income per capita 1954-59 in net gaining to that in net losing area. 

o 



APPENDIX I 

migratioli. In the regression analysis that is reported here equations are 
fitted that are linear but they use migration and the log of migration alterna
tively as dependent variables. Appendix Table 1.2 presents the values of 
the variables that are used in the several regressions. 

FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX I 

' One of the main conclusions reaehed as a result of the present study is that 
there is a ser ious need for such micro data. Indeed, I would argue the real progress 
in the ana lys i s of migration will come.only out of the study of individuai household 
s t a t i s t i c s coUected by specia l surveys. 

Njj 
The rate n,-; is of the form ^ . In many migration models, especial ly 

P j + Pj 

those that have foundations in theories of the " g r a v i t y " type, the rate that i s used 

Njj 
i s of the form •' . The ra tes that are used here are not interpreted as any pre-

c i se representat ions of migration probabil i t ies but rather as rough corrections from 
large differences in regional population s ize . 

' Nothing h a s been said here about the general weak n es s e s and l imitations 
of the 1961 Census sample data on migration. T h e s e have been aptly covered in 
other Chapters of th is study. 

^ For example, bond interest or dividends should affeet dee is ions about where 
to migrate although provincial government transfer payments might. 

' The proportion of inter-provincial migrants off farms is computed from DBS, 
1961 Census , 9 8 - 5 0 9 , Table 13. 

' Th is difficulty points to an important weakness for analyt ical purposes of 
the 1961 Census data on migration. What detai l and cross- tabulat ions are available 
are for charac te r i s t ies of the census year 1961. The choice of the five-year period, 
1956-61 , was in many ways most unfortunate. There are relatively l i t t le data 
available for 1956 of the sort that one would prefer to have for analyt ical work. The 
income data are a good e a s e in point but the problem is a general one. The Census 
of 1956 was so restr ic ted as to the information coUected that it makes a poor base 
for migration ana lys i s . Fai lure to relate to a base period with a usable body of data 
greatly diminishes the value of the 1961 Census migration s t a t i s t i c s . 

' The slopé is est imated to be 1.03. The Constant term does not differ signifi
eantly from zero. 

' The timing is se lect ion on the assumption that the timing of migration may 
lag slightly behind the emergence of economie opportunity. Y is ealeulated from the 
national accounts totais of personal income for each province divided by the 
est imated labour force for each year for the week ending c l o s e s t to June 1. Annual 
labour force figures for individuai Prair ie Provinces were est imated by al locating 
the Prair ie total among the provinces on the bas i s of crude es t imates of labour 
force made by applying 1961 participation ratios to the population, age by age, of 
each province annually from 1955 to 1960. 

' The use of such a variable i s vigorously recommended by the work of 
Phil l ip Nelson,. 1959. He makes a strong ea se of a dominant role of information. 
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